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PREFACE 
FoR more than half a century modern Higher Criticism as expounded 
by the Graf-Wellhausen School has everywhere dominated the field of 
Biblical research, considering the whole of the Pentateuch as a late 
product and representing the Joseph and Exodus narratives, which deal 
with the sojourn of Israel in Egypt, as the work of authors who had very 
little knowledge of Egypt and matters Egyptian. The Assyro-Babylonian 
school has undoubtedly been very successful in shedding new light on 
many parts. of the Bible and also on some chapters of Genesis. But far 
from solving the problems of composition and antiquity of the Pentateuch, 
it rather complicated them. Egyptology, too, failed to furnish a solution 
only because after the rise of the Graf-Wellhausen School some of the leading 
Egyptologists accepted its theories without having sufficient knowledge 
of Hebrew and the Bible to enable them to take any initiative in these 
questions. As they could not find more than occasional connexions 
between Hebrew and Egyptian, they simply took it for granted that 
Egyptology had very little to yield for the study of the Bible, and as to the 
Bible itself, Professor Adolf Erman went so far as to affirm that all 'that 
the Old Testament had to say about Egypt could not be regarded with 
enough suspicion '.1 Such a statement and others of like purport, coming 
as they did from Egyptologists of established authority, brought it about 
that students who might have perhaps undertaken to penetrate more deeply 
into a study of Hebrew-Egyptian relationships, were intimidated and 
deterred from approaching the matter; and on the other hand, Biblical 
critics could always refer to such statements as highly authoritative in 
support of their views on the late origin of the Pentateuch and the un
reliable character of those parts which deal with Egypt. The endeavours 
of those few scholars who dared to go beyond the limits prescribed by 
the 'official' view of representative Egyptologists were either ignored 
altogether or only condescendingly considered, the results of their research 
being contemptuously rejected as unscientific and even fantastic. 

1 Agypten und ligyptisches Leben im Altertum, i885, p. 6, and reaffirmed in the revised 
edition, by H. Ranke, 1923, p. 5. Similarly Dr. Alan H. Gardiner said about the Exodus 
that ' all the story of the Exodus ought to be regarded as no less mythological than the 
details of creation as recorded in Genesis ' ,  and that ' at all events our first task must be to 
attempt to interpret these details on the supposition that they are a legend ' .  Etudes 
Champollion, 1922, p. 205. 

· · ., 



vi PREFACE 

Now the whole problem of the Pentateuch is approached from the lin
guistic side. After having studied all the la'nguages with which Hebrew had 
any relation, I came to the conclusion that Egyptian exerted considerable 
influence on the formation and development of Hebrew as a literary 
language. 

The present book is only the first volume of a comprehensive work in 
which the results of my investigations are to be set forth. A great portion 
of the material was already available as early as l 913 when I was still in 
Berlin, but the continuation of the work had to suffer delay, chiefly owing 
to my call to Madrid in that year and to my appointment to a Chair of 
Medieval Hebrew Literature in Spain at that University. I thus had to 
devote myself for many years to quite a different field of research, and it 
was only when I retired from my Chair that I was able to devote myself 
exclusively to these studies and proceed with the publication of my 
materials. 

My first attempt to make known the preliminary results of my work 
was in a lecture given in March 1921 to the British Academy, London, 
under the title' New Light on the Language and Thought of the Pentateuch ', 
and subsequently in a series of three lectures at King's College, London,, 
and at Christ Church, Oxford, in April and May of the same year. 

In I 929 I was able to offer to the public the first volume of my work 
in German under the title Die SPrache des Pentateuch in ihren Beziehungen 
zum Agyptischen, which contain;d, however, only a very small part of my 
material extending over the whole of the Pentateuch. Whilst I was 
engaged on the second volume, a number of scholars and Bible students 
in England and America repeatedly expressed a desire to have the German 
book translated into English. I therefore decided to postpone the publica
tion of the second German volume and to put the first volume into English. 
But instead of giving a mere translation, I preferred to rewrite the whole 
book in order to adjust it in spirit and language to the taste and require
ments of English readers. Some few errors have been eliminated, minor 
alterations suggested by reviewers and readers made, and the interpretation 
of a few additional passages from the Joseph and Exodus narratives included. 

The volume contains two sections : . the first deals with the Joseph and 
Exod�s narratives, the second with the Genesis stories and a portion of 
the Patriarchal narratives. The examination of other parts of the Pentateuch, 
including the poetical portions, will follow in the second volume. From 
among .the numerous subjects to be treated there, the following may 
be particularly mentioned: The Egyptian loan-words, metaphorical ex
pressions, modes of speech and phrases of Egyptian colouring in the 
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remammg parts of the Pentateuch; the ritual and judicial phraseology 
of the Pentateuch; the sacerdotal and sacrificial institutions and the 
terminology created for them; the names and attributes of God; the 
architectural work of the tabernacle and the craftsmanship of the holy 
vessels, with special regard to the technical terms used: finally also the 
grammatical, syntactical, and stylistic relations to Egyptian. 

I refrain from furnishing an exhaustive introduction, as this would have 
to be extended over questions and subjects not contained in this volume, 
and many results would have to be anticipated. I therefore confine myself 
by way of introduction. to a short outline of the main points regarding 
the origin and development of Hebrew as a literary language and to an 
exposition of the principles by which I have been guided in my investiga
tions. But as each section is provided with prefatory and concluding 
remarks, and . in most cases every chapter is fur�ished with a short intro
duction, adequate provision is made for the orientation of the reader. 

In general I do not attach so much importance to the formulation of 
problems 3-S to the actual treatment of the materials themselves. Readers 
will do well to keep this in mind, and they will realize that in most cases 
the results attained dispose eo ipso of many a problem, rendering a discus
sion altogether superfluous. 

I intentionally avoid entering into questions of Biblical criticism, as the 
chief object of my work is the solution of the linguistic problem of 
the Pentateuch and the establishment of the Hebrew-Egyptian relationship. 
Undoubtedly some hypotheses of Higher Criticism and textual emendations 
will of themselves have to disappear in face of the linguistic facts here 
propounded. For the rest, it must be left to Biblical critics to reconsider 
their position and to determine whether other hypotheses and views can still 
be upheld, and if so, how far. My own views regarding the composition 
of the Pentateuch and the problems of antiquity and unity I shall fully 
define after the whole material that I have in hand has been presented. 

As the main. object of this book is to deal with Hebrew-Egyptian relations 
from the linguistic aspect, many passages and allusions in the Joseph and 
Exodus narratives of a distinctly Egyptian colouring have been here excluded 
and reserved for later consideration. Any one who is more or less acquainted 
with all that has been published either as original research by Egyptologists 
or by way of compilation by Biblical scholars will realize that as a whole 
my book contains new material, and that words or phrases of Egyptian 
origin or colouring which have been previously dealt with by others, are 
not repeated here, unless they have to be shown to be derived from 
a different Egyptian origin or explained from another point of view. It 

b 



viii PREFACE 
will also be seen that I did not follow the method generally adopted by 
Egyptologists, to construe Hebrew-Egyptian comparisons without having 
sufficient knowledge of Hebrew. As a matter of fact they succeeded in 
hitting the mark only in palpable and unmistakable cases, but in others, they 
conjectured relationships between words of similar sound which in reality 
have nothing in common, either in meaning or in origin. At the same time, 
words which are actually akin in both languages were overlooked, because 
their common etymological origin was not recognized. To this category, 
belong a great part of all Hebrew-Egyptian comparisons, and also those of 
a more recent date, contributed by A. Ember, 1 though many of his sugges
tions are based on a sounder knowledge of Hebrew and evolved with a finer 
linguistic feeling than is revealed by the others. 

The present volume being new to most English readers, I think it 
opportune to say a word about the reception accorded to the German 
edition, and the kind of criticism which it encountered. 

The appearance of the German book caused a stir in scientific circles 
and also among Bible readers in general. Of the numerous articles and 
reviews which appeared in scientific periodicals and leading daily papers in -
many countries, mainly in Germany, by far the greater number were ap
preciative; others critical, but keeping within legitimate bounds of impartial 
cnt1c1sm. Many scholars, among whom are prominent representatives of 
Old Testament science, Assyriology and Egyptology, commented, though 
with some reservations, very favourably on the scope, method, and results of 
the book. Some of them went even farther, and enthusiastically hailed it 
as a new orientation, opening new vistas of far-reaching consequence. 

In acknowledging my indebtedness to them for many instructive sugges
tions and observations, it is somewhat painful to me to have to mention that 
a few reviewers, misled by narrow dogmatism, directed their attacks against 
the book in an abusive spirit, employing tactics not very commendable in 
scientific discussions. I do not propose to deal with these critics, nor 
with those who, while ignoring the main problems, indulged in long dis
quisitions on points of minor importance, and who in suggesting new 
interpretations and etymologies instead of those proposed by me, only 
revealed a positive, though perhaps unconscious ignorance of the origin and 
semasiological development of the words under discussion. Still less am 
I inclined to pay any attention to certain attacks which were not calculated 

1 Egypto-Semitic Studies, posthumous work, edited by Frida Behnli:: and prefaced by 
Kurt Sethe, Leipzig, 1930. 

. 
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to serve a scientific purpose, but designed either to support accepted, but 
now untenable, theories, or to uphold statements merely based on self
assumed infallibility, but which in view of the evidence brought forward 
in my book prove to be utterly without substance. 

There are however, a few cases of criticism which make it incumbent upon 
me to expose them here. Some of my critics, for lack of better arguments, 
endeavoured to minimize the scientific standard of my work by representing 
it as being 'apologetic'. This is indeed a misrepresentation of the true 
character and aim of the book, and simply amounts to a negation of 
scientific objectivity altogether. Unbiased readers and students will very 
soon find out for themselves that my book has nothing in it of what is 
called 'apologetics·'. 

Another method of criticism which cannot be passed over in silence is 
the following : As every reader will realize at a glance, this volume deals 
only with a portion, hardly exceeding a sixth part, of the Pentateuch. I 
always emphasized, therefore, that the first volume only contains a small 
part of my materials "'.hich embrace the whole of the Pentateuch, and that 
consequently it can by no means be regarded as exhaustive. I further 
affirmed on several occasions that the ultimate exposition of my views on 
questions affecting the composition and antiquity of the whole of the 
Pentateuch should not be expected before the complete publication of my 
whole work. In spite of all this, a number of reviewers, disregarding these 
declarations, anticipated many conclusions and refuted them as if they 
were mine! 

Special mention must be made also of the attitude taken up by some 
Egyptologists towards the German book. I particularly desire to point 
out that I owe a great part of my knowledge of Egyptian matters to the 
works of those Egyptologists who have most persistently adopted a sceptical 
standpoint with regard to a Hebrew-Egyptian relationship. Whilst I 
unreservedly acknowledge my indebtedness to them, I cannot refrain from 
expressing some disappointment at the quite incongruous fact, that 
strong opposition was forthcoming precisely from these Egyptologists, as 
they ought to have been the first to hail the important results derived 
from their works. That such an attitude should have been taken up by 
these scholars, can, I regret to say, only be explained by the fact that 
the abundant evidence brought forward in my book thoroughly and 
definitely disp'roved views which they had maintained with an almost 
' Pharaonic' stubborness during the past forty years, affirming again .and 
again that there was very little to be obtained from Egypt and Egyptian 
for the elucidation of the Old Testament. Nevertheless, none of them went 
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so far in his cnt1c1sm as did W. Spiegelberg in his article, Jlgyptolo
gische Bemerkungen, in the Zeitschrift fii.r Semitistik, vol. vii, pp. l I 3-2 3 
In my rejoinder [Erwiderung] to his comments on my book, I have shown the 
true nature of his challenge, and I recommend the perusal of his article 
together with my reply to every student who may be interested to know 
what that spokesman of Egyptology had to say in the field which he con
sidered as his own scientific reserve. But all that I said there about 
Spiegelberg applies also to some criticism directed by a few other Egypto
logists who were either admittedly inspired by his article, or by a miraculous 
coincidence, not uncommon among critics of minor originality, only 
' accidentally' repeated his arguments and almost the identical examples 
selected by him from ·my work. 

I would have preferred not to make any allusion to his article, but feel 
compelled to do so, because his judgement on the merits of the Egyptian 
part of my book is still quoted by some Old Testament scholars and 
Egyptologists as valid and authoritative in spite of the most devastating 
refutations of his arguments and ' proofs' in my rejoinder. ' One might 
have thought indeed that anyone who has a sufficient training in philological 
methods and a fair understanding for cultural and linguistic relations would 
easily realize the striking similarity between Hebrew and Egyptian in the 
parallels adduced from both languages. 

Now a few remarks about some details of a more technical nature. For 
the transcription of the Egyptian texts, the customary transliteration has 
been adopted (see p. xxvi), only substituting y for j as is usual among English 
Egyptologists. The reproduction of Egyptian words and texts in hiero
glyphics, originally contemplated, had to be abandoned owing to the 
considerable expense involved. But in order to spare Egyptologists the 
arduous examination of the texts some of which are not everywhere available, 
and to facilitate checking the comparisons suggested and the interpretation 
propounded, a hieroglyphic appendix is attached, containing a selection of 
the most important Egyptian references (pp. l*-14 *), followed by a list of the 
Hebrew words borrowed from Egyptian (p. 14* f.) and of proper names dis
cussed and explained by a play on words of similar sound (pp. l 5* f.). This 
appears all the more desirable inasmuch as in many cases the significance 
of an Egyptian word cannot be rightly inferred from the transcription, but 
only from the hieroglyphic sign itself. 

As some of my critics endeavoured to lay too much stress on minute 
questions of Egyptian spelling and transcription, attributing to them an 

I 
r 
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importance which they could never have, it is necessary to point out against 
these spelling-hunters, that such questions are purely a concern of Egyptian 
grammar, and have no bearing whatever on Hebrew-Egyptian relationship. 
Besides, it is very well known among Egyptologists themselves that the 
usual manner of transcription is only conventional, and as I have shown 
in my Erwiderung, Egyptologists themselves do not agree, in more than one 
case, as to the mode of transcribing certain words. Readers should therefore 
not be misled into believing that the methods or the results of my investiga
tions are in any way affected by objections of this kind which are only 
bound to divert attention from much more important questions. 

In order to facilitate the use of the book, I deemed it useful to supply 
this volume itself with indexes of all th� Bible passages, of the Hebrew, 
Aramaic, Arabic, and Akkadian words, phrases, and proper names, and not 
to wait until the completion of the whole work. In addition, a table of 
phonetic equivalents in Egyptian and Hebrew, a short survey of the periods 
of the Egyptian language and Egyptian history, and also a list of most of 

. the books used, are given. 
OIJ.ly with regard to the Egyptian and Coptic words it seemed to me 

more convenient to reserve the indexes to be appended to the complete 
work. . I contemplate giving then a more elaborate index of the Egyptian 
words and phrases by which the Hebrew is explained and also of expres
sions which themselves gain in clarity through their comparison with 
the Hebrew. This will be followed by a list of those Coptic words 
which show more or less the same pronunciation as preserved in the 
Hebrew words borrowed from Egyptian (see pp. 50 n. l, 98 n. l, 185, 
260 n. 2). The study of Coptic words from this point of view is not only 
of very great importance for Hebrew, but also for estimating the value of 
the Coptic vocalization as indication for the pronunciation of Egyptian, 
especially from the New Kingdom onwards. 

Although the meaning of almost every Egyptian word or phrase is 
substantiated by one or more examples from Egyptian texts, reference 
is made to Erman-Grapow's Agyptisches Handworterbuch, l 92 l, in some 

· instances also to the larger Worterbuch der Agyptischen Sprache, 1926-32, 
in so far as it was already available during the publication of this book. 
As for the Coptic words, Spiegelberg's Koptisches Handworterbuch, 1921, 
has been used because it is the only one handy and comprehensive, though 

. not always reliable. In many cases mention is made also of the different 
forms .of Coptic words in various dialects (see p. xxv), especially in cases 
where the one or the other form more or less agrees with the vocalization 
of the Hebrew words borrowed from the Egyptian. 
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The hieroglyphic appendix is the same as that used in the German 
book after it had been slightly altered and adjusted to the English edition. 

One word more as to the elaboration and substantiation of statements or 
suggestions made in connexion with Hebrew or Egyptian matters. The 
many-sided nature and diversity of my research work made it necessary 
to enter at some length into considerations which might appear superfluous 
to experts in the various fields. Thus to an Egyptologist the explanation 
and substantiation of the Egyptian may in some cases appear unnecessarily 
elaborate ; and similarly to the Biblical scholars in the case of the Hebrew. 
Nevertheless, I had to pay regard to various classes of students and readers, 
and thus many examples that would be redundant for Egyptologists will 
be welcomed by non-Egyptologists, and vice versa, the somewhat elaborate 
treatment ot Biblical passages and subjects will be found useful by all those 
who are less familiar with Old Testament research. . 

Here I should like to acknowledge my indebtedness to Frau H. von 
Halle, collaborator in the Berlin Worterbuch der Agyptischen Sprache, for 
having assisted me in revising and checking the Egyptian references ; to 
Mr. Maurice Myers, London, whose advice and suggestions have been 
very helpful to me whilst preparing and revising the English version, and 
to Professor John E. MacFadyen, Glasgow, for his kindness in reading the 
proofs. 

· 

In presenting this book to the English-Speaking world, I hope that my 
readers will be guided in their judgement by that spirit of truth-seeking 
which I have endeavoured to follow in my Biblical investigations since 
I began, in my earliest youth, to study the Bible in the Land of the Bible. 

A. S. YAHUDA 
HAMPSTEAD, LONDON. 

November, 1932. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
THE following index does not contain a general Bibliography of the works 
mentioned in the book, but only abbreviations of the most frequently 
quoted book titles, Periodicals, or text editions. As the quotations from 
Egyptian or Akkadian are mostly rendered by the Author independently of 
existing translations, the references to such translations are merely intended 
to enable also those who are neither Egyptologists nor Assyriologists to 
consult the texts quoted. 
Admon. = A. H. Gardiner, The Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage, from a Hieratic 

Papyrus in Leiden, Leipzig 1909. 
A. E .  cf. Muller, A. E. 
Ag. W. B. = Worterbuch der Agyptischen Sprache im Auftrage der deutschen 

Akademien herausgegeben von Adolf Erman und Hermann Grapow, Leipzig 
1926ff. 

AJSL. = American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures, Chicago. 
Akk. Fremdw. = H. Zimmern, Akkadische Fremdworter als Beweis fiir babyloni

schen KultureinfluB, 2nd ed. Leipzig 1917. 
Amenemope =Das Weisheitsbuch des Amenemope aus dem Papyrus 10474 des 

Bri�ish Museum hrsg. und erkliirt von H. 0. Lange, Kopenhagen 1925. 
Amonhymnus Cairo = A. Mariette, Pap. de Boulaq, II, pl. II-I 3. 
Amonhymnus Leiden= Leiden J. 350, edited by A. H. Gardiner, Ag. Zeitschr. 42 

(1905) 12-42. 
Anast. I = A. H. Gardiner, Egyptian Hieratic Texts. Series I :  Literary Texts of 

the New Kingdom. Part I: The Pap. Anastasi I and the Pap. Koller, Leipzig 
1 91 I. 

Anast. I-IX = Select papyri in the Hieratic Character from the Collections of 
the British Museum, London 1842, 1844; 

Ani, or Papyrus Ani =Facsimile of the Papyrus of Ani in the British Museum (ed. 
P. Le Page Renouf), London 1890. 

Annales = Annales du Service des Antiquites de l'Egypte. 
AOT. = GreBmann-Ungnad-Ranke. Altorientalische Texte und Bilder zum Alten 

Testamente, Tubingen 1909.-AOT2 = 2nd edition 1926-8. 
Apophisbuch, or Apophis, or Nesi Amsu = E. A. W. Budge, Facsimiles of Egyptian 

Hieratic Papyri· in the British Museum, London, 1910, pp. XII ff., 9 ff, and 
pl. VIII ff. 

Az. = Zeitschrift fur agypt. Sprache und Altertumskunde, I 863 ff. 
Bauer= F. Vogelsang, Kommentar z. d. Klagen des Bauern, in : Unters. z. Gesch. 

u. Altertumskunde Agypt., edited by K. Sethe, Vol. VI, Leipzig 191 3. 
BD2 = The Book of the Dead, Facsimiles of the Papyri of Hunefer, Anbai, Kerasher, 

and Netchemet, ·with supplementary text from the pap.,of Nu. 1899, English 
translation by E. A. W. Budge, 2nd edition.) 



ABBREVIATIONS 

Bergmann Ewigk. = v. Bergmann, Das Buch vom Durchwandeln der Ewigkeit, 
in : Sitzungsberichte d. kais. Acad. d. W., phil.-hist. Klasse, Vol. LXXXI, 
Part III, June 1877, Vienna 1877. 

Bildl. Cf. Grapow. 
Brugsch, Agyptol. = Brugsch, H., Die Agyptologie. Abrill der Entzifferungen 

und Forschungen auf dem Gebiete der agyptischen Schrift, Sprache und 
Altertumskunde, Leipzig 1891. 

Brugsch, Oase = Reise nach der groBen Oase El Khargeh in der Libyschen Wilste, 
Leipzig l 878. 

Brugsch, Thes. = Thesaurus inscriptionum Agyptiacarum, I-VI, Leipzig 1883-91. 

Brugsch, WB. = Hieroglyphisch-Demotisches Worterbuch, 7Vols., Leipzig 1867-82. 

Budge, The Gods = E. A. W. Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians, or Studies in 
Egyptian mythology, London 1904, 2 vols. 

Budge , The Nile = E. A. W. Budge, The Nile. Notes for travellers in Egypt, London. 
Burch. Altkan. = Max Burchardt, Die altkanaanaischen Fremdworte und Eigen-

namen im Agyptischen, Parts l-2, Leipzig 1909-10. 

Capart, Thebes = J. Capart, Thebes, la gloire d'un grand passe, Brussels 1925. 

Chabas, Maximes d'Ani = L'Egyptologie 1874-76. 

Davies Amarna = N. de Garis Davies, The Rock Tombs of El Amarna, I-VI, 
London 1903-8. 

Del. Paradies = Friedrich Delitzsch, Wo Jag das Para dies ? , Leipzig l 88 l. 
Delitzsch, WB. or HWB. = Friedr. Delitzsch. Assyrisches Handworterbuch. Leipzig 

1896. 

Ebers Agypten = G. Ebers, Agypten und die Bucher Moses, Vol. I, Leipzig 1868. 

Edfu = ·J. Di.imichen, Altagyptische Tempelinschriften, vol. l, Leipzig 1867. 

ErGr. = Ad. Erman und H. Grapow, Aeg. Handworterbuch, Berlin l92I. 
Erman, Ag. = A. Erman, Agypten und agypt. Leben im Altertum, Ti.ibingen 

1885-7. 

Erman-Ranke = A. Erman, Agypten und agypt. Leben in Altertum, neu bearbeitet 
von H. Ranke, Ti.ibingen 1923. 

Erman, Gramm. , 3rd edition, 191 I. 
Erman, Gesch. d. Schiffbriichigen = A. Erman, Die Geschichte des Schiffbri.ichi

. gen, in AZ. 48 ( 1906) l-26. See also Schiffb. 
Erman, Lit. = A. Erman, Die Literatur der Agypter, Leipzig 1923, quoted accord

ing to the English translation by A. M. Blackman, Oxford 1929. 

Erman, Reden, Rufe, etc. = A. Erman, Reden, Rufe, und Lieder auf Graberbildern 
des Alten Reiches, Berlin 1919 (Abh. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss.). 

Erman, Relig. = A. Erman, Die agyptische Religion, 2nd edition (Handbilcher d. 
Kgl. Mus. zu Berlin) Berlin 1909. 

Erman , Wortforschung· = A. Erman, Zur agypt. Wortforschung, 1-111, Sitzungs
ber. Berl. Akad. 1907, 400-15; 1912, 904-63. 

Erwiderung = A. S. Yahuda, Eine Erwiderung auf Wilhelm Spiegelberg's : 
Agyptologische Bemerkungen zu nieinem Buche 'Die Sprache des Pentateuch ' 
in Zeitschrift filr Semitistik Vol. 7, Part 2, 1930, 38 pp. 

Festschr. Ebers = Aegyptiaca, Festschrift fi.ir Georg Ebers zum l. Marz 1897, 

Leipzig 1897. 
Gardiner, Mes = Themscription of Mes (Sethes Untersuchungen IV, 3),Leipzig 190 5. 
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ABBREVIATIONS xxi 

Gefl. Sonne = H. Brugsch, Die Sage von der gefli.igelten Sonnenscheibe, in: Abh. 
Gott. Ges. d. Wiss. 1869, pp. 173 ff., or : Naville, Textes relatifs au Mythe 
d'Horus-;- etc., pl. 12-19. 

Ges.-Buhl = Wilhelm Gesenius, Hehr. u. aram. Handworterbuch iiber das Alte 
Testament, bearbeitet von Frants Buhl, 16th. ed., Leipzig, 1915, or in the English 
adaptation by F. Browne, S. R. Driver, and C. A. Briggs, Oxford, 1907. 

GGA = Gottingische gelehrte Anzeigen. 
Gilg(ames) = H. Winckler, Keilinschriftl. Textbuch zum A. T., 2nd edition (Leip

zig 1903), p. 84 ff. 
Grapow, Bildl. Ausdr. = H. Grapow, Die bildlichen Ausdri.icke des Agyptischen, 

Leipzig 1924. 
Harris= see Pap. Harris. 
Himmelskuh = E. Naville, TSBA. iv. 1876, or : G. Lefebure, Les hypogees royaux 

de Thebes (Mem. Miss. II, 14th part, Plates 15- 18), Cairo 1 886. 
Hoffm. Theoph. Personennamen = Konrad Hoffmann, Die theophoren Personen

namen d. alteren Agyptens (Sethes Unters. VII. 1 ), Leipzig 1915.  
Hungersnot-S�ele = H. Brugsch, Sieben Jahre der Hungersnot nach d. vVortlaut 

einer altagyptischen Felsen-Inschrift, Leipzig 1891 .  
Insinger = Transkription und Ubersetzung des Papyrus lnsinger von P. A. A. 

Boeser, 1922. 
Israel-Stele = W. Spiegelberg, Der Siegeshymnus des Merneptal). : Az. 34 (1896) 

1-25 . 
JEA. = Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, London. 
Ka Gemni = preserved together with the Wisdom of Ptahhotep, cf. Pap. Prisse. 
Kairo 28001-28086 = Pierre Lacau, Sarcophages ariterieurs au Nouvel Empire. 

I. II. Cairo 1904-1 906 (Cat. gen.). 
KAT. = E. Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament, 5th. ed. revised 

· by Winckler and Zimmern. 
KB. = E. Schrader, Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek. 
Korperteile = G. Ebers, Die Korperteile, ihre Bedeutung und Namen im Altagyp

tischen, in: Abh. d. K. Bay. Acad. d. W. I. Cl. Vol.:XXI, part 1, Miinchen. 1897. 
Kub ban Stele = A Moret: Revue egyptologique, Nouv. Ser. vol. I, pp. 19-27 and 

pl. I, IV, V. 
KWB. = W. Spiegelberg, Kopt. Handworterbuch, Heidelberg, 1921 .  
Lacau, Textes rel. = Textes religieux, in Ree. de  trav. 26  (1914) ff. 
Lanzone = R. V. L., Dizionario di mitologia egiziana. Turin 1881-6. 
LD. = Richard Lepsius, Denkmaler aus Agypten und Athiopien, I-VI, Berlin 

1 849-1 858). 
Lebensmiide = A. Erman, Gesprach eines Lebensmiiden mit seiner Seele a. d. Pap. 

3024 d. kgl. Mus: Abh. d. Berl. Akad. 1896. 
Leps. Toth. = C. R. Lepsius, Das Todtenbuch der Agypter nach dem hierogly

phischen Papyrus in Turin, Leipzig, 1842. 
Liebesp( oesie) or : Liebeslieder Harris 500 = W. Max Millier ; Die Liebespoesie 

der alten Agypter, Leipzig, 1899. 
Lis an al-'Arab, Arabic Dictionary by Mul).ammad lbn Man�iir, 20 vols. Bulaq ; 

1300-1 307/1883-90. 
Lit. Cf. Erman. 



xxii ABBREVIATIONS 

Mar. Ab. = Auguste Mariette, Abydos, I-II, Paris 1869, 1880. 

Mar. Dend. = Auguste Mariette, Denderah, I-IV and Suppl., Paris, 1870-1874. 

Mar. Karn. = Auguste Mariette, Karnak, Leipzig, 1875. 

Mar. Mon. Div. = A. Mariette, Monuments divers recueillis en Egypte et en Nubie, 
Paris, 1872-89. 

Mar. Pap. de Boulaq = A. Mariette, Les papyrus egyptiens de Boulaq, Paris, 1872-77. 

Maspero, Contes Pop. = G. Maspero, Les contes populaires de l'Egypte ancienne 
traduits et commentes, Paris, 1882 (Les literatures populaires de toutes les 
nations, vol. 4). 

Maximes d 'Ani , cf. Chabas. 
Meissner, Bab. und Ass. = B. M., Babylonien und Assyrien, 2 vols., Heidelberg, 

1920-25. 
Memphit. Theologie = Adolf Erman, Ein Denkmal memphitischer Theologie, 

Sitzungsber. der Kgl. PreuB. Akad. d. Wiss. Berlin, 191 I. 
· 

Metternichstele = Waldemar Golenischeff, Die Metternichstele, Leipzig, 1877. 
MK. = Middle Kingdom, 11-13 Dyn. from about 2000-1800 B.C. 
Miiller, A. E. = W. M. Muller, Asien und Europa nach altii.gypt. Denkmalern, 

Leipzig, 1893. 
Miiller, Egypt. Res. = W. M. Muller, Egyptological researches, I-III, 'Washington, 

1906-20. 
Muss-Arnolt = W. M.-A., Assyrisch-Engl.-Deutsches Handworterbuch, 2 vols. 

Berlin-London-New York, 1905. • 

Mythe d 'Horus = Edouard Naville, Textes relatifs au mythe d'Horus, recueillis 
clans le temple d'Edfou, Geneve-Bale, 1870. 

Naville Totb. Ed. N., Das ii.gyptische Todtenbuch der XVIII. bis XX. Dynastie, 
Berlin 1886. Cf. also Gefl. Sonne. 

Nesi Amsu, see Apophis. 
NK. = New Kingdom, 18-21 Dyn. 1555-945 B.C. 
O.K. = Old Kingdom, 3-6 Dyn. from circa 2900-2400 B.C. 
OLZ. = Orientalistische Literaturzeitung. 
Pap. Abbott in: Select Papyri, Part II, pl. l-8, London, 1860. 

Pap. Ani, cf. Ani. 
Pap. d'Orb. = Papyrus d'Orbiney (British Mus.), E. A. W. Budge, an Egyptian 

Reading Book, 1896, pp. l-40, also in G. Moller, Hierat. Lesest. II, S .  l-20. 

Pap. Ebers = G. Ebers, 2 vols. Leipzig, 1875. 

Pap. Insinger. Cf. Insinger. 
Pap. Harris = Facsimile of an Egyptian Hieratic Papyrus of the Reign ofRamses III, 

now in the Brit. Mu.s., London, 1876. 

Pap. jud . = Theodule Deveria, Le papyrus judiciaire de Turin et les papyrus Lee 
et Rollin, Paris, l 868. 

· 

Pap. Kah. = F. LI. Griffith, Hieratic pap. from Kahun and Gurob. I. II. (Text and 
Plates), London, 1898. 

Pap. Koller, see Anast. I. 
Pap. Lansing = Papyrus Lansing, eine agyptische Schulhandschrift der 20. Dy

nastie, hrsg. und erkl. von Ad. Erman und H. 0. Lange, Kopenhagen, 1925. 

Pap. Prisse = G. Jequier, Le papyrus Prisse et ses variantes, Paris, l9II, and Eug. 
Devaud, Les maximes de Ptahhotep d 'apres le papyrus Prisse etc., Fribourg, l 9 l 6. 

·� 



ABBREVIATIONS XXlll 

Pap. T urin P. et R. = Papyrus de Turin, facsimiles par F. Rossi et publies par 
W. Pleyte, Leiden, 1869-76. 

Peyron, s uppl. = Auctaria (to A,. Peyron's L�xicon linguae Copticae, Turin 1835) ex 
Ephemeride Aegyptiaca Berolinensi excerpta, Berlin l 896. 

PSBA = Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, London 1879 ff. 
Ptahhotep = Eugene Devaud, Les Maximes de Ptahhotep, 1 916.  See Pap. Prisse. 
Pyr. = Kurt Sethe, Die altagyptischen Pyramidentexte I. II. (Text), Leipzig, 1908-

191 0. 
Ranke, Materialien = H. Ranke, Keilschriftliches Material zur altagypt. Vokalisa

tion, Abh. Berl. Akad. 1910. 
Ree. = Recueil de travaux relatifs a la philologie et a l'archeologie egyptiennes 

et assyriennes, Paris, I, 1 870 ; II ff. 1880 ff. 
Records = J. H. Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt. Historical documents, Vol. 

· l -5, Chicago, 1906-1907. 
Rev. egypt. = Revue egyptologique, Paris. 
Roeder, Urkunden = Gunther R., Urkunden zur Religion des alten Agypten, 

Jena, 1915. 
Sall. I-III in : Select Pap. I,  London, 1 841. 
Sall. IV in : Select Pap. III, London, 1844. 
Schiffb. = Geschichte des Schiffbruchigen, W. Golenischeff, Les Papyrus hiera

tiques N°5 _Il l 5, l II6 A et l l l6 B de l 'Ermitage Imperial a St. Petersburg, 
1913 .  See also Erman. 

Sethe, Verb.= Kurt Sethe, Das agypt. Verbum im Altagypt., Neuagypt., und Kopt .  
3 vols, Leipzig, 1899-1902. 

Sethe-Partsch = K. Sethe and J. Partsch, Demotische Urkunden zum agypt. 
Burgschaftsrechte. Leipzig, 1920. 

Sinuhe = A. H. Gardiner, Die Erzahlung des Sinuhe und die Hirtengeschichte (in : 
Literar. Texte des mittleren Reiches, ed. by Ad. Erman, vol 2), Leipzig, 1909, 
and his Notes on· the story of Sinuhe, Paris, 1916. 

Siut = F. LI. Griffith, The inscriptions of Siut and Der Rlfeh, London, 1 889. 
Spiegelb. WB. see K. W. B. 
Spr. d. Pent. = A. S. Yahuda, Die Sprache des Pentateuch in ihren Beziehungen 

zum Agyptischen, vol. I, Berlin, 1929. 
Tel el Amarna = J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna Tafeln, in : Vorderasiatische 

Bibliothek, Leipzig, 1907-12. 
Totenbuch = Edouard Naville, Das agypt. Totenbuch der 1 8.-20. Dynastie I (Text 

und Vignetten), II (Varianten), Berlin, 1886. 
TSBA = Transactions of the Society of Bibl. Archaeology. 
Urk. = U rkunden des agyptischen Altertums herausgegeben von Georg Steindorff, 

Leipzig 1903 ff. 
Urk. I= Kurt Sethe, Urkunden des Alten Reichs, 2 parts. 
Urk. II. = Kurt Sethe, Hieroglyphische Urkunden der griechisch-romischen Zeit, 

3 parts. 
Urk. III = Heinrich Schafer, Urkunden der alteren Athiopenkonige, 2 parts. 
Urk. IV ':" Kurt Sethe, Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, 4 volumes ( = 16 parts). 
Urk. V = Hermann Grapow, Religiose Urkunden. Ausgewahlte Texte des Toten

buchs. 3 parts. 
d 



ABBREVIATIONS 

Urk. Roed. : see Roeder. 
VAB = Vorderasiatische Bibliothek. 
Wen-Amon = Ree., vol. X:XI, pp .. 74 ff. 
Westcar = Ad. Erman, Die Marchen des Papyrus Westcar, 2 vols, Berlin, r890. 

(Mitteilungen aus d. orient. Samml. der Kgl. Mus. zu Berlin, parts 5 and 6). 
Vezier = K. Sethe, Einsetzung des Veziers, Leipzig r 909 (Untersuch. z. Gesch. u. 

Altcrtumskunde Agypt. V. 2). 
Vogels. = Friedr. Vogelsang, Kommentar zu den Klagen des Bauern, in : Unter

such. zur Gesch. u. Altertumskunde Agyptens, hrsg. v. Sethe, vol. VI, Leipzig 
r 9 1 3. See also : Bauer. 

zaub. f. M. u. K. = Ad. Erman, Zauberspri.iche fi.ir Mutter und Kind, Abhandl. 
dcr Kgl. PreuB. Akad. d. Wiss. r9or.  

ZDMG = Zei.tschrift der Deutschen l\tforgenlandischen Gesellschaft. 
Zimmcrn, KAT2 = E. Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament, 2nd 

edition revised by Winckler and Zimmern. 

The Coptic dialects are indicated after Coptic words by : 

A = Akhmimic. 
B = Boqairic. 
F = Fayyiimic. 
S = Sahidic. (�'idi) 
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1 .  

2 .  

3. 

PERIODS OF THE EGYPTIAN LANGUAGE 

Old Egyptian : (a) The language of the Pyramid texts. · 
(b) The language of historical, legal, and other documents of the Old Kingdom. 

Middle Egyptian : The ' classical ' written language of the Middle Kingdom 
and of the XVIIIth Dynasty (until the time of Amenophis IV), used right on 
into the latest period in religious texts and official monuments. 

New Egyptian : The written vernacular language of the New Kingdom, more 
especially after the XIXth Dynasty. 

4. Demotic ( = Dern.) : The written language of the Sai:tic, Persian, and, 
particularly, of the Graeco-Roman periods. 

5. Coptic ( = Copt.) : The language of the Christian period, developed from the 
Egyptian of an earlier period, written in the Greek alphabet with some 
additional letters of its own. 
The four principal dialects of Coptic are : 

(a) Sahidic (Sa'idi) ( = S.) } U E . 
(b) Akhmimi� ( = A .) pper gyptian_ 

(c) Fayyumic ( = F.) Middle Egyptian. 
(d) Bol:iairic ( = B .) Lower Egyptian. 

DESIGNATIONS OF THE DIFFERENT 

EGYPTIAN SCRIPTS 

1 .  Hieroglyphic, picture-writing in temples and necropolises, carved on stone or 
painted in colour. 

2. Hieratic, the cursive writing in ink on papyrus, and sometimes on potsherds 
( ostraca) ; it was actually in use as early as the Middle Kingdom. 

3. Demotic, the abbreviated cursive writing which developed from Hieratic ; it 
appears already during the XXVth Dynasty, but comes into general use 
during the Graeco-Roman period. 

PERIOD S OF EGYPTIAN HISTORY 

1. Old Kingdom, III-VI Dynasty, from 2900-2409 B,C:· 
2. Middle Kingdom, XI-XIII Dynasty, from 22o�i800 B.c. ; after the XIII 

· Dynasty, about 1 790 B.C., begins the rule of the Hyksos, who were driven 
out of Egypt by Al:imose, king of Thebes, in 1 580 B.c. 

3. New Kingdom, XVIll-XXI Dynasty, from 1555-945 B.C. ; the XVIII Dynasty 
begins with Amenophis I in 1555 and ends shortly after Amenophis IV, 
after 1380 B.c. ; the XIX Dynasty attained the height of its power with 
Sethos I in 1 350, the XX Dynasty with Rameses III in 1200 B.C. 

4. The Saitic period, opening with the XXV Dynasty, dates from just before the 
end of the eighth century B.c. 

5. Later periods . In 525 B.c. Egypt was conquered by the Persians, in 332 B.C by 
the Greeks, and in 30 B.C. by the Romans. 

The period of the New Kingdom, particularly the time of the XVIII and XIX 
Dynasties, is the most important for us, because New Egyptian is chiefly concerned 
in our investigations into the linguistic relations of the. Pentateuch to Egyptian. 



THE EGYPTIAN ALPHABET AND THE PHONETIC 
EQUIVALENTS IN HEBREW. 

Only such cases as can be adduced with certainty are given here. Rare or unique 
cases are indicated by ( ). The order of the Hebrew equivalent letters is according 
to the frequency of their correspondence with Egyptian. The correspondence of 
some sounds, though etymologically different, such as Hebr. t:l and Eg. d ;  Hebr. 
� and Eg. b ;  or b and Eg. s, &c., may be explained by the fact that the Egyptian 
sounds have become merged, e.g. d and 4 ;  b and s, s and s, &c. 

J � = 1:{, i1, (i), � 
i � = ', 1:{, i1, (:i:), (i), (S) 
c :__.n=.V, 1:{ and i before stressed sounds 
w } = i, (o) 
b J = :i 
p D = e 
1 �= E5 
m �= o, .:i 
n MN'N\ = .:i, ?, i, (o) 
T <:::> = , , � 
h fll = i1 
"/; R = n, (Y) 

lJ @ = n, (.v), (rj) 
lJ � =  n, r; 
s - = o, (r) 
s r = b� o 
s CJ.D = w, b 
� Ll = p, (:i) 
k � = :::J, (:i) 

g !J = :i, p 

t 0 = J:'I, (�) 

1 � = T, o, (i), (t:l) 
d c=:::i = i, !:), n, (r) 
g � = �. t:l, ,, (!), (:i) 

Since Egyptian, like most Semitic languages, survives only in consonantal writing, 
and the pronunciation is unknown to us, it is customary, when reading Egyptian 
texts, to insert an e-vowel after each consonant ; thus, for example, we read medet 
for md.t ' word ' ;  ikhet for i!;.t ' thing, matter ' ;  meriyet for mry.t ' tear ' ,  &c. ; w, when 
final, is pronounced like u, J like a ;  e.g. shebu for Sbw, wawa for w1w1. 



I N T R O D U C T I O N 1 
DURING the many years in which I have been engaged in modern Bibli

cal research, I have become more and more convinced that the literary, 
religious-historical, and especially linguistic problems of the Bible cannot 
be conclusively solved by archaeological and literary-historical methods 
only. These methods, it is true, have contributed very much to the elucida
tion of important questions ; nevertheless, it is only on a basis of compara
tive linguistics-so far as this is feasible-that a final solution of such 
problems can be attained, since this provides the only sure ground on 
which extravagant hypotheses and far-fetched theories can be kept within 
reasonable bounds. 

In all my Biblical studies I have had the following two facts continually 
in my mind :-

!. During the two thousand five hundred years of their history with 
which we are fairly familiar, the people of Israel voluntarily or involuntarily 
led a wandering life ; and indeed not as an uncivilized nomadic tribe, but 
as a people, seeking, creating, and transmitting spiritual and material culture 
did they wander from nation to nation, from land to land. 

2. Through all the different periods of Jewish civilization, it was in the 
first place the language of the peoples among whom they dwelt that exerted 
the most intensive influence upon them. Although.the Hebrews with their 
staunch conservatism preserved the Hebrew language throughout the 
centuries, in its original form and syntax, this language, even at times when 
only in literary and scholarly use, did not by any means cease to live in 
their midst but was continually enriched by the adoption of new elements 
through close contact with many other peoples and the most varied 
cultural surroundings. In the development of the Hebrew language, one 
can even follow the very route of Israel's wanderings during the last 
twenty-five centuries. In its expansion and enrichment, we can see 
reflected the fresh cultural values acquired in all periods. All the newly 
created conceptions, all the borrowed or imitated expressions, ·phrases and 
modes of speech, as well as the adopted, partly hebraized foreign words, are 
to be found embodied in the language and worked into its texture. Thus 
there are Aramaic, Assyro-Babylonian,  Persian, Greek, Latin, and Arabic 
elements, finally even elements from modern languages in their most recent 

' For biblical references attention may be drawn to the note on p. 302. 
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developments. And from ancient Oriental times and classical antiquity 
down to o1:1r day, it has always been the language of the most civilized 
peoples of the world that has exerted the most powerful and penetrating 
influence on the Hebrew tongue. 

The most striking, nay, astonishing feature in all this is the creative 
energy of the Hebrew linguistic genius. For in all these transformations 
under the influence of lan.guages of diverse origins, Hebrew, despite the 
many heterogeneous elements that impinged upon it, always proceeded 
creatively, in that it recoined the foreign elements in its own spirit and 
fitted them to its own linguistic usage ; so much so that the newly acquired 
treasures were so easily assimilated to the older store that their foreign 
origin can hardly be detected. 

From these facts I was led to argue as follows : If the Biblical data 
concerning the wanderings of the Hebrews from the beginnings of their 
history, when the patriarchs went forth from Southern Babylonia through 
Aram to Canaan, until the reconquest of Canaan after the Exodus from 
Egypt, are correct ; further, if it is correct that the Pentateuch originated 
in the Exodus period just before the return of the Hebrews to Canaan : then 
it should be possible to discover in Hebrew strong traces of the languages 
of the lands in which the Hebrews sojourned in those times, more 
especially of Akkadian and Egyptian, then the richest and most highly 
developed languages on both sides of Canaan. 1 

Now Assyriologists have long ago discovered the Assyro-Babylonian 
elements in the _Bible, and hence rightly concluded that those portions of 
the Pentateuch in which Assyro-Babylonian traces are clearest, such as 
parts of Genesis, must have originated in a period when the Hebrews were 
in immediate contact with Babylonia. As is well known, according to the 
Bible there were two periods in which the Hebrews were closely connected 
with Babylonia : first in the time of the patriarchs, about the eighteenth 
century B.c., and secondly in the Babylonian exile in the sixth and fifth 
centuries B.c. As, however, Biblical critics of pronounced Assyriological 
orientation are of opinion that the first Babylonian period must be rejected 
as unhistorical , if not altogether legendary, they are left with the second 

1 When Assytiologists speak of ' Akkadian ' they mean both languages, the Assyrian and 
Babylonian together, whereas ' Babylonian ' inciudes also Sumerian, which was alive 
before it was reduced to oblivion by Assyrian at the beginning of the second millennium 
B.c. Thus ' Akkadian ' is to be taken as a philological, ' Babylonian ' more as an ethno

geographical collective term. This is always to be borne in min d, especially when we 
discuss Akkadian elements taken from the Assyrian or Babylonian languages, and the 
Babylonian origin and sources fr�m which certain portions or features of the Genesis stories 

and narratives are derived. 

�I 
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Babylonian period as the only possible time of origin for these portions of 
the Pentateuch, and in fact they are definitely regarded by them as products 
of the Babylonian exile. 

My studies in this direction, however, have m ore and more convinced 
me that this later period cannot be taken into consideration for the origin 
of the Pentateuch, on the following grounds : such books of the Bible as 
Ezekiel, Daniel, and partly also Ezra and Nehemiah, which were admittedly 
composed during and immediately after the Exile, reveal in language and 
style such an unmistakable Babylonian influence that these newly entered 
foreign elements leap to the eye. 1 And not only the language, but the condi
tions depicted, as well as many of the religious conceptions, make this so palp
able that no doubt as to the intrinsic connexion with Babylonia can exist, 
any more than it can be doubted that these works can have originated in 
Babylonian surroundings and, as stated in the books themselves, during 
and immediately after the Babylonian Exile. On the other hand, however, 
in the first part of the Genesis narratives, where traces of an original 
connexion with _Babylonian myths are unmistakable, Babylonian influence 
in the language is so minute as to make us wonder how it is possible for 
such stories, pointing so distinctly to Babylonia, and containing, inter alia, 
so ancient an Akkadian expressior;i as tlli1Tl (Gen. 1 ,  2. 7, I I. 8, 2 ) , to show 
so little linguistic relationship with the cognate Babylonian myths. Even 
in the Flood-story, in which Babylonian elements are so apparent, nay, even 
in the phrases which reveal an almost literal agreement with the Akkadian 
texts, the linguistic relationship is extremely meagre. Moreover, these 
parts of Genesis include so many elements totally alien to the Babylonian, 
not only in content but more especially in language, that the question of 
their origin forces itself upon us, and in particular as to whether the non
Babylonian elements were not later additions, so that the Akkadian elements 
could be regarded as mere reminiscences from an earlier period. · All of 
which raises a host of new difficulties. 

For all these reasons and others set forth in the Second Part (p. 106-1 1 8), I 
became more than ever convinced : first, that both the peculiar character of 
the Akkadian elements in the Pentateuch as well as the origin of the Akkadian 
sources point to a much earlier period than that of the Exile ; secondly, 
that not even those portions of the Pentateuch which most strongly evince 
Akkadian influence, like the Flood-story, can be explained by a Babyl. en
vironment alone, much less other portions of Genesis which reveal far slighter 
relationship with Babylonian ; and thirdly, that the meagreness and paucity 

1 Of course, the two latter books, like the Book of Esther, contain also many Persian 

elements. But this question does not enter into the sphere of our present considerations. 
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of the Akkadian elements and their isolated appearance in Genesis can 
only be explained as a receding to make room for new foreign elements 
that penetrated later, so that they must be regarded as a survival from the 
first Babylonian epoch, i.e. from the age of the patriarchs. 

If this line of investigation brings us to closer grips with our thesis, we have 
still to solve the question whether among those new foreign elements super
imposed upon the Babylonian, Egyptian elements may be discerned. 

Before approaching this question, however, we must raise a number of 
other important points, namely : when and under what cirumstances did 
the Canaanite dialect adopted by the Hebrews become a literary language ? 
When and where are the first stages of this development perceptible and 
the literary beginnings to be placed ? Under what possible cultural and 
literary conditions could this language achieve its individual character and 
that perfection revealed in the Pentateuch ? And further, if the Pentateuch 
really represents rhe first product of this new literary language, and really 
originated at the time of the Exodus, before the conquest of Canaan, must 
�ot the Hebrew language already at that time have attained this high degree 
of perfection ? And if this be so, under what influence and in . what 
environment could this have taken place ? 1 

If we consider how a cultured language develops and if we follow its 
growth, as far as possible, from its beginnings as a mere primitive spoken 
dialect to its full development as a literary language, we find that this 
generally proceeds in one of two ways : 

I .  The development may be autochthonous and genuine ; it proceeds 
under specific local conditions, and attains perfection under the direct or 
indirect influence of more highly civilized neighbouring countries and 
languages simultaneously with the material and intellectual progress of 
the people concerned. In this case the process is slow and the language 
takes a long time to pass through all the phases of development to reach 
the point where it acquires its final literary form. 

2. The development is determined more by individual than by local 
conditions, whether it occurs at home or in a foreign land, whether under 
the influence of one or more foreign peoples ; it occurs when a highly 
gifted people, whose civilization and language are, however, on a low level, 
suddenly finds itself transferred to a higher cultural centre, when it rapidly 
raises itself from its own primitive state to a higher degree of culture and 

1 That Canaanite was the original dialect adopted by the Hebrews, is proved not merely 
by the fact that in the Bible the whole country is always called the ' Land of Canaan ' ,  but 
also by Is. 19, 1 8  where Hebrew, which at that time was called n1iin1 ' Judean ' (2 Kings 
1 8, 26), is archaically designated as 131�.::l m:it:-i ' Language of Canaan ' .  
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civilization. Far from allowing its individuality to be absorbed by the 
foreign people, it continues to live its own life in the new environment. 
It endeavours to adopt everything that was new or hitherto inaccessible to 

it. Hand in hand therewith it seeks to extend its own vernacular under 
the influence of the more highly developed foreign tongue in the new sur
roundings, enriching this vernacular by adopting new elements, rendered 
homogeneous by a process of close adaptation and thus perfecting it as 
a cultured, literary language. In this case the language rapidly passes 
through all the stages and intermediate steps of development, climbs one 
rung after another until it attains perfection and stabilization, becoming 
classical for all succeeding ages. 

This process is still more rapidly accomplished if in the language under 
development a great epoch-making work is produced, which effects a violent 
revolution in intellectual, moral and political life, as may for instance be 
observed in the case of the Arabic language. Here the primitive dialect 
of the Koreish tribe in Mecca, which was extremely poor in intellectual 
and cultural values, rapidly rose to an infinitely higher level through the 
intimacy of the founder of the Islamic religion with the more highly 
cultured Jewish and Christian circles in Medina ; and in the extraordinarily 
short period of half a century, through association and co-operation with the 
conquered peoples under the domination of Islam, it became one of the 
richest, most comprehensive, and elastic languages in the world. 

To return to . Hebrew : while modern Biblical scholars unconditionally 
accept the identity of the Hebrew language with Canaanite, they are not 
quite explicit as to how they conceive the mode of development of Hebrew 
and the conditions under which it completed its growth into a literary 
language ; they seem, however, tacitly to assume that this development 
was initiated and completed among the Hebrews themselves in their own 
land, and thus followed the first of the two processes outlined above. 
That anything like a literary language or literary activity existed before the 
complete conquest of Canaan by the Hebrews is regarded by the modern 
Bible critics as out of the question, chiefly because this would not accord 
with their views of the religious evolution in Israel. Thus everything leads 
them to a conclusion diametrically opposed to every Biblical statement about 
the composition of any part of the Pentateuch, and to rank it on linguistic 
and literary-historical grounds, as quite a late product. 

We do not propose to enter here upon a discussion of _ t_!ie worth and -
practicability of this method, for it would mean merely repeating all the 
arguments and counter-arguments which for decades have been raised by 
supporters and opponents of the hypothesis advanced by Bible critics. 

e 
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We prefer to confine ourselves to purely linguistic considerations and to 
follow the course alreaiidY indicated. There is, on the one hand, not the 
slightest ground for a..�uming that the Hebrew language only began its 
development after the conquest of Canaan, when Israel was already settled 
in the country ; on the other hand, a discussion as to whether previously, 
say among the Canaanites themselves, a language of a literary status was 
already in existence, is rendered superfluous by the fact that the princes 
ruling in Canaan in the fourteenth century B.C. used, in their correspondence 
with the king of Egypt, not the Canaanite, but the Akkadian language. 
We have, therefore, every reason for inclining to the view that the language 
of the Hebrews followt:d the second line of development, and this from 
the very moment when Canaanite was adopted by the forbears of Israel, so 
that it straightway began its evolution as a language peculiar to the Hebrew 
race alone, continuing completely divorced from the co-operation of any 
other indigenous people. 

Assuming this to be the case, we have to revert to the following argu-
ment : if by comparison with the Egyptian it could be proved that Egyptian 
influence on Hebrew w� so extensive that the development and perfection 
of this language can on ly be accounted for and explained by that influence, 
then it would be cle�1r that it can only have happened in a common 
Hebrew-Egypt. environ rn.ent ; and as a close intimacy between Hebrews and 
Egyptians prevailed in no other period than that of Israel's sojourn in 
Egypt, it is only in the Ev,yptian epoch of Israel that Hebrew would gradually 
have begun to develop into a literary language, until it reached the perfection 
which we encounter in the Pentateuch. Let us then turn towards Egypt. 

As we are told in the Joseph and Exodus stories, the Hebrews spent a long 
time in Egypt (Ex. 1 2 , +o) as a tribe apart (Ex. I ,  8 f. etc.), with their own 
manners and specific customs (Gen. 43 , 32. Ex. 8, 22), with their own 
worship (Ex. 5, 17• 8 ,  a i  f.), living in a separate area assigned to them in 
the Delta near the Asiat ic border (Gen. 47, 6 and n .  Ex. 8, 1

8. 1 0, 23 etc.), 
with their own organ iiution (Ex. 4, 29) as a self-contained entity in the 
midst of an Egyptian en vironment. 1 From all these and similar passages 
it is clear that the Heb rews were regarded by the Egyptians as an alien 
people and were so trcn t ed, not merely in the first period of their immigra
tion, when they were M l ngularly favoured under Joseph, but at a far later 
date, when they formed an important and influential element (Ex. 1 ,  9), 
more especially during the period of their oppression and servitude. In 

1 The Hebrews were not th!! only foreign tribe to settle in the Delta. We know of other 
Asiatic tribes who lived in llu yrt in the frontier districts, and who were tolerated as foreign 
colonies by the Egyptians, of, p , g. Records III, § 638. 
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this long period the Hebrews cannot possibly have escaped the influence of 
Egyptian culture and Egyptian life, but must, on the contrary, (Gen. 50, 
2 f. and n ,  Ex. r ,  16) in spite of their segregation, have adapted themselves 
from the very start to Egyptian conditions, conceptions, and customs. The 
dialect which they brought with them from their Canaanite home likewise 
in the course of this period could not but have absorbed Egyptian elements, 
and in adaptation to the Egyptian have continued to develop, to extend, 
and even to modify its original grammatical form and syntactical structure 

Any attempt to decide these questions, however, depends upon the 
following points : if it can be proved that all the features which in 
a general sense mark off a literary language from a primitive dialect, 
namely those constituents of the language which reflect a higher cultural 
level, and that the meanings of words which indicate a higher stage in 
linguistic development reveal the spirit and style of Egyptian, then it may 
be taken as conclusive that it was under the influence of Egyptian that 
Hebrew soared from a primitive Canaanite dialect into a literary language. 
Further, if this influence is found to be extensive and distinctly traceable 
in all matters dealt with in the Pentateuch, so that there can neither be 
a question of mere accident, nor-as still alleged by many Egyptologists-

_ 

of a faint influence, reminiscent of a dim past long preceding the composition 
of -the Pentateuch, it will be evident that the language of the Pent. can 
only have been formed in this Egyptian environment, and eo ipso that this 
can only have taken place during the period when Israel was in Egypt. 

Now in a more special sense the dependence of one language upon 
another is chiefly revealed in the following phenomena : first in the adop
tion of loanwords ; then in the coinage of new words and expressions, 
technical terms, idioms, turns of speech, metaphors, and phrases quite in 
the spirit of and even in literal accordance with the other language, in 
which case the characteristic of such new formations is that they are alien 
to the spirit of the adopting language, and to the conceptions and insti
tutions of the people speaking it, but reflecting throughout the spirit of the 
other language and the conditions of the alien environment ; finally, in the 
adoption of grammatical elements and adaptation to some syntactical rules 
of the alien language, so that even in structure and style there is a- close 
assimilation in many respects. 

The purpose of the present work is to show that all this is actually the 
case in the relation of Hebrew to Egyptian in the widest measure. Our 
method of procedure will be on the following lines : iIJ. _the first place - -

Egyptian influence will be demonstrated in a ·  particularly characteristic 
portion of the Pentateuch. As in our case, however, the application of our 

.... , 
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environment theory can only be valid if the Egyptian influence is vividly 
revealed in that portion of the Pentateuch which tells of the life of the 
Hebrews among the Egyptians, we begin with the Joseph and Exodus narra
tives. We designate this portion ' The Egyptian Epoch in the Pentateuch ' 
as this best denotes the relation of its content to the Egyptian period and 
environment. In the course of our demonstration it will be proved by 
numerous examples from language and subject-matter that the Egyptian 
environment is most strikingly reflected in the Joseph and Exodus narratives 
not merely in single words, expressions, and idioms, but in the use of 
whole sentences, formulae, standing phrases, stylistic forms, and so forth. 1 

From the Joseph and Exodus narratives we shall proceed to deal with 
other portions of the Pentateuch in separate sections. The choice of these 
portions is determined by the period to which they are assigned according 
to the indications of the Pentateuch, in order to illustrate, in consonance 
with our environment theory, how much each is a faithful reflection of 
that period and the respective linguistic environment. 

We first tum to that portion of the Pentateuch which tells of primeval 
time and of the events stated to have occurred before Israel's sojourn in 
Egypt. This portion comprises the Genesis stories and patriarchal 
narratives dealt with in a section which we designate as the ' Pre
Egyptian Epoch .in the Pentateuch '. Pursuing our method, we here, too, 
first investigate the elements originating from the Babyl. environment, 
discuss the linguistic relations to A.k.kadian, and then attempt to examine 
the origin and nature of the other elements alien to Babylonian. It will 
be shown that in the most important of these stories there are, beside 
Ak.kadian, also abundant Egyptian elements ; that here, too, Egyptian 
loanwords occur, as well as idioms and phrases considered by Biblical 
scholars as typical of this portion of the Pentateuch, but which can only 

1 It may be mentioned that Ed. Naville has discerned a much more marked influence of 
the Egyptian language in the Pentateuch, mainly in this part, than have previous Egyp
tologists. As, however, he was unable to imagine that at the time of the Exodus there 
could have been a l iterary Hebrew langu·age, he took refuge in the strange hypothesis 
that the Pentateuch, like the Tell-el-Amarna Tablets of the fourteenth century B.C., was 
first composed in the Akkadian language and in cuneiform writing by Moses, and then 
after many centuries was translated by Ezra into Hebrew. Cf. Archaeology of the Old 
Testament : Was the Old Testament written in Hebrew ? London, 1913 and The Text of the 
Old Testament (Schweich Lectures, viii, 1915). He is followed in the same direction by 
M. G. Kyle in his book Moses and the Monuments, 1920. Although he does not go much 
further than Naville, he emphasizes the strong Egyptian influence, adding a number of 
philological and archaeological parallels. On another occasion we shall deal more fully 
with the contributions made by earlier and more recent Egyptologists towards the 
elucidation of Hebrew-Egyptian relationship. 
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be explained from Egyptian ; finally that there are other highly significant 
Egyptian influences on the composition, style, and mode of narration, and 
on many conceptions concerning the Creation, Paradise, the Flood, and 
even the Tower of Babel. 

In this volume we chiefly confine ourselves to a proof of the relations 
to Egyptian of the two portions above mentioned, and reserve for the second 
volume a discussion of the remaining portions of the Pentateuch and 
a complete delineation of the process by which Hebrew was perfected 
as a literary language within the chronological and geographical limits 
stated in the Pentateuch itself. We nevertheless wish to make it clear at 
once that also in the remaining portions of the Pentateuch Egyptian 
elements are traceable to the same extent and with the same frequency, 
but that to these elements others reflecting a quite different environment 
are added. By a careful sifting and sorting of the linguistic peculiarities 
in many portions of Numbers, and especially of Deuteronomy-which, 
according to indications there given, were compiled during the wanderings 
in the Sinai peninsula, in the desert, and finally in the 'Araba, close to the 
Jordan-we meet with many words and expressions which must have been 
taken from the peoples and tribes with whom the Israelites came into 
contact in those areas. This is evident since, on the one hand, these 
elements are peculiar to these portions, not occurring anywhere else in 
the Pentateuch, nor in later Biblical writings, and since, on the other 
hand, they are proper to the Bedouin dialects spoken in those neighbour
hoods. That such linguistic elements, still alive among the Bedouin 
tribes, could go so far back as the time of the wanderings of Israel in the 
desert, is to be explained by the stability of customs and conditions of 
life among the desert inhabitants which have remained unchanged for 
thousands of years. The very fact that these elements comprise words 
and expressions which, on the one hand, occur in the Pentateuch and, 
on the other, are peculiar to the language of the Bedouin tribes of the 
Sinai Peninsula and Trans-J ordania, is in itself a strong indication both 
of their great antiquity and of their direct relationship. 

This observation may suffice for the present. Let us now pass on and 
sum up in a general way the results of our investigations, so far as the 
evidence already presented in this book allows : 

( I )  The patriarchs took with them from .Babylonia - to Canaan an 
Aramaic dialect strongly sprinkled with Akkadian elements. This in
fluenced the Canaanite dialect which they then adopted, inasmuch as 
reminiscences of Babylonian myths and Akkadian expressions, reflecting 
Babylonian conditions, passed into the Canaanite. This was the time 
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when the Canaanite dialect, through its assimilation by the Patriarchs 
t(J their Aramaic language, which, under the influence of the cultured 
trm�ues of l\1esopotamia, had itself reached a higher stage of development, 
began to rise above the level of primitive expression. This was the very 
moment when Hebrews and Canaanites went their own ways, and when out 
of the Canaanite a separate dialect began to develop among the Hebrews. 1 

(2) This language, already modified and developed beyond primitive 
Canaanite, was retained by the Hebrews in Egypt, and, under the influence 
of the Egyptian language, was expanded, enriched, and embellished in 
sufficient degree to create the necessary conditions under which the 
literary language, which we call the language of the Pentateuch, was 
matured and brought to perfection.2 

We will draw no further conclusions before the abundant material 
reserved for a subsequent volume is published. Here it may be merely 
observed that we attach special importance to the presence of ancient 
Akkadian elements in the first portion of Genesis, as well as to the 
emergence of specific non-Egyptian elements in the later portions of 
the Pentateuch, especially in Deuteronomy, of which mention has already 
been made. For this permits us to fix the earliest and the latest points 
between which the language of the Pentateuch was evolved, viz. ( r )  when 
the primitive Canaanite dialect adopted by the Patriarchs entered upon 
the process of its development, retaining some Aramaeo-Akkadian elements, 
and (2) when, as a fully developed literary language under Egyptian influ
ence, it acquired final perfection through new elements from the desert 
and 'Araba tribes in the concluding portions of the Pentateuch. 

From what has already been said, it will be seen that in the main we 
regard our task as essentially linguistic, and that our attention is princi
pally directed to the relations with Egyptian. We will therefore attempt 
to deduce from the linguistic material of the Pentateuch those criteria 
which may help us to the discovery and differentiation of the foreign 
elements. We shall examine in the first place the expressions and phrases 

1 In Deut. 26, 5 there is a distinct allusion to the Aramaic speech of the first forefathers 
before they settled in Canaan ; Gen. 3 1 ,  47 marks the period when Canaanite had already 
been ndopted by the first families of the patriarchs, whereas their relatives who remained 
in Ff aran still clung to Aramaic. C:::f. also Y ahuda, Die biblische Exegese in ihren Beziehungen 
zur mnit. Philologie, 1905, p. 15  f. ; id. , Ober :iitYi ii�l1 und myi 1l7 im Alten Testament, 
in Z.f. Assyriol., 1902, p. 259 f. 

' We use Pentateuch as a whole, without regard to passages or occasional glosses which 
palpu.biy are additions not belonging to the original composition. We also provisionally 
spenk of the author or narrator of the Pentateuch, as it is only after the whole of our 
material is published that we shall explain with more precision our own position with 
regard to these questions. 
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which are to be encountered in no other Semitic language, but occur alike 
in the Pentateuch and in Egyptian, chiefly those words and phrases which 
are only to be found in the Pentateuch, very rarely also elsewhere in the 
Bible, and which are of Egyptian origin ; then we shall discuss other 
Hebrew coinages which are to be explained from Egyptian phraseology. 
In all these cases the proof of Egyptian origin will also help us to fix the 
period of the earliest use of a particular word or phrase and thus establish 
to a certain degree the chronological sequence in the Biblical scriptures. 

From the course of our investigations it will further be seen that we do 
not, as still happens in the study of Hebrew-Egyptian relations, simply 
take isolated words or sporadically appearing single expressions for 
haphazard comparison, but that we systematically build up a com
plete structure, employing an overwhelmingly rich material of elements 
which support and complement one another, as well as elucidate and 
confirm our conception of the relations between Hebrew and Egyptian. 
In addition to this, it will be our object to prove that almost all the 
parallels adduced by us imply not merely casual coincidences or vague 
similarities, but that by their multitude they establish a real inner 
relationship and in many cases even reveal the sources from which the 
materials embodied in the Pentateuch are derived. 

We abstain from all speculation. We attempt to group the facts which 
emerge from our comprehensive investigations, and thus exhibit the 
Hebrew of the Pentateuch as a living organism of language and thought. 
We also hope to be able to show that in this new organism the foreign 
material adopted from the highly developed Egyptian language was moulded 
and transformed in its own Hebrew spirit with a wealth and power of 
expression, elasticity, strength, and dignity, which bear an entirely individual 
stamp. Everything that Hebrew adopted or imitated from the Egyptian 
in the way of words or phrases, as well as what it owes to Egyptian in 
grammar, syntax, and style, invest this language with a quite unique 
character differentiating it in many respects from all other Semitic literary 
languages. With it begins the whole of Hebrew literature. 

Although the limits of our researches are thus fixed, it will nevertheless 
be necessary in many instances to venture beyond purely philological 
considerations and include also discussions of non-linguistic materials in 
our investigation, especially in cases where this is necessary for the proper 
elucidation of linguistic problems. Such digressions may enable us 
in many cases to discover the meaning and origin of certain ideas a�d 
conceptions, or to reveal the technique of various crafts and even establish 
the derivation of their terminology. It is clear that a literary language, 
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•ml ike a mere spokt11 'lialect; must reflect the entire culture and intellectnal equipment of th'No; whrJ 'rrrite it and of those for whom it is written. ":e propose, therefort, •11 f{O �ill  a st�p further, and through the investi?a
�"m 

of the language, t:.1�;.,r intJ,, the discussion of questions connected with �he spiritual and mat.c;1)aJ Jif� described in the Pentateuch in conj unction ?1i th the Egyptian worltf of tl"'mght, such as religious conceptions and in'4tftutions, ritual presc.:n;it ionis, laws and injunctions, manners and customs, ":rafts and profes�iorns, :tnd sittri lar questions of importance. Incidentally '"111! shall also consider wh'!ther �he issue of certain injunctions and laws was flf1t actuated by the �Jnr i t  of deliberate opposition to Egyptian ideas and ':11stoms ; and on tht: 'ither hand whether certain Egyptian practices and usages, perhaps ew:11 gorru:: religious and ritual conceptions, too dee?ly ''J<Jted to be removed, W'!re not taken over and invested with a new meanmg ''' order to bring them i ri to rutrmony with the ideas and forms of the new te l igion. 

With this work the foundation is laid of a new conception of the l'�ntateuch, of Biblical :1 1 1 tiquity, and, in large measure also, of the origi? ilt1<l development of the rel igion of Israel with all its consequences. This '��ception may not be readily accepted. But the path here indicated ·wi l l  eventually be followt:d, even if it takes a longer time than could be 11 r1 t icipated. The reaucr cannc>t fail to realize that by the investigation 11f Hebrew in the ligh l  1 1 f  Egyptian, entirely new vistas are opened up ; l f 1nt much which hither 1 1 1  has remained obscure, now becomes fully clear, lft rd that much that hi i l icrto has been thought to be plain and simple, 11 1 1pears now in an enti rely new light. The time may therefore not be t,, ,. distant when Bibl i<.:11 ( scholars will abandon the scepticism due to 1'.tl ttain Egyptologists wi th rc:gard to Hebrew-Egyptian relations, and t 1�1o111lutely turn towards Euypt, 80 that side by side with the already expl.ored " ""Yro-Babylonian ground,  the hitherto neglected field of Egyptology may 1 111 fully utilized for Bibl kal re�carch. 1 '.''or many years unb i:11<1cd Egyptologists and Hebraists expres�ed the f 1 1At re that scholars equ i p ped w ith adequate knowledge of Egyptian and I l i • l irew should undertakt' 11 penetrating investigation of both languages and ' 1 1 1 1 ures in order to find out to what extent such relationship could be 11il l 11 blished. Here a start is muJe ;  the way is laid open to be followed. 
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P R E L I M I NARY R E MARKS 

HOVI THE EGYPTI.Ai'J ENVIRONMENT IS REFLECTED . 
THE INFLUENCE OF EGYPTIAN IN THE JOSEPH AND 

EXODUS NARRATIVES 

IT is obvious that those pa rts of the Pentateuch in which Israel is shown to 
have been in direct contact with Egypt-like the Joseph and Exodus narra
tives-should yield the richest material for the elucidation of the relations 
between Hebrew and Egyptian. They must reflect most clearly the spirit 
of the Egyptian environment and of Egyptian civilization, and consequently 
display most visible traces of Egyptian influence on the language. This is 
indeed the case, as in these narratives the sojourn of the Hebrews and their 
experiences in Egypt are described, and incidentally a great deal of Egyptian 
life is illustrated with a wealth of detail which could only have been derived 
from thorough knowledge and exact observation at close quarters. As a 
matter of fact none of the Biblical narratives which deal with the relations of 
the Hebrews to foreign peoples have absorbed so much of the language and 
life of the foreign environment as the Joseph and Exodus narratives have with 
regard to the language and life of Egypt. From the very beginning, when 
Joseph appears in Egypt (Gen. 3 9) ,  down to the end of the Exodus story 
leading up to the song of Moses at the Red Sea (Ex. I 5) , 1 we get-as we shall 
have ample occasion to show-a vivid picture of the manners, customs and 
usages of the Egyptians in all domains of life and thought, set out in 
a language which has likewise thoroughly absorbed the spirit of Egyptian 
both in speech and style. Hence it comes about that this · part of the 
Pentateuch provides the model for both the manner and copiousnesss in 
which the influence of the Egyptian language and mind was exercised, and 
furnishes us further with a standard for the investigation of that influence 
in other parts of the Pentateuch. 

No sooner does he start telling the story of Joseph, than the narrator 
plunges deeply into Egyptian life. He approaches his audience or readers 
not as one conveying something foreign, something strange, almost unknown, 
coming from a remote country, but he straightway assumes· as a matter of 

' The Blessing of Jacob (Gen. 49) and the Song at the Red Sea are not included here, 

solely for the reason that they are to be later subjected to a full examination, together with 
other poetical passages of the Pentateuch. 

B 2 
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course a complete acquaintance with land and people. :Manners and customs 
are mentioned by him which indicate, nay pre-suppose, a thorough familiarity 
with the structure and manifestations of Egyptian life. Many individual 
features of social, family, and court life are just touched upon by him 
that are passed over by the reader as devoid of special significance but 
which, on closer study of actual ancient Egyptian conditions, are found to 
be intentional allusions to common, very popular occurrences in connexion 
with certain ceremonies or important social and state institutions. From 
the brevity and casual nature of these allusions it may be clearly inferred 
that they could be understood in their full significance only by those who 
either knew them from first-hand observation or had themselves at some 
time participated in them.1 

This surprising acquaintance, this most intimate familiarity, with Egyptian 
life is also apparent to the fullest extent both in the language and modes of 
expression employed. A mere superficial examination of the narratives 
dealing with Egypt reveals a whole series of non-Semitic words such as 
�nte Gen. 41 ,  2, 18 : ii�� 4 1 ,  1-3 et al. : �!?,� Ex. 2 ,  3 :  9�0 Ex. 2 ,  3, s et al. : 
i"llZl;J or personal names such as i;i,t?ia Gen. 39, 1 : n�9t$ and l1'J�,t?ie 41 ,  45 : 

cin,� and CP.'fn Ex. l ,  1 1 ,  which have long since been recognized as Egyptian 
(cf. Ges.-Buhl, ad loc.). But there are other words which occur, like ,�� 
Gen. 42, 1-26 et al. : i3t?.��i;ti'.1 Gen. 4 3 ,  1 o ; Ex. l 2, 39 et al. : ;i;i,pir-i Gen. 4 3 ,  32 ; 
Ex. 8, 22 et al. ; l:l,�!211J Gen. 41 ,  8 ;  Ex. 7, 1 1 ,  et al. ,  and which, as we 
shall show, were also taken from the .Egyptian, although they look like 
Semitic words and indeed are regarded as such by most commentators. 
Nevertheless, these borrowings do not cover everything : they are merely 
external marks, sign-posts, and hints which indicate the direction in which 
the influence of the Egyptian language made itself felt upon the Hebrew. 
In order fully to appreciate the inner relationship between the linguistic 
usages of Hebrew and Egyptian, it is not sufficient to make a mere com
parison of words or to prove the common origin of certain words in both 
languages. We have to penetrate very deeply into the psychology of the 
Egyptian language, and into the very fibres of its structure, if we wish to 
discern the true degree to which Hebrew was influenced. 

It is only then that it will be possible to detect, in close connexion with 

1 An excellent example hereof is provided by the laconic references to the honours be
stowed on Joseph on his installation in office and the ceremonies performed on this 
occasion, as will be shown later on. Here attention may be drawn only to the ceremony of 
the conferring of the ' Gold of Praise ' (nb n [isw.t), a description of which in Erman-Ranke 
occupies more than half a page (p. 1 34), whereas in Gen. 41,  42 it is dismissed merely with 
the words : ' and he (Pharaoh) put a gold chain about his neck ' (cf. below, p. 22 f.). 
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Egyptian, the real meaning of many words, expressions and phrases which 
occur in these narratives and are regarded as typical also for other parts of 
the Pentateuch ; and likewise rightly to appreciate, in an Egyptian light, the 
style and mode of narration. It will then also be possible to obtain 
a complete insight into the intimate and comprehensive knowledge which 
the author of the books of the Pentateuch possessed of the literary language 
of Egypt, of its elasticity and individuality, of all its niceties and nuances. 

As our investigations, though mainly linguistic, touch on many other 
points, and embrace numerous questions of the most diverse kind, it 
appeared advisable to discuss them according to special points of view under 
which the relations of Hebrew and Egyptian will be demonstrated. We now 
begin with the examination of those elements of the Joseph and Exodus 
narrative which most vividly reproduce the linguistic colour of the 
Egyptian-Hebrew milieu and which also clearly show the great familiarity 
of the author with all the details of the world of Egyptian thought and 
civilization. 1 

1 It is obvious that in this volume we cannot deal with all the words in the Pentateuch 
and in other parts of the Bible, which have long since been recognized as Egyptian loan
words. These will be discussed later. It will then be shown that some of them, though 
of Egyptian origin, are to be explained from prototypes different from those hitherto 
suggested. 



CHAPTER I 

POLISHED PHRASES, COURT
. FORMUL.\E, AND EX

PRESSIONS USED IN EGYPTIAN CERK\IONIAL AND 

OFFICIAL SPEECH 

IN the Joseph and Exodus narratives there are expressions and turns of speech, 
which are so unusual and appear so foreign that either their meaning is 
presumed merely from the context, as is usual in such cases. or they are taken 
by more modern interpreters as corruptions or mutilations. But as a matter 
of fact .we have here to do with genuine Hebrew min�oes in adaptation 
to Egyptian linguistic usage, formed upon the model of set formulae and 
expressions used in Egyptian court and official parlance as customary, or 
even prescribed, in Egyptian hierarchic circles, especially in intercourse 
with exalted personages. 

In the description of the conversation between Pharaoh and Joseph we 
are given a correct picture of the polished manner in which official and high
class Egyptians carried on their intercourse. Both in form and in speech 
the narrator invests Joseph with the character of a ready courtier who 
unerringly commands all the niceties of palace phraseology. All the idioms 
and expressions used are permeated by the spirit of the Egyptian language, 
and the whole conversation of king and Hegeman bears a thoroughly 
Egyptian stamp. 

Even where Joseph speaks to his brethren, who as shepherds and 
' Asiatics ' were regarded by the Egyptians as ' barbarians ' , his words and 
expressions are cast in the superior tone of an Egyptian of high breeding, 
and the narrator very cleverly depicts how skilfuliy Joseph played the role 
of a genuine Egyptian before he revealed himself to his brethren. The same 
applies to his brothers and his father Jacob ; they are, it is true, introduced 
to us as foreigners, but at the same time they are represented as notables 
who are thqroughly familiar with all the etiquette of the Egyptian upper 
classes. 

Even ordinary phrases of deference such as are or might be in vogue at 
any court are here highly typical of Egyptian etiquette and only become clear 
in their right meaning in the light of Egyptian court-ceremonial and the 
Egyptian conception of good breeding. 

It is of course the Hebrew narrator who displays here an extraordinarily 
fine instinct for the polished and elaborate court phraseology especially in 
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passages where he employs metaphorical expressions or introduces Pharaoh 
and his Vizier Joseph in conversation. In highly finished but wonderfully 
simple Hebrew he reproduces all the expressions and phrases which one 
was accustomed to hear from the king of the ' two lands ' , 1 from a vizier 
or a courtier, in his own Egyptian language. In short the whole inter
course between Joseph and Pharaoh so completely mirrors all we know of 
court institutions with all their elaborate details and nuances that the whole 
story could only have been told with such exact knowledge by one who 
was thoroughly familiar with all these things from first-hand observation. 

We now enter into a fuller discussion of a series of such instances which 
are specially characteristic for our narratives.2 

(1. p�.:i ' to kiss ' for ' to feed� 
Gen. 4 1 ,  40, Pharaoh says to Joseph : 't-¥P-'f P� 9'� '�1 This has always 

presented great difficulties to the commentators, as a verb p�.:i is only known 
in the meaning of ' to kiss '. By those who do not dismiss the whole 
passage as corrupt it is merely from the context that it is concluded to mean 
that the people should be ' led ' ,  ' ruled ', or ' administered • by Joseph 
according to his decisions. On comparison with the Egyptian, however, 
p�.:: proves to be a correct and a thoroughly exact reproduction of what the 
narrator really meant to convey. Here an expression is rendered in Hebrew 
from a metaphorical one used in polished speech among the Egyptians. 
Instead of the ordinary colloquial expression wnm for ' eating ', they spoke 
of ' kissing ' (sn) the food.3 Thus sn is used in Pyr. 1 027 for eating a kind 
of pastry (p1M and Pyr. 1 323 for ' feeding on ' or ' tasting ' a joint of beef : 

1 As to this expression as translation of l:l'i:t0 cf. below, p. 25 f. 
2 For the explanation of Hebrew words and expressions from Egyptian we shall quote 

several examples even of such words and expressions in Egyptian, which are more or less 
common, so that their meaning and usage should be clear also to readers who are not 
familiar with Egyptian. In the choice of these examples, preference will be given as far as 
possible to such passages from Egyptian texts as incidentally also convey an insight into 
the life and thought of the Egyptians. 

3 Although the original meaning of in is ' to smell ' it is simply used for ' kissing '. Thus 
e.g. in fim.t, ' to kiss a woman ' (Schiffb. 1 33 ; in t1 is the customary expression for ' kissing 
the earth before his majesty ' (m b1J,z J,zm-f). For the Egyptian the conception of kissing is 
connected with that of smelling, from which it may be derived in the last resort, as is 
actually the case with some anilnals and primitive men. Hence it is explained why in could 
be used both for ' smelling ' and ' kissing ' (Er.-Gr. 163 ; cf. also sin, caus. 171), and also 
for ' tasting ' and ' feeding '. It may be noted that in figurative language in was also used 
of the water of the Nile when overflowing the fields, thus e.g. ' may the feet of the dead 
(iin.ty rdwy-f im mw wcbw) be kissed by the holy water ' ,  Pyr. 2065 and Grapow, Bild[. 
Ausdr., p. 121 .  For further details about the use of in see Erwiderung, p. 1 3  f. 

:... 
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' he does not kiss the oxen-loin ' (n in f bps"). r Our passage is rims to be 
taken literally, but in the sense of the Egyptian metaphor : ' . .\ccording to 
thy mouth shall my people kiss ' ;  i.e. by thy orders shall my people feed, 
whereby Pharaoh simply meant that the feeding of the whole country 
should be solely regulated by the measures and ordinances of Jo:;eph. We 
thus realize that the text is quite correct and that p�.l is used in the sense 
of the Egyptian sn meaning ' to feed '. 2 

2. ' A thing borne ' n��� for ' gift ' ; ' bread ' for ' meal ' 

Gen. 43, 34, speaking of the meal given by Joseph to his brethren reads 
co,.?� ,��� n�p nittF� ttw�1 : and , gifts • were borne to them from before 
him. These gifts can only imply portions of food which he sent from his 
table to his brethren during the meal as is still generally customary in the 
Orient, where it is considered as a special honour for the guest. The word 
nittrt'O is formed from tt�:i ' to bear, to carry ' and thus means ' something 
borne, carried '. Here we have a formation analogous to the Egyptian ex
pression..fu_' to bear, carry, uplift, offer ' (Er.-Gr. 57) specifically used of the 
offering Tsacrifices, gifts or food, as for instance Urk. iv. 269, 5 referring 
to the king ' who determines the amount of food f1w in this land ', i.e. the 
food offerings for the gods.3 Jhis expression originated from the custom 
of lifting up the offerings brought to the gods, as can be noted in many 
sacrificial scenes.4 This custom of elevating the meats or gifts was also 

1 There was also a somewhat plebeian expression for ' eating ' namely <m ' to swallow ' or 

nsb ' to bite ' especially of snake-bites, which corresponds to the Coptic A.�n:c1 (B) ' to bite ' 
,· (as translation of ii�.lil Num. 2 1 ,  8). Also in Coptic it is vulgarly used for ' swallowing ' 

(Spieg. WB., p. 52) ; cf. Arabic � for snake-bite, obviously a derivative from the 
Coptic. 

· 

• The particular choice of p�.l which in Hebrew is exclusively used for ' kissing ' without 
any connexion with ' smelling ' suggests that the Hebrew understood m in connexion with 
food only in the meaning of ' kissing '. Whether the same figurative sense is also implied 

_,; in p� Gen. 1 5 ,  2 is somewhat doubtful, as in this case it would at least read p� • 

3 Cf. Er.-Gr. 58 : fl.t ' the elevation of the gifts ' ;  fl.t ' elevation ' means simply to bring 
offerings, cf. f,.t t1 (z�.t (Pyr. 6 1  c) ' to bring offerings of bread and beer ' ; cf. also fly dny, 
Ree. 3 3 ,  3 1. 7. ' the bearer of the basket ' (KOYTJ</>opos) with the offerings for the Temple. Amen
emope, 2 1 ,  5 (= Erman, OLZ., 1 924, 249) givesf1.t as used simply in the meaning of ' gift ' ,  
exactly as ntt�O , e.g. in 2 Sam. I I , 8;  2 Chr. 24, 6 and 9 il�O ntt�o is  nothing else but 
an old specific expression for the offerings of the Temple as so often in Egyptianfl.t and 
f1.w from fly = N�.l ' to lift up ' ,  e.g. Harris, 28, 3 ; r fly b/h.u:-m ' to elevate their offer
ings ' for the Temple. Obviously the chronicler took this expression from a very ancient 
source in which it was alternatively used with iloiin ' heave offering ' ordained by Moses 
for the building of the Tabernacle, Ex. 25, 2 ff. 

4 Cf. Erman-Ranke illustr. , 1 38, 149, &c. The same custom of ' elevating', ' lifting up ' , the 
offerings and portions of sacrifices occurs also in the Pentateuch, e.g. Ex. 29, 24 &c. , as will be 
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observed when presents were brought to the king, and such a gesture may 
also have been customary in the case of other high personages. Ac
cordingly the vizier has meats ' carried ' to his guests from ' before him , as 
a special mark of gracious princely favour. As a matter of fact this corre
sponded entirely to the custom observed in higher Egyptian circles whereby 
an exalted personage in the course of a meal handed his guests especially 
good portions (Lit., p. 58, n. 1). The narrator used the expression n�� , the 
Egyptian prototype of which, /1.w, was deemed a choice and stately word. 

Further, the word C�� ' bread ' used for the meal provided by the Viceroy 
is also characteristic of Egyptian. Whereas the Semitic phrase in such 
a case would be ' bread and water ' or ' bread and salt ', not ' bread ' alone, 

(fhe Egyptians used ' bread ' simply and concisely for ' meals ' generally 
(Erman-Ranke, 223, n. 2), not because bread was and is the chief food in 
Egypt, as elsewhere in the Orient, but bec�mse �� . .  :Egyp�ans., . ID:Ore than 
any oth.�r_p��£!�. 4a_d cultivated the art_of_bread-baldng. so extensiYely that 
in the sacrificial lists of the Harris Papyrus more than thirty sorts of bread 
ancrpistiY-are �e�ti�ned, these including the ch�icest delicacie�. 

The remark that his brethren drank with Joseph at the meal and became 
drunk with him, which gives the repast the character of a common drinking
bout and seems to detract from the dignity of the whole occasion depicted 
so sedately, 1 presents itself in the light of Egyptian customs as nothing 
undignified but on the contrary as a high distinction for the guests deemed 
worthy of carousing with the ' great lord '. For the Egyptian was fond of 
drinking and imbibed a great deal. The ordinary beer ((zlf..t) was a favourite 
drink among the populace ; in better circles, however, there was a great 
variety of sweet and intoxicating beverages, and they liked to see wine flow 
' like water '. The :Egyptian spoke of drunkenness with great complacency 
and frequently referred figuratively to inebriety as the manifestation of the !CC' 

highest enjoyment.2 
Moreover, even among the offerings to the gods and the dead, intoxicating 

drinks were included, and the latter desired to receive so many libations 
.' as to make them drunk '. Thus, among others, in his very solemn prayer 
to Osiris the dead Rameses IV demanded ( cf. Abydos-Stele, I. 1 6  = Records 
iv, § 470) : ' and mayest thou give me food to repletion, and mayest thou 
give me drink to drunkenness ' (swr-,y) r tb. 

more closely discussed elsewhere ; likewise other analogies in the use of ��j and fly will 
be given. 

1 That the expression ,,:�,, was so felt is apparent from the A.V. euphemistic rendering, 
' and were merry with him '. 

' Compare several such metaphors in Grapow, Bild[. Ausdr., p. 145. 

c 
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Our narrator obviously meant, by emphasizing this detail, to stress the 
munificence and graciousness of the high Egyptian dignitary towards his 
' Asiatic ' guests. 

3. m� ' to give ' and ' to o� put ' for appointment to office. 
The Infinitive used for command 

The expression 'Y j11J ' to give upon, over ' Gen. 41 , 41 , .and also ' j11J 
' to give to ', in the sense of appointing to office corresponds to the 
Egyptian rdy r ' to give to ' or wdy r ' to put to ' with object in the same 
sense, e.g. rdy r nsw.t ' to give to king ' ,  i.e. ' to appoint as king '. Parallel 

with ' jMJ is the use of ' CC' ' to put, place, set ' for ' placing in office ', as 

::i�' 1JO'C'', ' and He (God) set me as " father " [to Pharaoh] '. For this, too, 
we have the Egyptian analogue wdy ' put, place, set ' with the preposition 
m in the same sense of ' appointing to an office ', e.g. Pyr. l 220 ' thou settest 
him to thee as Sr i.e. prince ' ; Pap. Berlin 3029, AZ. 72 (1 874), p. loo, Pl. I, 6 :  
rdy-J wy r s1w t1 pn ' he gave 'me to shepherd of this land ' ;  LD. ii. 5 1, l right : 
' he was given to 'l;Jp, i.e. appointed as ruler ; 1 and directly of the elevation 
to Vizier we find in Ka-Gemni, Pap. Prisse i, 1. 9 (= Lit. 67) : ' Ka-Gemni 
was appointed (rdy r = given to) governor· of the capital and vizier (11ty) '. 
As wdy is often used for and also confused with rdy, both are alternative 
in the same way and sense as rm and O� (Erman, Wortforschung, p. 9 l 4, 
examples are given ; also 944). 

The same is the case in Gen. 41 ,  43. Only here the infinitive form jin� 

strikes one as strange especially as it follows an imperfect and should as 
a rule read j111i . In 43 , i6, the infinitive form follows an imperative and 
occurs frequently thus, especially for commands. Now from the Egyptian 
we learn that the use of infinitives in an imperative sense was a widespread 
peculiarity of the hierarchic official diction, especially at the beginning 
of solemn pronouncements, public proclamations, or reports concerning 
royal feats of arms. Thus the well-known Israel-Stele of Merneptah begins 
with the words : ' To recount his victorious marches, to make known to all 
lands, to behold the glory of the triumphant deeds of the king ' ,  etc. in the 
sense of a command : Let be recounted, let be made known, let be seen, etc. 
JJ.z. 34, 14. Similarly the report of the incursion in Nubia (Maspero, JJ.z. 
l 888, p. 63) begins with infinitive phrases, likewise the many hymns and 
speeches of kings and gods, and indeed with such frequency that the infini
tival phrase may be regarded as absolutely typical at the beginning of poetic 
and solemn speech.z 

1 The use of $r = 1C' and M' = ppino will be discussed elsewhere. 
: For the use of the infinitive form in official language, cf. inter alia Vezier, p. 4, n. 1 � 
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The Hebrew narrator reproduces here exactly the manner in which high 
Egyptian personages were wont to express themselves, and we have here 
a true transmission which can only date back to this time when feeling for 
Egyptian phraseology and intimate acquaintance with peculiarities of style 
and niceties of speech were still alive. The irregularity and harshness in 
our passage, of which all commentators are sensible, are thus cleared up, and· 
it transpires that the sentence introduced with the infinitive ' and to set him 
over the whole land of Egypt ' is to be taken in a jussive sense, namely as 
the very words to be shouted by the heralds at the proclamation of Joseph. 
The correct translation would thus read : ' And they called out 1i::i� before 
him and that he was to be set (by command of the king) over the whole 
land of Egypt '. Here we have another example of the extraordinary exacti
tude with which our text has been handed down. The use of such an 
infinitive appears still more distinctly in this imperative sense in 43 , 16 > 

where ;��1 n;:_i� o:i9� ' to slaughter and to prepare ' stands as a command. 
Here also it means that the house steward is to issue orders for the 
slaughtering and preparation of meats-thus : ' Take the men to the palace 
and iet meat be slaughtered and prepared.' It should be explicitly noted 
that this idiom is also typical of the Egyptian ritual mode of diction. 
Almost all the headings in the sacred Books of the Dead, where certain 
prescriptions are set forth, occur in the infinitive form. Moreover it is the 
customary mode of command in decrees and ordinances. 

The importance of this fact is specially to be emphasized because it 
supplies the right appreciation and correct understanding of the use of 
infinitive forms in the Pentateuch generally, notably in the fourth corn- ::: 
mandment ib! Ex. 20, 8 and iio� Deut. 5,  12,  or Num. I 5, 35, and many 
other passages. Here and elsewhere we have, as will be shown later, to do 
with a solemn turn of speech, which, of all the Semitic languages, occurs / 

only in Hebrew, and, just as in Egyptian, is a characteristic form of diction 
used, as mentioned above, in legal official documents and in solemn address ; 
and, just as in Egyptian, is set at the beginning of momentous pronounce
ments couched in high poetic strain. 

4. ' Make to stand ' for ' let live ' 

Another meaning attaches to i1ol)il Ex. 9. 16 ; there it says literally : 
' In very deed for this cause have I made thee to stand C:Pf:ll��v) for to show 
thee my power '. That this is  to be interpreted as ' let live ' is obvious ; 

and Spiegelberg, A"z. 34 (1 896), p. 14 and n. 1. A quite ·usual expression for ' issuing of 
orders ' is rdy m lzr n ' to give in someone's presence ' ; it eventually became common in 
the official language simply for ' order '.  
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but the origin of 1•nir-1m only becomes clear by reference to </;< ' stand, 
stand up ', which is expanded to <b<.w ' the standing ' for ' lifetime, term of 
life, period of time '. <b<.w is a rather poetical word, used also in benedic
tions and specially favoured for use in poetic and religious texts, e.g. Pyr. 
4 12  a: ' The lifetime (<J;z<.w = " standing ") of the deceased N. is eternity, his 
duration is without end ' &c. ; Bergm. Ewigk., p. 39 1 ,  76 : ' thy lifetime 
(<J;<.w-k = " thy standing ") is eternal, thy kingdom for everlasting : '  Harris, 
42, 6 f. in the prayer of Rameses III for his son (the heir to the throne) to 
Amon-Re : ' make his lifetime (<b <.w-f = " his standing ") on earth as 
enduring as the polar star (imy <b<.w-f br tp t1 my mi!Jt [jw ]) ; ' ibid. 44, 6 : 
' (Ptah) who keeps all men alive (S'n!J l;r nb) with the power of his soul 
(k1.w-f) ; long lifetime (<J;<.w = standing), destiny and growth are under 
his control (n !Jt-f) ;' ibid. 79, l l f. : ' he (Amon) doubled his lifetime 
(<J;<.w-f = his standing) more than that of any other king.' From the 
Rameses period dates the benediction (Annales du Service, xiii (1 9 1 3), p. 46) 
' Mayest thou attain the lifetime of Re (iry-k p1 <J;<.w n p1 r<) ' ,  i e. as long 
as Re. The Demotic texts contain more frequent examples ; thus in saluta
tion of the king, e.g. Pap. Rylands, 9, 5 ,  20 (Persian period) and Kahun, 
4, 24 and 5 ,  3 3 : ' my (or our) great lord, may he have the lifetime of the 
sun-god Re (p1-y (or p1y.n) nb <1 £r-f p1 <J;< n p1 r<).' A similar frequent 
benedictory formula in Demotic letters is also : ' Re grant him long life 
(dy p1 r< lpy p1y-f <J;<)'. But this formula, like most invocations of this 
kind, emanates from a much earlier period (Spiegelberg, ..il.z. 53 ,  p. rr 2  f.). 
Likewise for ' great age ' we find <IJ<.w nfr = ' a beautiful (good) standing ', 
e.g. Westc. vii. 22 f. 1 These examples of the use of <J;<.w which could be 
indefinitely multiplied, suffice to demonstrate that i•r.i:tm is in close ac
cordance with the Egyptian mode of thought and diction. It should be 
noted that this is the only passage in the Pentateuch where i•oyil occurs in 
this signification. 

5. i�I;! ' to count, recount ' = ' to praise, to glorify '. 

An instructive example of identical use in Hebrew and Egyptian is pro
vided by the word i�I;! which immediately follows in the verse cited It is 
derived from i�!? ' to count ', frequently used in the sense of ' recount · ,  
but here with t:lr:;i = ' ;;ame ' as object, obviously used in its poetical sense of 
' to praise, glorify ' ,  as occurs often in the Psalms (Ps. 22, 23. ro2, 22. 96, J. 
l 9, 2. 26 , 7, &c.) ; n��-��f ·�r i�t;l 1YQ? therefore means ' in order to 

1 For <(i< and <(i<.w (also <(i<w) = ' duration, lifetime ', cf. Amenemope, ix. 3 f. referring to 
bushels of corn : Short is their life ('(i<) in the barn ' ;  likewise for the permanence of heaven 
or of the two skies, e.g. Mar. Abyd., i, pl. 7, 62 : <(i<.w p.ty-fy, the duration of both his skies. 
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glorify my name in all the earth '. The same meaning attaches to the 
Egyptian word syp in Pap. Sall. iii. 3 ,  I ( = Lit., p. 264 to Amon) : ' Mischief 
strike him who rejects thy thoughts but good be to him who praises, 
glorifies thee, 0 Amon '' br syp.t-k imn. I In this case we see the identical 
use of syp and i�I;! most clearly, so that their analogous application and the 
same mode of extension are mutually illuminating in both languages. 
Originally the word signified counting, recounting wondrous deeds to the 
point of glorification ; it was then extended simply to denote ' to praise and 
glorify '. 

6. Court expressions of deference 

G\ddressing the king in the third person : ' Pharaoh was wroth with his ,Fnts ' (Gen. 4 r .  10), ' Let Pharaoh look out a man . . . .  let Pharaoh do 
1•• this ' (41 ,  33) and many other passages, corresponds thoroughly to the court 
�quette or-old Egypt and is entirely official. Cf. e.g. Records, i, § 238 : 

' And the head Physician spoke before his Majesty : May thy person (k1-k) , 
beloved of Re, command that there be given me,' &c. ; or Sin. 2 19 : ' Let 
your Majesty command (wg grt bm-k) that they, &c.' 2 

Very often out of respect to the king he was referred to simply as ' one ' 
(tw) ; e.g. Urk. iv. 27, ro : ' why does " one " recall these things ? ', meaning 
the king : d'Orb, 1 2 , 2 f. (= Lit. , 1 57) : his Majesty loved her very very 
much ; one (iw.tw) 3 appointed her as sps.t (i.e. a ' freewoman, honourable 
great lady ') ; the same occurs again in other passages· in the same narrative 
(compare also Lit., p. 50, n. r). This usage dates back to very ancient times 
and was always characteristic of official speech, as e.g. in the letter addressed 
in the name of King Phiops II (6th dynasty, about 2625-2475 B.c.) to 
General Herkhuf (br-!Jwf) ' . . . .  your letter to the king in the palace so 
that one ( = the king) should know ', &c. (Records, i. § 3 5 r ). 

A characteristic formula is also the phrase recurring in several passages, 
i1l1i£J 1:i::h ' in the face of Pharaoh ', or i1lJiE> 1:iE>So ' from the face of Pharaoh ' 
(e.g. Gen. 47, 2, 7. 4 1 ,  46), meaning ' before Pharaoh '. This corresponds com
pletely to hierarchic court custom especially in the New Kingdom whereby 
one might not speak to his Majesty (r bm-f) but ' only in the face of his 
1 Erman tentatively translates : ' who understands thee (?) ' ;  Er.-Gr., p. l 53 has for fyp 

' revise, check, assign ' ,  which gives no sense her�. But as it is causative of ip which means 
' to count ' (Er.-Gr. 10) it has here the meaning of ' to glorify '. Note that the same verb 
ip ' to count ' is also extended to mean ' to respect ' .  

z In Semitic or Hebrew courts it was the custom, so far as we can ascertain, to  address the 
king or prince in the second person : ' thou my lord, the king ' .  This differentiation emerges 
quite clearly in the Egyptian narratives of Sinuhe and Wen-Amon in which the Egyptian 
dignitaries address the Asiatic princes in the second person, as above, whereas Pharaoh is 
addressed by Sinuhe in the third person sing. 

. 

3 Here more distinctly referring to the king by the hieroglyph for king as determinative. 
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Majesty ' (m br bm-f or bft br bm-f ). Here we have the high state dignitary 
who in his official intercourse with court circles adheres strictly to the rules 
of etiquette. Cf. also ibid. 44, 1 8. 

Also with regard to Joseph the narrator makes use of the same respectful 
expression : 901' '.:JEl� ' before Joseph's face ' = ' before him ' or i·�� n�r;i ' from 
his face ' = ' from him ', Gen 43 , 1 5  and 34. This is likewise in accordance 
with the Egyptian custom of applying to the vizier and the highest digni
taries the same marks of respect as to the king. Similarly one might not 
speak ' to the Lord Justice ' but ' before his face ' ;  not write ' to him ' but 
lay the writing ' before his face ' (Erman-Ranke, 82 and 95). All these 
forms of etiquette are admirably reproduced in Judah's pleading to Joseph, 
Gen. 44, 18 ff. : he is addressed by him as if he were Pharaoh, ' for thou art 
even as Pharaoh '. 

A very peculiar form of expression which has often been noted but re
mained unexplained is the use of ;m� in the plural with reference to Pharaoh 
or  Joseph. There is, of course, nothing strange in a king or other person 
of high rank being addressed or referred to as ' lord ' or ' our lord '. But 
what is most striking in the Joseph narrative is the use of the plural form 
' lords ' ,  e g. Gen. 40, l ' the butler of the king of " the two lands " and his 
baker offended 0�1tl? =l��? l:JQ't't�.? ' their lords, the king of the " two lands '" 

. - - instead of ' lord ' in tJ:e singular. The same ceremonious tum of speech 
occurs also in 42, 30 and 33 with reference to Joseph : nt$Q ':1°1� cj'�Q ' the 
man, the lords of the land said harsh things unto us ' instead of ' the lord '. 
It should be noted how exactly the narrator makes Joseph's brethren in 
their altercation with Joseph's house-steward distinguish between him, the 
employee, and his master, the viceroy, in that they address him as '�1� ' my 
lord ' in the singular (44, 7 and 9), whereas they use 1'�1� ' thy lords ' (44, 8) , 

when speaking of the viceroy. 
Now we find that already in quite ancient times Pharaoh besides being 

referred to as nb ' lord ' in the singular, also is spoken of as nb.wy in the 
dual, in the same way as he is also referred to as pr.wy <1.wy ' the two lords ' 1 
in the dual. Consequently ·�1� may quite as well be a dual as a plural s�nce 
in the status constructus both are inflected exactly in the same way.2 Thus 

1 For the literal meaning of pr-<1 and its use for king, cf. below p. 44 f. 
2 For addressing the king or speaking of him in the term of ' my lord ', cf. e.g. Reinisch, 

Chrest. T. ro, I. 19 : ity nb-n ' 0  King, our Lord ! '  or pr-<1 P1Y nb ' Pharaoh, my Lord ' 
(Abbtt. ,  pl. 5, 1 8  =Records iv, x, paragraph 526) ; similarly for other high officials, e.g. 
Bauer, i. 53, (also B. 90) ' chief mayor, my Lord (nb-y) ' . The use of nb in the dual for the 
king as double Horus occurs already in the Old Kingdom. Also in his capacity as protector 
of the ' two lands ' in whom both Nehbet and Buto, the tutelary goddesses of upper and 
lower Egypt with the emblems of the vulture and the ureus-snake (nr.t and i<r.t) were 
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the narrator might quite well have had the dual nb.wy in mind, not only 
with reference to Pharaoh as lord of the ' two lands ', but also to Joseph as 
vizier of the ' two lands ' (see below on the name tl'i��). the more so as the 
same etiquette was observed towards king and vizier alike, as we have 
previously seen.1 

7. ' By the life of Pharaoh ' 

Swearing by the life of the king, which appears to be quite usual and 
natural, and which, as a matter of fact, has always been current throughout 
the East from ancient to modern times, was by no means in such ordinary 
and commonplace use in Egypt, but was invested with an extraordinarily 
solemn character. Pharaoh was himself a god, of divine substance as son 
of Re and as the incorporation of every god in any form and in any quality. 
His life was eternal, his existence being from primordial days till time 
everlasting." Swearing by his life was therefore a very responsible oath of 
far-reaching significance and could have the most dangerous consequences 
for the swearer, thus representing the most extreme means of asseveration 
that could be employed. This is the reason why in Egyptian popular 
literature the oath by the life of the king, so common in orientalJiterature, 
is encountered comparatively seldom, and even less frequently than that by 
the life of the gods. Only on extraordinary occasions do we meet with the 
oath by the life of Pharaoh, when it was meant to produce a specially deep 
impression. Bearing this in mind one can understand why throughout the 
altercation between Joseph and his brethren, which might frequently have 

iven occasion for all kinds of protestations and asseverations, in only one / 

instance is use made of the oath nyi� ,Cl ' by the life of Pharaoh ', 42, 15 v 
(a� ; and even there only by Joseph, and this at a very critical moment 
"W!ienhe warns his brethren of the most serious danger, accusing them of 

being spies and intimating by the life of Pharaoh his irrevocable resolve to 
CPut them to a test that meant life or death for them. The narrator makes 
Joseph seize the most extreme means so as to produce the impression that 
after such an oath there could be no going back for him. Only immediate 
acceptance of the condition imposed on them could clear them of grave 
suspicion and release the vizier of Pharaoh from his momentous oath.z 

incorporated, he was called nb.ty ' the two mistresses '. Moreover I suspect that the person 
of the king was also spoken of as ' the Lords ' in plural, presumably nb.w, but so far I have 
not been able to find an example thereof (see below on the name of Pharaoh, p. 45, n. 4). 
' As this also applied to other high dignitaries whose official activities were extended to the 

' two lands ' ,  it is clear why the plural was also used in referring to Potiphar, Gen. 39. 2, &c. 
2 In 1n lurks a singular of Cl''n in the stat. constr. ; this coincides completely with the 

use of <n!J ' life ' in a similar apostrophic formula of oath, e.g. <n!J s-n-wir.t ' by the life 
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8. Frequent use of c,;:iS� 

The frequent mention of c•;1'� in the Joseph narrative, especially in the 
conversations of Joseph with Pharaoh and also with his brethren, so unusual 
in its constant iteration, appears very striking. Nevertheless this peculiarity, 
so typical of this narrative, is eminently characteristic of Egyptian diction. 
' God ' (ntr) or in the plural ' the Gods ' (ntr.w) was very often on the lips 
of Egyptians notably in court circles where Pharaoh himself was venerated 
as a deity. It was regarded as a special mark of courtly deference and 
obsequiousness to speak in the presence of Pharaoh as often as possible of 
the gods, to repeat to him on every opportunity that the gods were constantly 
concerned about him, that the gods protected him, that the gods advised him, 
thought for him, watched over his welfare, and always had him in mind. 
Such ostentatious reverence for the gods was to some extent considered as a 
protestation of loyalty and fealty to the king, who himself ranked among the 
gods. This note of demonstrative piety is mirrored in masterly fashion in 
J oseph's conversations. Highly characteristic in this connexion is the 
exclusive use of c•n'� in the plural in consonance with the Egyptian plural 
ntr.w. The narrator is thoroughly aware that Joseph, the Hebrew, speaks 
to the Egyptians in their language and their own manner, so that the plural 
use of c,n,� is an exact reproduction oLthe Egyptian ntr.w without in any 
way jarring on the Hebrew reader. Thus in Gen. 40, 8 it is to l:l'i1'� that 
the interpretation of all dreams belongs ; 4 1 ,  16 it is c•nS� who is to give 
Pharaoh an answer of peace ; 41 ,  25 and 28 it is c•n'� who shows Pharaoh 
what He is about to do ; in 4 1 ,  32 it is intimated that the dream was doubled 
because the thing was determined by c•n'� and that c•n'� would shortly 
bring it to pass ; 4 1 ,  38 Pharaoh finds that ' the spirit of c•n'� is in Joseph ', 
a typically Egyptian expression for emphasizing god-like qualities in a 
man ;�1' compare further 42, 18 : ' this do and live, for I fear c,n,� ', and also 
43,  23. 44, 16. 45,  5-9. 48, 9, I I ,  15, 20, 21 .  50, 1 7, 19, 20, 24, 25. 

of Sesostris ! ' , Garstang, El-Ara6ah, Stela of Sebek-Khu, pl. v, I. 4, who lived under 
Sesostris III (1887-1849 B.C.). 

I It is true that these words are framed by the Hebrew narrator in a monotheistic sense . although it is Pharaoh who utters them ; whereas an Egyptian in such cases would say that 
God or every god was in him ', so e.g. in d'Orb, i. 4 ( = Lit. 151) : ' his younger brother was 
however a good ploughman, &c., and God was in him ' (ii wnn ntr im-f) ; similarly it is said 
of his wife, ibid., ix, 8 ( = Lit. 203), that she was more lovely of limb ' than any woman in 
the whole land and every god was in her ' (iw ntr nb lm-s) .  Another expression, rather harsh 
to our ears but very favoured among the Egyptians, is d'Orb., xi. 5 ( = Lit. 156), ' the seed 
of every God was in her ' iw mw n ntr nb im-s). Erman appears to suppose in the passage 
quoted from Lit. 151 a word like k1.w or b1.w is missing ; this however need not necessarily 
be the case. 
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A very noteworthy contrast is  to be found in the conversations of Moses 
with Pharaoh, although the former was the man of God, in the absence of 
a similar iteration of C,i1,� .  This is by no means accidental : it is true 
that the narrator in the Joseph story and also in the conversations of Pharaoh 
with others, even in those of the Hebrews amongst themselves, retained 
that popular �how of religiosity ; on the other hand it went against the 
grain to cause Moses to speak in the same ostentatious servility and adula
tion of the gods : in the mouth of Moses the mention of God, in the newly 
revealed name mn• ,  was to produce a much more severe and austere effect 
than 0'i1't( which recalled the Egyptian ntr.w and was habitual with the 
Egyptians. 1 (!. Jacob before Pharao9 

Gen. 47. 9 Jacob replies to the question of Pharaoh as to his age : 
,'J.�J'? �2� �1:?� ' the days of the years of my sojournings are a hundred and 
thirty years ; few and evil have been the days of the years of my life and 
they have not attained unto the days of the years of the life of my fathers 
in the days of their sojournings.' In the first place it must appear strange 
that Jacob describes his hundred and thirty years as few. When however, 
we consider that Pharaoh was regarded as an eternally living god endowed 
b the gods with millions and m riads ('f;,/.t. n rnp.wt) of years, emg as sue 

raised and worshipped, it bec?mes clear why _t_��-��-1!_�-�1_��_!_<!_��!1 fac_ob 
ad to assure arao who was certam much oun er, t at __ _ Is_ un ed 

and thirty ears were but few in comparison with the endless years o t e 
eternally living son of Re.2 Furthermore the remark that s age was not 
so Ig as t at o IS athers appears strange as in point of fact the life of 
his fathers was not so very much greater than his own as to justify it 
(Abraham lived 175 years, Gen. 25 ,  7 and Isaac 1 80 years, 35 ,  28). But 
again in the light of Egyptian court etiquette, so rich in the niceties of 
speech, such a remark must have appeared as very tactful and thoughtful 
especially on the lips of a foreigner ; for it belonged to the good manners of 
obsequious court visitors to assure the king that they had been given a long 
life and that many happy years had been theirs because they had the good 
fortune to enjoy his royal protection and favour. Thus the wise Ptahhoteb 
(Prisse Dev. p. 52, 640 f. = Lit. 6 5), the vizier of King Issi (about 267 5 B.c. 

' In the chapter on the names and attributes of God, we shall discuss in greater detail the 
origin and meaning of C�i1,t( and i1li1� as well as the differen�e between 'IJ and ,IJ in oaths. 

• Cf. e.g. Records, ii, paragraph 662, Stela of Thutmosis III  ( = Lit., p. 258), when Amon
Re addresses the king : ' I let thee linger on the throne of Horus for millions of years ; ' 
Anast. iii. 7, 9, Song to Rameses II ( = Lit., p. 273) : ' thou wilt be as long as eternity, and 
eternity will be as long as thou art.' 

D 
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or earlier) at the end of his book of wisdom :-' It is not little that I have 
done upon earth : I have lived a hundred and ten years which the king 
granted me with rewards exceeding those of my fathers because I did what 
was right for him up to the place of honour , (i.e. up to my greatest age). 
Another high dignitary, a favourite of Thutmosis III says in his epitaph, 
Urk. iv. 34, 1 1  f. : ' I  have reached a nice age, 1 an age as with a king,' that 
is a great age such as could only be attained in the company of a king and 
favoured by his magnanimity. ' Strength of life is the king (k1 pw nsw.t), 
abundance (of food) is his mouth ', is said in the teaching of Sehetep-ib-Re, 
Lange-Schafer, Grab- und Denksteine, Kairo, 20538, 1 5. ( = Lit. 84). This, 
because the king as ' a god ' was able to bestow upon his favourites long 
life and many years of ' good fortune and rewards '. This was the meaning 
of ' give us life from thee ' (Bentresch, 8 = Records iii § 436 exclaimed also by 
a foreign envoy prostrating himself, as usual, ' on the belly ' (br �-t) kissing 
the earth before him and imploring his grace. Over and over again it is 
emphasized in pompous language and extravagant frequency that the king is 
he who ' gives life ', he who ' gives breath to the nostrils ', e.g. Urk. iv. 
1 5, 3 ,  that he it is who ' breathes in (the nostrils) the breath of life ', etc. 
In all these cases the king is addressed in the manner and terms in which 
the great gods were praised and worshipped.2 

Taking all this into consideration, it suited the Hebrew narrator very 
well to make the patriarch, who in his grief for his lost son had passed 
through very sorrowful years, say to the king that his years had been evil 
and few, as one who had not had the privilege of being ' with the king'. 

J But also the expression (•im-') ' sojourning ' for ' duration of iife ', a term 
? which is usually applied to the stay of a foreigner, cannot properly be 

understood unless one bears in mind the belief of the Egyptians that 
earthly life denoted merely a temporary sojourning on the ' face of the 
earth ' (br tp t1) in contrast to the ' house of eternity ' (pr n'/;.'/;.) where one 
' settles ' for millions of years. The notion that life on earth was merely 
ephemeral in contrast to the eternal life in the world of the dead ' in the 
west ' was very clearly fixed in the consciousness of the Egyptian, so much 
so that the dead are often represented in the books of the dead or inscriptions 
on the tombs, as speaking of the years which they had spent ' on the face 
of the earth ' before they had passed into eternal life, as for example 

· ''< ·Lit. a beautiful, a good age, i.e. a great age, a term of speech of which the Hebrew 
n:m::i i1.J 'bi is a literal translation. 

• ' To beg breath from the king ' was equivalent to ' submitting to him ' ,  e .g. Annals of 
Thutmosis III,  Urk. iv, 662, 10 of the princes of Syria who came to the king ' crawling on 
their bellies ' to ' beg breath for their nostrils (r dblz 11w r fng.w-in) ' . 
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Rameses III in his grave, of the days which he had spent ' on the face of 
the earth ' (Harris, 22, 11. 44, 8). From this and many similar examples 
it will be seen how clearly the Egyptians distinguished between life ' on 
earth ' and life in the world of eternity. Thus in characterizing the 
duration of life as iuc a mere ' sojourning ', a temporary ' residence ', the 
Egyptian influence is very palpable. 

On the whole the narrator was concerned to show that the patriarch, who 
was treated by Pharaoh as a distinguished foreigner, and who could not be 
expected to be familiar with Egyptian court etiquette, nevertheless behaved 
in such a way that his bearing was bound to impress Pharaoh as modest and 
highly dignified according to Egyptian notions of courtly demeanour. 



CHAPT E R  I I  

EGYPTIAN TITLES AND OFFICIAL DIGNITIES 

IN the Joseph and Exodus narratives is to be found a whole series of titles 
and designations of higher or lower court and administrative state officials, 
which on a closer examination are revealed to be literal translations or 
iinitatfons of genuine Egyptian 

.titles. In -some cases it is only by such 
an identification. that 

·one c;� -�btain a correct idea of the functions and 
position of the officials in question. In other cases it is also possible to 
draw important conclusions as to the period concerned, and light is cast on 
the political influence, especially of the neighbouring Asiatic peoples, to 
which Egypt and some of its institutions had become subject. It is of the 
highest interest to note· that some of the titles are of Semitic origin and 
were retained in their Semitic form by the Egyptians partly in the Middle 
Empire and beyond it down to the New Kingdom. 

1 .  Joseph's Offices and Dignities 

The kernel of the Joseph narrative is his appointment as viceroy or Grand 
Vizier to Pharaoh.1 For this office Gen. 4 1 , 43 gives ii��. This expression 
is formed from me- ' to do twice, to repeat, to double ' in the sense that he 
represented in relation to the king a sort of ' double ' acting as his deputy, 
invested with all rights and prerogatives of the king. Exactly in the same 
way the Egyptian word in.nw ' deputy ' was formed from in ' two. Thus e.g. 

mp., Notices i. 481 ; . m ntr in.nw n imn ' the second priest of the God 
Amon ' ; Kahun pl. XII, 4 ; whmw in.nw n rsy ' the second reporter of the 
South ' i.e. for the deputy of a high administrative officer of the king in 
Upper Egypt : Urk. iv. 49, 4 speaks of the Court Chamberlain of the Queen 
Mother (of Amenophis I, 1 557-1 536) as the ' Second (sn.nw) of the king at 
the Greeting by Name ' ; 2 and a still more striking parallel is given in 

1 Although we use here and there the designation ' Viceroy ' following the current usage, 
vizier would probably be more appropriate. In Egypt it was only in Nubia (Kush) of the 
New Kingdom that there was a ' viceroy ' who was called the ' son of the king of Kush ' (s1 
niw.t n k1f), also simply the ' king's son ' (cf. Urk. iv. 78, 12. 80, 7). The latter was the 
usual title of the Egyptian heir to the throne. 

• This means that his was the only name to be publicly announced at official receptions 
by the king together with that of the king, whereas the remaining suite were referred to 
en masse as the ' great, noble ones '. 
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Urk. iv. 1072 sn.nw n niw.t where the vizier Rekh-My-Re, exactly like 
Joseph as mc•o, is described as ' the second of the king '. 

The functions and privileges conferred on Joseph as vizier are explicitly 
summarized in the words of Pharaoh on his appointment {4r ,  40, 41 and 44) 
and this coincides completely with what we learn from Egyptian documents 
and monuments about the vizier. In this connexion we are particularly 
enlightened by detailed regulations for the office of vizier preserved in the 
tomb inscriptions of the above-mentioned Rekh-My-Re.1 He was the vizier 
of Thotmosis III (1500-1447 B.c.), and the whole description of his instal
lation into his high office is so vividly reminiscent of the Joseph narrative 
that it can be regarded as an authentic confirmation of it and, even more, 
as an illustrative commentary on the details furnished by our narrator con
cerning the installation of Joseph into office.2 

After the king, the vizier is the highest dignitary in the State with all the 
rights and powers accruing to a king. He replaces the king. In his absence 
he is the actual ruler, and in his presence no matter and no person can reach 
the king without his mediation ; just as Pharaoh said to Joseph (Gen 4 1 ,  44) : 
' I am Pharaoh, and without thee shall no man lift up his hand or foot in 
the whole country of the two lands '. It is the vizier who issues all orders, 
and he it is who carries out all the royal commands. Every officer from the 
highest to the lowest must come to him to report. Even in legal proceedings 
or in complaints by officers against one another, as well as in uncommon 
criminal cases, the decision rests with the vizier alone as the supreme 
judge. The king gives him his signet ring, the possession of which signi
fied not only the confidence of the Crown, but a high privilege, the bestowal 
of which was reserved, particularly in the New Kingdom (1 580-1200 B.c.), 
solely for the king, as emerges from the fact that most of the signet rings of 
that epoch bear only the names of reigning princes.3 

1 Edited and commented on by P. E. Newberry, The Life of Rekhmara, London, 1900 ; A. H. 
Gardiner, ' The Installation of a Vizier ', Records, xxvi, pp. 1 ff., and K. Sethe, Einsetzung 
des Veziers, 1909 (Untersuchungen zur Gesch. und Altertumskunde .Agyptens, v. 2). Cf. 
also Records, ii, §§ 663 ff. 

• Breasted, also attracted by this similarity, remarks that the narrator of the Joseph story 
must have had the office of Rekh-My-Re in mind (Records, ii, § 672). He confines himself 
to this observation without drawing any further conclusions. The Hebrew narrator, how
ever, probably drew upon the Egyptian institutions familiar to him rather than upon any 
literary source describing them. 

3 Whether the Egyptian word for signet ring in the titles of the Overseer of the Treasury 
(Er.-Gr. 223) is to be �-l!c,i btm or btm.t ( = nor,,n Gen. 38, 25), or fjb'.t ( = 113).:!� Gen. 4 1 ,  
42) cannot be-aeCid�d. (cf. Er.-Gr. 1 34 and 220, also d,S.t iig. Gram., p .  309, n .  45 f.). But 
fjb<.t seems more likely to have been used for the finger ring as an ornament than as a signet 
ring. 
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The Vizier furthermore is the supreme administrator of the crown 
lands, the country as a whole being also under his supervision, so that all 
questions and disputes in regard to landed property are reserved for his 
final decision corresponding to Gen. 4r , 40 f. : ' Thou shalt be over my house 
and according to thy word shall all my people be fed ' and, ' See, I have set 
thee over the whole country of the " two lands " '  (cf. also 45, 8. 47, 14ff. ,  
2 1 ,  26). In the hands of the vizier lay the real direction of all court and 
state affairs so that his only differentiation from the king was that he was 
subordinated to him just as it is said (Gen. 4r ,  40) : ' only on the throne 

shall I be greater than thou '. 1 The difficulty of ''=lt� with the omission 
of '3! before NC::in is explained by its following the Egyptian construction. 

Moreover particulars given of Joseph's honours which accompanied his 
installation such as conferment of the royal signet, his habiliment in garments 
of fine linen, his investiture with the gold chain (4r ,  42), with solemn 
ceremonies, perfectly coincide with Egyptian usages.2 They could not be 
better illustrated-we repeat-than by the Egyptian inscriptions and 
graphic representations themselves. That the wearing of byssus was a 
distinctive garb of kings and high personages is known from various sources 
and descriptions. In addition, the honour bestowed upon Joseph by ' the 
golden neck-chain ' is graphically depicted in the wonderful scene in the 
tomb of Eye representing the ceremony of the king conferring on him 
the ' gold of praise ', in which the hanging of heavy gold chains round his 
neck is the principal feature.3 Precisely the brevity with which the details 

1 In addition to the works cited, cf. on the position and rights of the Egyptian vizier also 
Erman-Ranke, 173 f. and Spiegelberg, Rechtswesen, p. 5 f. As first Judge of the land 
he bore the title s1b sbb.ty, ' Chief Judge ', literally : the Judge at the two Gates. Cf. Er.
Gr. 142 and 157 and Brugsch, .iigyptol., 207 and 2 1 1 .  

• I n  Gen. 41 ,  43 �' i�r:t does not, as many suppose, refer to Pharaoh but to the vizier 
i.e. 1t 1s e ga a carnage assigned to the vizier ex officio, see en. 46, 29. I am unable to 
adduce any example for an expression like ' chariot of the vizier ' (perhaps :  wrry.t nJ1.t) ,  but 
can cite one for the ' boat of the vizier ' P1 wy1 n J1. t, cf. Spiegelberg, Rechtswesen, 101 A, 23. 

3 Further details are given in Erman-Ranke, 1 32 ff. and pl. 41 . Our narrator undoubtedly 
had in mind such neck chains, as he does not say ' a  gold neck chain ' ,  but ::li1Til i'::li ' the 
neck chain of gold '. He thereby indicates that it does not relate to an honour particularly 
devised for Joseph but to the well-known conferment of the gold which belonged to the 
investiture ceremonial of high dignitaries as took place for example in the proclamation of 
Mery-Re as ' Great Seer of Aton ' by Ekhnaton (LD. iii. 97 b ;  Davies, Amarna I, pl. 25 and 
30 = Records, ii, § 985). This ceremony wa.; of a very popular description and everyone 
knew what it meant for a ' favourite ' when the king appeared at the great ' window of the 
palace ' (Sfd) in order to bestow the ' Gold of Praise ' on the man ' praised by or beloved of 
the king before all people, in the sight of the whole land '. The ' Receiving of the Gold ' 
was reckoned one of the highest distinctions and many boasted of having received ' the 
Gold ' from this or that king ; cf. especially Erman-Ranke, 132, n. 5 and Mem. de la Miss. 
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are given by the Hebrew narrator, though nevertheless formulated with the 
most extreme exactitude, reveals the fact that such ceremonies were assumed 
by him to be familiar to his readers ; he therefore did not feel it necessary 
to embark upon an extensive description, giving only a summary, just as 
to-day very complicated and lengthy court ceremonies are generally alluded 
to in a few words. Thus the words ' and he put a gold chain about his neck ' 
sounded to them as would to us to-day ' His Majesty invested him with the 
insignia of the Garter '. 

Though this material coincidence is of the highest importance for the 
narratives, the real significance for our investigation lies in the linguistic 
setting and the mode of expression by which the Egyptian background is 
most clearly revealed. 

We have already referred in the preceding chapter to the meaning, 
character, and origin of certain idioms and expressions ; it remains for 
us now to discuss some expressions with which Joseph describes his 
office and dignities, because these also are derived from the Egyptian, 
and thus complement what has been said in reference to Gen. 4r ,  40-46. 

Joseph in summarizing them (Gen. 45, 8) refers to his three functions : 
( 1 )  as i1ln�� :i� ' father to Pharaoh ', (2) as ;ni�-,�? jii� ' lord of his whole 
house ' ,  and (3) as C�P? nrtr��:p ��1o ' ruler over the whole country of the 
two lands '. By this the three-fold nature of the position of a vizier at the 
court of Pharaoh is exactly described, namely (r) as priestly dignitary, (2) as 
court chamberlain, placed over the entire court, and (3) as supreme adminis
trator of the entire land, as Ne have seen above. Suen a precise summary 
can only have emanated from someone intimately familiar with the hierarchic 
state institutions of Egypt, and who knew that these were the three most 
important offices which were embodied in the person of a vizier. 

2. ' Father to Pharaoh ' and ' Lord of his House ' { The expression :i� ' father ' is a reproduction of the Egyptian title itf = 
' father ', a very common priestly title which was borne by humble as well 
as very high officers including viziers. 1 Thus we find e.g., that Ptah-hotep 

Fr. v. 481)-540, pl. i-vi where Neferhotep appears with the golden neck-chain conferred on 
him by Haremheb. 

1 This title is written itf, tf, and also it ; the latter is an abbreviated form of itf. The full 
title is it(itf)-ntr = ' Father of God '. The Hebrew writer however confined himself to 

indicate this priestly designation merely with :lt( because an expression like C1i1'�' :i� or 

uli1,l.'(i1 :i� would have been tantamount to a monstrous blasphemy for a monotheist. It 
should be noted that here also the narrator refers to this appointment as to a very well
known one, without giving any further details. In addition to ' Father of God ' there was 
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24 EGYPTIAN TITLES AND OFFICIAL DIGNITIES { the vizier of King Issy (about 267 5 B.c.) referred to himself as itf ntr mryy-ntr : 
' father of god, the beloved of god ' (Pap. Prisse, ed. Devaud, p. l 7, 43 

= Lit., p. 56 n. l). Also the above mentioned Eye who occupied a high office 
at the court of Ekhnaton had the title ' father of God ' (Davies, Armarna VI, 
pl. 29 and 30) as so many others who were close to the throne. In the 
statement that it was Pharaoh who installed Joseph as father we have 
implicitly an indication of the Egyptian character of this title. In a hier
archic state where Pharaoh was a god (ntr), his vizier had naturall to occu 
a priestly rank, and it was precisely this which was conferred on Joseph 

y t e title father. This qualification was enhanced by Pharaoh giving 
1m t e daughter of the priest of On (Heliopolis) to wife (Gen. 4 1 , 45). 

The narrator was quite clear as to the hierarchic significance of such a union, 
and of the high position occupied by the priests of On. For to the Egyptians 
On was the holy city par excellence. 1 It was regarded as the seat of the 
most powerful of the cosmic gods, namely of Atum, and it was occupied 
by a numerous and important body of priests (Erman, Relig. 1 2). Its 
central sanctuary was established as early as the middle of the fourth 
millennium B.C. when the first god Re was already ruling there. (The 
marriage of Joseph to the daughter of the priest of On therefore sigitihea 
t e recep ion o t e oreigner mto t e 1g est pnest y caste, . an y his 

one o the most 

also a ' Mother of God ' (mw.t-ntr) as title of the high priestess of Edfu and likewise we 
l!leet with ' Fathers ' and ' Mothers of God '. 
�: Here we have an indication of the fact that the Joseph episode took place at a time when 

On was the centre of the priestly power. 
: The view advanced by Brugsch (Agyptol. , 225 A. l), and Lieblein (PSBA. ,  1898, 209, 

cf. also Kyle, Moses, 28) that :J� is the Egyptian word i1b denoting a high office, can only 
be justified on dubious grounds and even then would not give a correct idea of what was 
really meant by such a title. The fact that in other cases the Hebrew narrator offers 
Hebrew translations of Egyptian titles leaves no doubt that also in :J� we have a Hebrew 
rendering of an Egyptian title and not an Egyptian word, especially as the title of an itf = 
Father, for a son-in-law of the High Priest of On and a vizier was particularly suitable. 

3 There was also a mr pr wr n niw.t ' Chief Court Chamberlain of the King '. Among the 
titles of high court officials there were also : <1-pr n ' the great one of the house of . . .  ' ,  
e.g. Bergm. Ewigk. 362 ; <1-Pr n bnsw ' major domo of the god Khon ' ;  cf. also Erman
Ranke, 1 33 ,  n. 4· 
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3. �over the whole land of l:J�1t?? ' and the si�nificance of l:J�1�?? as 
the name of E�ypt 

The third title of Joseph is of special interest, not so much on account 
of the official jurisdiction therein implied, as on account of the formula : 
ruler over the whole country of the ' two lands '. Thereby it is emphasized 
that both Upper and Lower Egypt were placed under his control as deputy 
for Pharaoh whose permanent official title was nb t1.wy = ' lord of the two 
lands '. It is noteworthy that in the Joseph narrative, especially when 

Joseph's official activities are referred to, the formal expression l:J�!t1? n�'�:;i 
is frequent, whereas elsewhere it reads merely Ll-�1¥1? n�:;i. The question 
then arises whether this seemingly casual use of the two phrases was not as 
a matter of fact intentional. In order to appreciate the far-reaching 
importance of this question in its right light, it is necessary first of all to 
make some observations on the origin and meaning of l:J'i'l.'O as a name for 
Egypt, especially as this in itself is of no little interest. 

The striking feature of this name is its dual form. It has been variously 
assumed that the dual form is to be explained by the division of the country 
into Upper and Lower Egypt.1 This is doubtless quite right ; nevertheless 
there is no unanimity as to the meaning of the word i'J.'O from which the 
dual is formed. Thus whilst some explain it by the Aramaic �im = Akkadian 
mip-u ' boundary ', others connect it with the Hebrew iim interpreted as 
equivalent to ' fortress •.z But on closer examination it becomes obvious 

1 To-day it appears rather remarkable that Samuel Bochartius in his work (very noteworthy 
for that time) Geographia sacra, London, 1646, i, p. 292 f. already expressed the view : 
' Vox dualis !:l'i�t:l docet duplicem esse Aegyptum quarum una superior appellatur, Toh. 
8, 3, altera inferior '. Nevertheless Barth in his Nominalbildung, par. 194 c, no. 1 ,  professes 
to see in 01i::i0 no dual but a local termination, as he assumes this to be the case also in 
other place names in dual form. This view, however, has no sound foundation. In my 
mind it is beyond doubt that all such place names were actually conceived as duals, though 
it is difficult to detect the origin. Incidentally it may be observed that the name Mestrem 
quoted by Wiedemann, Gesch. Agyptens, p. 23, n. 1 ,  from Suidas, s.v. Ai')'ll7TTos- for Egypt 
looks like a reproduction of the Hebrew !:l'i:!ro in the Samaritan pronunciation (mep-em). 
It often happened that Christian scholars from early centuries down to the end of the 
Middle Ages derived their knowledge of Hebrew words or Jewish matters from Samaritan 
sources, because they did not maintain such close relations with Jewish scholars as with 
Samaritans ; hence many erroneous statements and unusual, even false reproductions of 
Hebrew words. I emphasize this fact because, as far as I can see, no one has drawn 
attention to it. 

1 A detailed discussion of the many and various opinions about it is superfluous. For 
those interested in them, reference may be made to Ges.-Buhl. under u'i::it:l �d i''m , 
It is hardly necessary to enter into the controversy as to whether l:J'i�t:l denotes Egypt ex
clusively or includes also north-western Arabia (!), a sug�estion which found no support 
and may be regarded as long since refuted. 

E 
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that l:l'i�o is nothing else than a literal and grammatical adaptation of the 
Egyptian word t1.wy, dual of t1 = ' land ' ,  i.e. the two lands or the ' twin land ', 
this being as a matter of fact the designation given by the Egyptians to 
their country from time immemorial, with reference to Upper and Lower 
Egypt.1 Even assuming that the word im originally meant ' boundary' its 
selection should by no means appear strange, for ' boundary ' was also in · 
common use for ' territory, land ' (cf. e.g. ,,Jl ' boundary ' and ' territory, 
land '). The origin of the word and its formation are, therefore, purely 
Semitic, but the background is Egyptian. 

The question now arises whether this designation was coined in Canaan, 
in Aram, or in other neighbouring land from a Canaanitic or Aramaic dialect 
before the entry of the Israelites into Egypt. · The fact, however, that in 
the Amarna tablets of the Fourteenth Century B.C. Egypt is called Mifri. 
M#!ari in the singular, and that furthermore we possess no evidence from 
any other equally early Semitic documents or languages that Egypt was ever 
called by a name of dual formation suggesting the idea of ' two lands ', 
leads us to conclude that l:l'i�o ' the two lands ' was an original creation 
of the Hebrews from the Egyptian t1.wy as the standing name for Egypt as 
a whole.2 

As to the origin of the division of Egypt into a kingdom of the South 
(Im'.w) = Upper Egypt under the ' white Crown ' (l;zd.t) and a kingdom of the 
north (m!zw) = Lower Egypt under the ' red Crown ' (dir.t also m!zw-s}, we 
know nothing apart from the fact that the memory of the union of the two 
kingdoms had early become very deeply rooted among the Egyptian people, 
and that despite the extraordinary vicissitudes and changeful destinies of 
the centuries, it remained alive down to quite late periods of their history. 
It may however be supposed that this union was first effected under Menes, 
the first king of the l st dynasty (about 4186 according to Borchardt, 3400 
according to Erman, cf. Erman-Ranke, 658, or perhaps already at the insti
tution of the Sothis calendar in the year 4236 or 4241 B.c. (Erman-Ranke, 
398). Although the two kingdoms were not always united, the name t1.wy 
' twin land ' always existed, and if the Egyptians in ordinary intercourse 

1 In the various attempts to interpret l:l'ilO allusion has been made to the two divisions 
of Egypt, but no one, as far as I can see, has thought of the purely linguistic analogy of 
t1.wy, not even Spiegelberg, Ree. 2 1 ,  46 f. , though this lies very near. 

• Among the Phoenician inscriptions recently discovered by Montet in Byblos (Syria, 
Part 2, 1 924, pp. 135-57), Cim occurs in the Abiba'al inscription as name for Egypt which 
must certainly be a dual = ' the two lands ' and identical with the much later Phoenician 
form l:JilO. Although this is the oldest Phoenician inscription in which l:li�O occurs, it 
is doubtful wheth�r it is older than the tenth century B.c. (cf. H. Bauer, OLZ., 1925, col. 
137). 
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called their country km.t ' the black ' {ibid. l 5), t1.wy still remained the 
official name for Egypt. One has however the feeling that in the use of t1.wy 
the Egyptians had both lands in mind as separate units though they applied 
it to the whole country in general. Such a connotation was already current 
in the Old Kingdom (3000-2000 B.c.) as well as throughout the whole of 
the Middle Kingdom (2000-1 580 B.c.) and must have remained still later 
in use. One has the same feeling with regard to the author of the Joseph 
narrative in his frequent use of the expression t:l'im ri� ':i ' the whole 
country of the two lands ' t:l'im ri� '.:J:J ' in the whole country of the two 
lands ' side by side with the more simple t:l'i�o ri� ' the country of the 
two lands ' or t:l'im ri�:J ' in the country of the two lands '. It becomes 
apparent that thereby he intends to emphasize the fact that in Joseph's 
time both lands were united under the rulership of Pharaoh and under the 
administration of Joseph, as a special sign of consolidated power and unified 
government. Thus the narrator shows, in this connexion also, his complete 
familiarity with the changeful conditions in the Nile valley. Hence his 
concern to stress the fact of a united Egypt, as when he speaks of J oseph's 
installation over the whole country of the ' two lands ' (41 ,  41. 43) , his extra
ordinary plenary powers over the whole country of the ' two lands ' (41 ,  44) ; 
when he mentions that immediately after Joseph's .appointment as vizier he 
journeyed through the whole country of the ' two lands ' (41 ,  46) or that later 
he transferred the peasantry to the towns ' from one end of the country of 
the " two lands " to the other end ' (4 7, 2 1  ). In this last instance it is 
particularly clear that allusion is made to all the territories from the north 
to the south in both Upper and Lower Egypt. That such an intention is 

not a mere conjecture can be concluded from the fact that '�¥ does not 
precede the name t:l'i�o, not even in cases where Egypt as a whole is meant, 
unless it is intended to emphasize the political and administrative unity 
of the country. 

This iemarkable emphasis assumes special historical significance when it 
is recalled that before the New Kingdom there was only one vizier for both 
territories and that it was only in the New Kingdom that two viziers came 
on the scene-one for Upper Egypt with the title 11.t n n.t rsy 'Vizier of the 
South ', and the other for Lower Egypt : 11.t n ml;w ' Vizier of the North ' 
{cf. Gardiner, Mes, p. 33 ,  Nos. 4 and 5). The author of the Joseph narrative 
must have known of these changed conditions, and therefore :w_ant�d to bring 
out the fact that in contrast to his own time, whert there were two vizierates, 
Joseph was the sole vizier over the whole country of the ' two lands '. And 
this he emphasized not only because it had been the administrative system 
of that earlier time, but also because of J oseph's personal qualities as well 
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as the high favour which he had gained with Pharaoh, in face of the necessity 
to prepare for the threatening catastrophe which rendered essential a unified 
and strong administration of the entire country in the hands of a wise and 
far-seeing counsellor. For if there had not been such a change in the con
ditions of the vizierate, and had the narrator no knowledge thereof, he 
would have contented himself with the simple statement that Joseph was 
installed vizier of Egypt, without emphasizing on every occasion that the 
whole country of the ' two lands ' was under his rule. The narrator must 
therefore have been fully conscious of the great change that had taken place 
between the time of Joseph's government and his own time. It is consequently 
not possible to admit that Joseph's appointment was for him a mere legend. 
On the contrary he records it as a positive historical fact, illustrated by such 
features as could only be rightly understood and appreciated in the light of 
changes introduced in State institutions subsequently to the Joseph period. 
We have, thereby, gained an important clue which together with other 
indications discussed below will be of no little significance for the approxi
mate delimitation of the epoch to which the Joseph period can be assigned. 

4. The use of ���il ' The Man ' • T 

Of especial interest is the above-mentioned word t1.t the official title of 

the vizier. As pointed out by Sethe the feminine form l;&o t1.t is only 
customary in texts of the new Kingdom. In the old Kingdom it was written 

in the masc�line l;& or l;&it 11 which as Sethe (Vezier; p. 6, No. 13)  suggests 
is identical with l;&r==t. it J1y ' man ' ;  if this be so then the vizier as the 
highest and most powerful man next to the king was called ' the man '.1 

This designation as ' the man ' provides us with an explanation why 
Joseph is always described as �'�':' ' the man ', e.g. 42, 30 : ' the man' . . . . spake 
harshly 2 to us ; 42, 33 : ' the man ' did solemnly protest unto us ; 43 , s and 
other passages. Although t!."�il in its ordinary sense is elsewhere used 
generally for ' man ', sometimes also for a higher personage, one cannot over
look the fact that in the Joseph narrative, apart from the house steward 43, 17, 

1 9, 24 and the brethren 44, 17, who are treated here not as ordinary people, 
the word is used only of Joseph, notably in passages where his quality as ruler 
of the land is emphasized (42, 30). Similarly J1y from earliest times was also 
generally used for ' man ' in contrast to l;,m.t ' woman ' exactly like ilrt'�i ���, 

' It should be pointed out that the form J1ty corresponds to a later mode of writing. For 
our purpose there is no difference whether it is transcribed J1.t or J1ty. 

2 Literally ' harsh things ' which grammatically could also be taken as adverbial, the same 
as in Is. 30, lO. 

_
This construction is similar to the Egyptian use of a noun in plur. fem. 

to express special emphasis. 

·, ; ! .� 
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then of an ordinary man like C'1N and finally also of an exalted personage as 
in our case of the vizier. It is, therefore, very probable that in the applica
tion of C''tt ' the man ' to Joseph as vizier there is a deliberate allusion to his 
Egyptian title 11.t ' the man '. 1 

In the reproduction of tJ.t by C'1Ni1 we may have a further valuable and 
important piece of evidence as to the period in which this was possible : 
for since the· New Kingdom the feminine form tJ.t ·had -�lready completely 
asserted itself in an abstract meaning (applied to the vizier's office) having 
lost its original_ concrete meaning of ' man '. It would therefore have hardly 
been possible for a Hebrew of that period to think of that obsolete meaning 
and render it by C'1Ni1 whereas this could perfectly well have been the case 
previously, when the masculine form was still in use and the concrete 
meanl!1g ' man ' was familiar to everyone. Hence we are justified in sub
mitting that it was from that period prior to the New Kingdom that the 
Hebrew designation of the "vizier as t!."�i1- must have emanated and that 
this desigriad?n was preserved )�-}Jeb·�-�� circles -u�til �he Joseph narr�ti�e 
was later cast into literary form. This would then take us to the time 
anterior to the foundation of the New Kingdom ( 1 6th cent. B.c.) a time which 
coincides with the Biblical tradition as to the Joseph period, and most 
nearly supports the hypothesis that Joseph's elevation took place under the 
auspices of a Hyksos king (about the __ !1!!?. _ _ cent: __ !J.C.}.�-- .---

5. The Interpreter 

The word r'o ' interpreter ', Gen. 42, 23 corresponds in Egyptian to the 
office of whmw ' repeater , for the interpreter, reporting-officer, and herald 
who also- held other posts. whmw signifies narrator, repeater, i.e. one who 
repeats what has been said to him, a sort of ' reporter ', e.g. Urk. iv. 972, 1 9  
whmw <1 the great, the chief reporter ; Pap. Kahun, pl. xii, 5 reads whmw 
sn.nw n rsy the second reporter of the South, i.e. the deputy (of the king or 
vizier ?) reporter for Upper Egypt ; Urk. iv. 1 1 20, I (Rekh-My-Re), whmw 

I P. Dhorme, Revue Biblique 1929 , p. 444, draws attention to the fact that m the Tell-al
Amarna tablets the princes of the towns under Pharaoh's rule were called amelu ' the man '. 
It is very significant that though it is an Akkadian word it was never used as a title in 
Mesopotamia but only in Canaan at the Amarna-period, when the language used by the 
princes in their correspondence with the King of Egypt was in many respects influenced 
by Egyptian (cf. below, p. 44, note r).  Hence Dhorme's suggestion that amelu ' the man ' 
was applied to the vassal princes of Canaan in juxtaposition to the Pharoah who was called 
' the god ' is very plausible. But this would only confirm the interpretation of IC"Ni1 ' the 
man ' as an adaptation to the Egyptian 11.t and not, as D .  thinks, prove that the use of 
t'1Ni1 is to be explained from Akkadian ! The very fact that amelu was confined to those 
vassal princes would suggest an Egyptian influence. 

2 Cf. below, p. 36 f. on C'1N Ex. 2, 14 used in the same meaning. 
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nw sp1. wt reporter of the province ; whmw mw.t is the repeater of the 
speech of the king, the herald, whmw tpy the chief repeater, i.e. the chief 
herald of the king. Under Thutmosis III, e.g. Intef was the whmw n.Sw.t 
also whmw tpy nnsw, and as he was his permanent companion on his foreign 

campaigns, so in his capacity of whmw ' the repeater ' ,  he would also have 
been his interpreter (Urk. iv. 964, 9, and Records, ii, §§ 763 and 771). 
Also A]:imose Wb-mJ) boasted Urk. iv, 38,  7 of having accompanied four 
kings, gods (ntr.w) with whom he lived, to all foreign lands, and that he 
satisfied the great crowds in that he ' repeated the " mouth " of the king 
of Lower Egypt to his nobles (whm-J rJ n byty n J<b.w-J) '. In Urk. iv. 3 ,  14 
whmw n nw.t is  the ' reporter of  the king ' who acquainted him with all 
important occurrences, just as in Sin. 41 f. where he conveyed to him (the 
king) the wishes of higher officials or told of their doings. 1 Finally there 
was also a whmw b1s.t nb.t a repeater of all foreign lands, i.e. interpreter of 
foreign languages.2 From all these instances it is conclusive that whmw is 
derived from whm ' to repeat, narrate ' J (Er.-Gr. 38) for the functions 
of the reporter, herald, and interpreter of foreign languages at court, as 
well as for other authorities, an office for which also the r•'o was desig
nated. The identification of r'o with whmw is supported by the fact that 
ri' or r'' in some passages notably Job 33 ,  23 also 1 6, 20 has the meaning 

of ' to repeat '. In reproducing the title whmw by r'o the use of ri' for 
' repeat ' must have been clearly present in the mind of the Hebrew 
narrator.4 

6. The House Steward 
In Gen. 43 , 16. 44, 1 ,  4, Joseph's house steward is called n��i] 'l? ,�� ' he 

over the house '. Here we have a specific official designation quite current 

• The text reads : ' my name was not heard in the mouth of the repeater ' (n it}m.tw rn-y m 
TI whmw) which means to say that his name was no longer mentioned with praise before the 
king and was forgotten in the palace, although no accusation could be brought up against him. 
To be mentioned before the king was the natural aspiration of every courtier and the 
' repeater ' was the most suitable person for this function. Erman, Lit., 18,  n. 1 ,  takes it in 
the opposite sense that the whmw had nothing detrimental to relate concerning him. 

2 For this the Egyptian has also the expression < (.V) which presumably is derived from 
«y ('l1l/) (New-Egyptian 1« (lll/�) , Er.-Gr. 23 and 1), ' to speak foreign languages ' .  «y or 
1« I regard as a mocking expression to imitate the languages of Egypt's Semitic neighbours 
because they are full of gutturals. 

3 Phrases like whm <n!J ' to live for a second time ',  i.e. to return to life again, Urk. iv. 52, 7 

or mt m v.:hm ' to die a second time ', or n mt-f m whm ' he shall not die a second time ' occur 
frequently in texts for the dead. Also of the repeating of utterances of others, e.g. Urk. i. 
122,  17 = Records, i, § 357 ; ink t}dy nfr whmy mrr.tw ' I  spoke that which i.s gooct and re
peated what is loved ',  i.e. words and exhortations agreeable to God and men. 

'4"  The same sense may underlie r.? ' mocker ' because he ' repeats ' the words and gestures 
of other people with mocking intent. 
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in Egyptian administration, namely, bry-pr ' he over the house ' ,1 which as 
one sees is literally identical with the-Hebrew and is the title for a higher 
administrative officer of the king, or of a high dignitary. 

(! J oseph's name !:It.¥� n��D 
After having commented on the titles of Joseph it is opportune to discuss 

the question of the origin and meaning of m:i:ti m:=i-it , the name given by 
Pharaoh to Joseph (Gen. 4 1 ,  45). That the name is composed of Egyptian 
and not Hebrew words, as had been assumed, is now generally admitted. 
It is only concerning the form and meaning of the component elements of 
the name that Egyptologists differ.2 That Pharaoh should confer on Joseph 
an Egyptian name on his elevation as his viceroy was quite natural not only 
for the purpose of giving him, the foreigner, externally the character of an 
Egyptian dignitary, but also because on such occasions, even with Egyptians, 
it was customary for the king to bestow upon a favourite an honorific name 
denoting a special distinction and marking at the same time the beginning 
of a new and important stage in his career. This was based on the same 
idea as actuated the Egyptian kings from earliest times in taking, on their 
accession to the throne, one or more honorific and symbolic names, in which 
the special favour and love of the gods was implied, as e.g. S<n!J-ptb-mry-R<, 
i.e. ' Ptah maintain (or maintains) the life of the beloved of Re ' as cognomen 
of Phiops I (6th dynasty) ; Snjr-i'b-R< ' he who makes good (i.e. rejoices) 
the heart of Re ' (1 2th dynasty) or Mry-R< ' the beloved of Re ' and Stp-n-R< 
' the chosen of Re ', name of Rameses II ( 1 9th dynasty) &c. In many cases 
it happened that high dignitaries when assuming a particularly important 
office added the name of their gracious sovereign to their own, as a sign of 
their fealty, loyalty, and gratitude (Erman-Ranke, p. 1 87 f.). Attention 
may here be drawn to a particular instance, in which, exactly as happened 
with Joseph, a Canaanite with the name bm iw/m1 (? ;ci' P) from g1r1b1s1n1 
(? ;r&:i m::r), 3 having been elevated by King Merneptah, son of Rameses II, 

I IJry is from /Jr = over, on = ,l1 , he who is placed on or over something, one who is above, 
who is the higher or the chief (Er.-Gr. u3) ; IJry often occurs in conjunction with offices, 
e.g. IJry mnI: he who is over a boat = captain (Ree. 21 ,  77) ; IJry sf.w : he who is over the 
writings or scribes = chief scribe ; IJry k1.t : he who is over the work = chief overseer ; !zry ift1 : 
he who is over the secrets. 

2 On the various interpretations of this name, cf. Ges.-Buhl., s.v. ; Lieblein, PSBA., 1898, 
p. 204 f. ; Kyle, Moses, p. 34 ff. , also Naville, Arch., p. 58. That n.:131 °is the Egyptian <nh 
' life ' was already recognized by Lepsius, Einleitung in die Chron. d. A'"gypter, i, p. 382, 
Berlin, 1849, and has since been generally accepted. . 

3 Cf. Mar. Abyd., ii, pl. 50 ;  Burch. Altkan. ,  Nos. 341 and 1232, who expounds it differ
ently. In this case ni::r would imply something equivalent to ' fortress ' .  
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to a very high office at court, assumed or perhaps was given the name 
' Rameses in the Temple of Re ' and in addition also the cognomen ' the be
loved of Heliopolis '. In the case of Joseph it is expressly stated that it 
was the king himself who bestowed on his favourite such an honorific name 
as sign of his admiration and esteem. 

As for the origin and the meaning of my£) mD� , many attempts have 
been made to discover what were the Egyptian words of similar sound 
composing the name and to interpret it accordingly.. Some support has 
been accorded to the interpretation proposed by Steindorf (AZ. 27 ( 1 889), 
41 and 30 (1 892), so). According to him it should be dissected into gd p1 
ntr iw-f 'nb perhaps my D'' "lnJ �E'.l i'lt which in syncopated script would 
look like g p nt f <nh = my D m D Y and would give the meaning : ' the 
God speaks ; may he live.' r Such a solution would be quite admissible 
from the phonetic standpoint, and could be supported by the fact that such 
theophoric names were actually frequent among the Egyptians. Several of 
them contain almost all the elements of MJl1D mD'lt so interpreted, and others 
even present a direct parallel thereto. But this interpretation enjoys special 
favour among Biblical critics because no examples of such names before the 
ninth century B.C. have been found 2 This circumstance is even taken as 
proof of the contention that the Joseph narrative could not possibly have . 
been composed before the ninth century {Steindorff, Az., &c.). But this · ·l 
argumentum ex si.lentio is invalid as the mere fact that such names are not -
found before that period in Egyptian would by no means constitute a decisive 
proof that they were unknown earlier. On the other hand one might just 
as well expect from the supporters of such views that they should date the 

1 Steindorff has merely followed the suggestion previously given by Krall who changed 
11.lD:t into nJO'lt and read : 4 MnJ iw.f <nl;, i.e. the god ' Month speaks : May he live ', a 
name that actually occurs among the Egyptians as we shall soon see. 

• Theophoric na.mes of this kind both for men and women occur in extraordinary profusion 
especially in the eighth and seventh centuries in conjunction with various gods and god
desses. The oldest examples are probably gd i.t iw.-f <n!J for a man, ' Isis speaks : May he 
live ' ,  and for a woman, ' Isis speaks (iw-i 'nb) : May she live ', both from the late period of 
the New Empire, i.e. as early as about 1 200 B.C. Many other names in conjunction with 
the deities Bastet, Maat, Mwt, Ptah, Month, Hapi (the Nile god), Horus, Hons, Thoth, 
Jah (the Moon ·god) , and Amon, occur, always in the same formation as the above-cited, 
namely iw-f <n!J for men, and iw-i <n!J for women. In view of the fact that some Egyptolo
gists still cling to the Steindorff-Spiegelberg interpretation, it must be most emphatically :.. 

stated that there is not even one case from among all the dozens of names of this formation, 
in which the name of the deity (such as Mis, Maat, Amon, Ptah, &c.) is omitted. Even 
in abbreviations of such names, in which the last words iwf <n!J ' May he live ' or iw-i <nlJ 
' May she live ' drop out, the name of the deity is never missing. Some of the above 
examples are from the Berlin Dictionary of Names still in preparation where many more are 
to be found. 
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narrative back to the twelfth century because Poti-pherah, the name of 
Joseph's father-in-law, as Spiegelberg, the staunchest supporter of Steindorff's 
conjecture shows (Aufenth. Israels, p. 53), is forthcoming as far back as the 
zoth dynasty (about 1 200-1 090 B.c.). Apart from all this, the identification 
of my:i rmi� with gd p1 ntr iw1 <nh presents many difficulties of an intrinsic 
nature which give rise to some misgivings. As can be seen from the names 
quoted, and from many others of similar composition not here cited, but 
readily to be found in any number in Egyptian records, such names without 
exception begin with the name of a particular god, thus ' Amon, Isis, Maat, 
&c. speaks : may he live long ',  but nowhere is a name, such as ' God speaks : 
may he live long ' without giving the name of the god, to be found. This 
has a good reason, because, when such a theophoric name was given to a 
child, the name of the god under whose protection the child was placed 
had to be explicitly mentioned. A more serious difficulty lies in the fact 
that names of this category had a specific augural character. - They were 
numbered by the hundred, and were intended to protect the child from an 
evil fate by giving expression to the hope that it might be preserved in life 
by the protection and fiat of the deity selected as patron. Now if the 
bestowal of such a name by superstitious parents, rendered anxious perhaps 
by the loss of several children, on a new-born, long-coveted child, to protect 
it against the recurrence of such a danger is quite comprehensible, in 
Joseph's case it would appear most astonishing and even ridiculous that 
the highest dignitary on his elevation to the most powerful position in the 
empire should be given a name of this kind. 

It is obvious that Steindorff's conjecture cannot be regarded as satis
factory ; but besides there is another consideration of great importance. 
One would expect to find in the honorific cognomen conferred on the vizier 
on so important an occasion, some allusion to his new dignity, some expres
sion which in some way would point to the nature of his office, to his capacity 
and suitability for this office. Though this point has been taken into con
sideration, .  the interpretations given to m:in.l m:i� are either phonetically un
acceptable or only possible by the alteration or transposition of the letters. 

I shoulci, �h_e_r_�fc;>_re, like �o . propose a mµch simplex: explanatioµ, one 
whicli is far more suitable to the occasion, an --wit ou any -·p onet1c or 
grammat1�a C_� tl�S. ·- 'J:!) nJD� lS to e issecte- in t. e 0 OWlil fashion : 
_ = _ / n t1 pw <nw = MJ� E:l_ . !"I J D_� , i e. ' food, sustenance of the land is the 
living ' or • is this livlng-one 'T- 1ii support of this interpretation the· following 

' Already Harkavy (Journal Asiatique, 1870, p. 179), and later also Lieblein (PSBA., 1 898, 
p. zo4 f.) thought of !ff! = food as the first element in mD� .  Harkavy reads gf/ ntj P1 <n!J. 
= ' Nourriture, sauveur de la vie ', but this is phonetically wrong as n<J cannot possibly 

F 

= 

!/I 
' . 
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points are particularly to be observed. First of all personal names with <}/, 
<J/1, as Lieblein has already noted, are very old, occurring already in the 
Middle Kingdom, e.g. in theophoric names <JJ1.y l;z<py; l;z<py g/1.y; l;z<py g/1.y 
' my food is the Nile God ' (Hoffmann, Theoph. Namen, p. 69). Also the female 
name <}/1.t-Sn = ' their food ' which is obviously abbreviated, occurs very 
early (Petrie, Medum, 1 7 ; Sakkara Grab, 1 5, LD. ii. 48 ; Kairo, Scheinture 
des A.R.) But even in the names of some kings of the 14th dynasty as 
early as the eighteenth century B.c., <}/, <JJ1 occurs ; thus the name of the 
second king is g/1 mry R< ' food, sustenance, is the beloved of Re ' and nh 
g/1 R< ' lord of food, of sustenance is Re ', is the name of the fourth king 
(Gauthier, Le Livre des Rois, ii, 58 ; Burch. Pieper, Handb. d. ag. Kon., nos. 
1 82 ,  1 84 ;  1 87 reads similarly). 1 The idea that the ruler of Egypt was also 
the feeder of Egypt was current both in royal names and in eulogies and 
encomiums of the kings. Thus it is said of Ekhnaton, Amenophis IV 
(Davies, Amama I, 38  East, 2.) that he was ' the life-force and the food of 
Egypt (k1 gf1w n km.t) '. Consequently in gf1 n km.t ' food of Egypt ' we 
have a direct parallel to g/1 n t1 = n J !)� ' food of the land '. 2 Further 
evidence is forthcoming in the fact that a king of the 1 3th dynasty (eighteenth 
century B.c.) bore the name J<n!J t1.wy ' he who keeps alive, i.e. feeder of the 
" two lands " '  (Hierogl. Texts, Brit. Mus. iv, pl. 22). Finally in pw <n!J the 
' living ' is to be taken in an optative sense : he who desires to live ; or in an 
exalted sense which is quite usual : he who is the living one.3 By our inter-

correspond to m .  According to Lieblein it should read rjf1 nty P1 <n!J = '  Celui qui possede, 
ou donne, la nourriture de la vie '; but the Egyptian could only mean ' the food which is 
life ' ,  and never refer to a person who gives life. For l}f or gfi ' food ', cf. Er.-Gr. 220 a 
very common word for food, nourishment, and sgfi or sgf = ' to provide with food, to feed ' , 
p. 177. The defective spelling gf is quite usual in Egyptian itself. The traditional vocali
zation 111�¥ may perhaps originally have been : !'.lt.l!SI 131�� = gf0-n-ta pa-<aneb, or J;t��� = 
gf0-n-t0 (cf. t1 = Coptic TO (S) �o (B)),  a pronunciation which would approach the reading 
handed down in the LXX, ifso118oµtf>avrix which possibly is corrupted from ot/>0118oµt/>avrix. 
Of course, this attempt to obtain the most probable pronunciation of the elements con
tained in nJYEl 11J!::� transmitted in the Hebrew and Coptic texts is a mere specula
tion, the more so as the true pronunciation of Egyptian words is completely unknown 
to us. 

1 This is how I regard these names and read them accordingly-the first name might be 
translated also ' My food (rjfi-y) is the beloved of Re ' .  

• Cf. also ' the life force of the whole land ' (ibid. iii, 19) or ' all men ' (ibid. iii, 16= Grapow, 
Bild/. Ausdr. , 142). We find also k1 n km .t ' nourishment of Egypt '  as a title of the kings 
of the 19th and 2oth Dynasties, e.g. of Rameses II ,  Ag. WB.,  v, p .  92, also k1 nrw nb 
' nourishment of every day ' ibid. p. 9 1 .  Later t;ffi t1.wy ' Feeding (or Feeder) of Egypt ' 
as a title of the priest of Dt�ndera, Ag. WB.,  iv, p. 383. 

J For P1 <nlz one might also accept (iw-)f <nlz ' Food of the land, may he live '. The first 
reading, however, seems to be more plausible. Here P1 or P1Y <n!J need not be a personal 
name although the names p1 <nh and P1Y 'n!J occurring later (20-1 dyn. 120�45 B.c.,  e.g. 
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pretation all difficulties are removed and all the surrounding circumstances 
taken into consideration. Primarily it is the special character of the office and 
position of Joseph as nourisher of the whole land (i':ieir-n Gen. 42, 6) which 
is referred to. Further, phonetically the Egyptian g exactly corresponds 
to a Hebrew � ,  and the reproduction of all parts of the Egyptian elements 
in Hebrew is thoroughly regular, including the omission of the Egyptian w in 
an open syllable. Finally, that the bestowal of such a name really signifies 
an honour and expresses Pharaoh's high opinion of Joseph's qualifications 
needs no further comment. '!f e would merely observe that the occurrence 
of names with gf as a component element in a period long anterior to the 
New Kingdom, and more particularly the fact that g f is contained in princely 
names of the 1 3th and 14th dynasty, i.e. shortly before the Hyksos regime, 
must be of significance for determining the period in which the conferment 
of such an honorific name on Joseph was possible. And this more especially 
from the standpoint of those who take the age of certain Egyptian names as 
conclusive for the fixation of the time of authorship of the Josep1 narrative.1 

8. Use of -ib as title of high Egyptian Dignitaries 

The title ,� occurs several times in. the Joseph and Exodus narrative in 
reference to high state or court officials, such as O'f!f�iJ ,� (Gen. 37, 36. 
39, I ) ;  -i;:ihliJ 11'� ,� (39, 2df.) ;  O'i?��ti ,� and O'�N� ,� (40, 2 ff.) ; O'!p� ''}� 
(Ex. I ,  n}. 

This word is of special interest because its use in the Joseph and Exodus 
narratives and, elsewhere, in a specific meaning only becomes clear from 
Egyptian. As is well known in Akkadian sarru = i� is an ordinary word 
usual for ' king, prince ', whereas in Egyptian fr (Late-Egyptian written : 
sir) is a designation of high dignitaries. Now the Hebrew "'I� is generally 
explained from the Akkadian Iarru though in that case the Hebrew should 
be it& and not ib, nevertheless it could be admitted as an exception. It is 
most striking, however, that whereas farru in Akkadian, like maliku (1�n.:i), is 
used exclusively for king, prince, it appears in the Pentateuch, as the above 
examples show, only as a title of higher officials like fr in Egyptian. There 
is, furthermore, a circumstance which has not been sufficiently considered 
but which deserves special attention : Ex. 2 ,  14. reads ' Who put thee 
as l:!i'� , as a iei , and as a judge over us ? Intendest thou to kill me as thou 

on the mummy ofRameses III,  Momies Royales, 564, Sethe , Karnak 21 ,  79-80 ; Spiegelberg, 
' Briefe der 21 Dyn.' ,  Az. 53 , p. 6, 7, Ree. 14, p. 32 and 2t ,  p. 13 ff.) may really have existed 
earlier. 
' For further details about this name cf. my Eru·iderung, p. 20 ff: 
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killedst the Egyptian ? '  That here iw in the sense of prince does not , 
really fit, especially after ?&·�,, has been felt by most commentators and ;, 

translators, for which reason it has been generally more or less para
phrased. This suspicion is perfectly right and the fact that iw and 
�E:llW appear together is not merely accidental. Now ir occurs in Egyptian 
already in Pyr. 1 220 (' thou didst appoint him as ir '), and more frequently 
in later texts for high personages in various state and court offices. In many 
cases such officials are generally called ir.w (plural of fr) as well as wr.w 
(plural of wr ' the great '). 1  But it is in the New Kingdom that ir appears 
with such frequency, notably in reference to judges in high positions, that 
one gets the impression that fr was actually a specific designation of 
a judicial office. We proceed to give a series of examples which show 
unmistakably the specific use of fr for judges or members of a high Court 
of Justice. Thus in Pap. Turin 128 ,  6 ir.w n n.t are ' judges of the town ' ;  
in Pap. Anast. vi. 2 ,  8. : the people were heard m b1'f:z n1 h.w ' before the 
judges '. Also in phrases like <!z< m b1'f:z ir.w ' standing before the ir.w ' or 
' the ir.w spoke ' which often occur in judicial documents, obviously only 
judges can be meant. In many passages it is the members of the High 
Court �nb.t who bear the title ir thus e.g. Pap. Abbott 7,  8 :  n1 h.w <1.yyw n 
t1 �b.t <1.t n n.t ' the great judges of the great �b.t (Court of Justice) of the 
town '. It is true that in earlier times as already observed Sr occurs for 
high dignitaries generally, but already in the Old Kingdom and also in the 
Middle Kingdom the ir exercised judicial functions (Borchardt .ii.Z. l 890, 
89 ff.) L.D. ii. 149 c. a high dignitary is called, inter alia, also ' vizier and 
overseer of all the ir.w of judicial decisions (wrJ.< md.w or mdt) ' ;  in Pap 
d'Orb 1 9, 4. fr.w <1.yw n 'f:zm-f are ' the great judges of His Majesty ', 
probably the members of the �nb.t-High Court of Justice. Finally it may 
be added that not only in the above-mentioned Turin Papyrus in reference 
to the trial relating to the harem insurrection, but also in other judicial 
documents, judges are designated as ir.w (cf. also Spiegelb., Rechtsw., p. 1 5 , 
48, 1 04, l 17)· Thus the character of the Sr as a judge of high rank is so 
palpably demonstrated that no further examples are necessary. 

It is now clear that also in Ex. 2 ,  1 3. iC' can very well have been used in 
the meaning of ' high judge '. It further becomes clear why iW is im
mediately followed by �::iiw. By this interpretation of iW and the contiguity 
of iW and �::iiw the presence of w·� also is explained as being the equivalent 

1 Significant for the Egyptian title fr is the fact that in the meaning ' prince ' it was used 
only of Egyptian, but not of foreign princes (Er.-Gr. 165) . Whether it is genuine Egyptian, 
or was originally derived from Akkadian, as W. M. MUiier, AE. 44, A 3 suggests, is a 
matter which cannot yet be decided. 
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of the Egyptian designation for vizier, namely in his quality of highest 
judge of the land (see above p. 28 f.) The repudiation of 1\tloses would 
thus read : ' Who appointed thee as " a  man " (�N) (i.e. vizier, as highest 
judge), as member of a high court (i�) , or even as an ordinary magistrate 
<��ic-) ? J 

Our conclusion is considerably strengthened by the fact that in the 
periods before the New Kingdom the Vizier was called s1b t1ty (e.g. Urk. I, 
60, 14 and .if.g. WB. 3 ,  421)  i.e. Judge and Vizier, which coincides literally 
with o�i;;•i �··N. 

There are a few other official titles in the Joseph and Exodus narratives 
which, though linguistically are not exactly copied from Egyptian, neverthe
less point to officials and dignitaries with the same functions as are known 
to us from Egyptian state administration and also from the control of forced 
labour, some of which are very vividly depicted in Egyptian reliefs. 

Thus we have e.g. in C'l�i:& ' scribes ' an equivalent of the Egyptian ss.w 
' scribes ' who in a relief representing the planing of bricks are shown 
crouching before a writing tablet on which they enter the number of the . 
piled up bricks, a task which in Ex. 5 ,  8, 14, 1 8  is assigned to the c•iont•.1 
The c·��i:i ' taskmasters ' Ex. 3 ,  7. 5 ,  10, 13. will be identical with the rwd.w 
(older rwg'.w) = inspectors, who with stick in hand supervised the workmen 
at their forced labour, and flogged the dilatory.2 Possibly the mskbw were 
the C'lpf? '1� i.e the chief levy bailiffs Ex l ,  1 1 . who in Pap. Harris, Pl. 
28, 5. and 48, 2. are also called tax collectors, and whose duty it was to 
collect the tribute from the peasants and deliver it to the Treasury.3 

The i1�P,f? '1� Gen. 47, 6 correspond to the mr.w iw1.w (or k1.w) n pr-<1 
' overseers of the herds of Pharaoh ' (cf. Records 6, 44 Edikt. des Haremheb, 
1. 27), and the c•:ipr ' elders ' of the house of Pharaoh, or of the ' whole land ' 
(Gen. 50, 7.) are the smiw.w ' the elders ' a derivative of smi.y ' to be old ' 
(Sethe, Verb i. §§ 338 ,  266, 410 etc). By the ' elders of his house ' Gen. 
50, 7. are obviously meant the imiw.w h1y.t ' the elders of the hall ' i.e. _of 
the palace (Er.-Gr. l 62 ). 

. 
We would further observe that i1l11� Ji� (Ex. 2, 5. etc.) is not-as it is 

regarded-a general designation for the daughter of Pharaoh, but is a literal 
reproduction of s1.t nsw ' daughter of the king ',  which was the official 

' We shall discuss the meaning and usage of C'i�it!' more fully elsewhere. 
' Cf. Erman-Ranke, illustr. 201 , p. 507 from the 18th dyn., illustr. 32 and 33; p. 160 and 

I I I ,  scribes and inspectors with sticks. In 1 Kings 5, 30. 9, 23 the inspectors are called 
c•iii which probably is derived from the Egyptian rwd.w. 

3 Is mf<kbw a Canaanite word (Burch. Altkan, no. 513) ? So far I can find no Semitic root 
which could warrant this. 
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title of a royal princess, just as s1 nsw.t ' son of the king' was the official 
title of a royal prince. 1 

9. The Chief Overseer of the Convicts and the iiJID•J n,� fo.r Penal 
Establishment 

In inoil m:i .,·� Gen 39, 21 .  we have the title of the chief overseer of the 
convicts interned in the penal establishment called -,noi! n�.:i, wh�re also 
Joseph was imprisoned. That ii10i1 li'.J really meant a penal institution is 
unmistakably implied by its fuller description in the preceding verse as 
' a  place where the prisoners of the king were confined '. Now neither the 
origin nor meaning of the word -,no is clear, and as it occurs only in the 
Jose h story, and is exclusively applied to an Egyptian prison, it is highl¥ 
probable that also t e wor 1 e is gyptian. 

Let us now see whether tlie Egyptian does not in fact give a clue leading 
to the discovery of the true meaning of the word and nature of the 
establishment. In many Egyptian inscriptions we find a word J1r which is 
also transcribed J1rw with a final vowel. From a phonetic point of view J1r 
fully corresponds to -,no as Egyptian 1 is quite regularly equivalent to 
Hebrew o, and Egyptian / is frequently represented in Hebrew by i1 so that 
the transcription of J.1r by .,i!O would be perfectly correct.3 As to J1r itself it 
occurs more in inscriptions of the New Kingdom than of any other time 
as the name of a fortress close to the Palestine frontier to which corrupt 
officials and notorious criminals were consigned. It appears for the first 
time in an inscription of Thutmosis III about 14 78 B.c., reporting a campaign 
undertaken by him from this spot in the twenty-second year of his reign 
' to enlarge the borders of Egypt ' (LD. iii. 3 I ,  I 6 f. = Records, ii. § 4 I 5 and 
Erman-Ranke 629 f.). In Pap. Anast. iii, 1 ,  10. J1r is indicated as the 
boundary between Egypt and the land of Khar (or Kharu birw),4 the extent 

r 1 Kings 3, 1 .  shows quite clearly that the ' daughter of Pharaoh ' is not to be taken 
literally, but as a title ; otherwise it would have read simply ' his daughter ' ,  cf. also 1 1 ,  1 .  

2 I n  view o f  the pretension o f  some critics (e.g. P .  Dhormes, Revue Biblique, 1929, p.  444, 
and Begrich Zeitschrift f. Semit., 1929, p. 1 1 )  that .,i10 can be derived from a Semitic stem, 
it cannot be enough emphasized that words of such nature can only be explained from the 
environment in which they happen to appear, and not by associating them with all kinds of 
words of similar sound. Not the hunt for etymologies through the search of words in ·• 

dictionaries, can lead to a satisfactory solution, but the endeavour to understand things out 
of the conditions and languages with which they are closely connected. 

3 The hieroglyph of the crouched lion can equally well stand for r as for rw ; as far as I 
see, in passages where J1r is written in syllables, there is no w at the end, but clearly r or · 

alternatively r1 (cf. below). I should like to go still further in suggesting that in the case 
of t1r and b1r the Egyptian spelling indicates that the pronunciation is f'1r and lJ01r respec
tively. I shall deal more fully with this question elsewhere. 

4 Under b1r or b1rw, the Egyptians understood a certain part of Palestine and it is doubtless 
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of which is said to be ' beginning from t1r till Jupa ' (lJ< m t1r r iwp1), 
which is supposed to be identical with the land Ubi in the neighbourhood 
of Damascus mentioned in the Amama tablets. In the edict of Haremheb 
(1 350-1 3 1 5  B.c.) J1r is mentioned several times as a prison for grievous 
offenders (Records, iii , 50 ff.), such as thieves, and tax collectors misusing 
their office to exploit the people, who were to be punished with having their 
noses cut off and being sent to t1r (pars. 5 1 ,  54, 55 and 56). In an 
inscription of Seti I ( 1 3 1 3-1292 B.c.) J1r is mentioned again as starting
point of his campaign against Canaan in the words (LD. iii. 126 a =  
Records, iii. § 88) : ' the slaughter (or destruction ? =  flz) which the mighty 
sword of Pharaoh wrought among the hostile Shasu (lliw) 1 beginning at 
the fortress of t1r down to Canaan ' (m fJ< m p1 [ztm n t1r r p1 km<m1).2 In 
another passage (Records iii. § 1 oo) it is called a ' fortress ' (!J.tm 11r) and in the 
adjacent scene Seti I is shown driving the enemy prisoners into the fortress. 
Further, ibid., § 307 it is said of Rameses II (1292-1225 B.c.) that in the 
fifth year of his reign he passed through the fortress of 11r on his campaign 
against Asia ; it is likewise mentioned (ibid., § 542) that when still Crown 
Prince he was commandant of the fortress t1r. The Karnak reliefs depicting 
the big campaigns of Rameses II in Palestine and Syria (LD. iii. 1 28 a-b ), 
show the fortress of t1r where on his triumphant return to Egypt, he 
was greeted by the great priests and the princes of Upper and Lower 
Egypt (cf. thereon also Erman-Ranke, p. 639 f.). Finally in an inscription 
of Merneptah, the son of Rameses II ( 1225-12 15  B.c.), it is sai4 that in the 
third year of his reign several Chiefs of the Archers were at the ' Well of 

identical with the ,,,n mentioned in the Pentateuch among the peoples of Palestine ( cf. W. M. 
Muller, AE. 148 ff.). It should be noted that at the beginning of the fifteenth century B.c. 

the part of Palestine adjacent to J1r is called !J1r = 1iin , whereas in the twelfth century, 
under Memeptach, it is called P1 km <m1 = jl}J.::l (see below). 

1 The I1s.w are here, as elsewhere, doubtless identical with the tl't?b:i mentioned in Judges 
2, 14, and perhaps also in other passages, not in the accepted meaning of ' plunderers.' but 
as a designation of certain Semitic tribes. Whether this word should be derived from the 
form i!Oi:!' ' robbing, plundering ' is very doubtful. It should be noted that the word f,S.w 
is, as is generally admitted, contained also in f*1.w s,S.w = kings of the Shasu, rendered by 
the Greeks as Hyksos for the Semitic kings who ruled over Egypt. Now it appears that 
according to the Coptic �we {S) = shepherd, Sp. WB, 207, the Egyptians associated this 
meaning with s1s.w ;  but it is questionable whether the meaning ' shepherd ' is not derived 
from the nom. gentil. f,S.w. Generally speaking Egyptians understood under f1i.w, Asiatic 
nomads (e.g. Harris, 76, 9, and elsewhere). As a whole I am inclined to believe that the 
shOsim Judg. 2, 14 are the Shasu who settled in the neighbourhood of Canaan after they 
were driven out of Egypt. 

1 Here as elsewhere Canaan is written with the article p1 ' the Canaan ' ,  and thus denotes 
the name of a country. 
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Merneptah ' iri the mountains at the fortress t1r in order to report (r smtr 
m p1 btm nty m t1r) AZ. 1 879, 29, 4f. = Records, iii. § 6 3 1  ). 

All this shows that everywhere t1r is spoken of as a very well-known
fortress of great strategic and military importance. This and the use of the 
fortress as a penal establishment make it highly probable that it is identical 
with ino so that the narrator of the Joseph story actually meant this fortress. 
From the edict of Haremheb we see furthermore that t1r is simply mentioned 
as a place of internment for criminals, exactly in the same laconic way as in 
the Joseph story. Examining the text of Gen. 3 9, 20. 22. 40, 3. in the light 
of the foregoing remarks, one gets the clear impression that ino does not 
refer to an ordinary jail, but to a very special prison for dangerous criminals 
and political offenders. Otherwise the narrator would not have expressly 
mentioned that it was a place in which the ' king's prisoners were incarcera
ted ',  an explanation which indicates the concern of the narrator to empha
size that it was in a prison for dangerous criminals and traitors that 
Pharaoh's butler and baker were interned. The character of this penal 
establishment is best illustrated by its description in Gen. 40, 3. as a specific 
place of confinement under the supervision of O'n:Jt:ii1 ib the ' chief execu
tioner '. As a matter of fact it must have been an institution for forced 
labour (39, 22) for which a strongly-guarded frontier fortress like t1r seemed 

-

particularly suitable. 
Having established with all reasonable probability the identity of inon n':l 

with t1r and that it was a very well-known fortress in the New Kingdom, 
the question now arises whether it dates . only from the foundation of the 
New Kingdom under Al;unose (1 580-1557 B.c.), or whether it was not in 
existence long before. The solution of this question is naturally of great im
portance for the determination of the time in which Joseph lived. Now we find 
that t1r is mentioned in conjunction with the ' paths of Horus ' (Diimichen, 
Geogr. Inschriften, ii. 29) which denoted the roads leading to the Palestine 
frontier. These ' paths of Horus ' are already described in the story of Sinuhe 
under Amenemhet I and his son Sesostris I (2000-1935 B.c.) as situated 
near the Palestine frontier (line 242-Lit., p. 26) where a commandant had 
a troop under his orders. This suggests that already at that time a fortress 
existed for this force on the ' paths of Horus ' . 1  On this assumption, we 
might be able to see in this fortress the one known later as t1r, and in that 
case be able to regard the eighteenth century B.c., from which all three 
manuscripts of the Sinuhe narrative date, as a terminus a quo for the events 

1 The ' paths of Horus ' are likewise mentioned inter alia, also in the Wisdom of Mery-Ka
Re (Lit., p. 80) , preserved in a copy of the fift-eenth century B.c. , though the text itself, as 
Erman supposes, is about a thousand years earlier, Lit., p. 75. 
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narrated in the Joseph story. Be that as it may, it is at any rate certain that 
at the time when the Joseph story was written the fortress 11r was generally 
known as a place of confinement for criminals and political prisoners.1 

It now remains to consider the purely phonetical question as to the 
pronunciation of 11r. Until quite recently it was generally customary to 
reproduce the Egyptian name of the fortress by the spelling taru or zaru. 
But since C. Ki.ithmann (Die Ostgrenze Agyptens, Diss., 1 9 1 1 ,  p. 38  ff.) took 
up the identification of 11r with Si/e or Selle, already previously presumed 
by Di.imichen (Geogr. aes a/ten Ag., p. ,258 ff.), strengthening it with some 
plausible grounds, it becal!le customary to take it as a matter of fact that 
11r is Selle or Sile (cf. e.g. Erman-Ranke, p. 645) and to locate it in the 
neighbourhood of Al Kantara instead of Ismailia at the end of the Wiidi
Tumiliit as previously suggested. Now even if this be so it would not 
imply that the form Si/e-Se//e (Greek EeATJ), first transmitted in Graeco
Roman texts, actually reproduces the ancient pronunciation of the name in 
Egyptian. For although the transmutation of Egyptian r into I is phonetically 
common, and in the Ptolemaic period I is also reproduced by .b, this is 
not conclusive proof that the Egyptian pronunciation was 11/ not 11r.2 
Indeed the spelling .b supports the pronunciation r in ourcase-even though 
it sometimes stands for /, which most surely emerges from the above-quoted 
passage Anast. iii. 1 ,  1 0  where r� �� b1r(b1rw) and fr5�@ 11r(11rw) 
appear together, the sound value r in bir being written by the same hiero
glyphic .b as in 11r. It cannot be assumed that the same scribe could 
have used one and the same sign in 11r in one and the same sentence for 
a sound other than in the immediately preceding b1r where the pronunciation 
r cannot be contested by any one.3 It is further to be considered that even in 

1 The explanation of i;:ib from the Hebrew ill� given in Ebers Bucher Mosis 3 1 7  and 
3 19, is very far-fetched and has nothing to do with the cited Egyptian word s1'1r1, derived 
from .,l.I� (Brugsch. Lex. vii. 1223). On phonetic grounds, Naville's identification of 11r 
with ilJ� Gen. 13, 10 (PSBA. 1913) is just as little tenable. 

• The transmutation of 11r into Sile or Selle or Zel might, if the identification is at all 
correct, have taken place through the medium of one of the vernacular dialects in which the 
r was later replaced by l as is more usually the case in Fayumic Coptic, where in many 
cases l replaces r of other Coptic dialects, as e.g. ceiA. ' dough ' for ceepe (A) = Hebrew 
ii��. For the correspondence of l in Fayumic to r in Egyptian or in other Coptic dialects 
cf. Devaud, Etymologies Coptes, p. 5 1 . For the explanation of this transmutation it is neces
sary to mention that the Egyptian script has no special sign for l, probably because the 
Egyptians could not pronounce it. Hence all Semitic and Greek words with r were trans
literated by l. Cf. below note 2 to p. 92. 

3 Even Sethe who accepts without question the identification of Sile-Selle with J/7 and also 
follows Kilthmann in the localization of Sile, nevertheless clings to the previous transcription 
taru, cf. GGA, 1922, p. 235 ; also Erman, Ein Fall abgekiirzter Justiz, p. 1 7, where J1ry is 
possibly derived from the fortress J1r, i.e. ' he from J1r '. Cf. also Burch. , Altkan, No. 1 158, 
on 11r. 

G 
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the Ptolemaic period, besides the usual writing [1r, the writing � 7) 0 @ �  
also occurs (Sarcophagus of Nektanebos, Sethe, Hierogl. Urk. ii. der griech.
rom. Zeit. p. 24 = Kiithmann p. 43) I where <::> quite clearly points to 
the pronunciation r. It must therefore be repeated that even those who 
support the identification of Sile with t1r cannot contest that the older 
pronunciation was actually t1r with r and n.ot [Ii. So the reproduction 
of t1r by iili::l can give rise to no misgiving.2 

10. ' Mouth • as title and its relation to r::•;i�� 
Ex. 41 16 f. reads : ' he (Aaron) shall be unto thee for a mouth iitl� and 

thou shalt be to him a God ' c•;iS�S . Here ' mouth ' iltl is not used by the 
narrator metaphorically for interpreter, representative, or the like-as is 
generally presumed-but is a literal rendering of the Egyptian r1 ' mouth ', 
a very well-known title of a high office at the court of Pharaoh. The office 
�f a  ' Mouth ' was so important mdeed that it was held by the 

0
highest state 

dignitaries. Thus especially in the New Kingdom the titles ' Mouth ' and 
' Chief Mouth ' frequently occur in reference to persons of high rank who, 
as chief superintendents and overseers of public works, acted as intermediaries 
between the king and government officials. In some cases the highest digni
taries are called ' Mouth ' or ' Chief Mouth ' of the king. E.g. AJ;unose, 
Urk. iv. 3 3 ,  8 says : ' (I was) the r1 Mouth (of the king) who brought tran
quillity to the whole land [and who filled the heart of the king (i.e. with love 
and satisfaction) every day '] ; Urk. ,  58, 6 :  ' the Chief Mouth ' of all building
works (r1 l;ry n k1.t nb.t) ; Urk. iv. 405, 3 :  {the king) made me ' Chief 
Mouth ' of his house (r1 l;ry n pr-f) ; ibid. 456, 1 7  f. : ' Speaking Mouth 
(r1 mdw) of the mistress of the two lands in order to give satisfaction to 
the whole country ' ;  similarly ibid. 482, 2 ;  likewise Harris 7 5, 3 :  n nw r1 
l;ry rnp.wt �nw ' No " Chief Mouth." had they for many years '. In many 
cases we find also the title ' Ears of the king ' e.g. ' Ears of the king of Lower 
Egypt ' (<n!J.wy n byty), Champ. Not. I, 48 1 , i.e. the representative of the king 
who receives on his behalf the petitions of his subjects. 

As a rule it was the heir to the throne who occupied the position of 
a ' Chief Mouth ' to the king, thus e.g. Haremheb was, as Crown Prince, the 
' Chief Mouth ' to the king (TSBA. iii. p. 486 f.) ; Rameses II when ten years 
old received the title ' Chief Mouth ' of the army as Commander-in-Chief _ 

' Nektanebos is there described as rp<(t) !i1.t)•-<  m J1r, i.e. ' first prince in J1r '; he is also 
called ' prince (M1) of the foreign lands ' .  
• As I shall explain elsewhere I have reason to believe that the manner in which !J17 (b1rw) is 

written indicates pronunciation of the first syllable as !Jo. Similarly //7 (11rw) may indicate a 
pronunciation Jo of the first syllable. 
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(Kubban-Stele 1. I 6  f.) ; Rameses III when still Crown Prince was called 
' Great Chief Mouth for the land of Egypt ' (TI l;zry <1 t1.w km.t) 1 (Harris 75 1 

I O ; Erman-Ranke p. I20 and n. 4, on the whole matter ; Grapow, Bild!. 
Ausdr., p. I I 8). 

The ' Mouth ' (n) or ' Chief Mouth ' (r1-l;zry) was in many cases the most 
confidential and exalted position at court, ranking immediately after the 
king. 

In the light of this explanation it now becomes clear what !:l'il�N really 
means in our passage. If il!l is identical with the Egyptian title TI ' Mouth ' 
for representative and deputy of the king, Cl'ilSN must obviously mean the 
authority immediately above the Mouth. As in our case the assumption 
that Moses should be ' God ' is unthinkable, only Pharaoh could be meant. 
This is actually the case ; 

. 
!:l'i1'N is used here not in the Hebrew sense of 

' God ' but as a faithful rendering of the Egyptian title ntr ' god ' which was 
one of the highest attributes of Pharaoh, and thus !:l'i1SN here simply refers to 
Pharaoh,2 not without a certain ironical glance at the pretensions of Pharaoh, 
stating that not he, but Moses, is to be the ntr = !:l'i1'N ,  and that Aaron 
should be his r1 = ne:i i.e.his representative and speaker. But it is not only in 
relation to Aaron that Moses is to appear as ntr= lJ'ilSN, but even before 
Pharaoh who claims to be himself a god, Moses alone is to be the ntr for the 
purpose of making known to Pharaoh the superior power of ilW. This is 
the real meaning of Ex. 71 1 ,  where the same expression O'il'N is again used 
in the Egyptian sense of ntr : ' Behold, I have made thee as O'il'N to Pharaoh'. 
But in order to avoid the ass p ion t _at m t is case P arao could be his 
r1 it is expressly emphasized that Aaron would be his �':l.:l , the spokesman who 

1 Literally km.t means ' the black ' which is the usual designation of Egypt (cf. above, 
p. 27). Here t1.w is given in the plural (' lands ') instead of the usual dual t1.wy (' the two 
lands ') including the foreign countries under Egyptian rule. 

2 Ntr was used of the living as well as of the dead Pharaoh, thus e.g. in Sin.44 f. it is said 
of the dead father of the living king ' What then will befall that land (i.e. Egypt) without 
him, that glorious God (ntr pf mn!;), whose fear pervaded the foreign lands ? ' ;  immediately 
afterwards it is then said (47 f.) of the reigning king himself ' He is the God (ntr pw) who 
is without equal ' ,  &c. ; and 253 f. likewise of the living king ' This God (ntr pn) , addressed 
me '. Very numerous are the passages where the king is succinctly described as ' God ' (ntr) 
or ' The good God ' (ntr nfr) and where the qualities of various gods are ascribed to him, 
as e.g. Mar. Abyd. i, pl. 7, 55 = Records 3, § 270 in an address of the courtiers : ' Thou art 
Re, thy body is his body ' (g.t-k g.t-f) ; ' Thou hast made the image according to his nature ' ,  
i.e. thou art the likeness o f  the God (irn-k twt n ff;rw-f ) . As a rule, if not always, ' the 
good God ' (ntr nfr) was said of the living king, e.g. LD. iii, 128 a :  ' The good God shouts 
triumphantly at the beginning ofthe battle ' ; ' the great God ' (ntr <1) or ' the revered God ' 
(ntr fps or mn!J) of the dead king, e.g. LD. ii, 149 d, 7 and Sin. 44. It should be observed 
that also in Ptolemaic times, the king was simply referred to as p-ntr ' the God ' followed 
by the name. 
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would receive inspiration from him. The whole is conceived throughout 
in an Egyptian spirit, and was intended for people thoroughly familiar 
with the conditions and also the language of Egypt, so that they would 
immediately recognize in the Hebrew ilE::i ' mouth ' and 01ilSN ' God ' ,  used 
contiguously, the Egyptian r1 and ntr and understand that Moses was 
to be the ntr = i:l1ilSN and Aaron his r1 = ii£) ' mouth ' ; likewise that in con
nexion with Pharaoh too not he but Moses was to be considered the ntr = 
01;i';N .1 

In conclusion we would mention that also the title ' the Ears of Pharaoh ' 
may perhaps be contained in nv;� 12J� Gen. 50, 4. It cannot mean here 
' publicly ' as e.g. Gen. 23, 10 ff. because, quite to the contrary, must it have 
been Joseph's desire that his request should be confidentially conveyed to 
the King. This mission would admirably fit within the functions of ' the 
Ears of Pharaoh ' whose duty it was, as we have seen, to transmit to the 
King the petitions of his subjects. We mention this interpretation as 
a mere suggestion, as this phrase can quite easily be a respectful circum
locution for the person of Pharaoh as 01Jti in ilVl� 12�� ( cf. above, p. I 3 f). 

11.  The use of ' Pharaoh ' as title for the King of Egypt 

In conclusion we deem it necessary to discuss the title ill1i£) , though much 
has already been written thereon.2 Within the bounds of our investigation 
it is important to place the meaning and usage of this title in our narratives 
in its proper light. It has always been a puzzling feature that there the king 
of Egypt is never mentioned by name, but throughout merely as ' Pharaoh '. 
As Chabas already observed in I 86 5 ill1i£:i is a reproduction of the Egyptian 
Pr-<1 ' the great house '.3 Originally it designated the royal palace ; it was 

1 Whether the Egyptians also used the plural ntr.w ' the gods ' in reference to Pharaoh, I 
am unable to ascertain. It is, nevertheless, of significance that in the Amarna Tablets, the 
Pharaoh is entitled iltini, pl. of ilu, i.e. ' the gods ' in the plural , cf. Knudtzon, i, no. 235. 
2 f. : ana farri belia (ilu) famfia iltinia ' to the king, my lord, my son ( = Re) my gods ' .  
This shows that the epithet ntr for the king of Egypt wa3 used i n  Canaan in plural form. 
The fact that the plural iltini was never applied in Akkadian to a god, th::it further in the 
Amarna Tablets it is only used with reference to Pharaoh, proves that iltini is a literal 
translation of the Egyptian ntr.w. This can only be explained by the suggestion that the 
scribe followed the Egyptian usage of applying the plural ' the Gods ' to the Pharaoh, which 

would perfectly coincide with 01i1�N , 
• Cf. inter alia Steindorff, Beitriige zur Assyriologie, i, 343 f. ; W. M. Muller, Encykl. Bihl. 

and F. L. Griffith, H;stings Bihl. Diet. Under Pharaoh ; Spiegelberg, ZDMG., p. 53, 638,  
Az. 43 , 130 and Kopt. Etymol., p. 33. 

3 It must however be stated that P. E .. Jablonski (Opuscula, Leyden, 1 804-10, i, 374) had 
already long before him recognized an Egyptian word in ill)i!:i on the ground of the Coptic 
(n)ppo = king. 
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then transferred to the government and later to the king as his permanent 
title (Erman-Ranke, p. 63).1 It was probably out of respect for the divine 
person of the king that people avoided using his proper name on every 
occasion.2 It is also possible that this custom arose as a matter of con
venience, as royal names were composed of several symbolic expressions, and 
in addition hierarchic etiquette demanded that before and after the mention 
of the name a whole series of conventional laudatory terms should be 
pronounced. It is true that as a rule the official ' great name ' of the king 
with his full titles and the conventional expressions of homage attached to 
it was written only at the head of an official document, inscription, or 
sometimes at the beginning of a new section (cf. some examples in Erman
Ranke p. 58) ; but even the actual proper name of the king consisted of 
two or three words, so that in time it was felt cumbersome to pronounce 
even the proper name of the king 3 and people contented themselves with 
referring to him simply as pr-<1 ' the great house ',4 sometimes adding the 
benedictory formula <nb wd1 Jnb ' may he live, be hale and healthy ' ;  but 
here and there also without the formula when pr-<1 was only used in con
nexion with things belonging to the king, e.g. ' the land of Pharaoh.5 

The custom of referring to the royal palace by pr-<1 dates already from 
the 5th dynasty (about the beginning of the third millennium B.c.) e.g. 

1 From the very early occurrence of pr-<1 n niw.t ' the great house of the King ' it is clear 
that ' house ' generally referred to the household and the family of the King (cf . .ilg. WB. 
i, 516, ii). Later the phrase was simply abbreviated into pr-<1. It may be mentioned 
that the ' Sublime Porte ' in Turkish frequently compared therewith is quite a different 
thing : (1) the origin of the use of the expression J'� y� , which by the way is Arabic 

and not Turkish, is not quite clear and (2) it was ne""ver used of the person of the Sultan 
but only of his palace, Biighcheh-Sera£. 

' In The Myth of Re and Isis, Pleyte, Pap. Turin cxxxii, 5 = Urk. Rod. , 1 39, the heavenly 
seat of Re where all the gods gathered round him is also called pr-<1. In Urk .iv, 249, l l the 
residence of the Sun God in Heliopolis, or of that �f Amon in Thebes, is called l;z.t-<1.t ' the 
great palace '.  The use of such expressions for gods and kings alike shows, as do many 
other examples, how closely the Egyptians identified their kings with their gods. 

3 Only a few kings are known to us who were given abbreviated popular nick-names, as 
e:g. Ameny for Amenemhet (12th dyn.) ; Sheshy for Nefer-seshem-Pt�, the later Phiops I ;  
others are Pepy, Tety, &c. , cf. Erman-Ranke, 186 f. 

4 In many passages it appears in the dual formpr-wy-<1.wyor pr-<1-wy = 'the two great houses',  
both with reference to the palace and also as title of the king, as is indicated by determining it 
by two king-hieroglyphics in order to characterize' him as ruler of Upper and Lower Egypt, 
e.g. Harris, 10, l ;  10, 12 &c. See Records, i. § 148, note c, other examples of dual forms, 
such as rw.ty ' the two gates ' for the royal palace, to characterize it as seat of the kingdom of 
the two lands. 

s Courtiers and especially devoted officials, as well as ordinary subjects , were accustomed, 
even in general conversation, to refer to the person of the king as God -(ntr) or ' good God ' 
(ntr nfr). 
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Urk. i. 33 A. and B. = Records i. § 1 86, in the time of the high dignitary J) 
g1g1-m-<ny under the kings Weserkaf and Sahure who called himself ' the ·! ., 
Treasurer of the Holy Writings of the Great House (pr-<1) '.1 In the New Ji 
Kingdom ( 1 580-1 100 B.c.), i.e. the period of Israel's sojourn in Egypt, pr-<1 -�� 
was quite ordinarily used of the person of the king (Erman-Ranke, p. 63). r. 

"· 

Even in edicts such as e.g. that of Haremheb ( 1 350-1 3 1 5  B.C.) and in :i 
writings by order of the king as e.g. in the Pap. Harris written by command ;: 

,�, 

of Rameses III ( 1 1 98-1 1 67 B.c.) in which he himself occasionally appears as :; 
the person speaking, the king is simply referred to as pr-<1 = Pharaoh, , 
without any mention of his proper name. It was only after the fall of the :: 
2oth dynasty (about r 100 B.c.), i.e. long after the Exodus, that the custom ·; 
of referring to the king succinctly as ' Pharaoh ' passed out of usage ; and it :i 
is most striking that in many hieratic documents of the 22nd dynasty (945- { 
745), i.e. as late as the Solomonic period, ' Pharaoh ' or ' King of Upper and -�· 
Lower Egypt ' is followed by the proper name of the king, just as in the ;, 
historical texts of the Bible as will be shown below. 

.. 

Now though the omission by the narrator of the Joseph and Exodus � 
stories to mention Pharaoh by name is regrettable from the point of view of }� 
historical accuracy, he was thereby merely following the custom of �: 
Egyptian writers of the New Kingdom, as can be clearly seen from the :, . � 
popular literature of that .period, and precisely this very fact is specially 1 
significant for the determination of the time when those stories were ·:· 
composed. A mere perusal of the tales and narratives of that period clearly :· 
conveys the impression that in referring to the king simply as pr-<1 the name . . 

of the Pharaoh was well-known to the writer, and that he assumed a similar : 
knowledge on the part of his readers. In the story of the two brothers Pap. ·: 
d'Orb. x-xviii = Lit. 1 56-r 6 r ,  pr-<1 is almost always used for the king �· 
followed only here and there with ' His Majesty ' ('l}m-j) 2 e.g. ' The scribes ', 
and learned men of Pharaoh were sent for and they said unto Pharaoh etc.' ; " 
' thou wilt be laden with silver and gold because thou leadest me to : 
Pharaoh ' ; ' and Pharaoh loves him much ' etc. ; ' Pharaoh had gre�t pity for :· 
him ' etc. ; ' the princess rode on horseback behind Pharaoh' etc. ; 'Pharaoh :. 
approached ' etc. ; and similarly in many other passages. Likewise in '�{ I 
ordinary letters of the New Kingdom the proper name of the reigning king : 
was omitted and he was referred to simply as Pharaoh , e.g. Pap. Anast. v. {. 

· .. 

r Breasted apparently read : ii.t pr-<1 ntr ' palace of Pharaoh the god ' ,  an interpretation 
which can hardly be substantiated. It must read : mg1.t ntr pr-<1 ' holy writings of the great 
house '. Moreover, one would hardly have referred to the king as pr-<1 at so early a time. :. 

2 The papyrus is from a disciple of the time of Merneptah (about 1220 B.c.) , the story, .: . 
however, is much older (cf. Lit., 150, n. 2). 

• 
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12 ,  6 =Lit. 202 : ' May Pharaoh have regard for thee ' etc. ; ibid. 1 3 , l :  ' it 
is well with me, and with the land of Pharaoh it is well '. Also in the trial 
of the harem conspiracy (Records, iv. § 423-456) against Rameses III ( 1 1 98-
u67 B.c.), as well as the trial of the tomb robbers under Rameses IX 
(u42-1 123 B.C. Pap. Abbott = Records, iv. § 5 1 1  ff.) pr- <1 is almost the only 
mode of reference to the reigning king, so e.g. the scribe of the Chief 
Superintendent of Pharaoh's Treasure House (sf n p1 mr pr b4 n pr-<1), 

illustr. l ,  3 = § 5 l r ; the Herald (whmw) of Pharaoh,. illustr. 2, 6 = § 5 r 3. 
In this instance, too, pr- <1 applies only to the reigning king, whereas the 
dead kings mentioned appear with their proper names, further illustr. 4, 
7 ::::= Records iv § 522 and 4, l 2 = Records, iv § 52 3 : The Scribe of Pharaoh, 
d :  The late fathers and mothers of Pharaoh, illustr. 5, 9 f. = §  525 ; I write 
concerning them to Pharaoh, my lord, that a man of Pharaoh may be sent, 
illustr. 5, r 8-§ 526 ; I heard these words which the overseer of the town 
spoke to the inhabitants of the great and glorious metropolis-for millions 
of years-of Pharaoh, illustr. 6 ,  1 5  f. = §  536. The same occurs in Pap. 
Amherst no. vi. = Records, iv. §§ 536-54I .  Only occasionally occurs "f.im1 
= ' His Majesty ', and the proper name is only given in solemn pronounce
ments. 

In the New Kingdom it was quite usual that anything belonging to the 
king or in any way associated with him should be simply put in status con
structus with pr-<1, thus e.g. in the edict of Haremheb, 1. 32  Ree. iv, 44 f. 
= Records iii. § 58 : the vegetables of the kitchen (w<b.t) of Pharaoh ; the 
taxes of Pharaoh, 1. 3 3  = § 59 ; the houses of Pharaoh (pry.t) 1. 34 = § 59 ; 
the chief overseer of the herds of Pharaoh, 1. 27 = § 57, and so on ; cf. also 
Pap. d'Orb. l O , 8 = Lit. l 56 ; the washermen of Pharaoh (r!Jt.yw n pr-<1), or 
r l ,  4 = Lit. r 57 the scribes and learned men of Pharaoh (m sS.w r!Jy.w i!J.t n 
pr-<1) ;  furthermore, Anast. v. 1 3 ,  l :  the land of Pharaoh (p1 t1 n pr-<1). In 
all these instances, to which many more could be added, we have exactly the 
same use as in the Joseph story: ' the officers of Pharaoh ', Gen. 40, 2 and 7 ;  

' the cup of Pharaoh ', 40, 11 ;  ' meats of Pharaoh ', 40, 1 7. Likewise nyi!l 11\J 

' house of Pharaoh ' for the royal residence, corresponds exactly to the 
Egyptian pr pr- <1 ' house of Pharaoh ', a designation which was quite current 
in the New Kingdom. This shows how correct the narrator of the Joseph 
story was in following the Egyptian literary custom of that time in referring 
to Pharaoh without mentioning his name, and how ill-founded it is to deduce 
from this omission that the Joseph story cannot claim historical validity_. 
On the other hand we realize from this last instance that the Egyptian 
in using pr-<1 for the king so little recalled the etymology ' great house ' that 
he was no longer conscious of t�e tautology in the expression pr pr-<1, literally 
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' house of the great house ', 1 which, however, would have been the case earlier 
when the concrete meaning of pr-<1 was still distinctly felt. 

It should be expressly observed here that the interchange of i1Yi£l with 
' king of the two lands ' C'im i�o Gen. 40, 1. 41 ,  46 ; Ex. 1 ,  1 5 etc., likewise 
completely corresponds to the usage in the Egyptian narratives of the New 
Kingdom, as can be seen from the Egyptian texts cited above, where pr-<1 is 
occasionally varied by l:zm-f ' His Majesty' and nsw.t ' the King'. In con
clusion it is worth while pointing out that also among the Assyrians in the 
Rameses period and later, pir-'u =pr-<1 was simply used as a royal name 
in the same way as in Egyptian and in the Joseph and Exodus narratives. 

As we have seen, the use of Pharaoh as an anonymous designation for the 
king fully corresponds to the Egyptian literary usage of the New Kingdom 
in particular. This fact is the best refutation of those who, like Spiegelberg, 
Aufenthalt Israels, p. 1 5 : W. M. Mi.iller, Cheyne-Black Encycl. Bibl. s.v. 
Pharaoh, col. 3686 ff. and others, declare that the omission of the name of 
the king is a proof of the unhistorical, nay legendary, character of the whole 
story. They support their view by the fact that in Biblical texts of real 
historical purport, the Egyptian kings are mentioned by name and not 
simply designated as ' Pharaoh '. They suggest that the author of the 
Joseph and Exodus narratives would certainly have given the names of 
the Pharaohs of those periods had they only been known to him ; but the 
fact that he omitted them is conclusive proof-they allege-that he must 
have lived many centuries later, and merely reproduced old recollections 
and faded reminiscences of remote events, which perhaps might have had 
some dim and misty historical background shifted by the narrator on to the 
Hebrew stage.2 In reality-we repeat-the very reverse is the case and it 
is just the omission of the name of the king and his simple description as 
C'i� 1�0 or m1i£l which ought to be looked upon as a proof of the historicity 
of the narrative, seeing that the writer follows the Egyptian usage of his 
time.3 On the other hand it must appear quite natural that precisely 

1 Cf. Leyd. Statue des Neuen Reiches (Phot., no. 20) : p1 pr n pr-<1. It occurs particularly 
frequently n Demotic literature (Spiegelberg, Demot. Studien, v, p. 26, no. 5) . In Coptic 
nepmepo1 (S) is used simply for palace, as may be seen from the Coptic translation of 
Esther 4, 6. 7, 8 (Spiegelberg, WB., p. 94 and Kopt. Etym., p. 1 9). 
• Spiegelberg, Zeitschr. f. Semit., 1929, p. 122 went so far as to declare that the whole 

Joseph story is based on a confusion with the history of the Hyksos rule in Egypt. But this 
misleading theory which he shares with some other Egyptologists, is merely a reproduc
tion of the far-fetched suggestion by Josephus that the Hyksos kings were of Hebrew 
origin. It is only astonishing that Josephus, spurned by Spiegelberg, as by so many others , 
as a very unreliable authority, should just in this case be credited with having hit the mark ! 
3 This cannot be emphasized strongly enough because in spite of all the crushing evidence 
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in historical texts an Egyptian king should be mentioned by name. It is 
still more natural that in a land outside Egypt and writing in an environment 
outside the sphere of Egyptian influence, a Hebrew historian should mention 
the kings of Egypt in the same way as he did those of other neighbouring 
lands, like Moab, Aram, Tyre, and other countries like Assyria, and Babylonia, 
this for the simple reason that he could not assume that the names of these 
kings would be known to every one. . Although this reason is in itself 
sufficient, another very remarkable fact is to be adduced viz. the custom, 
during and after Solomon's time, of mentioning the name of the king before 
c'i':lr- i�n:i or after illtiEl which is also in complete conformity with a usage that 
first at that period became current in Egypt itself. For just as 1 Kings 1 1 ,  
4o and 14, 25 refer to C'im i'o P�'� or 2 Kings 23 ,  29 and Jer. 46, 2 illtiEl 
C'i':lo i'o n:i� or C'im i'o lliEin mtiEl Jer. 44, 30, so at the beginning of the 
Dachel-Stela (Ree. 2 1 ,  1 3  = Records iv. § 726), there is reference to She
shonk I, the contemporary of Solomon (945-924 B.C.) thus : in the year five 
etc. of the king, the Pharaoh, Sheshonk (n nsw.t pr-<1 <.w.s. ilfnl!.) Others 
dating down to as far as the 26th dynasty (663-525 B.C.) and later read 
similarly, wherein the traditional custom of prefacing the name of the king 
with the complete list of his high-sounding titles is departed from. Of 
these, mention may be made here of the kings of Egypt named in the 
Bible. Thus Gauthier, Livre des Rois, iv. p. 3 1  f. : ' in the third year of 
Pharaoh, Taharka ' (n pr-<1 t1hrwl!. = npiiln 2 Kings 19, 9) ; ibid : ' in the 
fifth year etc. of the king of Upper Egypt (n nsw) Taharka ' ; ibid : ' in the 
seventh year etc. of the king of Lower Egypt (byty) Taharka ' ;  ibid. p. 86 ff. 
' in the first year etc. of His Majesty (!Jr l;m n) the king of Upper and Lower 
Egypt (whm-ib-r'), Wehemibra-Necho (nk1w) ' =  il'.:lt 2 Kings 23 ,  29 ff. ; ibid. 

,,. p. 1o5  ; ' in the third year etc. of King Apreis ( w1IJ-ib-r' = IJ«-ib-r<) ' =  
lliEln Jer. 44, 30. After the 22nd dynasty pr-<1 appears generally very 
infrequently ; as a rule the title nb t1.wy = '  lord of the two lands ' or niw.t 
byty = king of Upper and Lower Egypt ' ; sometimes also, 1!-1!.1 idb. wy = '  ruler 
of both shores ' was added to the name. 1 

adduced in the German edition, there are still critics who go on repeating Spiegelberg's 
argument as to the lack of historicity of the Joseph story because of the omission of the 
name of Pharaoh ! This is only possible because these critics, relying too much on Spiegel
berg's authority, did not apparently deem it necessary themselves to examine the contrary 
evidence. 

1 In the Ptolemaic period we again find pr-< followed by the name simply for ' king ' ,  e.g. 
Pr-< pJ[wmys ' king Ptolemaus '. The use of pr-<.t for the queen was new, cf. e.g. W. M. 
Miiller, Egyptol. Researches, vol. iii ; Bilingual decrees of Philae, p. 3 1 ,  col. 2 ;  Demotz'c text : 
Pr-< ptlwmys nm pr-<t. ,/syn1 = ' King Ptolemaus and Queen Arsinoe '. The fact that here 
in the semi-sacred hieroglyphic text the king is called s1-r< = ' son of Re ' instead of pr-< 

H 
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It should finally be remarked that in the Hebr�w form of the word m1i!> 
the last portion reveals the same pronunciation as in the Coptic nepo, 

nppo (S. A.). Like the Copts, the Hebrews transmitted the pronunciation 
which they heard from the Egyptians. That the Egyptian <1 = great, was 
sounded like <o is clear from other Coptic words, 1 and as Coptic 

·
as a rule t.� 

preserved the popular pronunciation of Egyptian, we have in the Hebrew.} 
pronunciation of nyi::i a tradition which is more than a thousand years ·� 
older than the Coptic. 2 

Pharaoh ' in the more profane Demotic text, proves that ' Pharaoh ' was more in use in 
popular language than in hierarchic circles. It should be observed that the hieroglyphic 
text likewise avoids referring to the queen as pr-<1.t and uses instead the archaic expression ,;· ;I 
l.z'/y.1.t. .• 

I Cf. e.g. nno1Te-o ( = Egyptian PI ntr-<1) ' the great god ' ;  ma.10 ( = Egyptian o<y.<1) � 
' great festival ' and several others (Spiegelberg, WB.,  87 f.). A similar pronunciation is ·�G 
indicated by the form to be found in Assyrian documents Pir'u Pir'u (eighth cent. B.C. , { 
Ranke, Materialien, p. 32), where as usual r1 stands for o ;  similarly also in cases where the 

': 

Hebrew or Coptic is o, as e.g. nikku, niku for n::it (Egyptian nk1w, ibid., p. 3 1 ) .  
· 

: It is noteworthy that the word Pharaoh still survives to-day among the Arabs of the :' 
. ., .. 

Bi§arin tribes of the northern Ett-bay (between the Nile and the Red Sea to the south of :: 
Assouan) in the form 0-fre(h). Cf. Hess, ZAT., 1 905, 1 29. This belongs to the oldest :� 
traces of the Egyptian language surviving in various forms in the Arabic vernacular of the :;, 
Egyptian population. ;.: 



CHAPTER I I I  

ORDINARY EXPRESSIONS AND PHRASES MODELLED 

ON EGYPTIAN 

To the above selection of polished speech and court phraseology in Egyptian 
we would add a number of expressions and phrases from the Joseph and 
Exodus narratives which are of a more general character and belong to 
ordinary life. 

In many cases we encounter peculiar expressions and turns of speech, 
which are Hebrew in origin and form, but the sense of which cannot be 
explained from their customary use either in Hebrew or cognate languages. 
In other cases the current and generally accepted interpretation seems so 
unquestionable that no one thinks of making it the subject of special study 
to consider whether it is at all tenable. Yet on closer examination in the 
light of Egyptian, we find that they are true Egyptianisms, and that some 
of them have a quite specific meaning which likewise only becomes clear 
by comparison with Egyptian. 1 

(I. ' Hear ' for ' Understand) 
At the beginning of his conversation with Joseph, Pharaoh says : ' I  have 

dreamed a dream and there is none that can interpret it ; but I have heard 
say of thee that thou understandest a dream to interpret it '. For ' under
stand ' the Hebrew has l:Oei to hear : ' thou hearest a dream '. This 
corresponds entirely to the Egyptian use of st;!m ' to hear ' = '  to understand ', 
a meaning which is most clearly shown by its use in the phrase, Sin. 3 I f. : 
St;!m.k rJ n km.t : ' thou hearest the mouth of Egypt ' i.e. thou understandest 
the language of Egypt, or in Wen-Amon, 77 : iwf st;!m md.t km.t. ' he hears 
the speech of Egypt ', i.e. he understands the language. Likewise in Gen. 
42, 23 vr.ei stands for understanding the language, exactly as in Egyptian.2 

' To avoid misleading suggestions, it should at once be pointed out that many expressions 
in modem languages (especially German and English) , which coincide with the Hebrew 
expressions dealt with here and elsewhere are not genuine, but based on Bible translations, 
whence they passed into those languages, and are therefore to be regarded simply � 
Hebraisms, some of which go back to Egyptian. 
• It is worthy of note that in the Pentateuch 31r;ei in the sense of understanding a language 

occurs only in the two passages cited and in Gen. 1 1 ,  7 where it is likewise an Egyptianism as 
will be shown later on. 
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2. c1�;i for ' True, Honest Men ' 

The use of c,.:i:J for ' true, honest (people) ' in the plural solely in the 
Joseph narrative (Gen. 42, 1 1 ,  19,  31 , 34) , is, as is generally admitted, not to be 
separated from ;�:.:i to be right, correct. Now the Egyptian formed the word 
m1<.ty ' correct, upright, virtuous ' from m1< ' right, true ' ,  which he used, 
exactly as in the case of ;;i , both as an assenting and confirming particle and 
also as adverb e.g. Gen. 29 , 28 ; Ex. 6 ,  9 et al. The identification of m1<.ty 
' right, the right ' with C1J:J is strikingly confirmed by its occurrence in 
a passage relating to an episode analogous to that of Joseph, namely, in the 
report of Wen-Amon on his encounter with the king of Byblos who 
suspected him to be a spy (Lit. 200 ff.). When he makes his complaint 
to the king of having been robbed, the latter in true oriental fashion 
attempts to prolong the conversation by various questions, not merely in 
order to obtain time for consideration, but also in order to intimidate the 
very self-confident and arrogant Egyptian ambassador by subtle insinua
tions. Thus he puts to him inter alia the question in almost the very 
words used by Joseph to his brethren : m.k mnt.k m1<.ty ' behold art thou 
also true, honest ' ?  (Wen-Amon, I. x +  1 6, Ree. xxi, 83). As he asks 
him to produce a letter of credence to prove himself a trustworthy person, 
the question put to him by the king can have no other meaning than that 
he charges him with being a spy, exactly as Joseph did with his brethren. 

3. n1nn for ' Food ' and i11r.i1 ' to nourish ' T ;  • Ty; � 

The expression i1�1:1t.? Gen. 45, s (and e sew ere m historical texts) is 
modelled on the Egyptian <nb from the word <nb ' life ' which means 
' nourishment, food '. n1no is really formed from n•n ' life ' and not from 
another root as some suggest. Moreover the Hiphil-form ni1.Qi] 45, 7. 47, 25. 

50, 20 is used not in a general sense as e.g. Gen. 6, 20 or l 9, 1 9  merely = '  to 
keep alive ' but in the specific sense = '  to feed, give food ', exactly like the 
causative form s<nb in the Egyptian ' to make live ' for ' to feed ', a task 
which was of course, the real mission of Joseph. Thus the Nomarch Intef 
of Thebes, shortly before the l Ith dynasty (2,200 B.c.) says that he was ' the 
feeder of the two lands ' (S<nb t1.wy-fy ; literally : he who makes live his
i.e. the king's-two lands; Intef-Stela Cairo Mar. Mon. Div. 50 b = Records, i. 
§ 420 ). The causative s<nb ' to make live ', like n•nn in the meaning to feed 
is very frequent e.g. Admon, 15 ,  14 : thou hast fed the people (s<nb.n-k rmJ) ; 
Sun Hymn of Ekhnaton I. 2 1 ,  Dawis, Am. vi, pl. xxvii, 9. : ' thou (Aton) 
bringest (the Nile) a� thy will r s<nb rby.t to make live ( = feed) men ' ;  cf. 
s<nb also in connexion with the feeding of herds Pap. Anast. vi. 5 ' l f. : ' to 
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make live ( = feed) their herds (S<nb n1y.w i1w.t) on the pasturage of Pharaoh '. 
In later Egyptian (Demot.) s<n'!J occurs quite frequently for ' feed ' ;  and 
s<nb is used for ' alimentation '  Sethe-Partsch, p. 68 (note) 369, 387. Cf. 
also Mar. Dend. i. l 8 .and ii 42 b. As far as n•no is concerned, we find 
also in Egyptian the feminine form <nO,.t, ' living ' for ' corn ' in the sense of 
' food ' ;  cf. Admon 6, 9 :  <n'!J.t n km.t ' Nourishment, Food of Egypt ' ,  
a striking example of this usage in the New Kingdom, which is of prime 
importance for the period of the Pentateuch under study.1 

The Egyptian also throws full light on the unusual construction il�V, 
ni�qiJ? in the passage ::rp:i� n�•qiJ? il�iJ ci,� il�P, jl!t;l? Gen. 50, 20 which has 
given rise to various interpretations and emendations. For it corresponds 
literally with the Egyptian iry ' to make ', <nb ' to live ', i.e. ' to make live ' in 
the sense of ' feed

, 
e.g. Bauer, i. p. 8 l : ir wt <nb.t bm.t-f bn< '!Jrd.w-f, literally 

' make thou the living of his wife and his children ', i.e. ' feed them '. z A still 
more striking example is to be found in Harris 78, l 3 =Records, iv. § 410 
where s<nb like n•nn appears in the causative form and is linked with irj to 
make = i1t!'l1 so that the whole construction lry-s<n'!J coincides literally with 
m•nn' i1e'l1 even from a grammatical point of view. There Rameses III says 
of himself : iry-y s<nb t1 efr-f ' I caused to live the whole land ', that is, 
maintain and feed the whole land. Similarly it is said of the king, in the 
Stela of Nastesen, Urk. iii. 141 (Ethiop.) iry s<nO,t ir.t nb.t my lmn ' He makes 
live (i.e. feeds) all beings like Amon '. 

That also nm m•:J is a typically Egyptian idiom = m hrw pn will be shown 
elsewhere. 

4. The meaning of ni•r;r . 

Ex. l ,  1 9  the Hebrew midwives said to Pharaoh that the Hebrew women 
were not as the Egyptian women, ' for they are ni•r;t and before the mid
wives come in unto them they have borne '. This word ni•r;r is generally 
considered to be obscure and even doubtful. We shall find that in this 
case also the Egyptian can help us out of the difficulty. 

In the first place it should be remembered that l:l��:;i� l, 16, as Spiegelberg, 
Randglossen, p. 1 9  ff. has proved, is a specific Egyptian birth-seat or stool, 

1 Though the usual rendering of <n!J.t is ' corn ',  it obviously means ' nourishment, food '. 
Other substantiations of this meaning from that period ar e  not known to me, though there 
are some from later periods like the passages quoted from Mar. Dentl. Apparently also Bauer, 
B, i, S r  and R 125, ir-swt <n!J., had originally the feminine <nfJ..t (cf. Vogelsang, ad loc., 
p. 82). 

• The expression iry <n!J followed by a suffix (or genitive) everywhere means ' to provide 
the maintenance of someone ' ,  i.e. to feed (cf. Vogelsang loc. cit. , as well as the examples 
there quoted, Pyram. 1 3 1  e, Urk. ii. uo, Mar. Abyd. ii. 63) .  
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which already in a papyrus of the sixteenth century B.C. (Zauberspriiche f. 
Mutter u. Kind, 6 ,  5 ,  Abh. d. Berl. Ak. , r9o r ,  p. 25) is called ' the two 
bricks ' (gb.ty, dual of gb.t ; neo-Eg. gb.t). 1 It was a seat of two large, fairly 
high bricks, on which the woman to be confined squatted whilst the midwife 
sat in front to receive the child in her lap. As the midwives were the first 
to recognize the sex of the newly-born at the bearing-seat of the ' two bricks ' ,  
Pharaoh's plan clearly consisted in causing them secretly to stifle the boys 
in the very moment of birth, before anyone could notice it. That is what 
is meant by the words ( r ,  1 6) : ' When ye deliver the Hebrew women, ye 
shall look on the O\��� ' i.e. the " two bricks " '. This was only possible for 
the midwives to do, and they simply did not carry out Pharaoh's behest. 
When Pharaoh reproached them for their remissness, they sought to justify 
themselves by the fact that the Hebrew women were n'�O and were delivered 
before the arrival of a midwife. The rapidity and ease of delivery is given 
as the obstacle preventing the midwives from being on the spot just in time 
to carry out Pharaoh's command. Accordingly it must be precisely the 
facile birth which is the most characteristic feature in ni\O· Proceeding 
from this point of view we do, in fact, obtain through Egyptian a clue to 
the meaning of this word : for the Egyptians had in addition to the collec
tive designation for small cattle <w.t (neo-Egyptian i1w.t, Er.-Gr. 23 and 5) 
also <n!J.t the living one, in fem. form (Er.-Gr. 27) for goats, sheep, an ex
pression which presumably had some contemptuous tinge (also in masc. 
from <n!J, probably for h�-goat, ram). We thus have in <n!J.t a word which 
in form and meaning provides us with the model on which irn was formed 
and this is what is meant by m�n , since goats, and in still greater degree 
sheep, are most easily and quickly delivered.2 What the midwives wanted 
to convey was that the Hebrew women were like goats and sheep : before 
a midwife could possibly arrive, they were already delivered. In using 
this comparison the midwives sought not only to explain the reason for the 
frustration of Pharaoh's plan, but also to simulate contempt for the Hebrew 
women before Pharaoh, and even their anger against them for coming to 

I From the form o�:i::i� it follows that the singular is j�� not j�� . Whether it was 

intentionally formed to distinguish it from )�� or whether they are from different roots is 
a question awaiting solution. It may be men:tioned that bnw.t in Egyptian denotes a sort 
of stone, e.g. Urk. iv. 8 3 1 , 6 :  ' a  gate was made for it of stone of bnw.t (m inr n bnw.t) ' . It 
must have been a hard stone as it was used for millstones, which were therefore called 
simply bnw.t. 

" This observation of mine has been confirmed by experienced veterinary authorities. 
Though it is likewise the case with the sow, this naturally does not come under considera
tion because the pig was, to Egyptians and Hebrews alike, an ' abomination '. 
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birth so quickly, and thus dispel in Pharaoh's mind any suspicion of favouring 
their own people. 1 

As to C'J::l� , the dual form is of particular importance because in Egyptian 
also the dual form gb.ty ' the two bricks ' was in use before the twelfth 
century B.C. (the time of the Exodus), whereas later the bearing-s�ool was 
simply called ' the brick ' 2, in the singular, or more fully ' the brick of 
bearing ' (dbe n mise).3 in the later Demotic period (Pap. Rhind. i, 2 ,  2). 
As a matter of fact, as will be seen from the grouping of the various 
determinative hieroglyphs for the bearing-stool in Spiegelberg, loc. cit. p. 22), 
the older and more primitive bearing-stool actually consisted of two single 
bricks. It only later developed into one piece put together from several 
bricks and having the form of a semi-circular seat with an opening in front, 
hence the use of the singular is explained by its referring to the seat as a 
whole and not to the two bricks of which it had previously consisted. 

The circumstance that ' the two bricks ' were a typically Egyptian ap
paratus, that c�:i::i� is used in the dual form and finally that it only occurs 
in our passage, there being in the whole of the rest of the Bible no trace of 

1 It is true that some commentators have thought of animals, viz. the sense that the Hebrew 
women were delivered without any assistance l ike animals, an interpretation which hardly 
makes the answer of the midwives plausible, because they did not want to say that the 
women were delivered without the assistance of a midwife, but birth took place before she 
could arrive. Moreover, in that case the correct form should be ni'O . In the vocalization 
ni'O doubtless an old tradition is preserved to mark the distinction from n�'O · animals · 
and to indicate that ' animals ' are not meant. In view of this, the Targum interpretation 
of il'n as ' midwife ' taking it in the Aramaic use of �n·n is untenable. But apart from 
this it is very questionable whether �n'n is not a mere artificial expression coined solely 
on the basis of the interpretation of il'n as ' midwife '. As a matter of fact there is no 
evidence whatever that �n�n is a genuine Aramaic word for midwife. On closer investiga
tion many such Targumic neologisms may be found, as is the case in neo-Hebrew, for 
which H. Torczyner (i�::ii i, vol. 2) gives a series of very instructive examples. 
• For the singular use cf. Hymn of Nefer-Abu (Erman, Sitz.-Ber. Berl. Akad. , l9I I ,  

p. 1098 = Ree. 2 ,  109) : ' I  sinned, etc. and she punished me, &c. I sat on the brick (!zmi-k 
(wy) lir gb.t) like a pregnant woman '. Also in Pap. Westcar it is several times mentioned 
of a new-born child (x, 19 ff. = Lit. 44 f.) that it was laid on ' the brick ' (db.t) , on an ifd 
which does not mean a ' sheet ' (Laken) as Erman puts it, but a '  band ' of cloth or linen for 
swaddling the child. This is the very word which we have in il':JE:>� Ex. 28, 8 = band. T �-.-: 

3 In the Coptic translation of the Pentateuch (ed. Lagarde) C':l::lN is rendered by Tce.u.1c 1  
which might correspond to the Egyptian t1 i.t mi.t ' the place of  birth ' ,  Spiegelb., loc. cit., 
p. 20, though we have no example thereof in Egyptian texts. It is curious that this 
translator should not have known the specific Egyptian expression gb.ty ' the two bricks ' ,  
though the word db.t was still in use in the Coptic Twwii.e, -rw.&e (Sp. WB. 141 ) , and even 
the ' bearing-seat of bricks ' was known as late as the Middle Ages, "as appears from the 
Elias Apocalypse 28, 7 ' she who gives birth . . .  speaks : wherefore do· I sit on the brick to 
bring children into the world ? ' . The expression used here f .lle b.. -rwAe coincides 
literally with the above-cited older Egyptian phra3e !zmiy !zr db.t  (Spiegelb., loc. cit. , p. 2 I ) .  
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such a delivery-seat in Israel, can only be explained by the fact that our 
narrator had personal acquaintance with, and exact knowledge of, these 
things. 

It should further be observed that also i.�� ' to cause to bear, help de
livery

, 
(only Ex. I ,  1 6) completely coincides with the Egyptian smsy (Er.-Gr. 

1 62), causative form of msy ' bear ', i.e. ' to make bear '. Likewise n1�:9 
midwife (only Ex. in Chap. I and Gen. 35, 17, 3 8, 28) corresponds to smJy.t 
' she who causes to bear ' (Urk. iv. 225). Although these two are expres
sions quite naturally formed and might occur in any other language, it is, 
nevertheless, remarkable that they are to be found only in the Exodus story 
and coincide completely with Egyptian. 

aJC,T;lf.-The ' Houses ' of the Hebrew Midwives. 

The ast�ss with which the Hebrew midwives evaded Pharaoh's accusa
tion must have impelled Pharaoh to resort to another more prom1smg 
measure. The appointment of Egyptian midwives would not suit his 
purpose as they would certainly not have been accepted by the Hebrews ; 
just as little could the organization of a detective service have been practi
cable as it would always have been successfully eluded. No other means 
was left to Pharaoh but to continue employing the Hebrew midwives for 
his design, and so he was prompted to use a new method whereby the mid
wives, as well as the prospective mothers, could be prevented from con
cealing the birth of boys. In a country like Egypt, where magic and 
clairvoyance were far more widely spread than in any other land, only a 
magic means was calculated to work terror and intimidation. The narrator 
indicates how such a means was found by which the end in view could best 
be achieved. Though he is not explicit, a clue is given us in the word 
o,n� = ' houses ' (Ex. 1 ,  2 1), which shows what he had in mind. According 
to 2 Kings 2 3 ,  7 c,n� means ' housings for idols ' 1 and the use of this �ord 
coincides exactly with the use in Egyptian of pr.w ' houses ' (pl. of pr house) 
for ' housings ' or ' arks ' for the idols in the Temples and elsewhere, cf. e.g. 
Urk. v, 1 64, 1 : ' the gods of Buto who are in front of their houses ', i.e. 
housings, arks (ntr.w pyy.w !Jnty pr.w-in). 

If this meaning is accepted also for c1n� in our case, the situation at once 
becomes quite clear : Pharaoh commanded the placing in all the Hebrew 
houses of images of terrifying deities (e.g. Sekhmet or Bes), as awesome 
watchmen to inspire constant fear in the Hebrew women, not only for the 

1 In Ex. 26, 29 it is also used for ' housings ' of bolts, and in 25, 27 for sockets of carrying
rods. 
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new-born boys, but also for the girls, whose lives had to be spared by 
Pharaoh's command, and even for their own lives. In this way the women 
were to be forced not to conceal male births, so as to avoid the wrath of such 
frightful observers. The narrator tells us of the counter-measures taken by 
the Hebrews to frustrate Pharaoh's plan : being familiar with Egyptian 
conceptions regarding their gods and their ways of treating them, they re
sorted to that means, wherewith all heathen peoples and even to-day super
stitious persons seek to nullify the effects of the inconvenient presence of 
an idol or an image ; what they did was to make o,nJ ' housings ' for these 
idols, and hide them therein, so as to deprive them of all control. In con
nection herewith it is to be noted that in this passage c,n�N is used for idols. 

That the narrator of Exodus sometimes applied o,nSN not to mn, but in 
the Egyptian sense of ntr = god, is proved by Ex. 4, 1 6, where as we 
have shown above (p. 43), it occurs in this sense and therefore no difficulty 
arises in treating c,n�N here also as ntr.w referring to the Egyptian gods or 
idols, which Pharaoh commanded to be set up. Now we are in a position 
to understand the whole passage. ' A.nd it came to pass that because the 
midwives feared the " gods " they (the Hebrews) made for them c,n:i 
" houses ", i.e. "housings".' 1 It will now be understood why Pharaoh found 
it necessary to command the whole people to cast every newborn Hebrew 
boy into the river : he had to resort to this measure because the ' gods ' 
had proved completely ineffective. 

6. ' People of the land '. 

In Ex. 5 ,  4 f. Pharaoh says to Moses and Aaron : ' Wherefore do ye 
disturb the people (cim) in their work. Get you unto your burdens ! '  and 
Pharaoh says further : ' Behold the " people of the land " (rJC$� C�) now are 
many, &c.'. Here Pharaoh seems to refer to a particular class and not to 

. speak generally of the people, so that ri�n cy ' the people of the land 
, 
is not 

the same as ' the people ' (CYi1). Now in Egyptian literature, particularly 
of the New Kingdom, we meet with the expression rmJ.t n p1 tJ ' people 

1 Though the text has �y,, in the singular it is an abbreviation of '�ll,, as is apparent 
from the Septuagint and other versions. Other P.xamples of such abbreviations in the Bible, 
are not uncommon. The usual interpretation of this phrase in the same way as 2 Sam. 
7, II and 1 Kings 2, 24, i.e. that God gave them houses, meaning descendants, has against 
it, first that in this case it should read Ji1S and not Ci1J ; and secondly that in the two pas
sages quoted, the idiom requires n,J in sing. and not as here in plur. It is quite in the 

spirit of Hebrew to say n,J '' i1�Y in the sense of ' family ' but not in the plural. That 
this is actually the case is deduced from the fact that elsewhere also the sing; n•:::i is applied 
to ' family ' but never occurs in this sense in the plural. 

I 
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of the land ' ; denoting folk belonging neither to the lower nor the upper 
class ; cf. Abbott, 4, 1 = Records, p. 257 ; rmt.t n p1 t1 ' folk, people of the 
land ' ; Harris, I I ,  I ,  rmt.t n p1 t1 ' people of the land ' are mentioned 
besides ' high officials ' (Jr.w), ' standard bearers ' (11.w-Jry.t), and ' inspectors ' 
(rwg.w).1 Thus standing between the upper and lower strata (cf. also Errnan, 
Ag. 1 88) they were a middle-class composed of what one might call ordinary 
c1t1zens. This is the people that Pharaoh had in mind : they were people 
who were not subjected to forced labour, and were allowed to pursue their 
own affairs and move about freely like Moses, Aaron, the Elders, and many 
others not fitted for work. 2 

In the light of this fact it becomes intelligible why two different expres
sions, viz. l1'iEli1 and 11':l�i1 ,  are used. The first can only imply disturb
ance of a particular continuous work like the forced labour in our case : 
the second is a causative of J1JW ' to abstain from work, to be idle ' and relates 
to the suspension of voluntary activity or some undefined business. Now 
Pharaoh told Moses and Aaron that they should not ' disturb ' the labourers 
in their prescribed work which they had to perform continuously day by 
day, and he adds angrily and scornfully : there are enough ' people of the 
land ', i.e. leisured folk who do not work and produce nothing ; let these 
people ' go idle ', make them leave their affairs and occupy themselves with 
such things as sacrificing to your God. 

G· To Make the Savour Stink '. 

Ex. 5, 21. the Hebrews say to Moses and Aaron : ' You have made our 
savour stink (��Cl'1-n� ci;i�=tt:;i.;:i) in the eyes of Pharaoh and in the eyes of his 
servants ' (cf. also Gen. 34, 30). This is an idiom which coincides with 
Egyptian !Jn! ' to stink ' in conjunction with rn ' name ' ; to ' make the name 
of anyone to stink ' means ' to libel, to accuse, to insinuate ', as is shown by 
the following examples : Pap. Anast., i. 28, 7. Gardiner, Egypt. Hieratic Texts, . 
p. 3o = Lit. 234) ' that thou shouldst not say thou hast made my name to 
stink (!Jn.S-k rn-y) before all other people ' ; Ani, L' Egyptologie Nov. I 87 4, 
p. 87, max. 9 :  ' go not in and out at the Court of Justice that thy name 
should not stink (tm rn-k !Jns")' ; 3 Ani, ibid. July, p. I 50, max. 22 : ' ally 

1 For more details about rmJ.t against Spiegelberg's allegations, see Erwiderung, p. 8 f. 
• The same differentiation occurs also in Gen. 42, 6 :  first of all it is the common people, 

i.e. the ordinary citizens cri�m t:lll) who are supplied by Joseph with corn ; it is only later 
that the landed proprieters and peasantry are also dealt with (47, 1 6 ff.).  It is now clear 
that in Gen. 23, 12 f. r�n t:ll1 means the citizens, and thereby the difficulty felt by many 
commentators is removed. It has the same meaning also in 2 Kings 23, 30 ; it was the 
middle cla.3s, not the peasantry, who proclaimed Jehoahaz as king. 

3 Here a warning is given to avoid having too much to do with Law Courts , in order not 
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thyself not with the slave of another whose name stinks (iw rnf ljns").' 1 
A similar figurative use of the ' evil savour ' of one's name for bad reputa
tion occurs in the Song of the Life-weary in many passages,: e.g. ' Behold, 
cursed be my name, behold, even more than that of a woman (l:zmt) of 
whom lies are spoken to her husband ' i.e. than the reputation of a woman 
slandered to her husband ; or : ' Behold, my name is accursed ; behold, more 
than the smell of a carcass (?) (sty 1sw) on summer days ' ;  or : ' more than 

· the smell of the (dead) birds (sty 1psw (sic)) or : ' more than the smell of 
the fishermen ' (#y J:i1m.w) or : ' of the crocodile ' 3 msf:z.w (ll. 87 ; 92 ; 94 ; 
98 = Lit. 89). 

In Ex. 5, 21 we have the reproduction of an expression quite current 
among the Egyptians. The Hebrew version is, of course, more drastic, 
because the narrator wanted to use a coarser, more plebeian expression (IJ� 
' savour ' instead of ' name ') in order to bring out vividly the rage, fear, and 
the despair of the exhausted people. 

8. ' Voices ' or ' Voices of God ' for ' Thunder '. 

Ex. 9, 23, 291  33,  34 r,,,,i' ' voices ' and 9, 28 0'i1'to: m'ip ' voices of God ' are 
quite common designations among the Egyptians for thunder. For them 
it was ljrw n ntr ' a  voice of God ' or !J.rw by1 ' a  voice of Heaven '.4 Wen
Amon, ii. I 9, Ree., xxi. 87 has : mk ir imn brw m t1 p.t ' take care, Amon 
will " make a voice " in Heaven ', i.e .thunder ; here it is called the voice 
of Amon exactly as Ex. 91 28 the voice of God. 5 Besides iry brw ' to make 

to come under suspicion of abetting bribery. Even to-day in the East such shady agents 
haunt the Law Courts, and even idle spectators, if they too often frequent the Law Courts, 
are suspected as such. It is, therefore, not considered respectable to be seen in a Law 
Court unless one has business there. 
1 The allusion is to a man who is under suspicion of misusing his slave for unchaste pur

poses, an evil which was already very common in ancient Egypt as one can see inter alia 
from the various ' Confessions before the Court of the Dead ' (Totenb. ,  chap. 125 = Urk. 
Roeder, p. 276, 1 5-20). 
• Eccles. 7, I and 10, I are based on the antithetic conception of the bad and good savour 

of the name. 
3 Also in Ex. 7, 1 8, 21 ��:::i is used of stinking of fish, which for the Egyptians was parti

cularly intolerable and therefore, proverbial. It is used also of frogs,Ex. 8, lO, and of the 
rotten and maggoty manna, 16, 20, 24. 

4 !Jrw by1 is the prototype of the Coptic f poy&AM (S) ::5�p�.B.�1 (B) ' thunder' (Spiegelb. 

WB. 14 and 243). The Coptic also has f poy.u.ne and �po.u.ne .for thunder (ibid. 245), 
which also points to an Egyptian brw n p.t ' voice of Heaven ' ,  though no example in Egyp
tian texts has yet been found thereof. Pyr. l 120 gives mdw p.t ' speaking of Heaven ' in the 
sense of thunder (when the Heaven speaks, the earth trembles, &c.). 

s In Schiffb., pl. m ,  57, !;rw stands in conjunction with IJ.ry : <h<n sgmn.y  !;rw lJ.ry ' then I 
heard the voice of a thunder ' ; possibly IJ.ry means ' storm ' or perhaps it is synonymous 
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a voice 'rdy brw ' to g£ve a voice ' was also used just as in our passage niSip ;m ; . ':; 
cf. e.g. Math., Handb. 87 B, 62 : rdy.tw brwf n l;m n ntr pu ' there was given , 

his voice (namely) of the majesty of this god.' 1 
It is noteworthy that the Hebrew narrator applies the expression ni?ip for 

brw just in a passage where Moses addresses Pharaoh and likewise puts into 
the mouth of Pharaoh himself (9, 28) O'i1?t{ ni?ip for !Jrw. In this and 
similar cases the expressions used render transparent the fact that the 
narrator had in mind the Egyptian language in which the conversation was 
conducted. 

9. ' Great Mixture ' for ' Mob ' 

In Ex. I 2, 38 the expression .J1 .:rw ' great mixture ' is derived from .J"lY ' to 
mix ' for a formless jumble of people, mob. That this is actually meant is 
seen from the analogous expression l:J8�'='� ' mixture ' in the parallel passage 
Num. I I ,  4 of the same mob, as ' riff-raff ', ' rag, tag, and bobtail '. .:riv. 
is coined in exactly the same way as the Egyptian s1my.t ' band, guild ' 
from sm1 ' mix, mingle '.2 Moreover Mery-Ka-Re, 94 ( =Lit. 80) has smJj.t 
in reference to a ' gang ', an evil band, a mixture of Bedouins, of ' wretched 
Asiatics ', in the same contemptuous sense as .J"ll1. It should be emphasized 
that, particularly in New Egyptian, i.e. contemporary with the Exodus 
period, sm1w was actually used for ' mixture ' and ' combination ' (Er.-Gr. 
145).l 

with brw in the meaning of voice, as lpy seems to be related to, or identical with Semitic 
�ip . 

1 Cf. also Ex. 1 9, 1 6  ' voices and lightnings ' (O'pi.Ji ni?1p) whereas in 20, 1 8  we have 

' voices and flames ' (0',�!J?i1 n� ni?ipn n�). Also in l Sam. 7, 10 the reference is to 

thunder. Perhaps also i1ii1' �p is used in many passages in the Psalms, as e.g. 29, 3 ff. for 

thunder. But undoubtedly this is the meaning of ti'?l1 ?ip 2 Sam. 22, 14 = Ps. 18 ,  14 and 

in 'iW ?ip Ezek. l ,  24 and lO, 5. The same meaning is in 0'Pi1W i.:in.:i ?ip Ps. 77, 1 8  and 

0111 ?ip Ps. 77, 19.  104, 7. Also in Job 28,  26 and 38,  25 ni?ip means thunder. The 
word OY, which does not occur in the Pentateuch is the same as the Akkadian rfmu 
' thunder '.  Cf. Muss-Arnolt, s. v. 

2 In discussing .J1l1 and 1:)0� the identical use of the Egyptian sm1 will be illustrated also 
in other cases. 

3 According to Geiger, Urschrift, 71, the original reading should have been .J1J"ll1 a re
duplicated form of .:iiy , as in the Samaritan Pentateuch it is written as one word. In the 
Codices available to me as well as in the Edition of Galls, this is, however, not the case. 
Moreover the simple form .:1131 for mixed people occurs also elsewhere as e.g. in Neh. 13,  3, 
where the reference also is to alien elements. In Jer. 25,  20 and Ezek. 30,  5 .:iiy appears 
almost certainly to relate to the ' mixed population ' among the Egyptians and their allies, 
likewise Jer. 50, 37 to the mob in Babylon. All these passages relate not to a particular 
nation, but to the low class of a mixed multitude. 



CHAPTER IV 

PARTS OF THE BODY USED IN PHRASES 

AMONG the expressions in which particular parts of the body occur as e.g. 
head, arm, hand, lip, heart, there are some of idiomatic character, and others 
which are used as mere formulae coinciding literally with the Egyptian in 
both cases. The coincidence is so close that in many instances the correct 
meaning of the Hebrew expression only becomes clear by comparison with 
the Egyptian. In some other cases especially where parts of the body are 
used metaphorically, there is such an exact, almost literal coincidence 
between the Hebrew and the Egyptian that they elucidate each other. This 
branch of linguistic study is so extraordinarily prolific and comprehensive, 
that here we merely confine ourselves to a few characteristic examples from 
the Joseph and Exodus narratives under review, leaving to another occasion 
a fuller discussion of the subject as a whole. 1 

Q. Lift up the Heav 
Gen. 40, 13 reads : ' Yet within three days ';J��i-n� i1Y"}� M� shall Pharaoh 

lift up thy head and restore thee unto thy place '. In C'�i �ci.:i we have 
a literal reproduction of the Egyptian expression Jsy (also wts) tp (or d1d1) 2 
' to lift up, to elevate the head ' which in ritual speech was quite usual for 
awakening the dead to new life. Thus e.g. Urk. v. 149, I I of the dead king : 
'I lift up his face, I raise his head (tsy-y tp-f wJs-y lp.t-f) that he may convey 
a command '. Pyr. 1 262 : (to the dead king) ' thy head is uplifted by the 
two godly Enneads . . .  thou livest ! thou livest ! '  1 500 b and 1 503 : ' his head 
is uplifted by Re ', etc. Always it is a deity that ' lifts up ' his head. So 
here it is represented to the incarcerated butler that Pharaoh will ' lift up ' 
his head in order to rest�re him to his former place. In this sense ��., �C'.J 
occurs only here, and the narrator expressly translates a select phrase so 
full of fateful significance to an Egyptian, in order that he may exactly 

1 P. Dhorme, L'Amploi metaphorique des noms de parties du corps en hibreu contains many 
parallels to a similar use in Hebrew ; but as will be shown on another occasion, it is only 
by a comparison between Hebrew and Akkadian on the one side, and Hebrew and Egyptian 
on the other side, that it can be decided whether the use of a Hebrew phrase is more akin _ 

to Akkadian or Egyptian. 
' As everywhere the hieroglyphic for ' head ' can be read both tp and rhrh. we will tran

scribe it always by tp except in passages where t.!u!J is written syllabically. 
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reproduce the Egyptian idiom in the conversation of the Hebrew with the 
high Egyptian officials, thereby emphasizing Joseph's familiarity with the 
select speech and the religious conceptions of the Egyptians in his inter
course with exalted personages, even before his summons to Court. Thus 
in this passage also there is an intentional approximation to Egyptian. r 

� Heavy Eyes. 

In Gen. 48, 10 it is said oWacob, that his eyes became very weak because 
of his great age. The text i$� �,�f 'ITT�� 1a1m reads literally : ' and Israel's 
eyes became heavy for age '. This remarkable expression which only occurs 
in the ose h narrative and has no arallel in other Semitic Ian a es, 1s 
an exact reproduction of t e Egyptian dns ' to be heavy ', used in connexion 
wit t e e es in the sense of being weak and dim, in consequence of great 

(age. Just as in our -case, Sinuhe, complaining of his senile debilities, says� 
' Weakness has overtaken me, my eyes are heavy (ir.ty-y dm), my arms 
weak, and my legs do not follow ' (Sin. B. 1 69-70 = Lit. 22). It is obvious 
that 1J:J having the same concrete meaning as dns ' to be heavy ', and being 
used also metaphorically in the same sense and for the same occasion, cannot 
but be an adaptat�on to the Egyptian mode of speech.2 

Q' Eye of the Land ' 

Ex. 10, 5 we are told that the locusts were so numerous that they covered 
n�Q rv. ' the eye of the land '. It is taken to relate to the face of the earth, 
yet the difficulty is generally felt as to the use of the eye as a metaphor for the 
face of the earth since no other example for such a metaphor is to be found. 
From the Egyptian we learn that ' eye of the land ' means nothing else 
but the sun, which was conceived by the Egyptians a� the ' eye of Re '.3 
The Hebrew may have deemed it on religious grounds to be better, and 
probably also considered it on poetic grounds to be finer, to transfer the 

1 On the word j� for ' post ' as Egyptian borrowing cf. below, p. 92. That ��� is used 
also in other Hebrew phrases and expressions analogously to the Egyptian 1sy, w1s will be 
shown elsewhere. 

• As we shall presently see (p. 69) 13:1 is used in a similar way to dns in another metaphor 
in connexion with ' heart ' .  

3 The sun as the wandering eye (ir.t or W{}l.t) of Re was a very widespread conception 
among the Egyptians, and was transferred from Re also to Osiris and Horus. The eye of 
Re as well as the Horus-eye play a great role in Egyptian mythology. It is the right eye in 
particular which is taken as the sun whereas the left eye represents the moon. Thus : Hymn 
to the Evening Sun, Totenb. ,  chap. 1 5 B, ii, 10 ( = Lit. 139) , sun and moon are described as 
the two eyes (ir.ty) of Re .. In the Naples Stela, l. 4, Brugsch, Thes. iv, p. 632 , the same is 
said of another god : wt}l.t-f pw itn Wt]i.t-f pw i<l:z ' (this) his eye is the sun (and this) his eye 
is the moon.' Cf. also Ebers, Korperteile, p. 53 ff. 
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mythological conception of the eye from Re to the earth 1 and designate the 
sun as fi�il j\17 ' the eye of the land ' which means the ' eye of the world ', 
since fil:'C signified for the Hebrews, as t1 = land did for the Egyptians, 
both ' land ' and ' world '. That fit-:il rv actually refers to the sun is best 
shown by Ex. 10, 15 where it is said that the locusts ' covered fil:'Cil ':J r11 MN 

" the eye of the whole land " so that the land was darkened ' ; this conveys 
that the locusts flew up in such dense swarms that they obscured the 
sunshine as with a thick cloud. This phenomenon has actually been 
observed and related on several occasions by numerous reliable eye-witnesses.2 
By the covering the eye of the land reference was made to the extraordinarily · 
terrifying, immeasurably large size of the locust swarms which darkened the 
light of the sun. In course of time this phrase remained in use simply to 
characterize enormous quantities, without being taken literally, as is the 
case with other similar metaphors. So we find that Num. 22, 5 in describing 
the panic of the Moabites at the appearance of the Hebrews applies the same 
metaphor to their great numbers that ' cover the eye of the land '. 

4. ' Lip ' for ' Shore ', ' Bank '. 

That the metaphorical use of ' lip ' ii�� for ' shore ', as e.g. i;l:'C:i} M;?� 
Gen. 41 ,  3 ;  Ex. 2,  3. 7, 1 5  ' bank of the River Nile ' or ' shore of the sea ' 
as in Ex. 1 4, 30 , &c. was current also in Egyptian at all times has long been 
established as e.g. by Ebers, Die EU.Cher Moses, p. 3 39. The Egyptians 
spoke of ' the lip of the water ' for the bank of the River Nile, thus e.g. 
Lebensmiide, xv, 1. 66 f., p. 42 , of the fish ' on the lip of the water ' sp.t n 
mw, i.e. on the bank of the Nile ; 3 Wen-Amon (Ree. xxi, 86, 1 3-14 = 

1 From similar motives the Biblical collector of proverbs in adopting the sayings of the 
Egyptian sage Amenemope in the ' words of the wise ' (Prov. 22, 1 7 ff.) uses the eagle (iWJ 
23, 5) instead of r1.w ' geese ' (Amenemope, 10, 4). Cf. Erman, Eine iig. Quelle der 'Spruche 
Salomos ' :  Sitzb. d. Pr. Ak. d. W., Berlin, 1924, vol. xv, p. 87. This occurred not as Erman 
remarks, merely because he regarded the eagle as more poetical but also because geese were 
for the Egyptians the usual sacrifice to the dead and therefore, were, as I assume, an 
abomination to the Hebrews. That the goose is included among the prohibited unclean 
animals is shown by the mention of il�i , Deut. 14, 1 3 .  This is the true reading and not 
ii�, , Levit. 1 1 , 14. 

• I would refer here inter alia to the description of the great plague of locusts in 1916 in 
Palestine. There the darkening of the light of the sun by swarms of locusts was the most 
prominent feature as was emphasized in several newspapers and scientific periodicals in 
almost identical language. The same phenomenon recently occurred (July 23,  1931) in 
Angola, when swarms of locusts were so dense that, according to newspaper reports, they 
" completely obscured the sun for some hours ". . 

3 Here as elsewhere the Nile is simply called mw ' water ', exactly like [J\Oil ' the water ' 
in the Exodus narrative, e.g. 2, 1 0. 7, 15.  8, 16. Unlike other passages where the word is 
used in the general sense of water it here specifically refers to the Nile. 
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Lit. l 79) ip.t p1 ym for the shore of the sea ; 1 and in the Diadochen-Stela 
(Ptolem. Soter) Brugsch, .Ji.Z., 1 87 1 ,  2, we find ip.t w1g-wr ' lip of the great 
green ', meaning the shore of the Mediterranean Sea. The dual ip.ty was 
used for both banks of the river. 

It is noteworthy that ip.t is the same word as i1El<!' and that it was also 
used in Egyptian for the lip itself as e.g. Ptahhotep, Devaud, p. 46, 529, 
( = Lit. 63) ; ' right are his lips (<Ip ip.ty-fy ) when he speaks '.2 sp.t be
longs to the Semitic loan words introduced into Egyptian very early, already 
long before the Hyksos period but more especially in the New Kingdom 
and then remained in use side by side with genuine Egyptian words. Thus 
they used ip.t = i1::li:' for ' shore ' side by side with the Egyptian word wgb ; 
similarly ib = Sem. ::i;, together with lpty ' heart ' ;  <yn = Sem. r11· together 
with ir.t ' eye ' ;  idn = Sem. rr:oe with <nh ' ear ' ;  ns = Sem. [;i ]i:';, with ihw 
and sir (new-Egyptian) ' tongue ' ; k1b = Sem. ::iip with !J..t ' belly ', and many 
others. 

Also the use of hand in Ex. 2, s ' on the hand of the river ' ,,�,i1 ,, ;,y 
corresponds to the Egyptian use of < = forearm, hand, for ' side '. Actually 
,, here does not refer to the bank as a whole but to the edge of the bank 
nearest to the river, viz. the spot where Pharaoh's daughter bathed. The 
distinction between i1Eli:' and ,, is thus intentional and testifies to the 
stylistic finesse of the Hebrew narrator. 

It may further be observed that the Egyptians had for ' shore, beach ' 
another word, viz. bf11.t or bfy, e.g. Bergm., Buch der Ewigk. p. 379 , 30 : 
' thou landest at the shore (Jybw) of Busiris '. Cf. also Wreszinski, .Jig. 
Inschr. Mus. Wien, p. 1 6 1  bfy shore, beach (Vienna Sarcophagus, I. 30 has 
Sf.t for shore) and Er.-Gr. 1 26 bf11.t, late Egyptian bfy = beach, meadows. 
This word is probably identical with Sem. 91n ; the i in Sf.t is to be explained 
by the conversion of b into i and ift seems therefore to originate from bf11.t 
Nevertheless the coincidence of the Hebrew 91n and Egyptian bf11.t, bfy on 
the one hand and on the other of i1Eli:' and the Egyptian sp.t, Sf.t is of great 
interest. 

5. ' Mouth ' for ' command '. 

' Mouth ', which in Gen. 41 ,  40. 45, 21  is used in the sense of ' command, 
injunction, precept ', displays exactly the same usage as the Egyptian 

1 The Egyptian narrator obviously endeavours to reproduce in Egyptian as far as possible 
the words of the Prince of Byblos spoken in the Canaanite or Phoenician language as they 
were by using the Semitic loan words (current also in Egyptian) ip.t = i1Eli:' and im = l:i' 
' sea ' for ' shore of the sea '. 
• We find in Coptic also the same word cnoTOi (S) c�oTO'f (B) for shore, strand in the 

singular and plural, both of the river and of the sea. Sp. WB. 1 22. 
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TI = ' mouth ' in connexion with a god, a king or some other person in the 
sense of ' command, injunction ', e.g. Go!. Ree. I 3 ,  p. 76 , pl. I ,  I 3 ( = Records, 
iii ,  p. 83) : ' for the sake of my beautiful house in Abydos irr 'IJ.r r1 n ntr 
made at the mouth of God ', i.e. ' at the command of God ' (not ' oracle ' as 
Breasted gives). We have specially selected this example, to which many 
others may be added, because it is literally identical with the phrase frequently 
occurring, especially in the Pentateuch i1W ,n �l.' , where 'n �l.' is also in its 
grammatical construction perfectly analogous to the Egyptian l;r r1 = ' at 
the mouth ', i.e. on the command. 1 

6. ' Hand of God '. 

In Ex. 9, 3 it is said that the cattle plague is to be conjured up by 
i11i1, ,, • In the ' hand of God ' (!.r.t ntr alternatively c ntr), the Egyp
tian saw the saving power which always protected him from misfortune. 
and when he spoke of ' the hand of God that is with Egypt ' he thereby 
referred to the security and impregnability of his country as well as the in
vulnerability of his people against enemy attacks. Cf. e.g. Stela of Nefer-Abu, 
Erman, Sitz.-Ber. Berl. Akad. 1 9 1 1 ,  1099 : ' She (the goddess) was gracious 
to me after she had let me see her hand (!.r.t-st) ', i.e. vouchsafed me her 
protection and brought me healing. But ' the hand of God ' is also directed 
as punitive power against the sinner and is the instrument for all blows of 
fate. Cf. e.g. Sinuhe 262 where he describes his anxiety in the presence 
of the king, saying ' it is like the hand of God (< n ntr), it is a fright that is 
in my body ' ;  Amenemope, xxiv, I 1 : ' mock not a man that is in the hand 
of God ' (m gr.t (!.1.t)p1 ntr) ; xxiv, 20 : ' how doth he rejoice who reaches 
the West ( = the nether world) when he is safe in " the hand of the God " ' 
(m gr.t p1 ntr), i.e. without incurring the punishment of the Court of the 
Dead ; likewise xxvi, 20 ' in the hand of the God ' speaking of the dangers 
of a storm at sea (?). 

It is now possible to gauge the biting irony that lay in Moses ' announce
ment of one of the worst plagues by which the Egyptians were to be so 
sorely tried in the use of the phrase nin, ,, as the punitive instrument. 
Thereby Pharaoh was to be told that gr.t ntr ' the hand of God ', to which 
he and his people looked up in hope and fear, which they at one moment 
regarded as the symbol of the highest and surest protection, and at another 
tremblingly beheld as fate immutable, would now prove to be helpless 
against the ' hand of i1ii1' ' , which would be raised against him as a menacing 

1 Cf. also Gen. 45, 2 1 ,  Ex. 38 , 2 1  and many other passages. On ' mouth ' as title cf. above 
p. 42. Elsewhere further examples of the use of i1El = r1 will be given. 

K 
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power, destroying the whole wealth of Egypt, the cattle and all domestic 
animals, by sickness and death. In the ears of an Egyptian the use of gr.t 
ntr = ' the hand of God ' must have sounded from the mouth of a Hebrew 
uttering threats as a terrible blasphemy and felt as an intentional insult. 

7. Hand and Arm as symbols of Strength 

' The strong hand ' i18!!]iJ i!iJ , ' the outstretched arm ' il:��1 phr , frequently 
mentioned in the Exodus narrative and repeatedly occurring elsewhere, 
Ex. 3 ,  19. 6, 1 ,  6 ;  Num. 20, 20 ; Deut. 4, 34 etc., are quite ordinary expres
sions in Egyptian, especially in reference to battles and conquests. Thus 
e.g. g1y ' to stretch forth, to turn towards ' (Er.-Gr. 2 1 8) in conjunction with 
' arm ' =  to stretch out the arm in hostile intent against someone, to oppose 
him, to resist him, e.g. g1y c Admon. 1 2, 2 and the passage quoted from 
Pyr. 498 a, ibid., p. 82 with g1y c ;  also Ree. 1 6, 1 25. Further in the same 
meaning dwn-gr.t ' stretch out the hand ' e.g. Einsetzung des Mondes, 1 .  72 
( = AOT. 2, 1 84) : ' I  will make thee stretch out thy hand (dwn-k gr.t-k) 
against the face of the primeval gods ' (p1wty.w). 

Particularly frequent is the expression n!Jt-< ' strong arm ' (or hand as 
c means both) from n!Jt ' to be bold, strong, courageous ' ,  also in the causative 
as e.g. Annal. of Thutmosis iii. 1 .  85  or Urk, iv. 657, 9 ' and his father Amon 
strengthened both his arms ' �r snbt <wy-Jy). n!Jt c was also used succinctly 
for victory and strength (Er.-Gr. 86) without any longer thinking of the 
action of the hand ; this seems also to be the case in many passages in 
Hebrew. Similarly frequent is !Jp! 'l;my ' strong, mighty arm ' ;  e.g. Sall. iii. 
8, 2 ( = Lit. 267) : ' thou destroyest the land of the Khaty with thy strong 
arm ' (bp!-k �ny), cf. also Sall. iii. 8 ,  10. 9, 1 (=Lit. 268) : ' hundreds of 
thousands (had he) overthrown with his strong arm '.1 

8. The Finger of God. 

When Moses inflicted the third plague on the Egyptians (Ex. 8, 13-15) 
the magici�ns of Pharaoh were not able to reproduce it as they had done 
with the previous plagues (Ex. 7 ,  12 , 22. 8, 3). In order to justify their 
ineptitude they declared that it was ' the finger of God ', o��iS� Y�t� 
(Ex. 8, 15). The fact that this expression is said to have come from the 
mouth of the magicians, and further that such an explanation was considered 
-----
1 bpf is used both of the thigh and

_ 
of the forearm, just as also Coptic !:!JWil!:!J (Sp. WB. 

203) .  Originally the king would have been conceived as a lion who strikes down his prey 
with his forepaws. 
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to be fully sufficient to excuse the failure of their magical efforts, suggests 
an Egyptian origin for the exEression itself, as well as for the �e 
conception connected with it. 

The finger m connexion with the name of a god, e.g. ' the finger of Seth ' 
or ' the finger of Thoth ', was indeed current in magical texts. The ' finger 
of Seth ' (gb< H!J) must have its origin in the myth of the fight of Seth 
against Horu� for world domination, and be related to the episode when Seth 
damaged his eye (cf. further below, p. 244). The ' finger of Seth ' was 
from old a source of threat and terror, especially for the dead who were 
exposed to all the vicissitudes suffered by Osiris and Horns at the hands of 
Seth, so that special spell-formulae had to be applied in order to avert a 
similar danger from Seth and other gods or demons. 1 The idea of ' the 
finger of God ' as very dangerous appears also in connexion V(ith Thoth, 
' the finger of Thoth ' (gb' g�wty) being mentioned as a constant threat to 
Apophis, the monstrous dragon of the night, and most terrible foe of the 
Sun-god Re.2 

It is now clear the Plague of Lice appeared to the Egyptian magicians
because of their inability to imitate Moses this time-as a blow coming 
from an unknown source over which no magician had any power, either 
to produce or to avert, and thus could only be caused by ' the finger Q_f_ a 
god ', like that of Seth or of another hostile deity. It is, however, quite 
possible that in this connexion the magicians did not refer to one of their 
gods, but to the God of Moses, recognizing that the mysterious power of 
ii£s God was beyond their grasp. At any rate, the expression ' finger of 
God ', as well as the whole idea of an atrocious visitation being caused by 
the ' finger of God ', was undoubtedly Egyptian. It is to be noted that even 
the word y:i-:r� is the same as in Egyptian gb< so that the whole phrase 
c�il'� y:i-:r� is a literal rendering of gb< ntr ' finger of God '.3 

1 Cf. Mariette Tab. 22, Abydos Ritual Texts, Chap. 4, the formula spoken by the King 
when removing the bolt from the shrine of the god : ' The finger of Seth is removed from 
the eye of Horus, so that it heals ' .  For spell-formulae for the dead, cf. Pyr. 48 (Sethe's 
additional pages to Vol. I, 27-8} : ' Take to thyself (m n-k} the finger of Seth (gb< stb} which 
causes the white eye of Horus to see ' .  Pyr. 1 302 are the fingers of Atum (t]b'.w tm) men
tioned as a threat to a god or demi-god. 
• Cf. Apophis, 30, 2-3 : ' Re dismembers thee . . .  the finger of Thoth is in thy eyes, his 

spell seizes thee, annihilated is thy figure ' ,  etc. I think that the whole object of the 
counting of the fingers (Sethe, AZ. 1918,  1 6  ff. and Gunn, ibid. 1922, 71 f.) is connected with 
the spell against the e1es being damaged by the finger of Seth or other go.ds on the way 
through the nether world. 

3 Although t]b< may be a very old Semitic loan-word in Egyptian, the phrase itself is 
typically Egyptian. 
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friendly ', (Er.-Gr. 32) is obviously based on ' being careful, attentive ' � 
The identical usage of w1l;z and ob' or nr::i moreover clearly emerges fronl:. 
many other analogous expressions in Hebrew and Egyptian still to b� 
discussed. '; 

1 1. Bone, Limb = '  Self ' 

The expression i1!iJ o;'iJ 0�¥¥= ' on this very day ' occurs in Ex. 12 ,  17, 4�� 
51  and elsewhere, most frequently in the Pentateuch.1 Here we hav 
a metaphorical use of ' bone ' or ' limb ' for ' self ' without retaining the ;l 
memory of the original meaning of tl�.11. Exactly the same metaphorical us� 
of 1;z< ' limb ' for ' self ' (sometimes in the plural l;z<.w) also occurs in Egyptian.t 

Of many examples we only quote : Sin. 66 (R.) ' the inhabitants of his to .: ; 
loved him more than !;z<.w-fu their limbs ',  i.e. themselves ; Amenemop' 
viii. 1 7  f. ' Plough the fields, so wilt thou find thy need ; thou receivest th· 
sacrificial loaves from thy very own threshing floor ' (n btyw l;z<.w-k literal( 
' threshing floor of thy limbs '). 3 

Further, the fact that ds is the classical expression for 'self ' and by f::, 
the most wide-spread (Er.-Gr. § 1 54), whereas on the other hand !;z< is us · 

both in Demotic and Coptic, gives grounds for the suggestion that !;z< 
a less choice expression and belonged rather to vernacular speech. Thi . · 
so far of interest as it presents an example for the modelling of the Heh 
on a vernacular mode of expression. 

In this connexion it must be pointed out that the Egyptian used ' hem�, 
and ' limb ' alternatively though for bone he had the separate word �· 
Exactly the same occurs in Hebrew where tl'lf.11 means both ' bone ' ar{ 

1 In the Pentateuch alone twelve times, elsewhere only Josh. twice and Ezek. four tim'' 
Cf. also Ex. 24, IO o���i1 O:i.11.:J ' like the heaven itself ' .  

• In Coptic fWW = ti< with suffix means only ' self '. In Demotic legal document:S°-�;. 
(with suffix) is regularly used for ' self ' ,  e.g. fi<-J ' he himself' (Sethe-Partsch, p. 306, § z? 
3 The peculiar expression for suicide mt.w m f}r.tw r fi<.w-sn repeatedly occurring in . .' •  

Pap. jud. de Turin (e.g. cols. 29, , &c.) might just as well mean : ' they died by their ,;'. · 
on their limbs ', as also ' by their very hand ', as in parallel passages like cols. 5 ,  4 and 6,-: · 

other word used only for ' self' f}! appears in place of h<.w (mt n.w f}J.w). .� 
4 The identification of bone and limb is doubtless a remnant of the primitive mod�;1 

thought which deemed hands, fingers, legs, &c. to be the most essential members of the bo� 
The use of a bodily member in the sense of ' self ' is customary also in other Sem,t · I  
languages : only each language has a different organ, thus e.g. the Arabic (besides the fi 
dem. pron. �!.>) ' the eye ' i.;,y.P- or � ' soul ' with and without preposition, e.g. � 
� ' the man in his eye ', � ..:;..�I ' the house in its eye ', � �I ' the tree� 
soul ' everywhere in the sense of ' self '; Aram.-Syr. �01J = bone or body = ' self ' per 
followed the Hebrew. In neo-Hebrew also 91J = body = ' self '. Similar examples f. 
other languages could be cited for the use of some bodily member to denote ' self ' ,  

· 
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' limb ', as appears from many Bible passages. Only later was JW:'!ty fem. 
plural used as collective for all limbs.1 

The establishment of the fact that o�y was used for limb leads to the 
correct meaning of an injunction in Ex. 12 ,  46 which has been completely 
misunderstood. It says there of the Paschal lamb : ' in one house shall it 
be eaten, thou shalt not carry forth aught of the flesh abroad out of the 

house, i:i �,��ry t6 0�¥1 neither shall ye break a bone thereof '. Here tl�"Y does 
not refer to the breaking of a bone as such during the meal. tl'!tY here is not 
' bone ' but ' limb ', and the meaning is, that in roasting the lamb it is to be 
kept whole without severing a limb, as expressly stated previously in 1 2 ,  9 that 
it should be roasted ' head with legs and body ' i.e. as a whole. This is based 
on the injunction that each house (v.3) was to have a whole lamb for itself. 
Now, in order to prevent the lamb from being distributed among various 
houses it was not to be cut up in the roasting. This is more clearly 
brought out in 1 2 ,  4 where it  is provided that in the case where a whole 
lamb be too much for one house, the nearest neighbour was to come in to 
participate, so that the sacrifice should be consumed in one house and no 
parts taken out. We now realize that 1 2 ,  46 ' In one ho.use shall it be eaten ; 
thou shalt not carry forth ought of the flesh abroad out of the house ; neither 
shall ye break a bone thereof ', far from constituting a contradiction to 12, 9 
as suggested by critics is in reality in thorough accordance with it.2 

' The Egyptians also used the plural [i<.w ' limbs ' collectively for the bodily frame, for the 
lineament and appearance of the body. Thus it was quite usual to say of beautiful women 
that they were beautiful in all their limbs, e.g. Westcar, ii. 5, 10 f. ( = Lit. 68) : women 
m nfr.t nt [i<.w-m with beautiful limbs, i.e. of beautiful appearance, of comely build. 

• In ZAT., 1915,  r30 Hess draws attention to a custom which he observed among the 
Bedouin of the 'Otobe who avoid breaking a bone of the sacrificial sheep which they 
slaughter on the seventh day after the death of a relative. Nevertheless this cannot serve 
as a parallel, as the motive here is quite different, being for the purpose of keeping the 
bones intact and putting them together after the consumption of the meat on the grave of 
the deceased in order that he may ride on the skeleton of the animal. From other Bedouin 
I have learned that instead of a sheep they slaughter a camel as a sacrifice for the dead and 
then heap up the bones near the grave to serve the deceased as a steed at the resurrection. 



C HA P T E R  V .\ :]l 
FORMAL PHRASES ; PROVERBIAL MODES OF SPEECH ·,: 

AND STOCK EXPRESSIONS FROM THE EGYPTIAN 
i' 

IN addition to the words and · expressions which have been shown to be l 
modelled on Egyptian prototypes, there are also many formal phrases, l 
proverbial modes of speech and stock expressions which are characteristic �· 
of the Joseph and Exodus narratives, and at the same time typically Egyptian. � 

.� 
We proceed to give a selection of specially noteworthy examples. { 

0 Introductory Formal Phrases in Narratives 

The account of the serfdom of the Hebrews begins with the words : 
Ex. 2 ,  23 : l:liJQ o��'J.Q o�t;i!� �;:i�l ' and it was in those many days ', a strange 
phrase which has always given rise to speculative interpretations. Now it ::· 
is most typical of the Egyptian narrative style to begin certain sections of .. : 
one and the same story, with ' after the many days ' to introduce fresh ::·: .. 
notable events. The phrase runs br m bt (more frequently : br ir m bt) hrw r 

'IJ,n.w l;r s1 nn, which reads literally : ' and after many days after this ', and 
could be best rendered : ' And many days after this had happened.' 1 This 
is what the Hebrew narrator had in mind in using the above phrase. So 
begins for instance the report of the campaign of Rameses II against Kadesh 
(Rev. Egypt. iii. I 57) : br m bt hrw 'IJ,nw l;r s1 nn) 2 ' and after many days 
after this His Majesty was in the town of Rameses etc.'. As Maspero, Contes ' 
Pop., 4 ed., p. 4, n. 4, Erman. Lit. 261 ,  n. 2 ,  have already observed, the phrase 
is a quite usual, almost colourless formula of naive, popular story-telling, ) 
having long since lost its literal meaning. This is so much the case that .;'.. 
this phrase is repeated several times at the beginning of different sections 

,, 

in one and the same narrative, just to mark the advance in the sequence of 
the chief events, without implying any lapse of a long .period between the 

1 A literal translation of the successive prepositions !;r ir m bt is hardly possible and m bt 
= ' after ' is certainly to be differentiated from �r iJ = ' behind, after ' by a certain nuance. 
Perhaps the Hebrew ' and it was in those many days ' is nearer to the meaning of the Egyp
tian phrase than its usual rendering ' and after many days '. In any case the Hebrew con
struction is much clearer. It should be emphasized that the use of the prepositions in the 
Egyptian phrase corresponds more to the usage of new-Egyptian of the New Kingdom. 

• The text has, probably in error, �r iJ �r nn, as usually it reads �r s1 nn. 
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various phases of the narrative. This is shown by many popular stories 
mainly of the literature of the New Kingdom ; but the most striking example 
is furnished by the well-known story of the two brothers (Pap. D'Orbiney = 
L£t. 147 ff. of the thirteenth century B.c.) in which almost every new para
graph begins with the same ·phrase : br ir m bt hrw 'lf,n.w l:zr Si nn ' and after 
many days after this ', although the events related follow quite shortly on 
one another (Pap. d'Orb., i. 4 ;  ii. 7 f. ; viii. 8 f. ; ix. I ; x. 4 etc.) Thus soon 
after the opening ( = L£t. I 5 I )  we read : ' and after many days after this his 
younger brother was tending his cattle ' ; then p. r 99 ' and after many days 
after this they were on the field raising corn ' ;  p. 203 ' and after many 
days after this his younger brother was in the Vale of Cedars ' ; a few lines 
later ' and after many days after this he built himself a castle in the Vale of 
Cedars '. The same phrase is continually repeated at short intervals, where 
the many days comprise very short periods especially towards the end where 
in one case the ' man.y days ' hardly cover the time of pregnancy of the 
princess (p. 209). 

In Pap. Westcar ( = L£t. 36 ff.) which belongs to the much earlier 
Hyksos period (see ibid. note 2), the same phrase occurs but somewhat 
more fully. Thus at the beginning of the first narrative ( = L£t. 37) it 
reads : br m !J,t hrw_ Swl l:zr nn, literally ' and after, when days had gone 
by over this '. Also in the tale of the birth of the three kings, the same 
phrase recurs (Westcar, xii. 8 =L£t. 46) as well as in narratives of later 
periods e.g. in the tale of the adventure of Seteny with the mummies (Demot. 
Maspero, Contes Pop., p. I 3 r ), and in other stories. Now although this 
phrase, as we have seen, is found in various epochs of Egyptian literature, 
nevertheless for no period of Egyptian popular literature is it so charac
teristic as for the first period of the New Kingdom, that is about the time of 
Israel's sojourn in Egypt. 

• 

We would further observe that Ex. 2, u must originally have read the 
same as verse 2 3 Oi1i1 O\'.lin 010•.:i ,;i,, , as is actually shown by the text of 
the Septuagint. Thus we have a repetition of the very same phrase in 
the same chapter in perfect accordance with the literary usage of the 
Egyptians. 1 

Another formal phrase of the same nature used at the beginning of 
' The omission of the word o•.:iin is indicated here, as in many cases where a word is missing 

by the Paseq I after •n•i . Although its use as a critical sign is later than is assumed ( cf. 
Gesenius-Bergstriisser, Hebrew Gram. ,  i,  § 12  n), it may have come into use instead of 
another sign employed in older Bible manuscripts for the same purpose. I� any case also 
the simpler formula l:li1i1 l:l'O'J •n•i would have been used as is to be seen from Judges 
19, l and l Sam. 28, l .  Nevertheless their use in the Pentateuch and disappearance soon after 

the early historical books remains significant for the estimation of the age of such phrases. 

L 
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a story or a new section thereof is w< m nn hrw '!Jpr ' one of those days it:� · 
happened that ', e.g. Pap. Westcar ix. 2 1  ( = Lit. 44) : ' One of those days if� 
happened that Red-Dedet felt pains ' ,  etc. In the inscriptions of Rameses II,�·1 
this phrase is repeated more frequently, e.g. Mar. Abyd., i pl. 6, 26 ( = Records/i. · 
iii. § 261) : ' One of those days it happened that, in the first year, in the', . 
third month of the first season the king journeyed forth ' etc. ; further�: 
Kuban-Stela i. 8 ( = Records, iii. § 286) : 'One of those days it happened

·;: . 
that His Majesty was sitting on a lofty throne ', etc. :1. 

To the category of these merely formal phrases belongs also Gen. 38,  1a :�
tl'!?!iJ �::l'"!�l ' and the days were many when etc.' and also Gen. 26, 8 �.:il� ':;J 'i'.i�l � 
tl't?!iJ t:I� i? ' and it was when the days had become long for him there ' i.e. :? 
after a long time. In both these cases only a short period is really meant. :. 

Similarly we read in the annals of Thutmosis, iii. 1 ,  9, Urk. iv. 648, 2 :· 
( = AOT., p. 236) : iSt <!;z<w nw [<1] m rnp.wt ' and when this time became: 
(great) in years, i.e. when many years had passed, it happened that, etc. As"'.£ 
the word [<1] ' great ' is not quite certain it might just as well have read .� 
1wj = ' long ' which is equally said of time (Er.-Gr. 1) so that the passage '.i 
would read : ' now when this time became long in years ', and thus we would) 
have in this case an exact coincidence with the Hebrew. 

Another formal expression with reference to time which thrice recurs i�1 
the Joseph narrative at short intervals (Gen. 39, 7. 40, 1 .  48, 1) is iti� 'i!�i · 

n��Q tl''"!�"!O , wherewith new phases of the story are introduced. Charac� 

teristic therein is the use of tl'iJi = ' words ' from iJi = ' to say, speak ' simply ·:'. 
for ' things, affairs, events ' ,  just as in numerous analogous cases the ;:! 
Egyptian mdw or md.t plural md.wt = ' words ' from mdw ' to say, speak ' \ 
Er.-Gr. 74), is employed for things and affairs '. :: 

I have purposely quoted numerous examples from the Egyptian narra
tives, tales, and.historical texts in order to give a clear idea of the actual 
use of these formal expressions of time, and to show how strongly the ·'.� 
Egyptian narrative mode, especially in the literature of the New Empire, is J 
reflected in the mode and style of the Joseph and Exodus stories. Thereby :�· 
all the conjectures, both of a historical and textual-critical character, so 

.. 

widely made in regard to Ex. 2, 23 as well as 2, 11 fall to the ground. 1 In 
the light of the above examples, especially those from the Tale of the Two 
Brothers, it is quite certain that Ex. 2, 23, far from marking the beginning 
of an entirely new narration distinct and remote from events related in the 
preceding story and by a different author, on the contrary denotes a direct 
continuation, and that consequently we have to deal here with one and the 

1 Cf. commentaries ad loc. ; also H. Fuchs, Das Pasiq ein Glossenzeichen (Diss.), p. 68 f. 
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same author. For, as the use of such phrases in Egyptian shows, their 
purpose is precisely to introduce successive phases of one and the same 
narrative. 

On other occasions we shall show by many examples how instructive 
the study of Egyptian tales and narratives is for the understanding of the 
style and whole structure particularly of those portions of the Pentateuch 
which deal with Egypt. The very fact that ' and it happened after these 
things ' recurs in the Joseph narrative alone three times and that ' and it 
happened in those many days ' or ' it happened in those days ' (perhaps ' on 
one of those days ') occur exclusively in the Exodus narrative, at short 
intervals as in the Egyptian, unmistakably shows how close is the rela
tionship between Hebrew and Egyptian in this genre of literature. 

2. il:Jllir-1 for ' Abomination ' T •• 
The conception of something being an ' abomination ' bw.t which is 

expressed in Hebrew by i11'�r-1 especially in connexion with Egypt, e.g. 
Gen. 43,  32, ' for it was an abomination to the Egyptians ' (to eat with 
Hebrews) ; or 46, 34 said of the shepherds as 0�1�7? M�V,iFI ' an abomination 
to Egypt ', or Ex. 8, 26, of the cattle sacrifices, is typically Egyptian. It occurs 
profusely in both sacred and profane literature of all epochs and exactly 
like n::ivm is an expression of loathing and strong abhorrence against 
everything disgusting, repugnant or execrable, 1 e.g. Harem conspiracy Pap. 
jud. de Turin, pl. v, 4-5 ( = Records, iv. § 454, of the sorcery in the 
conspiracy) ' these were great deadly sins and bwt <1.w n p1 t1 ' great 
abominations to the land ' (i.e. of Egypt) ; further Israel-Stela, 9 (= Lit. 
276) ; Maroaju (the prince of Libya) is bw.t(y) n inbwl:z!t ' an abomination, 
abhorrence to Memphis ' .  The Egyptian origin of the phrase is, however, not 
to be deduced only from the circumstance that it is used in the Joseph and 
Exodus narratives in connexion with Egypt and in the mouth of Egyptians, 
but also from the fact that the Egyptians generally said of anything sinful 
and criminal that it was an abomination to the god bw.t n ntr, just as i11il� n�P,ir-i 
thus e.g. Deut. 7, 25 f. 12 ,  31. 27, 15 of idolatry ; 1 7, 1 .  23, 19 of animals 
invalid for sacrifice ; of unchastity 24, 4 (also Lev. 18, 22. 20, 13) ; of 
sorcery, 1 8, 12 ; of false weights and measures, 25, 16.2 

1 Kyle, Moses and the Monuments, p. 26 identifies il::ll/m with an Egyptian word aat which 
is said to mean ' abomination ' or ' pest ' and which the Egyptians are said to have applied 
to the Hyksos. Unfortunately, he does not give his source by which one might perhaps 

. have recognized the true Egyptian form of the word. Had he perhaps in mind b1y.t a sort 
of illness (Er.-Gr. 121) ? Or was he thinking of 1« or «y = barbarian (Er.-Gr. 1 and 23) ? 
In  this case the feminine form of aat would be inexplicable ; moreover the Egyptians applied 
« to all foreigners, not only the Hyksos. 
' That also the word il:Jl/m itself is of Egyptian origin is shown below, p. 95· 
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With the same frequency we find the expression in Egyptian cf. Redesiyye- � 
Inscription, Ree. 1 3 ,  p. 76, pl. II, 1 6  ( = Records, iii. § 192) bwt n ntr ' an 
abomination to God is an offence against His people ' ;  Vezier, p. 1 8  :
'an abomination to God (bwt ntr) is to be partial '; Pap. Lee, 7 ( = Records, iv. 
§ 455) : ' he committed all of them (sins) together with the other great 
crimes, the abomination to every god and every goddess ' ;  Amenemope XIII, 
l 5 f. , Chap. l O  ( = Erman, OLZ, l 924, col. 246) : ' Speak not falsely with 
a man, [this is] an abomination to the god (t1 !Jw.t n p1 ntr) ' ; cf. also xv. 20 f., 
further Chap. l 3 of the compilation of false taxation lists (?) that is ' an 
abomination to the god (t1 bwt n p1 ntr) '. Sometimes the name of the god 
is given, e.g. Toth. Urk. v. 58, l ,  Spruch, 1 7, § 23, of Re to whom ' sin is an 
abomination (!Jw.t-f isft) ' ; Amenemope XVII, 23 f. : double measures are 
an abomination (!Jw.t) to Re. 1 

Sometimes !Jw.t is combined with ka (k1) the life-spirit, the soul-force in 
gods or men or more simply ' soul '. Thus e.g. Ptahhotep, Devaud, p. 22, 
v. l l 9f ( = Lit. 89), where a warning is given against casting greedy glances 
during the meal at the host and the meats that lie before him ' for an 
abomination (!Jw.t) to the ka is one who so behaves ' ; cf. also ibid., p. 26, 
v. l 89 ( =Lit. 58), where the same expression ' abomination (!Jw.t) for the 
ka ' is used in another connexion. Elsewhere !Jw.t is said of the dead, e.g. 
Lacau, Textes Relig. xxviii B. 5 1 ,  Ree. 30, 69, I I  = Roeder, Urk. 208 ' I, (the 
dead) am lord of the sacrifices, my abomination is sin bw.t-y pw isft) ' and 
similarly Chabas, L'Egyptol. , 1 874, Oct., p. 91 ,  Maximes d'Ani, pl. II 
( =Lit. 296) : ' the houses of the gods-their abomination (bw.t) is clamour.' 

3. ' As the Sand of the Sea ' 

Gen. 4 l ,  49 : ' And Joseph gathered corn ' �10-·� ip 1�7? n;:n::i b!ti 'inf 
i�91? r�r� ie9> ' as the sand of the sea, very much, until he ceased counting 
for it was without number ' (cf. also Gen. 22, 17. 32, 13). This simile 

1 The xvii, 21 text gives : m ir iryn-k ip.t  n 11 y 2, literally : ' do not make thyself a bushel that 
holds two '. Erman, ibid., col. 248 is in doubt as to the meaning of the last two words. They 
can, however, be translated quite simply : ' that comprises double ' as 11Y ' to take, seize ' 
(Er.-Gr. 207) can also be interpreted in the sense of ' to take up, embrace, comprise ' like 
the Coptic '2£1. What is meant is a corn measure with a double sliding base which actually 
' comprises double ', i.e. a two-fold measure. In corn markets in Cairo and Bir-el-Sab', the 
old ll:JW il:(:J , I have myself observed the confiscation of such a measure by the authorities. 
Should however, in.nw.t be correct, then it would read : ' a  bushel of holding a second ' i.e • .  

bushels of different sizes, a big one for measuring corn when buying, and a small one made 
to fit into the other so a s  to diminish its capacity when selling. In connexion with the 
passage cited, note the word ip.t = il�1� and cf. Deut. 25, 14 iltl11:(i i1tl11:( and v. 16 il:JYin , 
also Prov. 20, 10. 
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together with that of the dust of the earth (Gen. l 3, 16. 28, 14. etc.) or the 
' stars of the heavens ' (Gen. 22, 17. Ex. 32, 13,  and frequently in the historical 
and poetical books of the Bible) is very common in Egyptian for infinite 
numbers. Thus e.g. in the Annals of Thutmosis, iii. I .  6 f. Urk. iv. 687, 
9-1 6 ( = AOT., p. 241) speaking of the booty of grain in Arwad in the land of 
Zahy (g1hy= Palestine), it says that the grain in the barns was ' more plentiful 
than the sand on the shores ' s<y n wgb.w, in the plural). The fuller Egyptian 
form reads : as plentiful my f<y n wgb.w (or idb.w) as the sand (probably 
grains of sand) of the shores ' (wgb.w in the plural or wgb.wy in the dual 
for both banks of the Nile). 1 

It occurs especially frequently in the texts of the New Empire, e.g. in 
Pap. Harris in several passages such as pl. 49, 12 : ' the products of the 
land of Egypt are like the sand of the shore ' ;  Pl. 86 ' oil more than the 
sand of the shore ' ;  Med. Habu, Diim. Hist. lnschr., i. 3 l ( = Records, iv, § 29) : 
' The word of King Rameses III unto his father, Amon-Re, King of the 
Gods , take gold and silver like the sand of the shore.' 2 

Often this phrase is abbreviated into sand alone e.g. Harris pl. 8, 4 :  
' flowers from every land etc. like sand ' ;  pl. 46, 3 :  ' I  made them [the gifts 
for Ptah] more numerous than sand ' ;  Anast., iv. 9, l-3 f. ( =Lit., p. 212) :  
' five acres as vegetable land with cucumbers . . . .  as many as the sand ' ;  and 
Anast., i. 2 1 ,  2 in reference to the sea at Tyre : wsr-Sw m rm.w r f<.y ' it is 
stronger (i.e. more prolific) in fish than sand.' 

In the description of the Battle of Kadesh under Rameses II, Sall. 3 ,  l ,  l f. 
( =Lit. 262) the simile of the sand is followed also by the words ' without 
number ', as in Hebrew -,ElOt.:l ;•t< : ' (the enemy) has very many men and 
horses ' 'f!:n.w m f<y ' as numerous as the sand ' etc. ' armed with all manner of 
weapons ' nn r«-Jn ' without number, without their being counted ' (the 
usual form is TJ-< Er.-Gr. 92). Elsewhere also both phrases often occur side 
by side e.g. Harris, pl. IV. 4 ' their lands, their herds, their multitude were 
as ' f<y nw wgb.w ' the sand of shores ', and further I .  7 :  ' Vessels of silver 
and copper n TJ-<-Jn without being numbered ' ;  pl. 76, 8-10  of the prisoners 
who were more numerous than sand ' on shores ' (wgb-w), and then of their 
men, their cattle etc., that they were ' innumerable ' (nn r1-<-in). This last 

1 The Egyptian would probably as a rule rather have thought of the sandy banks of the 
Nile than of the shores of the sea, as appears from the frequent dual sign in u:gb (or idb) . 
It should be remembered that the real cultural life of the Egyptians was developed in Upper 
Egypt in the interior of the country on the ' two banks of the river ', not on the sea, in 
Lower Egypt, where mostly the foreign settlements were concentrated. 
• This passage being of the period of King Solomon is very instructive with reference to 

l Kings lo, 2 1 ,  according to which only gold vessels were used in Solomon's palace, silver 
being ' worthless ' or as in v. 27 ' like pebbles '. 
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formula is most frequent in enumerations of sacrificial gifts ; e.g. Harris, 
4, 7 :  ' table vessels of fine gold and others of silver and copper n r1-<-in 
without number ' ;  pl. 7, 4 ' bread, beer, oxen etc., fruits without number ' 
pl. 46, 2 :  ' merchants without number ' etc. This habit of piling up phrases 
to express an infinity of number and measure is most characteristic of the 
Egyptian, so that even the largest numbers appeared insufficient. Cf. e.g. 
Harris, pl. 76, 5 ,  6 :  ' soldiers etc. �n.w my l;Jn.w in hundreds of thousands 
. . . .  Scherdans and Kaleikans r etc. nn r1-<-in " without number " and camp 
followers m gb<.w in tens of thousands '.2 

Likewise in the word i1�1Cl, as denoting large numbers and multitude, 
there is an analogous transference from the conception :ii ' great ' to ' many, 
numerous ' as in the Egyptian wr (fem. wr.t). The original meaning 
' great ' for wr beyond doubt is to be seen from the verb wrr ' to be great ' 
and ' to be numerous ', just like il:li ' to be great ' .and ' to be numerous ', 
which, especially in Genesis and Exodus, is frequent as a synonym of iii£> ' to 
be fruitful '. Also as an adverb wr.t means ' very ' in the same way as i1�")iJ 
e.g. Gol. Ree., xiii. 76, pl. I, 6-7 ( = Records, iii. § 171) ; ' and the water 
overflowed it (the well) r <1.t wr.t very much, very much indeed ' ;  Ptah
hotep 7 ( = Lit. 59) : ' that will do his heart good wr.t very much '. This 
corresponds very well to :ii as an interjection ' it is much, enough ! ', 
especially Gen. 45, 28 : ' and Israel said : it is much, it is enough ! that my 
son is still alive ! '  (cf. also Num. 16, 3 ;  Deut. l ,  6. 3 ,  26). 

4. ' In the whole Land ' or ' in the Boundary of Egypt ' 

With unusual frequency the formal phrase 1:1�1� n�¥ ' in the land of 
Egypt '  or 1:1�1�� Y'J�-'�¥ ' in the whole land of Egypt ' recurs again and 
again, e.g. Pharaoh speaking of the lean kine, Gen. 41 ,  19 : 'such as I never 
saw c·i�1.J ri� �::i:i in the whole land of Egypt for ugliness '. This emphatic 
phraseology is a particularly common feature in Egyptian narrative style, 
e.g. d'Orb. i. 4 ( = Lit. l 5 l) : ' his brother was a good ploughman ', n wn 
�d-f m t1 gr-f ' his like was not in the whole of the land ' ; ibid. ix. 8 
( = Lit. 1 56) : ' And Hnum made for him a companion (iry-l;miw i.e. a wife) 
and she was beautiful of limb more than any woman in the whole land (m 
p1 t1 gr(-f) ' ;  Urk. iv. 2 191 2 of Queen Hatshepsowet : ' more beautiful is she 

z Names of non-Egyptian tribes who were at all times employed by the Egyptians as 
mercenaries. 
• Besides ' sand on the shore ' other things are used to illustrate great quantities. Thus 

the wish is expressed for Amenophis IV that he may be vouchsafed jubilees and other 
desirable things ' as many as the grains of sand on the shore, as the fish in the river have 
scales, and the oxen have hairs ' (Davies, Amarna, iii, 29, 8 = Lit. 292). 
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than all the women in the whole of this land (m t1 pn r gr-f) ', Ka-Gemni 
Tab. II. 6 f. ( = Lit. 67) : ' they read it as it was written and it was more 
agreeable to their hearts than anything that is in the whole of this land '. In 
Gen. 4 l ,  26 we have the same use of :iio for 'good' and 'beautiful ', as the 
Egyptian nfr for ' good ' and ' beautiful ' ; the same as l}i v. 27 for ' bad ' and 
' ugly ' as the Egyptian bin for ' bad ' and ' ugly '. 

Sometimes we have �l::i� = ' border ' instead of ri� = ' land ' combined 
with Egypt, e.g. i:'l'i�O St1J S::i::i Ex. l o, 14, 19 ' in the whole border of Egypt ' 
= in the whole land ; also �l:JJ alone in the same meaning, e.g. Ex. 7, 27. 
lO, 4. 1 3 ,  7 ;  also the phrase occurring in Gen 47, 21 1il�� im 0�1.�t;i ��::i� ii��� 
' from one end of the border of Egypt to its other end '. This corresponds 
exactly to the Egyptian t1s km.t ' border of Egypt ' for ' the land of Egypt ', 
e.g. Harris, pl. 77, 4 ' I  brought it about that they (the enemy) abstained ' 
r !Jnd t1s km.t ' from placing foot on the border of Egypt ' wherein t1s = 
' border ' is used for land, not for frontier, 1 as t1s is elsewhere used succinctly 
for territory, e.g. Mery-Ka-Re, Petersb. Pap. 1 I I 6a, 106 (= Lit. 81) : sh1 
t1f-k ' If thy border (i.e. thy land) is in revolt towards the south, then . . . .  etc.', 
that is exactly like i'i::iJ in the passages mentioned, equally with reference to 
the land of Pharaoh. 

5. ' The Good ' or ' the �est of the Land of Egypt ' 

Gen. 45, 18 Pharaoh says : ' And I will give you 0�1�7.? n� ::i�ti the good of ' 
the land of Egypt ', and further v. 20 ' for the good of the land of Egypt is 
yours ' ;  v. 23 Joseph sends his father ten asses laden O�Tff.? ::i��f.? with the 
' good of Egypt ' ; 4 7, 6 Pharaoh says ' the land of Egypt is before thee 
rJt$\1 ::l�'P.f- in the best of the land make thy father and brethren dwell ' ; 
(idem, 47, 1 1  and elsewhere). This tum of speech recurs insistently in 
Egyptian literature and usually it reads bw nb nfr ' all good ', i!J.t nb.t nfr.t 
' all good things ' or also stp.w, the selected, the chosen, exactly like itl-?� 
the chosen, Ex. 1 5, 4 and elsewhere. Here again our narrator exactly 
reproduces the true Egyptian as would naturally come to the lips of 
Pharaoh. In Egyptian records and narratives we find this same phrase 
occurring again and again in the same manner as in passages of analogous 
subject matter in the Pentateuch, as will be seen from the following selection 
of examples which could be greatly extended : Anast. iii. 2, 2 (= Lit. 206) : 
' His field is full bw nb nfr of all good ' ; Anast. iv. 3 ,  l o  f. ( = Lit. 2 l 2) : ' thy 

1 ' Setting foot on the frontier ' as such would be rendered by bnd fir t1f and crossing the 
frontier by thy, e.g. Harris, pl. 76, 6, ' I  overthrew m thy it those who crossed it (the 
frontier) '. 
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galley comes from Syria laden with l'b.t nb.t nfr.t all good things ' (cf. also 
Gen. 24, 10 and Deut. 6, u} ; Sinuhe B 80 f. (= Lit. 1 9) : ' he let me choose 
something from his land from the choicest (m stp.w) of what he possessed , 

( cf. also 86 f.) ; Med. Habu = Records, iv. § 1 6  : ' flagpoles of genuine cedar 
from the best of the (mountain) steps 1 from the choicest of the lord of the 
" two lands ".' Also with reference to people, the Egyptians employed 
similar expressions, thus e.g. Schiffb., .11.z. 43, 6 c. 28 (= Lit. 30) : ' 1 20 .� 
seamen were therein m stp.w n km.t of the choicest of Egypt ' ; Mery-Ka-Re, 
Pap. Petersb. 1 11 6  A, recto 89 (=Lit. 8 1) :  ' (towns) filled with men m stp.w 
nt t1 r gr-f of the choicest of the entire land ' ;  Harris pl. 27, 2 :  ' I  filled it i 
with beautiful slaves n stp n it, with the choicest of corn '.2 Finally the 
Egyptian was never tired of speaking again and again on every occasion of 
i'b.t nb.t nfr.t ' all good things ', especially in records enumerating gifts or 
war booty. In the case of offerings to temples, gods, or the dead he never 
forgot to add that they comprised ' all good and pure ' or ' holy ' things 
(ib.t nb.t nfr.t or w<b.t). 

6. ' All the Gods of Egypt ' 

Ex 1 2, 12 says of the plague of the first-born c�t?�? il�¥,t$ C�'lP? �rJ°St$ ��:;i� 
' and against all the gods of Egypt I will do judgements ' ' All the gods ' 

(ntr.w nb.w) or ' every god and every goddess ' (ntr nb ntr.t nb.t) 3 are 
phrases which were very familiar to the Egyptians ; e.g. Harris, pl. 2 5 ,  2 
of the prayers and favours which the great god (Rameses III) offered to 
his father Amon, etc., and ' all the gods of On ( = Heliopolis) (ntr. w nb. w 
iwnw) ' ;  Totb. Urk. v, 1 38, 1 7, Spr. 1 9, Intr. , I. 4 :  ' Every god and every 
goddess (ntr nb ntr.t nb.t) in heaven and on earth justify Horus ' ;  Ree., · .  

1 3 , 76, pl. II, 1 8  (=Records, III, § 1 93) : ' May all the gods and goddesses 
of my temple (n1 ntr.w ntr.wt nb.w '/;..t-y) wage war against him '. That 
in conjunction with this plague of the firstborn particularly, all the gods of 
Egypt are mentioned adds a note of scorn to the threat in view of the fact 
that every sanctuary and necropolis was full of priests, servants and slaves 
dedicated to the gods, and so the plague was to be extended also against 
the first-born of these classes in mockery and in spite of all the ' gods of 
Egypt ' watching over them. 

1 This was the name given to Lebanon by the Egyptians on account of the terraced 
character of the mountain slopes. 

2 It should be remarked that.in almost all passages itp.w is in the abstract, and thus exactly 
as in Hebrew. 

3 As from a grammatical point of view ntr nb can also be taken as an abbreviated plural, it 
is quite possible that here and elsewhere it means ' all the god;, ' and not ' every god '. 
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Even the expression c•oD� n�y ' do judgements ' for the carrying out of 

punishments, here as elsewhere, is of genuine Egyptian character viz. iry = 
to do + wp.w =judgements, i.e. ' execute judgements ', e.g. Redesiyyeh Inscr. 
Ree., xiii. 76, pl, 2,  1 9  = (Records, iii, § 1 94) : irr-sn wp.w-sn 'f;.,n<{, ' and 
may they (the gods) do their judgements on him ' i.e. carry out their punish
ments.1 Thereby the use of C'ODIV here, as in Ex. 6, 6. 7, 4, and elsewhere 
e.g. Num. 3 3 ,  4, and especially frequently in Ezek. for ' punishments ', is 
shown to be an adaptation of wp.w, which particularly in legal terminology 
implies judgements, laws, which are to be executed. 

7. ' The Marvellous Deeds ' 

Ex. 3 ,  20 reads ' and I will smite Egypt with all my marvels 'lJ���� '�� 
which I will do in the midst thereof ' ; Ex. 34, 10 : ' before all thy people 
I will do marvels ni:c'�� ilW.P.� such as have not been done in the whole T • • • •  • 

land (i.e. world) nor among any peoples '. ' To do marvels ' (lry by1y.t) is 
a very typical and frequent phrase in Egyptian ; e.g. Mar. Karnak, pl. XI, 
2 f. = (Erm. Lit. 254) Amon-Re says to Thutmosis III in recognition of an 
image being dedicated to him ' I set thee fast in my dwelling place z and 
do marvels for thee ([irn-y] by1.w-y n-k) '. Similarly Merneptah expresses 
himself about his victories, Mar. Karn., pl. 54, 47 ( = Records, iii, § 587) : 
' All the towns and places rejoice at these marvellous deeds ('f;.,r nhm nn 
by1y. t) '.3 As so often in the Pentateuch when the mighty deeds of God 
against Egypt are referred to, Ex. 6, 6. 7, 4. Deut. 4, 34. 7, 19. 10,  21. 29, 2, 
so the Pharaohs loved to speak again and again of their ' great deeds ' both 
as hostile acts against their foes as well as in reference to benevolent 
actions on behalf of the Temples, the gods, or the country. Cf. e.g. 
Harris, pl. 25, 1 f. : ' the prayers, praises, and benedictions, great deeds 
of might (tnr) as well as benevolences which the king . . . did for his 
father Atum . . .  '. 

1 The Text has wp.w as masc. plur., exactly as in Hebrew, and not wp.t fem. sing., as .Ag. 
WB., i, 302. This seems to be the vernacular mode of speech, and here also, as in other 
instances, it is followed by the Hebrew. See p. 59 f.. For the analogous use of ntot = fzn< 
' with ' cf. 2 Chron. 24, 24. 
' I so understand the words : Jmn-y Jw m iwnn-y, as Jmn may mean both establish and im

mortalize (Er.-Gr. 161).  Erman translates : ' ich stelle dich in meinem Wohnort auf', ' I  
place thee in my habitation ',  and interprets it that the god will place the image of the king 
also in the sanctuary as a reward. 
3 The word by1y.t (fem.) ' something astonishing, wonderful ' (Er.-Gr. 47) coincides gram

matically also with il1:'(,El:J ' marvel ' .  In Ex. 15,  1 1  tc'El ilr:7Y and parallel passages in the 

Psalms 77, 15.  78, 12, &c., also 1:'(?El corresponds to the Egyptian by1 ' a  wonderful thing '. 

M 
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It is noteworthy that not only in the Pentateuch, as the passages cited 
show, but almost in all passages of the Bible (and there are very many ,. 
of them) the ' great and marvellous deeds ' of God relate exclusively to the 
exodus from Egypt or the theophany on Sinai. This striking circumstance 1 

is only to be explained by the fact that the going out of Egypt was 
represented and hailed in all times as ' marvellous deeds ' rm�'E)J . Thus in 
using the same phraseology it is apparent that the prophets and psalmists 
clung to ancient sources, such as the Book of Exodus. 

8. ' In all the Seats, Habitations ' 

A very frequent phrase in our section of Exodus and elsewhere, chiefly 
in the Pentateuch, is C�'tiiJ�io-'�f ' in all your seats ' i.e. habitations, 
dwelling places, or C1:Ji.J�io ' in their seats '. E.g. Ex. 1 0, 23 ' all the children 
of Israel had light in their seats ' ; 1 2, 20 ' in all your seats shall ye eat 
unleavened bread ' ;  35'3 ' ye shall kindle no fire in all your seats ; Levit. 
7, 26 ' Ye shall eat no manner of blood . . .  in any of your seats ' ;  23 ,  3 
' it is the Sabbath of the LORD in all your seats ' ;  23, r4, 2r ,  3r ' Throughout 
your generations in all your seats '. With just the same frequency we find 
this phrase literally in Egyptian m s.t nb.t ' in all seats i.e. habitations 
dwellings ', wherein s.t, means ' seat ' exactly like the Hebrew word i1J�U-' , 
and is likewise a feminine formation. With particular predilection this 
phrase is used by the author of Admon. thus e.g. 1 ,  9 ( = Lit. 94) : ' the 
foreigners have become men 1 m s.t nb.t in all seats ' (i.e. ' everywhere ') ; 2,  2 
( = Lit. 95) ' the evildoer is in all seats m s.t nb.t ' ;  2, 6 snf m s.t nb.t 
' blood is in all seats ' ; 2, 13 f. ( = Lit. 96) ' men are few ; he who throws 
his brother to the ground is in all seats ' 2• Also in a negative sense e.g 
3, 2 ' men are not m s.t nb.t in ail seats ' i.e. nowhere. Cf. further 4, 7. 

1 ' Men ' (rm:t) means ' Egyptians ', compared with whom all foreigners are mere ' bar
barians '. In both passages the poet complains that nowh.ere are Egyptians to be seen but 
only foreigners. Cf. Gardiner, Adman., ad loc., and Ennan, Lit., 94, n. 1 .  

2 Jn the text : rdy in-f m t1, literally ' who gives his brother to the earth ' according to 
Gardiner and Erm.an, Lit. (Germ.), 1 34, n. 2, it refers to the interment of the dead. I believe 
that this interpretation shows lack of understanding of the spirit of the Egyptian language in 
associating the conception of ' to the earth ' in Egyptian with the English and German meaning 
of this phrase. It really means ' to throw to the ground ' like rdy r t1, e.g. Bauer, i, 1 82 f. 
rdy.t[w]S, grg r t1 : ' the back of the lie is given ·to the earth ', i.e. ' the obstinate lie is thrown 
to the ground, shattered, destroyed '. Similarly also B. i, 197. Thus here also, as frequently 
in Adman., the reference is to violation and murder. Perhaps also something similar is to 
be detected in imy-iw r t1 ' give him to the ground ', Ptahhotep Dev, p. 20, v. So, Erman 
(Lit. (Germ.), 89), however, interprets it differently. 
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9. � '  Th� -M�idservan t-beiili;d-�h� -;i-il�-;�nes ,-) 
Ex. 1 1 ,  s reads : ' and all the first-born in the land of Egypt shall die, 

from the first-born of Pharaoh that sitteth upon his throne i10��1:1 ii:if 1)! 
D�01� 11J� i�� even unto the first-born of the maidservant-

that is behina 
the millstones '. This phrase is to be found literally in the Wisdom of 
Ptahhotep, Pap. Prisse, Brit. Mus. 10509 ed. Devaud, p. 18 ,  v. 58 ( = Lit. 
56) ' hidden is a fair speech, more than the green jewel (w1ef) ' iw gm.tw-s 
m< bm.wt br bnw.t ' yet is it to be found among the maidservants at the 
millstones ' meaning that a word of wisdom, though precious as jade, is some
times to be found even with the most lowly people. As a matter of fact

· 

to be at the millstone was accounted actually as the lowest and most 
de rading em loyment, because it was me u e among the hardest pris_9n 
labour. So we read m Adman. 4, 8 (= Lit. 98 f.) where complaint is 
made of the utter degeneration of the better classes that ' the citizens are 
put to the millstones ' ;  and some lines further (4, 12 f.) that free-born 
women (fps.wt) had become as maidservants (b1k.wt) ; that the song of the 
girl musicians had become as a wail ; and continues : ' those who spoke 
(i.e. who had " the say ") . . .  sit at the millstones (br bnw.t) '.1 Similarly 
we find sitting at the millstones is characterized as the most lowly occu
pation in Pap. Leyden, 343, recto 2, 8 ( = verso 4, 3) where the evil spirit 
of an illness is exorcized with the following words : ' So mayest thou mill 
(corn) on the millstones (br bnw.t) ; so mayest thou serve at the millstone 
(br t1 bnw.t).' 

It is most probable that in referring to the ' maidservant at the mill
stones ' allusion is made to prison hard labour as in the parallel passage 
Ex. 1 2, 29 which reads : ii::!1J M'�f i�� ':;t�iJ ii:if 1)! ' down to the first-born 
in captivity in the house of the pit ', denoting the gaols and mine-pits 
where native and foreign prisoners were set to hard labour. Actually 
from Gen. 40, 1 5  we know that ii.::ti1 the ' pit ' was a prison for forced 
labour (cf. Gen. 39, 22). 

10. Formal phrases referrin� to the primeval time of E�ypt 
(a) ' Since Egypt was founded ' 

Ex. 9, 18 Moses says unto Pharaoh : ' Behold to-morrow about this time 
I will cause it to rain a very grievous hail such as hath not been in Egypt 

1 The same idea of degradation and humiliation is expressed in Job 3 1 ,  I o : 
·
grinding work 

and rape are placed on a level. The interpretation of jn�n as a euphemism is unnecessary. 
Apart from the toil involved this work is considered the greatest degradation for a better
class woman, precisely because of the indelicate posture which the work demands with her 
legs round the millstone. 
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from the day it was founded until now '. In the last words we have the: 
literal reproduction of .an Egyptian phrase to characterize a thing or ari' 
event as unusual, monstrous, unheard of, from the earliest times withill, 
human memory ; thus Urk. iv, l 62, 5 Thutmosis III says : ' He (Amon". 
rejoices over me more than over all the kings !Jprw m t1 gr wf:z<.tw-f who, 
have been in the land since it was founded ' 1• Quite similar is ibid. 1 4 1 .  7 of 
Thutmosis II ; ' because his father Amon loved him so much, more than'." 
any king !Jprw gr p1w.t t1 who has been since the primordial time of the .> 
land ' and ibid. 1 70, 5 also of Thutmosis III : '  because he (Amon) loved his : 
own son (i.e. the king) so very much more than any king who has been · 

since the primordial time of the land ' ; further ibid. 3 l 2, l 3 of the new ·. 
construction of a fortress n sp ir.tw myt.t gr p1 w.t t1 ' never had its like / 
been made since the primordial time of the land '. These examples which ;' 
could be greatly multiplied show how closely our formula coincides in \. 
wording and spirit with the Egyptian.2 It is true that the Egyptian '\ 
by ' land ' always thought of Egypt and therewith associated the concep- ·;� 
tion ' world ' ;  also he conceived the ' foundation ' of Egypt in the sense .�) 
of creation as he similarly speaks of ' foundation ' for creation of the } 
world, e.g. Hymn of Aton, Davis, Am., vi, pl. 27, 1 3 .  to the Sun that ;.\ 
whenever it rises it brings forth crops for the king ' gr mt-k tJ since thou ; 
didst found the land ', i.e. the world. 

(b) ' Since Egypt became a People ' 

A similar expression is that of Ex. 9, 24 where it speaks of the hail : 
' such as there was none like it in all the land of Egypt 'iJ? iiJ;�� 7�9. since 
it became a people '. The real meaning of this allusion in its full signi
ficance only becomes clear to us when we learn that the Egyptians from 
the earliest times regarded the foundation of the Kingdom of Upper and 
Lower Egypt as the greatest and most significant event in all their history, 
and although the exact date was not known, nevertheless the memory 
thereof reached back to the remotest period, still remaining vivid as late as 
the New Kingdom. It was always conceived as the moment when Egypt 

r w!z< here exactly corresponds to io� ' to found, base ' .  The more usual word is grg, e.g. 
Ka-Gemni, 49, of the creation of the earth (Er.-Gr. 199), or inty likewise of the creation of 
the earth, cf. Harris, 44, 5 f. (Er.-Gr. 165). 

: From the Egyptian is to be explained also the grammatical difficulty in the unusual, much
contested construction of tll'ii jt:l' with the following infinitive ii1Dli1 , where it should, of 
course, read i:i19ii:I Oi��? • Actually this is an Egyptian construction and would read gr 
PI hrw w[i<.tw-f = since the day (with definite article) when it was founded. 
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began to exist as a united people, when the rule over Egypt was transferred 
from the gods of primeval days to the kings who thenceforth became their 
heirs representing the last of the god-kings, Horns, son of Osiris. For the 
Egyptians indeed the beginning of that epoch marked the boundary-line 
between the world of the gods and that of the men descended from them, 
thus forming the oldest epoch of their history within memory. This is 
the event to which our passage alludes and this in the same manner as the 
Egyptians themselves spoke of it, e.g. Harris, pl. 78, 7 f. ( = Records, iv, 
§ 409), ·where Rameses III is said to have been brought wonderful genuine 
malachite in numerous sacks ' the like of which bw ptr.w <n gr niw.yt 
had not been seen since the time of the kingdom '. 1 Cf. also · Kubban
Stela, I. 29 and Virey, Ree., xiv, 97, 29 ( = Records, § 291) of a well which 
by command of Rameses II was dug on the road to the land Akita : ' the 
like of which had not been made fir nJwy w imy.w lp.t since the kings and 
the former ones ' 2  How closely the foundation of the kingdom and the 
period of the rule of the god-kings were bound up together in the mind of 
the Egyptian is show� by the fact that he harked back also to the time of 
the gods whenever he spoke of something very ancient, or exceptionally 
unusual, that had never been seen before. The familiar formula was 
fir rk ntr ' since the time of the god ' meaning either Re as the first, or 
Horns as the last, of the god-kings on earth whose throne was then 
occupied by the first man-king as the heir to Horus, e.g. Harris, pl. 26, I I : 
of a ' glorious weighing-scale of burnished copper, the like of which 
had not been made fir rk ntr since the time of the god ' (Thoth).3 Mar. 
Abyd. i, pl. 7, 59 ( = Records, iii, § 270) the court addressing Rameses II : 
' since the time of the god (gr rk ntr), since a king shone forth, there 
has been none like unto thee, neither beheld by face nor heard in words ' 

1 The word ' kingdom ' is determined with the dual sign, a distinct indication that thereby 
the combined kingdom of Upper and Lower Egypt is meant. The Hebrew obviously avoids 
speaking of the ' kingdom ', as it could only be understood in the hierarchic-dogmatic sense 
of the Egyptians and might have been taken to be an implicit recognition of the divine 
character of the kingdom. 

� The text l;i1ty-< ' prince ' corrected by Breasted to l;i1.t is uncertain. If it stood in the 
plural, imy.w might be struck out as erroneous and the passage interpreted ' since the kings 
and princes '. ' The former ones , the forefathers ' must hence be correct. ' The Former 
Ones ' or ' the Forefathers ' refer both to the first kings and to the primeval god kings. 
Thus e.g. Liebesp. Pap. Harris, 500, pl. 1 3 ,  3-4, about the period of Sety I ( 1 3 1 3-1292) : 
' my body passes away, others endure ',  gr rk im�/.W l;z1.t ' since the time of the Former Ones ';  
somewhat different is, Liebespoesie, p. 3 1  f.,  pl.  1,  2-3 (tombstone of the · 18th dynasty) : 
' the bodies pass away gr rk ntr ' since the time of the god ' .  Cf. also Lit., 1 32 f. 
3 The same idea is found in Job. 29, 2 in�� �o�::i ' as the day.s of God ' which will be dis

cussed elsewhere in another connexion. 
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(nsw.wt fir "!J.<y.t nn iw kyy "!Jpr my �d-k nn mu m fir nn i<;Jm.tw [m gd]).1 
Kubban-Stela, 1. 20, Reinisch, Chrest. , pl. x ( = Records, iii, § 289) says that 
a drought prevailed in the land Akita gr rk ntr ' since the time of the 
god '. Sometimes the name of the god is given e.g. ibid. 1. 22 f. ' because :,, 
all thy fathers, all the gods, loved thee more than any king that hath been '.f 
since Re ' (also 1. 2 3  = ibid. 290) ; Mery-Ka-Re Pap. Petersb. II 1 6  A, · 
recto 93 . ( = Lit. 8 1 ) ' since the time of Horus (rk fir) he (the Asiatic) has 
been fighting and conquers not ' ;  Admon. l ,  T =  ' it was predestined for 
thee already in the time of Horus (m rk l;.r), in the age of the Ennead 
(m hrw psg.t) ' i.e. of the nine great primeval gods. Sometimes ' the god ' 
appears in the plural (ntr.w), e.g. Israel-Stela 1 2  ( = Lit. 343) : ' It is said 
of Egypt since the gods (gr ntr.w) : she is the only daughter of Re '. 

Another formal phrase likewise for the characterization of an astonishing 
event as something unique and unheard of, is that in Ex l O ,  14 �S ,.��? 
�riof i� n�;:i ' before it had never been its like ', or l l ,  6 : n1:1:�1 �' �riof ,�l'i 
' such as there was none like it '. This mode of exaggeration was extremely 
customary among the Egyptians and occurs again and again in narratives, 
historical records, and also in poetic texts alluding to primeval times in 
the same sense as in the above-cited formulae. With particular fervour 
the Egyptian gives the assurance on every occasion, as already noted, that , 
the like had never been seen, never been made or never been heard ' gr rk ', 
ntr since the time of the god ' or ntr.w ' the gods ' ,  or gr p1w.t t1 ' since the 
primordial time of the land ', or gr rk imy:w l;.1.t ' since the former ones ' or 
gr.tyw ' the forefathers ' and the like. Especially favoured are such phrases 
in the boastful, pompous reports of the kings or other great personages 
vaunting their valiant deeds, the grandeur of their buildings and splendour 
of their gifts to temples and gods, e.g. Urk. IV, 174, l of the votive table 
which Thutmosis III dedicated to ' his father Amon '-' never was the like 
made in this land since the days of the former ones ' (n sp gr.t lr.tw mywt 
(sic) m t1 pn gr rk imy.w Jp.t) ; or ibid. 86 of the fame of Thutmosis I ' the 
like has not been in the annals of the ' forefathers ' (,{irty.w) since the 
servants of Horus ' ,  i.e. the kings that followed Horus ; Ree. , 20, p. 40 : 
' never has the like occurred since the primordial time of the two lands ' 
(nn sp !Jpr mjt.t gr p1w.t t1.wy). 

All these expressions, especially those relating to primeval times and 
first beginnings, are in another respect very instructive inasmuch as on 

I Similarly in the teaching of Amenemhet; 9 f., A.'z. 34, 41 (= Lit., 73) : ' an attempt was 
made against me, a blow without its being heard (n #m.tw-f) and a great fighting with
out its being seen (n m11n.tw-f), i.e. the like of which had never been seen or heard. This 
is the correct meaning of the passage and not as Erman suggested. 
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the one hand they furnish the Egyptian background for Deut. 4, 32, and 
on the other hand show us clearly how Egyptian mythological formulae 
of a dogmatic-hierarchic nature were transplanted on to monotheistic soil in 
the Pentateuch, and thereby received a religious and moral force which 
they never possessed in Egyptian. Here, just as in Egyptian, great 
events are described as something which since the earliest days (C1���1 C1f1�) 
have neither been seen nor heard. But by the further description of these 
' earliest days ' as ' the day when God created man upon earth ', the idea 
of the primeval age is freed from every polytheistic and mythological 
element, and is defined as the true beginning of the real world in which, 
through the creation of man, conscious perception first became possible.1 
Precisely such a passage clearly indicates how familiar the author was with 
Egyptian phraseology, and that the alteration was deliberately made for 
the purpose of adopting Egyptian wording to the monotheistic thought. 

In this connexion it is interesting to observe how in the . early days 
of Israel's history (Judges 19, 30), the going out of Egypt became a formula 
to mark the beginning of an era the same as the foundation of the kingdom 
in Egyptian. Furthermore taking into consideration the extraordinarily 
wide-spread use of all such hyperbolic expressions in Egyptian and that 
unmistakably they were absorbed very early in Hebrew literature, such 
passages as 2 Kings 23 ,  22 ·and 25, 2 Chron 35 ,  18,  or Neh. 8. 1 7  will not be 
taken so literally as they are, nor will far-reaching conclusions be drawn 
from them as is usually done. 2 

e&:: The Forefathers of the King-:) 
Another phrase which the reader passes over without noting in it 

anything out of the ordinary but which is extraordinarily instructive, 
and reveals the deep understanding of Egyptian hierarchic conceptions 
by the narrator, is Ex. l o, 6 :  speaking of the locusts, it says : ' and they 
shall fill thy houses and the houses of thy servants and the houses of the 
whole of Egypt ' i1!iJ Ci'iJ i� mn�Q-�� cz:ii�� ci�7;> 111.):i� rii::l.�1 �pJ:):i� �Nl-�� ,�� 
' such as neither thy fathers, nor thy fathers' fathers have seen since the 
day when they were upon earth until this day '. This way of talking 
was very popular ·among the Egyptians, who were exceedingly fond 

1 In another connexion the expression C1.m.�1�, Levit. 26, 45 ; Deut. 19 ,  1 4, C�H.' 1WJ1 
Deut. 32, 7, as well as the Akkadian phrase ' from the time of the flood ' (KAT. 537) will 
be treated at greater length. 
• Just because it was a conscious rhetorical exaggeration, the Biblical chroniclers did not 

take it seriously as a terminus a quo, and thus in 2 Kings 23, 22 it is replaced by ' the time 
of the Judges ', and 2 Chron. 35, _18 by ' the time of Samuel ' .  

! \ \ 
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of speaking of the days of the ancestors, the fathers, the forefathers, ' the 
kings, the followers of Horus ' ,  or the gods primordial and the ' former ones ', 
thinking of .both the gods and the remote forefathers, because they were·. ·· 
regarded as almost identical.1 In order properly to appreciate the full :. 
significance of the threat uttered against Pharaoh and what it meant for · i 
him, it must be remembered that the Pharaoh always claimed to be the ·,, 
corporeal son of Re, or, as the official formula read, as ' son of Re from :/ 
his body ' (s1 r< n !J.t-f), and that, on every occasion it was said that the ·�� 
great gods Amon, Re or Re-Harakhty (l;.r-J{J.ty) and indeed all the primeval :.� 
gods were his very own fathers and forefathers. It was, therefore, plain for 
every Egyptian that whenever reference was made to the fathers and fore
fathers of the king, it was meant to convey the idea of his divine parentage 
alluding to the ' gods that were before hirri ', just as he himself, while living, ;,!; 
was referred to as the ' god ' (ntr), or the ' good god ' (ntr nfr), and when dead ; 

as the ' great god ' (ntr <1).2 When, therefore, Moses mentioned before 
Pharaoh his fathers and his fathers' fathers in the menacing tone he adopted; 
it denoted not merely . an onslaught against the king, but also a blow 
gainst the deeply-rooted reverence for his ancestors the ' gods that were 
before him '. Nothing indeed could have given Pharaoh a greater shock 
than such arrogant speech from the mouth of a Hebrew who did not .,; 
believe in his divinity, and still less in the divinity of his dead ancestors. 

It is a very remarkable feature in the description of all the conversations 
between Moses and Pharaoh that the words of Moses become progressively 
more daring and aggressive, whereas on the other hand the boastful, 
insolent and assertive speech of Pharaoh gradually declines in violence and 
pretension. 

1 1 .  ' Not One ' 

In the Exodus narrative the phrase io� i�rp� t·6 ' not one remained ', 
occurs not less than three times at short intervals, thus of the :lii¥ (flies ?) 
8 ,  26, and of Pharaoh and his host 14 ,  28 : in� iy cn:i i�e':l �? ' there 
remained not so much as one of them ' ;  of the locusts 1 0, 19 ' there 
remained not one locust ; and similarly 9, 6 and 7.3 This is for our 

• Of the many references which could be quoted, the following is most characteristic and 
appropriate : m hw itf.w-k msw.w sms.w IJ.r ' at the time of thy fathers, the Kings, the 
followers of Horus ' , FI. Petrie, Koplos 12 ,  3, K. Sethe, Untersuchungen iii, p. 6. 

• Cf. e.g. the oft-quoted Liebesp., pl. 12 f., p. 29 f. , referring to the dead kings : ' the gods 
that were before rest in their pyramids ' ; further references to the divinity of the kings will 
be found in Erman-Ranke, p. 62 f. and above p. 43 , n. 2. 

3 Elsewhere it occurs only in Judges 4, 16 in the same meaning as Ex. 14, 28 and similarly 
(il"n:l t-:?) 2 Sam. 13 ,  30. 17, 1 2  and Ps. 1 06, 1 1  with reference to the same happening on 
the Red Sea as in Ex. 141 28. 
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section just as typical as for Egyptian narratives, thus e.g. LD. 111. l 55 : 
' the servants of Pharaoh killed them ; they did not escape, not one of them 
(w< lm-m) ' Urk. iv, 84, of the stricken foe : ' not one remained of them 
(n sp w< lm).' Schiffbr. Az. 43 , 6 c. 37-9 ( = Lit. 3 1) : ' the ship went 
down (mwt literally : died down) : of those that were in it not one remained 
(nty.w lm:s nn sp w< im) ', the narrator forgetting in this case that he was 
one that did survive. As will be seen, we have here a formal phrase which 
has almost shed its literal meaning and which belongs to those hyperbolic 
formulae which are so frequent in Egyptian, and which also appear in our 
section. 

Special attention should be paid to the agreement between Hebrew and 
Egyptian, even in grammatic construction, in the passage relating to 
Pharaoh Ex. 14, 28 in� iy cn:i and in LD. iii. l 55 w< lm-sn ' one among them '. 
The construction in Hebrew contested and emended by so many now 
appears as perfectly correct in consonance with the Egyptian idiom. The 
establishment of such a complete coincidence is very important because, 
coupled with the fact already mentioned that it is only in the Exodus story 
that this formal phrase recurs so closely, it is bound to dispel all doubt as 
to the literary unity of this section. 

N 



C H A P T E R  V I  

EGYPTIAN LOANWORDS IN THE JOSEPH AND 
EXODUS NARRATIVES 

As we have already remarked above (p. 4) the Joseph and Exodus " 
narratives contain Egyptian loan-words now generally recognized as such. ' 
As the latter have already been dealt with by others we do not deem 
it necessary to go over them again, but propose to add a series of other 
words (1) the Egyptian origin of which has not hitherto been discovered 
and are still derived from Hebrew or other Semitic stems,1 and (2) some 
others which we identify with altogether different Egyptian words from 
those hitherto considered as their origin. 

1. i;:t? for Food 
One of the most familiar words in our section of the Pentateuch is i;i� as 

verb, and i;:� as noun obviously meaning sustenance, food. The fact that 
this word is so characteristic of the Joseph narrative, is in itself a warrant 
for its Egyptian origin.2 As matter of fact sb.w also sb (0 = ipw) for 
' foods or sacrificial meats ' was particularly current m t e ew ingdQm 
t oug it oc y m the Old Kingdom (Er.-Gr. l So, cf also EI;i;ln, 
Wortforschungen, Sitz.-Ber. Berl. Ak. 1 907, 414 f.). In Urk. iv. l 1 55, 17 ,  
the vizier Rekh-My-Re is depicted as mJJ-s"'b.w ' inspecting the foods ' for the 
daily sacrifices ; Urk. v. Toth., Spr. 1 7, sb.w stands for ' foods of the dead' ;  
Pyr. 290 d :  ' the looters of his meat (fb-f) are with him ' ;  sometimes rdy 
sb.w stands for the offering of meats to the dead, e.g. Pyr. 64 a.3 There are 

1 For detailed references cf. Ges.-Buhl. on the above-quoted words, p. 4. In other 
chapters we shall revert to the Egyptian loanwords in the other portions of the Pentateuch. 

� Occurs elsewhere in D eut. 2, 6 and 28, as well as in five other passages of the Bible, Is. 
55, r, Amos 8, 5 and 6, Neh. 10, 32, and Prov. I I ,  26, the last most probably influenced by 
the description of Joseph as i1.::iwo , All derivations from the Akkadian or Arabic ( cf. 
Ges.-Buhl., s.v.) are far-fetched, differ in root, and yield only indirectly a meaning which is 
merely imported. The same applies also to other words in the Bible that are explained 
from Semitic languages, but are, as we shall show, Egyptian loan-words. 

3 It appears to be related to wfb ' to feed oneself ' (Er.-Gr. 41), but it is hardly identical 
with it. In addition there was a f1bw for ' meal ' which was also used for a table with meats, 
customarily offered as a gift of honour. According to Erman, loc. cit. this has nothing to 
do with our fb.w, though in the New Empire the two words are not graphically differentiated. 
There are numerous examples of dropping the r at the end of a word in Egyptian, as in nf 
for nfr, &c. 
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many other passages in which sb.w or sb yields the meaning of ' food, bread, 
sustenance ' which most nearly fits i�t?· .The denominative verb ,:J� mostly 
implies ' fetching, buying ',  but also ' supplying food ' as in Gen. 41 , 56. 

It is most striking that Joseph is described as ,.:J�on , Gen. 42, 6 ,  inspector or 
supplier of food, a function which perfectly coincides with one of the most 
important offices of a Vizier as we see in the case of Rekh-My-Re mentioned 
above. 

2. 1-ih '.�!? the Khori Baskets (§en. 40, 16 speaks of •in ·�o, a kind of basket for pastry. From among 
the numerous explanations of this enigmatic word the most plausible is that 
which connects it with the neo-Hebrew •!� , a sort of pastry (Ges -Buhl, s.v.). 
This derivation might be linked with the Egyptian lzr.t (n.in) ' food ',1 and the 
reference would be to baskets employed in the carrying of food and pastry. 
Nevertheless it appears to me that •in does not refer to the contents of the 
basket but to the nature of the basket itself. As a matter of fact it is simpler 
and more appropriate to explam it by fpr (,n) or b1rw, which the Egyptians 
applied to a land or people in tlie neighbourhood of Palestine identical 
with the Biblical c•,in Khorites in Edom.2 Likewise they characterized 
vessels, articles, or materials which came from the land of Kharu, or which 
were fashioned in Khorite style, as a product of Kharu, the designation Kharu 
thus being a sort of trade-mark. Such Kharu products and manufactures 
were ·particularly well-known in Egypt in the New Kingdom, as it seems that 
at that period the Khorites had not yet lost their independence or existence. 
In the report on the Battle of Megiddo (about 1475-70 B.c.), Annals of 
Thutmosis, iii. I. l OO ( = Urk. iv, 665, 1 6), we find among the precious vessels 
captured also an ikn <1 m b1k n b1rw ' a great ewer in work of the Kharu ', 

1 Er.-Gr. 1 38 interprets it as a narrowing of meaning from !Jr.t = need, part of something, 
as e.g. br.t-hrw = need of the day, i.e. ' daily need '. Also in Coptic fPE: (S.A) means 
' food, nourishment ' ;  cf. Joel 1 ,  1 6  where ��;� is reproduced by �PHi (pl. A). Perhaps 
br.t = �pe was a sort of bread or pastry. Distinct therefrom is !!JHPI ' bread ' as transla
tion of en� Lev_it. 22, 7, which is derived from the Egyptian s!r.t (!!J = the Egyptian !J, 
not = Egyptian !J), Sp. WB. 204. Whether •!CJ ' pastry ' in Rabbinical Hebrew was also in 
use in old Hebrew, or whether it was only later taken over through the medium of Coptic 
or another Semitic dialect from the Egyptian, is an open question. In any case, Dalman's 
assumption (Aram.-neuhebr. Handwb. ,  1922, p. 160) that it is connected with i111� ' cinder- . 
bread ' (p. 162) , is highly improbable, if only on account of the form. 

· 

• Cf. Burch. Altkan., No. 732 ff. ; as foreign people they appear inter alia Urk. IV, 649, 
lo. Tn general Kharu is interpreted as name for Syria or Palestine, Er.-Gr. 122 ; cf. also Ges.
Buhl. , s.v. •in II and recent commentaries on Gen. 14, 6. 36, 20 and above, p. 38, n. 4. 
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i.e. in Khorite style or of Khorite provenance. 1 It is very important for us 
that in the fifteenth century B.C. and probably also earlier, Asiatic prisoners � 
were employed in all kinds of industries, especially in weaving work, and f, 
that the Khorites took a prominent part therein.2 Thus in our passage ;

, 

,,n ,,o the Khorite baskets refer to baskets in Khorite style or of Khorite · ;  
importation. They were probably distinguished from many other varieties 
by their special mode of manufacture and by a peculiar shape. They were 
perhaps like those round and flat baskets which down to this very day are 
carried, piled on one another, on their heads by peasant women in Egypt and " 
also in Palestine. 3 

3. ;� Stand for a Vessel and Post 

Gen. 40, 1 3. 41 , 13 ;� is a metaphorical expression for ' position, post ' and 
is used specifically for the ' base ' of the bronze laver in the outer court of the 1 
Tabernacle Ex. 30, 18,28 etc. , as well as in the Temple of Solomon, 1 Kings 
7, 29 f This word has in reality nothing to do with the Hebrew ;i::i or p::i 
(Ges.-Buhl.),but is borrowed from the Egyptian gn.w, a specifically technical 
expression for the stands of bowls and other objects placed in Temples and 
sanctuaries, thus e.g. LD. iii. 65 A, 14 ; Jiz. 37 ( 1 899), 95 gn.w of copper ; 
the same perhaps also in Harris, 49, 8. Cf. Er.-Gr. 1 98. 

1 That Egyptian ikn (j:!lM) as well as j�� (Song of Songs 7, 3 or fliJ�t' Ex. 24, 6) are 
identical with Akkadian agannu, pl. agandte, has already been suggested, and may be re
garded as certain (KAT. 649 ; Brugsch, WB. vi, 587, vii, 1405). Cf. also Ges.-Buhl. , s.v. 
and Sp. WB. 14 a..�a..n ' bowl '. The syllabic writing in Egyptian ikm1 reproduces the 
form n.m� • 

.. -

� In Rev. 12,  p. 25, R. XXII !;1ri and xi, p. 167, I. 29 = Spiegelberg, Petub., col. L, I. 29 
(p. 57) !;1r obviously denote a sort of cloth or garment, and might also be connected with 
Khorites. The Coptic fa.. 4\. (S) f€ 4\. (F), Demotic !;l ' servant ' is derived from !J,r = 

Khorite, also f4\.1 (B), 24\.e1 (A) and fH4\.e ' vessel ' from !;1r = Khorite (Sp. WB. p. 230). 
If this be so it would have a parallel in the identification of Zel-Sile-Selle with e.g. t1r. See 
above p. 41 .  But at any rate no conclusions can be made from the Coptic transcription of 
!;1r or t1r as to how the Egyptians pronounced these names. 

3 Our explanation receives very noteworthy support from Is. 19,  9, where ''J.in is doubtless 
a specific kind of cloth, clearly denoting a material known in Egypt, as this passage only 
speaks of Egyptian conditions and stuffs. Indeed the Prophet appears to have reproduced 
the word for this cloth exactly in the Egyptian form as he may have heard it with the pro
nunciation 11 , which in Hebrew is unusual, in Egyptian quite conceivable. It is very 
probable that at that time in Palestine, the origin of this word was no longer known because 
the Khorites had long since disappeared. On th� other hand, the author of the Joseph 
narrative was fully aware of its Semitic origin and therefore, did not simply take it over in 
the Egyptian form but reproduced it in a Hebrew form. 
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4. O'��llJ for Ma�icians f: This word is applied in the Pentateuch exclusively to magicians at the 
court of Pharaoh Gen. 4 1 ,  8, 24 ; Ex. 7,  I I ,  22. 8 ,  3, 14, 15. 9, I I  though the 
the usual designati?n for sorcerers and magicians is O'tittt:JO. Now though 
practically all commentators agree that by 011't:)in a particular category of 
sorcerers is meant, there is a difference of opinion with regard to its origin 
and the Semitic stem or language from which it is to be derived and as to 
how the strange form i:l;?l!J is to be explained. Even Egyptologists are 
inclined to regard it as a Semitic word not being able to explain it with 
certainty by an Egyptian word. It is true that in Er.-Gr. 1 39  the suggestion 
is advanced that the first element may be identical with the first component 
of '!Jry-lzb ' a kind of priest, learned and skilled in magic ', but even then the 
second element mo still remains obscure. And yet it must surely be an 
Egyptian expression for the simple reason that in all the passages cited it is 
solely used to designate Egyptian magicians. 1 

It appears to me that it consists of the two Egyptian words !try (1in not t 
'!Jry) ' he that is upon, over something, chief ' (Er.-Gr. 1 1 3) and gm (g1m ') (oo) 
' book, papyrus roll ' (Er.-Gr. 2 1 8), hence, ' He who is over the books, 
writings ', i.e. ' learned in the writings ' ,  whereby the writings of the magic 
art are meant in contradistinction to ss.w-ntr the' divine writings ' for the 
books of the Law or mg1.t ntr likewise for the holy writings.2 Although 
such a compound expression for magicians has not yet been found in 
Egyptian, the first component, lzry occurs frequently in titles (Er.-Gr. 1 14) 
like lzry-ms' ' he over the army ' =  General, Field Marshal ; lzry-ns.t ' he on the 
throne ' = heir to the throne ; lzry-iab ' he over the shore ' ,  title of agricultural 
administrator (because the fertile land is on the shores) ; lzry-mns ' he over 
the ship ' =  captain, Ree. x:xi. and many others. There were inter alia also 
a lzry-ss-n-lz.t-ntr ' chief scribe of the house of God ' for the chief hierogram
matist, Ree. xvi. 56, 1 and a lzry-sst1.w ' he over the secrets ' i.e. ' initiated 
into the secrets ' as a title of a high official, learned in the mysteries and all 

It only occurs elsewhere in Dan. 1, 20 and 2, 2 in conjunction with other designations 
for thaumaturgists. Whether the reference there is to Egyptian magicians employed at the 
Babylonian court, or whether the original Egyptian expression had in course of time become 
so acclimatized in Hebrew and Aramaic dialects that it was used in general for sorcerer, is 
difficult to decide. 
• The word gm is New-Egyptian, i.e. from the period with which we are specially con

cerned. {/1m' is probably the syllabic writing, the root being rim like Ob in Hebrew. 
Possibly it is identical with or akin to m{/1.t ' book, document ' Er.-Gr. 74. One might also 
conceive the Egyptian dm (i:li) ' to name, speak ' as the equivalent of Ob in the meaning 
of ' incantation '. But the above interpretation seems to be phonetically better founded. 

l I . . 
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magic secrets. But also the second word mgJ.t synonymous with gm occurs i1. 
as component in similar titles e.g. in sf m{f.1.t ntr ' Scribe of the Book of God ' :', 
Pap. Berlin, 3029, ii. 14  ( = Lit. 82) as the title of a Kherheb Priest under \ 
Sesostris I (1 965-1934 B.c.). It is this latter category of ' scribes ' which :i 
would be most closely akin to our c·ooin for scholars, magicians sorcerers.1 '._. 

5. i'.)7;?��J;lt:T to Linger 

This reduplicated verb which occurs in Gen� 43, lo ; Ex. 12, 39, also 
Gen. 1 9, 16 is derived from the Egyptian mhy (�ilo or ililO) ' neglect ' (Er.-Gr. 
68 ' forget ' with br). This meaning is quite clearly indicated in the passage 
Louvre C. 55, 1 3-16  (cf. Vezier, p. 35  f.), where it reads : ' I  directed my 
attention to that which he (the king) said ; nought have I neglected (n mhy-y) 
that he enjoined upon me '. Cf. also Ptahhotep, p. 24, vers. 1 54, ' be on 
thy guard against neglect (mhy or mh.t ib) '. 

., 

It should be remarked that ihm (cnN) ,2 seems to be the same stem as , 

mhy meaning ' to be slow, to come late, to remain behind, to hesitate ' 
and sometimes also, ' to hold up something ', which in Bauer R l 2 3 
parallel to Bauer B I, 78 $wdf caus. of wdf (wgf) ' to hesitate, procrastinate, 
hold one's self back ' reads : ' His Majesty said, if thou wouldst see me 
healthy, hold him (the peasant) back ' ([sU)]ihm-k.$w). Cf. further B I, 54f. : 
' when thou goest down to the sea of truth etc , thy ship will not delay ' or : 
' be slow ' (nn ihm dp.t-k) ; B II, 104 ' be not slow without thereby being 
fast ' (m ihm n b1b-k). Cf. Vogelsang's observations on these Passages p. 8 1 ,  
67, 222. Obviously ihm is metathesized from mhy and appears to have been 
in use side by side with the latter. At any rate both coincide absolutely in 
meaning, likewise ilOilOl"lil in all passages shows exactly the same usage. 
Especially noteworthy is Ps. l l 9, 60, first because the word there is used in 
contrast to ' hurry, hasten ' as in the cited passage, Bauer, ii. 104, and 

1 It is tempting to interpret our word in the later neo-Hebrew meaning of i::m:iin ' beak ' , 
as in Amenemope's Book of Wisdom, xvii, 7 the finger of the scribe is represented as the 
' beak ' of Thot, the God of Writing : ir Ir.t n hby gb< n s! ' the beak of Ibis-symbol of 
Thot-is the finger of the scribe ' ; but as will be seen it is not the scribe that is denoted as 
the ' beak of Thot ' which would be less appropriate, but the finger of the scribe, however 
strange this simile may appear to be. It should be mentioned that in modern Hebrew 
literature, hieroglyphic writing is called c�OOiMil .:ll"l:J ' script of the beaks ' owing to the 
presence of many bird-figures. 

2 Cf. Ember, Az. 5 1 ,  no, No. 9 1.  The Arabic root 4--" which he cites also belongs 
here. I assume that � ' to hold back ' from an action, e.g. from departure, and the 
reflex. form � ' to hesitate, to hold oneself back ',  probably belongs to mhy (or ihm), 
which presumably passed from the Egyptian to Arabic through the Coptic. The explana
tion of Arab lexicographers that it is an onomatopoeic derivation from the cry mah ! mah ! 
for stopping beasts of burden can hardly be right. 
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secondly because it is also used in regard to the fulfilment of commands, as 
in Louvre C. 55, l 3 f. 

6. il:t�ir:i Abomination 

This word for ' abomination, abhorrence ', occurs with reference to Egypt 
and in connexion with sacrificial and ritual matters or food (cf. above p. 75), 
and is a denominative formation from the Egyptian w<b (::i:sn) the usual word 
for ' pure, holy, or purification ', as verb for ' purify oneself ' (Er.-Gr. 34,), 
or in caus. sw<b ' to purify ' (Er.-Gr. l 55). It is very common in hieratic 
religious language with reference to sacrifices, priests, libations, and food 
for the dead and all sorts of other things appertaining to the cult of the dead 
and sacrificial ritual. 1 

That in Hebrew this word should present a meaning contrary to that of 
its Egyptian original should cause no surprise since that which was for the 
Egyptians pure and holy, was for the Hebrews impure and abhorrent, as 
vice versa the sacrifices of the Hebrews appeared to the Egyptians as an 
abomination (Ex. 8 ,  22) 

Thus the derivation of il:J.Yin from :Ill" (Ges.-Buhl. s.v.) is proved to be 
perfectly correct, and consequently, the verb ::i:sm Deut. 7, 26. 23, 8 etc. is not 
the root of n:!lnn, but is a denominative derivation from the latter, a secondary 
formation which is substantiated by many parallels.2 

7. ni� Unleavened Bread 

This is a word which cannot be explained from any Semitic root and is 
undoubtedly an Egyptian loan-word ms.t or msw.t, (n.co fem.) for a sort of 
bread or cake:ana m extended meaning also for food, JUSt as onS = both 
bread and food, e.g. Pyr. 88 b : ' two msw.t-loaves ' ;  Pyr. 291 a : ' they are the 
robbers of his foods (miw.t-f).' 3 The description given in Ex. 12 ,  39 of the 

1 This word was in such general use from the oldest periods of Egyptian literature down 
to the very latest that illustrative examples are hardly necessary. In the texts of the 18th 
dynasty, the abbreviated or metathesized form <b or <bw (Er.-Gr. 24) also occurs. For 
Coptic cf. Sp. WB. 166 Oi��ei (S) 01�& (B) Oiee& (F). 

• Especially in neo-Hebrew is this the case, e.g. l:JliT'\il from noiiT'\ (Oii) ; l11�T'\i1 from 

y�in (l1�1). Whether :ihr.o Nahum 2, 4 is connected therewith is doubtful. I presume T -.. : 
that in Lament. 2, 1 ::ll/1 is in the preterite, like the succeeding verbs and that it is derived 
from the very root .::im T ' to abhor ' as is il::IY,T'\. In Phoenician il:ll1T'\ first occur:; in the 
fourth (?) century B.C., cf. Tebneth, Lidzbarski, Nordsem. Epigr. , 417, 6 :  T'\iT'\�l1 n:ll)T'\ :J 
�ii i::iin . 

3 It is followed by the customary determinatives for bread, cake, alternatively corn and 
food in general and seems to be here identical with msw.t. Whether in miw.t or mij.t 
' evening meal ' (with the determinative for night, darkness, Er.-Gr. 71) time, evening, or 
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manufacture of the ni�r.i as flat cakes (niJ¥.) in all haste, vividly recalls 
a special sort of flat cake manufactured down to the present day in Egypt : 
they are thin, round pancakes of unleavened dough, baked in the sun, as the 
Israelites would have done in their hurried Exodus with the ' dough which 
they brought forth out of Egypt ' (Ex. 12 ,  39 o•i!rot.:i i�1�in i�·�), as they .. · 

could hardly have taken ovens with them. Such pancakes are not very 
palatable ; they are as a rule only eaten by poor people, being thus a real 
' bread of poverty '. This is actually how the nim are described (Deut. 16, 3) 
as '1V oi:i?, ' bread of poverty '. 1 That the unleavened dough was the most 
characteristic feature of the m� is shown by the addition in Ex. 1 2, 39 ' for 
it (the dough) was not leavened ' (ri::n �' 1.::i), whereby the necessity of 
making ni�-o and no other kind of bread with the dough carried, is 
explained. 2 

8. 0'�11 

This expression occurs in the Pentateuch only Ex. 1 3 , 1 8  3 and otherwise 
in Jos. I ,  14. 4, 12  and Judges 7, u ,  and is often taken to denote readiness 
for war and also war equipment (cf. Ges.-Buhl. s.v.). The fact that it is 
spoken of the Israelites who went out of Egypt, further that it no longer 
occurs in later Biblical writings, and finally that all attempts to explain it 
from Semitic stems have utterly failed, largely supports the suggestion that 
it  is of foreign origin. As a matter of fact we have here an Egyptian loan 
word '!Jms denoting a weapon, a sort of lance or harpoon. In the Horus
Myt , orus is epicte g tmg agamst t e ppopotamus with a '!Jm$ 
which looks like a lance or long spear.4 This i�in my opm1on, just the 

food, bread is the prime element, is difficult to decide. In Pyr. 716 b msw.t is determined 
as food and must mean the ' evening meal ' ,  as it is antithetic to iCW-[r1] ' morning meal ' .  

• This kind i s  not the only one which has been preserved from the oldest times in modem 
Egypt. In the markets of old Cairo as well as in the country, one can see to-day many 
other kinds and forms of bread, pancakes, and cakes like those which are depicted on the 
old Egyptian reliefs and which can be seen also in materia in Museums. 

2 The fact that ni� were otherwise also baked on the fire, as e.g. in the sacrificial service, 
as well as the circumstance that they were sometimes bastf<d or kneaded with oil (Levit. 2, 
4. 7, 12,  &c.), or that Abraham regaled his guests therewith (Gen. 19 ,  3) did not detract 
from their description as ' bread of poverty' . Moreover these were of white flour (n�O) 
and there were two kinds, namely, T'll�t:l ni)n and nim 'i''i'i , the nature of which we 
shall more fully describe when dealing with meal offerings. 

J It is true that in Num. 32,  17 also the same word seems to lurk in tJ•wn (cf. Ges.-Buhl. 
s.v.), especially having regard to Jos. 1 , 14. 4, 12. Cf. LXX and the Vulgate. 

4 Naville, Textes relatifs au m:ythe d' Horus, iii : ' A  harpoon sticks in its neck, a bms (lance) 
eats its flesh ' (bms <m-s iwf-f ) . Cf. therewith Deut. 32, 42. As in the fight with such an 
animal, its attacks on the boat were the most dangerous, the l.zmi-Iances must have been 
fairly long. 
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weapon that is meant here. As in Ex. 1 4, 8 it is emphasized here also that 
the Hebrews in leaving Egypt went out proudly and triumphantly having 
troops armed with lances, a well disciplined host. That in Egypt there 
were troops armed with lances is shown on various Egyptian bas-reliefs (e.g. 
Erman-Ranke, Abb. 272, p. 652), and such troops would have formed the 
advance section at the head of the army. It is now clear why Joshua 1 ,  14. 

4, 12 ; Judges 7, I I ,  speaking of shock troops should designate them r:�t,,on.  
It should be remembered that in ancient warfare thrust weapons played the 
most prominent role and it is for this reason that they symbolize in the 
Bible the valour and fighting spirit of the warriors. 1 

9. n;��11 

Ex. 7, 28 mtie� is designated as a vessel used in Egypt, and in 1 2, 34 as 
a container for dough which the Hebrews carried on their shoulders when 
going out of Egypt. Finally in the last passage of the Pentateuch in which 
it occurs, Deut. 28, 17, it is mentioned together with ��9 ' basket '. All this 
shows that nitie�r.:i is a specifically Egyptian vessel used for dough, for bread 
or food, and hence makes it very probable that the word n'"l�wr.::i also is of 
Egyptian origin. As a matter of fact in Egyptian blT denoted a kind of 
box or sack for corn, flour, or bread.2 Now it is well-known that the 
Egyptian b was in older script also written s, so that the Egyptians at 
a certain period pronounced our word SIT ; when the Hebrews formed nitie� 
from /pr they took it over in the pronunciation SIT as they heard it in their 
own days from the Egyptians.3 It should be noted that nitie�o only occurs 
in the Pentateuch, the first time only in relation with Egypt (Ex. 7, 28 and 
1 2, 34) and the departure of the Israelites from Egypt, and then in Deut. 28, 17 

in connexion with �JO which is also the Egyptian word dny for ' basket ' , with 

1 Whether Wr;.h 2 Sam. 2, 23. 3 ,  27. 4,  6. 20, 1 0  can be connected therewith is merely 
conjectural. The interpretation that wi:h denoted the portion of the body or the side 

where the weapon was borne, like o��Sn from rSn · hip · ,  for · men armed at the hip · is 
not very probable for the reason that in 2 Sam. 20, 1 0  �n rather indicates the abdomen. 
Cf. Ges.-Buhl. , s.v. 

% Cf. e.g. Pap. Westcar, xii, 4 ( = Lit. 76) ' then they laid their heads on the cornbins 
( P1 lz1r) '. Likewise Pap. Koller 1 ,  3 .  Judging by the determinative hieroglyphic for ' hide ' 
it must have been of leather. It served also as corn measure, e.g. Stela of Psametikh I, 
I. 24, AZ. 35, p. 1 8, 24 : ' two sacks (b1r) of spelt ' .  It may have been used earlier for other 
things, cf. Griffith, Inscr. of Siiit, fourth contract of Hepzifi (under Sesostris I). 

J To the examples cited by Erman, Gramm., § 1 1 2 :  fms = bms ' ear (of corn) ' fmm = bmm 
' to be hot ', we may add also b1p.t and f1p.t ' storm '; bkr and fkr ' adorn '; be� and f'� 

' shave ' ,  from which the Arabic <J1:.. ' to shave ' (also 0'.i- ' barber ' = b·
C"f�) is to be 

derived. The suggestion of Er.-Gr. 135 that Hebrew nip is identical with be� is merely 
conjectural. 

0 
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the difference that whereas NJ!:J served for the storing and carrying of fruit 
(cf. above p. 8 ,  n. 3) niN� · was employed as a box or sack for bread, 
corn, etc. 

10. ;i:i·� 
Ex. l 4, 27 reads ' and towards the morning the sea returned iJQ��? ' 

usually conceived as ' to its strength ', though the context would lead one to 
expect in ;n�N the meaning of ' sea-bed ', as many have indeed suggested 
without, however, being able to substantiate it. Now we find in Egyptian 
the word iwtn, itn (mN) meaning ' soil, ground ', extended to ' earth, dust, 
dirt ', exactly corresponding to its usage in the Coptic enii (S.) e1Ten (F.) 
(Er.-Gr. 9, Spieg. WB. p. 30). It was very familiar especially in the texts of 
the New Kingdom, thus e.g. Jsrael-Stela, 1. 6 :  ' Their water bottles were 
dashed (literally 1.zwyy : ' beaten ') to the ground (r iwtn) ' ;  further Urk. iv. 840 ,  
l probably of pillars which were placed on the ground (l.zr iwtn), and Pap. 
d'Orb. viii. 7 f. ( = Lit. 203) : ' His hand lay on his head and it (head) was 
smeared (wrl.z) with iwtn ' i.e. dust or dirt in sign of mourning. Especially 
frequent is itn, itny (from iwtn) for soil, also earth, dirt, slime, in Demotic 
texts (cf. Spiegelberg, Petubastis, Gloss. No. 44). A very noteworthy passage 
where itn is used for earth or mud taken from soil inundated by the Nile is 
Pap. Heidelberg 723, Sethe-Partsch, Urk. 9, 1. 1 8  f. , p. 1 56 and Trans. ,  
p .  l 90 : ' and we will place around the girdle-wall of itn ' i.e. Nile earth, mud. 
As even to-day fencing of gardens and fields in Egypt is made of clay and 
Nile mud, and as, moreover, itn is here used in the same sense as iwtn in the 
New Kingdom, Nile soil must actually have been meant in this passage, and 
as a matter of fact it relates to the mud which remains on the soil after the 
retreat of the Nile floods. Although the passage quoted is from a late 
document, it is on the one hand very characteristic for the stability of 
Egyptian conditions through the ages, and on the other hand substantiates 
the continuous use of iwtn, itn in one and the same meaning.1 

All these facts make it clear that iJQ��? means the slimy soil left by the 
retreat of the Sea of Reeds which, after the passage of the Israelites, was · 

again covered by the water. The suggestion that rn·� migh} mean ' flood ' 
is pure conjecture and less appropriate here.2 What the story means to 

1 For iwtn we find also iwdn (Sethe, Verb. Glossar s.v.).  Nevertheless lwtn is undoubtedly 
more genuine. The Coptic form e1TR (S) is nearer to the Hebrew jn'N than the hiero
glyphic. Thus we have here another illustration of the fact that Hebrew transmitted an 
Egyptian loan-word in a pronunciation similar to the Coptic form. Here also, as in the 
case of i1N� = Coptic e10op , the Hebrew seems to reproduce the old common pronuncia
tion of this word in Egyptian still preserved in the 1500-years-younger Coptic. 

• The citation of the word wtjn (j01) ' inundation, flood ', e.g. Dilm. Tempelinschr. 8 1 ,  1 2 
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convey is not that the sea became high and stormy again, as the storm had 
been continuing the whole time, but that on the contrary, it now once more 
returned to its normal position, i.e. bz;i��? to its bed.1 

FINAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE JOSEPH AND EXODUS 
NARRATIVES 

All our findings so far have sufficiently shown how closely both language 
and style of the Joseph and Exodus stories follow the Egyptian. Neverthe
less the material used for comparative purposes in this portion of the 
Pentateuch is still far from being exhausted. In addition to what has 
already been discussed, further materials are available but have been 
omitted here, chiefly because we think it more appropriate to deal with 
them elsewhere synoptically classified in special groups. Thus our section, 
with the exclusion of Jacob's blessing (Gen. 49, 1-27) which has not yet 
been treated by us (cf. above, p. 3 n.), comprises :. 

l . Egyptian loanwords like the following : jic� Gen. 42, 4 etc. ; c�� 50, 1 5 ;  

il�t.' Ex. 4,  2 etc. ; �:Ji�� 7, 27  ff. ; ri:i� 9, 9 ff. ; ilI;l�� 9, 31  ; ng� l 2, I I ff. ;  ff?.O 
1 2, 15 etc. ; ,;�� 12 ,  15 etc. ; nbftb 1 3 ,  16. 

2. Expressions only to be explained out of life and land conditions in Egypt 
and consequently to be regarded as Egyptianisms as : ni��::l';1 Gen. 47, 24; 
c�� and c���;, Gen. 50, 2 ;  fj�iTi� il�V Ex. l , 10 ; niJ:p9� l, 1 1 ; n:� n2� 3, 22 ; 
and other expressions modelled on Egyptian like ':IJ �wt� Gen. 4 7, 6 and 
'�IJ Ex. 14, 4 ff. or i�l!l� Ex. l 3, 21 ff. 

3. Phrases like il!iJ Ci'iJ ,� Gen. 47, 26 etc. etc., also ci�;:i Gen. 40, 7. 41 , 9 
etc. or iliiJ Ci';:i:p 39, 1 1 ;  ::lic-i:p in� �1r:il Ex. 2, 2 or idioms like ,i:�� , il�j, 
�'q , etc., as well as many formal courtesy phrases in which our section is 
particularly rich� 

· 

4. Metaphorical expressions in which portions of the body are used as 
e.g. ; im, C¥�':11 Gen. 4 l ,  8 ; i:::i.? ��!1 4 5 ,  26 ; o;p�t'Jf ,�� l l , 8. 

5.  Words contained in our section which were also current as Semitic 
loanwords in Egyptian, particularly in the New Kingdom, the time of Israel's 

(in Griffith's appendix to Pap. Kahun, ii, 12), ' the flood is strong (wgnw wir) for the land of 
Horus ' is untenable on phonetical grounds. 

1 After this part of my book was printed, my attention was drawn to H. J .  Heyes, Bibel 
und Agypten, 1904. I should also like to mention Sir F. Petrie, Egypt and Israel, 192 1 ;  
A. Mallon, Les Hibreux en Egypte, 1921 and G. A. Frank-Knight, Nile and Jord'lln, 1921. 
In all of them many features of the Joseph and Exodus narratives are explained in the light 
of Egyptian conceptions and customs, though from a more general than linguistic point 
of view. 

-
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sojourn in Egypt, such as : np�� Gen. 4 1 ,  42.; n��;Q 41 , 43 ; i'� 42, 25 ; i1?�P. 
· 

45, 1 9  ff. ; n?;¥ Ex. 4, 25. 

6. Personal names in the lists of J acob's descendants some of which have 
been recognized as Egyptian, such as : O'Jt'� and ,�,��e or supposed to be of 
Egyptian origin, like i1�0 , and finally other names which are to he derived 
from the Egyptian like ;iqtt , '1� or ni;�. 

7. A series of stylistic, syntactic, and grammatical peculiarities modelled 
on Egyptian, as well as a number of prepositions and particles borrowed 
from or modelled on Egyptian, like: �� . n!I , i13 , ;� , '�o etc, 

All these will be treated later in conjunction with other cognate linguistic 
materials from other portions of the Pentateuch, according to philological 
and thematic points of view, in special groups and categories. 

We now proceed to turn to other portions of the Pentateuch. Though the 
preceding analysis of the Joseph and Exodus narratives has established 
a strong relationship with the Egyptian environment and Egyptian local 
colour, Egyptian influence is by no means restricted to the portions relating ·"' 

to the sojourn of Israel in Egypt, although it is here obviously most intensive 
and most clearly detected for reasons already stated. Even a cursory perusal 
of the foregoing will show that much the same could be said of similar 
materials contained in other portions of the Pentateuch. For apart from 
expressions and phrases restricted to the Joseph and Exodus narratives or .t 

used in a quite specific meaning only ascertainable by comparison with 
Egyptian, some of the expressions and phrases already dealt with, and 
many others not yet considered, are equally current in the rest of the 
Pentateuch. It will therefore, now be our task to show that the sphere of 
Egyptian influence extends far beyond the Exodus and Joseph narratives. 

Before, however, we undertake to treat the portions following the Joseph 
and Exodus narratives, it is important to consider first the portion of the 
Pentateuch relating to the time prior to the sojourn of Israel in Egypt. This 
is not because we wish henceforth to follow the order of sequence in the 
Pentateuch, but because this course is determined by historical considerations 
of linguistic development and we therefore deem it necessary to investigate 
the question how that part of Genesis st�nds in regard to Egyptian, and to 
what extent Egyptian influence can be detected therein. 
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THE RELATION OF THE LANGUAGE IN THE GENESIS 

STORIES TO AKKADIAN 1 

IN this part we deal with two sections of Genesis marked by differences 
of milieu and furthermore distinguished by some features of linguistic 
character. 

I .  The stories of primeval times beginning with the Creation and 
ending with the Tower of Babel which are introduced to pave the way for 
the genealogical history of the patriarchs in Ur. 

2. Narratives of the patriarchs starting with Abraham's emigration from 
Ur, continuing with events occurring for the most part in a Canaanite 
environment and closing with the settlement in Egypt. 

Of these two sections we proceed first to deal with the stories of primeval 
times, subjecting their language to special investigation. They are of great 
interest because their origin is derived from a milieu very far away from 
Egypt revealing unmistakable relations with the Babylonian home of the 
patriarchs. The numerous parallels to these stories contained in several 
cuneiform versions, partly composed in Sumerian, but mainly and more 
extensively in Akkadian, which according to their varying literary form have 
been assigned to various periods between the twenty-second and eighth 
centuries B.c., leave hardly any doubt as to the Sumero-Akkadian origin of 
the Genesis stories.2 It will, therefore, be our task to establish whether 
also in this portion of the Pentateuch the language contains Egyptian 
elements, to what extent they appear, and what proportion quantitatively 

1 We would draw attention to the fact that, as already observed in the Introduction, 
' Babylonian ' is to be taken as a geographical, ' Akkadian ' as a philological designation. 
Therefore ' Babylonian ' would comprise all the myths whether in Assyro-Babylonian or in 
the Sumerian language, whereas ' Akkadian ' would cover only those in the Assyro
Babylonian language. It is very essential for the understanding of the following discussion 
to keep this ·distinction in mind. 

2 This is not the place to consider the hypothesis propounded by A. T. Clay, according to 
which the Sumero-Akkadian creation and flood myths themselves may have taken their 
origin from early Semitic or Aramaic sources. (Cf. The Origins of Biblical Traditions, 
New Haven. 1923). This much only may be said, that in our view the stories occurring in 
Genesis undoubtedly contain Akkadian words, which point to a Babylonian mediation. 
This would not be affected even in the event of Clay's contentions being perhaps later 
substantiated by new archaeological discoveries. 
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they bear to the Akkadian linguistic elements which are naturally to 
expected in these stories. 

Before this is done, however, a clear and correct picture of the ac 
relations between the Genesis stories and the Babylonian myths ought to 
given, and for the purpose of getting a still better idea of those relations : 
might have been convenient even to reproduce here the full texts of . ,  

Akkadian and possibly also Sumerian versions in so far as they relate 
the same matters as are treated in Genesis. Nevertheless, we believe 
we can dispense with all this, as all the Akkadian and Sumerian texts 
readily accessible to everyone in various publications and many translatio 
Just as little does it appear necessary to enter into a detailed analysis c) 
each of these myths, as this has been repeatedly done both by supporters 
well as by opponents of the Biblical Assyriological hypothesis. We can' 

' 
therefore, immediately enter upon our real task in undertaking a linguisti .. : 
comparison of the Biblical and Akkadian texts in detail, paying speci ' . 
attention to those passages in which on both sides a more or less clo;e ,, 
coincidence in content and similarity in form may be discemed.1 Thus b:Y.; 
comparing the Hebrew and Akkadian texts on purely linguistic lines it' 
will be easy to establish how they are related to one another linguistically� 
and to decide whether such findings would at all justify the allegation of 
a thorough-going literary dependence of Hebrew upon Akkadian. Furthet 
more it will be possible to determine whether in the parallel passages other, 
influences, quite foreign to Assyro-Babylonian, may not have been brought" 

1 Out of the multitude of examples we select only one or two of the most appropriate 
passages. In order to render the Akkadian passages cited accessible to every reader, we . 
refer also to R. W. Rogers ( = Rog.) Cuneiform Parallels to the Old Testament, New York, . 
1912,  as there all the Akkadian texts are transcribed, translated, and set out together. We ,

, 
refer in parentheses also to the transcribed Akkadian texts themselves, to be found in other :, 
accessible publications, which we denote in the following manner :-For the creation '

, 
myths : A. = Als droben (Enuma Elif) Keilinschr. Bibi. ( = KB.) vi, 1, p. 2 ff. and Winckler, \ 
Keilinschr. Textbuch z. AT. 2, p. 102 ff. ; B. = Als Anu den Himmel gescha.ffen, KB. vi, 2, '.�, 
p. 48 ff. ; C. = '  When Anu, Enlil and Ea ' ,  King, The Seven Tablets of Creation, i, p. 124ff. ; > 
D. = Ein Heili"ges Haus, KB. I ,  p. 39 ff. and Winckler loc. a"t., p. 98 f. ; E. = Nachdem die \ 
Gotter, KB. vi, 1 ,  p. 42 ff. ; F. = Nachdem Anu, Meissner, Mitt. d. Vorderas. Ges., 1904, 3 ,  
p. 4o ff. ; G. = 1 .  and 2 .  Cosmogony of Ashur, Cuneiform Texts, Brit. Mus. , ·xiii, p.  24 f., 
King loc. a"t. i, p. 197 ff. and Craig, Assyr. and Baby/. Rei. Texts, i,  p.  838, and ' The Song 
on the River ' ,  King, loc. cit. i, p. 129 ; H. = Zur Zeit als Himmel und Erde (Sumer & 
Akkad) Ebeling, ZDMG. 19 16, p. 532 ff. and Landersdorfer, Alttest. Abhh. vii, 5, p. 6:2 ff. ; 
J. = Meissner and Rost, Die Bauinschriften Sanheribs, plate 16 and p. 98 ff. For the flood 
myths : K. = Gilgamef-Epos, Winckler, loc. cit. p. 84 ff. ; L. = Winckler, loc. cit. p. 94 ; 
M. = KB. vi, 1 ,  p. 288 ; N. = Hilprecht, The Earliest Version of the Baby/. Deluge Story, etc. 
vol. v, 1 .  Also his : Babylonian Exped. of the Univ. of Pennsylvania. German translations 
and other literature include inter alia A.· Ungnad in : A/tor. Texte. u. Bilder zum AT. ; 
Jirku, A/tor. Komm. zum AT. and A. Jeremias, das AT. im Lichte des-A/ten Orients, 3rd ed. 
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to bear upon the linguistic and literary composition of the Genesis 
stones. 

As our chief concern is a linguistic one and as all the Akkadian texts 
containing parallels to Genesis show the same linguistic peculiarities, it 
does not appear necessary in the following analysis to deal with each text 
individually ; they are therefore treated as a whole for the purpose of our 
comparison. We propose first to mention those words and expressions 
which are identical in the texts of both languages, and then to subject the 
elements differing in language and also in substance where deemed necessary 
to closer examination. 

p 



CHAPTER I 
.,. 

LINGUISTIC ANALOGIES AND DIFFERENCES IN THE:' 
AKKADIAN TEXTS AND THE GENESIS STORIES 

1. The Creation Story 

IN the Creation story, Gen. 1 ,  2,  and in the story of the Flood, Gen. 7, n .  
8,  2 cmin is  undoubtedly Akkadian, being the same word and having the . 
same meaning as tii.mtum in the corresponding myths, as will be shown • 

later (p. 1 27 f.) As this is the only word which is peculiar to Akkadian ·�. 
and Hebrew to the exclusion of all other Semitic languages, it must, ·� 
therefore, have been borrowed from Akkadian by the Hebrew. The :Z 
following words however, are admittedly common to Semitic languages ;· 
generally but are of special interest inasmuch as they are used in our :; 
texts in Hebrew and Akkadian in the same sense. Thus in Akkadian :;'. 
same u ir#tu is analogous to the Hebrew f'1N1 c�o"' ' heaven and earth ', f 
fairly frequently, e.g. Rog. p. 57, 2, 1. 9 (from below) : sar same u ir#tim ' i� 
' King of heaven and earth ' ;  Rog. p. 52, 1. 14. from below ( = F 2 f.) : samu 

. 

ibna [ir#tum], ir#tum ibnu nii.rii.te ' the heavens created the earth, the earth 
created the rivers ' ;  I. Recto 1. 1 2 : ' when they Ufurii.t fame u irfitim fixed 
the pillars, the foundations [or design (?)J of the heaven and the earth ' ; 
ibid. Recto 1. 24 irkis same u ir#tu ' bound heaven and earth together '. In 
the whole of the longest and most complete creation myth Enuma elis ( = A), 
besides the word kakkabi = ' stars, constellations = Hebrew c�.::i.::i,::i and itii.ti 
' signs ' =  Hebrew mrm� there is only the word d11u or dissu ' plants, lush 
growth ' (Del. HWB. p. 229) which is identical with N�� ' grass, herbage ' 
and as verb N!t\13 ' to grow, to spring forth ', which is characteristic of the 
first chapter of Genesis ( 1 ,  1 1  f.) Strangely enough diSu does not occur in 
this concrete but only in a metaphorical meaning in the creation myth, Rog. 
p. 1 7, 1. 2 f. b. and p. 2 1 ,  1. 14  ( = A  Tablet III, 28 and 86) ; ' she (tiii.mat) 
melamme ufdassii. clothed them (the dragons) with wantonness ' (?) etc. 
Mention may be made also of ur!dt = Hebrew P1; ' green', e.g. Rog., p. 38,  
1 .  15 f. b .  ( = A. vii, 2) musefi ur�iti ' who caused the green to spring forth ' 
and Rog., p. 49, 1. 7 f. b. ( = D. 1. 26) : ur�it fbi ' green of the field '. Also 
musefi occurs as causative of-a�u = in the same sense as n�� N�if.'11 Gen. 1 ,  12  

in an analogous connexion at the creation of the plants. Also the word 
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iill ' stream ' is equivalent to niiru common in Akkadian, e.g. Rog., p. 60, 
1. 13 f. b. ( = H. 1. 1) and 1. 5 f. b. ( = 1. 10) : niiru rabitu ' great stream ', 
nii.ru firti ' mighty stream ' ;  further Rog., p. 521 1 .  13  f. b. ( = F 1. 3) plural 
niirati ' streams '. It should further be observed that kum mini, Rog., p. 109, 
1.  24 possibly represents the expression frequently recurring in the Genesis 
story �i1��?;'? ' after its kind ' ;  this is, however, not quite certain. 

For all other things related in the Genesis Creation story and in the 
Seven Tablets of Enuma elis as well as in the other Akkadian Creation 
myths, the Akkadian uses quite different words and expressions from the 
Hebrew. The fact that some of these Akkadian words and expressions are 
used in Hebrew but precisely do not occur in the Gepesis story, is really 
not a very convincing proof of the alleged strong literary, or of a linguistic, 
dependence of the Genesis stories on the Akkadian. Because if such a close 
dependence actually existed, one would expect just this class of words and 
expressions, so frequent in all Akkadian creation and flood stories, to. be 
preferentially and in a much higher degree represented in the Genesis 
stories. Still more ought this to have been the case with words and 
expressions which are common to both Akkadian and Hebrew and actually 
occur in other books of the Bible and even in Genesis itself, to the exclu
sion of the creation and flood stories. It is the more surprising that in their 
place such words and expressions are used here which are not employed in 
Akkadian at all and are even completely alien to the spirit of that language. 
Furthermore it is possible to establish the fact that in some cases one and 
the same word used in Genesis and in Akkadian reveals in Hebrew a different 
nuance of usage, representing either a more advanced phase in the develop
ment of its meaning, or a different kind of metaphorical usage 
altogether. 

We would draw attention here to another remarkable phenomenon of 
great significance for investigations into the relations between Akkadian 
and Hebrew as a whole. When we read the Akkadian myths in the original, 
from the oldest versions of the sixteenth century B.c. down to the latest 
versions of Assurbanipal's time in the eighth century B.C., and more 
especially when we read,..the text of the flood myths, which is closest of all to 
the corresponding Biblical story, we acquire the impression, that from 
a purely philological standpoint, their language is by far more akin to the 
Aramaic dialect of the late Biblical books and to the language of post
Biblical and Talmudic literature, than to Biblical Hebrew, including 
Ezekiel which betrays many Akkadian influences. 

As we shall see later the linguistic differences referred to are to be noted 
also in the legal portions of the Pentateuch which, according to general . 
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assumption, are closest to the Codex J:Iamurabi, not only in substance but . 
also in language. 

A particularly striking feature in comparing differing elements in the 
Akkadian and Hebrew texts is that similarly sounding common Semitic ' 
words like ir#tu and y;� which actually occur in the corresponding stories . 
in both languages, nevertheless are of rarer occurrence in the Akkadian texts . 
than other synoymous Akkadian words which are not to be found either in ' 
Genesis or in any other Hebrew text of the Bible. Thus the use of ir#tu = 

yiN occurs far more seldom than the following three Akkadian expressions for 
earth, soil : 1 )  afru = Aramaic or neo-Hebrew Nin� and "111N e.g. Rog., p.  50, 
1. 14 ( = D. I. 35) ; 2) �a��aru = Hebrew yp;p e.g. Rog., p. 56, I. 5 f. b. 
( = G. 1 verso I. 36) eli lf.alf.lf.aru ia ibna �ata(ka) ' on the soil which thy 
hands have created ', also Rog., p. 104, I. 1 1  f. b. ( = L. I. 14) ; 2) mati ' land ' 
= neo-Hebrew and Aramaic Nl10 in the sense of earth, e.g. Rog., p. 3 3, 
1. 7 f. b. ( = A. tablet V, 1 5) of the moon which at the beginning of the . 
month shines forth ina mati ' on the land, on the earth ' and Rog., p. 47, " 

1. 9 f. b. ( = D. I. 10) matatu plural ' lands '. Of these three expressions 
Yi>ii> = lf.alf.lf.aru , it is true, occurs in the Pen ta teuch (N um. 5, 17) and else
where in the Bible, but this very fact makes it the more surprising that it 
should not be used precisely in the Genesis stories. 1 

For day and night the Akkadian usually has ura u mi11a e.g. I verso 
J. 2 I f. : fa la Utakkaru kakkabfl same dariJ uru U musa ' in order that the 
stars of heaven change not eternally by day and by night ', also Rog., p. 5 ,  
I. 17  f. b. = I. 5 f. b. ( = A. tablet I, I. 3 8-5 o) :  ura la iupiu!;ak muii la iallaku ' by 
day I have no rest, by night I lay me not down '. Now uru would correspond 
to the Hebrew .,,� 'brightness, light' and mi11u to the Hebrew V!'O� ' evening, 
darkness ', words which are commonly used in the Bible and even in the 
Pentateuch for ' light ' and ' evening ', but not for ' day ' and ' night ', for 
which exclusively Di' and i1''' are employed. Here and there in Akkadian 
we find also immu = Hebrew O'' but even then never together with lilatu = 

n''' but only with musu = i.c:o� e.g. Rog., p. 8,  1. 1 3 f. b. ( = A. i, 1 10) : la 
sakipu muia u imma ' resting neither by night nor day' ; Rog. p. 54, I. 12 f. b. 
( = G. i, recto 1 .  28) : miii7al muli u immi ' the watch of the night and 
the day '. 

Also some designations of animals used in Akkadian texts are either not 
Biblical like nunu 'fish ', or are such as occur in the Pentateuch but precisely 
not in the Genesis stories, like ifiiir (from iffur) = Arabic JJ� = Hebrew 
ii£l� ' bird ', for which in Gen. 1 ,  26 ii�� and 9'Y occur, two words foreign to 

� Of the two other expressions, neither is Biblical, and even in neo-Hebrew they have 
rather the more restricted meaning of ' spot, place, locality '. 

· 
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Akkadian. Even the same expression ' fowl of heaven ' does not read 
o�i;i�o ii3¥ as in the Akkadian texts iffii.r fame (e.g. Rog., p. 109, 1. 23 
( = L. 1 .  l l ) also plural z°!furat famame (cf. Del. HWB. p. 122), but always 
o���o 9iY). 1 

The expression for animals in the first chapter of Genesis is n�::-n�o ' the 
living ones of the earth ' ;  in the second chapter etc. i11�;:i-n�i::i ' the living 
ones of the field ' ;  but the Akkadian equivalents are the expressions fiknat 
napiftu ina fifri ' images [holders] of a life-breath of the field ' ( cf. Del. 
HWB. p. 659 b and 476 a) bulu fifri ' beast of the field ' (ibid. 1 68 a) or 
umii.mu fifri (ibid. 86 a) ' animals, game of the field ' Rog. , p. 5 l ,  1. 26 f. 
( = E. 1. 3 f.) and Rog., p. 1 04, 1. 24 ( = P. 1. 9). Occasionally to umam fifri is 
added also fadu = Hebrew il1� e.g. umii.m fifri fade kalifunu ' wild beasts of the 
desert and of the mountain of all kinds ' (Del. ibid. 86 a). As will be seen 
these expressions are altogether different from those in Hebrew. Even 
napiftu = e'ElJ does not mean succinctly ' the living ' like il�n and is usually 
combined with fiknat ; fifri really means ' steppe, desert ' (Del. ibid. 557 b, 
cf. thereon Arabic "�), and likewise fadu means ' mountain ', not ' field ' 
as il1W in Hebrew.2 For creeping animals the Hebrew has Wf)1 which is 
probably related" to nammaffu ' swarm of men and animals ' Rog., p. 48, 
1. 140 and p. 50, 1. 1 7 ( = D. 1. 5 and 38), also Rog., p. 5 1 , 1. 2 ff. ( = E. ll. 4, 
6, 7, and 10). But, as will be seen, the Hebrew wo, is not equivalent to 
the Akkadian form nammaffu, a form which first appears in neo-Hebrew in 
niwioJ for ' insignificant, old, decrepit persons '. On the other hand nammaffu, 
as far as I can see, is never used in Akkadian exclusively for creeping 
animals, but applies to everything that lives and moves, whether in the 
water or on the earth, whether man or beast (Del. HWB. 469).3 

For ' nose ' we have 9� , but never the equivalent Akkadian nabiru (Rog., 
p. 54, 1. 3 f. b. = G. l ,  recto 1. 38) which only crops up as late as in Job 

1 It is this phrase which has become stereotyped everywhere in the Bible, with the single 
exception of Ps. 8, 9, where c·r-� i�El:s' is used instead. 
• In many later poetic passages the archaic meaning of ' mountains ' may still lurk in �"!�. 

' Field ' is a more restricted sense and shows an advanced stage in the development of 
meaning. On �ElJ and i1�n cf. below, p. 1 38. 

3 l"liWIOJ is erroneously derived from WIO (Levy, Neuhebr. WB.,  and other dictionaries), 
with which it has nothing in common. An explanation given by Rabbi J ochanan, Baba 

Mez. 21b, that it refers to old men who move on crutches is, therefore, quite correct, and 
indicates exactly what class of people was understood thereby. In Talmud Jerus. Pea 2od 
there is no inconsistency as Levy thinks : just because they move with difficulty, they are 
the last. Possibly in Akkadian also nammalfe ali, Rog. p. 5 1 , I. 9 f.b. ( = E. I. 6) ' the 
moving creatures of the town ' refer to the same class of people in contradistinction to 
nammalfe feri for ' the moving creatures of the field ', i.e. ' swarms ' which applies to all
animals. 
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4 1 ,  12 in r1�i:i�. For ' serpent ' Gen. 3 ,  1 ff. has �r;.i�, but not one of 
many Akkadian designations of this reptile, still less any mythical name 
a serpent.1 

Although the antithesis of i1'1'i1 and ''!:l�i1 ' to lift up ' and ' to bring dow
. 

is usual in the Bible and these roots are common for ' high ' and ' low 
nevertheless here and elsewhere for ' above ' and ' below ' we have '�t;l ru{ 
MIJJ::!t? ,  not '�7:? and '��, as would be the case in adaptation of elu u sap · 

' above and below ' in the Akkadian texts, thus e.g. Rog., p. 3 ,  1. I 2 f. f. 
( = A. I, I f.) at the beginning of Enuma elif : ' ·when above (elif) the heaven 
had not yet been named and below (faplif) the earth had yet no name ' ; 
further Rog., p. 56 , ll. 3 and 5 ( = G. I verso 11. 24 and 26) : elinu apsi ' that 
which is over the ocean ' ; faplif afrlita udannin ' below I established th� 
places '. In the Akkadian texts �a��adu (doubtless of Sumerian origin 
= Hebrew ipip is by far more common for ' head, crown ' than the 
common Semitic refu = i!'Ni, and is also invariably used in these myths; .. 
e.g. Rog., p. 54, I. 6 f. b. ( = G. I recto I. 35) ifkun �a��adu ' firmly fixed the·; 
head '. It is true that ipip occurs in the Pentateuch, Gen. 49, 26 ; Deut. ' 
28, 35. 33 ,  16, 20 and elsewhere but precisely not here. 

· 

For the general idea of ' create ' the Akkadian creation texts have : If 
epesu or ebefu ' to do ' ,  e.g. of the creation of man Rog. : p. 1 07, 1 .  1 3 f. b.'; 
( = M. Col. viii, 3) fa ina nifi' ebfuma ' who created man ' ; of gods Rog., . p. 48, I. 4 f. b. ( = D. I. .z 5) : ilani (ilu) anunnaki mit�arif ipui ' the Anunnaki · 

(gods) he likewise created '. Cf. also J. recto 1. 1 6  ff. : minli i nipuf parallel · .  

to I .  20 : mt'nli i nibni ' what shall we create ? ' ; 2) banu = Hebrew mJ (?) ' to 
build ' is the more usual word for ' create, produce, form ', thus Rog., 
p. 49, ll. 2 ff. ( = D. 11. 18-39. The following lines are according to the 
text, not according to Rog.) : of the earth I. I 8 ; of man 11. 20, 2 I ; of 
animals I. 22 ; of plants 1. 25 ; of herbs I. 26 ; even of rivers I. 23 ,  just as 
it is used of the building of cities v, 39,  and of the making of bricks I. 36. ., 
Cf. also Rog. , p. 36 ,  I. 4 f. b. ( = A. vi, I. 7) of man : lubni-ma amela ' I  will 
create a man ' ;  Rog., p. 39, I. 4 ( = A. vii, 29) : ibnu 'amelutu ' who created 
mankind ' ,  and several others. Similarly bani is also used of a god as 
Creator, e.g. Rog., p. 38 ,  1. 8 f. b. ( = A. vii, 9) : (ilu) tutu ban tediftifunu ' God 
Tutu the Creator of their renewal '. 2 Now mJ is only once used and this 
of the creation of woman Gen. 2 ,  22 ; otherwise i1t!'l1 ' to do, to make ' is 

' Cf. KAT. 503 f. and later in reference to the serpent in Paradise. 
2 For the creation of heaven pata�u is also used, e.g. Rog., p. 57, I. 7 f.b. : pati� fame (ilu) 

Anim u kigalli : ' Creator of the heaven of (the god) Anu, and of the netherworld '. This 
word also implied ' to build ' ,  e.g. temples, and was used for the creatiqn of man (Del. 
HWB.). 
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generally used, Ni:J of the creatures, and ,�., specifically of man. Thus we 
see that the Hebrew did not take over the Akkadian term hanu, nor is 
a trace of epefu or ehefu ' to do ' to be found, although in neo-Hebrew it 
is quite common in the form t!'El� to designate something which can or 
cannot be done, i.e. ' possible ' or ' impossible ', e.g. 'fP�t$ ' it is my do ',  i.e. 
it is feasible for me, or ,rp��r·� ' it is not my do ', i.e. it is not feasible for me. 
Not even in a passage like Gen. l , 26 where almost the same words are used 
as in the Akkadian creation story Rog. 36 , L 5 f. b. ( = A. vi, 7) in which 
Marduk is represented as saying : ' I will place man, I will make man ' did 
the Hebrew use m::i the equivalent of the Akkadian hanu. Just as little does 
the Hebrew make use of the other Akkadian expression ly.arii�u, characteristic 
for the formation of man from clay. This is derived from the meaning 
'pinching off ' of loam or clay, e.g. Rog., p. 45, 1. 1 3  f. b. ( = B. 1. 25) : ' the 
god Ea in the primeval waters (ina apsi) pinched off a piece of clay (ily.�a 
/i/am), in order to create the gods of the building and metal arts '. For 
this Gen. has i�, derived from the meaning of shaping clay vessels on the 
potter's wheel.1 It is only later in Joh 33 ,  6 that the expression rip = 'IJ.arli.�u 
occurs for the creation of man. 2 Although �·� = /it/u ' loam ' is indigenous 
in Hebr.ew, it is lacking in Genesis and the man is here created from the 
iny ' dust ' of the earth (noiN). On the other hand the same Akkadian word 
epiri is not used in connexion with the creation of man in the myths though 
it is employed in reference to the heaping up of soil and slime to create the 
eart.h, Rog., p. 49, L 1 5  f. b. ( = D. L 1 8). This discrepancy can be carried 
further by pointing to the fact t?at other Akkadian words for ' create ' are 
not used in the Genesis stories, as e.g. kunnu = Hebrew p.::i which is used of 
the creation of the heaven e.g. Rog. 39, 1. l f. b. ( = A. vii, l 6) . fa ukinnu 
an ilani fame ellUti ' who hath created for the gods the shining heaven ' ,  
an expression which however occurs later in the Bible, e.g. Is. 45, 18 : 

i=l�tb N�il i=l�Yl n�Q i�' ,  Prov. 3 ,  I 9 : i1�,:1Q� C�9\? ;;i_i:::i , or Ps. I I  9, 90 of the 
earth : Ps. 8, 4 of the stars. 

Another striking illustration of these discrepancies is the fact that in the 
Genesis narratives and the Akkadian myths words ar� to be found which 
elsewhere are used identically, only not here ; thus e.g. 't!-'O is used in Hebrew, 
like the Akkadian maffalu, in the sense of equal. Now in Gen. l , 16 f. it is 
not used in this sense but in that of ' rule ' whereas Rog. 38 , 1. 3 f. b. 
( = A. vii, 14) it is used in the meaning of ' equal ' :  ' None among the gods 

I Cf. below p. 1 53 on the origin of this idea. 
• As we shall see later, the fact that i�• , shaping of clay vessels, is applied in Gen. to the 

creation of man from clay, and not rii' = �arti�u. as in Job, is of very great significance for 
the determination of the environment from which the use of i�• is to be explained. 
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shall be equal to him (umassalu) ', exactly as �� is used elsewhere in the 
Bible. The same is the case in Rog. 32 ,  1. 1 0  ( = A. iv, 144) : ' As a mighty 
building after his likeness (plan) he erected Esharra ', efkalla tamfilafu 
ukin esa"a ; and Rog. ibid. I. 5 f. b. ( = A. v, 2) : ' stars after their (the gods') 
likeness (tamfilsunu) he set as signs of the Zodiac ', in both. cases like the ·· 
Hebrew ��. Another very instructive example is afforded by Gen. I ,  14. 
as parallel to the Akk. I. verso 1. 2 1  f., namely : ' and stars of the heaven 
(kakkabu same) that remain eternally unalterable day and night (ura u mii.fa) 
in order to establish (fuklulim) the feasts of the gods (isinni iliini) '. Although 
here the same is almost literally said as in Gen I ,  14 yet in Hebrew all the 
words for the corresponding expressions are different. For stars of the 
heaven we do not find z:r:;i�i::J but nii�9. nor ��i iill( for day and night but 
i1?�?i Oi1 : and for feasts we have 0'1V,iO, which is derived from a quite 
different conception than isinni. It should be added that ufaklil ' to establish, 
to set up ' used especially of buildings, occurs in the Bible but only in 
Aramic as '.?;i� (Ezra 4, 12. 5, 3 ff.). 

Although in Akkadian �a/am is as common as o?� in Hebrew we find no 
conception of ' likeness ', as in Hebrew, formed from this root. Though it 
has been assumed by some Assyriologists and widely accepted in Old Testa
ment circles that ' likeness ' is expressed by zikru, mibru, or mabru (KAT., 
p. 506), nevertheless this is merely a very doubtful supposition as these 
words have been otherwise interpreted by other Assyriologists (ibid. nn. 2 and 
4). It should further be emphasized that even on the assumption that 
zikru means ' likeness ', it is used neither of man nor of a god, as in Hebrew, 
and only of certain creatures (the Eabani and the Engidu) and the many 
manikins and elves who were conceived in human shape. 1 The absence of 
�a/am in the above-mentioned passage is all the more remarkable as in the 
Akkadian stories of the creation it recurs repeatedly in the sense of ' figure, 
image ',  e.g. Rog., p. 57, 1. 3 f. b. ( = G. 2,  1. 7) : epii �a/am (ilu) affur. ' He 
made the figure of (the god) Ashur ' ;  the same also Rog., p. 58,  1. 7 f. b. 
and 59, 1. 6 f. b. ( = J. recto, 1. 6 and verso 1. 10).2 Neither is ' tamfila ' the 
common word for ' likeness ' employed as we have just seen, nor is it said 
that men or gods were formed in the tamfila, the likeness of the Divine 
Creator. It may, therefore, be very much doubted whether the idea of the 
creation of man in the likeness of God was at all known to Babylonian 
mythology. 

r Cf. also Del. WB. 403b. The meaning ' likeness ' or ' in the image of ' can hardly be 
upheld in a single one of the passages cited. 
• oS::l ' idol ' as in the Akk. falmu occurs only

. 
in the later Biblical writings. The same 

also applies to 1110�� = Akk.. falmiitu ' darkness, gloom '.  
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2. The Flood-story 
The Babylonian parallels to the Biblical story of the flood are more 

extensive and comprehensive than in the case of the story of the creation. 
Apart from the eleven Tablets of the Gilgames Epic, where the story is 
most completely preserved, there are several fragments in various versions, 
even from a still earlier period, a circumstance which points to the fact 
that a flood story had been widely known in Babylonia from earliest times, 
and that like many others it was altered, extended, condensed or abbrevia
ted by authors and scribes at will. The relations between the Biblical and 
Babylonian flood stories are much more tangible and numerous than in the 
creation story. The similarity in the order of the events, in the formula
tion of many details, as well as in the style of narration, is so palpable that 
there can be no doubt as to an original connexion between the two. But 
in spite of the greater intrinsic similarity, a comparison here of the linguistic 
elements, also shows that with the. exception of a few expressions which 
are of Akkadian origin, the words and phrases in the Akkadian and the 
Hebrew are completely distinct, and even words of the same root in both 
languages are employed in diverse meanings in the parallel passages in the 
Hebrew and Akkadian versions. 

The most conspicuous word of Akkadian origin in the flood-story, is the 
same as in the story of the creation, viz. cmn Akkadian tlimtu (tiimdu), only 
it is used in the flood story in the concrete meaning of sea, just as is tiimtu 
everywhere in all versions of the Akkadian flood-stories (cf. above p. 106) 
Of undoubted Akkadian origin also i�::i (Gen. 6, 14) = kupru, also kupru 
' bitumen ' with which also Utnapistim pitched his ship ' within and 
without ' ,  Gilg. XI, ii, 9 f., Rog., p. 93 ( = K. p. 87).1 Likewise Akkadian 
is �b (Gen. 6, 14) =giparu, giparru a kind of tree, or reed. Even should it 
mean perhaps ' grove ' or ' thicket of reeds ', the primary meaning must be 
' reed ', or some kind of tree because giparu is accompanied by if= rY and 
thus literally coincides with iElJ 1�y.2 

Of words represented in Akkadian, and also common to Hebrew and 

1 For iEl:l ' bitumen ' cf. Del. WB. 348 a,  KAT. 557 f. and .1kk. Fremdw. p. 60. That in 
the cited passage Gilg. XI, ii, 9 f. bitumen was intended for the pitching of the ship, both 
within and without, cannot, in spite of KAT. 548, n. 2, be doubted. 
• The passage Enuma i, 6, Rog., p. 3, gipara la ki�fUra is interpreted by Winckler (A. p. 

102) as ' bamboo ' ;  by Del. WB. 203 a and Rog. loc. cit. as ' field, fields ' ;  on the other 
hand by Zimmem Akk. Fremdw., p. 53 as a species of tree, assuming that it is the equivalent 
of iE:l� . But Meissner, Seltene Ideogr. 1487 ff., shows it is the Sumerian gi-par, and means 
a species of cane. or some part of it. Cf. also Streck, Vorderas. Bihl. vii, 289, n. l 3, ' kind 
of tree or shrub (?) ' and the passages cited therein. 

Q 
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other Semitic languages may be mentioned ;99 Gen. 7, 4 (also 2 ,  5) = mefru, 
mifra e.g. Rog., ro5 ,  1. r 3  f. b. ( = M. Col. i, 4) which alternates with tJ�� ' , 
Gen, 7, 12, 8, 2 for rain ; likewise '��t;l , Gen. 6, 21 for food = Akkad. akulu, 
akalu ' bread, food ' which, though also generally Semitic, is more frequent 
and characteristic in Akkadian for ' food '. 

These few expressions are the main linguistic remnants pointing to the 
Babylonian origin of the story. In all other cases differences between the 
Hebrew and Akkadian are as clear as in the Creation narrative. Even at 
the first glance, it is astonishing that in a narrative originating from 
Babylonia, the most important object in the whole story, the Ark, is not 
designated by any of the Akkadian words for ship, not even by elippu 
whereby the ship of the Babylonian Noah, Ut-napistim, is invariably 
designated 1 and which also appears in later Hebrew as ��?�, but by i1�J::I , 
which is an Egyptian loanword (cf. below).2 Moreover, as we shall see later, 
'l� though etymologically akin to Akkadian wbl ' to sweep away with 
a flood ', is based on a conception quite different from that of the regular 
expression for the Babylonian flood, abubu, as this means ' rain, cloudburst ', 
whereas '':lo means ' inundation '. Even in passages where in the Hebrew 
and Akkadian the same events are described in almost the same words, the 
mode of expression is quite different. Thus, to cite only a few examples, 
Gen. 8, 7 reads : ' and he sent forth a raven which went, ::litil �;� going out · 

and coming back ', i.e. to and fro (an expression of direction) ; in the 
parallel passage, Gilg. XI, iii , 35  a, Rog., p. 97 (K. p. 9r) it is said of the 
dove illik summatu ituramma ' it went now and again ' (an expression of 
time) ; the same also Gil g. XI, iii, 3 7 a of the swallow: illik sinuntu ituramma. 
For Gen. 8, 9 :  ' and the dove found no �.::1' m:io rest for the sole of her foot ', 
we find in Akkadian of the dove, Gilg. XI, iii, 36,  and of the swallow, iii, 3 8 : 

1 Cf. e.g. Gilg. XI, i, I. 23, Rog., p. 91 ( = K. p. 85) to Ut-Nap�tim : u�r bita bini elippa 
' tear down the house, build a ship ! '; I. 25 : ana libbi elippi ' in  the interior of the ship '; 
also in other Akkadian texts elippu is the usual word for the ship, thus e.g. Rog., p. 104, 
I. 2, 9 and l l b. I. ( = L. I. 6, 13 and 15) : bab elippi ' door of the ship ' ;  matimd elippu ul 
epuf ' never have I built a ship ' ,  etc. Also Rog. , p.  109, 16  ( = N. I. 7) : elippu rabetu 
binima ' build a big ship ! ' Only occasionally do we find another word for it, e.g. Gilg. 

xi. ii, 36 ekallu ' great house, palace ' = '�'n hyperbolically for ship, or Rog. 109, l. 1 8  

( = N .  I .  8 )  gurgurru a special kind of ship, a word which is still alive in the Arabic vernacular 
of Iraq as ;j } ·  . 
• The derivation of ;i.::m from tebitu ' ship of the diving ', i.e. ' diving boat ', Jensen ZA. iv, 

272 f., KAT., p. 390, n. l, and Zimmern, Akk. Fremdw. , p. 45, must be rejected on phonetic 
grounds alone as tebitu is from y:ir;, ' to sink ' and under no circumstances can it be associated 
with i1Jl1 but, in addition, in .  making such a derivation they overlook the fact that in 
tebitu the stress is on ' diving ' and not on ' ship ' .  For {ibii ( = lJ:lt:l), for ' sinking ' or 
' foundering ' of a ship, cf. Del. WB.,  p. 298 b. 
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' As a place for sitting (manzazu) was not there (ipaHima) i t  returned 
issa!Jra) ', literally : ' it turned around ', the same word as the Aramaic iino, 

which occurs in later Hebrew, but not in the Bible.1 For the ' interior ' of 
the ship, the Akkadian has libbu elippi = ' heart of the ship ', e.g. Gilg. XI, 
iv, 28, Rog., p. 1 00 ( = K. p. 93), whereas the Hebrew reads simply n:i•nil ,� , 
though elsewhere in the Pentateuch :i' ' heart ' is used metaphorically 
of the interior exactly as in Akkadian, e.g. Ex. 1 5 , 8. For ni:i,:iro Gen. 7, I I .  
8, 2 ' water fountains ' Rog., p.  54 the last line ( = G. - 1)  �ecto I .  40 has 
nambau, which corresponds to the Hebrew l!t�.fd from 31JJ ' to spring forth ', 
which occurs later, e.g. Is. 35 ,  7 ;  Eccl. 1 2, 6, but precisely not here. For 
' earth, dust ' we do not find ipru = Hebrew iEll.1, but tittu = t:l't:J ,  e.g. Gilg. XI, 
iii , 9. Rog., p. 96 ( = K. p. 89) ' the past has become mud ' (tit#), i.e. nought. 
In Gen. 9, 12 c?iY nii? the word ,, is the Akkadian daru, but here it means 
' generation ' (cf. Gen. 6,  9) and only.later is it used in the abstract meaning 
' eternally, for ever ' as in the Akkadian, e.g. Gilg. XI, iv, 3.  Rog., p. 98 
( = K. p. 92) : ' Of these days will I think, nor will I forget them ana dariJ 
for ever ', or Rog., p. 56 1. 3 f. b. ( = G. 1 I. 38) : ani idi darilam ' I  know 
it for ever ' ,  and many others. As will be noted our text renders ' for 
ever ' by c'iy, the same as in vers. 1 6  and elsewhere. 

3. The remaining Genesis stories and Akkadian 

Wit� regard to the remaining Genesis stories the Babylonian .myths do 
not present, as alleged, direct parallels but merely isolated features and 
elements from myths of a heterogeneous character, which both in content 
and conception have very little in common with the Hebrew stories. The 
same is the case with the Sumerian paradise myth of Dilmun (Nippur 456 1 )2 
and that of Adapa,3 who as the son of a god only received wisdom (nemeku) 
but not, like Adam, eternal life from his divine father when he was placed 
upon earth, in order to supply the sanctuary of the great god Ea in Eridu 

1 In Gilg. xi. xiii, 40, Rog., p. 91 ( = K. p. 91)  it is said of the raven that it saw fuzrura la 
me which is translated by Winckler, Rogers and others by ' diminution of the water '. It is 
true it might mean drying up (from kararu ' to dry up '), but here something concrete is 
decidedly expected ; because it can hardly be said of a raven that it saw ' a  diminution ' or 

' drying up ' of water. I therefore think that in �arura a word ttllied to the Arabic_;; 
' ground, soil ' which would give excellent sense : the raven saw the ' bottom of the water '. 
It should be expressly pointed out that $WI _? is still used in Iraq for bottom of water, 
similarly likewise �\ J.,.; ' bed of the sea '.  

: Cf. Langdon, Sumerian Epic of Paradise, The Flood and the Fall of Man� Philadelphia, 
1915 and with a German translation, S. Landersdorfer, Die sumer. Parallelen zur Bibi. 
Urgesch. ,  Milnster, i. W. 1917, p. 26 ff. 
3 Rog. loc. cit. , p. 67 ff., KB. vi, 1 ,  p. xvii f., p. 92 ff., etc., also KAT., p. 520 ff. 
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with everything necessary in ' bread and water ', all features of which there 
is no trace in the creation of Adam. The only feature reminiscent of the 
Paradise story is the ' food of life ' ,  through the enjoyment of which a man 
may obtain eternal life on earth. The fundamental ideas, however, are in 
stark contrast to those of the Paradise story, as the following will suffice to 
prove : Whilst Adam is conceived as completely naive and ignorant of 
God's designs, Adapa, as has already been objected by Landersdorfer (loc. cit.) 
and others, is represented as perfectly wise (abkallu) , nay even as super
clever (atra basis), initiated into all the secrets of the gods.1 While further, 
Adam is barred access to the ' fruit of the tree of life ' only after his fall, to 
deprive him of eternal life, in order to prevent sin from being perpetuated, 
in the Adapa myth the highest god of heaven, Anu, confers eternal life upon 
Adapa just for the purpose of enabling him to wreak evil perpetually 
against his father.2 But quite apart from this striking dissimilarity, also 
from the purely linguistic point of view, there is no sort of agreement 
discernible between these two stories. Thus-to mention only the chief 
points nearest to the Genesis narrative-eternal life is rendered by napiftu 
dii.ritu (Tablet I, 1. 4, Rog., p. 69), which are related to the words �E:lJ and 
,,., common in Hebrew, though they are used in a different sense, namely, 
napiftu for ' life ' and diiritu for ' eternal ' ,  not as in the Hebrew �elJ for 
' soul ' and iii for ' generation '. The Akkadian expression ' food of life ' is 
rendered by akii.l balii.fi (Tablet II, 1. 60 f., Rog., p. 75 f.) in antithesis to 
akii.l fa muti ' food of death ' (Tablet II, 1. 29, Rog., p. 7 4), whereas in 
Genesis the expression is l::l''nil yy ' tree of life ' ,  not l::l''m1 S?,� if it had 
followed the Akkadian. Likewise the other expression f ammu balii.fi ' herb 
of life ' which is repeatedly mentioned as a magic herb (cf. KAT., p. 524), 
is neither intrinsically nor linguistically comparable with l::l"nil r11 'iel ' fruit 
of the tree of life '. The word fammu is identical with the Hebrew oo ' spice ' 
and was used in Akkadian for ' herb ' and also ' medicine ' ,  e.g. sammu sa 
aliidi ' herb of birth ' (KAT., p. 564), similar to the Hebrew l::l'f-'0 for spice and 
sweet-smelling herbs, e.g. Ex. 30, 34 and elsewhere, but was never used for 

r As will be shown elsewhere the ' first man ', Job 15, 7 and the ' perfected man ', Ezek. 
28, 1 2  and 15, which have been used by Gunkel, Schopfung und Chaos, p. 148, and others 
to establish a relationship between Adapa and Adam, do not refer to Adam at all ! Both in 
Joh and Ezekiel the same mythological conceptiona are combated as in the much older 
Paradise story in Genesis, and particularly by Ezekiel is their alien character felt and 
satirized. Below p. 145 f. the real meaning of the name Adam will be explained, whereby the 
whole hypothesis of an identification of Adam with Adapa falls to the ground. 

� This is in my view the true relation of Anu to Adapa, and the conversion of the original 
punishment of Adapa into a reward which, however, is conceived as a punishment of Ea 
because he created a man with god-like virtues. A different view is taken by Zimmem 
KAT., p. 521 ,  because the demeanour of Anu was not quite clear to hill_l. 
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tree.1 Still less has the tree of life to do with the other wonder herb which 
' converts the aged into a youth (sibu iHabir amelu)' stolen from Ut-napistim 
during his sleep by the serpent (Gilg. XI, 298 ff. ; KB. vi, p. 252 and KAT., 
p. 578). 

Besides the words mentioned, which are common to the Akkadian and 
Hebrew, there are others of possible though uncertain Akkadian origin 
which have been retained in the Genesis stories. Thus, e.g. nS,::i Gen. 2 ,  12  

may be identical with Akkadian budulbu = bedellium, f3Se>.Atov, a translucent 
sweet-smelling resin of a tree indigenous ' to Arabia and Babylonia (Ges.
Buhl. s.v.), but the question arises whether it is genuinely Akkadian, or 
whether both Hebrew and Akkadian derived it from another language. 
From the description of the course of the River Pison one is inclined to see 
in the word a term for resin, indigenous to the southern borderlands of Egypt. 
That it actually must have meant a sort of gum is obvious from Num. 1 1 , 7, 

where the appearance of the manna is compared with n�,::i referring to the 
compact and translucent mass of resin. It seems clear that the narrator 
was citing, for the purposes of comparison, a product typical of the manna 
region and, as we have seen, Arabia is actually among the countries where 
this resin is indigenous. Nevertheless we cannot ignore the fact that the 
oldest mention of nS,::i on record is in Akkadian, and hence the possibility 
cannot summarily be rejected that it may have reached the Hebrews in 
the pre-Egyptian epoch, and that it thus represents a survival of the 
Babylonian period from which many a word and expression was retained 
by the patriarchs. 

The same might also be the case with ocit; Gen. 2,  12 and elsewhere, 
which is assumed to be identical with the Akkadian siimtu, the name of 
a green precious stone (' malachite ' Jensen ZA. x, p. 368, KB. vi, 1 ,  p. 405). 
It is possible in this case also that for this stone which had a different name 
in Egyptian, the Hebrews retained its Akkadian name from the period of 
the patriarchs. It is furthermore by no means certain whether malachite 
or another green stone, like emerald, was meant. We are on somewhat 

1 Cf. KAT., p. 523, n. l ,  where fammu is identified as the prototype of ;:... for ' medica

ment ' and ' poison ' in Arabic (from the Syriac) just as o�r:o stands for ' roots ' and ' herbs ' 
in Hebrew. Whether the Egyptian Im ' herb ' was originally akin to fammu is not certain, 
but possible. In any case it seems to me certain that o�r.io harks back to fammu, whereas 
the Egyptian Jm.w was borrowed by Hebrew in the form of o�aw, which is used exactly as . ... 

in Egyptian for ' green-stuff ', especially for ' leeks '. In both these words, viz. Akkadian 
fammu and Egyptian Im we have a further example of two words which sound alike in 
Akkadian and Egyptian, and possibly also originally akin, being borrowed b'y the Hebrew 
in two different forms, whereby in each case the nuance of meaning constitutes a distinct 
indication of the language from which it was borrowed. 
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surer ground in the case of 'n� parzillu ' iron ' Gen. 4, 22 ; Deut. 8, 9 etc. , '/ 
which was indigenous to Babylonia (cf. Akk. Fremd. and KA T., 648), and : 
thence together with its name may have spread to other lands and languages, :: 
so that no reasonable objection can be taken to the assumption that in j 
Hebrew the Akkadian name was retained from patriarchal times.1 On Of 
the other hand it is of interest that in this same passage cited, Gen. 4, 22, :�. 
the worker in metal is called ti"}h and not 1'f� which is identical with the '.. 
Akkadian ummanu ' artisan ', though it occurs later in Song of Songs 7, 2.2 

Attention may further be drawn to 1�7? which occurs very frequently, 
especially in the Pentateuch and more particularly in the Genesis stories : 
it is undoubtedly from the Akkadian madu ' much, many, amount, quantity', 
which, as in. Hebrew, is used adverbially for ' very ' , e.g. Enuma i, 1 9, Rog., 
p. 4 ( = A. p. 1 1 3) : guliur madii ' very strong ' ;  Enuma vii d (following 
Lucke 46-47) 1. 7, Rog. , p. 41 ( = A. p. 127) : ia ina ilani madiS pru ' who is /;. 

very exalted among the gods '. The same is also the case with i�P. ' book ' � 
Gen. 5 ,  1 ,  etc. which appears to have had its origin in the Akkadian iipru, 
iapiru,3 and must belong to those words which at a very early date passed 
from the Akkadian into other Semitic languages. 

4. What is the origin of the elements foreign to Akkadian in the 
Genesis stories ? 

We refrain from continuing the foregoing analysis as we believe the 
essential points have been sufficiently elucidated by the examples we have 
cited. 

The examination we have made of the Genesis stories and their 
comparison with the Akkadian texts has, on the one hand, provided proof 
of the actual presence of linguistic reminiscences from Akkadian, but on 
the other hand has revealed the striking fact that apart from these remini
scences the language of the Genesis .stories betrays an extremely limited 
relationship with the language of the Akkadian texts. For apart from a word 

1 As Zimmern, KAT., p. 648, n. 5, correctly observes, it does not follow that these and 
similar words have their ultimate origin in Babylonian ; nevertheless I think that on cultural
historical grounds it may be assumed that the Hebrew obtained them from the Babylonian, 
and retained them in the Canaanite dialect which they subsequently adopted. 
2 Cf. Del. WB.,  p. 86 b. It should be observed that whereas j�� has a Hebrew form, the 

. T T  

neo-Hebrew j!f� reveals the Akkadian form ummdnu, which points to a later adoption 

disregarding the earlier existence of this word in the Bible. 
3 Properly ' communication, letter ', later ' writing, book ' ,  cf. Ges-Buhl. s. v. and Del. 

WB., p. 683. Also in Egyptian we find h1b ' sending ' used for ' letter '. The initial for
mula of a letter usually runs : h1b pw r rd.t rb ' a  letter is this to make known that, etc.'. Cf. 
e.g. Moller, Hierat. Lesestucke III, 7, 1 4. 
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like t::nnn which is certainly not of Semitic origin, and as we have said, most 
probably entered the Genesis stories from the Akkadian, apart also from 
words and expressions which, like C'.:i:it:i = kakkabi, fi� = irptu are commonly 
Semitic and, therefore, naturally used in Hebrew quite independently of 
the Akkadian, there are in the Genesis stories very few phrases of the style 
and mode of speech of the Babylonian myths. Hence, the repeated attempts 
to establish a thorough-going linguistic dependence of these stories on 
Akkadian, and even on the older Sumerian, must be regarded, in view of 
the above conclusions, as in general completely beside the mark, and 
in particular cases (where a similarity exists) as highly exaggerated. Were 
the Hebrew author really so dependent upon the Akkadian models as the 
Assyriological thesis pretends, he would certainly have been inclined 
to adopt those elements, which, as we have just shown, are typical of the 
Akkadian texts ; moreover he would not have deviated from his alleged 
models, particularly in those parallel passages where the usage and the spirit 
of the Hebrew language would not have debarred him from following the 
Akkadian phraseology, so akin to the Hebrew. 

Our conclusion gains in value and significance from the very circumstance 
that the protagonists of the Assyriological thesis go so far as to speak of a 
literal translation from the Akkadian or Sumerian, merely on the ground 
that they have been able to detect in some passages a certain coincidence 
which can, however, be much more naturally explained by the similarity of 
the subject-matter of the narratives. Such allegations are controverted 
by the simple fact that a linguistic agreement is absent not only from 
passages of general similarity but even from those few where originally an 
intrinisic relation must really have existed between the Genesis stories and 
the Akkadian myths. If we furthermore add the fact, admitted by the 
Assyriologists themselves, that as a whole, the differences between the 
Genesis stories and the Akkadian myths are very numerous and profound, 
we are confronted with the remarkable phenomenon that Biblical narratives 
though going back to a Babylonian origin, nevertheless betray extraordinary 
divergences from the Babylonian myths both in their linguistic usage and 
subject matter. Nay more : the divergent elements are by far the most 
numerous, predominant, and striking. And these elements betray con
ceptions and features altogether alien to the Babylonian myths and are 
linguistically inconsonant with the usage and spirit of the Akkadian 
texts. We are not referring here to those features which owing to 
a monotheistic purge have been modified and set in place of polytheistic 
conceptions, but to those which do not strictly conform. to the monothe
istic view, and which are so strongly anthropomorphic in their mode of 
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expression that they must rather be taken to be remm1scences of the 
original Babylonian version, a fact which makes the nature of these 
divergences the more striking. 

In substantiation of this statement we mention some of the most con
spicuous and typical features of the Genesis stories which are missing in the 
Babylonian myths. Thus they lack the conception of the emergence of light 
out of the chaotic primeval waters ; the ' hovering of the sp.irit of God ' 
over the waters (Gen. I ,  2) ; the creation of man in the image of God 
according to the first version (Gen. I ,  27), his creation from red earth 
(Gen. 2 ,  7) according to the second version (cf. below, p. 145) ; the 
breathing of the breath of life through the nostrils (ibid.) ; the creation of 
woman from a portion of the body of man (Gen. 2, 22) ; and almost all the 
characteristic features of the Paradise story. In the flood story, though it 
betrays particularly striking points of contact with the Babylonian myth, 
nevertheless, the name of Noah's Ark, part of the material ,  and the building 
technique are not Babylonian, despite the fact that ship-building was very 
active on the Euphrates and Tigris, and possessed a rich terminology of its . 
own. From a purely linguistic point of view, also, we find that many of 
the most characteristic expressions in the Genesis stories ·are missing in 
Akkadian e.g. o,,n no�:i ' breath of life ' ; or O"n m., ' wind of life ' for soul ; 
Gen. 2 ,  7. 6 ,  17 etc. , ;rn e'�) ' living soul ' 1 ,  20 etc. ; c,nSN cS� ' likeness of 
of God ' 1 ,  27 etc. ; ci� as designation of man ; or expressions like mi�in 
' generations ' 2 ,  + 5, 1 etc. ; .,�� ' device, disposition ' 6, 5. 8 ,  2 1  ; neip 

' rainbow ' 9, 13 ff. As we shall see, these expressions and others are coined 
from conceptions absolutely alien to the Babylonian mind. 

Now the question arises : how are these and other remarkable intrinsic 
and linguistic differences to be explained ? How is it that Biblical stories 
which are so closely related to Babylonian, yet betray features and elements 
so alien thereto ? 

The solution of these questions would prove easy if it were possible to 
derive those features in the Genesis stories which differ from the Babylonian 
in both respects, in subject-matter and language, from one and the same 
milieu, from one and the same sphere of influence, and thus establish 
a common background for the ideas and the terms used to express them. 
In other words, to put it bluntly, if it were possible to determine an 
Egyptian origin of these differing elements both as to conception and mode 
of expression we could decisively conclude that we have before us elements 
newly introduced in the Genesis stories in place of the original Babylonian 
elements, and that this process can only have operated in Egyptian sur
roundings. Further if that be so, we must conclude that this can have 
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occurred only in a period, when, still under an active living and most 
intimate Egyptian influence, the tendency naturally developed to adapt old 
narratives to the conceptions of the new environment and to invest them 
with a new linguistic garb, whereof the framework would remain the same, 
but the content would be composed of fresh materials in a new form. 

That this was actually the case we undertake to show in the following 
expos1t1on. It will be seen how profoundly the Genesis stories were 
permeated by Egyptian conceptions in the newly modified form in which 
they have come down to us, and how thoroughly they are dominated 
also by the spirit of the Egyptian language. That in this connexion, 
the linguistic interest is predominant, will be understood from the whole 
arrangement of our work, nevertheless thematic features also will be 
discussed in so far as they contribute to the elucidation of the nature, origin, 
and significance of the Egyptian elements. We wish only to observe in this 
connexion that though in accordance with the whole plan of our work first 
importance is to be attached to linguistic considerations, it will nevertheless be 
necessary to discuss many other relations of the Genesis stories to the 
Egyptian mind and thought in so far as these will contribute to the elucida
tion of the nature, origin, and significance of the Egyptian elements. 

R 



CHAP T E R  I I  

THE EGYPTIAN ELEMENTS IN THE CREATION 

STORY 

1 .  n'r;;�1f denoting primeval time 

The word l"l'W�i:J , with which the creation story begins, is found on closer 
examination to be a close adaptation to the Egyptian expression tpy.t for 
earliest time, ' primeval time '. Just as n'�i is formed from t'�i = '  head ' ,  
so also is tpy.t formed from tp. = ' head '. The most important result of this 
literal coincidence lies in the fact that through tpy.t the real meaning of 
l"l'��i::i becomes at once clear to us ; it is not to be taken in the sense of 
' in the beginning ' meaning that heaven and earth were the first things 
created, an interpretation which obviously clashes with the subsequent 
enumeration of created things, but it is a general term expressing a relation 
to time and means : in the earliest beginning, in the days of yore, in primeval 
time. 

In this connexion it is of great importance to emphasize that not only 
generally in Egyptian literature, but particularly in all those passages which 
speak of the creation or the coming into being of the first things, reference 
is made with extraordinary frequency to the former days, the primeval 
time, to the beginning of all time. In all these cases the word on which 
this conception is based is tp ' head', exactly like Hehr. ��, in l"l'��i::t, and this 
not only in tpy.t, but also in the far more frequent and usual expression 
for primeval time, the beginning of all time sp tpy (or tp), literally : the 
point of time lying at the head. Thus we read in Leid. Amon-Hymnus II. 
Az. 42, p. 20, v, 1. I :  ' the water and the earth therein (were already) in 
the primeval time (p1 mw t1 im-s m sp tpy) ' ;  ibid. (p. 30, xii, 1 .  7 f.) to 
Amon : ' Thou wert at first when nothing yet was, and the earth was not 
without thee in the primeval time (m sp tpy) ' ;  ibid. p. 32,  xiv, 1. 1 ,  of 
his ' first coming into being in the primeval time (sp tpy), Amon who 
arose in the beginning and none knows his (secret) countenance (bs) ' ;  
Urk. iv. 146, 1. 9 :  The gods of the first primeval time (ntr.w nw p1w.t tpy.t), 
the designers of heaven, of earth, and the glorious land (t1-g$r i.e. the 
nether world) ' ;  ibid. 95, Osiris is designated as ' the great god of primeval 
time (sp tpy) ' and Ptah, in Harris 44, 4 as : ' the great god of the primeval 
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time (ntr wr n sp tpy) '. We find that besides the Gods, this expression is 
also used of other primeval things to designate their primordial nature, thus 
e.g. Ledrain Mon. Eg. T. 38, I. 7 ( = AOT. p. 23 1 )  Luxor is spoken of as 
the ' holy city of Amon-Re, the seat of his heart (i.e. his favourite seat) since 
primeval time (S.t ib-f n.t sp tpy) '.1 

In the first verse of Genesis, therefore, heaven and earth are not spoken 
of as the first things created, but the reference is to the primeval time in 
which they were created. Moreover, the verse does not deal with heaven 
and earth as individual creations, but merely indicates generally that their 
creation took place in primeval time. The text accordingly would properly 
read: ' In primeval time God created heaven and earth ', and is intended as 
a heading for the whole story of creation, which is then described in its 
individual phases. The creation-story proper begins with the second 
verse. 

By eliminating the conception ' in the beginning' from n�w�i.::i we at once 
get rid of the contradiction, to which objection has always been raised, viz. 
that the second verse speaks of the chaos when nothing yet existed, despite 
the statement made in the preceding verse that heaven and earth had 
already been created. By taking the first verse as a heading, it now appears 
perfectly natural for the story to commence with the chaos and go on 
to give a description of the process of creation. Moreover as we shall 
presently see, heaven and earth, in the first stage of their creation, were not 
conceived as separate formations, but in consonance with the description of 
the chaos in the second verse, as combined together, the separation only 
following on the second and third day. 

2. The Dual form C��� for Heaven 

This is all the 
rom which the 

1 The somewhat ambiguous sp tpy is usually translated by the ' first time ' .  By this vague 
expression the Egyptians sought to convey the uncertainty about the exact time of an 
event : ' once, af the very beginning, at an early time ' ,  which is best reproduced in Hebrew 
by M1W�iJ . 

• The opinion maintained by some grammarians that 01t;W is a specific and not a dual 
form is due only to their embarrassment to explain it as a dual. The same is also the case (with sTmilar une4l)lained dual formations like t:N� and especially-local names which will be 
dealt with elsewhere. 
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are cited as Canaanite glosses is sufficient indication that the dual form ; 

was unknown even in Canaanite out of which Hebrew was developed. , 
The peculiar dual form crt:.iti can, therefore, be rightly regarded as a genuine : 

creation of the Hebrew language. Though no dual or plural conception is ' 

any longer felt in its use for ' heaven ' yet it is ab ori'gine ;  C't:.lW could not : 

have received a dual form unless a duality of heavens had been the ·:· 
underlying conception. 1 

Now such a conception was quite familiar to the Egyptians, and ·� 
accordingly they spoke of p.ty ' two heavens ' the ordinary dual form from :; 

p.t ' heaven '. This is based on their belief in the existence of two worlds : the ·. :  
earth for the living and the nether world for the dead. As the nether world in , 
their view was equipped in exactly the same fashion as the earth, hence a :. 
heaven was stretched over it also ; so there were two heavens, one over the · · 

earth and the other over the world of the dead. The Egyptians were so much 
im ue w1 t is 1 ea t at t e sun even was thought to traverse both 
heavens, and it was thus that they explained the alternation of day and 
night : in the day the sun proceeded from east to west across the heaven to 
illumine the earth, and in the evening it sank on the western horizon where 
the netherworld began, in order to give light to the dead throughout the 
night. They imagined the sun as a bark in which the Sun-god Re, drawn 
from one horizon to another , crossed the heaven, so they spoke of two 
sun barks, of the ' morning bark ' (<ng.t or m<ng.t) and the ' evening bark ' 
(skt.t or m$kt.t). In the morning bark Re was steered from the east as far 
as the western mountain-wall, where he ·quitted the morning bark and 
went on board the other in order to begin his journey through the nether 
world ' there where he gave light for the great god Osiris, the eternal ruler ' ; 
there where the dead greeted him ' in their caves ' where their ' eyes open 
again ' at the sight of him and their ' heart leaps ' as soon as they behold him 
because he again ' gives breath in their nostrils ' (Nav. Totb. r 5  B ii. r 6  ff.). 
Thus he journeyed through the nether world the whole night through till the 
next morning when he left it and appeared again on the eastern mountain-wall, 
once more to mount the morning bark for the day journey ( cf. Erman, Reli'g. 
P· I I f.).2 

' In the creation-story of Genesis, there is nowhere the slightest trace of the existence of 
two heavens, one above and one below the water ; it is merely said that the primal water, 
before the creation of the ' expansion ' (Y'i'i) as heaven, consisted of an upper and lower 
stratum of water, a conception which is the very opposite to what is maintained by some 
commentators. s we shall presently show, the creation of the ' expansion ' actually seeks 
to eliminate the concep ion o av 

funct10n m o eavens was ass1gne al.so to the moon (i<IJ. = Mi'), as representative 
of the Sun-god Re, who said to it on its appointment as luminary : ' I cause thee to pervade 
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Such conceptions appear again and again in religious texts and books of 
the dead in which the dead are represented as following the course of the 
sun by day and night and journeying along with it across the upper 
eastern heaven stretched over the earth, as well as the lower western heaven 
which extends over the nether world conceived as in the west. Thus e.g. in 
the Hymn of the Sun-god .Jiz 38 ,  27 ( =Lit. 303 and Roed. Urk., p. 49), 
it is said that he is ' the beautiful sun (ltn) with brilliant light which 
banishes the twilight, the great hawk-the falcon which pervades the two 
heavens (p.ty in the dual), that journeys over the nether heaven, long and 
broad though it be, and never sleeps on the journey (i.e. during the night) ' ;  
Mar. Abyd. I pl. 7, 6 2  f. ( = Records, iii. § 270) : ' [I give] thee the lifetime of 
his two heavens (<b<w n p.ty-fy )  ' ; further Pyr. 406 ( = Roed. Urk., p. r 92) of 
the dead king : ' He has wandered entirely through the two heavens (p.ty) ; 
he has journeyed through the two shore-lands '. 1 

The formation of l:J't:lW as dual can therefore only be explained as an 
ada tation to the E ptian dual : in this word is still reflected the ori inal 
conception of the two heavens which the Hebrews, in coining the dual 
form, took over from their neighbours durin their so· ourn in Egypt. 

This verification helps us to understand the motive governing the idea 
of creating an ' expansion ' (Y'i'i) and further explains why in Gen. r ,  8 it is 
expressly said c•ow Y'i'i? l:J'il'� �ii''l viz. that the ' expansion ' which was 
conceived as a unit, was given the name c•ow. It is clear that a dual form like 
r:rt:iw must have been somewhat inconvenient for the author of a monothe
istic narrative of creation, because a conception of two heavens necessarily 
premised the existence of a nether world for the dead, besides the world for 
the living. Nevertheless he was concerned to exorcize all the original 
polytheistic elements and features connected with the word Cl't:ltl which was 
already so deeply rooted in popular speech that it could not be abandoned, 
and to oust the old conception of a system of two worlds and two heavens 
by the new teaching. This he achieved by explaining the creation of 
heaven as y•pi a single ' expansion ' so that it should be understood that 
there was cnly one heaven which served as the division between the lower 
and upper masses of the primeval waters, before the earth was yet in 

(in[z-k) the two heavens (p.ty) with thy glory and thy light ', Himmelskuh, Sethos I, pl. D, 

I. 73 ( = Urk. Roed. i48).  
1 By idb.wy, literally ' the two-shore-lands ' ,  are meant the earth and the nether world, as 

the river which flows through Egypt was conceived as a continuation of the river in the 
nether world, on the assumption that it was a ' two-shore-land ' like Egypt. Particularly in 
cosmological passages and in the literature of the dead, Egypt is represented as if it were 
' the whole world ' ; many ideas and expressions are applied now to Egypt, now to the 
nether world, just as in our case ldb.wj is applied both .to Egypt and the nether world. 
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existence. The emphasis laid on the fact that this ' expansion ' was call 
by God c�oi!' was intended to deprive this word of its original litera 
meaning ' two heavens ', and to make it clear that c�ot::? was to be taken 
a merely conventional designation for the one and only heaven. 1 As it w " 
only after the creation of this single heaven that the earth was separatect 
out of the waters, the idea of the existence of two heavens is eliminateq, 
altogether from the outset. '. 

On the same ground it may be explained why the creation of light as; 
well as the demarcation of day and night as two time-units are represented: 
as having preceded the creation of heaven and earth, because in the con-' 
verse case ground might have been given for the belief that the division of 
time into day and night was a consequence of the existence of two worlds, in' 
order that alternately it might be light in the day for the living in one world,;: 
and at night for the dead in the other. It is also possible that the author; 

deliberately placed the words ' in primeval time God created heaven and 
earth ' as a caption at the head of his creation-story to emphasize that the'. 
universe consisted only of heaven and earth, thus controverting from the · 
outset the conception of the Egypt�ans, who, in all their myths referring to 
the origin of all things, expressly mention the nether world (dw1.t) as an· 
integral part of the universe, side by side with the heaven (p.t) and the 
earth (t1).2 And not only in such myths, but also in others are nether world, 
heaven, and earth represented as being the three integral parts of the · 

universe. Nay more, the nether world was for the Egyptians by far the 
most important of the three, because it was the world of the gods and 
designated for the dead as an eternal dwelling place for ' millions of years ' 
and ' thousands of jubilees and generations '. This invisible, mysterious 
world was indeed for him a quite real and vivid one ; it was filled ' with all 
good and glorious things of heaven and earth ' ; a second heaven was 
expanded over it, and the sun shone upon it during the night with even 
greater brilliance than by day, until it again appeared next morning to the 
living on earth to give them ' another day '. In the monotheistic creation 
such a world of the dead could not exist, and, therefore, it was intentionally 
emphasized in the heading of the entire creation-narrative that God created 
only one heaven and one earth. 

As a further consequence of this conception may be regarded the fact 
1 In similar manner, the original plural meaning of 1::l'i1'� faded away through its constant 

use for the one God, so that it eventually became a simple singular. This will be dealt 
with more fully elsewhere, in discussing the names and attributes of God. 

• In the Babylonian myths also the nether world is mentioned together with heaven and 
earth ; but not with such insistence, because the nether world did not assume anything like 
the same importance among the Assyrians and Babylonians as among the Egyptians. 
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that, in the creation of the ' luminaries ' ,  it is expressly explained (Gen. 1 ,  1 6) 
that the sun was intended to rule by day and the moon and stars to rule by 
night. Hence the function of the sun is restricted to the day only and 
exclusively to the earth, thus completely eliminating all conception of the 
sun shining at any other time or in any other part of creation. It is only 
in opposition to the Egyptian idea of the sun shining in the nether world 
that such emphasis appears conceivable and even necessary. Perhaps it is 
for the same reason that verses 1 5  and 1 7  stress the point that the lumi
naries were intended i"i�il ?11 i'�il' ' to shine upon the earth ' , a statement 
calculated to underline still more sharply the opposition to the Egyptian 
conception. It is only from such points of view that these and other 
expressions, apparently tautological and, indeed, considered by many critics 
as superfluous and interpolated glosses of later date, emerge in their real 
meaning : they are original and indispensable elements inserted in the 
creation story with a clear and determined purpose of opposing Egyptian 
conceptions. 

3. The primeval deep Clii'IT;'I 1 

As already observed above, cmn has long since been recognized as an 
Akkadian loanword. Nevertheless it appears to us necessary to investigate 
whether the more or less unanimous interpretation given by .Assyriologists 
is at all tenable, and if not, what is the real meaning of l:l'ilJ'I, and what place 
it consequently occupies in the Genesis story of creation. 

Assyriologists and almost all of the modern Biblical critics still take it 
for granted that cmn is identical with tiiimat, the name of the dragon of 
darkness which Marduk slew in bitter conflict, before the creation of the 
world.2 The positiveness with which this assumption is put forward, and 
the stubbornness with which it is maintained, are based on no intrinsic or 
philologically well-founded facts ; since besides the similarity of sound of 
t:liiln and tiiimat, no other proofs for such an identification can be put 
forward.3 This whole view iS rather due to mythologizing tendencies 
which, employing all possible and impossible kinds of combinations, seek 

1 On technical grounds the discussion of this term ought to be included in the discussion 
of the Akkadian elements. But we preferred to insert it here, because it belongs intrinsically 
to the cosmological elements in the Genesis story. 

• Cf. Rog., p. 4, I. II ff. and p. 29, l. I ff. b.l. ( = A. i, 22 ff. and iv, 85 ff.). 
1 The argument that t:liiln must be identical with titimat because like the latter it 'is 

fem4i,ine, is untenable, for the simple reason that in our particular passage the gender of 
t:liiln is not apparent, and further because, there are examples of its being used in the 
masculine as a poetical expression for sea. The question whether titimat and ttimtu are 
related at all, is not a matter to be discussed here. 
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to work into the Genesis stories and even into the narratives of the patriarc · 

features and elements drawn from the Babylonian myths, that are absolutef" 
remote from and completely alien to the Hebrew spirit. 

A closer examination relying solely on the text of Genesis I ,  2, and quit 
unbiased by Babylonian mythology, will reveal that in this passage ther 
is no trace of any contest with a living monster in the sense of the Baby\ 
Ionian myth of the fight of the gods, and that thus there is no intrinsi', 
ground whatever for the identification of oim1 with tiiimat. Here omn mean ·· 
nothing else but the primeval water, that ocean which filled the chaos 
This is clearly shown, of course, by the words o•o;i IJ£l �.l1 ' on the face of th 
waters', which unmistakably indicate the real nature of cmn as water. On 
further examination of the philological aspect of the word it will be seen 
that though m.in is doubtless an Akkadian loanword, it is not identical 
with tiamat, but with tamtu or tamdu which often occurs, not only in creatio '., 

myths but also in many other myths, most distinctly in the sense of primal: 
ocean, exactly like z:min and not as the personification of any divinity like 
tiamat. Thus we find e.g. that in Rog., p. 48, 1. 9, f. b. ( = D. I. 10) , the.1 
chaotic state before the creation of the earth is described just as in Genesis�; 
and there it is said : ' The lands altogether were a sea (tamtu) ' and p. 49,i:' 
1 .  2 f. b. (D 1 .  3 I) : ' The lord Marduk filled up a landing-place on the edge' 

of the sea (pat tlimtim) '. Also in a magical text (KB. vi, 1 ,  p. 39 ff.), the · 
world is conceived in its primordial condition as a tamtu i.e. the primeval . : 
water as a sea, an ocean, before the earth was created by the heaping up of _:t 
mud on the shore of this tamtu. For the use of tamtu as sea, cf. Rog., 42, ;,·., 

1. 1 under the line ( = A. vii ( d) 1. I 5) : kir-biS tamtim ' in the midst of the f' 
sea ' ; Rog., p. 45 , 1. 8 f. b. ( = C. l. 30) : ibni sadi u tlimati ' He (God Ea) 
created mountains and seas '.1 As Zimmern KAT. p. 498 justly remarks, 
here tamtu or tamdu is used simply as appellative for sea, and not in the 
sense of a personification of tiamat, as there is not the slightest reference 
to the fight of Marduk against the dragon tiamat. Indeed this text, which 
conceives the creation of heaven as a ' canopy over the earth ' and the earth 

1 This meaning for tdmtu results directly from the fact that it alternates with the other 
quite common word apsii (also apfii) for sea or ocean, which was likewise applied to the 
primal water, primeval ocean, cf. Rog., p. 55, I. 13 f.b. ( = G. 1 ,  I. 9) : apfu ra!ubbu ' mighty 
ocean ' ; p. 56, under the line ( = G. 1 ,  I. 24) : eli-nu apsi ' what there is on the ocean ' ; 
p. 45, I. I under the line ( = B. I. 25) : ibnii apsii fubatsu ' he who created the ocean for his 
seat ' ; also in the following line t;iPsii stands for primeval ocean ; p. 60, I. 10 f.b. ( = H. I. 4) ; 
(ilu) Ea fer apfi ' (God) Ea, the King of the Ocean ' ;  p. 57, I. 9 f.b. ( = G. 2, I. 2) : fa ina 
apsi ifmubu gattiif ' he whose growth flourished in the ocean ' ; Rog. translates : whose hand 
developed in the ocean ; cf., however, Del. HWB., p. 207 b. The stem famdfJ,u ' to gx:ow, 
flourish ', which is probably akin to Aramaic fewab (Zimmem, Akkad. Fremdw.,  p. 70), is 
perhaps related also to Arabic . ..;, ' to be high '. 

t_ 
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as a ' heaping up ' of mud, and also describes the creation of man, animals, 
rivers, plants, woods, cities, and temples, proves that tamtu is used simply 
for the primeval water filling the chaos before creation, exactly like omn. 

The passages quoted show that tiimtu apart from its purely philological 
aspect also intrinsically expresses the same idea as t:min ,  as the conception 
of a primal ocean in Genesis and the Babylonian myths is one and the same. 
It must also be emphatically pointed out that whereas tamtu is used in the 
sense of sea for primeval water in the various creation myths, tiamat in 
the very same texts never stands like tamtu for primeval water or sea, but 
exclusively for the dragon as the personification of darkness.1 

We see that all indications implicitly point to the identification of oi.in 

with tamtu in the common meaning of ' ocean, sea ' in primeval time, i.e. 
' primal deep '. Hence z:mm is not the mythologi.cal tiamat hut the cosmolo
gical tamtu, and it is not the myth of the fight of Marduk against tiamat 
which is the real parallel to Gen. I ,  2, but rather those passages in which the 
original chaotic condition of the world is represented as the primal deep 
tamtu. This conception, however, being not specifically Babylonian, but 
as we have seen, belonging inter alia also to Egypt, it results that the only 
indication of a real relationship between Gen. I ,  2 and Babylonian, consists 
merely in the use of the word r:min identical with tamtu. The two terms 
oii1n and tamtu are so closely connected that if any confirmation were 
required of the fact that by omn nothing else is to be understood than 
' primal deep ' (art interpretation which indeed had always been maintained 
long before the Babylonian tiamat myth was discovered), no better and 
more striking proof could be found than the use of tamtu in the Babylonian 
creation-myths. 

Whilst in the creation-story of Genesis omn is to be understood as the 
primal ocean, the chaotic primal waters in immemorial time, the same word 
cii1n in the flood-story, Gen. 7,  u .  and 8 ,  2 is to be taken concretely in the 

1 This differentiation is, even in non-mythological Akkadian texts, a thorough one, thus 
inter alia it is also in the building inscription Rog., p. 58 ff. ( = J.), where reference is made to 
the fight against tiamat, e.g. p. 58, I. 6 f.b.,  and p. 59, I. 5 f.b. ( = J. recto 6 and verso 1 0) : 
' The picture of (the God) Ashur when he goes ana libbi tiamat into the tiamat in order to 
fight with it '. Cf. also at the close of the same text. The supposition (p. 59, n. 1) that 
tiamat means the primeval ocean is disposed of by p. 60, l. 4 under the line, where the 
' taming of the tiamat ' is referred to : adi la (ilu) affur tiamat ikkammu ' before (God) had 
tamed the tiamat ' and where tiamat can only be understood as the monster and not the 
primal water. That tiamat is indeed conceived as a fish-dragon is to be discerned from 
the description in Rog., p. 3 1 ,  last line ( = A . iv, I. 137 ff.), as well as from p .  54, l. ' 3 f.b. 
( = G. 1 ,  recto I. 38) where it is conquered by the tearing off of ' its nose ' (na!Jrifa), wherein 
palpably the idea of angling played a part. Here too reference is made only to the water 
which flowed from the incised body of the tiamat, and not to the personification of the sea 
as tiamat. 

s 
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meaning of ' sea ', or ' ocean '. Here t:ii;in shows the same usage as tlimtu o�· 
tlimdu, which, in the Akkadian flood-stories does not refer as in the creation 
myth to the primeval water but simply means ' sea, ocean ', e.g. Rog., p. 96� 
1. 8 (text) ( = K. iii, 14) : ki mliri nuni umalla tlimtama ' as fish-spawn fill�· 
the sea ' and a few lines further (K. iii, 22) : inu'!J tamtu ' the sea becamd 
calm ' and iii, 29 : while I gazed at the sea (tlimtu) ' etc. In all tp.ese cases" 

it is used like apsu sea, ocean, e.g. Rog., p. 91 ,  1. 9 f. b. ( = K. i, 29) and 
p. 92, I. 3 (text) ( = I. 38). 

It is interesting to note that the development in the use of m;in follows 
the conception that out of the primeval ocean the world ocean was created. · 

After the chaotic primeval deep had been shattered by the penetration or' 
light and divided by the ' expansion ' lf'Pi into upper and lower masses of 
water, all the lower masses flowed together to form an ocean round the 
earth which had emerged from them, and for this ocean the same name. [· 
t:ii;in was retained as had been applied to the primal deep from which it was

'
;. 

separated. In this connexion it is noteworthy that in this process of develop- '� 
ment from primal ocean to world ocean, the Hebrew followed the Akkadian i 
tlimtu only linguistically ; for intrinsically the Babylonian conception of the :: 

·l 
origin of the world ocean and the earth is radically different from that of; 
the Hebrew. 

In view of the mythologizing tendencies referred to above it is necessary .';� 
to point out that the meaning of the word cmn it quite unaffected by the :. 
question whether the origin of the flood-narrative is mythological, or whether 
we have to do with an actual event which assumed a legendary character. 
For us the sole consideration is what the narrator meant by cmn, and as to 
this there can be no doubt that it signified for him nothing but a real sea, 
just as real for him as was the flood which inundated the world. Just as 
little does the expression i1::li t:imn Gen. 7, 1 x point to anything mythological : 
by the explicit description of ci;in as n::ii the author meant to convey 
that t:iinn meant here the ' big sea ', i.e. the world-ocean conceived as 
around and under the earth. This must have appeared necessary to him, 
because mnn for an internal sea, even for a lake, must already have been in 
use and present to his mind, a meaning which actually occurs in the Penta
teuch, viz. Deut .. 8 ,  7, where ninmn mentioned after brooks and springs, can 
only refer to the lakes of the Land viz. : the Dead Sea, the Lake of Kin
nereth and the Lake of Merom. Similarly in Ex. 1 5, s mnii1n refers to the 
Sea of Reeds, but here it is used hyperbolically in the plural, in the same 
way as Cl'�� is used for ' sea ' in poetical. passages. 1 

1 It may be observed that, as we shall show on another occasion, the word _:Ji1i has 
nothing whatever to do with cmn or tiamat as is maintained by Assyriologists. In the 
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Finally it is more than astonishing that whilst the identity of cmin with 
tamtu, meaning ' sea, ocean ' is fully admitted even by the staunchest supporters 
and advocates of the cmn = tiamat hypothesis it is only in Gen. 1 ,  2 that 
cmn should be precisely the tiamat-dragon, whereas everywhere else, even 
in the flood-story Gen. 7, I I .  8, 2, it is freely connected by them with tlimtu 
and simply interpreted as sea, ocean ! 

4. The ' hovering ' of the spirit of God and the creation of light 

It is generally accepted that Cl'il't( mi Gen. 1 ,  2 is to be regarded as 
a metaphorical expression in the sense of ' spirit of God '. For mi in its 
ordinary meaning ' wind ' would have no sense whatever, especially as 
the passage deals with the chaotic condition before the creation. So far 
this interpretation is quite in order and the abstraction of the meaning 
' spirit ' from that of ' wind ' presents no difficulty. 

The case is, however, totally different in the use of l:)ni with reference to 
the ' spirit of God ', an expression which, as is clearly shown by Deut. 32,  I I  

. and other passages, is used of the hovering and fluttering of the bird with out
spread wings (not of brooding !). Even if it be conceived as a metaphorical 
turn of speech in which the concrete meaning of hovering and fluttering 
has receded, the conception of hovering and fluttering could not have been 
origz'nally applied to C'il'� mi unless this was somehow connected with 
a wz'nged being. What then is the background from which such an asso
ciation could have emerged ? As the ' hovering ' relates to nn and this 
palpably designates something which is essentially connected with c•il,�, 
God, we must first of all endeavour to elucidate the original conception 
underlying the transition from mi ' wind ' to the meaning of ' spirit '. 

In many passages of the Pentateuch and elsewhere mi ' wind ' stands in 
relation also with c••n ' life ', meaning ' breath of life ', as in Gen. 6, I7. 

7, 15 and 22, where also nowJ is used. Now in Egyptian nf and pw, 
both = '  wind, air ', are used in conjunction with <n[z = life, specifically for 
' breath of life '. Here, therefore, the transition from ' wind, air ' to 
' breathing, breath ' is the same as in c••n mi , and accordingly this is 
a complete equivalent of the Egyptian expression nf n <n[z or 11w n <n[z for 
' breath of life ' which in both languages has become a standing expression 
for soul, cf. e.g. (for the Egyptian) Harris 44, 7 : ' The breath of life. (nf or J1w 
n <nb) for all men ' is under Ptah; 78, 1 3  : ' I  saved every man from his distress 

. 
and gave him breath (dy-y n-f nf or 11w).' 1 See also Er.-Gr., p. 80 nf 'wind, 
discus�ion of the poetical portions of the Pentateuch we shall deal at greater length with 
the use of CJiill1 in the most important biblical passages. 

' Here nf is probably preferable owing to the pun on n-f. 
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breath ' =  Coptic mq and p. 208 11w ' wind, breath, air, breathing ' and 
comment on Gen. 2, 7 (p. 146 f.).1 

I would remark that so far as I can see nf or 11w is only used for th� 
breath breathed by the gods into man, so that it represents breath in the 
form in which it is given to man to animate the body. The Egyptians,'·. 
however, had another more specific expression for soul, namely b1, whjch/ 
conceived as an individual entity separate from the body, had its existence 
now in, now out of the body. This b1 was used both of men and of gods :'. 
the man had his b1 and also the gods had their b1, some even several b/ 
(b1.w). In contrast to the Egyptian, however, the expressions mi and nciv.:i ; 

are to be differentiated in the following manner : mi is first of all a primal. ;. 
divine element, a constantly living and eternally working force which belongs> 
to God and God alone ; secondly it is the ' breath ' in that phase in which, :: 
still purely divine, it is given to man to animate him ; i11.:lC'J , on the other ' 
hand, designates the further phase of that element when, by its entry into 
the body, it begins to function as soul for the individual to whom it is given.2,. 
If this differentiation of mi and i1t:le'J shows in itself a higher level of con-. ·: 
ception than in Egyptian, the abstraction of C'i1?� mi as ' spir£t of God ',

·
:
· 

reveals a still higher level. In our passage Gen. 1 ,  2 however, c�n'� ni, 

still clings to the earlier conception of a ' soul of God ', an expression_': 
which, though no longer entirely in the primitive sense of b1 ntr ' soul of ., 
God ' among the Egyptians, is, nevertheless, reminiscent of it inasmuch as :· 

it is not yet conceived in the sense of the later purer idea of o�.1?� mi as . 
' spirit of God ', which is already to be discerned in the Pentateuch in rp.any 
other passages. 3 

Having established this much, the application to C',1?� mi of i:ini ' to 
hover, flutter ' can now be explained. According to the Egyptian concep
tion the soul (b1) of the gods like that of men, had the form of a bird, and 
is actually depicted in the Books of the Dead and elsewhere graphically as 
a bird (cf. i.a. Erman, Reli'g, p. 103 and pl. 76). Likewise the movement 
of the soul was conceived as that of a bird, hovering and fluttering with 
out-spread wings in the air.4 In 9ni still lurks the conception of the 

1 In a special chapter on the conceptions of the soul, this will be more fully discussed. 
z Here we have the explanation of the fact that whereas i1t.:llVJ is only used in reference to 

the living soul in the body, Mii is applied only to God and to the ' breath ' inhabiting the 
soul (i1t:le':l). 

3 Although nn in reference to God is used exclusively in an abstract sense, especially in 
the prophetical books, a passage like Job. 33, 4 where o�,1?� Mii and ,,IV .l1t.:l�J occur as a 
parallelism, shows that earlier both expressions were also applied to ' soul ' ,  although in this 
passage i1��J , as well as Mii elsewhere, is applied only figuratively to God in the highest 
and purest meaning of monotheistic conception. 

4 The Egyptians applied <py ' to fly ' also to the ' soul ' (b1) of the Gods, cf. EGWB, p. 179.  
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fluttering and hovering of the soul, and thus in mi and 9ni we have 
metaphorical expressions derived from the original concrete conception of 
the soul as a flying being-expressions which, however, only became more 
abstract in so far as the tendency grew more marked to weaken the quite 
primitive Egyptian conception of the ' soul of God ' ,  the prototype of m., 
C\i1;N , and gradually to eliminate it from the monotheistic range of 
thought. 

Now that Egyptian has furnished us with the elements which explain the 
' hovering of the soul of God ', the Egyptian conception of the emergence of 
light from chaos provides us with the background which renders it possible 
to understand the description given in our passage of the creation of light. 
It confirms our view of C'i1'N nii and makes clear some other features 
of this creation episode. From time immemorial the Egyptians believed 
that the chaotic primal deep was the God Nun (nwn) and Re who went 
forth from him as the sun was his soul (b1).1 For our study of O'i1'N rni 

the fact is of extraordinary significance that already in the earliest religious 
literature of the Egyptians, the conception was widespread that when the 
Sun-God Re emerged from the primal deep Nun he took the form of a bird, 
namely a goose, and that as a goose he flew over the primal deep spreading 
light by fluttering his wings. This is dearly brought out in the religious 
Songs of Thebes in which the creation is referred to, and where Amon-Re 
is praised as the first god coming forth from Nun, ' who was the first when 
nothing yet was '. There Amon-Re is called ' the great cackler ' because 
by his ' cackling ' on his flight as a goose over the primal deep, Nun, he broke 
the silence of the primeval world.2 

Generally the conception that in primordial time light emerged from the 
chaotic waters precisely before the creation of heaven and all other things, 

1 In the same way also other gods were represented as ' souls ' (b1.w) of primeval gods, 
being conceived as their emanations ; thus e.g. K.hnum as the soul of the Air-god Shu (fw) ; 
the god Am (im <!)) as the soul of the god Heh (Q!z = eternity ?) ,  and the night as the soul of 
Kek (kkw = darkness),  cf. Himmelskuh, Roed. Urk., p. 149. 

z Cf. Erman, the Leiden Amon-Hymnus, Sitzb. d .Berl. Akad., 1923, xi, p. 71 ,  0. 90, sect. 4 

and note thereon, as to the origin of this conception. In the same hymn p. 66, E. 600 sect. 2 
and also elsewhere (cf. n. 4), light (fw) is designated as ' the soul ' of Re or Amon-Re in 
his quality as Sun-god. Cf. also Lit., p. 301. Although this papyrus emanates from the 
period of Ramses II, the hymn dates from an earlier period, in any case from that period 
when the ' religious revolution ' under Amenophis IV had not yet fallen into oblivion (Lit. 
295). It should further be mentioned that the role of Re was transferred also to Horus who 
like Re was conceived as the first Sun-god, but in the figure of a falcon- (not of a goose) 
going up from the Nun (byk wbn m nwn), Totb. , Nav. 71 ,  1 .  Also of Osiris on another 
occasion it is said that he was ' the great god who went forth from the Nun (ntr wr pr m 
nwn) ', Leiden Amon-Hym. K. I I . 
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is typically Egyptian, and is exactly how the process of the creation of light r. 

before heaven and earth is set forth in Genesis. It appears from the oldest 
to the latest periods of Egyptian literature in various versions. Thus e.g. •· 

in the Apophis Book ( = Nesi-Amsu Ed. Budge) 26, 21 ff. ( = Roed. Urk. : 
p. 108) the Sun-God is represented having emerged from the primal 
deep, Nun, as Khepre C!Jpry, also !Jprw) i.e. in the form of the morning ,1 

sun as it first appeared in primordial time, ' when the heaven had not been 
and the earth had not been '. 1 

It is in this and similar ideas that some of those sources lie from which 
the description given in Gen. I ,  2-3 of the chaos and light was drawn. We 
now understand why the hovering of the c�n�N mi appears as a phenomenon 
immediately precedent to the creation of light : here instead of the primal >! 
god Re, or Khepre, flying and fluttering with his wings over the chaotic Nun 

· 

in order to spread light, appears the ' sp£rit of God ' C'M�� mi hovering 
over the primal deep cinn in order to utter the fiat : ii� w ' let there be 
light '. 

5. �n:ii �nr.i . 

Having obtained a clear picture of the conception the author had formed , 
of the chaotic primeval state of the world, we will attempt an explanation of ' 
the somewhat enigmatic expressions �il:ii �ni:i.  In Gen. I ,  2 we learn that the 
chaos in the primeval period there described was antecedent to the creation 
of heaven (!1'i''1 v. 6) and earth (n�J, v. r n). There was only a primeval 
deep (mi!n) which filled all space (for riNn here cannot mean anything else). 
As appears from v. 6, in this cmn were contained the upper and lower 
water masses i.e. the heavenly and earthly waters. If now we are to under
stand by cinn the primeval deep in its entirety, we may suppose the two 
successive expressions iiln and in:i to represent the two parts of this primeval 
deep namely, the earthly and heavenly water masses. Starting from this 
assumption first of all in regard to inJ, we find that the Egyptians denoted 
the heavenly waters with the word by1 which in sound can well correspond 
to a Semitic il'.::l or �n'.::l as the transcription of the Egyptian i or / by n is 
quite regular. The identity of sound in both words would thus lead us to 
regard �il'.::l as the equivalent of the Egyptian word by1 in the meaning of 
heavenly or upper waters.2 If this be correct, one would expect to find in 

1 Cf. Erman, Relig., p. 32 f. and p. 10 f. Although this magic book is of the 14th century -
B.c., it contains numerous allusions to ideas which were spread throughout Egypt in much 
earlier times. Hence it represents a later treatment of older materials taken from the 
ancient creation-texts and concocted by the author into a book of magic. Cf. Roed. Urk. 
p. 99. 

' Actually by1 frequently occurs in the literature of the dead for the ocean of heaven, e.g. 
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mi':\ an expression, corresponding to the earthly or lower waters. As 
a matter of fact this leads us to compare �nr.i with the Egyptian t1 ' earth ' 
which in sound likewise completely corresponds to a Semitic nt-1 or �nr.i 
exactly denoting the earthly i.e. lower waters. 1 In in:.ii inn we would 
actually have both parts of the primal deep cinn , an interpretation which 
from all points of view intrinsically, linguistically, and also phonetically, is 
unobjectionable. 2 

The expression in:.ii inn for this chaotic state was later employed for the 
characterization of a confused, forlorn jumble, as e.g. J er. 4, 23, or for 
something negligible, non-existent, as I Sam. 12, 21 ; Is. 59, 4 etc. etc. 

That inn in this sense occurs more frequently than in.:i is palpably to be 
explained from its position as the first of the two expressions. Whether 
the original meaning was ever felt remains an open question, even in such 
passages as Deut. 32, 1 0  and Job. 26, 7.3 This is, however, beside the point ; 

Nav. Totb. 85, 9 f. ( = Roed. Urk., p. 266), of the dead man : ' I  go on my feet, &c. ; when 
I traverse the ocean of heaven (by1) ' . Cf. also Rod. Urk., p. 222, I. 1 8. Here the original 
meaning of by1 ' ore ' is lost ; by1 means simply ' the heavenly waters '. 

1 In the ending 'i of both words may still lurk the w of the masculine plural ending of 
t1.w (i,i1n) and by1.w (i,n:i) ' the earthly and heavenly waters ' ,  as in such cases the plural 
is the rule in Egyptian, e.g. irp.w ' wine ', my.w ' water ', which latter was indeed understood 
as a collective for ' waters ' (Erman, Gram. § 201).  Many examples, even from Semitic 
languages can be adduced which show that some borrowed words have been taken over 

with the plural ending. As an interesting example in Egyptian itself the Semitic loanword 
ssm ' horse ' may be cited : originally it .was taken over in the Semitic plural form c�cc , 
but treated in Egyptian as a singular and then provided with Egyptian gender and plural 
endings, thus ssm.t (also iim.t) ' mare ' and ssm.w (or Sim.w) ' horses ', where the Egyptian 
plural ending w is added to the Semitic plural ending m. 

� A surprising coincidence is displayed by the vocalization of the first syllable of mt-1 and 

the Coptic TO (S.) or eo (B.) for the Egyptian t1 ' earth ',  Spiegelb. WB., p. 140 ; in old 

Coptic in nTO THpq = P1 t1 gr.f ' the whole earth ', likewise in iWTo (S.A.), R.£.U..&O (B.) 
' earthquake ' .  Although n o  far-reaching conclusions can be drawn from such instances 
(cf. above p. 50, n. 1),  it is at any rate of importance, because it increases the number of 
Egyptian words which show identical vocalization both in Hebrew and in Coptic. From 
by1 the Coptic has however retained only the form &.M (Spiegelb. WB., p. 14), in the com

pound word f po,.&.&.a..1 (S.) :6a..pa..&.a..1 (B.) ' voice of heaven ' ,  i.e. thunder = Egyptian · 

!Jrw-by1 (cf. above p. 59, note 4). It remains therefore undecided whether there was not 

also another form, possibly &.01. 
J The last quoted passage suffices to demonstrate that the conception of inn as ' desert ' 

= Arabic � is untenable. In Job 6, 18 and Is. 24, 10 the reference is also not to ' desert ' 
or ' devastated city ' (Ges.-Buhl. s.v.) ,  but to ' void ' and ' chaos ' respectively. Purely as a 
matter of suggestion I would remark that in Is. 34, 1 1  the original meaning of m::i.i inn 
seems still to be reflected : inn ip is the extreme limit of the world once more fallen into 
chaos, and iil:l 1;:.i� are the destructive missiles from heaven likewise collapsed into chaos. 
The prophet depicts hyperbolically the devastation of the chaotic city as destruction sur-
passing all possible human imagination. 

· 
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the only important thing for us is to have ascertained the Egyptian origi 
of m.:Ji inn and established its meaning as the two parts of the primev 
deep oinn . 

6. Fish and birds 

A very striking feature of Gen. 1 ,  20, noted already By the earliest com1 

mentators, is that the birds, like the fishes, were produced from the wa,te� 

and not as all the other animals, 1 ,  24, from the earth.1 The whole mod · 
of expression in Gen. 1 , 20 and 21 leaves no doubt on the point, although .. 
here the birds are reckoned as earth-animals though not so clearly as m.' 
Gen. 2, 19. Now this conception is typically Egyptian. For the birds;

'.· 
which intensely engaged the interest of an Egyptian, nested in the swamps> 

and bushes of the banks of the Nile and in the neighbourhood of other� 
�' waters, as these are the only places in the over-heated, sun-bathed Nile '· 

valley which provide shade and protection. From the swamps and reed; 
clumps, he first saw the birds fly up ; it was between the papyrus rushe�· 

and the tall, tangled, and twisted plants that he discovered the first nests'. 

and it was there that he observed the baby birds creeping out of the� 
eggs. It was this circumstance which made him conceive the idea that 
there lay the cradle whence the birds came into being The marsh bird 
were for him the first winged creatures, the pr£meval birds, so to spea 
and this led him to generalize and see the origin of all birds in the swamps . 
and slime of marshlands, streams, and waters.2 Indeed it even seems thaf 
1pd, the usual expression for bird from the oldest times (very frequent in'-. 
Pyr.), originally denoted the wild duck or goose, so typical of the Nile ::� 
swamps ; thus we find that the name of this bird which was considered to :· . 
be the prototype. of all birds became a generic designation, and indeed, was :· 
in all periods employed as collective for ' fowl ', just as 9111 is in Hebrew.3 

Now the idea of a common origin of birds as water creatures and fishes 
becomes quite comprehensible. This line of thought finds expression in 
the fact that in Egyptian literature, birds and fishes are always mentioned 
together, especially in hymns to the gods and other poetical texts in which 
reference is made to the origin of the existence and to the rulership of the 

1 On the differing version Gen. 2, 19 (cf. below p. 142). On the discrepancy between this 
version and Gen. 1 , 2o-6 we propose to dilate more fully elsewhere. 

i In the oldest religious literature of the Egyptians, the goose appears already quite / 
distinctly as the first living being. The idea is that the first gorl Re crept as a goose from · 

the egg which lay on the mud-hill in the primal water Nun. Cf. Erman, Leid. Amon- -:� 
Hymnus, p. 70 and 78, also above, p. 127. · +� 

3 .s:_f. Vogelsang, p. 72 on Bauer B. 61. This is also the case in Coptic with the same word '.·� m.&T ' duck, goose ' = 1pd which is used of fowl. Cf. Spiegelb. WB., p. 178. .iiG. WB., '.:; 
i, p. 9 s.v. 1pd. 

' 
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gods as creators. Thus e.g. Merikare, Pap. Petersb., 1 1  1 6  A, recto 1 3  2 f. 
( = Lit. 83) it is said of Re : ' He formed the plants for them (men) and the 
animals, fowl, and fishes for their sustenance ' ;  Anast., iv, 10, 7 ( = L£t. 
3 07) to Amon : ' Thy high Nile leaps upon the mountains, 1 a lord of fish and 
rich in fowl ', likewise Amon-Hymn, Pap. 17 Bulak 6, 3 :  ' Amon who 
makes herbage for the earth and the fruit tree for men, and gives life to the 
fishes in the stream and the birds under the heaven '.2 

It is from this conception that Gen. 1 ,  20 is to be understood : ' the first 
winged beings go forth together with the water-creatures and spread over 
the earth ' on the face of the heaven.3 Hence also the application of riw to 
water-creatures and fowl alike is to be explained.4 

Moreover, the designation of winged creatures as c,r.:iwn 9iy ' fowl of 
heaven ' ,  1 ,  28 and 30 is quite common in Egyptian, e.g. Denkstdne, Sitzb. 
d. Berl. Ak., 19 1 1 ,  p. 1090 :  ' Tell it to the fishes that are in the water, and 
to the birds in the heaven (n 1pd.w m t1 p.t) ' ; and ibid. p. 1 103 : ' I  speak 
of thy power to the fishes in the stream and to the birds in the heaven 
(n 1pd.w m t1 p.t) '.s 

An important question that now arises is whether 9iy ' fowl ' is Semitic 
at all, as a root 9131 from which this word ought to be derived is not to be 
found in any other Semitic language with a meaning akin to flying ; more
over the common Semitic word for bird is 'ile1 in its various forms, as e.g. · 

Aramaic or Syriac !:(,�� and i�� , Arabic J�, Akkadian iuuru, etc. On 

1 This is to be understood in the sense that viewed from a higher point the river appears 
to leap down from hill to hill. 

� Fish and birds were so closely conn,ected in the mind of the Egyptian that he employed 
the same expression bb (Er.-Gr. Io7) for fishing and bird catching, and wfi< (Er.-Gr. 39) 
for fishermen and bird trappers. Fishing and bird catching were likewise always carried 
on together as occupation and as sport. According to the eloquent peasant (B. i, 6I),  the 
very acme of happiness and joy is reached when : ' fish will come to thee in heaps and thou 
wilt catch fat birds (iw n.k rm.w fn<y.w pfi-k m 1pd.w r;Jd1) '. It is obvious that fn<y.w is 
derived from fn< ' granary ' (written exactly like R. i, 225) in the sense of ' heaped up '. 
Vogelsang misunderstood this word and his forced translation ' the shy fish ' is far-fetched 
and cannot be correct. That the granary or the barn was used metaphorically for heaps is 
illustrated inter alia by Ani 6, 2 ( = Lit. 238), where the innumerable excuses are compared 
with a full barn. The variant R i, r 04 : m In<y. w now no longer offers any difficulty. 
Similarly in Pap. Lansing, I2, 5 the abundance of fish and birds is characterized as the 
highest blessing. 

3 With l:Jlt.:lWi1 '�� cf. the like Egyptian expression fir p.t ' face of heaven ' for ' surface of 
heaven ',  e.g. Pyr. I443· 

4 In the discussion of the animal names in the Pentateuch we shall revert hereto and also 
supply an explanation of 9il1i1 }'iW Lev. I I ,  23 and Deut. 14, I9. 

s I particularly cite these passages because apart from their literary agreement with c1n mi 
and l:J,r.:iwn 9i31 , they remind us of a similar passage in Job I2, 7 in which the power and 
wisdom of God in the creation are praised. 

T 
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the other hand in Egyptian, even in the earliest literature, the usual word £ '  
fly i s  p1, pwy (also py, Er.-Gr. 5 1 ).1 Still nearer to the Hebrew i s  the E 
tian 'if' fly ' (Er.-Gr. 25) which coincides with 9::iw Gen. I ,  20, ' to fly '.2 Th 
question must, therefore, remain open whether the Hebrew 9W as noun an .  
verb was not taken over from the Egyptian. In any case, i t  i s  remarkabf 
that in the extremely frequent phrase ' fowl of heaven ' the word alwa · 

used is 9i31 , and as already observed above (p. 104, n. i) in only one c 
Ps. 8, 9 do we find iit:i� . It should be further noted that tl'!J�,, 9i31 occ 
already in the Genesis stories as a stereotyped expression (Gen. I ,  30 ; 
6, 7 ;  7, 23 ; 9, 2. 

7. M!IJiJ ' The Living ' and i1!tl V�� ' Living Soul ' 
For living beings, especially for animals, the Hebrew expression is n: 

fem. subst. of 'O , i.e. ' the living one ' Gen. I ,  24, 25, 30. 2, 19, 20. 3 , l ,  l.j 
etc. This exactly corresponds to the Egyptian word <nb.t ' the living one '· 
likewise fem. subst. of <n!J, for animals. 3 As in no other Semitic languag' 
is ' the living one ' used as a specific designation for animal,4 and further 
more this usage is only known from the Egyptian, one is not likely to 
far wrong in the assumption that here also we have an adaptation to th . 
Egyptian. This is supported by another fact, viz. that the use of 'i;t ' th , 

living one ' as applied to man, Gen. 3, 20, and in the plur. Cl'�tl to ' all men ':. 
as e.g. Num. i7, 1 3, etc., etc. , also corresponds to the Egyptian usage o(. 
<n!J ' the living one ' in the sing. and <nb.w ' the living ones ' in the plural } 
for ' men '. What makes this analogy especially interesting is the circum-\. 

stance that in Egyptian the sing. <nb, but more often the plur. <nb.w, is _ ;� 
predominantly used of men like C''M , 5 whereas the fem. sing. <n!J.t is, as a ·1. 

rule, exactly as in Hebrew i1'M , applied to animals. · .11 
This disposes of the difficulty. raised by some commentators that ' all > 

living ' would seem to include the animals, which could not be said of Eve. ; 
For the phrase 'IJ-�f is not to be taken in a general sense as ' all living ', �··· 

x See also Sethe, V erbum, Glossar s. v. ; also Sp1 causative of P1 ' let fly ', both very frequent 
in Pyr. Cf. Speleers Pyr., Glossar, no. 761 f. 

2 Cf. also <1pp for ' serpent ' {Er.-Gr. 23), probably referring to the ' flying serpent ' .  Cf. 
also ip. y  = <py, AG. WB., p. 69 and 179, also <JJ, p. 182 and <1pp, p. 167. 

3 Although it is used for small cattle, the fact that the ' living one ' is applied to an animal 
is quite sufficient to establish a link between the Hebrew and Egyptian in this connexion. 

4 Whether the Arabic � = ' serpent ' means ' the living one ' and harks back to 'n'!J.ty 
which was an attribute of the serpent goddess, or whether it is allied to the Aramaic N'1'M 
which has certainly nothing to do with ' life ' ,  remains an open question. 

� Cf. also <n'!J and plural <n'!J.w n.t ' the living ones of the town ' for ' citizens ' ,  e.g. Jnscr. 
Mes. , p. 42, 4 ;  5 1 ,  2 f.b. 
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but exclusively as a designation for men, as indeed it has always been 
generally understood. 

As far as the expression i1!1J W�� , so peculiar to the creation-narrative, is 
concerned, its real meaning can only be exactly determined in connexion 
with a thorough investigation of all the ideas and terms relating to the soul, 
which will be undertaken elsewhere. 1 Here only this can be said, that 
;i1n t::'f:lJ is a close adaptation of b1 <nby (or abbreviated <nb) ' living soul ', 
which in Egyptian has a quite specific meaning, and plays an important 
role in the destinies and metamorphoses of the dead in the other world 
Cf. e.g. Pyr. 1098 c of the dead king : who is described as a ' living soul ' 
(b1 <nb) ; 2 Toth. Nav., chap. 17, 1-2 : ' of the dead going out of the nether 
world during the day as ' living souls ' (b1 <nb) ' ; Hymn to Osiris, Pap. 
Ani 2, 1 0  f. ( = vol. i ,  p. 1 3) :  May he (Osiris) grant that I journey north
wards to Busiris as a living soul (b1 <nb) ; Urk. iv, 414, 14 and 4 1 5, 5 of 
the dead man that he ' may go out as a living soul (b1 <nby) '. 

Still more remarkable is it that the whole phrase n1n W!lJ� wi ' and he 
became a living soul ' Gen. 2, 7 literally corresponds to the Egyptian bpr m 
b1 <nb ' to become a living soul ' which in the texts for the dead is actually a 
standing expression for the metamorphosis of the dead from a lifeless body 
to a living being, cf. e.g. Toth. the heading of chap. 85, vol. II, p. 19 1  
' Chapter of becoming a living soul (irt bpr.w m b1 <nb) ' :  Urk. iv. 1 1 3  of the 
dead : ' Thou wilt be interred in the earth in the rock-tomb of the west in 
order that thou mayest become a living soul (bpr m b1 <nby) ', whereby the 
resurrection of the dead body by the return of the soul (b1) is meant, so 
that the dead man may take food and drink to continue his existence as a 
living being. Similarly also in Urk. iv. 147/6, where the same wishes for 
the dead are expressed, viz. ' to be buried in the rock-tomb of the west in 
order to become a living soul (bpr m b1 <nby) '.3 

It is obvious that n'n ei::iJ is employed in a general sense, and that it could 

1 Cf. above p. 132, n. 1 .  
2 In Apoph. 25, 2 3  ( = Urk. Roed. 106) Hnum, the ' ram of Mendes ' is designated as the 

I iving soul of Re : ' all enemies of the ram, the lord of Mendes, the great god, the living 
soul (b1 <no) of Re ', wherein b1 is used in its double meaning of ram and soul. Besides b1 
<nb we have also 1h -<no, e.g. Pyr. 3 18  c :  ' (the dead king) W. goes to-day in the true 
character of a living soul (m irw m1 n 10 <no) ' ;  Totb. 65, 8 ( = vol. ii, p. 2, the dead) : 

' Behold, I am born, I go forth as a living soul 1h <nb '. The difference between 10 and b1 
has not yet been clearly established (cf. AG. WB., p. 15 f.). 

3 As to the real character of b1 <no and its specific meaning with the termination y in <noy, 
uncertainty still prevails. Only a thorough investigation of the entire material concerning 
b1 <no in connexion with il'M WE:IJ may provide further conclusions as to the inner relation 
between these expressions to one another and render possible a mutual illucidation of the 
Hebrew and Egyptian. Cf. above p. 132, n. 1 .  
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not be used in the sense purely in reference to an other-worldly, but only 
the earthly life. It is aP.plied to the living being from the moment w ;. 

it is endowed with a no�J , by the entry of the breath of life (l:l"M ni.,), do' 
to the moment when the soul leaves it. n�n e'E.'lJ is in short ' a  Ii · 

individual '. 1 

s . .:lit:i .. ,� o'::rS� ��!. 

The phrase succeeding almost every new creation : ' and God saw that·� 
was good ', Gen. 1 ,  4, 10, 12,  1 8, 2 1 ,  25, 3 1 ,  which only occurs in this creatio 
narrative, was a typical expression in the intercourse among Egypti· ·, 
artisans and art workers. Thus we find a man working with an axe at 
stern of a ship saying : ' I will cut round its stern (pl;wy-f) ; I will see t 
it is good (iw r mn nfr) ' ;  another says : ' I  am making a splendid wo"'. 
(iry-y kJ.t i�r) ; you will see that it is good (iw-Jn r mn nfr) ' ; another, worki · 

at the foundry, says similarly : ' you will see that it is good ' (Erman, Redi ' 

Rufe, etc., p. 42). In another passage ibid. p. 40, where a workman, en 
joined to do his job right as far as he can, exclaims : ' I will do it so tha 
thou wilt praise it and see that it is good '.2 It is very instructive to comt. 
pare expressions, interjections, and phrases that were current among artis , 
and common people, with similar expressions in the Hebrew, especially · . 
texts of like content. Interjections like : ' to be well made !, make it well l} 
very good !, it is good !, let it be good !, very good ! '  were in these circles 
as common as .:m:i ' good, well ' and i�o .:l,t:i ' very good, well ' in the Hebrew, . 
in order to announce the good execution of a job or to hold it in ·· 
prospect. Thus, ' it will be good (wnn nfr) ', ibid. p. 44, is the answer of a 
workman ; whilst carving a stone vessel, the craftsman says : ' this jug is "; 
very good (iw !Jnm pn nfr wr.t) ' ;  another, working at a necklace, says : ' it ��· 
is very good (iw-f nfr wr.yt) ', ibid., p. 45 ; or : ' this barley is very good, mate ! 
(iw it pn nfr wr.t nt J.zn<-y) ', ibid., p. 22,  ' this is very good (iw nw nfr wr.t) '. 
Likewise often in conjunction with ' doing ' iry = n�y as in Gen. 1 ,  3 1 ,  e.g. 
loc. cit. p. 7 :  ' I  am doing it well, mate ! (iry-y nfr nt J.zn<-y) ' ;  p. 43 : ' it is 
good when you do . . . (nfr ir-Jn . . . ) ', etc.3 

1 In both cases, in li!-'E.'lJ and b1, we have retained the usual translation ' soul ' ,  although it 
sometimes is quite certainly wrong for ii!-'E.'lJ , as will be shown elsewhere, cf. above p. 1 32. n 1 .  

• This is how the mutilated text is to be completed. 
3 It should be here expressly pointed out that the Hebrew .:m:i shows exactly a usage like 

the Egyptian nfr for ' good ' and ' beautiful '. In general I incline to render nfr by ' good ' 
rather than by ' beautiful ', except in cases where the reference is to the appearance and the 
sense demands ' beautiful '. 
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By the juxtaposition of these examples, which could be multiplied, we 
see clearly the relation of .:m:i •::J omSN �.,., to the Egyptian. This phrase, 
so characteristic of the first chapter of Genesis in which it is exclusively 
used is a further important factor for appraising the linguistic nature 
of the creation-story, as well as for the determination of the period in which 
it was composed. 



C H A P T E R  I l l  

THE CREATION O F  MAN, THE BEASTS OF THE FIELD, 
AND THE BIRDS I 

1 .  The Creation of Man in the Ima�e of God 

According to Gen. 1 , 26 f. the man and his consort were created in the 
image (C�¥:P) and likeness (mo;�) of God. This idea is entirely in keeping 
with Egyptian conceptions. First they entertained it with regard to the 
creation of gods, and then that of kings who were conceived as emanations, 
nay, as the corporeal offspring of the gods, and then applied, by certain 
schools generally to the creation of man. It was a dominating factor in 
Egyptian thought throughout and can be traced back to the earliest times. 
This idea is illustrated in various concrete and metaphorical expressions, 
not merely in the myths of the Gods, in hymns to gods and kings, but also 
in popular tales, books of wisdom, and other writings. At the creation of 
the first gods, followed by that of the first men, it is expressly stated that 
they were all made in the image of the god creating them, the name and 
nature of whom varied according to different theological schools and 
tendencies. 2 So deeply-rooted was this idea that the primordial nature of 
Amon as the first god-creator could not be better characterized by the 
Egyptians, than by making him create his own shape, his own £mage, so that 
it could not be said of him, as of other gods, that he was created in the 
image of a god.3 Thus we read Erman, Leid. Amonhymnus, L. 1 00 : ' Amon 

1 The characteristic differences between the first and second Chapter of Genesis, notably 

with regard to the creation of man, will be more fully discussed elsewhere. Here we deal 
with the Egyptian relations to both versions simultaneously, because Egyptian influences 

are equally apparent in both. Incidentally, however, we draw attention here to the Egyptian 
background out of which some differences revealed in both versions of the creation of man 

in the first and the second chapter can be derived. 
• The most instructive and oldest example is furnished in Erman, Ein Denkmal memphit. 

Theologie, Stzgsb. d. Berl. Ak. 19u , p. 916 ff. Cf. also Erman, Relig. on this remarkable 
document. 

3 For ' image or primal image ' of a god there were many expressions, the individual 
meaning of which is difficult to determine, thus e.g. bs lzy, Sim, ty.t, Erman, Leidener Amon
hymnus, p. 70 ff., L. Sec. 100 ; M. Sec. 40 ; 0. Sec. 90. For ' primal form ' or ' primal 
image ' bprw also bsj tpy ( = first form) was used 0. Sec. 90 1 and 4 ;  Q. Sec. 200 
1 and 3 .  Besides these there are other expressions contained in the passages we shall 

presently quote in connexion with ' image, likeness ' of a god, such as : snn ' image ' ,  sn.ty 
' likeness ' from sn ' to resemble ' ;  twt ' effigy (also statue) ' ;  mityw from mi originally ' to 
bear ', then ' to create, to shape ' (also of metals) ; twt miw.t·· seems to be still more closely 
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who arose in the beginning and no man knows his form (bs) ; no god arose 
before him and no other god was with him to tell him his form (�y) ; there 
was no mother before him to give him his name ; there was no father before 
him to engender him so as to say to him " that is I ! " ' viz. ' he is as I am, 
he is in my image '. 

More often was it said of the living and dead king ; e.g. Urk. iv. 14, 1 5  of 
King Amosis that he was ' like Re, his heir exulting in joy ; the image (m.Styw) 
of Re 1 which he (Re) created ' ;  Urk. iv. 244, 5 the gods say to Amon of the 
Queen Hatshepsut , ' she is thy daughter in thine image, thy mighty seed ' 
and 275, 4 ff. she is described as ' the daughter of Re, beloved of the gods, 
superb image (ty.t) of Amon' ;  the ' image (ty.t) of Amon on earth ' ;  the ' image 
(t}.t) of Amon-Re to eternity ' ,  ' his living monument (!Jnt.J) on earth '. Mar. 
Karn. pl. 1 1 , 1 3 ,  song of victory to Thutmosis III ( = Lit. 2 5 6) Re says to the 
king: ' I  showed them (to the enemies) thy majesty as the lord of the rays (i.e. as 

· the sun), thou didst shine as my image (snn.y) before their countenance '; like
wise Urk. iv. 362 ,  4 of the Queen: ' she is the seed of Re, to create for himself 
a brilliant seed on earth as his living image ' for the weal of men ; Kuban 
Stela ( = Erman-Ranke. p. 83) to King Rameses II : ' for thou art Re in thy 
body, and Khepre in his true likeness ; thou art the living image on earth of 
thy father Atum of Heliopolis ' ; Anast. II, 41 song in praise of the town of 
Rameses, it is said to Rameses II : ' Thou, 0 king, that art formed by the 
gods, etc., thou, the likeness of the bull of Heliopolis (twt n k1) ' ,  where 
' bull ' is applied to the god as a symbol of strength and courage ; Pyr. 407 
of the dead king who appears as god-king in heaven, that he was the 'divine 
image ', the ' image of images ', i.e. the truest of all divine images.2 

Of still more importance for us, however, and most nearly related to the 
creation-story in the first chapter of Genesis, is the teaching of Merikare, 
according to which all men are created in the image of the gods who issued 
from Re, as it is said Pap. Peters b. 1 1 1 6 A, Recto 1 32  ( = Lit. 8 3) of men : 
' They are his (Re's) images (snn.w) that issued from his limbs (!z<.w) '.3 

connected with the conception of ' likeness ' ; it was applied to kings of whom it was vaunted 
that they were created in the likeness of Thoth (cf. Erman, ibid. p. 70, n. 3). The same 
also applies to my.ty, my.tw (AG. WB. ii, 39 f.) ' likeness ' from my = like. 

1 As Sethe remarks ad loc. (translation p. 8, n. 12), the original meaning of mstyw is ' son ' 
(from mSy ' to bear '). On account of other ideas to be discussed later, it is important to 
bear in mind that in the creation of gods and men the same expression mfy was employed 
for ' bearing ' and for ' shapin� and creating ', cf. e.g. M emph. Theo/. , p. 942 : ms.n-f ntr .w 
' he created (or shaped) the gods '. 
• This idea is also expressed in royal names, e.g. in Tutankhamen = twt-<nb-imrz ' a  living 

image is Amon ' or, as I think, ' the living image of Amon '. 
3 This is to be understood in the light of the Egyptian theogony, according to which the 

first men were children of the first gods. Cf. below, p. 152. 
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This whole idea of ' image and likeness ' nowhere assumed so mu . �· 
significance or was so widespread as in Egypt. Side by side with the visiq 
world, there existed for the Egyptians an invisible world, in which . · 

souls of gods and men wandered about, not only in their own hoctl 
but also in doubles in their image or likeness. The images of the g ' 

could at any time be entered and thus animated by their soul (b1) ; · · 

as every god had several souls (b1.w) he had at his disposal also seve· 
£mages into which at choice or whim now one, now another, of his ' so� 
entered, so that all these images as special representations of the god cou ' 

simultaneously be present in different places.1 
Similarly every man had a corporeal double in his own image whi ' 

existed as a shadow by his side, and which only after death assumed i 
true significance. For just as the soul (h1) could return to the body of 
deceased, which for this reason it was sought to preserve as a mummy, 
could also enter his double as often as it pleased in order that the deceas · 
might wander at will in this world of the living as well as in the neth · 
world, or might journey in the sun-bark of Re across the heavens from o �· 
horizon to another. 2 

We do not propose now to enter fully upon an analysis and discussion o 
the differences in the first and second chapters of Genesis, reserving it fo 
another occasion. But so much may be said now : The whole concepti�� 

of the creation of the first man and his wife in the image of God as set fortl( 
in the first Chapter of Genesis could hardly have originated in any other: 
than an Egyptian milieu.3 It has certainly a quite different meaning in the . 
monotheistic presentation. For despite its anthropomorphic background, ' 

1 This is the way in which the conception of the omnipresence of God found its primitive ·• . . I 
expression ! Nothing can better illustrate the thoroughly polytheistic mind of the Egyptian ,) 
and the sensualistic anthropomorphic conception he had of his gods, than the idea that ' 
every god not only had several souls, but also several bodies in his likeness so as to render · � 
possible his simultaneous presence in different places. 

· 

• The idea of being ' the image or in the likeness of' was so widespread that phrases such 
as ' likeness of the father ' or ' image of his father ' were used in the meaning of ' his 
corporeal son '. Thus e.g. Pap. Bulah, 4, pl. 16, i :  ' Get thee a wife while thou (the text 
has : he) art young that she may provide thee with a son as " thy likeness " ,, i.e. whilst 
thou art still strong so that she may remain faithful to thee and her child may be the child 
of thine own body. 
3 That such a conception could hardly occur in a Babylonian creation-myth has already 

been observed above (p. 112 f.). But even assuming that the interpretation of the word 
zikru is right, which is however more than questionable, it would represent a quite isolated 
conception which has not been generally accepted. On the other hand the Egyptian in
fluence of the idea of likeness on our passage can hardly be doubted, not only because this 
idea was remarkably wide-spread in Egypt, but also because the closest Egyptian connex
ions with the creation.:story of Genesis are so abundant and so palpable. 
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it has been shorn of the sensualistic and polytheistic features of Egyptian 
theogony and, in deliberate contrast to the Egyptian conception (according 
to which there were many creator-gods and thus several different ' images '), 
in our passage only the first human pair is created in the image of God as 
there is only one God. But later, even this more elevated and advanced 
conception did not seem to fit into the teaching of a pure monotheism, as 
the danger still subsisted that man would be exalted also in his corporeal 
substance as divine. Hence it appeared necessary to correct or to amplify 
this conception of the creation of man by another one set forth in the 
second chapter, in .order to prevent the possible assumption of a corporeal 
connexion between man and God in the sense of the Egyptian theogony, as 
we shall see later. 

2. The desi�nation of the First Man as 01� and the ' Red Land ' 

The name of the first man 01� is brought into connexion with i1!?1� in 
Gen. 2, 7. That noi� means ' the red' i.e. the ' red land' cannot be doubted. 
Now, this expression as an appellation for land is to be found in no other 
Semitic language. Thi� leads to the supposition that noi� is an exclusively 
Hebrew mintage, and the question arises on what conception it was based. 
It is true that nowadays in Palestine the soil is classified by the Arabs 
according to various colours, thus : 'aref 'J:tamra or samlf.a ' red earth ', 'ar� 
samra or ka�la ' black or grey earth ' ; 'aref beef.a ' white earth ' ; 'aref �afra 
' yellow earth ' etc. But all these designations are simply applied to 
different kinds of soil according to its colour, each being used for the 
sowing of a particular seed or fruit (cf. inter alia Canaan, ZDMG. 19 16, 
p. 165). Nowhere, however, is any of these expressions used appellatively 
for ' land, earth ' like noi�, not even �amra ' the red ', although red soil is 
most noticeable in Palestine. Even assuming, in view of the stability of all 
conditions in the Orient, that in ancient Canaan likewise, the various species 
of soil were similarly differentiated according to colour, it is not known 
that any land as a whole, or a complex of lands, or the whole earth was 
ever called by a word denoting a colour like Hehr. noi� . 

Now, if we refer to Egyptian, we find that dfr.t ' the red, ' (fem. of dfr) is 
used to designate a foreign, or sterile land, in contrast to km.t ' the black ' 
(fem. of km) used as a name for Egypt because there, the only fertile and 
cultivable land is the black, muddy soil inundated by the Nile. Indeed 
dfr.t became the nam,e for deserts, for remote countries or parts only 
inhabitated by nomads. This use of dfr.t and km.t was very widespread, 
and a few examples may suffice to illustrate their antithetic character. 

u 
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Thus, Griffith, Pap. Kahun, pl. III, 3 it is said in a Song to Sesostris III : . .  
' He came to  us, took " the Black " (km.t) under his rule and the Red (dJr.t) ·? 
did he take for himself rdynj dir.t m <b-f) ' , i.e. he conquered Egypf and the . 
foreign lands ; Hammamat, L.D. ii 1 50 a, I. 91 the incense land Punt conceived : 

as the most distant country from Egypt is likewise called ' the Red ' :  ' His 
Majesty sent me to equip Byblos-ships for Punt to fetch the fresh incense .· 

from the princes of the Red (dir.t) ' ( cf. Erman-Ranke, p. 601 ). The • 

expression dfr.t is certainly as genuinely Egyptian, as is km.t, only the former ;' 
was used in a deprecatory sense, for in the eyes of an Egyptian only Egypt 
was the good, (nfr.t), holy (w<b.t), and glorious (sps.t) land but all other 
lands, were impure, desolate, abhorrent, and he looked upon them with 
scorn and contempt. r 

We thus have in i1!J1N a close adaptation to the Egyptian dfr.t, and now 
the connexion of t:J1N with i101N ' red land ' becomes perfectly clear. That 
the author of this creation-narrative actually conceived iroiN as desert-land 
is obvious from Gen. 3 ,  23, where the statement that Adam was expelled 
' from the Garden to · till the i101N ' implicitly _ suggests that the ' red 
land ' was desolate country in contrast to the Garden of Eden. Our 
interpretation of C1N also explains why in the second chapter of Genesis 
the creation of man is effected from red earth. It was intentional to let , , 
the first man be produced from ordinary unhallowed soil in order to obviate 
any possibility of the first man being deified in polytheistic fashion. The 
whole idea of the first man being created from red land, and placed on the 
same level as the animals, made likewise from ' red land ' (2, 1 9), was more
over, to lead up to the fall, and to indicate that the earthly origin of man 
made him from the beginning in comparison with God, a mean and frail 
creature. Hence, the fact of his formation from ' red land ' is particularly 
stressed after his falling into sin (3,  19)·. 

3. The Breath of Life breathed into the Nostrils 

The process of animating the body of Adam is described Gen. 2 ,  7 by the 
words c��IJ ni;�� i�!f�� n12�1. The expression i1�f! for ' breath ' is derived 
from c�.:i ' to blow, puff ' ,  and therefore meant originally something ' blown 

1 The application of dfr.t ' the red ' ,  to desert may perhaps be so explained that the 
Egyptians primarily applied it to the neighbouring Asiatic lands, especially Palestine and 
Syria, because they were struck by the red colour of their soil, which was in marked 
contrast to that of Egypt ; and it was only later that this term was extended to all foreign 
lands. For the same reason the Egyptians may have called the sandy desert J:ig.t ' the 
white ' on account of its white colour. Of course it is also possible that dfr.t may have 
taken its origin from the reddish colour of the desert between the Nile and the Red Sea in 
Egypt itself. 
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in, puffed in ' ,  which meaning was then extended to ' breath '. As we have 
already shown, the expression n,., Gen. l '  2, reveals the same extension of 
meaning from ' wind ' to ' soul ' as the Egyptian nJ and 11w from ' wind ' 
to ' breath ' (Er.-Gr. So and 208). The same also applies to ;ioi•J ' breath ' 
since in nJ and 11w the idea of ' blowing in ' and ' breathing in ' is present, 
as appears from the use of nJ for the ' blowing of the wind '. 1 

But the Egyptian mode of thought is not merely confined to the word 
i10ft'J, but pervades the whole passage both linguistically and intrinsically. 
For just as in Hebrew it is said that the breath of life is ' blown into the 
nostrils ' (t:!���), so also according to the Egyptian conception, the breath of 
life was introduced through the nostrils into the body. The usual expres
sion for giving life is rdy or dy J1w n <n!J ' to give the breath of life ', this 
being an abbreviation of the original and extended version : dy J1w r Jnt}..wy 
' to give breath into the nostrils ' ;  here Jnt}..wy is a dual the same as the 
Hebrew t:I��� though it also occurs in the sing. Jn<}. ' nose ' as in Hebrew !:JN 

(cf. Isaiah 2, 22). This expression is extraordinarily frequent in Egyptian 
literature, especially in the hymns to the gods and odes to the kings, where 
it is said that it is they who ' give breath and life in the nostrils ' (or the 
nose),2 e.g. Harris, 44, 6 :  ' (It is Ptach) who gives the breath of life to 
every nose 11w r Jn<}. nb ' ;  Ode to Sesostris III, Griffith, Pap. Kah.,  pl. iii, l 4 
( = Lit. 1 37) : ' He is our shepherd who knows how to blow in breath ' 
(mJ, caus. of nf.) ; Victory Ode to Merneptah I. 4 (AZ. 34, p. 2 = Lit. 274) : 
' Breath enters the nostrils (<'IJ, J1w r Jnt}..w) at the sight of him ' ;  Urk. iv, l 5 , 3 
(of the king) : ' who gives breath in the nostrils of women ' dd J1w r Jnt}..w 
lzm.[w]t) ; Merikare Pap. Petersb. l l 16 ,  A, recto l 32 ( = Lit. 83):  ' (God) made 
the air · that their nostrils may live ' (<n!J sJn.w-m) ; 3 Lit. 304, of Osiris : 
' Thou pourest forth (lit. spittest) . the air that is in thy throat into the 
nostrils of men ' ;  Lit. 301  of Amon : ' He bloweth breath into every nose ' ;  

' Sethe's assumption that nf, nfy is identical with Semitic n!:)J to blow ' (Sethe, Verb. 
Gloss. p. 102), is very far-fetched, for the simple reason that in Egyptian the sound n is 
represented by no less than three signs (fz, b. b). A borrowing of nDJ in the form of nfy 
without n would therefore be inconceivable, unless it were further presumed that nfy was 
borrowed from a Semitic language in which not all gutturals were pronounced, as was the 
case e.g. in Akkadian-an assumption which would be still more far-fetched. 
• The idea that the king gives the breath of life is not merely metaphorical inasmuch as 

life and death are in his hand, but had a thoroughly dogmatic meaning since the king, as 
the corporeal son of God, possessed divine rank and, therefore, like every god, was endowed 
with the power of conferring and sustaining life. 

3 Here ifn is used for nose, whereas the parallel passages employ Jn<] or fr.t for it. In 
passages where nose is written ideographically one might also read bnt. As bnt 

.likewise 
means face (Er.-Gr. 1 30) , it is possible that the Hebrew may quite well have had this 
Egyptian word in mind, especially as he also used CilDN (in the dual !) for nose and face. 
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Harris, 57, 4 :  ' Under their (the gods') supervision is the breath of life 
(t1w n <n!J) and term of life '. In the same way, on innumerable occasions, 
the gods and also the kings are implored ' to give air, breath in the nostrils ' 
especially by prisoners who beg for life, and also by people who invoke long 
life from the king, thus e.g. Harris, 3, 6 :  ' Give breath for my nose (imy 11w 
n Jng-y) and water for my soul ' ; Annals of Thutm. iii, I. 94 : ' The great of 
this land came on their bellies to kiss the ground because of the might of 
his majesty, and to beg breath for their noses r dbl:z J1w r Jng.w-in ' ;  Lit. 
280 of Merneptah : ' The beloved of Amon, the lord of grace who creates 
breath ' ;  Urk. iv, 86, 5 of Thutmosis I :  ' Who gives his breath to him that 
follows him ' ;  Theb. Tombs (of the king) : ' He gives breath to him whom he 
loves (J1w n mrr-f) ' ;  Liebespoesie 23 : ' It is the breath of thy nose alone 
that gives life to my heart ' ;  Bauer, B. i, 146 ' Breath for the nose is doing 
right (J1w pw n Jn!! irt m1<.t) ', 1 i.e. right doing is as essential as life itself. 

Occasionally we find simply J1w ' breath ' or nJ ' air ' elliptically for J1w 
n Jn!! ' breath of the nose ' ,  or nJ n Jn!! ' air of the nose ' or nJ n <n!J ' air 
of life ' , exactly as in Hebrew n��! ' breath ' or IJ�i ' air ' are used ellipti
cally for i:itt-ni;�� ' breath of the nose ', or l:l1�1J-o�i ' air of life ', e.g. Bauer, 
B. i, 232 f. ' breath of the poor is his possession (t1w pw n m1r i!J.tf) ' i.e. : the 
possessions of the poor are as precious to him as life itself ; Merneptach 
Az. 34, 7, I. 3 :  ' (the king) gives �r (dy-J nf or J1w) to the people that had 
been captured.2 

As will be seen, the idea of breath of life being put into the nostrils by 
the gods was extraordinarily widespread in Egyptian of all periods. We find 
it also pictorially represented in tombs where one, �r another god holds the 

sign of life Sf (<n!J) before the nose of the dead to breathe life into him 
again3 and occasionally before the nose of a new-born child to give it life. 

4. The Creation of the Beasts of the Field and the Birds of Heaven 
from Red Land and their animation by Adam 

Gen. 2 ,  19  tells us that the animals were formed from red land by God 
and brought to Adam to give them names. It should be first of all observed 
that here only the beasts of the field and birds of heaven are referred to, 
there being no mention whatever of water creatures ; secondly that the 

1 Cf. Lament. 4, 20 where the king the ' anointed of God ' is described as iJ1ti� rni ' breath 
for our noses '. 

• For the breathing-in of the soul through the nose, the Egyptian also used the onomato
poeic expression hh, cf. Erman, Leid. Amon-Hymnus, E. Sec. 600, 2, n. 6. 
3 Cf. inter alia Wiedemann, Das alte Agypten, pl. 8, p. 72 and Budge, The gods of .the 

Egyptians, i, 25 and ii, 24. 
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singular ,, is used in a distributive, not collective sense, and thus applies to 
every one of the animals and birds ; further that ,, t(ii'' no nit(i' and the 
following n•n WElJ l:l,t(i1 ,, t(ip• i�'t( �::n apply to two different though mutu
ally dependent factors : the first sentence indicates the giving of names to 
the animals and birds by Adam in the words : ' to see what he would call 
them ' ;  and in the second sentence we are told that the animals and birds 
were brought before Adam to see which of them would be designated by 
him as n•n �'DJ ' living soul '. Despite all the objections of modern com
mentators n•n WElJ undoubtedly belongs to the original text, nay, it is indeed 
the kernel of the whole. What is meant is this : All the beasts of the field 
and the birds of heaven were shaped from red land and brought as lifeless 
figures to Adam to see which one he would designate as ;i•n WElJ ' a  living 
soul ' i.e. ' a living being ' implying that only by such designation would 
they receive the power and capability of life. Thus it was left to Adam's 
choice and determination which were to be endowed with life ; and the 
animation of these was to result automatically from their designation by 
him as ' living soul '. 

The statement in the second chapter that it was God Hims�lf Who 
shaped ' all the beasts of the field and all the birds of heaven ' from red 
land shows the author dissente-d from the naturalistic conception set forth 
in the first chapter, according to which the animals were simply created by 
God's fiat, emerging as living beings from the earth or water. In the case 
of water-creatures however-and this explains why no mention is made of 
them here-he could still let the view prevail that they were produced out 
of the water as this was in accordance with the prevalent naive observation, 
but not in the case of the other animals, the reproduction and increase 
of which was mostly effectuated, as in the case of man, by actual birth. 
For this reason he believed that these animals had to originate in the same 
way, and to be created from the same material, as man. 

Having disposed of this difficulty, it did not appear to him to be appro
priate that animals which, compared with man, were creatures of a much . 
lower grade, should receive the same ' breath of life ', and still less that it 
should be breathed into them by God himself as in the case of man. Our 
author, therefore, conceived the act of their animation as having been 
carried out not by God Himself but through Adam at His behest and this by 
Adam's pronouncement of the words ii•n WElJ through which they were to be 
destined for life. In this way, Adam was given the power only to assign life 
to the animal figures at his choice, but not, however, to breathe life into them ; 
this power was vested in the formula n•n wa:iJ ' living soul

°
', which had to be 

pronounced by him so that an animal figure could become a living creature. 
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The passage ir-ei �in il'n �'ElJ oi�il iS-�ii'' iW� >:ii thus means : ' and 
whatsoever animal Adam will call a ' living soul ' that shall be its name ', 
i.e. it shall receive the name ' living soul ' and thereby become a living 
creature. The words ir.w �in ' that shall be its name ' do not relate to the 
selection of individual names for animals, like lion, horse, eagle, sparrow 
etc., but imply that by an animal being ca1 led a ' living soul ' its animation 
should directly follow upon the receipt of this name. Any animal form to 
which Adam would say : ' Be thou called living soul ' became ipso facto 
alive. 

The difference of procedure in the animation of man and of animals is 
conveyed quite clearly by the different manner of expression : Whereas in 
the case of the animals, it is stated Gen. 2, 19 that it was only through 
Adam that they received the qualification of ' living soul ' the words used � 

with reference to Adam, 2, 7 are : ' and God breathed into his nostrils the 
breath of life and Adam became a living soul ', i.e. through God Himself. 

As to the giving of individual names (' lion, horse etc.') to the animals, it 
only followed after the conferment of life upon them, as it is said 2, 20 
niwn Ji'n->::i;, !:l'o�·.i 9i1hi m:n::i.i->::i> mow oi�n �iP'' ' and Adam gave names 
to all cattle and to the birds of heaven and to all beasts of the field '. This 
was essential, for name and being belonged together� and the mere act of · . 
creation did not suffice to give a creature the character of an individual :; 
being ; only that being which had a name could be felt as having a real ,. 
individual existence. This conception was by no means an isolated one 
but was common to many other peoples so that ' to give names ' and ' to 
come into being ' were practically identical in meaning. So for instance in 
Akkadian it was said of things not yet created, that they had no names yet, 
e.g. at the beginning of the creation-myth enuma elii Rog., p. 3 ,  1. 1 f. b. 1 :  
' When, above, the heaven had not yet been named (la nabu samamu), and, 
below, the earth had not yet been called by name (iuma la zakrat) ' , 1  and 
further ll. 7-8 : ' When of the gods none had yet been created and no name 
had yet been called (suma la zukkuru) ' , i.e. and there was not yet any living 
thing. 

If the Hebrew agrees in this particular conception both with Akkadian 
and Egyptian, the use of �ip ' to call out ' in conjunction with ow name 
in the meaning of giving a name seems rather to coincide with the Akkadian 

' This has already been pointed out by others, even utilizing this mode of expression to explain 
the phrase io::J �lil . . .  i> �ip' i�� >:ii . This is, however, not correct, as this passage, 
as shown above, does not relate to the conferment of names but to the animation of the 
animals. The Akkadian mode of expression can, therefore, only serve in comparison with 
the following verse 20, and also as parallel to the idea emerging from our passage. 
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usage of nabii ' to call ' which together with fumu ' name ' means ' to give 
a name '. (For the original meaning of nabu ' to call out ' see Del. WB. 44 1 

and Muss.-Arn, 630). The same applies to zakaru Sitmu Del. WB. 224 f. 
Muss.-Arn. 279 f. On the other hand the Egyptian in this case used gd n 
or r ' spoken to, said to ' followed by a name in the meaning of ' giving 
a name to ', e.g. Leiden K S : ' Weser-Haat (w!r b,1.t) to whom was said 
gdw n-f) ' , i.e. who was called, ' Haat-Yay (b,1.t-l!y) ' ;  Brugsch, Oase, p. So : 
' Shep-n-Desdes (sp-n-gsgs) was said (gd r) to the wine of the oasis ' i.e. the 
wine was so called ; King Amasis and the sailor (Spiegelb. Demot. Stud., 
part 7), 1. 1 4 : ' a  sailor-boy to whom was said (mtw-w gd n-f) Her-sa (b,r-s1) ' 
and 1. l 5 :  ' His wife was called Shep-Mer (ip-mr) and they said to her 
(mtw.w gd n-s, i.e. she was named) Ankhet (<ny.t). This is very important 
because this phraseology exactly corresponds to the Hebrew ? ii:?�.� e.g. 
Gen. 22, 14. 32, 29 etc., in which i72�� appears in the passive exactly as in 
the earlier Egyptian examples cited, gdw n-f. 

But we find that also in the Egyptian creation-myths the conceptions 
of devising, announcing, making or creating a name, and of calling into 
being are identical, e.g. Memph. Theol. p. 93S it is said of Ptah-Atum 'who 
devised or proclaimed the names of all things, (m1t rn iy.t nb.t) ', i.e. who 
created all things ; further Urk. v. l O, 2 of Re the primal creator who had 
created himself and the eight other gods forming together the ' corporation 
of the Nine ' (psg.t) : ' who created his names (�ml rn.w-f) as lord of the 
Ennead '. On this a later glossator of the New Kingdom comments : 
' What does this mean ? '  And his answer is : ' That is Re, who created the 
names of his limbs ; this means that the gods arose who are in his 
company.' In ' creating the names of his limbs ' reference is made to the 
creation from his body of the eight gods. It is now clear that the expressions 
' created his name ' or ' created the names of his limbs ' simply means that 
he created himself and his co-divinities. 1 

In addition to the foregoing observations, attention should be drawn to 
a very fine distinction made in Gen. 2 ,  19, 20, whereas 2 ,  19 only speaks of 
the two groups o,o�·n 9iy' mwi1 rrn ' the beasts of the field and birds of 
heaven ' ,  in 2 ,  20

. 
at the allotment of names to the animals by Adam, the 

' domestic animals ' i1t.:li1::l are added as an individual species. The differentia
tion between ill:i1::i and i11Wil n,n, could only occur after the animation of the 
clay figures through Adam when the separation of the domestic animals 
from the whole animal contingent became possible and their nami�g could 
be proceeded with. 

1 A similar meari,ing is also contained in the name of a god lr rn-f t}s-f (Ree. 4, 28, 2) ' He 
who made his own name ',  i.e. he who created himself. 
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5. The Creation of Woman from Adam's Rib 

,, 

-'<,: 
In all known creation-stories whether of the Babylonians or of any oth ,.: 

neighbours of Israel, one seeks in vain for the background of the idea th 1 

a human being was created from a part of the body of another. This is· 
however, furnished in one of the older Egyptian myths, 1  the elements o 
which go back to the middle of the third millennium B.C., even before th 
city of Memphis had been raised to the dignity of the capital of the Empire 
under the 6th dynasty (Memph. Theo/. p. 924), and even to a still earlie

·: 
.. 

date. In this myth, which, as will be shown on another occasion, generall · 
contains many very important points of likeness to the Genesis creatio 
story, Ptah-At�m as primal god and creator of the gods is described 
having created from his members ' the eight great gods ', who together wi 
him formed the so-called ' Ennead (psef.t) '. Acccording to this · myth� 
Thoth, the God of Wisdom and Writing, was created from his heart, the 
Royal God Horus from his tongue (loc. cit. p. 937 and 940) ; and the

· 

remaining gods from his teeth, hands, nose, and other members (p. 938). 
The idea that the first gods, who were conceived by the Egyptians as the . 
ancestors of mankind, originated from parts of the body of the primal creator,

:; 

asserted itself throughout the entire Egyptian theogony in the various theo-
. 

· 

logical schools as a veritable dogma. The only difference was that according · 

to the dominance of one or another priestly caste, now one, now another 
of the ' great ' gods (Re, Amon Ptah, Atum) was designated as the primal 
creator of the gods. Only in a_ milieu where such conceptions were 
rife could the author of the Genesis creation-story have hit upon the 
idea of bringing the mother of mankind into existence from a part of 
Adam's body. The Egyptian myth provides us also with the key to the 
solution of the question why that part had to be a rib. This was not 
because, as is often assumed, the extraction of a rib would not vitally 
affect the structure of a human body, but for another very profound reason 
viz. that the woman might not originate from any member from which the 
Egyptian gods had been created, nor from any other member performing 
an important function, as there is little doubt that the selection of the 
above-mentioned members for the creation of the eight gods was determined 
by their particular functions. 2 

· 

1 Erman, Ein Denkmal memphitischer Theologie, Stzgsb. d. Berl. Ak. philos.-histor. Kl., 
191 l ,  p. 9 1 6-50. Also Roeder, Urk., p. l 64 ff. 

_ 

' As to the interpretation of the name ile'� , and mn , Gen. 2, 22. 3, 20, see below in the 
chapter on symbolical and anecdotal name-interpretations. 
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6. The use of i�� for ' to create ' 

It is very noteworthy that in the creation of man and animals from red 
earth in the second chapter, i�, is employed as a technical term in verses 

7, 8 and 19, whereas in the first chapter i1tc-'l7 verses 25 and 26, or �iJ verse 
27, is used. When we consider that i)"i, means potter, e.g. 2 Sam. 1 7, 28 ; 
Is. 29, 16. 41 , 25 ; J er. l 8,  2 ff. l 9, l 1 ; Ps. 2 ,  9 ; 1 and that likewise the Egyptian 
applied the expression �d, to pottery work, and also to the creation of man, 
we arrive at a complete coincidence of i�, and �d.2 But the. coincidence is 
not confined to the use of these words ; the whole idea is reflected in 
the Egyptian conception, according to which the god Khnum shaped the 
child in the womb, as a vessel on the potter's wheel, and he or Heket (��.t) , 
the goddess of the midwives, breathed into it the breath of life. For this 
reason Khnum was actually called the potter ('lt.d.w) , thus e.g. Urk. iv. 223 , 
where Khnum is represented as shaping the body of the Queen Hatshepsut 
and her double (k1) on the potter's wheel, and he is made to say in the speech 
he addresses to the Queen : ' [These are] the words of Khnum, the potter 
(�d.w) ;  I created thee, etc.' (cf. also 225, 2 and in Sethe's translation, p. 103 ,  
n. 3); further Admon. 2 ,  4 :  ' There are no more women and no (children) are 
conceived any more ; no longer does Khnum shape (n �d.n) ', i.e. he creates 
no more men owing to the bad conditions in the country (cf. also 5 ,  7).3 
Occasionally the shaping and creation of a human being outside the womb 
is attributed to Khnum, e.g. Pap. d'Orb. ix, 6-8 ( = Lit. l 56), in the story of 
the two brothers, where we are told that. the gods felt sympathy with the 
lonely Bata (b1-t1), whereupon the text goes on : ' Then Re-Harakhte said to 
Khnum : shape (or create) for Bata a wife (ib �d-k w<n s.t �m.t n b1-t1) that 
he may not dwell alone (tm-f [not tm-k] �ms w<). So Khnum made for him 

1 In my opinion il,, Is. 54, 1 7  is applied to pottery work, and ,,.:i does not mean an iron 
weapon (as generally interpreted) but a potter's vessel, the whole simile being us�d figura
tively for the frustration of evil designs. 
• For the original meaning of 'fJd ' pot ' and ' pottery ', cf. Er.-Gr. l 92, from the passages 

cited by Grapow, Bild!., p. 191 , n. a to 161 ; from Pyr. 1597, u 85,  524, as well as Urk. iv, 223 
and the examples given below, where the potter's wheel with his hand turning it is given as 
determinative. The meaning ' to build ' and ' to shape ' are later developments, as is also 
' to shape, to create ' for i�, . In the Pentateuch il, for ' creating ' occurs only in Gen. 2, 
7, 8, 19. On the analogous usage of i�.� and 'fJd see below p. 274. 

3 Cf. the graphic representation of Hnum at the formation of the child together with his 
k1 on the potter's wheel in Mbn. de l' Inst. ,  xvi, pl. XIII ; Budge, The Gods, ii, 50 f. ; also in 
A. Jeremias, Das AT. im Lichte des Alten Or£ents, pl. lO, p. 25. The passages quoted by 
Jerem. ibid., p. 41 merely state that Ea was the god of the potters. But there is no trace 
whatever that he assumes the role of a potter, like Khnum, as a creator. This conception is 
completely unknown to Babylonian mythology ; it is exclusively Egyptian. 

x 
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a help meet (lry fzms) '.1 This role was transferred to Khnum from Ptah who 
previously had been worshipped as the god of art and sculptor of men, 2 and 
to him too the expression 'IJ,d was applied. Thus it is said of Ptah, 
Harris, 44, 4, that he was ' the great god of the beginning (ntr wr n sp tpy) 
and shaper of men ('IJ,d rm.1) '. This conception of the shaping of the embryo 
undoubtedly goes back to an earlier conception of the formation of man 
as a lifeless figure of clay by Khnum or other gods to whom the same role 
was assigned before him.3 

For the full understanding of the two different versions of the creation 
of man in the first and second chapters of Genesis it is essential to be 
acquainted with the different Egyptian creation-theories. But here this 
much may be said : in the Ptah-Atum theory of the creation of the first 
great gods from the body of their creator on the one hand, and in the Ptah
Khnum theory of the creation of men on the potter's wheel, on the other 
hand, we have the real background for the two different conceptions of the 
creation of man set forth in the first and second chapters of Genesis. In 
the first chapter the influence of the Ptah-Atum conception is still recogniz
able : the author, it is true, rejects on monotheistic grounds the idea of 
letting the first human pair originate from God Himself in accordance with 
the Egyptian fashion, but still retains the theory that both man and woman 
were created in the image of God. They are both in the image of their 
Creator .and have His likeness (verses 26 and 27). He continues to conform 
to the Egyptian conception of all eight gods having been created simul-

1 The expression ' that he may not dwell alone ' fa very striking as a parallel to Gen. 2, 18.  
Though it may be explained by the similar subject-matter in both cases which deal with the 
creation of a wife for the solitary man, the same mode of expression is nevertheless very 
remarkable. On the other hand, the difference should be noted in the expression for _ 

' help meet ' ,,JJ.::J illt , Gen. 2, 18,  20 literally, ' a help in front of him ', and in Egyptian iry 
i}ms, literally ' a companion of dwelling ' .  
• See e.g. Budge, The Gods, ii, 501 ,  plate showing Ptah forming the egg on the potter's 

wheel. 
3 Parallel with the Hebrew expression i1Wj) in the first chapter of Genesis, the Egyptian 

iry ' to do, make ' in the sense of ' create ' is used, thus of man, e.g. Himmelskuh, pl. A, I. 6 f., 
Sethos I :  (the god Nun) ir rmf.t ' who made men and is king of mankind (nsw r!Jy.t) ' ;  of 
heaven, ibid. I. 85 : ink ir p.t ' I  am he who made the heaven '. In Harris 44, 4 fld = ilf' 
for the creation of men is differentiated from irj = ilWlt for the creation of the gods : ' (Ptah) 
who formed men (lpl rmf) and made the gods (ir ntr.w) '. Also IJ.m1 (IJ.1m) for ' to form ' 
was used, originally meaning ' to beat flat ', and ms ' to form ' originally ' to bear ', thus e.g. 
Ag. Inschr. Berl. Mus. , ii, 65 ( = Roeder, Urk., p. 54) : IJ.m1 ntr.w ir rmf.t ' who created the 
gods and made men ' ; Harris 3, 2 ff. : ir nt.t IJ.m1 wnn.t ' who made what is, and created 
that which exists ' ;  Sonnenhymnus, Ree., i. 70-2, plate, (after p. 88) I. 8 f. : ' Hail to thee, 
sun of the day (itn n hrw) who created all men (IJ.m1 tmw) ' and I. lO: IJ.m1 s1fw ' who created 
the soil '. Cf. ri�i1 lti'i ' to stretch the earth ' originally ' to beat flat ', Is. 42, 5. 44, 24 ; 
Ps. 136, 6. 
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taneously, in that both man and wife are created together. 1 In the second 
chapter (verse 7)1 the Ptah-Khnum conception is represented ; here the first 
man is formed froin red earth as a lifeless figure and then made ;i•n C'£:J 
' a living soul ' by the breathing of the breath of life into his nostrils 
(cf. above 140 f.). Only in the creation of woman (verses 22-23) is once 
more a feature from the Ptah-Atum theogony adopted. She is created 
not from the earth but from a part of Adam's body. But also here the 
author deviates from the Egyptian polytheistic conception in giving an 
ethical interpretation to the creation of woman : she was to be bone of his 
bone and flesh of his flesh in order to be one with him. 

By a comparison of these two parallel conceptions in Egyptian and the 
first two chapters of Genesis, the links between the two differing versions 
of the creation of man are established, and the motives indicated above 
(p. I 37 f.), which actuated the modification of the first theory by the second, 
are now more clearly brought out. As a further result, it follows of neces
sity that the composition of the first chapter is of an earlier date than the 
second. The conception given in the second chapter, if perhaps not a 
complete abrogation, at least represents a correction of the first conception 
in a more thorough-going and purer monotheistic spirit. In the first place 
the creation of Adam from earth was to avoid any possibility of deducing 
from the first version as to man being made in the image of God a corporeal 
identity with God ; on the other hand the divine origin of the breath of life 
is strongly emphasized, a feature which is completely lacking in the first 
chapter. Finally in the creation of woman from the man's body, a com
promise between the two Egyptian conceptions. Nevertheless it is; as we 
have shown, interpreted in a higher sense as the moral basis of a union 
between man and woman. 

1 Gen. 1 ,  27 i1:lj?�i i:J? means therefore, that they were created separate. This dismisses 
the whole conception of the first human pair's having been of an androgynous character, 
which is also represented in Midrash Bereshit Rabba 8, and which is doubtless derived 
through Greek influence. 
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THE EGYPTIAN ELEMENTS IN THE PARADISE STORY .' 

AND THE FALL OF MAN 

From Gen. 3 ,  23 according to which Adam was exiled from the Garden 
of Eden in order to till the ' red earth ' noi�n , from which he was taken, 
the contrast between the Garden of Eden, as a land of fertility, and the ' red 
·
earth ' as arid untilled land emerges with the greatest distinctness. Now, 
as in no other land was the contrast between the fertile black earth (kmlj, 
irngate y a nver, i e t e ar en o Eden, and the untilled bare ' red 
earth ' (dfr.t , so continuously and consistently emp as1zed as in Egypt, the 
question arises whether the author, in writing the Paradise story, did not 
have in mind conditions which are characteristic of Egypt. We therefore 
attempt to derive from the description of Eden, and the gar�en planted 
therein, indications which justify such an assumption, and then to disclose 
the elements which actually reveal the Egyptian background for the · .� 

conditions and events described in the Paradise story. 

1 .  The Egyptian origin of i� 
The first important clue is the statement that Eden was not watered by 

rain, Gen. 2, s, but by a river, 2, 10, and as we shall show later by one river. 
These are conditions which apply in much greater measure to Egypt than 
to Mesopotamia, where the origin of the Paradise story is sought, especially 
as Mesopotamia has a quite abundant rainfall so that its irrigation is not 
exc us1ve y epen ent upon its nvers. It is notewort y t at in gypt1an 

oetry, it is emphasized that Egypt alone is rivile ed to enjoy all divine 
blessings, t at un 1 e a  ore1gn countries it is not dependent on rain, but 

Ci£watere y t e very ' river that comes from the nether world' continually 
bestowing upon it all the blessings of heaven and all the blessings of earth 
(c . un- ymn o naton, . 22 . This contrast between Egypt and other 
lands dependent on rain for their fertilization, was in the mind of our author 
in contrasting Eden, exuberantly fertilized by river-water, and the dry and 
barren ' red earth ' longing for rain. He is thoroughly dominated by the 

conception that during the sojourn of Adam in E ere was no nee for 
rain at all. 
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Our view is best illustrated by the employment of the word ii:$ in verse 6, 
where the irrigation of the rainless earth is described. It is true this word 
is interpreted by many modern commentators as identical with the Akkadian, 
edu ' flood ' , 1 and the occurrence of this word is even advanced by them as 
a conclusive proof that the author could only have thought of the flooding 
in the Mesopotamian plain by the Tigris 2 and Euphrates. But if such 
a phenomenon really was in the author's mind, it is much more plausible 
to assume that he had Egypt in mind because of the very argument 
a vance at t e i� was to replace the absent rain, and Egypt is the onl 

(£ountry t at is irrigated by inundation, and not by rain. Quite apart from 
this purely logical argument 11:$ cannot possibly refer to a flood, because a 
flood does not, as the text has it, ' go forth ri�il jO from the earth ', but 
from a water or a river, and moreover it would only have ' watered ' the 
adjacent portions, and not, as it is said, noit-:il \'l::l '::i ni:-: ' the whole face of 
the earth '. Thus the interpretation of ,� as ' flood ' must on these grounds 
alone be dismissed. If we now revert to the old interpretation of i� as 
mist, cloud, dew, we find that it is completely confirmed by Egyptian, as ,� 
turns out to be nothing else than the Egyptian ild.t = n."I�� or n.ii:-:�� ' dew ' 
(Er.-Gr. 6, Coptic eiw.n: (S.) HJ)i' (B.)), thus e.g. Urk. iv, 2 1 7, 1 0 ,  where 
ild.t is the dew which the gods let fall from heaven. See also Urk. iv, 6 1 5 , 
1 5 ; Ebers Korpert. 77, 2 1 ; Nav. Toth. 1 5, A iv, 7 ;  Urk. iv, 385 for water.3 

Our passage is now perfectly clear : 1K yields exactly the conception of 
mist which ' goes forth out of the earth ', is dissolved in dew and ' waters 
the whole face of the earth '. It is very characteristic of tropical countries 
that in the non-rainy season the dew in the morning often falls so heavily 

1 Cf. Theiss, Sumer. im AT., p. I I f. ; Zimmern, Akkad. Fremdw. ,  p. 44, also Landersdorfer, 
Sumer. Sprach_gut im AT. , p. 34, no. 

2 This has still been maintained quite recently by Gressmann, Paradiessage, Harnack
Festgabe, I92I ,  p. 42. 

3 In Pyr. 75 I i1d may mean ' arise ' so that i1d.t might possibly mean ' that which arises ' 
which would be very suitable for dew just as il'Y" ,�, in our passage. Figuratively i1d.t ntr 
is used as parallel to fd.t ntr ' sweat of God ' in the sense of pleasant odour. It is also used 
figuratively of the strength emanating from a god or a king, thus e.g. Urk. iv. 22I , 3 f. the queen 
says to the king who appears to her in their connubial relation as a god : ' Thou hast filled 
my majesty with thy splendour (1!J.w), thy dew (i1d.t) is in all my limbs ' ;  i.e. ' fragrance, 
sweet odour ' ;  Amonhymn. Leiden, AZ. 42, I5, 1. I f.: ' The incense-trees drop myrrh, the 
scent of thy dew penetrates thy nostrils ' ;  also Edfu, pl. IOI , 56 : ' his (the god's) nostrils are 
refreshed with his (the king's) dew (iw1!J. !;nt-f, or fr.t-J, m i1d.t-f) ' and Edfu, pl. IOI ,  I8I  of 
the king for whom incense is burnt : ' The dew of thy limbs is offered to thee as burning 
incense (kip n-k 1id.t �<.w-k) '. Cf. also Pap. Bulak, I7, p. 2, 1. 4, where Amon-�e is called 
the ' great in fragrance ' .  It may be observed that owing to the very early confounding of 
i1d.t with id.t ' fragrance, sweet odour ' (Pyr. 365, 456, etc.). It cannot always be determined 
which of these two words is employed in passages where it means ' sweat ' or ' strength '. 
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that it is spread like a thick fog, profusely saturating the ground. It is just 
this phenomenon so frequently witnessed in Egypt, especially in fertile , :: 
regions (cf. inter alia Schafer, Az. 3 1 ,  5 1  ff.), which the author had in mind .: 
when he described the watering of the ground before there was rain. It > 
now becomes clear, why he prefaced the description of the Garden of 
Eden by the remark about the dew. This was 

·
done intentionally because, 

in the absence of rain and inundation, the dew appeared to him to be the · · 

sole means of watering the ground. 1 

2. The meaning of i�V. 
A further indication of the Egyptian backE?"round of the Paradise story is 

furnished by the term ;iy , Gen. 2, 8, for the region in which the garden 
was planted. In contrast to the quite isolated i� , the word ;iy is derived 
from a quite common stem the meaning of which can be ascertained from 
many Biblical passages. In Gen. 1 8 , 12 nn¥ is used as a figurative expres

sion for ' fresh bodily vigour, youthfulness ' ,  antithetically to ni�f ' to fade, 
to decay '.2 The same figurative usage is found in nrw, Is. 47, s :  refer
ring to ' the blooming, exuberant woman ' in her most joyous and best 
youthful years, still far remote from any possibility of mournful widowhood, 
or despairing loneliness by the loss of all her children. In Gen. 49, 20 and 
J er. 5 1 ,  34 o��'!P,9 is used for rich foods, reeking with oil and fat, which 
particularly stimulate the appetite of the Oriental and attract him as most 
enjoyable and exquisite delicacies. Similarly in Neh. 9, 25 r:!�Q;:J is used 
parallel with rt.;l�i'.1 ' to become fat and luxurious ' by the enjoyment of rich 
foods. In Is. 5 I '  3 the antithetic use of nv. and if1t.;l on the one hand as 
well as i1�1P, and i� on the other hand is rather noteworthy. Even though 
here the allusion to the Garden of Eden is obvious, nevertheless that in 
taking ;iy and p as separate conceptions it is quite clear that the Prophet 
thinks of iJiti ' desert, devoid of all vegetation ' in contrast to a place 
designated by him as ;iy , and that he similarly understands the contrast of 
p to i1Jiy , in the sense that p is a garden with all kinds of fruit-bearing 
plants, whereas i!JiY is an uncultivated wilderness even if strewn here and 
there by bushes and shrubs. We see that ;iy is pregnantly used for a 

1 Besides our -passage i� only occurs in Job. 36, 27 where the reference is also to mist that 
changes into rain. That i1d.t is fem. in Egyptian, but in Hebrew iN is masc. offers no 
difficulty. Such a change of gender is not unknown in Joan-words. 
• $0 interpreted by early and later commentators ( cf. Ges.-Buhl. and commentaries ad Joe.) , 

who could certainly not have had our interpretation in mind. 
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flourishing place with exuberant vegetation, extended from the meaning of 
' to be fat and luxurious '.1 

All this leads us to discern in fj'P. the word for oasis in contrast to ;mi� 
(p. I 39). As a matter of fact the expression ' and God planted a garden in 
Eden ' (Gen. 2 ,  8) clearly premises that ' Eden ' designates a particular kind 
of spot with special characteristics in which the garden was planted. 
Accordingly, ;iy::i p means merely that the garden was planted in an oasis, 
an ideal spot for a flourishing garden of unusual luxuriance, and a concep
tion admirably adapted to Egyptian conditions.2 Indeed no more suitable 
meaning could be established for ;iy and no more appropriate expression 
could have been selected for oasis. The proper rendering of ;iy::i p is an 
oasis-garden. The whole description of ;iy thereupon sounds quite natural, 
giving a graphic, plastic picture of the luxuriant splendour and attractiveness 
of such a spot. In the midst of an oasis laved by a great river stood the 
' Garden of God ' filled with all kinds of delightful plants and wonderful 
trees rich with fruit ' pleasant to the sight and good for food '.3 

This interpretation of ;iy is supported by the fact that in the times of 

1 Fat soil is fruitful and fertile, cf. inter alia Gen
'
. 27, 39 ; Num. 1 3, 20 ; fat pastures Ez. 

34, 14 ; 1 Chr. 4, 40 ; fat foods in addition to Gen. 49, 20 also Neh. 8, 10. 
2 The Egyptian expression for oasis is w/;1.t (Er.-Gr. 39) which through the Coptic OTb..f, 

01a.f£ also passed into Arabic in C.� plur. 1.::.>b.I_, and by transmutation of I; in s into 
Greek l:aou (cf. Spieg. WB.,  175). It is a very ancient word in Egyptian, though its etymo
logical origin is uncertain. As a mere guess we presume it may be derived from a root 
w/;1 related to w1b ' to bloom, flourish, blossom ', e.g. Pyr. 4I I b, 1554 a. But it is more 
likely that in wb1 the meaning of ' to be fat ' may lurk as in ;iy. The latter supposition 
may find support in the mode of writing w/;1.t with �. which is used as determinative in 
words for ' fat '  as noun or adj., thus in bpn, '/y.ny, t}d1, «J.t (cf. Er.-Gr. 125, 120, 223). It 
is obvious that a determinative can also serve as an etymological clue, even though it is 
employed in words of several meanings. Sethe suggests that w/;1.t ' oasis ' originally meant 
a valley, being associated with ' cauldron ' ,  as the same determinative is also used for this 
word (AZ. 56, 46 f.). This interpretation is however very questionable and is due more to 
Sethe's association with the German ' Talkessel ', which was hardly an Egyptian conception 
of an oasis, since not every oasis is a valley, and not every valley is so closely surrounded 
by mountains as a '  Talkesscl ' .  By the way it may be observed that C.\' (later form r..:i.I_,) 
was originally used only in Egyptian-Arabic whence it penetrated to other Arabic dialects. 
That it is also current in Central Arabia and Negd is due to the campaigns of Ibrahim 
Pasha against the Wahhabites ( 1813-18). The genuine Arabic expressions current for an oasis 
or a fruitful, irrigated neighbourhood are d...o_,) and 61).C. or :r.;1 • 
3 It is now clear why it is said ;iy::i without any particular determination. It simply 

means ' in an oasis ' that did not need to be specifically located. The interpretation of 
;ill p as ' Garden of joy, of pleasure ' (LXX. Trnpaliw1M Tijs -rpv<fJijs) arose only on the ground 
of later eschatological conceptions. In Biblical times, the Garden of Eden had not yet 
acquired the position and importance given to it in latter-day Judaism. Even Ezekiel as 
we shall presently see had still the clear feeling that the Garden of Eden was also familiar 
to the Egyptians. 
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the Prophets it was still clearly felt that j1l1 meant an oasis. This is not 
only apparent from the passage already cited, Is. 5 1 ,  3 but more particularly · 
from passages like Ez. 36, 35 and Joel 2, 3, where j1l1 p the Garden of Eden : .  
is contrasted with devastated places and wildernesses. Ezekiel has in mind .' ,I 
the picture of a wonderful oasis emerging out of a desert. He vividly depict$� 
the great contrast between the infinite enjoyment of an oasis with all its.:'. 
delights, and the unutterable desolation produced by the dreary sight of a :, 
lonely, endless, sun-baked waste. It is evident that in those days, as we ? 
have said, the word j1l1 must have still retained its plastic meaning of .., 

' oasis ' ,  and the conception still lingered that the ' Garden of God ' lay in , 
an oasis.1 

Apart from the etymological and intrinsic reasons adduced our view is .: · 

also supported grammatically by Ez. 28, 1 3. Here the construction of , 
l:l,i1,� p jiY has always presented difficulties, because py taken as in status :. 

constructus did not yield any meaning. So much so that many interpreters · 

were driven to regard l:l,i1,� p as in apposition to ;iv , viz. ' Eden, the ''. 
Garden of God '. Now it becomes perfectly evident that the construction ": 
is quite in order, ;iy properly being in status constructus with l:l,i1,N p ,  the .: 

phrase meaning simply : the oasis of the Garden of God. In the same way :
. 

all difficulties are remove rom Ez. 3 1 ,  9 - ere t e prophet, speaking of '. 
' all the trees of Eden ' means simply all the trees of the oasis ' which were 
in the Garden of God ' 01;iS�i1 JJJ 1!C'� ;iy-,'::lrS:i . This can only be under
stood when ;iy is conceived as an oasis, alluding to the rich and precious · · 
' oasis trees which were in the Garden of God '. 

But Ezekiel furnishes us with still more important evidence inasmuch as 
we learn from him that he actually thought that the ' Garden of God ' was 
situated in an Egyptian oasis. In his declamation against Pharaoh, 3 1 ,  2 ff., 
he contrasts ' all the trees of Eden that were in the Garden of God ' with 
the mighty cedars of Lebanon. The whole description shows that in E4en 
and its flourishing trees in the ' Garden of God ' he sees a picture of the 
luxury and riches of an Egyptian king, whereas the mighty cedar of incom
parable beauty on the heights of Lebanon, is for him the incorporation of 
the might and greatness of the Assyrian king. He assigns to Eden and its 
garden even a minor position compared with Lebanon and its cedars, in the 
same way as he dismisses the Egyptian king as insignificant over against 
the Assyrian world-conqueror. Moreover in verse 8 he expressly empha
sizes that in the ' Garden of God ' there were no cedars which could top 

1 Also in Ps. 36, 9 oases are to be understood by 11Jil1. Here still lurks the . old concep
tion of a river which flows through the divine oasis in the nether world. Cf. below p. 168 f. 
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the cedars of Lebanon, that its cypresses did not even equal the boughs of 
the cedar, nor the plane trees its branches ! This can only be said of 
Egypt where no cedars grow, but where the cypresses and plane trees are 
the glory and joy of the fertile areas. The prophet means to say that Eden 
with its garden, in Egypt, is in no way comparable with the cedar forest in 
Lebanon. If it is in God's power to fell the giant cedars, under the 
shade of which all the ' trees of the field ' grew, under whose boughs all the 
beasts of the field brought forth their young, under whose shadow great 
nations dwelt, how then could Pharaoh, whose stoutest trees were merely 
cypresses and planes, dare to array himself against the Almighty as most 
puissant and invincible ? 

It is true that the connexion with the Paradise story is palpable, but 
equally palpable is the connexion of the Garden of Eden with Egypt and 
Pharaoh, as is also the fact that the prophet conceived this garden in an jill , 
. . 
m an oasis. 

It should further be considered that in 3 I ,  16 and 18 ,  Ezekiel sees ' in the 
trees of Eden ' the Egyptian rulers wallowing in the netherworld n,nnn 
whom he causes to hurtle with Pharaoh into the pit ;,,NW . 1 All this is only 
conceivable if it is assumed that Egypt, the classical land of oases, was for 
the prophet the home of the j1ll ' the oasis ' in which ' the Garden of God ' 
stood. Now also we can understand why for him ;iy ' the oasis ', l:l,i1;,N p 
' the Garden of God ', n,nnn the Egyptian nether world and Pharaoh were 
so naturally and so closely connected.z 

The same idea must have been present to the author of Gen. I 3. For 
him the connexion of the ' Garden of God ' with Egypt (v. 10) was so 
evident that he mentioned Cl,i1,N p and l:l1i'::l0 fiN together as one and the 
same representing them as the ideal, almost proverbial picture of richest 
florescence and greatest fertility. By placing l:l,im fiN:J ' like the land of 

2 n1nnn ' the lower one ' is a literal reproduction of the Egyptian expressionbr.t which cannot 
have any other meaning than ' the lower 9ne ', for the world of the dead, originally br.t-ntr 
' the lower one of god ' .  Also the expression ji:i:iS ::n�i iM::lO is very current in Egyptian 
particularly with regard to the cedarwood of Lebanon, and notably in building inscriptions in 
which the founders of temples and builders of palaces and ships emphasized with special pride 
that they had employed ' the best cedars of the terrace ' ,  as Lebanon was called, see e.g. 
AJ.unose I, Annales, iv, 29, I. 30 f. : 'A ship . . .  of new cedarwood from the best of the terrace.' 
Similarly Thutmosis I, Mar. Abyd., ii, 3 1 ,  9 ;  Thutmosis III, LD. Text iii, 7 :  ' Doors (?) of 
new cedarwood from the best of the terrace '. These and similar EgyptianiSms in Ezekiel 
had doubtlessly long before him obtained currency in Hebrew literature, being used without 
even their origin being known. See also above p. 80, n. x .  

• The connexion between the Paradise story and the elegy on the King of Tyre in Eden, 
Ez. 28 , I I  ff., as well as other reminiscences of the Paradise story in the Bible will be fully 
discussed elsewhere. It should, however, be here observed that Ez. 28, I I  ff. has very 
marked Egyptian colouring. 

y 
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Egypt ' in apposition to t:mS� p::i ' like the Garden of God ', their connexion. ' . 
is still more emphatically denoted. 1 

; 

Of great significance for the present investigation is the fact that the .; 
Egyptians actually had in the world of the gods a place which they called

'!, 

km(w) ntr ' Garden of God ' (Pyr. I I 1 2) , where it is said (of Re) : ' Behold,\ 
he (the king) has come in order to live and to enjoy. He has purified

>" 
himself (f:zsmn) with figs (d1b) and wine that are in the Garden of God ; 
(km ntr) '.2 The expression km ntr is perfectly identical with c�nS� p and 
km curiously enough even sounds like p .  

All indications distinctly point to an  orientation o f  the Paradise story 
towards Egypt. We now propose to pursue this clue in order to determine 
the situation of the Paradise more closely. 

3. The Location of Paradise 

In all attempts to find a solution to the question : ' Where lay Para
dise ? ', the greatest difficulty has always been the assumption that the 
rivers Pison of Hawila and Gi�on of Kus, as well as the Mesopotamian 

I The right place of the words i].tl' i1:.:J�J ' until Zoar ' is after cic-nr:ic ini1' nne' �:u:i) :' 

i1i0liM�i and the whole follows c�i::r:o as an explanatory note which can quite well have -: · 
emanated from the narrator himself, as he in any case lived after the destruction of these ' 
towns. The passage thus reads : ' And Lot lifted up his eyes and beheld all the plain of 
Jordan, that it was a well-watered land like the Garden of God, like the land of Egypt
before that God had destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah as far as Zoar '. That Zoar was actually 
the boundary of the destroyed territory is expressly stated in Gen. 19, 2o ff. ,  and it is quite 
natural that the narrator should also have referred to this same fact. Herewith disappear 
all the difficulties raised against the text, and the reading or perhaps emendation 717::r: for 
"1Y1 offered by the Pditta is shown to be erroneous and completely meaningless. As · to 
' the land of Egypt ' in our passage the narrator most probably thought of the delta because 
this was the widest fertile stretch on the Nile, most accessible to the foreigners settled in 
Egypt, and best known by the Asiatic neighbours. 

� The word km (lt:G) and in later writing k1m (C�!l) (Er.-Gr. 194) is generally identified 
with Semitic l:li:.:J ' vineyard ' (cf. Erman, Gramm., § 103 ; Sethe, Verb., i, § 227). As, 
however, the old form during the Old and Middle Kingdoms is km, it might be compared 
with the Sumero-Akkadian ganu, ginu, gannatum ' field, garden ' with which the Hebrew p 
is identical (cf. Landersdorfer, sum. Sprachgut im AT., p. 41), krm could be explained as a 
later form of km, especially as k1m seems to point more to ' garden ' than to ' vineyard ', as 
can be seen from the use of krny or later : k1my, for ' gardener '. Whether it is genuinely 
Egyptian or whether it was borrowed very early from Akkadian or another Semitic language, 
is an open question. On the other hand it would not be impossible to consider km and 
k1m as different stems, so that the old km might be related with p and the later krm borrowed 
from Cli:.:J . This could be supported by the fact that krm only appears for vineyard after 
the New Kingdom, at a time when Semitic words in particularly large numbers found their 
way into Egypt. But whatever may be the origin of km or k1m, for us the fact is at any 
rate of importance that the Egyptians had a garden in the nether world and that they called 
this garden km ntr ' Garden of God '.  
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rivers Tigris and Euphrates, flowed through Paradise itself, and in any 
case belonged to Paradise. This made it impossible to obtain a clear 
idea of the geographical situation of Paradise, whatever view was taken 
of the names of the two first rivers and wherever they were localized, 
because in no case could the confluence of all these four streams in one 

Place be e�laineg. On - the one- hand assent could not be given--to 
' Mesopotamia being the home of Paradise as the other two rivers flow 

through lands which are far removed from Mesopotamia, namely Kus, 
which in the Bible means exclusively Nubia or Ethiopia, and Hawila, which 
according to Gen. 1 0, 6, 7 lay near Kus, but according to 1 0, 29 somewhere 
in Arabia ; nor, on the other hand, is it possible to take Egypt, Ethiopia 
or Arabia as the home of Paradise, because then the two streams of 
;Mesopotamia would not fit in. 

We do not propose to enter here into a discussion on the various attempts 
made to arrive at a solution, which differ very widely in their results, nor 
into the many complicated and Confusing questions arising from them. I 

We prefer to go straight to the point and examine first whether on the 
basis of the text itself it is correct to regard all the four rivers as flowing 
through Paradise ; then to endeavour to determine the probable position of 
Paradise in the light of the conceptions the Egyptians had of how the earth 
was shaped and how it was connected with the heaven and nether world ; 
and finally to give an explanation of the names Pison and Gil;i.�n, and 
establish their identification. 

At the outset, it must be pointed out that in Gen. z, 10 ff. there is not 
the slightest support for the assumption that the four rivers flowed through 
Paradise ; nay, it is expressly stated that ' one river went out from Eden 
to water the Garden '. It was therefore exclusively this one river, having 
its source in Eden, i.e. in the oasis, that flowed through Paradise, and the 
four rivers mentioned immediately afterwards have actually nothing to 
do with Paradise itself. The whole passage z ,  10-14 though belonging 
to the story itself has so far the character of a gloss in that it does no� 
refer to Paradise itself, but to the relation of the four rivers to this one 
river of Paradise. Indeed, many critics have already a clear inkling that 
by this passage the flow of the narrative is interrupted and that accordingly 
it must have been inserted here from another version of the Paradise story ; 
but in spite of all this it is connected by them with Paradise itself and 
they assume that the four rivers do actually belong to .Paradise. In 
reality the verses 10-14 give no description whatever of Paradise as such, 

1 See more fully_ about it inter alia Delitzsch ' Wo lag das Paradies ? ' ;  Ges.-Buhl. s.v. 
Jill ; Albright, AJSL, 39 ( 1922), 15  ff. and Commentaries on Genesis. 
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nor is the area of t�e four rivers conceived as within Paradise itself. 
As we shall presently see, all that this passage sought to convey was that the 
one Paradise river gave origin to the four greatest world rivers, and that 
Paradise was the source of fertility and prosperity for the whole earth. 

Let us repeat that this passage does not speak of the four rivers as 
Paradise rivers, but as wholly independent of Paradise and separated

. 

from it ; let us further maintain that this passage need not necessarily , 
emanate_ from another version inserted by another and later hand, but might 
quite well have originated from the author of cur Paradise story. He 
diverges only for a moment from the description proper of Paradise, 
which he resumes in verse 15, merely in order to link the reference to the 
one river ' which went out of the oasis ' ,  with information as to the origin 
of the four rivers. In the words : ' and God took Adam and put him into 
the garden ' (verse 15) , one may indeed discern an indication of the fact 
that 10-14 emanates from the same author, as the manner in which he re
peats the second part of verse 8 ' and he put there the man whom he had 
formed ',  points to the fact that he was conscious of the interruption and by 
this repetition sought to resume the dropped threads. But this latter point is ' 

not of such significance that we need linger further thereon. Of far greater 
importance is it that by regarding verses 10-14, as subsidiary information :;· 
about the four rivers and not about Paradise itself, the way is made free \ 
to inve�tigate the position of Paradise ip the light of Egyptian concep- . '· 

tions. The whole question now acquires a completely new aspect ; the 
identification of Pison and Gi]:ion is thereby considerably facilitated ; and 
consequently also the closer delimitation of I:Iawila and Kus is rendered 
possible. 

We begin with the attempt to determine the position of Paradise and 
take as the starting point of our discussion the expression Cj�Q (Gen. 2, s), 
whereby the position and direction of the ' garden ' in the oasis are indicated. 
It is well known that Cj� literally means ' in front ', and that its use for 
' East ' is derived from the orientation of the spectator towards the sunrise, 
so that everything which lies to the East is ' in front ' of him, whilst iin� 
' the back ' designates the opposite direction as everything which lies in the 
west is at his ' back '. The words Cj�t;l ijV..f (verse s) ' in the oasis, at the 
front ', can only mean ' at the eastern end of the oasis.' 1 

1 Similarly the Egyptians also used ' in front ' (bnty) and ' behind ' (p!zwy) for ' southwards ' 
or ' northwards ' respectively, because they took their orientation :owards the course of the 
Nile, upstream being southwards and downstream being northwards. That, however, !z1ty 
' the previous one, the earlier one ' (so also bntw ' earlier ', Er.-Gr. 129) was originally 
connected with the idea of ' east ' will be shown elsewhere. 
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This being established, let us see what was the conception held by the 
Egyptians of the eastern and western ends of the earth and where did they 
imagine the position of the nether world where lay thei'r Garden of the Gods. 
To begin with, we find that the Egyptians speak of a fabulous eastern 
mountain (b1bw), and of another equally fabulous mountain in the west (mmw 
Er.-Gr. 45, 60 ; Urk. iv, 268, 5). They saw the sun rising from a direction 
below the eastern mountain on to the horizon-line, and saw it when setting 
descend from the horizon-line in a direction below the western mountain. 
Hence, sunrise meant for them an ascent from the depths up to a mountain, 
the highest point of which lay on the eastern horizon-line, and sunset a 
descent from a height on the western-horizon line into the unknown depths. 
As the sun in its daily course moves in an arc, the highest point of which 
lies at the zenith in the centre of the sky, the conception arose that the sky 
was a kind of vault stretched over the earth ; as the whole earth extended 
between the heights of the eastern and the western mountains it was thought 
that the earth had the shape of a longish trough, the two extremities of 
which were linked with the eastern and western ends of the heaven stretched 
over the heights of the eastern and western mountains. 1 

It is not our task to give a full description of the fabulous Egyptian 
_cosmography, or a picture of the ideas the Egyptians had concerning the 
nether world and its place in the universe. It suffices to indicate that in 
their belief the nether world, where their Paradise lay, was in the west. 
The idea that men at the end of their life go down like the sun at the end 
of its course, provided the starting point for the belief that there, at the 
end of the earth, where the sun sets and the glowing heat of the day gives 
way to an agreeable coolness and refreshing breezes, begins the realm of 
the dead, the world of the blessed, ' the western one ' (imnt.t Coptic a..lliiTe 

where those ' wearied ' (b1gy.w) by the cares and vicissitudes of the earthly 

1 We have already observed above, p. 124 that, like the earth, the nether world also was 
arched over with a heaven. It was, therefore, only logical to fix the beginning of the 
nether world at the point where the · two heavens met. Herein we may find the very 
origin of the idea that ' heaven ' and ' nether world ' with ' paradise ' were identical. The 
western horizon was simply regarded as the point from ·the earth to heaven, and to the 
nether world with the paradise. The question whether the Egyptians did not conceive the 
earth as hemispheric so that heaven and earth were connected with one another as two 
hemispheres forming together one sphere, does not belong here and it is also very improbable. 
In any case tht>y conceived the surface of the earth as hollow and not as vaulted. This is 
shown by the hieroglyphic sign [Qi 1b.t ' the horizon ', the sun being represented in its 
course between the two extreme high-points at both ends of the earth: Accordingly 
they must have conceived the centre of the earth, which is the deepest point of the trough, 
and the zenith, which is the highest point in the vault of heaven, as the two opposing 
points. 
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life may go to rest, to awaken ' for the second time ' to a new life, full of 
delights and enjoyments. 1 For this reason ' the western one ' (lmnt.t) was 
for the Egyptians the object of their longing and most ardent life-long 
yearning. There they thought to find complete happiness, to be there ' as 
gods ', and to live like gods from eternity to eternity, feeding on the same <, 
meats, and, like the gods, to be drunken with wine and Jove, to luxuriate i� ' 

blisses. Such was the Paradise of the Egyptians, and this Paradise lay in 
the west.2 

Now for the monotheistic author of the Paradise story there was no realm . . 

of the dead, and there could not be a nether world. He consequently had 
to reject the idea of Paradise being beyond the horizon outside the earth. 
But he nevertheless retained the Western direction of the Egyptian nether 
world with its paradise, and placed the oasis with his paradise at the 
western end of the earth. The oasis thus lay right at the top of the western 
mountain where heaven and earth met, having behind it the boundary line , ,  
of the western horizon, and in front of it the whole red earth (noi�) stretched 
as a great long desert towards ' the front ', i.e. to the east. Now we clearly 
understand what is meant by the delimitation, Gen. 2, 8, of the garden 
having been planted in the oasis ' at the front ' cipo , namely that it was 
planted on the eastern side of the oasis. 

In resuming the whole picture becomes clear ; the oasis of the Pal"adise:'.::: 
lay at the western end of the earth, right at the top, close to the horizon. 
There took place the creation of the first man and all other living creatures 
(Gen. 2, 19), and there flourished the garden as a dwelling place for the first 
human pair. The oasis was the first and only fertile area on the earth 
before rain came and before there was a man to till the earth (Gen. 2, s). 
Everything else was noi� ,  unfertile ' red land ', a great wilderness. And 
this ' red land ' extended towards cip ' the front ' ,  i.e. to the east, right 
down towards the end of the world. 

It now appears quite evident that after the expulsion of Adam from the 
' Garden ', the oasis remained behind him on the west, as he was driven 
from the Garden eastwards towards the red earth (noi�) . . It is consequently 

1 In this sense it was said of the dying that he proceeded to the horizon or that he entered 
the horizon. The underlying idea was naturally the identification of the dead king with 
the Sun-god Re. Generally in all connexions with the nether world only the king was 
meant, but later they were extended tc all others , and in place of Re in most cases , appeared 
Osiris, the God of the dead, in whom every dead person was transformed, becoming an 
Osiris himself 

• imn.t.t (old : imn.t) is derived from imn ' right ' ( =  ro� ?), i.e. ' the one to the right.'. 
It corresponded to the orientation of the Egyptians towards the south that imn.ty ' the right ' 
should be used for ' west ' and i1b.ty ' the left ' for ' east '. 
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quite correct when it says in Gen. 3 ,  24 that the cherubim and the ' glittering 

�word , were placed nv. ;a? C1�Q ' to the front of the Garden of Eden '
' 

i.e. 
on the east side of it, in order to guard the way to the ' tree of life ', as it is 
obvious that the entrance to the Garden lay on the eastern end of the oasis, 
on ·the boundary between the ' red earth ' and the Garden. 

4. The River of Paradise and the Four Rivers 

Let us now return to the four rivers. · As already stated, the text 
of the Paradise narrative does not say a single word which suggests that 
the· four rivers were in Paradise, but expressly speaks of one stream only 
flowing through Paradise, ' to water the garden '. The four rivers thus 
cannot belong to the area of Paradise itself, and the words, Gen 2,  10 : 

l:l'�i i1l1:::ti�� i1'm iiE:l' l:lte't:), again cannot mean that the division of this 
one river into four was effected within the area of Paradise itself, but 
something quite different. 

In order to make this clear, we have to examine the actual meaning of 
the expressions i1�� and !:J'��1- In the first 'place iii:l.J never means to 
divide, but to separate, cf. Gen. 1 3 ,  9, n ,  14. 25,  23 ; also even when it is 
used of a crowd, e.g. Deut. 32, 8 c;� '.J:::t ,,'ii:li1:::t does not mean ' divided ' 
but ' when He separated men from one another ' ; the same is the case 
Gen. 1 0, s and 32, where it can only mean that the peoples became separated 
off in individual units (n. ''!&::i.:i v. 18 and i1l�El.J v. 25), as here it is intended to 
emphasize their character as single integral units separated from the others. 
The difference between ' separate ' and ' divide ' is that separation comprises 
division, but division does not postulate separation ; further that division 
involves splitting into fractions, while separation is applicable to individual 
units. In separation there is the additional factor of actually completed 
spatial disjunction. Finally, passages like 2 Sam. I ,  23 1 and Ruth I ,  17 
leave no doubt as to the meaning ' separate ' for iiE:lJ .  

As far as C'l:!-'�1 ' heads ' is concerned, it has been frequently pointed out 
that it can hardly denote ' head streams ' because, on the assumption that 
they went forth from one river, they ought to be described rather as 
subsidiary or secondary rivers. Moreover, C'l:!'Ki could not mean ' begin
nings ' in the sense of the bifurcation or divagation of the rivers, as in this 
case also they could not possibly be called ' heads '. 

In reality l:!'�i is used here for ' origin ' or ' source ' of the rivers. As a 

1 Special attention may be drawn to this passage where the usual translation ' divided ' is 
only a loose rendering, whereas ' separated ' would convey more precisely the meaning of 
iiiE:l.J . It may be added that the Hebrew for ' divide ' is p�n and not iiE:l . 
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matter of fact this meaning has already been suggested, as in Akkadian 
res <eni, literally ' head of the spring ', denotes the source and origin of the 
spring.1 But taking ,,£:iJ erroneously to mean ' divide ', it is not possible 
to form a clear idea of how one stream could be divided into four prime 
sources. For should such a division of a river into others be meant, the 
latter could only be described as branches, and not original sources. This 
difficulty, however, disappears on accepting the real meaning of ii£:iJ as 
' separate '. The meaning of 1-:\�� o�� is simply that the one stream on 
leaving the garden was severed from it, i.e. that it there ceased to continue 
flowing, so that no visible connexion remained between the garden and the 
rest of the earth. The narrator who conceived the whole earth, ;ioitie , with 
the exception of the oasis, j1l1, as a wilderness, so visualized the disappearance 
of the stream, that, on reaching the sandy soil beyond the oasis, it gradually 
vanished, being swallowed up by the earth, but that it continued its course 
underground. Thereby the conception of the common origin in this one 
stream of the four rivers, widely separated from one another, was rendered 
possible : under the earth, far away from the spot where the Paradise river 
disappeared, its waters flowed in various directions until it reached the sites 
where the sources lay from which the four rivers emerged and took their 
course on the surface of the earth. The narrator, in referring to o•cltiei ny:Jitie, 
had in mind four prime sources located in different parts of the world far 
removed from one another. 

That is the meaning of our passage, and it could not be more clearly 
expressed when correctly rendered, viz. : ' A  river went forth from the 
oasis to water the garden o·��, i1l1Jitie� ;i•;ii ii£:i• o�i and thence it was 
severed and became four head springs ', i.e. that there was only one stream 
springing from the oasis and flowing through the garden, and that this one 
river, on leaving the oasis, ceased to flow on the surface, but continued its 
course subterraneously, its waters supplying the sources of the four rivers. 

This interpretation, based on purely philological grounds, is illustrated 
in most startling fashion by the conceptions which the Egyptians had of 
the origin of the Nile in the nether world, and its sources on the earth's 
surface. According to these, it had its origin in a river (itrw) in heaven or 

I Cf. e.g. B.  Salmaneser, col. 103 : ' At the spring-head of the Tigris ina re! (ncir) eni lei 
di]J.lat (i.e. at the spot where it springs) I made a statue of my majesty ' ,  Del. WB. 478 h 
and 606 b. In exactly the same way also the Arabic C)�I U"'� ' head of the spring ' ;  

�I V'IJ ' head of the river ' ; <.,S:i !_,JI U"'� ' head of the torrent ' means the ' origin '. 

Similarly in the passage quoted by Del. Paradies, p. 98, re! nari ' head of the river ' ,  denotes 
the beginning, not the point of exit of the river from another. Thus it was not a ' branch ' 
that was in mind but the spot where the river rises. 
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the nether world, where it took its source in the twelfth gate of the beyond 
(Totb. chap. 146). Thence, in a mysterious way, it reached the earth, and 
through two spring-holes called IJ,r.ty and 1pb.t, below the first cataract 
between Elephantine and the Island of Philae, it came out of the earth to 
flow through Egypt (cf. below, p. 172). r This idea is iconographically 
represented in a relief in Bige, an island near Philae : under a lofty mass of 
rocks the God of the Nile, J:Iapi (b<py), is seen protected by a serpent ; he 
is kneeling, and pours water out of two vases in his hands, symbolizing the 
two sources of the Nile. 2 Thus, the earthly Nile was merely the prolonga
tion of the heavenly river, and the sources at the cataract from which it 
emerged on the surface only marked the places where it was transferred 
from heaven to earth. It is with such a background that the Hebrew 
narrator was able to conceive the f01.:1r world rivers as originating from the 
one Paradise stream, and as bursting forth from their respective sources in 
different places. In all this, he obviously set out with the idea that the 
Paradise river was the first stream of the world and that the greatest rivers 
of the earth took their birth from it. But here, also, the monotheistic spirit 
by which the Genesis stories are dominated comes clearly to view, in that 
the author remains true to his principle of keeping mythological concep
tions, as far as possible, out of his narrative. Therefore, in contrast to the 
Egyptians, in his view the Paradise river, as the first of all world streams, 
did not rise in heaven, but in Eden, the oasis at the western end of the 
earth ; similarly he conceived in a quite natural way its disappearance on 
leaving the oasis, and the subterranean continuance of its course, on the one 
hand, to the spot at Elephantine where it re-emerged as the River of Egypt, 
and, on the other hand, further to those points where the other world streams 

1 According to ancient Babylonian, and perhaps even Sumerian conception, the Euphrates 
and the Tigris similarly, took their rise in the habitations of the gods, whence, through 
subterranean springs, they reached the surface of the earth (cf. inter alia Albright AJSL., 
39, 23 ff.). Here also, as generally in the Paradise story, it is Egyptian and not Babylonian 
which furnishes us with the exact parallels for the explanation of individual features. 
• Cf. Lanzone, Dizionario, pl. 189, 3 (inter alia reproduced also by Budge, The Nile, p. 89) . 

Moreover in the mythological texts these fountain holes of the Nile are very often referred 
to, and as early as in the Pyr. texts. With particular frequency it is emphasized that the 
dead refresh themselves at the cold, clear water (�blz.w) of the two fountain holes or that they 
are purified with this holy water. According to Totb., chap. 146 it was considered a 
privilege of the dead that Isis, at the thirteenth gate of the nether world, spread out her arms 
to let them behold the Nile in its concealment, i.e. as it flowed from her breasts. As may 
he seen there from the attached vignette, this concealed spot near Elephantine, i.e. the two 
fountain holes, was in mind. Cf. inter alia Erman, Religion, p. 9 ;  Leid., Amon Hymnus, 
E 600, l. 2 ;  Wiedemann, Herodot, p. 1 1 5, and das Alte A'gypten, p. 21 .  The two springs of 
Elephantine (�rty 1bw) were literally proverbial for overflowing waters, cf. e.g. LD. iii b, 6 f. 
( = Records, iii, § 171). 

z 
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came to the surface. 1 He went even further in his wider vision : whereas 1 

moreover the Egyptians and Babylonians, from a thoroughly particularistic
'
. 

point of view, regarded only their river as ' heavenly ', without giving any: 
thought to the origin of the rivers of other lands, the, Hebrew narrator, u( 
conformity with his monotheistic ideas, displays a universalistic conception:: 
of the world panorama : in conscious opposition to all exclusively local ". 

polytheistic tendencies, for him all the great rivers of the world, without) 

giving preference to any particular land, originated from the one stream . 
of Paradise.2 In addition he may have been governed by the intention of .

· 

demolishing the divine character given by the Babylonians to their rivers; �· 
and with which, to a much higher degree, the Egyptians invested their 
Nile. 

5. Pison and Gil}on 
(a) Which Rivers were meant ? 

In view of the foregoing suggestion that the four rivers were not within 
the area of Paradise, the identification of Pison and Gil).on, and indee . 
the whole question of the situation of the four rivers, became irrelevan · 
for the location of Paradise itself. For our conception of Paradise it i 
a matter of indifference what rivers are meant by PiSon and Gil).on and i" 
what countries they should be sought, just as it is quite immaterial where 
the Tigris and Euphrates took their rise and in what lands they flowed,. 
Nevertheless we propose to take up this question because it is actually in .· 

. . .  

1 A like phenomenon was actually observed in antiquity, and is especially frequent in 
calcareous areas in various parts of the world where large rivers are sucked into subterranean 
cleavages of the chalky soil and suddenly disappeaz: from the surface, only to reappear a 
considerable distance away. These continuations were always regarded as distinct rivers ' 
and nowadays, even in European countries, are so considered by the local population, ... 
Similar phenomena are furnished by the rich waters of the oases which, on quitting the · 

fertile area, gradually disappear into the sand. Likewise most of the winter brooks (sel) iii ' 
the Arabian desert, which sometimes swell to such considerable proportions that they 
resemble large rivers, run for considerable distances till they gradually dry up. It  should 
be observed that even Greek authors had similar conceptions of a subterranean course of the" 
Nile, notably in its upper portions where they sought its sources. They believed inter alia . 
that the Indus was an upper reach of the Nile and connected with it subterraneously. The . 
same was later believed by the Arabic geographers of the Niger. Even in the late Middle '.· 
Ages the general opinion, following Africanus, was that the Nile, on tumbling down from '. 

the Mountain of the Moon (below the Equator), penetrated beneath the earth only to x:��. ' 
appear on the surface after a considerable distance as a river ! Cf. in greater detail Th.

· 

Langenmaier, Alte Kenntnis und Kartographie der Zentralafrik. Seeregion (1916) ,  p. 43ff •• · 

39 f., 28 f., etc. 
� .'!'his is obvious from the fact that he did not also include the Jordan, the chief stream of ·" 

the land sanctified .by the God of Israel as did e.g. Ben Sira, 24, 26, who,
' 
besides the Paradise '.' 

rivers, also mentioned the Jordan. 
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consequence of the view that we have put forward that we are in a position 
to approach a solution of the problem, basing ourselves purely on Biblical 
data. 

First of all the question should be raised : what was the underlying idea 
of the narrator in mentioning the four rivers ? Now the fact that of all 
the then known rivers outside Egypt only the largest and best known, the 
Tigris and the Euphrates, are mentioned, justifies the assumption that in 
his choice he had in mind the greatest world rivers then known. 1 If, then, 
the reason for referring to the Tigris and the Euphrates was only because 
they were the largest streams of Assur and Babel, the mention of Pison and 
Gil).on would have similarly been for the reason that they were the most 
important in the lands of I:Iawila and Kus. Hence it must be assumed that 
he intentionally selected four rivers of different parts of the earth, situated 
at opposite ends of the world, so that in their GOmpass the whole of the 
then known world would be comprised. The whole question of the four 
rivers is thus transferred· on to new ground : they do not represent an 
irrigation system of Paradise, but are conceived as the ftuvial system of the 
whole world, 

Now what rivers were meant by Pison and Gil).on ? Starting from the 
foregoing standpoint and considering that the Euphrates and Tigris lay in 
the extreme east of the then known world, one cannot go far wrong in 
assuming that it was the author's aim to set against the Mesopotamian 
pair of rivers another pair at the opposite end of the world, viz. in the extreme 
west.2 This assumption is confirmed first of all by the statement that the 

1 Even the ancients were governed by the idea that the four rivers were world streams, and 
sought to identify them with the rivers known in their day as the most important. Thus 
e.g. in Josephus's time (Antiquities, i ,  § 38 f.) the Pisoo was identified with the Ganges 
or Indus, and the Gi}J.on with the Nile. In later times this idea that the Paradise rivers 
were world-streams, though in itself correct, was rejected because in the absence of a right 
understanding of Gen. 2,  10  it only made the Paradise problem more complicated. To 
evade this difficulty the Pison and Gi}J.on were sought in Mesopotamian rivers, and so long 
ago as 1706 Reland, De situ Paradisi, identified the Pison with the Phasis and the Gi}J.on 
with the Araxes in Armenia (cf. Midrash Gen. rab. ,  § 16, 16  where the Gi}J.on is placed 
in Media). Although Reland, and after him Delitzsch and others, contrived on purely 
phonetic grounds to interpret Kus as the land of the Kossaeans, all attempts failed to 
identify I:Iawila as a Mesopotamian land. A very convenient way out of all difficulties 
is taken by supporters of the Astral-mythological hypothesis of Genesis (like Jensen, 
Gunkel, Jeremias, etc.), who assume a Cosmic Paradise, and even derive the whole Paradise 
story from a sort of uranography, seeing in the main Paradise river the Milky Way, and 
detecting in the remaining rivers some other fantastic astronomical things ! 
• This would also agree with the orientation of the author of the Paradise story from the 

extreme west to the east (Oip) and would also explain why he first mentioned the Pison 
and Gi}J.on in the west and then the Tigris and Euphrates in the east. 
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Gil).on flowed through Kus, which in the Bible invariably denotes Nubia or 
Ethiopia, and which, according to the geographical conception of those days, 
actually lay at the extreme western end of the world.1 If one further 
considers that the two Mesopotamian rivers flow near to one another, 
framing, so to speak, the eastern part of the world, one may assume that 
similarly in the choice of the opposite pair of rivers, Pison and Gil).on, the 
idea was dominant that they, too, flowed near to one another and delimited 
the extreme western part of the earth. Pison would thus first have to be 
sought in the same area as Gil).on, and secondly both would have to be 
looked for in Egypt and its neighbourhood, so that in analogy to the 
Euphrates and Tigris, they would represent the two most important and 
best known rivers of that region. 

Another very important question here arises : assuming our premises to 
be correct, viz., that the narrator had in mind the most important world 
rivers, and assuming the correctness of our view that Pison �nd Gil).on are 
to be sought in the area of Egypt and its neighbourhood, then it is obvious 
that among the four rivers one would expect to find in the very first place 
the greatest, and at all times most celebrated of all rivers, the Nile, and 
this especially with an author whose orientation was so thoroughly 
Egyptian. Where then is the Nile ? 

If we recall that according to Egyptian ideas the Fields of the Blessed, 
the Egyptian Paradise, were encircled by a ' stream ' (itrw), that went forth 
from heaven, and in a mysterious way emerged on the earth through the 
two fountain holes at Elephantine ( cf. abov�, p. 1 69) ; further, that at the 
beginning of the Paradise story Gen. 2, ro reference is made to a ' stream ' 
(im) ' that went forth from the oasis to water the garden ', we must be 
struck by the analogy. Indeed, the more closely one examines the picture 
of Paradise, composed of this and other similar features, the more will 
one be confirmed in the view that im and itrw are identical. There is 
only a difference in the conception of the stream's provenance : viz. the 
im does not, as observed, take its source from heaven or from the nether 

1 From Greek times Ethiopia was understood to be the southern portion of Egypt on the 
Nile up-stream between the Nubian desert and the Arabian Gulf, that is, the whole of 
present-day Nubia and Abyssinia, including Kordofan and Darfur. Even Homer, Od. i, 23-4, 

conceived the Ethiopians as ' the farthest of men who lived divided, some towards the setting, 
others towards the rising of the sun ' .  Also Is. 18, 1 speaks of the land ' beyond the rivers -

of Kus ' as the m:ost distant land of the world. Among these rivers he had in mind the 
Nile beyond Kus and the Atbara, perhaps also the Blue Nile. Again in the Book of 
Esther r ,  r Kus is interpreted as Ethiopia, because in ancient times it was regarded as 
the extreme southern boundary of the world. Many other examples could be quoted from 
antiquity. 
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world, which for the Egyptians was the same, 1 but from the Paradise oasis, 
to feed by its subterranean course the greatest rivers of the earth.2 As
suming then that the Eden stream im replaces the itrw of the Fields of the 
Blessed, the identification implicitly involves the idea that the rivers which 
went forth from the im perforce included the Nile ; and the question only 
remains whether it is to be sought in Pison or GiQ.on. Before proceeding 
to answer this special question however, we propose first to discuss the 
general question, what rivers could have been meant by Pison and GiQ.on 
if it is correct that they represented the most important rivers at the 
western end of the earth, in other words Egypt and its adjacent territories ; 
and secondly, whether the Egyptians regarded the whole Nile as only one 
river. 

The possibility of the Blue or the White Nile having been meant by 
Pison and GiQ.on respectively, must be summarily dismissed first of all, 
because they both, as we shall presently see, lie far from Kus, and secondly 
because neither of them flows through a gold land. Nor can the River 
Atbara come into the picture because it lies far from the border of Kus 
proper, and, just as little as the others goes through a gold territory, as 
there were no gold mines in the watershed of the Atbara and those known 
far below the Atbara lay in a northerly direction. If these three rivers are 
to be eliminated from our discussion, only the Nile proper remains to be 
considered and � are brought back to the narrower question as to whether 
the Nile is to be sought in Pison or GiQ.on. To answer this, we must first 
determine how far southwards the ancient Egyptians followed the Nile, and 
whether the whole of the river they knew or only one portion thereof was 
designated by them as the river of Egypt. 

From all that we can conclude from Egyptian monuments and writings, 
the Egyptians in the oldest period of their history did not follow the course 
of the Nile further than to the first cataract between Elephantine and Philae, 
near Assuan. At this point their dominion ceased for them, and there they 
saw the beginning of the world which for them was identical with their 
land. Of all the regions beyond they had no clear idea, and it was for this 
reason that they very early formed the view that the Nile took its rise at the 
first cataract. Thus only that portion of the Nile which started at Assuan 
and flowed into the Mediterranean Sea was considered by them as the river 

1 Cf. above, p. 165, n. 1 .  In the Aton-Hymn, I. 22 the Nile (lz<py) flows from heaven to 
earth, and in I. 2 1 ,  it comes from the nether world to Egypt. 

It should be noted that in the Hebrew the Paradise river is not designated by name, but 
is called simply im ' stream ' just as the ' stream ' of the _' fields of the blessed ' was called 
itrw ' stream '. 
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of Egypt. They clung firmly to this view, even after they had gone beyond 
the first cataract under the 5th dynasty and had become acquainted with a 
considerable portion of the Nile lying to the south. So little did thef 
recognize that that newly explored portion was the upper reach of their: 
river, that they regarded it actually as a quite different and separate river; 
In this view they were coqfirmed by the phenomenon that the Nile at the 
border of the cataract south of Elephantine for a fairly long distance seems" 
to flow in a reverse direction up-stream. This, as many think, is due to · 
the peculiar character of the river-bed and especially the extraordinarily

, 

strong currents and rapids surging in various directions, so that it is im- .'. 
possible to detect the real course of the river flow. (Cf. inter alia Ed. Meyer- ; 
Diimichen, Gesch. d. Alt. Ag., p. 3). That conception of the river of 
Egypt remained deeply-rooted among the Egyptians even in much later,. 

times, when, under the rule of Queen Hatshepsut at the end of the sixteenth'.:
· 

century B.c., they had penetrated as far as the sixth cataract and probably 
beyond. Indeed, even as late as the fifth century B.c. , when the regions of 

the Blue and White Nile above the sixth cataract had begun to be explored, . 
and had already been recognized as the upper reaches of the Nile, and it ' 
became clear that the river of Egypt did not begin at Assuan, Egyptian·� 

theology still did not give up the old theory of the Nile beginning at Assuan · 
and of the portion flowing south of Elephantine being a quite different ,  
river. 1 !. 

Most important for us is the fact that p�eciselyduring the period of the New· . 
Kingdom, which is primarily germane to our investigation, the separation .· 

of these two portions of the Nile into two different rivers was still completely ;; 
maintained. This was particularly the case as Nubia or Kus was regarded as :�. 
a land much inferior to Egypt, since the Egyptian was so convinced of the J 
holiness of his land and the divine origin of the heaven-produced Nile, that · 
he would not tolerate placing the ' wretched Kus (k1s !Js.t) ' or the other · .-:: 
' wretched lands of the Blacks (nl;.Sy.w) ' on a level with his own country.2 : . 

.. 
1 Cf. Herod., ii, 2 1  and 23-the details given him by the ' scribe to the holy treasury of : 

Athene ' : viz. ' There were two mountains with sharply pointed summits lying between ; 
the town of Syene in Thebais and Elephantine, and these mountains were called Krophi 
and Mophi. The sources of the Nile were deep abysses and flowed from out the middle of 
these mountains, and half of the water flowed towards the north, to Egypt, and the other 
half to the south, to Ethiopia ' .  The supposition that in Krophi lurks 'fJr !:z<py ' source of the 
!:z<py ', i.e. Nile, and in Mophi mw !:z<py ' water of the !:z<py ' was put forward by Lauth and 
adopted by Brugsch, Maspero and others. This seems to be the right interpretation, 
although Wiedemann in his commentary, ad Joe. (p. 1 16) , expresses doubt. Here !Jr is to be 
taken as feminine !Jr.t with lapse of the feminine ending t or its softening to an a(h), which 
was very common. 
• It seems that with nl:z.ty ' blacks ' the blacks of other districts also have been denoted, 
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This differentiation between Egypt and Nubia was maintained even after 
a millennium of Egyptian domination, when Nubia had been completely 
permeated by Egyptian religion, Egyptian culture, and Egyptian customs. 

It is clear that from the very beginning the Egyptian held fast to the 
idea of the holiness of his land and his river, and that the conviction was 
rooted in him that the boundaries of Egypt and the source of that portion 
of the Nile which he regarded as the real river of Egypt lay at the first 
cataract. All that lay beyond was foreign, barbarian, unholy, and the 
stream that flowed there was also quite different from the sacred river of 
Egypt. 

Proceeding from these facts we now enter into the discussion concerning 
Pison and Gil).on, restricting ourselves first to the description of their 
course given in the Genesis text. In the case of the Gil).on this task is 
greatly simplified by the mention of Kus, 2 ,  13, whereby we are left in no 
doubt as to its course. It is necessary, however, to fix as accurately as 
possible the geographical determination of Kus and its boundaries, so as to 
be able to define the position and reach of the Gil).on with all possible 
prec1s1on. · In the case of the Pison, however, the matter is not so easy, as 
we are in the dark concerning the land I:Iawila, but as an important clue is 
given in its description as a gold land, we have to consider, in attempting 
an identification of I:Iaw�Ia, which of the gold lands known in the middle 
of the second millennium B.C. could have been in mind. 

(b) The Land of Kii�. 
As far as the geographical delimitation of Kus is concerned it cannot be 

determined according to the Biblical conception of it held in the days of 
the kings of Israel, about the ninth or eighth century B.C. (cf. below, p. 1 77 
note 2), but only by the way it was understood in Egypt of the New Kingdom 
before the period of the Exodus, about the fourteenth or thirteenth century 
B.C. Only then shall we be able to fix as nearly as possible the point which 
the Egyptians, the rulers of Kus, regarded at that time as its extreme 

thus e.g, of Punt, Erman-Ranke, 602, n. 8. By the way, it is noteworthy that both 
the Egyptian words bsy and nlzsy are still preserved in the Arabic of present-day Egypt as 
scurrilous words of abuse : i!Js (�\) or bsy (_�) is an exclamation of deepest contempt 

and repulsion, generally punctuated with expectoration ; nalzs (�j) means ' Wretch !, 
Good-for-nothing ! ' ,  and in many districts, e.g. Yemen, it is used in the sense of ' Unlucky 
dog ' for everything unfortunate. Moreover nalzs is also used as an adjective in the �eaning 
of ' false ' or ' inferior ', e.g. tjahab nalzs ' false or inferior gold '. Like others, these Egyptian 
borrowings passed into the Arabic vernacular of Egypt from the Coptic, and thence spread 
to other Arabic dialects. 
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southern boundary. 1 As a matter of fact the Egyptian monuments give us . 
on this point adequate information, and furnish us with a graphic picture � 
of Kus, which was closely connected with Egypt during a history extending ·� 
over two thousand years. Already under the twelfth dynasty we hear of � 
Egyptian inroads into the territory of Wawat in Northern Nubia (Erman;;. : 
Ranke, p. 595), and it is said of Sesostris I that he forced a way further 
south, ' to the very end of the earth ', in order to obtain access to the . ·  
gold lands of southern Nubia, the land of the ' wretched Kus '. Neverthe- : : 
less, he was only able to assert himself in the Wawat region, between the

· 

first and second cataracts. It was his great-grandson Sesostris III who 
succeeded in extending the boundary of Egyptian domination in Kus 
' much further than his fathers ', viz. up to Semneh near the second cata
ract. Later, at the beginning of the New Kingdom, after Thutmosis I had { 
succeeded in pushing forward to the fourth cataract, carrying out the ;: 
complete subjection of Kus, and destroying the last remnants of its \ 
independence obtained during the Hyksos rule, Kus appears as an Egyptian ·' 

province, remaining from then onwards for more than five centuries
· ,, 

completely under Egyptian rule (Erman-Ranke, p. 45) ; nevertheless it was 
' 

not incorporated with Egypt itself, but was always represented as a separate ". 
land with its own administration, under its own governor, who bore the title ' 

' Prince of Kus (s1 mw.t n kif) ', also ' Overseer of the Southern Lands ' or ofi 
' The Gold Lands ' ; in many cases he was of royal blood, sometimes the \: 
Crown Prince himself. 2 

While the Egyptians maintained relations with the peoples and countries 
beyond the fourth cataract in order to ensure the road of the gold mines at 
the sixth cataract,3 their rule in no case extended beyond the fourth 
cataract. The region of Napata, the home of the later Ethiopic dynasties, 
about 437 miles south of Assuan, near the present Gebel Barkal, remained, 
even after the New Kingdom, the southernmost border of the Egyptian 
Domination. When, moreover, it is considered that Thutmosis I took no 
less than two months to go from Thebes to Napata, one obtains some idea 
of the conception held concerning the distances between Egypt and the 
' southern lands '. Indeed, on the occasion of the solemn installation of 
Haya as Viceroy under Tut-Ankh-Amon, it is expressly stated that his rule 

• That the Egyptians in later times pronounced kS as kii.f is certain. Whether the 
pronunciation believed to have been current in the New Kingdom, kof or kos (cf. Erman
Ranke, p. 595, n. 2) reproduces the old Egyptian pronunciation is an open question. 
• Cf. especially G. A. Reisner in Jour. Egypt. Arch., vi. (1920), p. 28 ff., 73 ff. and H. 

Gauthier, Ree. , 39 (1921)  179 ff. 
3 Under Hatshepsut and her immediate successors, the Egyptian armies may actually have 

penetrated to the Blue Nile, but hardly much beyond. Cf. above, p. 174. 
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extended from the town of Nekhen (the present El-Kab near Edfu) to the 
land of Ker, i.e. Napata (Erman-Ranke, p. 598). By all this the fact is 
established that during the New Kingdom Kus proper never went beyond 
the fourth cataract. Even if we assume a larger Kus in the fullest sense, 
i.e. including the so-called ' negro lands ', it could hardly have gone, before 
the end of the New Kingdom, as far as the later seat of the Ethiopic kingdom 
in the Meroe Island, between Atbara and the sixth cataract, the present 
Khartoum. It is not even certain that the Egyptians followed the course 
of the Atbara beyond its junction with the Nile, any more than that they 
can have known the region of the Blue and White Nile much beyond the 
point of their confluence, where they fall into the Nile proper. It was only 
in Greek times that their connexion as upper reaches of the Nile was 
recognized. 1 

From all this it results incontestably-and on this indeed there is little 
disagreement among investigators-that when, in the Egypt of the New 
Kingdom, reference was made to Kus in a general way, the Nile region 
between the first and the fourth cataract alone was meant. Whatever lay 
beyond did not belong to Kus proper but was referred to in a more general 
way as ' Southern lands ' ,  ' Lands of the Blacks (n�y.w) ', or ' negro lands ', 
over which the ' Prince of Kus ', exercises a certain control, but can hardly 
have ruled very effectively.2 

It follows that the Gi�on, described in Gen. 2, l J  as ' going round the 
whole land of Kus ', can be no other than the Nubian Nile, i.e. that portion 
of the Nile which compasses the region that, as we have shown, is identical 
with Kus proper. The emphasis on the ' whole land of Kus ' indicates the 
author's desire to determine exactly the length of the river covering the 
entire extent of the Kus of his time, namely southern and northern Nubia, 
beginning at the first cataract. Even if one were disposed to apply ' the 
whole ' to Southern Nubia beyond the fourth cataract which then marked 
the southern boundary of Kus, such an assumption must be discarded 
because the author was certainly more concerned to include in ' the whole 
land of Kus ' the region of Wawat, between the first and second cataract, 
than the ' southern lands' beyond the fourth cataract, as, for his purpose, the 

1 It is not until Roman times that we hear of the so-called Mountain of the Moon beyond 
the Equator as source of the Nile. In Abraham b. Ezra's Commentary on Gen. 2, l l the 
text has erroneously i1�iJ�iJ instead of n�:;i?;:i . 

• Judging from Is. 18, l and other Biblical passages and data from later times, it was 
only in the eighth and seventh centuries B.c. that Kus was conceived to extend further 
than in the New Kingdom. By W'l:J •1m the many rivers of the Atbara region, and perhaps 
also of that of the Blue Nile, were understood. Under the Ethiopic dynasties the whole 
territory from the fourth to the sixth cataract was actually under Egyptian rule. 

A a  
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whole region between the fourth and first was much more important than: 

that beyond the fourth cataract, as we shall presently see.1 :; 

(c) The Gold-land I;Iawila. 
·� 

Now that the Gil.ion question can be considered as solved, let us turn to 
the Pison, and on .the strength of the description of the region watered by 
it as a land of gold, bdellium, and soham (malachite or emerald), attempt to:· 
identify the land of I:Iawila. Of great importance for our investigation is · 

the description of the gold, Gen. 2 ,  12 as ::m:J ::im ' good gold '. This is not · 

to be taken as a general characterization of the quality of the gold, but as '.: 

a literal reproduction of the technical expression in Egyptian, '@ nfr ' good ; 
gold ' for ' fine ' gold as distinct from all other kinds of gold.2 It should • 

be noted that the designation ;m:i ::im only occurs in this passage, as '. 
elsewhere in the Pentateuch fine gold is always called .,,.,c ::im ' pure gold ', . · 
a clear proof of its Egyptian provenance. 3 

Such precision in the qualification of the gold can only be explained by 
the author's familiarity with the products of the land of I:Iawila and h�s · 

knowledge of its river. Further, from the Egyptian origin of the expression 
' good gold ' we can deduce with certainty that the author in referring to

·
. 

I:Iawila had in mind a land which either lay in Egypt itself, or was exploited 
by the Egyptians as a gold-producing country. For the term ' good gold ' 
was only current in Egypt for fine gold, and thus the author can only have 
meant gold mined by Egyptians.4 

1 For this reason I prefer to call Gil)on the Nubian and not the Ethiopian Nile, because 
already in Greek times Ethiopia was taken to comprise the territories lying beyond the 
Kus proper of the New Kingdom. 

• In Pap. Harris where there is frequent mention of gold work and gold objects, the 
following kinds of gold are differentiated : ( 1 )  ' mountain gold ' (nb n !J,S.t or gw) in contra
distinction to ' river gold ' (nb n mw) ; (2) ' white gold ' (nb [lg) for alloyed gold ; (3) and 
(4) ' two-part ' and ' three-part gold ' (nb n sp 2 or 3) for a gold alloy composed of two or 
three parts gold and one part of another metal ; (5) ' good gold ' (nb nfr) for the finest pure 
gold ; (6) ' good ktm.t gold ' (Hehr. l:lf.1�). Cf. pl. 12 a, 7 ;  33 a, 5, especially 1 3  a, 5 ff. 78, 5. 
There was also ' green gold ' (nb w1if) for a certain sort of gold composition, e.g. Urk. iv. 
329, 5 as product of <mw in Punt. We shall have more to say in a future volume concerning 
these varieties of gold when dealing with the metal work in the Tabernacle. 

3 Elsewhere it occurs only in 2 Chr. 3, 5, 8, where it undoubtedly means the same kind 
of gold. 

4 Egypt was generally from the earliest times the gold land par excellence. In the Old 
Kingdom, and even in the Middle Kingdom, gold, owing to over-production, was even less 
valuable than silver, which was imported from abroad. In ancient inscriptions, therefore, 
gold is mentioned in the second place after silver, but in the New Kingdom, whe11 gold export 
increased considerably, and in exchange much larger quantities of silver were received from 
Syria and other countries, the value of silver fell and from then onwards took the second 
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Now which land could the author have had in mind ? To answer this 
question let us turn to the gold-producing lands exploited by the Egyptians. 
In this connexion, of the best known gold-mining districts the following 
three come under consideration : 

I .  The very rich gold mines of Nubia (nb n k1s) in the region now 
occupied by the Bisharin Bedouin tribes, i.e. in the desert east of Der
en-NII and Wadi ljalfa, in a southern direction towards the Red Sea, 
roughly as far as Port Sudan. A description of this region is contained in 
a well inscription of Ramses II (Kubban-Stela) from which we learn, inter 
alia, that that district formed part of Kus, as the ' Prince of the wretched 
Kus ' appears therein as intelligencer and reporter (Records III par. 289). 

This mining district cannot have been meant, as it belonged to Kus, the 
area of the Gil).on. Moreover, as far as I can ascertain, neither malachite 
nor emerald was found there. 

2. The gold mines of Punt (pwn.t), a land far distant from Egypt. As 
to its situation only vague particulars are available. It is fairly generally 
assumed, 1 that it lay on the tropical shores of the Red Sea, extending from 
Erythrea down to Somaliland, but in all probability it is to be sought on 
the south-west coast of Arabia.2 Besides gold and copper, various sorts of 
other minerals and valuables, fragrant spices, and especially incense, were 
imported from Punt. Already in the Old Kingdom, under Cheops, Punt is 
mentioned as a land of incense, and is referred to again under Sahure and 
his descendants of the 5th and 6th dynasties (Errnan-Ranke p. 602).3 In 

place after gold in the enumeration of precious metals (cf. Erman-Ranke, p.  554, n. 3 ff.).  
Only seldom is silver mentioned in later writings, e.g. Pap. D'Orb. (from the end of the 
thirteenth century, B.c.) xiv, 8 and xv, 5, before gold (l;g nb), but this, in my opinion, is 
an indication of the much earlier origin of the story. 

1 Erman-Ranke, 600 and the passage cited in n. 3 from Sethe, Urk. i ;  in Albright, AJSL., 
39, 20 f., Erman-Ranke, 610 below, East Arabia not South Arabia is meant ; in both cases, 
however, there is a conflict with p. 600, 

z The identification with the Somali coasts is rendered impossible by the description of 
Punt as a land of ' steps ' or ' terraces " i.e. mountainous country, which does not fit Somali, 
but can very well apply to Yemen and the adjoining territories towards the Indian Ocean. 
As I gather from Prof. J. J. Hess (Zurich), he has very weighty reasons in favour of this 
assumption. Of great value is the fact he has established that in Southern Arabia the best 
kind of incense is called C.Zneh. Thence he rightly concludes that the Egyptian <ntyw, 
which has been interpreted as a kind of resin or myrrh (Ag. WB. i, 206) , is identical with 
this <ineh from the time when the feminine termination t was still pronounced with tanwin 
or the South Arabian tamwim scil. <inet"m or <inet"n. Like many others, the word <ineh 
has since very ancient times been indigenous in Southern Arabia, and must have been 
taken over by the Egyptians with the product. 

3 As the port from which the journey was made to Punt, s1w, on the Red Sea, is mentioned 
(Erman-Ranke, p. 600), it probably lay in the district of the present Qol?er. There the 
ships were built and equipped for the expeditions to Punt and the Land of God (t1-ntr) , thus 
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the inscriptions of the Temple of Der-el Bahari there is an extensive account ·:;. 
of the expedition sent under Queen Hatshepsut to the ' God-land Punt ',< 
(loc. cit., p, 607 f.) ,  wherein villages, plants, and animals, as well as scenes :'. 
from the life and customs of the inhabitants of that land are depicted in ':: 
vivid colours. Although Punt was very well known in Egypt, especially '. 
during the New Kingdom, when it was no longer, as previously, held to be '�· 
more or less a fairy land, it cannot have been J:Iawila-no matter which ''.; 
region may have been meant under Punt-the Somali coasts, South Arabia, · 

West Arabia, North Arabia, or even East Arabia, 1 because none of these lands 
has a river of any importance, let alone one which could compare with the 
Tigris or Euphrates as world river. 

In this connexion we must abstain from an attempt to locate another 
gold land frequently mentioned as ' Land of God ' (t1-ntr) because in our 
view this name certainly does not refer to a particular country, but as .  
already suggested, is a collective denomination for a whole complex of :: · 
lands, or, as we think, is applied to different countries having some specific >' 
feature in common. Otherwise it would be difficult to explain why it is 
at one time mentioned in connexion with Punt as a distant country reached 
by sea,2 and at another, in connexion with the mountain desert between the 
Nile and the Red Sea, the district of the Wadi-J:Iamamat quarries. Probably < ,  
the Sinai Peninsula, too, and perhaps also a portion of North Arabia are

'' "\ 

likewise comprised under this designation. In all probability the ' Land of · ;: 
God ' was first used to denote the eastern side of the Nile, as it was from 
that direction that the Sun God appeared, and later it was extended to 
other lands in the east. All this absolves us altogether from including the 
gold mines of the ' Land of God ' within the scope of this investigation. 

e.g. at the behest of Sanh-Ka-Re Mentuhotep. As in one passage express mention is 
made of Byblos ships (ibid. 6o1) ,  they would have been made from Lebanon wood by 
Phoenician ship-builders. 

r In the description of the expedition under Rameses II I to the ' land of the gods ', Punt, 
(Pap. Harris, 77, 9 ff.), the sea is denoted as im ( = t:JI) '1 n mw lµi ' the great sea of the in
verted water ' .  Therein Erman, Agypten, p. 679, n. 1 (and still retained Erman-Ranke, 600, 
n. 4, cf. above p. 179, n. 1) sees the Persian Gulf, which was conceived as a continuation of 
the Euphrates which the Egyptians called the ' inverted water ' (mw-lµlw), because it flows 
from north to south, i.e. in the opposite direction to the Nile (cf. e.g. LD. iii. 5 a where it 
is said of the Euphrates (mw lµlw) ' on which one journeys northwards when one goes up
stream '). Nevertheless it is obvious that ' the great sea of the inverted water ' refers to the 
Red Sea which also runs from north to south to enter. the ocean. The Egyptians certainly 
became conscious of the inverted course of the Red Sea much sooner than of the distant 
Persian Gulf which was hardly known to them. 
• Extensive details concerning the ' land of the gods ' are first given under Mentuhotep 

( 1 1  th dynasty). Here, too, the road to the Red Sea is indicated via Wiidi Hamamiit and the 
ancient port near Qo!Jer. Erman-Rank�. p.  600 and 607. 
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3.  The gold mines of the so-called ' Arabian desert ' on the Egyptian 

side, south-east of upper Egypt, between Assuan, Koptos (the present Kuft), 
and the Red Sea. According to Egyptian monuments this district was one 
of the richest sources of gold ; and from the Redesiyye inscription of Seti I 
( = Records III § 170 ff.) we learn that these gold mines were extraordinarily 
productive. This district was moreover very famous on account of the 
extensive Wadi I:Iamamat quarries, especially because it was there that the 
black basalt stone for the colossal statues of many kings !lnd gods was hewn. 
The boundaries of these mines can be exactly determined : in the north is 
the ancient caravan route of Kene on the Nile to Qo�er on the Red Sea, 
and in the south is the line that runs in a south-easterly direction from the 
district of Gebel el-'Allaqi down to the Red Sea. In Pap. Turin from 
the tomb of Seti I we still possess a fragment of a map drawn shortly 
after the reign of Ramses II, on which these mining works, the approaches 
to the pits, and the roads leading to the Red Sea are still quite clearly 
recognizable. 1 • 

It was in this district that the Egyptians, especially in the New
.Kingdom, 

had the most important gold mines after Nubia. Of particular significance is 
the fact that of the principal Egyptian gold fields no less than three, namely 
Koptos, Edfu, and Ombos, are to be found in this district, and that their 
names appear as descriptive import-marks for gold, viz. ( I) ' Gold of Koptos 
(nb ngb.tyw), (2) ' Gold ofEdfu ' (nb n gb1), and (3) ' Gold of Ombos ' (nb n nbt). 
Now all these three places lie on the upper Egyptian Nile, between Kene 
and the first cataract, and as they were the capitals of the gold mines in 
their district, they served as river ports for the transport of the ' gold from 
the mountains '.2 As a matter of fact, in an inscription of the Treasurer 
and Architect of Thutmosis III (Menz. de la miss. /ran. v, p. 208) reference 
is made to a ' Governor of the Gold of the hill lands of Koptos ' (mr bis.wt 
nb n gbt), clearly indicating that Koptos was an important gold-mining centre. 
There is an additional feature in connexion with these gold districts which, 
as we shall presently see, specially deserves stressing, viz. that in many 
passages where reference is made to the gold mines of these districts, 

1 Cf. Gardiner, Cairo Scientific Journal, viii, 1914, p. 42 f. where further literature is men
tioned. As he convincingly shows, this fragment embraces the gold mines and a portion of 
the stone quarries near Wadi Hamamat. A reproduction is to be found in Erman-Ranke, 
p. 557. On the quarries cf. ibid. ,  p. 562 ff. On the gold mines of this district cf. also 
Reisner, JEA. vi, 79 ff. See also, Records iii, § 282, and see reference in Note b. 

• Cf. e.g. Med. Habu, Ramses III, Dilm., Hist. Inschr., i, 32 ; Pap. Harris, 12 a, 7 ;  33 a, 5 
and 68 b, 6 ' good gold of the mountains ' (nb nfr b1i.t) ; W. M. Muller, Egypt. Res., ii 
( 1910),  88 f. 
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precisely the gold of the Arabian desert between the Nile and the Red S · 

is described as the 'good gold of the hill lands ' (nb nfr n bis.wt). 1 
For our purpose this gold land is of still deeper interest as it was ve '· 

rich both in malachite and in emeralds ; 2 so much so that apart from th 
Sinai Peninsula, which for many centuries supplied Egypt with lar 
quantities of malachite, it was the most productive source of this semi 
precious stone.3 We have thus established the fact that of the thr�. 
products which in Gen. 2, 1 1  f. are described as proper to Hawila, the 
most valuable, gold and malachite (or emerald), certainly came from the 
district of the Arabian desert. 

· 

As to bdellium (n�i:i), it is not quite certain what gum is meant, and' 

thus the discussion of the question whether it is identical with a gutii. 
indigenous to Upper Egypt must, for the time being, be sm;pended unf"' 
a solution of this question may perhaps be rendered possible by ne 

' 

discoveries.4 But it should be emphasized that resinous plants are to 

1 The fact that by ' gold from the foreign land ' or ' the desert ' (nb n b-1i.t) which refers, 
also to the hill lands (r}w), the gold from the mines located east of the Nile was meant, waii 

pointed out among others by MUiier, Egypt. Res. , ii, 84, who remarks that even to-day � 

Egyptian Arabs use el-gibal ' the hills ' in the same meaning as the Egyptians in former 
times . 

.. As already pointed out above, p. I I7  f. !iiham is supposed to be the Akkadian siimt�'. 
' malachite '. As, however, emeralds were a principal product of this district near Gebel . .  
Zabara and Sikait, and the ' emerald of Qo�er ' at  all times was a very common precious ,: 
stone, the interpretation of !oham as emerald would be just as plausible. On the emeralds 
of Gebel Sikait cf. also J. Ball, The Geography and Geology of South-Eastern Egypt, Cairo, 
1912, p. 345 and 174. It should also not be disregarded that the ancients described also 
other green stones, e.g. malachite, plasma, etc. as emeralds. It seems to me to be very : 
probable that the Egyptians employed one and the same name mfk1.t for emerald and . 
malachite, with the distinction that they called the emerald ' genuine malachite ' (mfk1.t 
m1<.t). More will be said on this matter in discussing the precious stones of the 
Tabernacle. 

3 Even after the Sinai mines had been exhausted, towards the end of the New Kingdom, 
they remained the most productive source of malachite, and even to-day it is to be found in ' 
large quantities, especially in the copper mines further to the north-east (cf. Albright, 
AJSL., 39, p. 20). 

4 Relying only on the descriptions of bdellium by Dioscor. , De Materia Medica, i, 80 and ·· 

Plinius Historia Natura/is, 12, 9, 19, many have assumed the balsamodendron to be the 
parent plant of bdellium. This resin, which was very widespread in antiquity, and which 
occurred inter alia in Babylon and Arabia and was also known in Palestine, as Josephus 
(Antiquities, iii, I ,  6) interpreted n�i:i as bdellium, has long since passed out of use and 
only here and there appears in commerce. Of the many species there is also the bdellium 
africanum, the parent plant of which is Commiphora (Balsamea) Africana Engler. Cf. 
especially A. Tschirch, Die Harze, i, 410. Moreover n�i:i seems in many Jewish circles 
of the east, even in the sixth and seventh centuries, to have been in use as a drug 
(Ber. rabba sec. 16 : o�oo::i �� nSi:i.:J ' like the bedolati of the druggists •). G. Dragen
dorff, Die Heilpjlanzen der verschiedenen Volker und Zeiten, p. 95 mentions the Bdellium 
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found in large quantities on the whole stretch from Esne on the Nile to 
Assuan and far beyond into the Sudan.1 This being so there is no reasori 
to doubt that in ancient times also it was the home of these and similar 
resins, of which bdellium may well have been one. In any case the 
description of I:Iawila as a land of ' good gold ' and malachite or emeralds 
fits no other ' gold-land ' so admirably as this area between the Nile and the 
Red Sea. 

From this assumption it logically follows that Pison can only mean that 
portion of the Nile which circumscribes the gold-land of Upper Egypt, 
and which, in contradistinction to the Nubian Nile, we would ·call the 
Egyptian Nile, which the Egyptians, as we have seen, conceived to rise at 
the same spot, at the first cataract, as the Nubian Nile. If it is further 
remembered (1)  that the river (im) going out of Eden is identical with ' the 
river ' (itrw) flowing round the Egyptian Paradise (see above, p. 1 72) ; (2) 
that the Pison emerges from the subterranean continuation of the iill , just 
as according to Egyptian opinion, the Egyptian Nile was a continuation of 
the mysterious itrw coming to the surface at the first cataract, it will be 
seen that by two different and independent ways, namely, by the identifica
tion of ii1l with itrw, and also by the localization of the gold-land 
I:Iawila we have succeeded in identifying Pison with the Egyptian Nile. 

In the Pison and GiQ.on we have thus the two portions of the Nile which 
in those days were regarded as two separate rivers ; they were then the 
most important and best known in the western part of the world, just as 
the two other world rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates, were in the east. 
The description given of the course of each exactly tallies : Pison, the 
Egyptian Nile is that which ' compasseth the whole land of I:Iawila where 
there is gold ' ;  and GiQ.on, the Nubian Nile, is that which ' compasseth the 
whole land of Kus.' 2 A further point of coincidence with Egyptian data is 
the remark, Gen. 2, 12, qualifying the gold of I:Iawila as being 'good' which 
is confirmed by the Egyptian statement that large quantities extracted from 
the mines of that district were of 'good gold '.3 Finally, the choice of these 
Aegyptiacum, said to have been obtained from the Dumpalm (Hyphaene thebaica Mart.). If 
this is correct, n�i:i would also be assured as a product of the district we have assumed 
for Hawilii, as the Dumpalm is specially characteristic of Upper Egypt. 

1 Cf. Muschler, Manual Flora of Egypt, i, 460 in Albright I. c. p. 2 1 ,  and Third Report of 
the Wellcome Research Laboratories, Khartum, 1908, p. 416ff. 
• Cf. below, p. 188 f. on the reason why a portion of Upper Egypt is mentioned to denote 

the course of the Pison. 
· 

3 Cf. above, p. 182 f. In the so-called Famine-Stela (Brugsch, Die biblischen sieben Jahre 
der Hungersnot, 1891 ,  and Roeder, Urk. , 177 ff.) we read a description of the districts lying 
to the east and west of Elephantine, which is remarkably reminiscent of our passage on 
}:Iawilii : ' Masses (?) of mountains are in its neighbourhood on the east side with all jewels 
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four rivers as the greatest in the world exactly corresponds to the geographi-.J 
cal conception entertained in the New Kingdom in Egypt, i.e. about the time·� 
of the Hebrew-Egyptian epoch. It was just the time of the great campaign.S�: 
on the one side to Lybia, beyond the oases, and to the southern lands of th ·. 

'blacks ' as far as the Blue Nile, and on the other side to Palestine and 
Syria as far as Mesopotamia. These campaigns were already initiated under: 
Thutmosis I, but were carried on most effectively and successfully under .. " 
his successors, especially Seti I and his son Rarneses II. 1 In those days· � 
the Egyptians believed indeed that they had penetrated on all sides to the : 
extreme ends of the world ; as for them in the south-west it ended behind '. 
the land of Kus watered by the Nubian Nile, and in the north-east it ended: 
in the land of the ' two rivers ' (nhryna), the Euphrates and Tigris.2 

The author of the Paradise story, who was doubtless familiar with som�' 
reminiscences of the original Mesopotamian home of the patriarchs and, 
had a perfectly accurate knowledge of the course of the Tigris, 3 was, as we·' 
have seen, thoroughly impregnated with the geographical conceptions of his': 
day in placing one end of the earth in the region of the Pison and Gil.ion; 
and the other in the area of the Euphrates and Tigris. 

( d) The Meaning of the Names Pison and GiQ.on. 
The identification of Pison with the Egyptian, and Gil)on with 

Nubian Nile so inevitably results from the whole course of our investiga-
and precious stones, etc.' (Stela 1. I I  f. = Roed. Urk., p. 180). In the list given of precious .· 
stones and metals from a district above Elephantine (cf. beginning of I. 15 and 16 = Urk., : 
p. 181)  gold and malachite are mentioned and also, I. 30 f. ( = Urk., p. 184), ' Gold, silver, � 
copper, and genuine precious stones ' from the ' upper territory on the east bank ' . It ., 
would be interesting if it could be determined whether the reference here is not to the same · 
mines which the Genesis passage envisages. In any case it is highly interesting as a ·i: 
parallel. ... 

1 Cf. inter alia Erman-Ranke, 6o6 f. and 613 ;  Breasted-Ranke, Geschichte, 236 f., 257 ff., ,· < 
326, 339 f. 
• The very fact that they often speak of nhryna = rim proves that both streams were . 

known to them, although in their inscriptions the Euphrates only is mentioned, because it ·:. 
was on its banks that their battles were fought. Characteristic of the strange impression :i(: 
that they derived from the Euphrates is its designation as ' the great reversed, inverted .� 
(water) of Nahrein(a) ' plJr-wr nhryna because it flows from north to south, in the reverse · 
direction to the Nile. Cf. e.g. Urk., iv. 613,  9 ( = Records, ii. § 656 and n. d) 697, 3 ;  ; 

Er.-Gr. 55 ; also above, p. 180, n. x .  
3 The correctness of the delimitation of  the course of  the Tigris by ,,�� noip Gen. ·2;-::::. 

14 is only objected to by those who would see in iiW� the name of the town ASsiir. In 
reality iiW� is never applied in the Bible to the town but only to the land Assiir. Thus 
Delitzsch and others have quite correctly interpreted ,,�� noip as ' east of the land 
Assiir ' .  Cf. commentaries ad loc. This indication is very strong evidence of the accurate 
orientation of the author, and the interpretation of iiW� as referring to the town, ignoring 
its real meaning in the Bible, only proves the inaccurate orientation of its supporters. 
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tion that it can hardly give rise to doubt. Nevertheless certain questions 
still remain to be answered. If Pison is really the Egyptian Nile, why is it 
not called i�� the usual nameTor the river of Egypt ? Further, how is tfie 

'
name Pison to be explained ? And why did the author not direct its course 
through the generally known C�J.� , but through a land I:Iawila, which only 
formed one portion of Egypt ? Finally how is the name Gil.ion for the 
Nubian Nile to be explained? 

In the first place it should be pointed out that itot� , which has long since 
been recognized as the Egyptian irw (the common form since the 18th J · /  dynasty from the older itrw = Coptic e 10op, Er.-Gr. 20) was not a proper 80,(, 

(Q_ame, but just as in Egyptian simply meant ' rive_!,'. Judging by the 
Coptic, it would also appear that popularly in Egypt irw was not applied 
to the main stream exclusively, but also to its branches. For e 10op denotes 
a branch of the Nile, whereas the main stream was called 1�po (B.) or 
e1epo (S.) ' the great stream', derived from the Egyptian irw-<1 (which in 
Hebrew would give nl,rit.t� cf. above p. 50, note 1 ). This explains the 
similar use of it.t� in the Bible, for the main stream (i��ti) as for the branch, 
and of o�"}�� for the Nile canals or branches (e.g. Ez. 30, 12. Is. 7, 18. 

1 9, 5 f. 37, 25. Ps. 78, 44, etc.). Accordingly, i�� was only the general 
designation of the Nile itself, as for all its branches, and this is why it 
could not serve in the Paradise story as a proper name for the Egypti� 

- Nile, any more than it could have been so used in Egyptian itself. As a 
�matter of fact the Egyptians did not use irw (or itrw) but 'J:t<py, whenever 
they had the whole river in mind. 

If we consider the grammatical form of ;i�!:I and ;im� , there can be no 
doubt that they are Hebrew and not foreign words like Spin and ni!:I , and 
the question arises whether the were not mtentionally coined by the HetrreW 
author to replace the foreign names. ut agam 

· anses : why 
did he not call the Egyptian river by its native name, as he did in the case 
of the two Mesopotamian rivers ? What prevented him from retaining the 
Egyptian name 'J:t<py, which to Hebrew ears would not sound more un
common than e.g. the Babylonian name �pin for the Tigris ? 

But the situation in this case was indeed, essentially, quite different : 
'J:t<py was not the ordinary every-day profane name of the Nile, but its 
sacred name, and at the same time applied to the Nile God, . regarded as 
one of the great gods of the earth, placed on an equal level with Re the 
highest god in Heaven, and, sometimes even placed above him, as the sun 
could not fructify the earth without the aid of the Nile. Like the other 
great god of the earth, Nun (nwnw), h<py is also the ' father of the gods ' 
(it ntr . w) and like other ' great gods ' he also is called the ' creator of all 

B b  
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things '; he is also the ' creator of the good things ', i.e. food, and he is the god 
' that feeds all' (s<nb- ' lets live '), like Osiris. He is also the 'Lord of the Nether; 
world ' ;  he is omnipresent ' in the nether world, in heaven, and on earth ' ;(  
his origin is not known, for he is ' of hidden substance, darkness in the day , 
(i.e. unseen even in brightest light). Thus 'IJ,<py the river and 1.z<py the god� 
were so closely associated that it is a matter of difficulty to determine iri': ' . 
every case whether 1.z<py means the river or the god. But even where it refers · 
quite distinctly to the Nile, it still has a flavour of divinity. Hence l.z<py . 

embodied most sacred conceptions and evoked in his worshippers the deepest" . 
religious feelings ; the mere mention of him aroused in them adoration and : '  
awe ; for him they offered and slaughtered ' oxen and bullocks ', and for him :;: 
they consigned ' birds to the flames ', just as to all other gods of Egypt { 
(cf. inter alia Lit. 146 ff. ; Ode to the Nile ; The Gods II, p. 42 ff.) 

In such circumstances it was unthinkable for the monotheistic author ;; 
of the Paradise story to adopt such a sacrosanct name for a river of :� 
Paradise, and determined to replace it by a genuinely Hebrew one, derived 
from a Hebrew root and expressing the same meaning as the Egyptian name ; : 
as a matter of fact 'IJ,<py means ; ' the streaming over, the flowing over, the ·. 
up-swelling ' from 1.z'PY ' to inundate, to flood '  1 ; this is exactly the meaning :, 
of jirj'� formed from �e ' to increase, to grow '.2 Pison, therefore, repre-:·. · 
sents an excellent and most adequate equivalent of the Egyptian 1.z<py as " 
a name for the Nile, indicates its characteristic of an up-swelling, overflowing · 

river.3 
1 Cf. "J:i<py ' inundation ' (Er. -Gr., p. 105) ; the high state of the Nile was referred to as 

lz<pj <1 WT.t ' the very great inundation ', e.g. Urk. iv, 217 n ;  also IJ'py WT eg. Ree. 20 (1898) , 
40, Inscription of Amenophis II, 1. 6 :  ' His sea is full from the great inundation ' i.e. the high 
Nile (IJ<py WT) '. The old orthography {Pyr. O.E.) has /:zp e.g. l:zp WT Pyr. �92 d. Cf. 
Gardiner, .A.·z. 45 (1909), The Egyptian name of the Nile. In the Semitic transcription of 
Egyptian names it appears as 'E:ln , cf. Spiegelberg, Noldeke-Festschrift, p. 99. 

a For this form cf. e.g. 71�n from yin , it:1�n from im , j'IW�, from W�, . Cf. inter 
alia Ewald Gram., § 108. They are intensifying forms so that jit"El means the ' strong, 
swelling, up-growing '. 

3 The designation of the Nile in the vernacular Arabic of Egypt by ba"/:ir (f') furnishes a 
remarkable parallel to IJ<py. It is a substantive from bal;ara ' to spring forth, flow, flow 
over ' ,  and it is still in use, precisely among the Bedouin of the Sinai Peninsula and the 
Moab region in this ancient meaning. (Cf. e.g. Brunnenlied bei Musil, Petra, vol. iii, p. �). 
It should be emphasized that in other Arabic countries, as well as in the literary language 
bal;r is only applied to the sea, e.g. bal;r-el-'abyaif, ' the White Sea ' i.e. the Mediterranean ; 
bal;r-el-'al;mar ' the Red Sea ' ,  etc. Only in Egypt is it used of the Nile, and probably 
thence applied to other large Egyptian rivers, thus e.g. bal:z.r-el-'abyaif, ' the White Nile, 
bal;r-el-' azraq ' the Blue Nile ' ,  ba�1r el-' aswad ' the Black River ' i.e. the Atbara, etc. It is 
noteworthy that in Egypt the sea is not called bal:z.r, but el-miilel:z. ' the salty ', a designation 
which is very old. It must have already been used by Phoenicians or Canaanites, and 
perhaps also by Hebrews, as the word M�fl lit. ' the salty ' for ' seaman, sailo; ' (Jonah, 1 ,  5), 
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It should be noted that ' to spring forth, to swell up, to increase ' were 
the very expressions with which the Egyptians described the rising of the Nile. 
They had no idea of the origin of its rise, that it was caused by rains in the 
far distant mountains, and_ by the influx of waters from all the numerou� 
large and small tributaries, especially from the Blue and White Nile. They 
believed as we have seen that the river sprang out of the deep abyss through 
the fountain holes at Elephantine increasing and swelling by a mysterious 
process (cf. above, p. 169).1 This can be substantiated by many passages 
and numerous poetic references to the rising of the Nile.2 

Reverting to Gil).on, jln'l, it is, as we have said, a genuine Hebrew forma
tion like Pilon, j1e'�E:l . Nevertheless in the case of Gil).on the author seems to 
have had no Egyptian prototype like 'f;,<py, as the Egyptians, so far as we know, 
had no special designation for this portion of the Nile, though regarded by 
them as a separate river. He therefore, seized upon a feature that charac
teristically differentiates the Nubian from the Egyptian Nile. Whereas, for 
reasons already stated, the Egyptian Nile was the inundator, the swelling-up 
('f;,'j>y), 3 the Nubian Nile presented another particularly striking phenomenon, 
namely_ the mighty cataracts with their tumbling waters, leaping billows, 
and rushing rapids. It was just this feature which the Hebrew author 
wished to bring out in coining the name Gil).on for the Nubian Nile, and 
he therefore selected the root ml, TT'� and formed therefrom 11n1� which means 
' the great leaper ' for the Nubian Nile.4 

can only be explained by the use of a word for sea formed from n?9 ' salt ',  It should 

further be observed that also the Bisari Bedouin (south-east of Assuan) use bhlir (pl. bhare) 
for river and that they call the Nile u nafir bhiir ' the sweet river '. J. Hess, Zeitschr. f. 
Kolonialsprachen 9 (1918--9)1 p. 2II . In nafir we undoubtedly have the Egyptian nfv 
' good ', and it is one of the many Egyptian words that have survived in that district. Cf. 
above, p. 50, n. l.  

1 This view was also shared by the Greeks, and as late as 1665 De la Chambre believed 
that the over-flowing of the Nile was to be explained by a strong fermentation of the soil 
caused by the great deposits of nitrium ! Cf. Wiedemann, Herodots zweites Buch, p. n5. 

� Cf. e.g. LD. iii. 217 b and the Kubbiin-Stela I. 21 f. where it is said the water of the lfpy 
rises up in the mountains to supply the springs and wells. 

3 This appears plausible, as the beginning of the Nile was conceived to be at the two 
fountain holes of Elephantine. Thus in the Famine-Stela of the Temple of Khnum at 
Elephantine I. 20 f. the rise of the Nile and the flood are represented as the work of Khnum 
in the two sources of the Nile. Cf. Brugsch, Die bib!. sieben Jahre der Hungersnot, or 

Roeder, Urk., p. 182. At Silsile, between Assuan and Edfu, the beginning of the Nile 
flood was celebrated from the very earliest times. 

4 Cf. n�� , Judges 20, 33, ' to break out of ambush ' ; in Job 38, 8 it is used of the sea when 
it sprang forth from the bosom of the earth ; in 40, 23 it is used for the ' leap,ing ' of the 
Jordan. As this is generally misunderstood, an exposition of the whole passage is necessary. 
Here the mighty power of the Nile monster is described, his imperturbability and the confi
dence with which he ensconces himself under the shadow of the luxuriant plants on the banks 
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We have now to answer the question why I:Iawila was set in place :' 

l:l'i':ro. In explanation a religious factor can be adduced while a psyc · 

logical motive and another of a literary-aesthetic character may have b 
at work. In describing the Garden of God, the wonderful faery abo 
of sinless men, the monotheistic author must have felt it repugnant . t  
mention the name l:l'im . The remembrance of Egypt filled him wi · 

abhorrence and terror. It was for him an impure land, full of idolatro · 
and moral abominations (Cl�1� Mi.:lP,Pi). Moreover C'i:iD , as the name o 
Israel's place of servitude would by no means have been suitable to be use"' 
as an element of a story so remote from real and everyday life, and appealin 1 
so alluringly and charmingly to the naive imagination. The intrusion c>.· 
a name with such evil associations would seriously have impaired the mag{ 
spell of the story and deprived it of its whole charm. For all these reaso i 

the author resisted using O'i::ro for the region watered by the Pison. H 
preferred to take the name of a district sufficient to identify the rive. 
indicated by the name Pison but having none of the associations mentione · ·  

So he selected I:Iawila from the whole stretch of the Nile of Upper Egyp. 
and added the reference to its valuable products in order to leave no doub 
that it was the gold-land of Upper Egypt that he had in mind. \ .  

Indeed it almost appears to me-and this I camiot refrain from mentio'" 
ing-that he only had the Upper Egyptian portion of the Nile in mind, no' 
alone on account of the motives mentioned, but also because it is only i 
Upper Egypt that the Nile flows as a single main stream, whereas in Lowe� 
Egypt, not far from the Upper Egyptian boundary at Fayyfun, the Biblicaf 
Pitom, it already begins to divide and soon branches off into many bifurca�� 
tions, each one of these having been regarded by the Egyptians as a separate"'. 
river, and collectively designated by the Hebrews as l:i'!N�.1 If I am right/ 
this would furnish us with a further explanation of the evasion of O'"'l:iO :\ 
the author doubtless, like all the Hebrews of that epoch, must have been ; 

.i• 

of the river. Carelessly he stretches himself and in comfortable quietude enjoys the air ·. 
and sun in full measure. No sooner does he again crave water than he plunges with open ., 

jaws down to the river to swallow it at a gulp. And if the stream does not satisfy him, he :. 
need only cast side glances on the Jordan and this would instantly leap from its distant 'i 
corner straight into his gullet. The passage thus now reads : ' Behold, he robbeth a river ' 
and hasteth not ; he trusteth that the Jordan will leap into his mouth ; he snappeth it with · 

his eyes ! '  
' Even therein he would have remained fully in accord with the conception of the 

Egyptians, for not even the Eg:;,ptian Nile was regarded by them as an integral river, but 
divided into an ' upper Egyptian' (J.z<py-rij or fm<y) and ' lower Egyptian ' river (!z'Py-m!zy), 
and correspondingly they paid homage to two Nile gods. Moreover they saw separa!e 
rivers in the various branches and even canals of the Lower Egyptian Nile. Cf. Wiede
mann, Das alte Ag., p. 21 .  
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thoroughly conscious of the fact that the dual form of c'i:ro was modelled 
on the Egyptian t1.wy ' the two lands ' for Upper and Lower Egypt (cf. above, 
p. 26 ). It was, therefore, obvious that he had to avoid using the dual 
designation cii:ro in order to make it clear that he wanted to exclude Lower 
Egypt from the region of Pison. Bearing this in mind we should, strictly 
speaking, see in the Pison only the Upper Egyptian Nile. 1 

(e) The Expression JJO ' to go round ', of the course of a River. 

By the identification of Pison and GiJ::ion as Egyptian rivers, the expression 
JJO ' go round ' Gen. 2 ,  1 1  and 13 appears in a new light : it exactly corre
sponds to the conception the Egyptians had of the course of the Nile, and even 
agrees literally with the Egyptian expression for the flowing of a river. The 
great curves and windings in which the Nile proceeds, and the enormous 
bends which it describes in its course, especially in Nubia between the fourth 
and second cataracts at Wadi Jjalfa, where it forms a complete S,  and further 
below to the north between the first cataract at Assuan and Assiut gave rise 
among the Egyptians to the idea that the Nile ' moved round '. This is 
the real reason why they employed the word pbr ' go round ' for the course 
of their river.2 This conception of ' going round ' was impressed so deeply 
on the Egyptian that he extended its use to other waters employing pbr for 
the flowing of a river or sea, even outside Egypt ( cf. above, p. I 84, note 2 ). 
The fact that JJO is exclusively used of the Pison and GiJ::ion but otherwise 

• Pison and Gil}.on are not found elsewhere in the Bible as the names of Egyptian rivers, 
but occur in later writings, independently of the Paradise story, as e.g. Ben Sira 24, 25 and 
27, who, it appears, following the then general view of his time, found also in the LXX 
Jer. 2, 18 and Josephus Ant. 1 , 1 ,  3, took the Gil}.on to be the Nile, whereas later Saadia 
(died 941) and others interpreted Pison as the Nile. In any case neither name passed from 
literature into current speech. Their identity must have been forgotten very early in Israel, 
so that the interpretation of Gil}.on as the Nile can hardly have been due to ancient 
tradition (cf. above, p. 171, n. 1 ) .  Abraham ibn Ezra in his Commentary on Gen. 2, 12 
actually challenges Saadia for taking the Nile without any traditional basis as one of the 
Paradise rivers. Of course, it is merely owing to the etymological consideration that 1:71£:1 
' increase ' was applied to the Nile, see Nachmanides and Rashi ad Ioc. where also the other 
rivers are interpreted on etymological considerations, likewise Ber. rabb. , § 15 , where a 
different etymology for Pison is adopted. Saadia's suggestion that };lawilii is Zawila is un
tenable as that district does not lie at all in the Nile region. Cf. on Zawila, J acut's Geo
graphical Diet. , ed. Wiis�enfeld,  ii, 912 and Description de l'Afrique et de l'Espagne par 
Edrisi, ed. Dozy et de Goeje, Arab. Text, pp. 37 and 130. 

• p!J,r shows the same usage as JJO ' to go around, to go round, encircle, turn round ' as 
well as ' move about, traverse ' (Er.-Gr. 55), and is not only used of rivers but also of seas, 
e.g. Pyr. 629 a-c of the sea which ' surrounds ' (p!J,r) the Aegaean Islands UZ1.w-nbw.t). It 
is very -remarkable that in this passage the sea itself is called ' the great round ' (fn wr) ' the 
circle ' (dbn) and again ' the great round (fn <1). 

I ll 
' t 0 
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. · , .  

is nowhere employed, not even of the Tigris and Euphrates in this sa -' 
Paradise passage, leaves no doubt that p!Jr was actually the model for t 
expression. This provides a further important factor in illustrating 
effect of the Egyptian milieu on the language and elements of the Para .•. 

story just as it has come down to us. There is, however, another feati( 
sufficiently remarkable to deserve attention being drawn drawn to it. 
expression used of the course of the Tigris, 1Sn ' to go ', coincides w('. 
the word used in Akkadian of the course of a river aiaku ' to go '. We th � 

see here quite distinctly how by the employment of 1S;i = alaku for th · 

Mesopotamian river, a reminiscence has been preserved of the pre-Egypti · .  
period when the first generations of Hebrews from the original Babyloni . . .  
home still used expressions current among them in Babylonia in the� 
Aramaic, and later in the Canaanite dialect adopted by them. The e ·.• 
pression 1�il , which in popular tradition was still used of the course of . 
Tigris is therefore retained in the narrative ; but in his description of the t� 
Egyptian rivers, the author, influenced by the conception conveyed 1)' 
Egyptian expression p!Jr, employed the analogous :J::lC. 

(f) The two Hawilas. 

In concluding our discussion of Pison and Gi]:ion, we would touch ori: 
one question more which is of some importance and should, therefore, not ' 
be disregarded here, though we are unable to carry its solution much further 
than others. The mention of I:Iawila Gen. 10,  7 and 29. 25, 1 8  and I Sam.' 
I 5 ,  7 has always presented Biblical scholars with great difficulties in tha( 
the I:Iawila of these passages had at all costs to be be identified with the:. 
I:Iawila of the Paradise story, yet every attempt in this direction has failed.1 .: 
Our own very exhaustive investigation and close scrutiny of all the suggested 1 
possibilities, as well as others considered by ourselves in order to find ��) 
common basis for the reconciliation of the diverse data concerning I:Iawila, > 
especially in Gen. 10, 7 and 29, has in every case yielded unsatisfactory : ; 
results. The assumption of a mixed population of Hamites and Semites . !  
on the African and Asiatic sides of the Red Sea respectively cannot remove ' 

\' 
the obstacle of the discrepancy between Gen. 10 ,  7 and 10, 29, nor can the . 
conception of J:Iawila as a geographic collective denomination for a complex :·; 
of lands on both sides of the Red Sea be summarily accepted. This, for' . 
the simple reason that I:Iawila would embrace an enormous territory, >: 
which, in the south, would extend from Nubia (Kus) into the interior of 

1 See the newer commentaries on these passages. Further literature also in Ges.-Buhl. 
s. v. l;Iawilii. 
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Arabia, approximately below Terna and Dedan in the neighbourhood of the 
present Taima and el-<Ola, 1 and in the north would extend from the Syrian 
desert in a straight line across the isthmus between Palestine and Egypt to 
the point where the Egyptian ' wall ' inb = i�� , Gen. 25,  1 8  and I Sam. 
1 5 , 7, stood to protect Egyptian territory against Bedouin inroads.z Such 
an extension would be out of all proportion and could not possibly be 
reconciled with I Sam. I 5, 7.3 Finally the only possibility remaining is 
assumption of the existence of two lands I:Iawila, one in Egypt referred to 
Gen. 10, 7 and the other in Arabia mentioned Gen. 10 ,  29, although such 
a hypothesis would not lead us to a definite solution with regard to the 
Paradise passage. We must therefore suspend any attempt to establish 
a connexion between J:Iawila Gen. 2, 1 1  aud the other passages mentioned, 
so long as we are merely dependent upon the Biblical material. In any 
case it should be emphasized that there is no absolute necessity to establish 
such a connexion. Indeed the definite article in ;i'�inn Gen. 2, 1 1  serves as 
an indication that it is to be understood neither as an ethnical nor geogra
phical name, but rather as a substantive, to characterize a specific soil 
formation or appearance of a land;� For the present investigation, at any 
rate, it is sufficient to have established the identity of this J:Iawila with the 
eastern portion of Upper Egypt.5 
' See Gen. 10, 7 and 28 f., likewise Is. 21 ,  14 ; Jer. 25, 23. By the South-Arabian 

inscriptions of el-'Olii fi"1 has now been established as the name of a town near Taima. 
Cf. Euting, Tagebuch einer Reise in Innerarabien, ii, 146 and 224. 

: On this wall cf. inter alia Brugsch, Gesch., pp. 1 19 and 195 ; Die bibl. 7 Jahre, etc., p. 89 ; 
Lit. 17, n. 2 ;  Milller, AE. 102. The identity of inb and iir& is not to be doubted. The 
desert iir& i::l"10 , Ex. 1 5, 22 ff. in South-west Palestine certainly derived its name from 
this wall. 

3 The author was certainly well informed concerning the district of I:Iawilii and �iir. It 
is a gratuitious way out of the difficulty to represent the whole passage as a meaningless 
reproduction of Gen. 25, 1 8. Our knowledge of the geographical conditions in the border
lands of Palestine at that time is insufficient to venture a definite solution. 

4 The derivation of "'�m from 'm ' sand ', in the sense of ' desert ' (cf. Ges.-Buhl.) is not 

impossible. The form might be explained as a sort of intensive of n>in used in later literature 
(Tai. Bab. Sabb. , 31  a) in the sense of an extensive or dense sand desert. In my view 

il''m might refer to dune-land or sandhills, which would very well suit the district between 
the Nile and the Red Sea on one side, and the opposite portion in Arabia on the other side. 
This would perhaps also apply to 1 Sam. 15, 7. 

5 I reached the above results quite independently of Weinheim's (ZATW. 32, p. 33 f.) and 
Albright's (AJSL. 39, p. 15 ff.) articles, which became known to me only after my in
vestigations on Paradise had already been concluded. Though I set out from a quite 
different standpoint and from quite different premisses, Weinheim's supposition concerning 
Pison and Gil:ion, is in the main confirmed. I cannot, however, agree with

' 
Albright's 

identification of these two rivers with the White and Blue Nile, as I cannot follow him 
along the ways he pursued to reach that result, although I am indebted to him for some 
useful suggestions. 
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6. The two Trees of Paradise. 

Other points of comparison with the Paradise story are furnished by the'. 
Pyramid texts, as well as numerous passages in the books of the dead and: 
sarcophagus texts containing many references to the habitations of the gods:' 
and dead in the land of the ' blessed ' and ' glorified ' in the nether world\ 
This was conceived as a sort of Paradise, with fruitful groves, gardens, and .; 
oases, studded with lofty trees, and encompassed on all sides by large rivers \ 
and waters.1 The texts describing the ' fields of the blessed ' contain very 
remarkable details which strikingly agree with those of the Garden of Eden, . \ 
and in addition illustrate and amplify them by many features.2 

(a) The Tree of Life. 

Just as in the Garden of Eden there was ' every tree that is pleasant to ·.· 
the sight and good for food ' (Gen. 2, 9) , so also in the Egyptian ' fields ', : f. 
(s!J.wt) and in the 'Garden of God ' (km ntr) there were all kinds of trees 
with sweet fruits, such as sycamores (nh.t) ,  figs (d1b also db perhaps also .: 
db1), dates (bnr.t), and vines (ilrr.t), as well as other ' lovely trees ' (!Jt ndm) 
and ' beautiful trees ' (!Jt nfr).3 

• The best known and by far the most frequent are the i{J.t irr.w ' Fields of the rushes ' · 
and i{J. t  {Jtp ' Fields of the blessed '. Of the ' Garden of God ' (km ntr) mention has 
already been made above (p. 160). An oasis (w(Z1t) is mentioned in the second section of 
the ' Fields of the blessed ' in Pap. Nebensy (Budge, BD, pl. p. 319, cf. also p. 333) ; in 
Pyr. 792 a i{J.t-r< is mentioned ; ibid. l 187 the reference is to the fields in which the gods 
were created and where ' the gods flourish on all the days of the beginnings of the years ' ;  
and ibid. l 1 9 1  to ' the field, the good place, of the great god, where he fulfils his task 
among the blessed '. In Pyr. and the Books of the Dead other ' fields ' are mentioned 
bearing the names of various gods, e.g. i{J.t !zr ' field of Horus ; also fb.t ntr.w ' fields of the 
gods ' ; i!J.t <n!J ' field of life ' ;  ff;.t nlz!z ' field of eternity ' .  A pretty picture of the ' fields 
of the rushes ' is inter alia preserved in the tomb of Sennegem (Capart, Thebes, pl. 250, 

· p. 339). The rendering of s[J.t lztp by ' Fields of the Blessed ' is only conventional. Literally 
it means ' the field of foods ' (Speisenfeld, Ag. WB. iii. 184) or ' of offerings ' .  

• In  many cases the surprising fact i s  established that many earlier Jewish traditions 
concerning Paradise which were dismissed as fiction or as apocryphal have their origin in :• 
the Egyptian literature of the dead and undoubtedly go back to very early traditions, as , 
will be shown on other occasions. 

· 

l Fig trees are mentioned already in the 3rd dynasty together with vines among the ' good ' . .  
or ' beautiful trees ' (bt nfr) o f  a high personage named Meten (Erman-Ranke, p .  209) • .  ' 

Also in a garden sculpture of the 18th dynasty, fig trees appear together with sycamores, 
· 

vines, pomegranates, dates, and other fruit trees. Brit. Mus., No. 37, 983 shows a coloured 
picture of Amenemheb's garden of the fifteenth century B.c. in Thebes with flourishing 
trees, green palms, hanging date clusters, and other fruit-laden trees, planted in two rows ... 

round a pond fenced in with flowers and blossoms and alive with leaping fish. A similar 
picture is also preserved on the tomb of Rekhmire (Capart, Thebes, pl. 246, p. 333) . These 
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Of most importance for us, however, is the fact that among the trees of 
the Egyptian Paradise was also the ' Tree of Life '. The idea that the food 
of the gods was also the food for eternal life is quite natural and was not 
con ned to Egy t ut was a so, an is, common to t e myt o ogy o the 
Babylonians. But whereas the Ak adian express10n, akal balati, ' Food of 
Life ' (see above p. I I 6) is quite different from the Hebrew, the Egyptian 
bt n <n!J. ' Tree of Life ' corresponds literally with c��DiJ rv. ' Tree of Life '. 
Just as the o••nn fl1 stood in the Hebrew Paradise so the !J.t n <n!J. aJso stood 
in the Egyptian Paradise, the ' Fields of the Blessed ' (s!J..t l;tp). It is 
mentioned already in Pyr. I 2 1 6 :  here the wish is expressed that the king 
proceeding to the great island in the ' Fields of Offerings ' may be fed from 
the ' Tree of Life ', so as to live from that wherefrom the gods live.1 
Likewise Urk. IV, 1 30 the wish is voiced that the deceased may be given the 
food of the gods from the ' Tree of Life ', in order that he may live from the 
same food.2 

The expression ' Tree of Life ' which originally was only applied to the 
tree from which the gods fed, was later extended to all 'fruit trees ' for men.3 
But it is used rather as a poetical term in religious texts, e.g. in the Hymn 
to Amon, Cairo I. 7 in which he is praised as the creator : ' who made men 
and created the beasts ; the lord of all that is ; who creates (for men) the 
tree of life ; (�m1 !J.t n <nb) who makes herbage and gives sustenance to 
cattle (ir sm J<nb mnmn.t) '. Further ibid. 6, 4 : ' Who created herbage for 
the herds and the tree of life for mankind (bt n <n!J..w n hmm.t) '. It should 
be noted that in both passages !J.t n <n!J. is determined as a plural. As it 
are the same trees that at all times constituted the glory and beauty of Egyptian gardens 
and oases, and which still to-day delight the eye with the glowing colour of their blossoms 
and fruit. 

1 ' He is gone to the great island at the Fields of Offerings on which the gods let the 
swallows fly. The swallows are the everlasting (stars). May they (the gods) give to (king) 
N. N. this tree of life ([Jt pw n 'n[J) from which they live (<nb.w-m im-f) '. 
• ' May the gods who are in their chapels give him their offerings from the tree of life 

(m [Jt n <n[J) their food from the necropolis ' .  Only in the Egyptian literature of the 
dead is the conception so frequently and so expressly propounded that the dead live from 
the same food as the gods. ' He receives his meal of that which is in the barn of the great 

go , e is c ad by the eternal [star] ' ,  and ' he is given bread and beer that last for ever ' 
(Pyr. l t 82 and l l 75) ; or ' When Re eats, he gives to him ; when Re chews, he gives to him ' 
(Pyr. 123 f. and 133) ; ' He (the dead) eats from that which ye (the gods) eat ; he drinks from 
that wherefrom ye drink ' (Pyr. 1218). Later : ' thou eatest the bread beside the god 
(Osiris) on the great stairway of the lord of the nine (in Abydos) ', Paheri, Erman, 
Relig. 122. 

. 

l This extension may be simply explained by the fact that even for the gods the tree of 
life was not regarded in a magical sense, but as a real fruit tree from which they fed. The 
Egyptian was fond of using <n[J ' to live ' for ' feed ' and the caus. i'nb for ' give food ',  
cf. p. 52 f. 

c c  

,, 
I 
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stands, it may refer to bt ' tree ' , but as the whole is a collecti · 

expression, the plural signs could refer also to <nb ' life '. In this 
<nb.w, as subst. plur., would coincide also grammatically with the invariab 
use of the plural O'IM ' life ' in the Hebrew' and 011ni1 r11 would agree 
in this particular with the Egyptian. 1 

(b) The Tree of the Knowled�e of Good and Evil. 
) 

Before we attempt to establish the nature and character of this tree, i 
may be remarked that the expression 11ii :no rnn ' knowledge of good an ' 

evil ' , which only occurs here, exactly coincides with the Egyptian phr� 
rb nfr byn ' knowledge of good and evil ' thus e.g. in the panegyric hymn � 
Nefer-Abu to the ' Mistress of Heaven ' Mer-seger (Turin Stela 1 02, Ermati: 
Sitzungsb. Berl. Ak. d. W. 19u,  p. 1 098) ; ' (I am) an ignorant man . ,-. 

has no heart, without knowing good and evil (bw rb nfr byn) '.2 ,, 
As far �s the tree itself is concerned, we find that in the same region, i ':· 

the eastern heaven where the tree of life stood, there was also a ' lof ,, 
sycamore ' (nh.t /p.t) · to which was assigned extraordinary importance · 

seat of the gods.3 '.: � In numerous passages the sycamore is described as the seat of the gods 
above all of the supreme god Re, e.g. BD., p. 3 1 8  : ' Truly I know the twri:· 
sycamores of malachite (mfk1.t) between which Re shows himself when he;'. 
strides over the pillars of Shu (God of air) forth to the gate of the gods in · 
the east (sunrise) out of which Re emerges '. Hathor in particular i�_;· 
designated as the native goddess of the sycamore, and indeed in graphic� 

\' 
r Although we shall deal elsewhere with the plural formation for collectiva or abstracta in, ; 

Hebrew and Egyptian, we would here observe that the plural O''M ' life ' actually occurs in · 
Egyptian <nb.w (plur. of <n!J) (.Ag. WB.,  I, p. 198). Similarly O't.:)i ' blood ' finds an Egyptian . ... 
equivalent in dlr.w ' blood ' in the plural (from dfr ' the red'), Er.-Gr., p. 216. In this way 
may best be explained such plural formations which are more especially peculiar to the. ·, 
older Bible texts. ·::, 

� n iw.ty l;z1.ty-f' he that has no heart, the heartless ' denotes the foolish, just as in the Hebrew .
·
, ) 

:i' r� Jer. 5, 21 .  and :t' il:IM Prov. 7, 7. 9, 4. 17, 1 8. rb here is in the infinitive, i.e • .  {' 
' to know good and evil ' , and thus also grammatically coincides with the Hebrew form .:. 

nlli .  It would be more correct to render llii ::m:;, l"ll7i1'1 Yl7 by : ' Tree of the knowing of 
good and evil ', whereby the article in l"ll11i1 would be explained. In any case the origin
ality of the sentence is confirmed by the Egyptian parallel, so that the whole discussion as • 

to the necessity of eliminating Yii :l1D (cf. newer commentaries) is quite out of place. 
3 In Pyr. 914 c f. ' N. N. goes to heaven for all of life and enjoyment, to see his father, to 

see Re. N. N. calls to the exalted places and the places of Set ; the exalted places conduct 
him to the places of Set, to that high sycamore in the east of heaven on which the gods 
sit ' ;  Pyr. 1433 : ' 0  N. N. ! Thou fallest not to earth. N. N. takes for himself the two 
sycamores that are in the midst of this portion of heaven and which conduct him to this 
eastern side of heaven ' .  
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representations in the Books of the Dead appears beneath the sycamore or 
among its branches, e.g. in the vignette of the Papyrus Nu (Brit. Mus. 10, 
477, sheet 7 and BD., p. 208). There the deceased is seen at the edge of 
a pool of water, kneeling beneath a sycamore. In his right hand he holds 
a bowl into which Hathor pours water from a vessel. In the Papyrus of 
Ani (Brit. Mus. 10, 470, sheet 1 6, and BD., p. 204) it is however, Nut, the 
goddess of heaven, who appears as goddess of the sycamore. Here the 
deceased is seen kneeling beside a pool out of which a sycamore grows. 
The goddess Nut emerges from the branches, and with her left hand pours 
water from a ewer into his bowl, and hands him cake with the right. In 
the tomb of Weser-Khat (Capart, Thebes, PI. 247, p. 335) the deceased is 
seen beside his mother and wife sitting beneath a sycamore, and human
headed soul-birds stand before an altar-table set with all kinds of foods and 
drinks. A goddess, Hathor or Nut, hands the deceased water and foods, 
and the soul-birds also refresh themselves with the sacrificial gifts. One of 
the finest and most vivid representations of a Paradise with wonderful groves 
of sycamores, date-palms, and other fruit trees is to be seen on the tomb of 
Sobek-hotep (Capart, Thebes, PI, 248, p. 3 37). Here too the deceased and 
his wife are sitting beneath sycamores and are being fed by a goddess from 
a smaller sycamore opposite. 1 

The veneration of the sycamore as a sacred tree is very ancient, even 
though it can be traced back only to the 5th dynasty ; its fruit was always pre
ferred as sacrificial offering for the dead because it was reckoned as the most 
luscious food of the beyond. It was piled up in heaps on the tombs, sometimes 
in clay models, to be offered to the dead with the wish that they might get (in 
the beyond) sycamore figs to eat and wine to drink. 2 The idea of eating 
this sweet fruit beneath the sycamore itself, and dwelling in the midst of 
divine beings who descended upon it to enjoy its fruit was the highest bliss 
of the ' glorified ' in the heavenly Paradise. 3 

1 Cf. also Budge, The Gods, ii, 103 and 106 f. picture of the sycai;nore of Nut or Hathor. 
There was another tree of specially sacred character, the ifd to which the Egyptians attached 
the greatest significance because the name of the dead king was written on its leaves by the 
goddess Sefkhet-Abw to make him live eternally (cf. inter alia Erman, Relig., p. 26 and 
pl. 27). It is believed that it was the sycamore (cf. Ree. 15, 107 ; PSBA. 13,  499 ; Wiede
mann, Das alte A.gypten, p. 16), but Wiedemann (loc cit., p. 276) sees in it the mimusops 
Schimperi corresponding to the Persea of the Greeks. Cf. also The Gods, i, pl. p. 274. 

• Cf. Wiedemann, Das alte A.gypten, p. 276. Wreszinski, Atlas, pl. 52, showing women 
bringing offerings with sycamore branches as head adornment. 

· 

3 BD• p. 639, Papyrus of Nu, sheet 19, the deceased says, inter alia : ' The gods and the 
Akhu (the soul spirits of the dead) will say to me : Which sort of food wouldst thou like to 
be given thee ?-(I answer) : let me take my food under the sycamore of the goddess Hathor 
and may I pass my hours beneath the divine beings that rest upon it. 
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Alternatively to the sycamore in Pyr. and elsewhere the fig (d1b) together 
with wine (irp) are mentioned as food and drink of the gods and god
descended kings. Thus e.g. Pyr. 8 1 6,  it is said of the dead kings, the 
' beloved of the gods ' ,  that they ' lean on their sceptres, clothe themselves 
in red linen (see also Pyr. l 5 II), live on figs Cnb.w m d1b), drink wine, and 
anoint themselves with fine oil,' in order to speak to the great god and to 
go up to him. 1 

The most important feature for our investigation is that this striking 
preference of the sycamore fruit is due to the fact that the sycamore is 
besung in Egyptian love-poetry as the love-tree, and its fruit as love-fruit. 
The aspiration to enjoy sycamore fruit and wine ' in the fields of the blessed ' .. 
is thus closely connected with the yearning for the enjoyment of love, which · ' 

is expressly cited as one of the chief blisses in the beyond.2 But just as in 
Paradise the fig (d1b) appears together with the sycamore fruit as the food 
of the gods and delectation of the glorified blessed, it has the same role 1 

among lovers. The lover is compared with the fig tree, whereas the little 
sycamore ' which she (the beloved) planted with her hands ' speaks her 
language in its mouth ; with its whispering, that is as sweet as pure honey, 
it lures the lover to its cool shadow for the love potion, so that he hastens ': ' 

to it being already ' drunken without having drunk ' (Liebespoesie, I, l l f. 
and 1 5  ff. = Lit. 250 f. and Ennan-Ranke 210).3 

• As a rule d1b (also db1) is used for a special kind of fig, perhaps as the ordinary fig (ficus 
carica), and, as we have seen above, is also mentioned as a special tree besides the sycamore. 
But d1b also occurs as the fruit of the sycamore (ficus sycomorus), e.g. Urk. iv, 73 : nh.t nt d1b. 
That d1b or db1 (�:ii) and the Hebrew '�i •, plur. c,?�1 (1 Sam. 25, 18, etc.) are one and 

the same (AZ. 32, 33, and 49, 88) can be taken for granted. But in Egypt the ordinary fig 
and the sycamore fig seem to have been denoted indifferently by d1b, whereas probably in 

Canaan or Israel the dried figs were called t:l''::ii in contradistinction to i:l'J�n for fresh 

figs, whereas n?�1 was used for a lump of pressed figs. Whether d1b was originally 

Egyptian or Semitic need not here be discussed. In any case the Semitic origin of d1b is 
just as probable as the non-Semitic origin of nh.t ' sycamore '.  

•z Cf. e.g. Naville, Totb. I x o : ' He is there powerful ·and is there glorified. He ploughs 
there and reaps there, and drinks wine and plies love there, and does all that he did on 
earth '.  Cf. also Az. 40, I I 9 and Erman, Relig.,p. 121 .  For the same reason wine was 
much esteemed as a divine beverage, and to be drunken was regarded as the greatest bliss 
in the world of the glorified. Cf. e.g. Pyr. 1 30 :  ' His (the deceased's) offering (i.e. his 
food) is among you, the gods, and his water is wine like that of Re '. In Pyr. 820 and l 524 the 
dead is designated like Osiris as ' lord of the wine '. In Pyr. 1552 immediately on his 

-

appearance in heaven he is brought water and wine. Cf. also 1723. Seldom is wine 
lacking among offerings to the gods and dead. Cf. e.g. Pyr. 36, 92 ff. and many other 
passages. 

3 As to the alleged close connexion between the Paradise story and Babylonian mythology 
it may be pointed out that whereas the fig assumes an eminent place in Egypt, in 
Babylonia it was probably not even known, because no certain word for fig exists

. 
in the 
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Sycamore and fig are thus poetical and mythological symbols of love, 
vehicles of enjoyment, filling the heart with joy and bliss. That in Egypt 
the sycamore excels the fig and is given a more prominent position is to be 
explained by the fact that in the Nile valley the sycamore grows more 
lavishly, and it must certainly have been indigenous in Egypt much earlier 
than the fig, in spite of the fact that the presence of the fig can be attested 
already in the 3rd dynasty (Erman-Ranke, p. 209), whereas the sycamore 
can only be traced back to the 5th dynasty. 1 

If the sycamore, therefore, was more characteristic of the Egyptian than 
the fig, the reverse was the case for the Hebrew because the fig (mr:om) was 
a much more typical local plant in Canaan than the sycamore (ilOi'�). It is 
for this reason that the fig was like the vine, symbolical and proverbial of 
the fertility and beauty of the land (Num. 20, 5. Deut. 8, 8. 1 Kings 5, 5. 

Zech. 3 ,  lo. Prov. 27, 18, etc.). This different position of the sycamore and 
fig in Egypt and Canaan found expression also in the fact that in Biblical 
poetry the fig appears instead of the sycamore as the love-tree (Song of 
Songs 2, 13). 

In the light of these observations the mention of the fig leaves · in 
the Paradise story assumes special importance. If the author avoids 
mentioning the ' tree of knowledge ' in this connexion it is because by 
going into such detailed particularization the beautiful simplicity of the 
narrative would be impaired, and the solemnity of the description of the 
episode which is intentionally kept in general terms would be marred, On 
the other hand he is not deterred from specifying the nature of the tree at 
the moment when the veil of mystery is raised and exaltation is dispelled. 

To sum up, the following factors support the view that the ' tree of 
knowledge ' was the love-tree, and actually was the fig: (1) that the ' tree 
of knowledge ' stood next to the tree of life, just as in the Egyptian Paradise 
the sycamore (nh.t) was to be found ' in the spot where the tree of life 
(bt n <nh) was ' ;  (2) that the fig tree in Biblical poetry is the tree of love, 
as is the sycamore in the poetry and religious literature of the Egyptians ; 
language. Only hypothetically tintu or tinanii. are connected with the Hebrew m�n (Mu.r.r
Arnolt l 179 b and l 177 b and Del. WB., 698 b and 482 on nurmil). 

1 Cf. Wiedemann loc cit., p. 276. Very instructive on this point are the numbers given 
in the above-mentioned garden picture of the 18th dynasty (Erman-Ranke, 209) ; 170 date 
palms, 120 dfrm palms, 31  persea trees, 12 vines, and only 5 fig trees, whereas there are 
73 sycamores. This proportion indicates the greater popularity and the earli�r indigenous- · 

ness of the sycamore in Egypt. The fact that the fig is now predominant in the :Nile 
Valley is in consequence of the growing prosperity in the country, the wild fig having been 
gradually replaced by the cultivated variety. Likewise on the coasts of Palestine the 
sycamore (Gummeze) ,  probably for the same reason, has become less frequent than fifty 
years ago, when it was still to be found by many springs and wells. 
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only that in the Biblical narrative the fig tree takes the place of the (' 
more ; and (3) the express mention of fig leaves in connexion with the 

Thus we have in the ' tree of knowledge ' the typical love-tree oft 
Bible, and in the mention of fig leaves the veiled hint that they were ·"{/t<
the very tree the fruit of which_ had aroused in the first human couple:('. 
consciousness of love. 

· 

7. ' To be like God '. 
The idea that man in the nether world would ' be like a god ' or ' bee� 

a god ' was very widespread in Egypt, and is constantly repeated, espec� 
in texts of the dead. By the identification of the dead, not merely , '. · ; ,  
Osiris, the god of the dead par excellence, but also with other gods, this i'. 
had very early penetrated so deeply among all Egyptian classes that e�t 
one aspired ' to be equal to god ' (wn my ntr),1 to obtain all the advan: 
accruing to a god, to enjoy all the delights of a god, and above all to: 
like a god for ' thqusands and millions of years and jubilees ' in all ete '� 

·� Both the oldest Pyr. texts as well as the latest ones of the Greek 
Roinan times, which speak of the dead, or are addressed to the dea4, 
full of the idea that the dead ' is like a god (wnn-f my ntr) '. He has ai.( 
privileges of a god ; he lives eternally like the gods ; rules the whole 11.,:, 
like the gods, and can ride from one horizon to another like the Suri/ 
Re. The whole literature of the dead is thoroughly permeated with ; ;  
idea and is full of exorcisms intended to remove all obstacles ' in the" · 
of the dead ', so that in all respects he shall be equal to a god. 
because for the Egyptian this was the highest and sole aim, he did ev · · 
thing he could to preserve his body for ever, and provided himself wi · � 

possible magic formulae in order to be in the nether world ' like God ' '. 
to live eternally ' like God '. 

From a very great multitude of such references the following few examp 
may be quoted : 2 Pyr. 3 9 3  f :  ' They (the demons) saw him (the d� 
when he appeared and his soul was like a god, etc. He is the lord . 

� The expression bpr r ntr ' to become a god ' rather expresses the transformation of . 
dead into a god (Osiris), in the nether world. 
• We give here merely examples for the ' being like a god ' or ' becoming like a god ' .. 

the nether world, because in Egyptian as in our Genesis passage the idea of ' being, beco . · .,  

like a god ' is essential. That the king during his lifetime was also spoken of as a god, <L · 
not belong here but is connected with the conception of his being a god in essentia,. .� . 
above p. 43, n. 2. For this reason ' to becom� like a god ' was not deemed an adequa_, 
' promotion ' for a king after death, and so many Pyramid texts represent him as beco • 
even stronger, greater, mightier than the gods, and even let him appear as ' lord of 
gods ' ,  or ' prince of the gods ' ,  e.g. Pyr. 204 f., 776, 813 ,  1624, 1645. 
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wisdom ' etc. ; Pyr. 412 ; ' His (the deceased's) lifetime is eternity and his 
existence is for everlasting, in this dignity of a god who does what he likes, 
and refrains from what he abhors ; Pyr. 762 to the dead : ' All life, enjoy
ment, and eternity is given to thee, says Re, etc. Thou takest the form 
of a god, thou art great there before the gods, etc.' Nav. Toth. ii, p. 350 
chap. l 36A concerning the dead : ' He will be among the living, he will live 
without perishing, etc. He shall go up daily from the nether world, he 
shall be as a god (wnn.f m ntr) ' ; Toth. Leps. lvi V, l 5 ( = Roed. Urk. 285) : 
' When this saying is recited in the bark of Re, then shall he (the deceased) 
together with these gods be led up ; he shall be like one of them (wnn1 my 
w< im-sn) ' ;  also Toth. Leps. hcix, J48, s :  ' These gods surround him (the 
dead) ; they know him ; he shall be like one of them ( wn br-f my w< im-sn) '. 
In a song, in archaic speech, Gardiner, PBA. 1 9 1 3 ,  p. 1 65 ( = Lit. 253) ' it is 
said of the dead that he enters the city of the dead into eternal life : ' Now is 
he a god who lives eternally and is made great in the west ', i.e. in the nether 
world ; Merikare Petersh. Pap. l l l6A recto 56 (Lit. 78) : ' He who comes to 
them (the judges of the dead) without having sinned, he shall be there like a 
god (wnn-f im my ntr) like the lords of eternity ', i.e. like the blessed dead that 
live eternally like the gods. Equally numerous are the sayings provided 
for the deceased in order that, on his way through the nether world, he may 
assume the form of all sorts of gods, and also frighten the guardians, the 
evil demons, and fabulous beasts that stand in his way, e.g. Urk. v, 170, 1 3 : 
' My face is that of Nun (God of the primal deep) ; I behold as Shu (God of 
Light) beholds : I hear as Shu hears ', etc. ; in Urk. v, 30 the deceased 
says to I:Iu (�w) the god of ' Taste ' and to Sye (Sy1), the God of ' Knowledge ' : 
' You in front there : Give me your hands ; I am he that has become as 
you ', i.e. one of you. Together with the conception of ' being like God ' 
(wn my ntr) the idea of ' living eternally ' (<nb r n�� or <ny g.t) was deeply 
rooted in the mind of the Egyptians, and the aspiration ' to live for ever ' 
dominated all his actions. Therein lay the true significance of ' being like 
God ', and eternal life was a consequence thereof, and thus ' being like God ' 
and ' living for ever ' became identical conceptions. 1 

It is now clear that the idea and even the form of the expression ifli1 
c1i1,�:J ' to be like God ' (Gen. 3 ,  s) which is of prime interest for us agrees 
completely with the Egyptian wn my ntr ' to be like God ', and also the 
phrase rn:io inN:J iPi1 ' he has become like one of us ', Gen. 3 ,  22, coincides 
literally with wn my w< im-m ' to be as one of them ' (i.e. of the gods). Tha� 

1 The idea of ' being like the gods ' frequently found expression in theophoric personal 
names, e.g. in the feminine name snt-imn ' resembling Amon ' ;  snt-ibk ' resembling (the 
god) Sobek ' ;  snt-m1<.t ' resembling M�at ' (the goddess of truth) and the like ; the same is 
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these two parallel expressions are used in Hebrew and in Egyptian side by ' 
side with reference to the life of man in Paradise and in the nether world '. 
of the gods respectively is another striking testimony to the influence of the · 

Egyptian milieu. 1 

8. The Serpent of Paradise. 

(a) Nature and Character of the Serpent. 

The Egyptian conception of the world of the gods and the ' blessed ' also 
provides the background for our understanding the nature and character of .;: 
the serpent, as ·well as for its role in Paradise. Just as everywhere in ' 
Egypt snakes creep about undisturbed in fields, gardens, and oases, and : 
climb freely on walls and trees, so in all pictorial representations of the 
Egyptian nether world they appear in its gardens and groves, gates and': 
entrances, as well as among its high and stately trees. In almost all cases/ 
however, it is not a fantastic monster, but the usual uraeus, and in.' 
rare cases a viper. Even the serpents represented here and there as fabulo� 
beings are not grotesque dragons as in Babylonian mythology, but have as �  
rule the appearance of gigantic uraeus serpents as, e.g. the Apophis serpent; 
the seventy-ells-long serpent, the serpent with human legs, winged serpe�.:·· 
and the like. 2 In the same way the Hebrew narrator of the Paradise story� 
had in mind not a grotesque, terrifying monster as in the Babylonian myth.S· . 
(e.g. KAT. 503 f.) but the uraeus indigenous to Egypt and the neighbouring . 
lands.3 · But whereas the serpent of the Egyptian myth usually appears in.: 

:.·' 
probably also the case in the masculine names sn-sbk ' resembling Sobek ' (confused with 
s-n-sbk ' man of Sobek ') ; sn-wSir ' resembling Osiris ' ,  etc. · Cf. Hoffm. Theoph. Personal 
Names, p. 60 and 57. I believe, however, that in all these names not the god himself but' 
his idol was in mind in the same sense as ' Madonna-like '. Similarly names like rlJ-my-r�; 
' knowing like Re ' ,  etc. belong to the same category. : .� 

1 ln this case also the preponderance of Egyptian influence as compared with Babylonian" 

is very marked : in Babylonian it is the living, and not the dead, as invariably in Egyptian; 
who is compared with a god and then only poetically, as it is said incidentally, e.g. of the'

king that he was mussulu fa ilu ' the likeness of a god ',  (cf. above p. n2). As a matter of 
fact the idea of the deification of the dead is foreign to the Babylonians and stories lik� tha{ 
of Utnapistim and Adapa invoked as parallels to our passage, serve but to show that the. 
raising of a man to the rank of the gods was very far from being a common notion. '. ' 

• Besides the already cited illustrations in BD. • cf. also p. 287 and 228, likewise Budge, 
The Gods of the Egyptians, i, 183, 191 ff. ; 23 1 ,  253, 5 15 ; ii, 65, etc. · l; 

3 The representation of a serpent under a tree in front of a human couple on a small 
Babylonian cylinder (Del. Wo lag das Paradies ? p. 90 and Jerem. Das AT., p. 89), which is 
advanced as a proof of a Babylonian background for the serpent motive in the story of the( 
fall ,  is only hesitatingly discussed by Zimmern (KAT., p. 529), because its meaning- and ' 

significance are not clear, even to Assyriologists. In any case this solitary, very doubtful/ 
parallel is distinctly meagre in comparison with the numerous and quite palpable Egyptian ;} 'F: , ' 
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the nether world as rebel in eternal conflict with gods and men, the Paradise 
serpent is represented rather as a companionable, sociable being, apparently 
benevolently disposed to man. It is not the aggressive serpent of the myth, 
but the magic snake of fable. It talks to the woman in a familiar way, like 
all the animals in Egyptian and Biblical fables. 1 It has something daemo
nic but nothing monstrous about it. Moreover, the selection of the arch
Semitic word �r;i� , identical with the Arabic � points to its interpretation 
as a common serpent and not a fabulous beast. As a matter of fact, !zanai 
is still the usual name for the uraeus in Arabia, and more especially in the 
lands bordering on Egypt, though also �..: is commonly used for a snake. 2 
In the express mention of the fact that the serpent was more cunning than 
all the beasts of the field (Gen. 3 ,  1 and 14), its character as an ordinary 
snake· is brought out. Even in the event that the narrator, as many believe, 
conceived the serpent before the curse as a creature walking on legs, he 
would still have thought of it in the form ·of a uraeus on legs, just as it 
appears in numerous representations of the Egyptian nether world. 

It is tempting to compare the Paradise serpent with the serpent depicted 
on a sarcophagus in the Louvre, with human arms and legs, standing in an 
upright attitude before the god Seb, and putting a cake in his mouth. It is 
described as nb gf1.w ' Lord of foods '.3 

(b) The Fight between Man and Serpent. 

The use of one and the same expression i:ii� for the manner in which man 
was to kill the serpent, and the serpent attack man has always presented 

parallels. It is rather remarkable that whereas some of the supporters of the Babylonian 
mythological conception in Genesis represent the Paradise serpent as a fantastic, grotesque, 
and gigantic dragon-like monster, others cling to the tiny thin reptile on the cylinder, which 
after all is nothing but an ordinary snake. 

1 Cf. e.g. the tale of the ship-wrecked (of the N.E.) which speaks of a beneficent serpent 
30 ells long on a fabulous paradisical island with wondrous trees that emerged from the 
' flood ' (doubtless the primal ocean Nun) and then again disappeared in the deep. Erman
Ranke 603, also Lit., p. 3 1 f. 

2 Though � is interpreted in the dictionaries, e.g. Listin a[-<arab, vol. viii, p. 177 and 
others as viper, it is also described at the same time as the black poisonous uraeus. As a 
rule among the Bedouins it is the name for snake generally, also for the blind worm. This 
is very significant ; when we bear in mind this role of the snake to supply the gods with 
food in the nether world it becomes clear why, from among all the ' beasts of the field ' it 
was the snake which approached the woman to talk to her about the fruits of the garden, 
without arousing suspicion or alarm in her. 

3 Cf. Lanzone, Di'zionario, i, p. 337 and pl. 1 72 also p. 431 f. Similar setj:>ent figures, cf. 
pl. l 73 a and c. According to a Jewish tradition, before the curse the serpent was a 
creature in human form with ' upright stature ' m:iipr i1oipJ. Cf. especially Genesis rabb. 
sec: 22, and Deut. rabb. sec. 5. 

n d  
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difficulty to Biblical scholars, because man and snake could not carry out -. 
their attack in one and the same manner. To solve this difficulty it had to . 'i 
be assumed either that 9i� represents two separate roots with different 
meanings, or one root with a basic meaning from which two others could 
have developed to denote the different mode of attack by man and snake 
respectively. That the latter is indeed the case will be shown by reference to · 
Egyptian. 

In Egyptian we find a whole series of words, as e.g. t}.db and psi;. both 
for the sting of insects or scorpions, and for the bite of snakes. Moreover, 
t}.db is also used for stabbing1with a weapon such as a knife or spear. The 
basic meaning is to prick,· to pierce, and this was extended, on the one hand, 
to the bite of the snake because the latter in fact was experienced as 
a violent prick and, on the other hand, to stabbing with a weapon. 1 The 
same is also the case with dm : as a rule it means ' Whet, sharpen ', but is 
also applied to the stinging of insects and biting of reptiles.2 Now in l:'jl� 

have we an analogous double usage : in the first instance speaking of the · · 

man it means an attack by stabbing and in the second case referring to the 
serpent it means ' to bite '. 

For the illustration of this mode of combat between man and serpentr_.. 
the graphic representation of the serpent in conflict with Re in various ... · 

texts of the dead is of special interest. Thus e.g. in the Book of the Dead · 

of Any and that of Khu-Nefer (BD., p. 103) there are scenes showing the 
eternal fight which the serpent, as the personification of night and darkness, 
wages every morning against the Sun-god Re at the moment when he, as a 
cat, obviously as an animal hostile to the snake, emerges from the interior 
of the ifd-tree (cf. above, p. 195, n. 1 )  in order to lift the sun above the 
horizon. One can see the black snake, mad with rage, hurling itself against 

1 Cf. Er.-Gr. 223. Metternich-Stele, verso 55 and 73. Anast., i, 21 , 3. Ree. 35, 58 where . 
it is said of the reptiles that bite with the mouth : ' Thou removest far from me . . . .  every �
mouth (r1 nb) that bites ( ps!i) and stings (f}db) in its lair (dpfi.t) '. Also psfi means both the ·. -' 
' bite and sting ' of reptiles or scorpions, e.g. Pyr. 230-32 ; ' s'bgy is bitten by a serpent ; W. 
has bitten the earth, has bitten Geb (the Earth god), the father of that (snake) that bit 
him ' ;  233 : ' the serpent mannikin is bitten by the serpent elf (and vice versa) '. Cf. also 
Coptic nw"Cf and IlWfC (Spiegelb. , WB. 95 and 98 : ' bite ' wherewith 1�.:J Micah 3, 5 
is translated). Besides gdb there is gdm ' bite ' ,  Metternich-Stele, 189 and Ag. WB. V, 634. 
The ' stinger ' gdby, i.e. ' biter ' is the name of the serpent that guards the entrance to-·- : 
the ' Gate of the fourth hour ' in the nether world (cf. illustrations Budge, The Gods, i, 
p. 185) .  

2 Cf. Er.-Gr. 214 and Coptic TW.u . Often it is used metaphorically of the king's crown 

(lzg.t) , which is so lofty that it pierces (dm fir.t) the heaven with its top, e.g. Grapow, 
Bild/., p . . 17 1 .  By the above-cited passage the meaning ' pierce ' is assured, and this. also is 
the case in the metaphor referred to (cf., however, i.e.). 
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the tree, and with convulsive coiling body it attempts to bite the cat on 
the paw. The cat, however, strikes it with one paw on the head, and 
with the knife in the other it cuts off its head, the blood spouting forth 
in great jets. Numerous other scenes shqw the dead man piercing the 
head of the snake with a long spear or pointed stick (BD 2 pp. 54, 58, 103, 
1 58,  167, 1 70 etc.). In all the scenes we have a vivid illustration of the 
description given in Gen. 3 ,  1 5 : ' and he (the man) will pierce (or stab) 
thee, 1::1,� , in the head, and thou wilt bite him tJE:li�n in the sole (or heel)' .  
This description shows quite clearly that the narrator could only have had 
in mind the common snake and not a monstrous creature, for only such 
would bite the man on the foot.1 

Very instructive light is thrown on our passage by some of the usual in
scriptions accompanying some graphic representations of working scenes (cf. 
above, p. 140). These reproduce cries and shouts of workmen to each other 
as in the stress of work they chaffi.ngly egg one another on. Thus for instance 
in the carrying out of a difficult piece of metal work demanding vigilance, 
one workman calls out to another : ' Hit it properly on the sole (dm tbt{ 
wr.t), mate, as well as you can ! ' , i.e. ' give it a proper kick, comrade ! ',2 
The same is expressed by another in the following words : wdr tbt-f ' Stick 
it in the sole ! ' 3  (Erman, Reden, Rufe etc., p. 40). As will be seen ' piercing 
the sole ' and ' hitting the sole ' (or ' heel ') was a common expression in 
Egyptian, and when it is remembered that in the east the people of the 
lower classes, as well as peasants at work in the fields, go about barefoot, 
the idea of a snake-bite in the foot was very present, just as was hitting 
and kicking on the sole or heel in fights and broils. Particularly noteworthy 

1 Besides this passage i:p� only occurs in Ps. 1 39, I I  and Job. 9, 17. In both passages the 
meaning pierce, strike, in the sense of slay fits very well. It is true that in Ps. 139, I I  there 
may remain a dim reminiscence of the fight of darkness, personified in the Apophis serpent, 
against the light, whereby the use of i:p� in this passage can be explained by its double 
meaning of biting and slaying. Attention may be drawn in this connexion to the antithesis 
of in� ,E:l�:J ' wings of the morning star ' for the sunrise and l:l, 11,in� ' end of the west ' 
(verse 9) of the sunset in the extreme west where the nether world lies (cf. above. p. 165 f.) . 
It is there that the Night Apophis serpent arms itself for the fight against the sun. 
� By my interpretation I believe I have removed the difficulties encountered by Erman. 

There is no real connexion between the work to be done and the ' hitting of the sole '. 
That is also the meaning with regard to the manufacture of a new jug : the potter is to be 
hit vigorously on his sole to remind him that he must take care ; it is a new jug ! 

3 ' Heel ' and ' sole ', more especially the under part of the heel belong tog�ther, and thus 
tbt can quite well be applied to both heel and sole. Likewise in Coptic '\Ac (S.) (Spiegelb. , 
WB.,  p. 142) means ' sole ' and ' heel ' ,  and in Hebrew ::lP.11 is used both for ' heel ' and for 
' sole ', so that also Gen. 3, 15 could mean ' heel ' and ' sole '. Whether the Demotic gpe = 

Coptic G'on (Spiegelb. WB., p. 291)  ' sole ' is borrowed from the Semitic i:p remains an 
open question. 
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is the expression dm for ' stabbing the sole ' because it is applied, as we 
have seen, both to reptile bites and insect stings, thus presenting an exact 
parallel to 9'W in our passage. 

(c) The Serpent as ' Going on the Belly ' and Eating Dust. 

Another expression common to Egyptian and Hebrew is Gen. 3 ,  14 

1�'11 1-'lnl Sy ' upon thy belly shalt thou go ' It is the same expression used 
for reptiles in Levit. 1 1 , 42 where it is a distinctive denomination for 
a special category of animals. This corresponds exactly to the elliptic 
expression in Egyptian l;zry !J.t-J ' that (which goes) on its belly ' for snakes 
and reptiles generally. Cf. e.g. Pyr. 662 c :  ' Thou art the serpent (hpyw) 
that (goes) on its belly l;zry f!.t-f'. The Egyptian conceived the growing of 
creeping plants, like the motion of reptiles, as a movement on the belly, and 
said of them that they ' grew on the belly '. Cf. Pap. Ebers 5 1 ,  1 5 f. of a 
plant named inw.t : ' It grows on its belly (rd-s l;zr !J.t-s) like the plant lpd.t 
and has blossoms like the lotus lily.' 1 

A very remarkable parallel to the condemnation of the serpent to the 
eating of dust is provided in Himmelskuh, pl. xvii, 59 ( = Urk. Roed. 147), 
where the serpents of Re are entrusted to the care of the Earth-god Geb 
and he is commanded to impress upon them to guard against ' harming 
anything whatever '. It proceeds literally : ' Behold their sustenance 
(i.e� food) ' shall be he (i.e. Geb meaning earth, dust) (m.k grt ir !Jr.t-in ntf 
pw).2 Thus here it is expressly stated that the food of the snakes is to be 
dust. Moreover, the ' snake ' is succinctly described as ' son of the earth 
(si-t1) ', because it lives in the earth, and in the Hymn to Osiris (Erman, .Az. 
38,30) it is called ' son of the earth, great in years (s1-t1 <; m rnp.wt) '.3 

1 Elliptic expressions of this kind are frequent in Egyptian, especially in connexion with 
}J.ry. (also imy). We have seen an example above p.30 f. in l:zry-pr ' he over the house ', i.e. 
house steward, with the corresponding expression ]1\:li1 'y ,��. Others are l:zry-nit ' he 
(sitting) on the throne ' for ' heir to the throne ' ;  l:zry-S, ' he on the back ' as a euphemism 
for the ' steer mounting on the back of the cow ' ; }J.ry-f< ' he (sitting) on the sand ' for 
' sand-dweller, Bedouin ' (Er.-Gr. 1 1 3  f.). 
• .It almost appears as if in this myth the eating of dust is conceived as a punishment for 

the serpent because it had effected some damage or other. I have the impression that the 
whole passage is taken from a myth in which a participation of the serpent in the fight 
against Re was described. 

3 This occurs already in Pyr. 689, 691 and elsewhere in numerous passages, e.g. Totb., 
eh. 87 on the transformation of the dead into a serpent (s1-t1) : ' I  am son of the earth 
(s1-t1) advanced in years ' ;  Pap. Bremner, 26, 22 ( = Apophisbuch, Urk. Roed., p. 108) : 
' When in this place sons of the earth (s1.w-t1) and worms were not yet created ' ; Griffith, 
Tell el- Yahudiyya, pl. xxv, 1 5  ( = Urk. Roed., p. 154): ' Then went forth the son of the earth 
(s1-t1) '. A similar designation for serpent is imy-t1 ' that (which is) in the earth '. Cf. 
Ag. WB., p. 75, where other elliptic expressions formed with imy are given. 



CHAPTER V 

THE EGYPTIAN ELEMENTS IN THE FLOOD STORY. 
1 . The Egyptian Word i1?J3 for Ark. 

No more striking evidence in support of the thesis advanced in our 
introductory observations (cf. p. 1 1 9  f.) as to Babylonian stories having been 
transformed by grafting of Egyptian elements, on the original Babylonian 
stem is to be found than in the story of the flood. 

To begin with, the most characteristic fact is that for the chief feature of 
the whole story, the ship, neither an Akkadian word is used (cf. above, 
p. 1 14), nor the Canaanite il!�� , current elsewhere in the Bible, to be found 
even in the Pentateuch e.g. Ge�. 49, 13 etc.,1 but i1?f:l in which long since the 
Egyptian word tjb1.t ' box, coffer chest ' has been recognized.2 

The choice of an Egyptian word cannot be accidental but must be 
intentional and can only be explained by the fact that the author saw the 
whole story in an Egyptian light and consequently conceived the ship as a 
rectangular bark, as a box-ship, in the shape of a chest or a box, known in 
Hebrew circles under the Egyptian word n::m.3 

As, however, n::m also occurs in the story of the finding of the infant 
Moses, Ex. 2, 3, a comparison of both passages at once suggests itself. 
Such a comparison is all the more instructive for our whole thesis, as, on 

. the one hand, it clearly reveals the combined Babylonian-Egyptian character 

1 The Canaanite origin of i1\'lt>C is proved by the fact that in the Amarna Tablets 245, 28 
it is given as a Canaanite gloss to the Akkadian word elippu ' ship ' .  The question arises 
whether it is connected with the Akkadian anti, unutu vessel, utensil. It should be re
membered that the ship is also called ' vessel ' (cf. Ges.-Buhl. , s.v.) and this seems to be the 

case in Is. 18, 2, only that here by �'.::i a special kind of canoe is to be understood (cf. 
below p. 206, n. 1). 

• Ag. WB., v, p. 561 .  The more vernacular form is tb.t or tjb.t as it appears in the Greek 

period (ibid. p. 261 )  and is reproduced in Copt. by Ta.i.&e, TH.&e (S), n.1.&1, &H.&1 (B), Tedl 

(A), KWB. 140. It seems that this was also in the Hebrew-Egyptian period the common 
word for tjb1.t. As we shall see later in the Moses story n.:m was used like tjb1.t in its 
older meaning ' coffin, divine shrine ' .  It is significant that the vocalization · in Coptic 
agrees with that in n:m (see above p. 50, n. 1 and p. 135, n. 2) . 

3 The fact that dp.t means ship makes it very plausible to take this word as the real 
prototype of n:m , as I suggested in Spr. d. Pent. , p. 198 f. , on the assumption that both 
dp.t and tjb1.t were originally derived from the older form with the basic meaning ' box, 
chest ' ,  cf. also Erwiderung, p. 28. But this question is of minor importance. For us it 
is essential that i1:JM is an Egyptian word, and in this all Egyptologists agree. 
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of the flood narrative, and, on the other hand, shows how much more 
powerfully Egyptian influences prevailed in the Exodus narrative (cf. above, 
p. 3). For whereas here for nature of timber and kind of pitch, the 
Akkadian words i�h = giparu and i�!J = kupru survived as remnants of the 
original Babylonian narrative ( cf. above, p. I I 3), the Egyptian word N�h = 
�mJ ' Nile rushes ' is used to denominate the material of the Ark of Moses.1 
Moreover this Ark,. unlike Noah's Ark, is not pitched with i�'.:l = Akkadian 
kupru but with i'?IJ ' asphalt ' and n�! ' pitch ', which were 2 used in Egypt 
for rendering tight boxes, coffins, ships, and all kinds of watercraft. 

2 t:11�P. and ii]� in Egyptian Architecture. 

Besides ;i::in the expressions t:ll.'lp and imc Gen. 6 ,  14, 16, employed in the 
building of the Ark also furnish indications of Egyptian influence as they 
are only to be explained from the technique of ship-building and architec
ture respectively among the Egyptians. 

It should be pointed out that r::i,:ip in this passage, cannot, as is generally 
thought, be the plural of ii' ' nest ', in the sense of ' cell, compartment, 
room ', because here the text does not refer to the division of the Ark, 
which is the case only in verse 1 6, but merely to construction and material. 
As a matter of fact C'JP refers to a specifically Egyptian carpentry technique. ,,(' 
Therein we have the Hebrew plural of �n Egyptian loan-word IJ,n = ;P 
denoting papyrus fibre employed for stopping the joints between the 
planks, especially of light river-boats, skiffs and ships, as also for the 
manufacture of all kinds of cane work, like mats, armchairs, litters and 
the like, which were therefore, called l;lny.w. 3 t:l'.'li' thus denotes the mode of 
making the Ark water-tight, whereby c•:ip , exactly as in the Egyptian l;lny.w, 
is applied in the plural to objects on which this particular technique was 

1 The plant IJ:m1 is said to be the Papyrus nilotica, Coptic Klo..U. Ag. WB. V, 37. On 

account of its adhesive qualities this wood was very well adapted for the building of skiffs, 

canoes, etc. Such water-craft are meant in Is. 18, 2 by ���-•S::i and Job 9, 26 by ni1.'lK 
;i:;� , and just as at that time and much earlier in Nubia, s� e��n to-day throughout . the 
Sudan, light boats are constructed of Nile rushes. Cf. Ennan-Ranke, p. 571 f. and P. Montet, 
Scenes de la vie privee, etc., p. 78 f. 

• Asphalt and pitch were very common in Egypt and obtainable in Palestine and Syria. 
Mention has already been made in Gen. 14, 10 of i�n from the region of the Dead Sea 
which is particularly rich in asphalt. In Egyptia� ·�phalt is rendered by mrl;i, Coptic 
e.u.pEfl (B), n.upHfE (S) KWB. 57, probably ' smear ' from mrl;i, or wrl;i, rub in, paint (a 
wound, etc.) and is hardly derived from i�n . 

3 Cf. e.g. Pap. Westc., xi. 7 f. ( = Lit. 45) : ' Give this barley to your chair-bearer (br-�ny) '. 
It is posaible that the use of chair-bearer was extended to ' porter ' generally. On this 
technique,. which moreover is still current in Egypt, see P. Montet, Scenes de la vie privee, 
p. 76 f. , and Wiedemann, Das Alte Agypten, p. 215, according to which. even Herodotus 
observed the employment of reeds for the stopping of joints. 
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employed. The whole procedure is now clear : first of all, the timber i�� 
is mentioned ; then comes the closing with papyrus fibre C'?i? and lastly, the 
pitching with bitumen i@!J , which, as we have seen, was common in Egypt 
for water-craft, as well as for wooden vessels, coffins, boxes, etc. The 
phrase i=l':l� i1��l3 c1�i? means simply ' fibre-tight shalt thou make it ', where 
nn� i1C'Yn is a form of expression to be found elsewhere in technical speci
fications, e.g, Ex. 25 ,  18. 271 4, 8. 28, 1 1  etc. 

As far as iii� is concerned, it has, of course, the form of a genuine Hebrew 
word, and could, therefore, be very well interpreted in the meaning of 
' light ' as the singular of C�1�¥ (used for ' noon '). Nevertheless it cannot 
mean an ordinary window (Targum, Pefit!a etc.) because for this the usual 
word li�IJ occurs in 8, 6, and must obviously be different from iii� as other
wise the text would have ii1�i1 n� n.::i nn::i'i. In reality in� denotes a kind 
of skylight or rather dormer so characteristic of Egyptian houses and 
temples. It consisted of a longish square or semi-circular opening divided 
by two or three stones or pillars, barely more than an ell in height, 
situated high over the door or a window, fairly near to the roof, in order 
to admit that light penetrating from above when windows and doors had 
to be closed against overbearing heat or driving rain. That the ii1� was in 
fact to be made close to the roof is expressly indicated in Gen. 6, 16 in the 
words i1�¥Q?I? i1��;?';1 i17?lt-��1, which means nothing less than that the 
opening should not be more than an ell in height and that it should be 
fixed high up, close beneath the roof, in order that the Ark might be lit 
from a spot high above the inhabited compartments, a spot where no water 
could penetrate as it was protected by the eaves against the pouring in of 
the rain. 1 This provision was necessary to obtain sufficient light when the 
window had to remain closed against storm and water. 

As to the three compartments, they are to be conceived not as three 
self-contained floors covering the whole space of the Ark, but as three tiers 
opening on to a common well, from which each one was accessible. It 
was on the outer wall of this well, high above the window or door, close to 

1 ii1:lr can quite well have been used as a feminine, so that i1J�.::Jn would not need to be 

corrected to ,�,:in . i\'llO'O belongs to i1:JM' , i.e. ' on the Ark above ' .  Winckler sug

gests that i10� 'N means ' by the ell ' , following the Akkadian phrase ina iften amat 
(Jerem. Das AT., p. 138, n. 1) ; but : (1) for this Winckler must transpose the words ,�, 

i1J'::in i10� and place them after nnoip; (2) even in this case it would have to read i10�:J 

nn� to conform to the Akkadian : (3) i1.'l'::ln cannot be used in the sense ' of measure, 
because it means ' complete ' and not ' measure ' ,  and (4) the expression used for measure 

data in the Pentateuch and elsewhere is exclusively i10�:J and not i10N 'N ,  e.g. Ex. 26, 2. 
8, 15, etc. 
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the roof that the dormer, imi, was placed, so that the light from thence 
might reach everywhere.1 

The injunction to fix the door at the side of the Ark, 6, 16, is also 
peculiarly characteristic of Egyptian architecture ; as may be seen from 
many pictures of Egyptian houses of the New Kingdom; the door is not in the 
centre but at the end of the frontage near the corner (cf. e.g. Erman-Ranke, 
pl. 55 ,  p. 205, 56, p. 207 and Wiedemann, ' Das Alte Agypten ' pl. 30, p. 1 68). 
In the Ark the door would have been fixed high up, in order to guard against 
the penetration of water through the dipping of the Ark during the 
storm. 

3. The Expression )u1i;i for Flood. 

The Deluge as Inundation and Rainstorm. 

A further telling example for the influence of the Egyptian environment 
and the introduction of Egyptian elements into the original Babylonian 
framework of the deluge-story is provided by the specific expression ,,JO 
for the Flood. As we shall presently see, the choice of this word will help 
us over the great difficulty involved in the Flood being described both as 
an inundation and as torrential rainfall (7, 1 1). 

As far as the word ,,Jo itself is concerned, Assyriologists assign it to . .. 
the Akkad. bubbulu, biblu, or bibbulu ' inundation ' from wbl ' wash away ' · 

(cf. Zimmern, Akkad, Fremdw., p. 44, Meissner, Mitt d. Vorderas. Ges. x, 
238, and Delitzsch, HWB., p. 1 67). In regard to the etymological aspect 
of both the Hebrew and Akkadian words, one might well concur, in the view 
of their common origin ; they are to be derived from a root common to 
Akkadian and Hebrew, ,J, or 'J' , but not in regard to their usage. For 
whereas in Hebrew ,,.:io is the exclusive expression for deluge, in Akkadian 
it is not the analogous expression bubbulu, biblu, or bibbulu, but it is a quite 
different word, never adopted by Hebrew, viz. abubu which we find as the 
standing term for deluge in all the Akkadian texts (cf. e.g. Gilgames XI, i, 
14. iii, 4, 1 9, 22. iv, 20 ff., etc). Moreover the ,,.:io coincides with none of -.'. 
the three mentioned Akkadian forms but is on the contrary a perfectly 
regular, though rare, derivative from a root '.:ii or 'J• which is repre
sented in Hebrew, and similarly to the Akkadian wbl means ' wash away, 
flood, stream ' as the use of '-?�' and '-?� for ' flow, stream ' proves most 
conclusively. 

1 Cf. Gen. 8, 6. It is obvious that the sending forth of the dove and of the raven was 
effected through the window, as it was wider and more convenient than a trellised dormer. 
Moreover the storm had already subsided and the window could then have remained open ,. 

' till the water was dried up ' ,  8, 7. 
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So far the rendering of ,,Jt:l as ' inundation ' is quite correct, as it is 
clearly stated in Gen. 7, l l that the fountains of the great deep, i.e. the 
world-ocean, (cf. above p. 1 30), were opened. Now in this verse and also 
in 4, 12 the deluge is equally described as a ' strong rain ' (o�") which poured 
forth from the openings (niJiN) of heaven. 1 Thus our deluge-story so far 
agrees with the Babylonian, as in all the Sumerian and Akkadian versions 
known to us the deluge is succinctly characterized as a ' strong rain ' ;  2 on 
the other hand it is far from certain whether in the Babylonian the con
ception of an inundation is also present, as the exact meaning of ahilbu has 
not been determined, and according to Delitzsch, HWB., p. 4, and others, 
has the more general meaning of ' desolation '. While in the Babylonian we 
can find no sure parallel for ,,JD deluge, as ' inundation '  neither linguistically 
in the word abilbu nor in the content of all the Babylonian flood stories, we 
are nevertheless furnished by Egyptian with a solid background for the 
,,Jo as inundation and in addition with other points of contact which in 
many respects are of great importance for the Hebrew narrative, as we 
shall soon see. 

In a text preserved in two papyri from the period of the 19th dynasty, in 
which, however, much older legendary material is incorporated, reference is 
made to the ' quarrelling and discord ' among the ' children of Nut (the 
goddess of heaven ' ,  with Osiris, and there is allusion to a great flood in 

1 The usual rendering of mJitot by ' shaft ' or ' window ' is only a guess and is not suit
able. In order to form a correct idea of ni:::iitot one has to think of the domed roofs of 
interior rooms in huge buildings to which several round openings, covered with thick glass 
or crystal, are fitted to let in the light. Similarly the dome of heaven was conceived as a 
cupola stretched over the earth, with openings through which the stars shine. These 
openings were called niJ,te , and it was through them that the rainstorms of the flood 
burst. Moreover the use of n:::iite for ' chimney ' (Hosea l J ,  3) arises from the fact that 
in early times, as indeed is the case to-day, in peasant houses in Palestine and elsewhere, 
the roof was provided with round openings for drawing out the smoke. Similarly in the 
Mifn<i mY1te is to be understood as ' roof openings ', e.g. Be�<i 5, l .  Oholoth lO, l ,  or ' spy
hole', Oholoth 10, 4. 

• Meissner, Babylonien und Assyrien, ii, p. 108 and l 12 arbitrarily represents as a Babylonian 
conception the idea that when the ' windows of heaven ' open, the heavenly ocean is poured 
forth as rain upon the earth. Unfortunately I am nevertheless unable to find any support 
for this either in the language or conceptions of the Babylonians. Meissner seems indeed 
to have used the Hebrew text of Gen. 7, I I  as proof for his purely hypothetical Babylonian 
conception. It is true that in one instance it is said that in the month of Tisri ' the door 
of the apsu opens (b<ib apsi ipatte) ' , F. Weidner, Handbuch der bab. Astron., p. 86, col. ii, 
I. 35 ; as, however, Weidner, p. 97 f. remarks, apsu here means neither the heavenly nor the 
earthly ocean, but a sacred apartment in the Temple, and the opening of the door of the 
apsu refers to a particular ceremony which took place every year in this month. But even 
if apsu should mean the heavenly ocean, Meissner, Joe. cit. , i ,  p. 86 assumes, the ' door of 
the apsu ' would in no way correspond to the c�o�n m:::i,toe which he himself renders 
' windows of heaven '. 

E e  
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primeval time, by which the world was completely inundated and put back 
to its original state when the primal water, Nun (nwnw) , filled the whole of 
the universe. 1 The following words are placed in the mouth of the primal 
god Atum : ' Forsooth will I destroy all that I have made. This land will 
perish in the Nun through a flood, as it was in its primal beginning 
I (alone) will remain together with Osiris '.2 

For inundation in both texts we have the word 'f:zw'f:zw, which is to be 
taken as substantive of a re-duplicated root 'f:zwy, the basic meaning of 
which is ' to flow, to stream ' (Er.-Gr., p. 106), but which frequently occurs 
in the meaning of ' flood, inundation ' ;  so also of the overflow of the Nile 
(cf. Naville, ad. loc.) ; in Pyr. 1 146 we find 'f:zwy used of the flood of the 
primal water3 and Pyr. 707 of the flood of the ' great Sea ' ; 4  the word 'f:zwy 
was also used of the flooding of the sea, as e.g. Pap. d'Orb. x, 6 ( = Lit. 
1 56) ; 'Then the sea saw the maiden and flooded up ('f:zwy) behind her.' 5 The 
meaning ' inundation ' is thus certairi for 'f:zw'f:zw, and as reduplicated roots 
usually serve to intensify and heighten the meaning, 'f:zw'f:zw obviously denotes 
a very powerful, unusually severe inundation. We, therefore, have in 'f:zw'f:zw 
a word completely equivalent to ;,t:io both in the basic meaning of ' stream
ing, flowing ' as also in the extension of meaning ' flow ' to ' flood and 
inundate '. Even assuming that ;,t::io was not first coined by the Hebrews 

1 Cf. the beginning of the 175th chapter of the Book of the Dead, ed. Naville, pl. 1 98, 16 f. 
( = Text A) and in the Book of Any, ed. Budge, Facsimile of the papyrus of Any in the British 
Museum, 1 890, pl. 29 ( = Text B). See Naville, PSBA. 26 (1904) ; A mention of a Flood 
in the Book of the Dead, p. 251-7 and 287--94 ; this was lately also reproduced by Ranke in 
AOT", p. 6 f., though both the Texts A and B reveal some differences, but not in the 
passage under consideration, except as to a few words lacking in A. 

• The passage reads (Text A, I. 16  (deficient) and Text B, I. 17 f. (complete)) as follows : 
iw-y grt r l;zg ir-tn-y nb.t iw t1 pn r iy m nwn m l;zwl;zw my tp-J< ink sp !;zn< wHr. The words iw 
t1 pn r iy m nwn m l;zwl;zw do not mean, as Naville, p. 189 assumes, ' this earth will become 
water (or an ocean) through an inundation ' ,  nor as Ranke loc. cit. renders ' and this land will 
become as Nun, inundated(?), as it formerly was ' ,  but : ' and the land will come into the 
Nun because of a flood ' ,  i.e. that the world, which the Egyptian identified with his country, 
would perish in the Nun through a mighty flood. The construction of the sentence -
presents no grammatical difficulty. On the use of the preposition m for ' in, into ' and ' by, 
by means of ', cf. Erman, Gramm., § 445 ; for iy m ' to go into something ' cf. Ag. WB., 
i,  37. 
3 Of the dead one, that he was ' a  flowing of a great flood (rgw l;zwy) ', ' gone forth when the 

water went forth ' ,  i.e. that he was like the Nun when it arose as water and flooded the 
universe. 

4 Literally l;zwy n wig wr means ' the flood of the great green ', as the Mediterranean 
Sea was generally called, but here is employed mythologically and metaphorically for the 
multitude of blessings reserved for the dead. 

s l;zw.t (or l;zy.t) was also simply used of rain, Er.-Gr. 106, so also Coptic �W�i ' to rain ' 

and ' rain ' KWB. 256. 
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in Egypt or by the author of the deluge story himself in adaption to '/;w'/;w, 
but was already in use in pre-Egyptian times among the Canaanites or 
Hebrews, nevertheless the choice of just this word for deluge, and not 
another expression more in accordance with the Akkadian abubu ' rainfall, 
rainstorm ', points to an influence of the Egyptian milieu. This is just the 
the new element which was introduced into the older Hebrew tradition of 
the story emanating from Babylon. In the particular description of ;,t::io as 
an inundation of the earth caused by the bursting forth of the ' fountains 
of the great deep ' and as a strong down-pouring rain coming from the 
' openings of heaven ' two elements are combined from which one belongs 
to the Babylonian and the other to the Egyptian flood-story. The Baby
lonian conception of abubu as ' strong rainfall ' is retained, and the Egyptian 
conception of the ' great inundation ' 'f;w'/;w is added. Thus the confines of 
the waters of heaven and earth broke simultaneously, and as terrific cloud
bursts and raging torrents their mighty floods rush together over the earth 
in order ' to destroy the whole generation that God had made '. 

4. The Expression MOit ' to blot out ' and the Egyptian fi!f. 

In the Egyptian passage about the flood just cited there is another 
expression that arouses attention in that it coincides in highly remarkable 
fashion with a Hebrew word in the flood-story : for ' annihilate, destroy ' 
the Egyptian text has My with the basic meaning ' make white ', ' scratch 
out ' ' blot out ' for which the Hebrew text Gen. 6, 7. 7, 4 and 23 has nno 

which has the same concrete and also extended meaning as the Egypitan. 
The sentence uttered by Atum (in the text cited 1. 1 3) : iwy grt r 'l;ef. irtn-y 
nb.t meaning literally : ' I  will, however, blot out everything that I have 
made ' ,  reads almost like Gen. 6, 7 :  'D�f-i::?� 07�0-n� M�tf� ' I will blot out 
man that I have created ',  and 7,  4 :  'D'� i�� c�p�;::i-��-n� 'J:'l'':ilt� ' I  will blot 
out every living substance that I have made '. In this last passage the 
phrase 'rl'l!'V i�� coincides even more closely to the Egyptian ir-tn-y ' that 
I have made '. 

So striking an agreement between Hebrew and Egyptian in the flood
stories cannot be accidental. It is rather an indication of the fact that the 
Hebrew narrative in the form in which it has come down to us was 
composed in a milieu in which myths, like that to which the Egyptian flood
text alludes, were widespread. Hence it is that our narrative contains 
phrases and expressions which betray a thoroughly Egyptian colouring, and 
which could very well have emanated from a store of such Egyptian flood-
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stories as the one cited. The whole manner in which the various myth:·\': 
logical elements in this Egyptian text are strung together conveys ·th:' 
impression that they are merely fragments taken over from different m · 

and religious texts, and that consequently also the passage concerning th'; 
flood is derived from a common and much more comprehensive sour� 
Seeing that this one sentence alone reveals so many points of contact wi "·· 
the Hebrew version, it may at least be assumed that the complete text, if { 
had been fully preserved, would have furnished many other points of cozri..;: 
parison not only of a linguistic and stylistic nature with the Hebrew. But 
the author of the Egyptian texts had no interest in completely reproducing .' 

the whole flood-story any more than other myths known or unknown to us.}· 
of which merely single features were educed to serve his immediate purpose: 
For as a matter of fact these and similar texts of the dead had only the one" 
purpose ; that was to bring out the equality, nay the identity, of the� 
deceased with Osiris, so that he should attain the same position over others, 
as was accorded to Osiris in primeval times when he was ' raised above alL 
the gods ' (Text A, 1. r9)· In the two texts cited the author goes so far in hi�( 
exaggeration as to cause the whole world to be destroyed by a flood in orde.f. 
that it might be cleansed of all demonic powers and deities hostile to .the. 
deceased, just as the primeval god Atum had done for Osiris in the' 
overthrow of Seth and his accomplices. That is the real meaning · �· ; 
the allusion to the flood-myth in these texts.r The connexion of the flood-

: ::;
_ myth with Osiris is of importance also in another respect : it proves that ,, · 

among the Osiris myths, there was also one of the destruction of man, just 
as there was among the myths of Re. And similarly this myth was ex
ploited for the composition of the magical ' Book of the Cow of Heaven ', 
which intrinsically has nothing to do with the myth itself. The only 
difference is that whereas in the Re myth the revolt of mankind against 
the old and decrepit Re is mentioned as the reason for their destruction, in 
the Osiris myth the insurrection of Seth and the other ' children of Nut ' 
against Osiris is given as the cause of the destruction of the world.z 

r Naville's suggestion that the purpose of the flood was to facilitate the journey of the dead 
to the eternal abode of Osiris cannot be correct, for the reason that the dead in any case 
had all possible rivers and waters at their disposal. It was not the lack of waterways that 
stood in their way, but the many demons, spirits, gods, and demi-gods, in the same manner 
as Seth and the rest of the ' children of Nut ' opposed Osiris. It was against such opponents 
that the flood was to bring relief. 

' There must have been many such myths as to the destruction of mankind, in which 
now one, now another god was placed in the foreground, according to the predominant 
theological school (cf. above p. r52). Also in this case as in many others, Osiris replaced 
some earlier god, who originally must have stood in closer relation to the Sun-god than 
Osiris. 
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5. The Egyptian origin of c�� ' Rain '. 

Besides ,,�1?1:1 denom. of if?f? ' rain ' Gen. 7, 41 which is common to all 
Semitic languages, including Akkadian, and which actually occurs in the 
text of the Babylonian story of the deluge, 1 we find that Gen. 7, 12  and 8, 2 

use the word c�� which does not exist in any other Semitic language in this 
meaning. This leads to the assumption that it is not a genuine Hebrew 
word. Furthermore, in the Bible as a rule it means rain ; nevertheless, in 
passages like Zech. ro, 1 where ic:io stands in status constructus to c�·J , or 
Job. 37, 6 where the reverse occurs, ceiJ governing ic:io, c::·� must denote 
a wider conception, not confined merely to rain, but extending also to its 
concomitant phenomena. As a matter of fact in Egyptian the word gsm 
means storm or sea-storm e.g. Pap. Insinger 4, I : ' Despair not on account 
of wind (J1w), of shipwreck and of storm (gsm) '. The same word is 
preserved in Coptic "Xoce.u. (B.), �oc.ii (S.) Spiegelb. KWB. 278. meaning 
' storm with heavy cloud, rainstorm •.z All this indicates that o�·J is an 
Egyptian loan-word with the same comprehensive meaning, and it appears 
that the Hebrew narrator intentionally selected this expression to describe 
the deluge as a mighty rainstorm. From the two passages cited Zech. 10 ,  1 
and Job 37, 6 as well as others like I Kings 1 8 ,  45 ; Ez. 1 3 ,  1 1. 38,  22 ; 

Prov. 25 ,  23 it is clear that in the use of cr::tJ ,  a reminiscence of the 
original meaning ' storm, strong rainfall ' was still present. On close 
examination of all remaining passages with CWJ one can further detect the 
nuance of difference between ic:io and cwJ :  whereas it:io is an ordinary rain, 
CWJ is like a cloudburst, a tearing, pelting rain, such as actually occurs at 
the beginning and close of the rainy season in Palestine (Joel 21 23).3 

1 Cf. e.g. Rog., p. 105, col. i, I. 19 urbietum lim#rannima ' the clouds shall rain ', etc. 

' Cf. also Peyron, suppl. p. 19. In many Biblical passages "ltOCE.l.l. is used for dark clouds, 

darkness, etc. The original meaning is doubtless ' cloud-masses ' .  That gsm is  only to  be 
found in Demotic is no criterion whatever for the age of the word. There are other words 
in Demotic and Coptic which at first were unknown from Egyptian but were found later, 
on the basis of newly discovered documents, to have been quite ancient. Moreover the 

Bohair. "lt and Sah: rt actually point to an originally Egyptian g, i.e. gsm, exactly as in the 

Hebrew CWJ . It is strange that this word in the above meaning is missing in Ag. WB. v, 
206 though it occurs in Pap. Insinger. 

3 The idea conveyed by the rendering of i1j:li:b as ' moderately ' is in drastic conflict with 
the characteristic of the first rainfall in the Holy Land. · On the contrary the prophet means 
that the people should rejoice because of the abundance of the rain in which the very i1j:li::£ 
i.e. beneficence bestowed on the land consists. As to i1i'O instead of the usual i1i,,, it is 
not at all impossible that both words were u<>ed in Palestine for the first rainfall ; otherwise 
we must assume that the writing of 0 for , is a copyist's error due to the similarity of 

these two letters in the ancient Hebrew alphabet, or to the vicinity of the 0 in wip'r.:i , a 

lapse not uncommon to all languages and writings. The linking of i1i't.:l and r::l'i''t.:l makes 
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By the establishment of the dual character of the flood �'1:::io many 
passages which are considered inconsistent become straightway clear ; and 
from the purely linguistic point of view, many expressions are revealed as 
thoroughly appropriate in accordance with the alternative use of ;,,:::io now 
as rainstorm and now as inundation. Thus to cite only some specially 
characteristic examples, it is quite correct to say of the ;,,:lo when it is 
used for inundation, Gen. 6, 17 : riNl"I ;,y c•o ,,:::ii;::n liN N':JO 1J.m ' Behold, 
I bring the flood as water over the earth ' ;  likewise that the waters had 
increased, 7, 17 c•t.:n 1:Ji'1 and v. 1 8  that ' they became mighty ',  c•on ii:::iJ,, 
and v. 19  iNo iN!� ii:JJ c•om ' and the waters became exceedingly mighty '. 
Also in the description of the cessation of the flood the narrator selected 
the appropriate expression for each of the two phenomena implied in ;,,:::io : 
thus speaking of the cessation of the rain it says 8 ,  2 :  and ' the rain from 
heaven was restrained ' c•r.t'n jO Ct'Ji1 N;,::i•i , whereas of the end of the 
inundation it says 8 ,  3 :  ' and the waters returned from off the earth 
continually ' ::iit'i ,,;,;, c•on 1:::it'11 , then : ' and the waters diminished licn11 
c•on . On the other hand 8 ,  l has c•on ���l ' and the waters came to 
a standstill ' with reference to both the rainstorm and the inundation 
because it can be said of both. 

In the flood-story we have another illustration of the wider conception of 
the Biblical narrator : the representation of the flood in its combined 
character as rainstorm and inundation follows logically from his intention 
to describe it as universal, affecting all lands watered by rain and also 
rainless Egypt, watered by inundation. As against this the Babylonian 
flood-story on the one hand, and the Egyptian flood-story on the other are 
merely determined by local conditions inasmuch as in the former case the 
deluge is characterized as a rainstorm, and in the latter as an inundation. 
For though each seems to have had the whole world in mind, nevertheless 
the local character was retained for the nature of the deluge, because both 
Babylonians and Egyptians saw in their own country the ' whole earth ', 
so that even when they spoke of the whole earth they thought only of their 
own land.1 

it obvious beyond all doubt that nothing else can be meant here than the first and last 
rainfall.  

1 Although this is not the place ,to go into the question how the fusion of the various 
elements in the Biblical story as it has come down to us took place, we may .straightway 
establish the fact that the passages in which the Flood appears as rain reveal points of 
contact with the Babylonian deluge-stories, whereas the dates marking the subsequent 
phases of the Flood are contained in those passages in which the Flood is represented as 
inundation. Thus the Egyptian elements can be distinctly differentiated from the older 
Babylonian tradition and easily recognized as a new overlay. As we shall presently see, the 
chronology of the flood has an Egyptian orientation. 

. 
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6. The Rainbow. 
For rainbow Gen 9, 1 3  ff. has nt'p a common Semitic word, which is 

also represented in the Akkadian �aitu, which, however, is used exclusively for 
a shooting weapon. Only in Egyptian do we find the word pg.t ' bow ' 
both for a shooting weapon and an arc in the sky.1 Thus e.g. Pyr. 393 ff. 
speaking of the appearance of the dead king in the Beyond : ' The heaven 
storms, the stars fade, the bows (pg.wt) stagger when they see him '. 
Similarly in Pyr. 1 443 and Pyr. I 972 pg.t is connected with heaven : 
' Washed (i.e. cleaned) is the surface of heaven, bright is the bow (pg.t) ' 
and ' Opened are the doors of heaven (wn <1.wy p.t), opened are the doors 
of the bows (isn <1.wy pg.wt) ', obviously denoting the interior structure of 
the sky. 

This conception also underlies lit'p : it was conceived, as by the Egyptians, 
as an essential part of the heavenly building viz. as a permanent portion of 
the solid vault of heaven, and not that it was caused by a rain-storm, 
still less that it was the momentary effect of a play of colour in the rays 
of the sun, knowledge of which was completely foreign to the ancient 
world. 2 The symbolical significance of the phenomenon does not consist 
in the melodramatic appearance of the rainbow, but in the fact that when 
catastrophic rainstorms fill the world with terror, and the danger of 
a cataclysm by a deluge is thought imminent, the impenetrable cloud is 
pierced, and the hidden vault of heaven, otherwise invisible, is suddenly 
revealed in all its multi-hued glory as renewed confirmation of the 
Divine covenant with man, to indicate that so long as heaven is supported 

1 The true rendering is ' bow, or arc of sky ' ; ' rainbow ' is only a later interpretation of the 
phenomenon as a sign of the cessation of the rain-storm. 

• The very fact that in Akkadian the rainbow is not designated by kaitu as in Hebrew 
makes it clear that it was not the Babylonian conception which was associated with nt'p. 
In Akkadian the word for ' rainbow ' is tir-an-na, i.e. ' abode of the god of Heaven ' .(M· 
Jastrow, Relig. d. Assyr. u. Babl., ii, 696, n. 5). This meaning was established, contrary to 
other views, by R. C. Thompson, The Reports of the Magicians, 252, on the basis of many ' 
passages (Jastrow, Joe cit., ii, 576, n. 2). In any case the expression in Akkadian for 
' rainbow ' has nothing whatever to do with ' shooting bow ',  although the word ka!tu in 
Akkadian for ' shooting bow ' is just as frequent as in Hebrew, cf. also Jeremias, Handbuch 
d. Altor. Geisteskultur, 39 f. For an ex�nsive discussion of rainbow phenomena and 
observations in Babylonia, cf. Virolleaud, Eiude sur la Divination Chaldeenne, Paris, 1903-
12, Adad., no. xix ; Supplement, no. !viii and lxi, also Meissner, Assyrien und Babylonien. 
ii, 259 and Verhandlungen der Sachs. Ges. d. W., phil.-hist. Kl., 67, 2. Moreover in Baby
lonia the rainbow was regarded as a good omen for astrological predictions. Finally it is 
very important to note that in the Babylonian deluge-stories the motif of the rainbow is 
completely lacking. 
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by this arc the earth shall not perish. In the use of n:;•p as shooting bow 
and arc we have an exact adaptatiqn to the usage of the Egyptian pt}..t. 1 

It should be expressly emphasized that elsewhere nt:!i' in the meaning of 
rainbow only occurs in Ezek. I ,  28. In Habakkuk 3,  9 n�'i' is used poetically 
for a shooting weapon, not for a rainbow, for the reason that here the 
reference is to a devastating storm and n�·p is conceived as a means of 
annihilation, which could obviously not be said of the rainbow, as its 
appearance is on the contrary a symbol of the preservation of the world. 
The same applies also to Ps. 7, I J  where it is impossible for nt::'i' to have 
been conceived as rainbow. Here too it is used poetically as a Divine 
weapon, parallel to the ' Sword of God '. 

7. The Two Seasons . 

. In Gen. 8, 22 l11! ' seed ' and i'�� ' harvest ' , ip ' cold ' and eh ' heat ', r�1'2 
' summer ' and i:n_h ' winter ' are used to designate the seasons. That here 
there is a division into two and not four seasons 2 is obvious from the fact 
that 9in is used in the Bible always for winter, never for autumn, and that 
on the assumption of the division into four seasons, on would here have to 
correspond . to the spring, which is, however, unthinkable. As a matter of<' 
fact, all three word-pairs have always ·been used generally as antithetic 
designations for two half-years. The question merely arises why, in addition 
to yir ' sowing period ' and i·�p ' harvest time ', two further pairs of 
opposing expressions ip and en, r•p and 9in are mentioned for summer and 
and winter, The view that the first refers to climatic and the latter to 
agricultural conditions, that is the harvest (cf. inter alia Gunkel's Com
mentary ad. loc.), is incorr�ct for the simple reason that 9in never refers to 
the fruit crop but always to the rainy season. Moreover only the fruit 
harvest in autumn could have been meant, as there is none in winter. On 
the other hand in this case r'i' would also have included the corn harvest, 
which is, however, never the case. Thus both these pairs can only refer to ·. · .. 
climatic conditions, and the double designation can only be explained by · '.:· 
the fact that the author had in mind lands of different climatic conditions · 

in which the marks of distinction between summer and winter were not the ;: ., 
same. As a matter of .fact, this is in reality the case : r'P really means .::· 
' aridity, dryness ', and 9in ' wet, moisture '. They can therefore apply . :· 
only to those lands in which winter is characterized by rain, and summer by .· 
drought. ip implying ' cold ' and on ' warmth, heat ' are applicable only''.{ 

1 For the conception of p<J.t as heavenly bow or arc, cf. also Pyr. 2140, al3o
. 

801 and 1490. ., 
• On another occasion we shall revert to this question in a chapter on Times and Festivals. _ " 
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to a country like Egypt where, in contrast to all its neighbouring territllt 1 1'11 ' 

there is no rain in winter and no drought in summer as just at this t 1 1 1 1 1' 

the whole land is inundated by the water of the Nile. It is thert'li 11 1 1 
obvious that here cold and warmth are the only phenomena by which I h•' 
two seasons of the year are differentiated. 

When it is considered that our passage has in mind the whole eart h . 1 1  
would appear strange, especially in the case of an author so thorou1:1h l V  
familiar with Egyptian conditions, if in enunciating a Divine promise whi 1 fl 
was to hold good for ' all the days of the earth ', he disregarded the clin1 11 l ll · 
and meteorological conditions of a land which was the centre of the anl'i•'1 1 1  
world, and which was notoriously rainless. Egypt had perforce to br l t t 
eluded and ip cold and en heat could only have applied to the two Egyp t l it I I 

seasons, winter and summer, whereas rP and 9in were applicable to ,d i 
other lands. I 

If this argument in itself is a noteworthy indication that ' cold and hr11 t 
applied to Egypt, another purely linguistic factor may be mentioned whlt • l l 
powerfully supports our view, and this is, that the Egyptians called sum11 1 1 • I� 
lmw ' warmth, heat ' from Sm., Sm.m, which by the well-known transmutatioll 1 1 1  
sand b is identical with !Jm, !Jmm, 'warm, hot ' and thus coincides phoneticit l l Y  
and etymologically with the Hebrew word en.1 It can decidedly not 1 11 1 
ascribed to mere chance that for summer only here and nowhere else in t i t• ' 
Bible was a word completely identical with !Jmw-bnw selected. Moreover, 1 1 1 1 1 

characterization of the two seasons by cold and heat thoroughly correspo1 11 l1t 
to the view of the Egyptians for whom these phenomena, and not, as in t I i• : 
neighbouring countries, drought and moisture, were the distinctive feat l l l , at 

of summer and winter. As a matter of fact we find this idea brought 1 11 1 1 

in Ekhenaton's Sun Hymn, I. 22-3 , where winter and summer are mentio1 111 1 I  
as the only seasons (tr.w) of the year, and are actually described as ' culi l  
and scorching periods '. Thus it is said of the sun : ' Thou makest 1 1 1 11 
seasons to cause al.I thy works to come into being (i.e. every fruit in / I If 

season), the winter to cool and refresh them, the summer to consUtfl'; 
them ' 2 Similarly it is said of summer and winter in an ancient sot 1JI, 

1 On the transition of !mm to bmm, cf. Er.-Gr. 182. Judging by Coptic the fmw fTl 1 1"1 
have been pronounced like fomu or bomu. It is noteworthy also that all the three Cor11 1' 

dialects S., B., and A. reveal the same vocalization o as the Hebrew en . It should fur ft,.- / 
be observed that in fmw the original element is neither the idea of summer s�ason 11111 

summer fruit, but that both were derived from the original meaning of ' warmth, he11r ' 

Similarly in r'P in the Hebrew, the primary element is the idea of ' aridity ' which w111 1 l 1 1 

then be applied to the sum�er season �nd the f��t (or fig) harvest. 
, , Ii • The whole passage, Davies Amarna, tv. pl. xxvu, 10-11 ,  reads : iry-k tr.w r i!Jpr iry.ult tl 

pr.t r f!J.b-in hh dp it tw, i.e. the winter when they are refreshed with Nile water, anc..1 '>'"' 
F f  
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of the Sun-god Aton : ' He makes the seasons (tr.w) by months :  , 

scorching season (hh) according to his will, and the cold season (IJ,bb) accor · ' ·  

to his will ' (cf. Breasted, De Hymnis in Solem, p. 68). It was indeed. :;: 
repugnant to the Egyptian to regard winter as a rainy period, that in ,. 
same Song of Ekhenaton, it is emphasized as a special grace of the g :,, 

that Egypt was not dependent upon rain from heaven like the lands of 
· 

barbarians, but it received all blessings straight from the Nile that ea · 

from the nether world. 1 
There is another very important point to be considered, viz. that 

' sowing period ' occurs only here, whereas elsewhere W,in ' ploughing perioc( 
is used antithetically to i'�� ' harvest period ', and this gives rise to tl{ 
assumption that the author in using Vit ' sowing period ' had actually . . 
Egyptian word pr.t ' seed ' for winter in mind. In Egypt it is not :: 
much ploughing as sowing that is characteristic, and this is the reason w ' 

the Egyptian did not designate the winter as a ' ploughing period ' �. ·. , 
W'in in Palestine, but as the sowing period pr.t ' seed ' = llit. Perhaps �· ,"! 
author gave preference to the term l1it for the additional reason that it w�� 
at the same time applicable to Egypt and to all other lands. This woUi 

also explain why Vi? is used only in this passage whereas elsewhere, w ;:.1�" 
Egypt does not come especially into consideration, the word W'in is used. 
Finally we would add that also ,p and eh are only here used for the seaso� 

All this evidence clearly p�ints to the fact that the author in his choice o · .  
the various designations for the seasons had Egypt vividly in mind. 

summer when they are destroyed by the glow of the sun ; the creator has all his works in iilii\ 
power, has determined a time for their animation and another time for their destruction; 
everything rises and perishes at its appointed time. That is, in my view, the meaning o( 
our passage. The reading it is quite correct and relates collectively to the creatures (iry.w),� 
whereas tw seems to be an emendation based on misunderstanding. In Leps. Totb. 163, 4\. 
dp occurs actually in conjunction with hh in the sense of ' consume, destroy ' ,  and this may'( 
have been in the mind of the author of the hymn, thus supporting our view. It is said ; 
there of a god-demon that ' from his mouth comes forth a burning to consume the souiS:. 
(of the dead) ( Pr hh n r1.w n dp b1.w) '. The difficulty felt by Erman (Lit., 360, Engl. 291)_ : 
is thus removed. It should be considered that ' tasting ' of the glow of the sun in summer_:. 
can hardly be meant, but that on the other hand it is in winter that the sun can be ' tasted '.

·
·: 

1 Line 22 : ' The Nile in heaven (meaning the rain) thou givest over to the mountain lands . 
(i.e. foreign peoples, etc.), but the (true) Nile comes forth from the nether world for Egypt '. ; 
Cf. Lit. 291 .  It is noteworthy the same is said with reference to Canaan, Deut. I I ,  10, but 
in another sense as will be shown elsewhere. 

·
�; 

• The only occasion on which t!''in ' ploughing time ' is used antithetically to ,,,"i' ' 
' reaping time ' in reference to Egypt is in the conversation of Joseph with his brethren, '' 
Gen. 45, 6 ;  this is because the narrator is referring to Canaan the home of his brethren, ' 
after he had revealed himself to them, and therefore makes him say ' ploughing time ' which , 
is more in conformity with soil conditions there, instead of ' sowing time '. Cf. above 

. 

p. 6. 
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8. Duration and Chronology of the Flood. 

For the phases of the flood the following data are given : It begins on 
the seventeenth of the second month (Gen. 7, n), the water rises l 50 days 
(7, 24) and reaches a height of fifteen ells above the highest mountain 
peaks ; on the first of the tenth month the highest summits of the 
mountains become visible (8 , s) ; on the first of the first month of the fol
lowing year the waters recede (8, 1 3) and on the twenty-seventh of the 
second month the earth is dry (8, 14). 

The only clear points of importance in these data are : (i) that the dura
tion of the flood extends over a complete year, a view which we find also 
in the Book of Enoch 1 06, 1 5. 1 (ii) that this year do�s not end on the same 
day as it began, viz. the seventeenth of the second but on the twenty-seventh ; 
and (iii) that the rise of the waters lasts l 50 days. 

The assumption that the l 50 days are reckoned to be five months on the 
basis of thirty days each, as is actually done in the Book of Jub£lees 5,  27, 
forms the starting point for the question, whether the whole flood-year is 
to be regarded as a lunar or solar year, a question which, however, has 
hitherto not been decided.z For on the basis of a thirty days' month 
neither the one nor the other year can be adjusted : the former not, because 
five lunar months would only give 146-7 days, and the latter not, because 
l 2 x 3 o = 3 60, and does not yield the 3 6 5 days of a solar year. This 
question indeed cannot be solved, because either a lunar or a solar year 
alone could have been thought of. Even those who see in the ten to eleven 
days (from the seventeenth to the twenty-seventh of the second month) an 
adjustment of the difference between a lunar and a solar year leave 
unanswered the question according to which system the months themselves 
within this year are reckoned. Moreover on the ground of such an 
assumption in this connexion the difficulty is overlooked that the interca
lation of the ten to eleven days is effected at the end of the year, a pro
cedure which certainly requires some explanation. 

1 The duration of the Babylonian deluge, according to Gilg., xi, iii, 18 f. was six, and 
according to the Sumerian version, seven days, lasting altogether until the earth was dry 
thirty-nine or forty days, if one assumes a period of seven days each for the sending out of 
the swallow and the raven. The season is not given, but obviously the rainy period is pre
sumed, as the six or seven days' duration of the rainstorms corresponds to the duration of 
the first rains at the beginning of winter in Mesopotamia. 

• On this question as well as on the divergent figures in the chronology of the Flood in 

the Pentateuch, in the LXX and other Greek texts, as well as in the Book of Jubilees, cf. 
especially Dahse, ZAW., 28 (1908) , 7 ff. and Gunkel, Komm. zu Gen. 8, 13 . These questions, 
however, had already occupied the ancient (cf. Rof HaI!anti, I I  f.) as well as the later 
rabbinical exegetes Rashi, lbn Ezra and others) . 
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Another question which has also been much discussed is the sequence of '.1 
the months in the flood year, i.e, whether by the ' first month ' Gen. 8, r3 · 
Nislin or Tiiri is to be understood. The fact that the flood begins in the ' 

second month and that the rise of the waters lasted five months, leads to . 1 
the view that the climatic conditions of a land like Babylonia or Palestine ."'.. 
were in mind, for there the rainy period begins in the second winter month �· 
terminating after about five months. Thus in this case the ' first month ' . ·,: 
would be Tiiri. Against this, however, is the insurmountable difficulty 
that in the Pentateuch and elsewhere the ' first month ' always means the 
first Spring month, i.e. Nislin, consequently the second month can only be 
the second Spring and not the second Winter month, and accordingly the • 

flood must have begun in summer, and not in winter. Actually the view
·. 

of the Book of Jubilees, is that the flood began in the second Spring month. " 
This results from the fact that Jub. 6, 1 7  Noah's exit from the Ark is ,. 

assigned to the first of the third month and the remark is added that this - ' 

is the month in which the Feast of Weeks (m3n::i�) is celebrated.1 As this . 
festival is. celebrated on the sixth Szvlin obviously this month must be :· 
meant, and consequently the first month can only be Nislin. According to: 
this reckoning, the climatic conditions neither of Babylonia nor of Palestine 
can have been in mind in connexion with the flood, and it remains 
incomprehensible, at any rate very remarkable, that the flood should have 
begun in the Spring and extended over the Summer. 

But the most important question, of fundamental significance for the 
interpretation of the flood-story itself, as well as for the calendar question, 
is whether there is a system by which the duration and the dates of the 
flood are reckoned, and if so what that system is ? Is it possible to. find 
an acceptable, coherent basis for them or are they merely haphazard 
figures ? 

If in this case also we turn our eyes to Egypt, whence, as we have seen, 
the conception of the flood as inundation has been taken over and inter
woven in the Biblical narrative, and consider the various phases of the 
inundatory conditions of the Nile in its rise and fall, we arrive at the 
surprising fact that the chief and most important data of the Flood agree 
in a most remarkable manner with those of the overflowing of the Nile. 

As is well known the onset of the Nile flood depends primarily on the 

1 The fact that the Book of Jubilees adds to the Flood dates a date also for the exit of Noah 
from the Ark which it assigned to the first of the third month was obviously with the 
intentfon of supplying a historical foundation for the Feast of Weeks (Jii:lnJ�j as well as 
for the Pesa!) (Ex. 12 ,  17) and Sukkot (Lev. 23, 43) Festh-als in the Pentateuch. In a 
chapter on Times and Festivals, we shall show, however, that particularly in the case of the 
Feasts of Weeks such a foundation was not necessary. 
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early or late beginning of the rainfall in the Abyssinian mountains. 
Nevertheless fairly exact dates can be assigned for the rise of the Nile, 
particularly in that region which is of more concern to us, viz. in the 
lower, northerly points.1 Since the Egyptians, as we have seen above 
p. 1 69, conceived the Egyptian Nile as beginning at the first cataract near 
Assuan, their interest was naturally concentrated on the time when the 
Nile began to overflow at this point ; 2 consequently so far as we are 
concerned we need only consider the Egyptian Nile, i.e. the stretch from 
Assuan down stream to the Mediterranean. On the other hand only the 
extreme time limits, for the onset and recess of the Nile Flood are to be 
considered by us, and not the mean dates which until modern times were 
utterly unknown. It is obvious that for the average man only the earliest 
date for the beginning and the latest date for the end of the Nile flood would 
be impressed upon his mind, and therefore only these would be retained in his 
memory. Now as ascertained by statistical observations and measurements 
extending over many years, the two extreme time limits lie betweei:i the 
beginning of May (about the fifth) for the start of the Nile rise at Assuan, 
and at the beginning of October (about the first or second) for the highest 
flood level. 3 In Lower Egypt, say at Memphis or Heliopolis, in the 
vicinity of Cairo, these limits are deferred by about eight to ten days, 
so that the rise of the Nile is only noticeable about eight days later. The 
flood level remains fairly constant till the beginning of November, and 
then gradually recedes till the end of December, and when, in January, 
' the earth is once more out ' as the Egyptian phrase has it, (Pap if Orb. ii, 
3) the river is once more in its ordinary bed. It then goes on falling 
slowly, and between the beginning of May and the beginning of

. 
June 

reaches its lowest level, until the flood begins anew. But even after the 
river has returned to its ordinary bed in January, the soil long remains 
slimy beneath the somewhat hardened surface until the seed has taken 
root ; it is only then that it gradually dries up completely. 

Now on the assumption that the author of the Biblical flood-narrative 

1 H. G. Lyons, Physiography of the River Nile, Cairo, 1905, is of all the older and newer 
works the best informed on the rise of the Nile and its variations on the strength of more 
than thirty years' measurements and observations at various points (cf. especially p .  350 ff.). 
Also his essay in the Geographical Journal, 26 (1905), p. 249 ff. also Erman-Ranke, 16. 

• This has been the case at all times, as is shown by the fact that most of the Nil�meters 
are to be found in Upper and Lower Egypt. Cf. below p. 226, n. 1 .  Moreover the 
difference at various points of the Nile does not consist in the duration, but in the dates of 
the beginning and ending, of the rise of the Nile. 

3 The 100 days given by Greek writers for the duration of the Nile flood correspond only 
to the middle figure which fluctuates between the limits of a period of 1 50 days. 
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took the Nile flood as the basis of his calculation, everything becom · 

straightway clear : 
•' 

1 .  The duration of the flood extends over a full year, like the Ni" 
flood. 

2. The 1 50 days correspond to the period within the two limits betw ' 
the onset of the rise of the Nile at the beginning of May, and. the high ·. 

water level at the beginning of October, i.e. five months. ·.'. 
3.  The recession of the flood begins after the expiry of 1 50 days and ·i ·' 

carried out in three stages : first the water falls by 1 5  ells so that th 
highest mountain peaks become visible on the first of the tenth mon ·. 
(Gen. 8,  s) ; then the water recedes further, till on the first of the fir{ 
month of the second year it dries up from the surface of the earth (8, 1f 
though the ground still remains moist ; finally also this moisture vanish� 
and on the twenty-seventh of the second month (8, 14) complete dryn ·: 

' ensues. / 
4. It becomes evident that here also the sequence of months remai · .  

consonant with the customary usage of the Pentateuch, so that the 
·· 

month is Ntsli.n and thus the flood act�ally begins in the second spri . 
month just at the point when the rise of the Nile begins. . , . 

It is only by calculating the chronology of the flood on the basis of th.�. 
Nile that it can be explained why the deluge took place in summer and no ." 
in winter, and only the beginning of the rise of the Nile in May provides us 
with the key to the solution of the question why the flood began in the 
second spring month. Even the more exact dating of the seventeenth of the. 
second month could tentatively be explained, on the assumption that : 
the Flood was assigned by our author to a year, which, according to his 
reckoning, began six to seven weeks before the onset of the rise of the Nile·',: 
in Upper or Lower Egypt. 1 

· · 

Of course, the two first dates (l\fay-October) are the most important and, · 
therefore, coincide more exactly with those of the rise of the Nile. But even ,: 
for the period of the recession of the waters he follows the successive stages of/ 
the fall of the Nile, namely : ( 1)  The soil becoming visible when the river· :  
returns to its bed, for which it takes something over two months. (2) The :: 
time when the soil is still sodden, lasting about three months till the seed :-. 
takes root. (3) The time of about six to eight weeks till the soil is corn� 
pletely dried out by the sun.2 It is, however, of importance to point out'; 

1 This date is one of the most important factors in the whole structure of the chronology 
': 

of Genesis , as well as in the question of the combined lunar and solar calendar in the . 
Pentateuch, and will he dealt with elsewhere in connexion with these questions. 
• Note the difference in the expressions :Jin and �J� Gen. 8, 1 3 f. : the first denotes the 
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the following difference : Since the Nile does not, like the Flood, completely 
disappear, and on the other hand, in the case of the Flood, the sowing and 
growing period does not come into consideration as in the case of the Nile, 
the author substituted the highest mountain summits for the top edge of the 
river bank where the overflow actually begins, and filled up the following 
two periods of about three months' duration with the recession of the 
Flood from the level of the mountain tops to the lowest places of the earth, 
and it is only then that the last period of the complete drying-up of the earth 
ensues. 

We are now brought nearer to a solution of the question, whether the 
duration of the Flood is reckoned on the basis of a lunar or solar year. As 
to the months themselves, the establishment of the fact that the usual 
sequence found in the Pentateuch, with Nisan as the first is followed, 
implicitly indicates that they cannot be other than lunar months. As far 
as the year is concerned, twelve lunar months contain 3 5 3-5 days, so that 
from the seventeenth of the second month to the seventeenth of the second 
in the next year 3 5 3 ,  3 54, or 3 5 5  days could be counted. As, however, 
the Flood year terminates on the twenty-seventh of the second, and 
between the seventeenth and on the twenty-seventh there are only ten 
or eleven days, according to whether the seventeenth is included in the 
calculation of the twelve months or not, there remain 3 5 5  or 3 54 days 
respectively to be distributed over the twelve months, and the ten or eleven 
days respectively can only be added for the completion of the solar year. 
It thus results that the year can only be a solar year.1 We thus have 
to do with a so-called tropical year which is based on twelve lunar months 
plus ten or eleven days. 

The question still remains, how are the first 1 5 o days of the flood to be 
explained. Are they to be taken as five months or not ? From Gen. 7,  24 

and 8, 3 it cannot be deduced with certainty whether the seventeenth of the 
seventh month is counted in the 1 50 days or not. This is, however, very im
portant, for only in the latter case could all the five months be of an equal 
length of thirty days each ; whereas in the first case, that is when the 
seventeenth of the seventh is included, one month must have twenty-nine 
days, and the calculation would be as follows : 

disappearance of the water from the surface, the earth still remaining muddy ; the last 
denotes the complete drying up of the earth. 
· 1 It must be expressly emphasized that in view of the exact familiarity of our author with 
Egyptian life and Egyptian institutions, the doubts expressed by many as to his acquain
tance with a solar calendar are invalid. On the other hand the assumption of twelve equal 
thirty-day months in the flood-year is unthinkable, if only on account of the ten to eleven 
additional days, from the seventeenth to the twenty-seventh of the second month. 
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1 7th to 29th of 2nd month . 
3rd to 6th month of 30  days each 
1 st to 1 7th of 7th month . 

1 3  days 1 
120 days{ 

17  day('· 
1 50 days :: 

As will be seen it cannot at all be taken for granted that all the five month;::t 
were equal units of thirty days each. O n  the other hand it must not be· � 
overlooked that the question whether a lunar or solar year is implied 
cannot be decided for the Deluge year alone, since it cannot be isolated .< 
and regarded as independent of all connexion with the chronology of the ; 
creation of the patriarchs, and even of calendar calculations throughout the , ·' 
Pentateuch. This is all ·the less the case seeing that the Flood year begins .-_ 
in the second month of the year and thus presumes a quite established ) 
calendar reckoning. Furthermore, as we have shown that the Flood year '. 
rests on a combined lunar and solar reckoning it is quite impossible to � 
assume that between the second and seventh months five successive full . 
months of thirty days each could be placed. The very fact that the 1 5o i 

days do not start at the beginning of a year, not even at the beginning of_ 
a month, renders it in the highest degree improbable that the rounding off 
of 1 50 days was dependent on any calendar consideration. The author c _ .. , 
have had in mind neither a lunar nor a solar month, but only a certain: 
period taken over as a whole from another environment, and this was the· 
period of the rise of the Nile, which, as we have just seen, begins in : 
the middle of a month and lasts five months. It was indeed this distinct 
period of time which had been familiar to him in Egypt and which was. , 
reckoned by the Egyptians (not by the author of the Flood story !), at five: 
months of thirty days each, making a total of 1 50 days. For it was particu- · (. 
larly the Egyptians who, in fixing the month, did not adhere strictly to . ·  
the observation or circulation of the new moon, but arbitrarily rounded ;� 
off the months into twelve units of thirty days each, and at the end of . 
3 60 days added five epagomenal days in order to attain the 3 6 5 days 
of a complete solar year. The first period of the Flood thus corresponds · 
both in months and days to the Egyptian reckoning of five months,' .  
the duration of the rise of the Nile. The number of 1 50 days is an _; 
adopted round figure which has no connexion with the calculation of 
the Flood year per se, and cannot enter into this question. The only 
decisive factors are those above-mentioned, namely : the sequence of the __ 
months for the calculation of the month by the moon, and the addition of · 
the ten to eleven days for the calculation of the year by the sun. Thus th�--. 
chief obstacle on which all attempts at a solution have been shattered is . .. 
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removed, and there is no longer anything against the assumption that the 
Flood-year was actually based on a combined lunar and solar reckoning. 1 

By the establishment of an Egyptian orientation for the chronology of the 
Flood, the difficulty mentioned above, p. 220, as to the mode of procedure 
in adding the epagomena] days is solved. The fact that the ten to eleven 
days are added at the end of the year necessarily leads to the assumption 
that our author must have been familiar with such a system. This know
ledge can only have been derived from Egypt where, as we have seen, this 
system was employed. He simply followed the Egyptian model, with the 
difference that whereas the Egyptians added only five days owing to the 
fact that they had a solar year of 365 days but no lunar months, he had to 
add ten to eleven days so as to have a complete year of 365 days for the 
Flood.2 

Finally attention may be drawn to another round figure in connexion 
with the Flood to which hitherto no importance has been attached, but which 
nevertheless has its good reason, and can only be explained by comparison 
of the Flood with the Nile overflow. According to Gen. 7, 20 the water of 
the flood rose 1 5  ells above the highest peaks of the mountains. This 
height corresponds in a very remarkable fashion with the rise of the Nile 
�ood from the lowest to the highest level, which from very early times 
has been established at 1 5  ells and a fraction. Thus all the Nile 
gauges from various times dating from the Second Millennium B.C. down 
to the latest one constructed in the eighth century A.D. at Rocja in Cairo, 
have a scale of 1 6  ells. The level of between 1 5 and i 6 ells has at all 
times been regarded as the norm for a full overflow of the Nile. Even 

1 If the Flood year-as strangely enough is generally done-is taken as an isolated year with 
its own reckoning beginning at the seventeenth of the second month, then within the frame
work of the lunar and solar calendar the 1 50 days could be fitted into five months by in
cluding the seventeenth of the seventh month, for in a lunar year of 355 days, the first three 
months have thirty days each, the fourth twenty-nine, and the fifth thirty, totalling 149, so 
that with the seventeenth of the seventh month we get a round figure of 1 50 days ; at any 
rate the dates given in the Hebrew text are shown above to be correct. The fixing of the 
beginning of the flood on the twenty-seventh of the second month in the Greek versions is 
an emendation based on misunderstanding. 

• This palpable knowledge of an intercalary system is of great importance, because it 
admits of the conclusion that such a system was introduced also in relation to the Festival 
calendar of the Pentateuch. This we shall discuss at greater length in the chapter on 
Times and Festivals and at the same time consider the views propounded by Dillman, 
Monatsber. d. Berl. Akad., 1881,  p. 914 ff., B. Jacob, der Pentateuch, p. 366 ff. Ed. J>:onig, 
ZDMG. 60 (1 906) , p. 605 ff., and Ed. Mahler, Monats. f. Gesch. u. Wiss. d. Jud. 1929, 

p. 224. He would technically be right in saying that the Flood year is to be taken as 

a tropical year if it could be proved beyond doubt that the months were throughout reckoned 

as equal units of 30 days each, which, however, is not the case, as indicated above. 

G g  
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to-day I 5i ells is regarded as the requisite measure of a favourable inund� 
tion for the adequate irrigation of all the fields of the Nile area, a fac 
which clearly shows the stability of conditions in the Nile lands throug 1 

thousands of years. 1 
· 

9. The Story of the Tower of Babel. 

That in so short a story as that of the Tower of Babel clearer traces of 
its Babylonian origin have been preserved than in other much longer . .  
Genesis stories is primarily to be explained by the fact that the ancient ;. 
scene of this story lay in Babylon itself. It is only natural that the original_ : 
impress should have been preserved by the Hebrews in spite of later · 
wanderings and vicissitudes. This is already shown by the phraseology at. 
the beginning of the narrative I I ,  3 : il�":l�> i1�1�1} c11�? i1�f?1 il?iJ. Thi� 
sentence corresponds in all respects to the Akkadian mode of expression} 
and also shows familiarity with building technicalities in Babylon. ;::b i�·: 
used here exactly in the same sense as the Akkadian labli.nu ' brick making '.f 
np> is the same word as libittu, libbintu for sun-dried bricks, and n£ii�,\ 
n::ii�� refers to the fire-baked bricks. The suggestion that these wor 
refer to il��? is incorrect because i1�f?1 conveys the idea of making a :kiti. . 

of brick called m::::1S which as we have seen is a sun-dried brick ; therefore;!; 

1 The oldest Nilometer still completely preserved is to be found in a temple in Thebes 
from the period of the 18th dynasty (Badeker, 1906, p. 3u).  The Nilometer in Elephan- .· 

tine already described by Strabo, and till recently in use (ibid., p. 337), has the scale of 16  ells. 
But though this is from the period of the Roman Emperors, it obviously replaced a much : 
more ancient one. The remains of other early Nilometers are also preserved at Philae · 

(ibid. p. 344) and at Kalabshe (Thalmis) , about 30 kilometres south of Assuan (ibid. 
p. 363), dating perhaps from the period of Amenophis II. On the arrangement of such a . 
Nilometer see ibid . . P· 337. The description given by Strabo of the Nilometer at Elephan- «: 
tine also applies to other Nilometers, including the Arabic Nilometer (miqyds) built by the 
Kalif Suleiman, 715 on the Isle of Rotf.a near Cairo. The oldest traces of water gauge , · 

marks still preserved are probably those of the period of Sesostris II (1750-1730 B.C.) on :'. 
the sand-stone rock at Semne, not far from the second cataract (Erman-Ranke, p. 595 and :: 
Biideker, pp. 95, 386). A graphic representation of the scale of 16 ells is shown on a statue ·. 

of the Nile god preserved in the Vatican, with sixteen figures of boys standing above one , �'
another in climbing attitude indicating the 16 ells (Erman-Ranke, p. 16). According to �
the Arab historian and geographer Al-Maqrizi (born 1364), the Copts at the time of 
the conquest of Egypt by 'Omar ibn el-'A�i, 632 regarded the ancient measure of over '. 
1 5  ells as essential and sacrificed to the Nile a virgin as ' bride ' when this height was not .

·
.
·
. 

reached. To-day the highest state of the Nile is called wafd en-Nil, i.e. ' the completion ·,-· 
of the Nile ', or ' the fulfilled promise of the Nile ', and until recently was publicly pro- : 
claimed as soon as a height of 26! feet ( = 8·46 metres or 26! feet) was reached. Cf. Meyers, ·

· 

Fuhrer durch Agypten, 1914, p. 295, E. W. Lane, !Vlanners and Customs of the Modern 
Egyptians, chapter 26, and Encyclop. of Islam, s.v. Cairo, 4. 
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il::lit!'� il::lit!'J' can only mean fire-baked bricks. Thus we have in il�'J� 
a word coined from !:)it!' ' burn ' for ' burnt bricks ' on the model of pceza 
like ii��� . That the � in ilE:l1V� has no meaning has already been repeatedly 
noted, and it is very probably to be regarded as a lapsus calami, caused by 
the � in the immediately preceding words m�� m��' · In any case ilE:lit!' 
here is the object of l:)iV and can only denote a species of brick different 
from m::::iS . The whole sentence would thus read : ' Come, let us make air
dried bricks and burn baked bricks ! '. The mention of both kinds of bricks 
is completely in accordance with building technique in Babylonia where 
lebettu, libittu = il.'I�� ' sun-dried bricks ' and agurru = ME:l1V ' baked bricks ' 
occur together.1 There the sun-dried bricks were used for the interior and 
the burnt bricks for the exterior of the buildings for protection against 
rain and flood. This was especially the case with large buildings where 
the former were employed for the skeleton structure and filling up of the 
thick walls, and the latter for facing work. This was well-known to the 
narrator, and clearly indicated in the words cited As a matter of fact it 
is very instructive to find in a Babylonian inscription relating to the 
destruction of a tower that these -two kinds of bricks were employed 
together thus, in Neb. Bors. II, 3 we read : ' Rain and storm had torn away 
its brick structure (libi'ttuia) ; the burnt-brickwork (agurri) of its frame 
burst, and the sun-dried bricks of its kernel (i.e. skeleton) were P.oured out 
(issapik) in heaps '.2 

In a building inscription of Nabopolasssar concerning the restoration 
work he carried out in the decayed ancient Step-Tower E-temen-an-ki of 
E-sag-ila, the chief temple of Babylon, we find a sentence almost literally 
coinciding with Gen. I 1 ,  3. It reads : alb£n luialbin libintim uiaptik agurra 
' I  caused air bricks to be made, and burnt bri'cks to be formed ' (V AB iv, 
p. 60, col. ii, 11. 5-6). 

Moreover the expression used in reference to the height of the Tower in 
the words ' that its top may reach to heaven ' recalls a similar phrase 

1 Akkadian lebettu in stat. constr. libnat, pl. libnati is ' sun-dried brick ', and agurru ' fire
baked kiln-stone ' burnt in an oven (keri = Hebrew i1i1:J) or utunu ( = pnr:-e) ; labdnu is 
' making, flattening the bricks ' and ldbin libndti is ' brick maker '. Cf. Bezold, Bab. Assyr. 
Glossar, I 6 a and 1 57 b. 
• Cf. Del. WB., p. 19 b, for other examples of the contiguity of sun-dried and kiln-baked 

bricks. Moreover it appears to me that agurru like ilE:lit!' is to be derived from a root 
agar, which must have meant ' to bum ' or otherwise agurru could not have acquired the 
specific meaning of ' burnt brick '. Though agar in this meaning has not yet been found 
in Akkadian, it has been preserved in Chaldean in {agar ' to stoke ' which is obviously a 
!aj<a[ form of agar ; cf. e.g. f:oeiiJJ"l i�t!' ' to stoke a furnace ', Targum on Ezek. 39, 9. Cf. 
also other examples in Levy, Neuhebr. WB., s.v. It is to be differentiated from i�t!' ' to 
throw ' as in this case ' furnace ' as object would be incomprehensible. 
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which repeatedly occurs in Babylonian building inscriptions. Thus in 
inscription already mentioned ad loc., p. 60, col. i, 32-39 : ' as far as con.: 
cerns the Step-Tower of Babel E-temen-an-ki which before my time 

' 

tottering and decayed, Marduk bade me to lay its foundations on the breas' 
of the nether world and to make its top level with heaven , 

(riefiJa samll11il 
which would read in Hebrew n�,OWil iw�"1). This phrase is indeed ver:/..' 
ancient in Babylonia, and is to be found already in the Sumerian inscriptiori" . 
of King Gudea (about 2200 B.c.) in which it is said of the Temple E-ninnu · 
that it was built ' up to heaven ' (V AB, i, p. 99, Cyl. a 9, 1. 1 1 ) ,  and further :; 

that ' its terrifying glory would reach to heaven '. A similar statement is . ·; 
made in the inscription of Nebukadrezar II on the restoration work of .:

· 

E-temen-an-ki viz., that he ' built ' its top (rieiiJa) ' so high that it ' could ·:. 
measure itself with the heaven (samami ana sidanunim) '.1 (VAB. iv, < 
p. 146, col. ii, ll. 7-1 1 ,  cf. inter alia also J eremias, Das A. T., p. 1 60 ff.,:

·
:.: 

also Jirku Altar. Komm. p. 53). . .. 
Likewise, the expression ' to make oneself a name ' Gen. 1 1 ,  4 u,. nwy.:11 ·;-, 

cw, is the same as in Akkadian epis (make) fuma (name), e.g. the Adapa " 
Myth in Rog., p. 75, 59, fuma itepuffu ' he made himself a name '. But also : · . 
the entire phrase is to be found in the above-mentioned inscription of...· 
Nebukadnezar II on the E-sag-ila Temple (V AB. iv, p. 80, no. 4, col. ii, · ):i 
11. 9-1 1 ) : ' The fortress of E-sag-ila and Babel I have strengthened and have · '?, 
established (aftakkan) an eternal name (fummii.m dii.rii.m) for my kingdom '. 
All these expressions could be further substantiated by older Akkadian 
inscriptions : we have merely chosen the passages cited because being 
building inscriptions they are in subject matter and language akin to 
the Hebrew text, and thus best reveal the identity in mode of speech. 
From these parallels it is apparent that we have to do here with ancient 
expressions current in Babylonia in all periods, and we can, therefore, very 
well regard those in our story as reminiscences of the time when it was 
taken over by the patriarchs in its original Babylonian dress. 

Though, however, the Babylonian origin of this narrative is quite clearly 
recognizable, it also reveals some features foreign to Babylonian which must 
have been introduced later. As a matter of fact we find that also in this 
case these elements are to be attributed to the influence of an Egyptian 
milieu. It is first of all noteworthy that though the building ' of a town - . ·. 

1 The height of the Tower is also compared with the height of a mountain, as e.g. in an 
inscription of Nabopolassar (V AB. iv, p. 62, col. iii, I. 1g-24) : ' The Temple I built after 
the pattern of E-bana, with joy and jubilation, like a mountain I made high its summit ' 
(kima satnim riefisu lu ulluim). Cf. also the inscription of Nebukadrezar II  on E-sag-ila. 
V AB. iv, p. 80, no. 4, col. ii, I. I f. : ' Its summit (riefifu) I raised to mountain �eights 
(fadanif uz�l;dr) '. 
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with a tower ' is typically Babylonian, the author did not conceive the 
Tower itself in the characteristic Babylonian form as the original legend 
would have had it, namely as a step tower (zi��uratu), but as a four-cornered 
fortress tower, as was common in the Asiatic border-lands of Egypt as well 
as in Egypt itself. ' He described it as �i�o , a word which was widely used 
in Egypt, especially during the New Empire, in the form of mktr. 1 It can 
of course, easily have been current among the Hebrews already in Canaan, 
but as it belongs to the loan-words common to Egyptian and to the 
language of the Pentateuch as we shall later show in other instances (cf., 
below, p. 290 ff.), it is significant that it should have been substituted for the 
original Babylonian name for the Tower. The influence of the Egyptian 
milieu is however distinctly palpable in the explanatory remark Gen. I 1 ,  3, 

that in the building of the Tower bricks replaced stones, and bitumen was 
used instead of loam. Such an explanation can only have been intended 
for circles among whom the use of bricks for monumental buildings was 
unheard of, and this particularly applies to Egypt. For here, while bricks 
were used for houses, grain stores and administrative buildings, they were 
not employed for such gigantic monuments as the Tower of Babel, for 
which the Egyptians would have used huge blocks of stone and well-hewn 
masonry of granite or basalt. It was only on this account that it appeared 
to the author to be necessary to point out that in Babylonia even for the 
most monumental and gigantic buildings bricks were used instead of stone. 
For the same reason he further added i�h� r.:i;;i? n:� it(!:liJ1 , i.e. that instead of 
loam i�h which was common in Egypt (cf. above, p. 206), in Babylonia 
it;'O bitumen was used as binding material for brick buildings, whereas this 
was only employed in Egypt for the occlusion of wood articles, the caulking 
of ships, or the sealing of coffins and the like. This exactly agrees with 
the building technique of the Babylonians, a,nd is expressly mentioned in 
reference to the restoration of the Tower of E-temen-an-ki in the inscription 
of Nabopolassar already mentioned, where it is stated that he caused to be 
brought across the Arakhtu-Canal bitumen (kupru) and pitch (iddu) in 
quantities as great as ' a downpour from heaven (ti�a same), without measure, 
and as a destroying flood of water (milim kassim) ', V AB. iv, p. 60, col. ii, 
ll. 8-1 3. Likewise, in the other inscription of Nebukadrezar II concerning 
Esagila, VAB. iv, p. 80, no. 3 ,  col. i, 11. 22-5, it says that ' he built a mighty 
wall, immovable like a mountain, with bitumen (ina kupri) and with burnt 
bricks (agurri) '. 

1 In Egyptian r corresponds to a Semitic l . . In Coptic mktr is rendered by .u.eG'To'A, 
.u.l"JS.TO°A = migdol as in Hebrew. Cf. Burchardt, Altkan., no. 527 f. and above n. 2.  
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Finally attention should be drawn to the expression Yr-rt' ' understand ' 
Gen I I .  7 which elsewhere in the Pentateuch occurs only in the Joseph 
story, and is used in both places exactly like the Egyptian sgm ' hear ' in the 
sense of ' understand a language '. What specially characterizes this word 
in both languages is its employment for the understanding of a foreign 
language, and its occurrence in this story of purely Babylonian origin is 
a further indication of Egyptian influence in a narrative from the pre".' 
Egyptian epoch. 

As far as the Tower itself and its origin are concerned, there is some 
difference of opinion. 1 Most scholars refer it to the step-Tower E-temen
an-ki of the E-sag-ila Temple. This Tower was very well known just at the 
time of the first patriarchs, as well as the Temple, the first mention of 
which dates back to Zabuma, the great-grandfather of I;Iammurabi and is 
mentioned also in the time of I:Iammurabi, the real founder of Babylon as 
a great power (about 2 1 00 B.c.). Strangely enough it completely disappears 
for many centuries, its name only recurring in the seventh century B.C. 
when it was destroyed by Sennacherib, and then later in the reports con
cerning the restoration work undertaken by Nabopolassar and his son 
Nebukadrezar II. This assumption is more plausible than the view based 
on local traditions according to which it was the seven-storied Tower E
urimin-an-ki in Birs Nimrod where formally the E-zi-da Temple of Borsippa 
stood. For the town of Borsippa was not identical with Babel but only 
a neighbour and E-temen-an-ki was much bigger and higher than E-zi-da. 
It is clear that the legend would not have grown up round the less important 
E-zi-da Tower. Further, it is not unlikely that the original legend was 
intentionally centred round E-sag-ila, because its Tower bore the boastful 
name E-temen-an-ki ' House of the foundation of heaven and earth '. 
However that may be, the important fact for us is that in a narrative, the 
Babylonian origin of which was certainly known to the author, the traces 
of Egyptian influence are undeniable. 

That the explanation of the name Babel by ;i;i.:i , as ' confusion of tongues ', 
Gen. I I ,  9, arose later in a milieu foreign to Babylonia, is generally 
admitted, both because the name Babel = bii.b-ilu means ' gate of God ' ,  and 
has nothing whatever to do with the Hebrew ,;,:i. As we shall presently 
show from other examples, this method of etymologizing names is a ��· 
particularly typical feature of the mythical and legendary literature of the 

· 

Egyptians which was taken over by the Hebrews. 

1 See fuller details in Gunkel's, Kommentar zu Genesis, p. 97 f. 



C H APTER V I  

INTERPRETATION OF NAMES BY ASSONANT WORDS 
IN THE GENESIS STORIES AND THE NARRATIVES OF 

THE PATRIARCHS. 

In connexion with our investigation of the pre-Egyptian epochs we deem 
it necessary to subject to a full examination the method of the Pentateuch 
explaining certain personal names by a play on words, or more generally 
speaking by a pun with a similar-sounding word. Such name-interpretations 
occur for the first time in the Genesis stories, then more frequently in the 
patriarchal narratives, and also in later portions of the Pentateuch. Though 
from a purely external point of view they can be generally characterized as 
assonant name-interpretations, intrinsically they can be grouped into the 
following categories : 

I .  Symbolical interpretation, as e.g. il!tl the second name of the woman 
from \0 because she was ' mother of all living beings ', Gen. 3 ,  20 ; nr? from 
n� ' to place, to set, to put ', because his mother said at his birth : ' for 
God has set for me another seed instead of Abel ', Gen. 4, 2 5 ;  .l� from 

.l?�1 ' to be divided, split ' , ' for in his days was the earth divided', Gen. l O, 25; 

i� from i� probably ' luck ', for his mother said ' fortune has come ', Gen. 
30, n ; ilW�lf from n�� ' forget ' ,  because the father said : ' God hath made 
me forget all my misery ', or l:l;1�� from il'Wi! ' to make fruitful ', because 
he said : God hath caused me to be fruitful in the land of my deprivation ', 
Gen. 4 1 ,  51 f. 

2. Augural or auspicious interpretations, e.g. t'I� from l:lt'I� ' bring comfort ' 
because the father said : ' This one shall comfort us ', Gen. 5 ,  29. Then 
most of the names of the Fathers of the tribes, as e.g. r���q from ilfl ' to see ' 
in conjunction with the preposition 'J because the mother said : ' God has 
seen my affliction ' ; fiYf?� from l71,;l� ' hear ' ,  for she said : ' God has heard 
that I am despised ', Gen. 29, 32 f. ; 9[:?i1 from 9�: ' increase, augment ' for 
she said : ' May God add to me another son ', Gen. 30, 24. 

3. Anecdotal interpretations in which the name is motivated (i) by the 
origin of the person concerned, as e.g. l:l1tt , because he was created from il91� 
' red earth ', Gen. 2, 7, see above, p. 145 f. ; ii��' the first name of the woman, 
because she was taken from ti'� ' man ', Gen. 2, 23 ; (ii) by reference to a 
particular occurrence in connexion with the birth of the boy or to an ex
perience of the mother before or at his birth, as e.g. P01� from i't'I� ' laugh ',  
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because the mother laughed incredulously at the annunciation of his birt 
by the angel, Gen. I 8,  12  ff. (also 2 1 ,  6) ; '�P.1?�� from YOW ' hear ' + �� Go 
because God heard the mother in her distress, I 6, 1 1  ; ::!PP.� from ::ipy ' heel 
because at his birth he held fast to the heel of his brother Esau who w 
born before him, 25 ,  26 (also 27, 36) ; i::i"i� from cii� ' red ', because Esau ( 
his greediness assailed Jacob to give him to eat of his red lentils, 25 ,  3o' 
n� from 1"19 ' to break forth, to push oneself forward ',  because he pushe . 
himself forward at his birth in order to precede his brother, 38 ,  29 ; n�. 
from i1� ' draw ', because he was drawn out of the water, Ex. 2 ,  1 0. 

• .i 
Similar interpretations are also found of place-names, e.g. ?�f from '�i 

' mix, confuse ', because there God confused the tongues of men, Gen. I I ,  9f 
ipi:i: from ip� ' small ', because this town was described as small, Gen. i 9, 22� 
and 20 ; iv.?a from �a ' heap of stones ' +  iv. ' witness ', because there a stone·: 
heap was thrown up as a witness to the covenant concluded between Esa· ... 
and Jacob, 3 I ,  47 ; c��QQ from il�Q� ' camp ' i.e. ' two camps ' in remembranc·: 
of the meeting of Jacob's camp with a camp of angels, 32, 3 ;  i119 from 
' bitter ', because the water was bitter there, Ex. i 5, 23 ; i1�� from i1�� ' try . 
and i11\"'!I? from :i11 ' quarrel ' because the Israelites tried God and quarelle 
there, i7 , 7. .·,. 

Also the names of several Festivals are substantiated anecdotally : thri��· 
no£> from ' leap over ', because at the plague of the first-born the houses of. 
the Israelites were overleapt, Ex. i 2, 27, or ni:::ie from i1�t? ' booth ' ,  because" 
God caused Israel to dwell in booths at his going forth from Egypt',: 

Lev. 23,  42 f. .' 
The most remarkable feature of all these interpretations is that only rarely''. 

is there any plausible etymological or other intrinsic connexion between the . 
name and the real meaning of the explanatory word, as is for instance the':-' 
case between pn':(I and pn:i and ci� and nt:ii� etc. In most cases the connexion 
is purely artificial, and generally there is not the slighest relationship 
between the root and the derived name, as e.g. in the case of nm and 'n ,S. 
i'P and mp , Gen. 4, l ,  or that of m which only contains the first two letterS ... 
of the root of cm ,  and even in the case of cni::i� which has nothing in> 
common with ;mn-J� , Gen. I 7, 5. In many cases there is not even a con� '. 
nexion between the two words in the same language, as a Hebrew word is ;:;:. 
invoked to substantiate a non-Hebrew name, as e.g. in the case of ??:i ' to .·�· 
confuse ' in explanation of the Babylonian town name ?.:JJ = babilu ' Gate::: 
of God ' or i1�9 ' to draw ' for the name n�o , which is Egyptian (see below', ! 
p. 228). 

The discussion of this class of name interpretations in this section of: . 
'_ .\• 

the book is essential because they are very characteristic of the Genesis ';" 
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stories and the Joseph and Exodus narratives. This is the more appropriate 
at rhis point as they are especially typical for the patriarchal narratives 
which thereby come within the ambit of our investigations into the Egyptian 
elements in Genesis. They are thus to be regarded as a special peculiarity 
of the portions belonging to the Egyptian and pre-Egyptian epochs in the 
Pentateuch. For while in these portions we encounter such name inter
pretations with great frequency as a quite distinctive feature, they later 
only occur here and there, chiefly to substantiate certain local or festival 
names, and then gradually disappear. 1 The Genesis stories and, most 
conspicuously, the patriarchal narratives down to the Egyptian epoch are 
indeed most prolific of this kind of name-interpretation. 2 

Let us now see whether this phenomenon may not be explained as the 
direct consequence of an intensive influence of the Egyptian milieu during 
the Egyptian epoch in Israel, and whether consequently this fact may not 
supply the reason for the more frequent appearance of the various kinds of 
name-interpretation in the Genesis stories, the patriarchal narratives, and 
the histories of Joseph and the Exodus. The significance attributed to 
names, and the magic power ascribed even to the sound of names, have 
been observed among many other peoples especially of the East, nevertheless 
among no other people of antiquity was the symbolism of names so 
widespread and so deep-rooted as among the Egyptians ; and in no other 
known ancient literature of the East did assonant name-interpretations 
flourish so widely and acquire such profound influence as in the Egyptian 
literature of all ages, from the earliest to the latest times. Of far greater 
significance in our case is the fact that in Egyptian, as we shall soon see, 
all the above species of name interpretations are represented exactly as in 
the Pentateuch, and that more especially the tendency to explain names 
and also divine attributes by puns to bring them in accord with certain 

1 This results from a cursory examination of the number of names interpreted in this way 
in Genesis and other Biblieal books. In the Genesis stories and patriarchal narratives there 
are about twenty-nine, in the Joseph and Exodus narratives four, in the account of the 
wanderings through the wilderness five, and in the rest of the Bible altogether only three 
or four. In the case of other symbolic or _horoscopic names, the puns are completely 
lacking. 

• It is by no means accidental, but represents a definite tendency in the structure of the 
early history of Israel that in the Pentateuch name-interpretations were confined to a select 
number and restricted only to those men who occupied a particularly eminent place in the 
series of the forefathers, from Adam, the father of mankind, down to Moses, the creator of 
the Israelite people. Nevertheless in other early records the names of other forefathers 
of the pre and post-Egyptian periods must have been interpreted in similar fashion, as may 
be discerned from the interpretations of r.::111, I Chron. 4, 9 and i1l11i.::l 7, 23, which were 
certainly derived from such early records. In a chapter on personal names we will revert 
to this question. 

H h  
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ideas and events was a regular phenomenon, particularly in the myths 
primeval times, including the creation-stories. Here, too, the mention .:;

· 

of the name of a god, or a mythical being, or the narration of certain
.
:; 

J •  
events is followed by an explanatory gloss similar in form and phraseo-.: :: 
logy to that appearing in the Genesis stories and patriarchal narratives. ;:: 
It should further be noted that in Egyptian this occurs especially in · ;·: 
reference to the names of the early gods, just as in Genesis it does with the

. ::f.;. 
names of the first men and the patriarchs. It may be added that not only ·�� 
is this mode of name interpretation and manner of selecting certain · 
names and events common to Hebrew and Egyptian, but that they are 
likewise characteristic of the same class of legendary stories and narrative 
literature in Egyptian and the Pentateuch. All these factors support the .1' 

view that we have here to do with a specific literary mode to be ascribed to
· 

a distinct sphere of Egyptian influence, which indeed, as we shall see, .; 
explains why this mode first appears in the Genesis stories and is found in 
such abundance in the narratives of the patriarchs. 

1.  Egyptian parallels to assonant Name-interpretations in Hebrew. 

We proceed to give a series of examples mainly from the religious 
literature of the Egyptians, the selection being made with regard to the 
various species of name-interpretations mentioned above, whereby names 
are explained either by associating them with similarly sounding words, 
or by connecting them with a particular event. 

In the ' Book of the Cow of Heaven ' (Roed. Urk. 143, Ranke AOT2  p. 4) 
Sekhemet (sbm.t-nr.in�) 1 ' the mighty one ' the name of the Goddess Hathor 
is explained in the following manner : When Hathor was sent forth by Re 
to destroy the rebels among men, she overpowered the inhabitants of Ehnas 
and killed them. When she returned to Re, the Majesty of the God Re 
said : ' Welcome in peace 0 Hathor ! Thou hast done that for which I sent 
thee forth (?) '. Then the Goddess said : ' As truly as thou livest ! I have 
overcome the men, and this is pleasant to my heart.' The Majesty of Re 
said : ' Thou hast over-powered them (sbm-on·ie' ' to be powerful against 

• We would emphasize that in Egyptian quite early, as in Hebrew, Arabic, etc. the feminine . 
ending t (n) was weakened to h (il). Thus e.g. nw.t was probably pronounced nuweh ; 
f!Jm.t, ie!Jmeh ; tfn.t, tefneh or tfeneh. It is important to note this fact, as th�reby assonant 
puns can be more clearly understood. We would expressly point out however, that our 
transliteration of Egyptian words in Hebrew characters is only meant to give an approximate 
idea of the appearance of the Egyptian words as the exact pronunciation "is unknown ( cf. 
above, p. 33, end of n. 1) .  
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anyone ') by destruction in Ehnas ; 1 thus arose the name 2 Sekhemet 
(sbm.t-n�nC,) = ' the Powerful One '. In the same myth ( = Roed. Urk. 
1 47 f., Ranke AOT 2 p. 5) the names hb-Jn ' Ibis-bird ' and /<�
nv' = ni' ' moon ' which the God T�ot received when he was appointed by 
the Sun-god Re to represent him at night on earth during his journey 
through the nether world, are explained as follows : Then the Majesty of 
this God (Re) said to Thot : " thou shalt be my representative in my 
stead, thou shalt be called Thot, representative of Re.3 I shall, however, 
cause thee to send forth others (h1b JNil) still greater than thou art "; 
thus arose (the name) hb (Ibis) for Thot '. Then said Re further to Thot : 
' I  will cause thee to surround (inb m� or nJ') the two heavens with thy glory 
and thy brightness ; thus arose the £<b-n11' ( = ni1) " moon " for Thot '. 
In Naville, Toth. chap. I I 2, 1 3  the attribute of Horus ' He who is on his 
papyrus ' is explained by the fact that Horus said to Re : ' Appoint me two 
brothers, they shall be about me so long as the earth is green ( w1d-itei = 

cNi ' green ') ; thus arose his name " Horus " who stands on his papyrus 
( w1{f.-1Ni = c�i) '. 

Other names of Thot are explained similarly, thus, e.g. tbn (a bird) 
from a play upon the word bn ; <n<n (baboon) from <n<n ' reject, repulse ', 
because Re said to him he should ' reject the isles of the (Aegean) Sea 
(b1w-nbw.t) '. The name Shu (!w-it;;) of the Air and Wind God is 
explained in Pyr. 1 87 1  by the word if! ��tot or �;�, ' spit ', because he 
was conceived by the primeval cosmic god Atum in his mouth and then 
spat forth. Similarly the name of his sister Tefenet (mEln) is brought 
into connexion with tj, (9n) spit, because she was spat out togeth�r with 
Shu.4 The name of the great god imn (Amon) is derived in the Amon
Hymn, Cairo, I. 5 ( = Roed. Urk., p. 6) from imn j�t-t ' hide ' :  ' He is the 
supreme lord of men who hides (imn) his name from his children in this 

1 The text reads iw-y r J[Jm im-m ' I  will overpower them '. The meaning, however, 
demands the 2nd pers. sing. , as in Roeder loc. cit. 

� The formula reads [Jpr pw with the name concerned in between, thus !Jpr f!;m.t pw, etc., 
literally : so became (the name) Sekhmet, etc. 

3 Literally : ' May it be said to thee (i!J fld-tw n-k) ' exactly as !J�t;t$� cf. above, p. 1 5 1 .  

4 This goes back to a very ancient creation ·myth which, in older forms, has been preserved 
in a later collection of magical sayings in the so-called Book of Apophis, Pap. Bremner, 
pl. 27, l (also pl. 28, 26 = Roed. Urk. 108 and no), in which the engendering of Shu and 
Tefnet is described in a most obscene manner. The text proceeds : ' I  spat out Shu, I spat 
out Tefnet ' (iff.ny m fw tf.n-y m tfn.t). The original meaning of Shu is perhaps ' He 
who raises up ' from fwy ' to rise up ', because at the behest of the god-creator Re, or Khnum, 
he separated the goddess of heaven, Nut, from her brother and spouse, the earth-god Geb, 
with whom she was united, raised her on high, and spre"ad her as heaven above the eanh. 
Cf. inter alia Erman Relig. , p. 35 ; Himmelskuh in Roed. Urk., p. 145 ; Pyr. 1871 and 784. 
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ideas and events was a regular phenomenon, particularly in the myths 
primeval times, including the creation-stories. Here, too, the mention .� 
of the name of a god, or a mythical being, or the narration of certain

.
) J ·  

events is followed by an explanatory gloss similar in form and phraseo-. ,: 
logy to that appearing in the Genesis stories and patriarchal narratives. :. 
It should further be noted that in Egyptian this occurs especially in ; 
reference to the names of the early gods, just as in Genesis it does with the

. ;: 

names of the first men and the patriarchs. It may be added that not only 
is this mode of name interpretation and manner of selecting certain 
names and events common to Hebrew and Egyptian, but that they are 
likewise characteristic of the same class of legendary stories and narrative 
literature in Egyptian and the Pentateuch. All these factors support the 
view that we have here to do with a specific literary mode to be ascribed to 
a distinct sphere of Egyptian influence, which indeed, as we shall see, .; 
explains why this mode first appears in the Genesis stories and is found in ., 
such abundance in the narratives of the patriarchs. 

1 .  Egyptian parallels to assonant Name-interpretations in Hebrew. 

We proceed to give a series of examples mainly from the religious . .  
literature of the Egyptians, the selection being made with regard to the 
various species of name-interpretations mentioned above, whereby names ' 
are explained either by associating them with similarly sounding words, 
or by connecting them with a particular event. 

In the ' Book of the Cow of Heaven ' (Roed. Urk. 143, Ranke AOT2 p. 4) 
Sekhemet (sbm.t-nonw) 1 ' the mighty one ' the name of the Goddess Hathor 
is explained in the folJowing manner : When Hathor was sent forth by Re 
to destroy the rebels among men, she overpowered the inhabitants of Ehnas 
and killed them. When she returned to Re, the Majesty of the God Re 
said : ' Welcome in peace 0 Hathor ! Thou hast done that for which I sent 
thee forth (?) '. Then the Goddess said : ' As truly as thou livest ! I have 
overcome the men, and this is pleasant to my heart.' The Majesty of Re 
said : ' Thou hast over-powered them ( sbm-cnw ' to be powerful against 

1 We would emphasize that in Egyptian quite early, as in Hebrew, Arabic, etc. the feminine . 
ending t (Ti) was weakened to h (n). Thus e.g. nw.t was probably pronounced nuweh ; 
i!Jm.t, iebmeh ; tfn.t, tefneh or tfeneh. It is important to note this fact, as th�reby assonant 
puns can be more clearly understood. We would expressly point out however, that our 
transliteration of Egyptian words in Hebrew characters is only meant to give an approximate 
idea of the appearance of the ·Egyptian words as the exact pronunciation 'is unknown ( cf. 
above, p. 33, end of n. 1). 
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anyone ') by destruction in Ehnas ; 1 thus arose the name 2 Sekhemet 
(sbm.t-non�) = ' the Powerful One '. In the same myth ( = Roed. Urk. 
147 f., Ranke AOT 2  p. 5) the names hb-.:m ' Ibis-bird ' and £<b
ny, = m, ' moon ' which the God Thot received when he was appointed by 
the Sun-god Re to represent him at night on earth during his journey 
through the nether world, are explained as follows : Then the Majesty of 
this God (Re) said to Thot : " thou shalt be my representative in my 
stead, thou shalt be called Thot, representative of Re.3 I shall, however, 
cause thee to send forth others (h1b .:i�n) still greater than thou art "; 
thus arose (the name) hb (Ibis) for Thot '. Then said Re further to Thot : 
' I  will cause thee to surround (inb n:i� or mi) the two heavens with thy glory 
and thy brightness ; thus arose the £<b-ny1 ( = ni1) " moon " for Thot '. 
In Naville, Toth. chap. u z ,  1 3  the attribute of Horns ' He who is on his 
papyrus ' is explained by the fact that Horus said to Re : ' Appoint me two 
brothers, they shall be about me so long as the earth is green ( w1d-itc, = 

o�i ' green ') ; thus arose his name " Horus " who stands on his papyrus 
(wJfj,-i�i = o�i) '. 

Other names of Thot are explained similarly, thus, e.g. tbn (a bird) 
from a play upon the word bn ; <n<n (baboon) from <n<n ' reject, repulse ', 
because Re said to him he should ' reject the isles of the (Aegean) Sea 
(b1w-nbw.t) '. The name Shu (sw-iw) of the Air and Wind God is 
explained in Pyr. l 87 l by the word iss �w� or e;�, ' spit ', because he 
was conceived by the primeval cosmic god Atum in his mouth and then 
spat forth. Similarly the name of his sister Tefenet (mEln) is brought 
into connexion with tf, (9n) spit, because she was spat out togeth�r with 
Shu.4 The name of the great god imn (Amon) is derived in the Amon
Hymn, Cairo, I. 5 ( = Roed. Urk., p. 6) from imn ;o� ' hide ' :  ' He is the 
supreme lord of men who hides (imn) his name from his children in this 

1 The text reads iw-y r f[Jm lm-sn ' I will overpower them '. The meaning, however, 
demands the 2nd pers. sing., as in Roeder loc. cit. 

• The formula reads !Jpr pw with the name concerned in between, thus bpr sbm.t pw, etc., 
literally : so became (the name) Sekhmet, etc. 

3 Literally : ' May it be said to thee (ib t}d-tw n-k) ' exactly as :i?--i��� cf. above, p. 15 1 . 
4 This goes back to a very ancient creation -myth which, in older forms, has been preserved 

in a later collection of magical sayings in the so-called Book of Apophis, Pap. Bremner, 
pl. 27, l (also pl. 28, 26 = Roed. Urk. 108 and no) , in which the engendering of Shu and 
Tefnet is described in a most obscene manner. The text proceeds : ' I spat out Shu, I spat 
out Tefnet ' (if!.ny m !w tf.n-y m tfn.t). The original meaning of Shu is perhaps ' He 
who raises up ' from !wy ' to rise up ', because at the behest of the god-creator Re, or Khnum, 
he separated the goddess of heaven, Nut, from her brother and spouse, the earth-god Geb, 
with whom she was united, raised her on high, and spread her as heaven above the earth. 
Cf. inter alia Erman Relig., p. 35 ; Himmelskuh in Roed. Urk. ,  p. 145 ; Pyr. 1871 and 784. 
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his name Amon (imn)' . 1  In the same hymn, I. 10 f. ( = Roed. Urk., p. 8)i'. 
Khepre (iDn), the name of the first Creative god, is allotted to him an� 
explained from s!J.pr-i::n� (caus. of bpr to be) in the following manne� ! ,_ 
It is he ' who created men and caused all beings to exist (sbpr) in this his; 
name Atum-Khepre (bpry) '.2 -.�·;· 

In a hymn on the two Egyptian crowns, the ' red crown ' ( dsr.t) of Lower';_ 
Egypt, and the ' white crown ' (l;uj.t) of Upper Egypt (Erman, Hymnen an· 
das Diadem der Pharaonen I 9 I I ) the various names and virtues of these :· . 
crowns are explained by appropriate puns,3 likewise the virtues of the king �. 
are derived from the names of the crowns. Thus e.g., p. 26 , b. 2 ,  20 ' the ; ·: 
red eye (dsr.t ,.,,� from dfr-i�i red) of the king rages among his ·i' 
enemies and inflicts upon them wounds with the name (of the crown) f ,_ 
" the red " (dfr.t) '. The two crowns, as twin crown of Upper and Lowe(� 
Egypt, are called s!J.m.ty (in the dual) ' the two mighty ones , from sbm-cnr,_,'. . 

" to be mighty", because it " is of mighty heart (sbm.t-ib) among the gods " ?  
(ibid., p. 41 , d. 2,  2) ; they also bear the name of the Goddess mr.t-i1iO of · 
Upper and Lower Egypt, because they are bound together (mr-io ' bind '), . ·; 
i.e., are worn together as one crown (ibid., p. 43, e, 6). \ 

In similar fashion some of the many names of the uraeus-snake worn i11:'f 
front of the crown are interpreted : p. 35 ,  i4 ff. it is called 'n.tyw-1'n.:iv·; 
because it shines beautifully (<n-jy) on the head of the king ; it is called · 
wpt (i!!li) tnnt, because it has its place on the king's forehead, at the parting · 

( wp.t-i1Di) of his hair ; it is called i<r.t (i1il1), because it rises ('r-iy = i1,l1 -re 

' rise ') upon the king, up to the end of his limbs, i.e., to the crown of his .. · ,  

head(<r-(il)il1 = n'y ' rise ') ; it is called "f!.blJ,y.t-nn:ip, because it brings him ,
· 

cooling "f!.blJ, ' cool off ') ; it is called Jr"f!..t-npi� because it refreshes his ·: 
heart (b"IJ,-pi-v) ' cool ' ;  p. 48, g, ff. the uraeus snake on the crown of Upper .· 

� ' � 
1 In this case the formula .reads m rn-k pw, i.e. ' in this thy name ' ,  or m rn-f pw ' in this ; 

his name ' but often it means also ' with this thy name '. In general the usual rendering by · �! 
' as truly as thou art called so-and-so ' is clearest. Sometimes the formula states that this '.'. 
or that happens because the name was so and so. Thus sometimes the name .is explained .. 1: 
by the magical effect, and sometimes vice versa, the effect by the name. It is not possible ';;: 
to determine clearly from the context whether we have to do with a later interpretation of �.0. 
an existing ancient name, or with a name invented ad hoe. In any case it may be con-

. 

eluded with some certainty from passages like Pap. Bremner, pl. 25, 2 ( = Roed. Urk., p. 1 05) 
and Himmelskuh ( = Roed. Urk., p. 143) on Sekhmet, and Pap. Bremner, pl. 27, l ( = Roed. 
Urk., p. 108) on Shu that other similar puns date back to the Pyr. and other myths, in 
which the origin of the name was attributed to specific events, unknown to us. 
• With the original meaning of this name we shall deal in a chapter on the names and 

attributes of God. 
3 Red was the colour of the crown of Lower Egypt and white that of Upper Egypt ; after 

the union of both lands under one king, both forms and colours were combined in one 
crown. 
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Egypt is called ' mistress of the 1tf-crown ' (-9n�), because it spat at the 
(tf-(n)!:ln) hostile gods ; it is called ' mistress of strength ' (ijij.t), because 
its strength (ijij.t-i1!:ll&El!&) is greater than that of its foes ; it is called 
' mistress of fear ' (mg-i�b'), because it produced fear (ind) in those who 
blasphemed it ; p. 5 3 ,  i, it is called ' the running one ' ( wnwn.t-mm), because 
it ran (wny-mi) on the body of the king to settle on his forehead. In another 
text, Ranl\e, Das Altiig. Schlangenspiel, p, 2 1 ,  m!zn-;no (also ml;m.t) ' uraeus
serpent ' which originally took its name from m!zn ' to curl up ' ,  is explained 
by a pun on m!z-no ' to fill ' , ' because it fills heaven and earth with its 
beauty '.1 

All these and similar puns in name interpretations or in the derivation 
of a magical effect from a name are very ancient, and occur very frequently 
in the Pyraµiid texts, but must go back to much earlier sources containing 
the myths and stories to which the Pyramid texts allude. At any rate they 
are to be found in very large number presenting a wealth of examples for 
all kinds of assonant name-interpretation. These names are mostly early 
or later names and attributes of gods, demi-gods, demons, snakes, or dead 
kings, who, in their deified character, assume the form of one or the 
other God-· e.g. of Atum, Re, Osiris, etc.-whereby they experience 
in their own person all the episodes ascribed to each of these gods in 
primeval times, and consequently transfer to themselves both their names 
and attributes connected with those episodes. 

From the multitude of these examples, we select only such as are closest 
to the above-mentioned species of assonant name interpretations in Hebrew, 
and which most clearly reveal the analogy in the two languages. 

The name of the Goddess of Heaven is Nut ; nny means ' hasten, run ',  
thus, Pyr. 1 596 reads : ' Hasten hither 0 Nut ! Geb has commanded that 
thou shouldest hasten (nny = ;m) hither with this thy name nw.t ' ( = ,_, ). 
The name of the Earth god is Geb (gbb-J.'I) ; 1gbgb-:J.'IJ.'I� means ' to be 
sorrowful ', thus, Pyr. 1 6 1  5 reads : ' Geb, thou son of Shu, this (dead king) 
is Osiris ; thy mother's heart is sorrowful (1gbgb ib) on thine account as truly 
as thy name is Geb '. In Pyr. 1 695 c, the name of the primeval god Atum 
(tm-cn) is associated with tnm-mn ' to evade, retreat ', as a pun ; thus it 
reads : ' Thou dost retreat (tnm) before their (i.e. Horus and Geb's) counten
ance like Re, as truly as thy name is Atum (tm) '. The name of the Sun-god 
Re (r<-yi) is brought into a pun with i<-y� (iy) ' to rise, grow '. Thus, 
Pyr. 1449 reads : ' Thou risest (i<-k) up to him (the dead king) with this 
thy name Re (r<) ' ;  Similarly also Pyr. 452. The God of the dead Anubis 

I Cf. on mlz and mfm Jlg. WB. ii, n6 f. ,  123 and 128. For the ringed snake mfm as crown 
ornament, cf. Amon Hymn, Cairo, S. iii ( = Lit. 284). 
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(inpw-i!'.l��) counts (ip-i:i�) the hearts of the dead, wherefore h,/·' 
ip-ib.w ' Counter of hearts '. Thus Pyr. l 287 reads : ' Count :(l: 
hearts with this thy name inpw ip-ib.w " Anubis, counter of hearts : 
another passage, Pyr l 5 37, inpw is also brought into a play upon l 
the other meaning of ' recognizing '. In Pyr. 580 c it is said of:

. ·  

king, transformed into Osiris, that Nut, as the mother of Osiris, w{ 
him with her body as she did to the dead body of her �a;· 
mother Nut spreads (pss-wei£>) herself over thee with her nam'.� 
Pe(h) (st-p.t-i1D-nt!!) '.2 Similarly, Pyr. 1 608 reads : ' She (Nut) p'' 
Cbnm-cm) thee against all evil with her name Khenemet-weret ('bnm.J, 
nirn�Jn) '; cf. also Pyr. 638 and 1 607. In Pyr. 1257 c the dead · 

. 

formed this time into Anubis, the ' Jackal of the South ', is ass 
tection against putrefaction : ' They (Isis and Nephthys) preven.t · .· 

putrefaction (rpw-i!'.l'"I) with this thy name Anubis (inpw-ir> ·. 
prevent . that thy putrefaction should run ( s1h-:JNO = :m) into th� 
with this thy name Jackal (s1b-::iNC = J�t) of the South '. As ih,.::'. 
king also, Horns is incorporated, and Horus as the first of all 
earth bears the name Khaty (b.1ty-•m-tn), and the word !J1t-mm 
MNt!' , cf. above note 3 to p. 97) means ' corpse ', it is said of the ,<f 
' They prevent the odour of thy corpse (!pt-k) becoming evil with\, 
name Horus and Khaty (!J1ty) '. In Pyr. l 38 the dead king is told ":\ 
risest (to heaven) on the pillars (nw!z-ntl) of brass, on the show, 
Horus in his name " he who is in the bark " (!znw-i:in).' In 
we find spd and sb1 in a pun. It is said of the king as the corpo ! 

of Re by whom he was set on the throne : ' He is conceived for. 
for him ; this (king), 0 Re, is thy sharp (spd-1!'.lw) seed,3 as truly ,

.·:'. 
called " Horus the first of the (divine) spirits, the star (sb1-�:.io) ·r 

through the great primeval sea ".' 5 In Pyr. 1 806 wp-i:ii ' to open ' .. :.:·:·� 
1 The whole sentence reads : ip ibw-in m rn-k pw n inpw ip ibw. As will be s . 

puns : inpw ' Anubis ' on ip ' count ' ; ib.w ' heart ' on pw ' this ' ;  thus ip-lbr.c • 
hearts ' on inpw ' Anubis ' .  Such a complete alliteration in a single sentence: '. , 
accord with the literary taste of the Egyptians, and was reckoned among the fines 
accomplishments, cf. other examples in Erman-Ranke, p. 473 f. -;-_,_ 

• According to Roed. Urk. , p. 37 it means ' outspread heaven ', but on p. 22:( 
' goddess of heaven '. Moreover in the latter passage Tefenet is mentioned •. · 
Nut. From this pun it appears that as early as the pyramid-time the fem. t 

· 

pronounced like h. 
3 The king is the corporeal son of Re, conceived from his seed in the womb, an.!f 

son of Re. By ipd ' strength, ability ' is meant. . ;� 
4 The text has rn-J whereby the king is now indicated, as Horus can only refer to. 

� �' 
not to Re. ., g 

5 Here ipd is a play on ib1. It is possible that the writer thought of ipd.t the � ,. .  
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with the name ' opener (wp.t-i1E:l1) of the ways of God ' conferred on the ' eye 
of Horus ' in its form as a uraeus (cf. Pap. Bremner 27, 3 f. = Roed. Urk. 
p. 108). 

·
There we read : ' Horus has opened ( wp) thine eye so that thou 

mayest see as truly as its name is " Opener (wpt) of the ways of God " '  
(eye is fem. in Egyptian). In Pyr. I 830 c Jn (mm-1�) means ' to associate 
with someone, to join him ' and mw.t means ' chapel ', which serves also as 
a de�ignation for a god ; thus the text reads : ' They (the gods) join (sn) 
themselves to thee with their name " chapels (snw.t) ".' As twr-im 
means ' repel, reject ', and the assonant word itr.t-n··uiN means ' palace ' ,  
which likewise served as a designation for god 1 the text continues : ' They 
do not repel (twr) thee as truly as their name is " palaces " (itr.ty).' 

The above examplesz show how great is the analogy in the use of 
assonant puns in Egyptian and in Hebrew, notably : 

1 .  In simple cases where the root of the explanatory word coincides 
merely in sound with that of the name, as e.g. in n� and n\?� or in Egyptian 
hb-"Jn ' Ibis-bird ' and h1b-."JNi1 ' send out ' ;  s1b-.::iN1:> or "JNT = :m ' flow, 
exude ' and s1b-::JNC = JN? 'jackal ' ; '!J.1t-nNn and '!J,1t-nt-m ( -:- nN�) ' corpse ' ; 
imn-;ioN ' Amon ' and imn-jt.:iN ' conceal '. 

2. In cases where there exists also an etymological connexion between 
both roots, as e.g. �N�r. and :vow ' hear ' ; PO�� and i'IJ� ' laugh ',  or fu 
Egyptian s!Jm-onw ' to be mighty ' and s!Jm.t-non� ' the mighty one ' ; 
ly.bb.ty-�nn:Jp ' that which CO!Jls ' and ly.bb-nJp ' to cool '. 

3. In more complicated and rarer cases, where the assonance in both 
roots is confined only to a part of the word and without there being 
a coincidence of meaning between the two, as e.g. in ntlJ and �i:i ' the living 
one ' ; i�� and ii�� ' acquire ' ; IJJ and t::l1J1 ' comfort ' ; ;:J."J and ��f ' confuse ' ; 
In these cases there is only a coincidence of two radical letters, which 
sometimes stand together, sometimes apart, just as we have seen in the 
Egyptian examples of nwb-nu and bnw-'m ; twr-im and itr.t-ninN ; 
tnm-cm and tm-cn : sw-i� and ifs-��N. A more exact analogy of m 
and cm , where the two first radical letters coincide, is furnished in 
Egyptian by the puns tf-911 and tfn.t-mE:ln ; mb-no and mbn-jnt.:i. This 
is very important because thereby the suggestion that om stands erroneously 
for i1m or niJ falls to the ground. Both in Hebrew and in Egyptian the 
interpretation of the name, as we have seen, does not depend on an etymo-

when he wrote s'b1 (star). In Pyr. 1505 the same is said, only Osiris, not Re is meant, and 
the pun with ib1 is lacking. 

1 This and similar honorific appellations (cf. Pyr. 648) are intended to replace the names 
of the deities dwelling in the temples, so that for particular reasons, or on particular occasions, 
the names themselves should not be pronounced. 

' Further examples are provided by the puns upon place names, see below, pp. 246 ff., 25off. 
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logical and grammatically correct derivation of the name, but merely on the'_, 
assonance, even if only partly, between the name and the root of th'd:. 
explanatory word. The same applies to the case of the first interpretation :, 
of the name i��?.:1 by ,:J.t, Gen. 30 , 19, in the same manner as in the Egyptian

'. 

sb1-�:J.c and spd-,�� , where only the first two radical letters sound alike� • 

the last, however, being different in both roots. On the other hand in the 
first interpretation of the name 9ci1 from 90� , Gen. 30, 23 the last two 
radical letters, but not the first correspond, just as in gb-::i.\ and 1gb-J.\� ; 
tf-9n and 1tf-9n� in Egyptian.1 

2. Parallels to the Motivation of Names from E�yptian God
Myths and Folk-Stories. 

(a) To C1tt from il91� ' Red Earth '. 

To the parallels cited, which are chiefly of formal character, others mayi 
be added from homogeneous Egyptian myths and stories which present m1· 
their subject matter striking similarity in the mode of name interpretation/ 
and thus bring out more sharply the background for the common Egypti� 
and Hebrew milieu. As we have seen above, pp. 145 f., c,� is brought infu 

relation with n97� ' red earth ' not only at his creation, Gen. 2 ,  7, but alsc:), 
in his condemnation to mortality, Gen. 3 ,  19. Now the expression for man · 
in Egyptian is rm/ = noi or ilOi , and as according to a myth in the Apophis . ·: 
Book Pap. Bremner, 27, 2 ( = Roed. Urk. p. 108) men originated? 
from the tears of Re, which he shed for joy as his lost eye was brought

· 

back to him, and the Egyptian word for tears is rmy.t, = n,t.:i , the word . 
rmt ' man ' is thus explained from the word rmy.t ' tear ' in the following:• 
way : ' Shu and Tefnet . . . .  brought me back my eye behind them, and · . 

after I had brought together my [scattered] limbs I let my tears fall on < 

them, and men (rm1 = iloi) arose from the tears (rmy.t = n1ni) that came out: · 
of my eyes.' 2 

1 To this category belong also metatheses like pss-titi::i and lt-p.t-il::l""il� in comparison z, 
with ,�,O� and 1;i��, 1 Sam. 1 ,  20, or f::lY" and .::J.137 , 1 Chron. 4, 9. There should also � ·:; 
noted assonances of n and r as in inpw and rpw ; of < (Y) and r as in i<tz-n.'111 ( = ni,) and · 
infi-n:l1 ;  of i-� and r-i as in £<-.'11� and r<-3Ji or of !ir--�n and Mr--�.:m Pyr. 1795. ' 
From such and similar examples, as we shall show elsewhere, many conclusions may �- . 
drawn as to the pronunciation of Egyptian. In the case of i::i3J , I Chron. 2. 7, there may bC ': 
either an intentional alteration from j::llJ , Josh. 7, 18, to derive it better from i::lY,  or the�:. 
misunderstanding of a scribe. For according to the above examples, an association of J::lll !, 
with i::lY merely on_ the basis of the first two radicals would be quite in order, and this : 
appears to be the case also in Josh. 7, 26. 
• According to the Coptic vocalization pw.u.e (S.A.) ' man ' and p.u.e1H (S.) e p.U.n: (B.) :\ 

' tears ', KWB., p.  101 ,  the Egyptian rmt would probably have been pronounced rome and · -
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(b) To M!IJ From �i;: as ' Mother of all Livin� '. 

A striking parallel is furnished by Egyptian for the interpretation of 
Eve's name. Just as nii:i is interpreted as ' mother of all living (11;i-Sf) ' , 

Gen. 3, 20, so the name <nb.t = nmY given to Isis is derived from the word 
<nb = my ' life ' in the Hymn to Isis (Brugsch, Mythol. p. 42) as follows : 
' Thou createst everything that is, and causest to l ive (s<nh) all men with 
this thy name <nb.t '. In s<nb, caus. of <nb ' to maintain alive ' in the sense 
of ' nourish ' (cf. above, p. 52) and <nb.t the name of Isis, we have exactly 
the same play upon words as in i1!1J and 1Q . 1 This parallel may be extended 
by pointing out that similarly to Eve, Isis as well as her sister Nephthys, 
was called ' mother of the gods (mw.t ntr.w) ' , or both together ' the mothers 
(mw.wt) ' .  It is true that already Tefnet, the first female created by the 
Cosmic god (Nun, Atum, or Re) was called ' mother of the gods ' (cf. above 
p. 235). Nevertheless the case of Isis (or Nephthys) furnishes a closer 
parallel to the case of Eve, as Isis is also more or less a ' mother of the first 
men ' for whereas the offspring of Tefnet, namely the Earth-god, Geb, and 
the Goddess of heaven, Nut, as well as their four children, Osiris, and Set, 
Isis and Nephthys, were reckoned as full-blown gods, the children of Isis 
and Nephthys came into the world only as demi-gods, united themselves 
with men, and with them produced the first generation of men-kings, who, 
as deputies of Horus, ruled over the world (cf. Erman, Relig, p. 33). 

Also Mut, the name of the Goddess of heaven, was likewise interpreted 
as mw.t ' mother ', namely as ' mother of the sun ', just as also the later 
Goddess of heaven, Neith of Sais was called ' mother (mw.t) ', because ' she 
bare the sun before anything was born ', Erman, Relig. 1 6  f.2 

(c) To n.� and IT!! and Other Names. 

An exact parallel to the naming of n� as generally to the whole story of 
the birth of the twins YiE> and n1J Gen. 38, 27 ff. is to be found in Pap. 

nny.t probably remyeh. On the myth, cf. inter alia Erman, Relig., p. 23 f., also the Amon 
Hymn, Cairo, vi ( = Roed. Urk., p. 7) ; ' From his eyes came men, and gods originated from 
his mouth ', a� allusion to the creation of Shu and Tefenet, cf. above, p. 235, n. 4 and Lit. 
286, n. 2. Cf. also Himmelskuh, Roed. Urk. 142 f. 

1 ' All living ' are simply ' men ' as in Egyptian <n!Jy.w ' the living ones ', cf. above p. 138. 
Characteristic of the monotheistic tendency is the fact that Eve is described a� ' mother of 
all living ' only after the Fall, when men had been condemned to die. Thereby the first 
woman is deprived of any divine attribute, and the difference is sharply emphasized 
between her and the Egyptian goddesses who too were called ' mistresses of life (nb.t <n!J) ', 
because they had the divine power to bestow life and eternity. 
• This attribute, as those of other gods, is applied to Amon-Re, of whom in the Amon 

I i 
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Westcar from the Hyksos period (nineteenth to the seventeenth century B.c.)' 
in the tale containing the narration of the wondrous birth of the three first. 
kings of the 5th dynasty Weser-Kaf, Sah-Re, and Nefer-Ka-Re with nick-: 
name Kakai (Lit. 44 f.). According to this narrative, Re sent the two' 
goddesses Isis and Nephthys, the Birth goddess Mesekhenet, the Midwif� ' . 
Kheket, and Khn um, the shaper of the human body in the womb ( cf. above :,, 

p. 1 53), to Red-Declet, the wife of Re-Weser to help her in her confinement. 
It reads : ' Isis stood before her, Nephthys behind her, and Kheket hastened 
the birth. Isis said (to the first child) : " Be not vigorous (wir = ii!!i) in 
her womb by this thy name (m rn-k pwy) Weser-Ref (wir-rf= 9i-iWl) '.i, 
Thereupon details of the birth of the other two children are described. To ; 
the second child Isis says : ' Set not thyself firmly (s<�= n��) in her womb :, 
by this thy name Sahu-Re (h[i -r< = yi-n�w) ', and to the third child she �; 
says : ' Be not gloomy (kkw = ,:!i;ii) in her womb by this thy name Keku < 
(kkw = ':!l:!i) '. 

In the first name the first component, wir, means ' to be strong ', and thus · 
the name Weser-Ref is explained by the fact that even in his mother's '_ 
womb he was strong and turbulent ;  S![i in the second name, Sah-Re, is : ;. 
associated with h[i ' to settle, to cling to one place ' ,  2_ and Kakai is derived · 
from kkw ' gloomy, dark ', although it is hardly connected with this root. 

In all three cases each of the children is enjoined by the goddess not to 
render too difficult the delivery of the mother, and in accordance with the 
words uttered, receives his name : the first is told not to be too violent in 
his bursting forth ; the second not to cling to his place and let himself be 
waited for too long ; and the third not to become, by his worrying delay, ·�  

a source of gloom in his mother's body. As we see, the names of the 
three kings ar� explained in allusion to the word� of Isis, acting as 
Hymn it is said that he is the god ' who created man, and is the living mother of gods and 
men (mw.t <nb.ty ntr.w rmJ) '. 

1 Is rf wrongly written from kf, as k and r look very much alike in Egyptian ? The 
copyist of the story before us probably did not know the real name of this king. On wfr 
and '�iW' we shall have something to say elsewhere. 
• Erman and also Blackman interpret S,1} in the sense of ' approach, come near ', and 

translate Lit. 45 : ' Draw not near in her womb, as truly as thou art called Sah-Re '; - : 
Ranke AOT' 67, n. e leaves it untranslated. As, however, is clearly shown by many .'.\ 
passages, e.g. Admon. 9, 5, and the examples given there by Gardiner, p .  68, hliw means · ., 
' settler, squatter ' somewhat in the meaning of citizen, and s11} accordingly means ' to 
settle, become domiciled, to remain in one place ' . In this sense it is in my opinion used 
here as the basis of the pun in order to derive the name. Another question is what was 
really meant by Sahu-Re (S,tz-r<) and this is difficult to say. It is suggested that it means 
' Re is landed ' as s11} t1 means ' to land (from a ship) ' ;  which would convey that : Re 
landed from his sun-bark and appeared in the person of the child. Against this, however, 
is the form s11}w ; it may, therefore, possibly have meant ! a settler, a citizen of Re ' .  
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midwife, which she pronounced at the birth of each, in the same way 
as the name n� is interpreted from the words of the midwife at his birth, 
when, by a violent movement, he pressed in front of his twin brother to 
emerge first. 1 

In many cases, notably in connexion with the names of the patriarchs, 
Gen. 29, 32-30, 24, it is the words of the mother that provide the motive for 
the name. Similarly also in Egypt, especially in the literature of the New 
Empire, utterances of the parents are quoted as prompting the name given 
to the child. Thus, e.g. we meet with the name ' I-desired-him ' or ' Be
welcome ' (for boys), ' The-sun-has-come ' (for girls), because a long desired 
child was greeted by the father with these words. Another name is 
' Wealth-has-come ', which may be regarded as a literal parallel to the 
motivation of the name i�, Gen. 30,  n ,  according to the usual interpretation 
of i� as ' fortune '. Other names like ' The-father-lives ' or ' The-brothers
live ' are intended to preserve the memory of a dead father or deceased 
relatives : ' A-brother-cometh-forth ' may perhaps recall the memory of the 
father's brother. In the name ' Replace-her ' the father seeks comfort in 
his sorrow at the loss of the mother in confinement, and expresses his hope 
that the child may long be preserved to him in her place. Cf. Erman-Ranke 
1 89 and Sethe in Borchardt, Sahure II, I I 8.2 

3. Anecdotal Interpretations. 

(a) The Explanation of Customs and Usa�es. 
The Abomination of the ntdai1 i�ll .  •,: T - • 

In the same manner as for personal names, the Genesis stories and 
patriarchal narratives also contain explanations of certain customs by an 

1 It is striking that the name fit) is motivated by the same idea of strength and energy as 
Weser-Kaf, and that Zeral;i. is assonant with s1fi. Such legends and stories from the 
ancient history of Egypt were undoubtedly very popular, and possibly known also in 
Hebrew circles in Egypt. This might explain the features common to the Tamar story 
and the legend of the three kings. Whether the narrator confined himself to the interpre
tation of the name Pere� because he came out first, or whether a similar motivation of the 
name Zeral;i. was originally included, but later omitted on Davidic dynastic grounds, because 
it was Perez that was David's progenitor, are questions which will be discussed in another 
connexion. Cf. above, p. 233, n. 2. . 

: On the names i1�0 and '1\�-j� , cf. below, pp. 258 and 271 . It should be noted how 

different in form and style, symbolic name-interpretations appear in the Prophetic 
writings, e.g. Is. 7, 14 or 8, 3. 9, 5. This brief indication may suffice here, but we shall 
elsewhere deduce from this difference the factors which necessarily refute tne assumption 
that the origin of such name-interpretations in the Pentateuch is of late date. Likewise we 
shall have something to say concerning similar popular conferments of names among other 
oriental peoples. 
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episode in primeval times, or an event in the history of the patriarchs. 
Gen. 2, 24 it is said : ' '  Therefore shall a man leave his father and 
mother and shall cleave unto his wife and they shall be one flesh ', beca� 
Adam said to his wife : ' She is bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh �� 
To this also the Egyptian myths of the primeval gods present very strikini . 
parallels. Thus in the above-mentioned myth of the Cow of Heaven; 
(T.S.B.A. 4, plate B line 40 ff. = Roed. Urk, 145) we find, in addition to the;_:' 
motivation of the names of certain semi-gods, an explanation for giving ,1 

a nurse to a child. In relating Re's journey to heaven on the back of the· .· 
Goddess of heaven, Nut, it is said that during their rise she had begun :· 
to tremble owing to the terrific height. ' Then spake the majesty of the·:. 
God Re : " 0  that I had millions (l;J;zw = 'nn) to support her (Nut) ! " ;  th� .. : 
arose the tzlz.w= inn.1 The majesty of the God Re said further to the .Ak)' 
god Shu (sw) : " My son Shu, place thyself under my daughter Nut, and · 
there guard for me the tztzw [gods] because they live in darkness (?) (lzbw)/ 
Place her (Nut) on thy head and be to her a nurse (mn<-k sy) " so it arose . 
that a nurse is provided for a son and a daughter,2 and hence it arose,,:.: 
also that a son is placed (i.e. carried) by his father on his head '. . : · ' 

A remarkable parallel to the prohibition of the sciatic nerve in the thigh'�;. 
n��i! i��. explained by the struggle of an angel with Jacob, Gen. 32, 33, is";'·:�: 
to be found in the explanation of the abomination of pork among the 
Egyptians by the struggle of Seth with Horus, in which he transformed 
himself into a black pig, and wounded Horus in the eye. In the myth it is 
said that Horus fainted, whereupon Re said (to the gods) : ' Lay him on his 
bed until he is well ; it came to pass that Seth assumed against him the 
form of a pig, and dealt a blow in his eye.' And Re said further : , 
' Abominate the pig for the sake of Horus '. The gods agreed, and the · :::; 
text continues : ' and thus arose the abomination of swine flesh for the sake. ! .  

of Horus by the gods that were behind (him) and their (wives) ', i.e. with 
the agreement of all the gods and goddesses of his suite.3 

1 It is obvious that here the name of the gods lz!zw, who were conceived as eternal bearers , 
of heaven, is explained from l:zl:z.w ' millions ' .  Cf. Budge, The Gods, i, pp. 157 and 285 . .: 
Attention may be drawn to the pun between l:zl:z.w and bb.w ' darkness ' ,  and as these gods ·.·; 
originated in darkness and were nocturnal demons, Shu, in whose name lurks the meaning ) 
' light ' (!w), is commissioned to support the heaven in order to counteract their influence . . . .  
Cf. the graphic representation of Shu as bearer of  heaven in Erman, Rei., p.  35. :,; 

• This is the simplest meaning, as the n before s1. t must be erroneous. If, however, the f· 
text, bpr rdy.t mn'.t pw s1 n s1.t is correct, it must read : ' So it arose that the son was given ':,. 

to the daughter as nurse '. In this case the text would provide an explanation for the in- ��: 
junction whereby the father bound his son to assume the care of his sister after his father's 
death. The analogy would lie in the fact that Re entrusted Shu with the care of Nut: 

3 Toth. chap. I 12, text of the M.K., I. 32 ff. according to Sethe AZ. 58 (1923), p. 2. See also 
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A further clear connexion with Egyptian is to be found in the employment 
of the word ii�� ' w_hich can only be properly explained from the Egyptian. 
It is the equivalent of ini.t= i1t7J� supposed to be the ' lower portion of the 
leg ', Jig. WB. I, p. 99, but probably implying the whole leg, including the 
' thigh ', both of men and quadrupeds and birds. Thus ii�� is not the name 
of the nerve, but a designation of the portion of the body through which it 
runs ; this is support�d by the construction il��i'.! ,�� in which, grammaticaliy, 
the second element il�jil could not refer to the nerve itself, a difficulty 
which has always been felt, and now removed, by rendering it ' the nerve 
of the thigh ', the most sensitive seat of the sciatic nerve. The phrase 
!J!.!tl 9� �� ' on the hollow of the thigh ' is meant to indicate the position of 
the ;i�., , not of the i�l ,  namely the fleshy portion of the thigh. 1 

(b) The Motivation of Festivals and Ritual Institutions. 

In Egyptian we find likewise many parallels to the motivation of the 
institution and naming of festivals. Thus in the myth of the Winged Sun 
1 6, 2 f. ( = Roed. Urk. p. 1 29) the origin and name of a festival are moti
vated, 2 just as the name no!:l for the Paschal Festival, Ex. 1 2, 27, is explained 
by the fact that ' God passed over (np�) the houses of the Children of Israel 
when He slew. the first-born of the Egyptians ' ; and the name nnie for the 
Feast of Booths Levit. 23,  42 f. is interpreted by the fact that ' God caused 
the Children of Israel to dwell in booths (ntl�) when they went forth from 
Egypt '. In that myth the pursuit and overthrow of enemies by Horus 
and his companions at the waters of Per-Rerhehu (pr rr'l;J;w) are related, and 
the motivation for the celebration of the Feast of Sailing is given. It says : 

p. 3, text from the N .K. : ' Then said Re to the gods : " abominate the swine for the sake 
of Horns ". And so it came to pass that the swine was abominated for the sake of Horus 
by the gods that were behind him ' ,  i.e. in his suite. This seems to point to the fact that 
swine flesh was permitted before this incident with Seth was taken as a reason for the pro
hibition. That the Egyptians abstained from eating pork was still known at the time of 
Herodotus (ii, 47). 

' In Arabic ( �11 j� is hardly genuine, and like many other words of a ritual and 

religious nature, probably were introduced into Arabic by Jewish converts. Our view is 
supported by the discussion by Mahommedan scholars whether this construction is in accord 
with the rules of the Arabic language. Cf. Listin al-'Arab, vol. 20, p. 193 ff. We do not 
believe there is any connexion between il�J and the Akkadian Nufu (Holma', Korperteile 
im Assyrischen, p. 7). 

" As we shall presently see, this myth is of great importance for us. It was first published 
and elaborated by H. Brugsch in Abhh. d. Gf!s. d. Wiss. Gottingen, 14 (1869) ,  p. 173 only in 
transcription, but then also in hieroglyphic script by Ed. Naville, Textes relatzfs au Mythe 
d'Horus (1 870), pp. 12-19, and a revised translation is given by Roeder, Urk., p. 129 ff. The 
numbers of plates and lines refer to Naville. 
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' This god sails (bny-mn) on this his water unto this day-there, where his 
enemies combined against him. And these events happened on the seventh 
day of the first winter month.' And it proceeds : ' The seventh day 
of the first winter month shall be called Feast of Sailing (bny-mn) unto 
this day.'1 

Similatly the origin of certain ritual and worship arrangements on Festivals 
is explained in Egyptian. In the Himmelskuh plate A, line 24 ff. ( = Roed. 
Urk. p. 144) it is related that the Majesty of Re said to the Goddess Hathor : 
' Welcome in peace, thou Goddess Yamit (ilmyy.t-i1�'oN�) ! Thus arose the 
vfrgins of Yamu ' (ilmw = io��. name of a town). And the Majesty of Re 
said to this Goddess further : ' Let there be prepared for thee sleeping
draughts for the " Festival of the Seasons ", and let them be given also to 
the women slaves. So it arose that on the Feast of Hathor sleeping
draughts are given by all people to the women slaves since the first day ', - ,:' 
i.e. since ancient times. Further it reads, the Majesty of Re said to the : 
Goddess Sekhmet (fbm.t) ; ' Is there a suffering (mr-io) of the burning ) 

sickness ? Thereupon arose " the two seasons by suffering " (mr-io) '.2 _ 
. In a cctllection of sayings ' For the knowledge of the soul at the holy !:, 
gate in the Beyond ' (Sethe, Az. 57 1 922, p. 1 ff.), among other things the ·;" 
reason why the High Priest of Heliopolis wore on his shaven head a wig� ' 
' like a woman '-wherefore he was called ' The bewigged '-is derived .'. 
from the fact that Re cheated a heavenly being called imy-in$ (Pyr. 285 d ;  
cf. for ins also 268, 1464) at the moment when he ' had transformed him
self into a bewigged woman '. Thus arose ' The bewigged of Heliopolis � 
as title of the High Priest. Az. 57, pp. 1 2, 1 3 , 26 f. and p. 2If.3 

(c) Motivation of Place Names. 

For the derivation of place names from various events, as in Gen. 50, n ,  }: 
Ex. 1 5, 23, etc. (cf. above, p. 232) Egyptian parallels from the myths of the ·,. 
gods are also to be found. Thus e.g. in the Himmelskuh plate B, line .:

· 

38 ff. ( = Roed. Urk. p. 145), much is told about the journeys of Re in his' : : 
flight to heaven from the rebellious men, on the back of Nut, the Goddessj 
of heaven, transformed into a cow (above, p. 244), and certain names of.�. 
stations are interpreted from episodes and sayings of Re during the journey.:'.: 

1 On the use and meaning of this phrase, cf. below, p .  250 ff. . . 
• This seems to be the name of a mourning festival in remembrance of the illness of Re, : 

or of a plague imposed by him. 1 �  
3 This title also occurs i n  connexion with priests of other places (Sethe, loc. cit.), bu�- ;  

probably originated first in Heliopolis, and then, like many other priestly titles, passed from :, 
there to other Temple centres. 
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Although the text is corrupt, the names of the two best known places in 
the Beyond (above, p. 1 92 )  are preserved. It reads : ' This God (Re) said 
to Mut ( = Nut, cf. above, p. 241) ; " I  have placed myself on (thy) back to 
obtain a lofty standpoint " ', and further : ' The Majesty of this God then 
bade : " Remove me from them (the men) and let me mount into the 
heights ", etc. The Majesty of this God gazed upon her, etc., whereupon 
she (Mut) said : " 0  that thou wouldst provide me with a multitude 
('ii) '",1 and thus arose the name of . . . .  (name illegible). His Majesty 
said then : " Peaceful (!ztp-4')nn) is here the field ", and thus arose (the 
name) " Fields (Sb.t) of offerings (lztp-9nn) ". Further Re said : " I  
cause the herbage to grow (?) (ilr-i�·) thereon " 2 and thus arose (the narrie) 
" Fields (Sb.t) of the bulrushes (i1r.w-ii�') "  '.3 

This feature appears still more clearly and frequently in the myth of the 
Winged Sun (cf. above, p. 245 , note 2). There it says 1 2, 2 f. ( = Roed. Urk. 
p. 1 2 1 ) that Nubia derived its name Wawah (w1w1.t-mm�i) from the fact 
that the opponents of Re rebelled (w1w1-�iNi) against him ; ibid. 1 3 ,  5 
( = Urk. p. 122), it says that Deba (flb1-NJt:l Edfu) derived this name from 
the fact that Re said to Thot on the occasion of a furious battle : ' This is 
a stabbing (flb1-NJO) of mine enemies ' ;  ibid. 1 3 ,  7 ( = Urk. p. 1 23) the 
water Khenu (b.nw-i:in) derived its name from the fact that Re said 
to the gods in the campaign against Seth : ' Let us sail (!J,ny-mn) in 
our ship on the water ' ;  ibid 14, 3 ( = Urk. p. 1 24) the name of the town 
Dedme (f!dm.t-m�it:l) is explained by a pun on fltb = JnO ' to destroy (?) ', 
because Re told Thot to destroy his foes ; and ibid. 17,  5 f. ( = Urk. p. 1 32) 
the name of a sacred water in the region of Ne'areh (n<r.t) was called Mu-Heh 
(mw-!z!z-nn) meaning ' Water of seeking ', because there Re said to Horus : 
' Didst thou not seek out (!z!zy-nn) this water on account of the enemy ? '. 

1 It is probably an allusion to the origin of the stars from the body of the goddess Nut 
spread out as heaven (cf. Ennan, Relig., p. 35 and above, p. 244, n. 1) .  The meaning is that 
Re casts a glance into the entrails of the goddess when she reaches the loftiest heights, 
whereupon she begs him to equip her with a multitude (i.e. of stars, not people, as assumed 
by Roeder loc. cit.).  
• The meaning of i1r is not given in Jlg. WB. I, p. 32. Probably it here means ' to 

grow '. 
3 In the following sentence : ' And Re said further : " I  will equip her with all things 

(ib.t-(il)M\) " and so arose the ibib.w-in\n\ , namely the stars ' ;  there is obviously a pun 
between ilz.t ' thing ' and ibib ' star ' (a late mode of writing Ag. WB. I, p. 19),  and the whole 
sentence relates to Mut and the origin of the stars. The lack of the expected bpr in front 
is probably due to an accidental omission, and ib1.w ' stars ' aftt>r pw is intended to explain 
the rare word ibib. The word ibib which already occurs in Pyr. and Totenbuch (in the 
form l!Jl!J) may perhaps originally have been connected with i1b ' to shine ' (Ag. WB. i, 
p. 33), or was later so conceived. 
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4. Motivation of Honorific Names. ,�, \�, 
To this category also belongs a special kind of honorific names, confe 

in recognition of some glorious feat, or by which a solemn promisC'��,: · 
some special occasion is perpetuated. The warrant for: such name$ .. Y 
find e.g. in Gen. 17,  4 :  ' Behold, my covenant is with thee, and thou shal� 
a father of many nations. Neither shall thy name any . more be cait 
017� ,  but thy name shall be t::l�'17� , for a father of many nations c�ill fio,''i: 
have I made thee '. Further Gen. 32, 29 the angel said to Jacob : ' th  
name shall be called no more JPP,� , but ��fl�� , for thou hast fought (z;i'1� 
with gods and with men and hast prevailed.' Similar conferment '.: ·. 
names is to be found also in the Egyptian myth of the Winged Sun air . · .. :· 

quoted, e.g. 1 8 , 2 ( = Urk. 1 35), where Re says to Thot that Horus has 1"� ' \' .t 
' on the battlefield like a lion ', whereupon Thot says : ' This god shall 
called " Horus of Edfu, Lord of the Battlefield " unto this day ' ; or 1. · 
( = Urk. 136), Thot says that the gaily-plumed Horus had beaten the en�: . .. . .  t 
in this disguise, wherefore ' he shall be called the gaily plumed that ·� 
from the horizon unto this day '. Like Horus, priests of important . '. 

tuaries are distinguished by titles conferred on them in honour of Ho· · . .>'·It 
Thus Re confers on the Priest of Horus in Per-Rerhehu the title ' Grea( 
Attack ' ,  because Horus ' carried out a great attack against the eneri:{ 
ibid. 1 5 , 8 ( = Urk. 1 28) ; or 1 7, 3 ( = Urk. 132) the Priest of Horus . · 
ceives from Thot the name ' Lord of Battle ', because Re said to Tho 
' Horus shall be a lord of battle and forever slay his foreign foes '. · �;; ·:xr ' ��- : 

5. Egyptian Parallels to Narrative Style and Form. 
·,•, 

The above examples, derived from ancient myths, and woven into lat . 
magical and necrological texts, show how early this mode of substantia . :.,· 

names, usages, customs, festivals, and places found entry into Egypt· :· 
literature, an.d how closely it was always associated with the stories of 
gods. Of these stories, however, the myth of the Winged Sun is m 
instructive for us, not only on account of the many parallels that it presen··· 

as we have seen, to name interpretations in the Pentateuch and elsewh . .  · 
in the Bible, but also on account of the subject-matter and narrative sty1

. · 

1 The text of this story is carved in hieroglyphic writing in the Horus Temple of E 
. 

together with graphic representations of the fight between Horus and Seth. While ."· 
inscription is from the Ptolemaic period, the version used is, however, from the Ne. 
Kingdom, and this, too, was composed of much more ancient elements. Cf. above, p. 24-S 
n. 2, Brugsch, loc. cit., p. 21 l and Roed. Urk., p. 120. 
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It tells of the conquest of Egypt by Horus, the first king on earth ( cf. 
below, p. 28of.) and the destruction of Seth together with all his supporters 
who had rebelled against Re to seize the rulership of the world It belongs 
to the many Horus stories, the chief purpose of which was to set forth the 
conquest and seizure of all Egypt by Horus as the legitimate ground for 
the exclusive right of the Egyptian kings to own the whole land, nay, the 
whole earth for all time as his successors. 1 

The campaign, in which Horus was accompanied and supported by Re 
and Thot, began in Nubia, on the southern border of Egypt, and extended 
through the whole of Egypt to the extreme north-east, on the Red Sea, 
where all his enemies were finally beaten and cast into the sea. In the 
course of the narrative places and rivers are mentioned at which decisive 
battles took place, and which consequently received from the victorious 
gods memorable names, motivated in each case by a certain incident or 
pronouncement during the combat. The conferment of such names, and 
the specific manner of their motivation are of the greatest jnterest for us, 
inasmuch as they are equally typical for the account of the conquest of 
Egypt by Horus and his followers in primeval times as for the Biblical 
narratives of the conquest of Canaan, first by the patriarchs, in the Penta
teuch, and then by the Children of Israel, in the early historical books of the 
Bible. The content of the story of the Winged Sun throws a sidelight 
on the account of the conquest of Canaan, and it gives us an insight into 
the composition of the narratives describing the battles, wanderings, and 
Odysseys of the forefathers of Israel. Once this form and style had been 
adopted in the Pentateuch, they became the model for subsequent Hebrew 
writers in recording the early period of Israel's settlement in the Promised 
Land down to the times of the kings. 

Of equally great interest is the story of the Winged Sun from the purely 
literary point of view. For the way in which the narrative is developed, 
and more particularly the manner in which the conferment of names and 
their motivation are woven in, betrays an extremely striking similarity to 
these parts of the Pentateuch and the historical books in which the con
quest of Canaan is recounted, What, however, is most remarkable is the 
persistent repetition in both of the phrase ' unto this day ' ,  the Hebrew 
niiJ t::li'iJ i� coinciding literally with the Egyptian r mn hrw pn. Not alone in 
its construction, but also in the choice of the occasions on which this _ 

phrase is used, the coincidence between the Egyptian and the · Hebrew is 

r For the same reason the Temple of Edfu was adorned with the Horus story in honour 
of the Ptolemaic ' Pharaoh '. Nevertheless here local colouring emerges very strongly 
through the designation of Horus as b}µl.ty ' he of Edfu ' . 

K k  
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so striking that one cannot avoid the impression that both the composition 
and style of the Hebrew narratives of the conquest of Canaan were 
influenced by similar Egyptian stories of the conquest of Egypt by the 
god .1  

6. Use of the Phrase ' Unto this Day ' in Hebrew and Egyptian. 

We proceed to select from the many passages with the phrase ' unto this 
day 

, 
and also without it in such as best illustrate the relationship in 

subject-matter and similarity in phraseology in the Hebrew and Egyptian 
texts. 

Gen. 32, 2 :  ' And Jacob went on his way, and the angels of God met 
him. · · And Jacob said when he saw them : this is a host (n�Q�) of God ; 
and Jacob called the name of that place c�;Q� (the two hosts).'2 

Gen. 32, 3 1 : ' And Jacob called the name of the place ?�,�� (Face of 
God), for he said I have seen God face (C'�!f) to face and my life is 
preserved.' 

Gen. 33 ,  17 :  ' And Jacob journeyed on to Sukkoth and built him an 
house and made booths (n\:!lE') for his cattle ; therefore he called the name 
of the place ni:!lP. (Booths).' 

Num. 1 3 , 23 f. : ' And they came unto the brook of Eskol, and cut down 
from thence a branch with one cluster of grapes (?i::i��), and they bare it 
between two upon a staff ; . . .  That place was called 3 ?i::i�� ?IJ� ' Brook of 
the cluster ' on account of the cluster of grapes (i,i:!l��) which the Children 
of Israel cut down from thence.' 

Num. 2 r ,  3 : ' And the Lord hearkened unto the voice of Israel and 
delivered up the Canaanites ; and they annihilated (C!Q�l) them together 
with their towns, and called the name of the place ilf�l'J (annihilation).' 
Cf. also Judges r ,  17. 

Further, with the phrase ' unto this day ' :-
Gen. 26, 32 f. : ' And it came to pass the same day that Isaac's servants 

came and told him concerning the well which they had digged, and said 
unto him, we have found water. And he called it nyJl:7 ' Seven ' ; 4 there
fore the name of the city is Y�� !�7 " Well of Seven " unto this day.' 

% Here we confine ourselves to these general indications. On another occasion we shall 
illustrate this influence more extensively. 

. 

• We give here approximate translations of these names to demonstrate the play upon 
words, this being the essential point, and not their original meaning. 

3 That in this and the following passages the subject in �ii' of i�ip refers to the 
preceding persons is shown below, p. 257. 

4 On the meaning of this name, cf. below, p. 265. 
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In Jos. 5,  9 it is said with reference to the circumcision of the Children 
of Israel : ' And the Lord said unto Joshua, this day have I rolled away 
('Di��) the insult of Egypt from off you. Wherefore the name of the place 
is called '�?� (The Rolling) unto this day.' 1 

In Jos. 7, 25 f. Joshua says to 'Akhan who had sinned in connexion with 
the booty at Jericho : ' Lo ! thou hast troubled us (�Jl!'j;_lP,} ; may God trouble 
thee this day. And all Israel stoned him . . . .  And they raised over him 
a great heap of stones unto this day. Wherefore the name of that place 
was called ,i_,� i'�V. " Valley of Trouble " unto this day.' 2 

Judges 18, 12 says of the Tribe of Dan : ' And they went up and encamped 
(�JQ�l) in J>_irjath Je• iirim in Judah ; wherefore they called that place n-n2� 
" Camp of Dan " unto this day.' 

In 2 Sam. 6,  8 ff. it is narrated that ·uzza fell dead to the ground because 
he had touched the holy Ark of the Covenant ; it proceeds : ' And David 
was displeased because the Lord had made a breach n� upon 'Uzza, and 
he called that place ni� n� " Breach of ·u zza " unto this day.' 3 

With these passages may now be compared the following from the myth 
of the Winged Sun : 

Pl. I 2, 2 ( = Roed. Urk. 1 2 1) the beginning of the narrative of the cam
paign of Horus of Edfu : ' His Majesty (Re) was in Nubia and his army 
was with him without number. Then they (the inhabitants of the land) 
began to rebel (w1w1-ttn·�') against their lord ; the land is therefore called 
Wawah (w1w1.t-ntti�' Rebellion)4 unto this day.' 

• What is meant is, that by this act the ground was cut from under the Egyptians, who 
treated the Children of Israel with contempt as inferior and impure because they were 
uncir!=umcised. Elsewhere our view will be more fully substantiated. 
• On the variation ,.::iy I Chron. 2, 7, cf. above, p. 240, n. 1 .  
3 The reference to the place name ilO::J , Ez. 20, 29, is undoubtedly derived from an old 

source in which an account was given of Tthe first period of Israel's settlement in Canaan in 
the same style and form as in ancient historical narration. Instead of C'�Ji1 merely u1tC:l 
should be read. The pun is clearly indicated by the element C:l , common to both words. 
Cf. above, p. 239 f. Also 2 Chron. 20, 26 on the name n;1f P�V. is undoubtedly derived 
from an ancient source. 

4 This phrase reads gd-tw or gd-tw n-f (fem. n-s},  literally ' It is said ' or ' It is said to 
him (fem. her) ' ,  i.e. ' It, he, or she is called ' ;  whereupon the name follows and then l;zr-i, 
i.e. ' on this account, therefore '. So in our passage : <.fd-tw t1 w1w1.t lzr-i ' It is said land 
wawah on this account ' ,  i.e. ' is therefore called Wawah ' ;  or Brugsch, Gefl. Sonne 1 3, I 
( = Urk. 12 1 )  #-tw n-f ntr <1 nb p.t lzr-i ' It is said to him (i.e. he is called) " Great God, 
Lord of heaven " on this account ' .  Sometimes it has the form of a command <.fdnf ' Let it 
be said to him ', i .e. he shall be called so-and-so. As already observed above, pp. 1 5 1  and 235 
n. 3, # n-f coincides exactly with the Hebrew ,,_,��-� . just as lzr ' on, above ' is used 

like the Hebrew ,l.7, so that similarly i?. 'l.1 corresponds in such connexion with the 
Egyptian l;zr-i. 
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Pl. l J , 5 ( = Roed. Urk. 122) : he says to Horns after seeing his fallen 
foes : ' This is a place of agreeable life (ngm <n!J-my o'�J). Therefore, the 
palace of Horus of Edfu is called ngm <n!J-my o'�:i (Agreeable Life) unto 
this day.' 

Pl. l 3 ,  6 f. ( = Urk. l 22 f.) : ' Re said to the gods in his suite : Let us 
voyage (!Jny-:i:in) in our ship on the water, for our heart is joyous on 
account of our enemies that lie on the ground. Therefore, it is called 
!Jnw = i:in (The Voyaged) unto this day.' 

Pl. 1 4, 3 ( = Urk. 1 24) : ' Horus of Edfu instituted a great slaughter 
!J1y.t-n\�n) among them (the foe). Re said : Remain standing, Horus of 
Edfu, that I may see thee. Therefore, is this place called Ha' at of Re 
(l;.t-nn) unto this day.' 1 

Pl. l 5 ,  7 f. ( = Urk. l 28) : Re says to Horus when he had brought him � 

the foe with a spear through the throat : ' How great was the attack (dndn) 
which thou didst carry out ; thou hast cleansed (S<b caus. of <b = w<b-.:iy, 
" clean ") this place.' Re then said to Thot : ' The palace of Horus of 
Edfu shall therefore be called " Lord of the clean (<b-Jy = .:llJi) places " unto 
this day ; and the priest (of this sanctuary) shall, therefore, be called wr 
dndn " The Great in wrath " unto this day.' 

Pl. l 5 ,  10 f. ( = Urk. l 28) : Horus, the son of Isis, cut off the head of his 
enemy (Seth) and those of his companions in front of his father Re and in 
front of the entire great company of gods.z He dragged him by the heels 
round his domain and stuck his spear in his head and in his back. Re said 
to Thot : ' Behold, the son of Osiris has dragged (itl;-nn�) the wretched 
one round his domain. Thot spake : Therefore, shall the territory be 
given the name of Dragging (itl;-nn�) unto this day.' 

These examples may suffice to show how closely the usage and the mode 
of applying the phrase ni;:i ci�;:i ip conform to the Egyptian r mn hrw pn, 
and how similar in style and form are the Biblical and Egyptian narratives 
of the conquest and occupation of their Lands of Inheritance. In both 

1 This pun is particularly instructive as the Egyptians knew perfectly well that [i.t meant 
' house ' but none the less associated it, for the sake of the play on words, with tz,y .t 
' slaughter ' .  This shows clearly how little stress ·was laid on the real meaning of the 
associated words ; and consequently it is quite possible also that the Hebrew writers in 

cases like ':;ff and '?¥ and npo and il�f? were fully aware of the real meaning of '.:l.:l -.: 
and ili&t:i but nevertheless coined the pun. 

,. 

2 Cf. also pl. 15 ,  7 ( = Urk. 128) : ' He brought him before his father Re ' (m b1[i itf-f r<) ; 
pl. 16, 8 ( = Urk. 1 30) : ' �e killed her before Re ' or pl. 15,  4 ( = Urk. 127) : ' After he had 
killed her before the ship of Re '. For the use of similar phraseology in like circumstances, 
cf. 1 Sam, 15, 33 : ' And Samuel hewed Agag in pieces before the Lord in Gilgal ' ;  2. Sam. 
2 1 1  9 :  ' They hanged them in the mountain before the Lord.' 
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cases old names and pre-existing places are brought into connexion with 
new events, and newly conferred names of conquered localities are inter
preted according to memorable incidents. 

A common feature in the naming of places is the mention of the new 
name as existing, even before it was conferred. Thus in the instance of 
Gen. 33 ,  17 we are told that Jacob came to Sukkoth as if it was already 
known by that name, and only subsequently we learn that it received this 
name because Jacob built booths (nbp) there ; similarly in Num. 1 3 , 23 we 
are told that the spies reached the Valley of the Cluster (Efko[), and only 
then is it said that this place was so called, because there they cut a cluster 
of grapes .('b��), cf. also 2 Chron. 20, 26. Similarly in the myth of the 
Winged Sun, pl. 17, 6 ( = Urk. 1 32) Re said to Horus that the number of 
his ships on the Demit-water was very great, and only then are we told that 
by the god's command ' the name of this water shall be called Demit 
(dmy.t) '. 

Another common feature in the course of the narrative in Hebrew and 
Egyptian is the exact localization of a place immediately after the motiva
tion of its name, thus e.g. in Gen. 1 6, 14 : it is said, after the motivation of 
the name of Hagar's well, ' behold it is between Kades and Bared '. 
Further, Judges 1 8, 12 it is said of the camping of the Danites near �irjath 
Je'arim : ' Therefore they called that place " Camp of Dan " unto this day. 
Behold it lies behind �irjath Je'arim.' 1 Exactly similar indications are 
given in the myth of the Winged Sun, 17, 5 ( = Urk. 1 32) : ' Re said (to 
Horus) : " How wonderfully beautiful (n/rwy)-�iiElJ) is the abode (s.t) in 
which thou hast settled " . . . . . Thot said , " The palace in this place shall, 
therefore, be called ' Beautiful Abode (s.t nfr-i::lJ-ilW) ' unto this day " ;  it 
lies south-west of Ne<areh (n<r.t) at a distance of four leagues.' z 

In all these cases we have to do not merely with invented place-names, 
or with ritual institutions and festivals created by the fancy of priestly 
hermeneutics or arbitrary juggling with words, but with real existing places 

1 Similarly, though in more general terms, Gen. 50, I I ; ' Wherefore the name of it (the 
place) was called ' The Mourning of Egypt ' ;-which is beyond Jordan ' ; Judges 15 ,  19 : 
' Wherefore he called its name " Well of the Caller "-it lies in Lel)i-unto this day ' ; 
2 Sam: 2, 16 : ' And the name of the place was called ' Plot of the Rocks ' which is in 

Gibeon.' Originally there must have been a pun between np'n ' plot ' and p'n ' be 
divided '. 
' The passage reads : wnn-s IJr Ti imn.t n n<r.t m IJ.tp ir.t 4. The words m IJ.tp have here 

no meaning. Brugsch and Roeder take them to be a mistake for m t1, without, however, 
furnishing any satisfactory explanation. It appears that both here and in the preceding 
line dealing with the place-name n 1r-f m IJtp, the latter two words furnish a more precise 
designation. 
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geographically identifiable, as well as with festivals and ritual institutions 
known from other sources and which actually existed. [ It is important to 
emphasize this fact because it is only by ignoring the real meaning and 
origin of these puns that so many far-fetched and incongruous suggestions 
have been formed. 

7. The Meaning of ' Unto this Day '. 

In all the above passages and many others which could be cited, our 
phrase reads, as stated, r mn ·hrw pn ' unto this day ',2 generally interpreted 
as meaning ' unto the present day, till to-day ' from the standpoint of the 
writer or narrator. Equally general is the view that in all these cases of 
conferring names, these motivations are later interpolations in the original 
narrative by priests or scribes for certain motives, and are, therefore, to be 
regarded as parenthical glosses which do not belong to the original text. 

The view that r mn hrw pn means ' till the present day ' is not 
tenable, because in many passages of the myth of The Winged Sun and 
many others, it cannot possibly have been so meant. Thus e.g. Winged 
Sun, pl. 14, 1 3  ( = Urk. 126) : ' Thot said to Re : Therefore he shall be 
called " Horns, Winged Sun, Great God, S layer of Foes, First of Hebnu " 
unto this day ' (r mn hrw pn) ; pl. 1 8, 5 ( = Urk. 1 35) : ' Re said to Thot : 
Let us hasten through the whole land and hasten through the whole sea. 
Then spake Thot : The sea shall be called " Sea of Hastening " unto this 
day ' (r mn hrw pn). As will be seen, the words of Thot have a jussive 
character and can only be understood as an injunction of future validity. 
The same applies to the passages cited above from pl. 1 3 , 5 and 1 5, I".I . 
Brugsch, Roeder, and others have attempted to evade the difficulty by 
translating the phrase r mn hrw pn in such passages not as in all the other 
numerous instances by ' unto this day ' but by 'from this day onwards ', 
which, however, is in obvious conflict with the meaning of r mn ' unto ' 
and the whole construction of the phrase. For the use of r mn as preposition 
' until ', derived from the literal meaning ' to remain ', is always employed 
in the sense of ' down to, until ', and cannot suddenly be arbitrarily inter-

1 Cf. Brugsch loc. cit., pp. 1 82, 183, 186, 187, 1 90, where the names of towns, rivers, 
sanctuaries, and districts interpreted by similarity of sound are localized, and the feasts 
mentioned are also identified. 

• This is the ordinary form ; the fuller, but rarer, reads : r mn m hrw pn, Westc. 7, 3 f., 
elsewhere also r myn ' till to-day ' .Ag. WB. ,  ii, 43. But r mn myn is not as late as the Greek 
period, as there stated (p. 64), because it already occurs in Pap. Brit. "Mus. u64, 1 0  f. 
Sitzungsb. d. Berl. Ak. ,  1 914, p. 1010 (a reference which I owe to Dr. J. Polotsky}. Cf. 
also Erman. Gram. § 456 and Gardiner, Gram. § 180. 
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preted as ' from . . . onwards ', 1 particularly not in passages where the 
narrator, in using r mn hrw pn, can only be thinking of the future. 

Just as little as this contradictory interpretation of r mn can the other 
view with regard to the parenthetical character of name motivations be 
sustained. The exclusion of such indications from the original narrative 
as later interpolations betrays complete failure to understand the particular 
role assigned to Thot in this and similar myths, a role which we must 
clearly define because of its manifold importance. In reality, Thot, the god 
of writing, the author of the divine scriptures, attends Re in the campaign 
of Horus, in his office as ' writer of the words of god ' (sf md.w ntr), to 
which belonged also the ' Annals of the gods ' (gnw.t n.t ntr.w) in which the 
battles of the gods Re, Geb, and others down to Horus, for the conquest of 
Egypt are described. 2 He is the historiographer of Re, the one who notes 
all happenings, records all sayings of Re, and registers all his commands. 
Therefore, all the sayings of Re associated with a battle, with a defeat of the 
enemy, with a journey over land or water, as well as any episode during the 
great campaign of conquest, are all integral elements of the original narra
tive, and infallibly are organically bound up with it. This applies more 
especially to sayings referring to the festival of names on certain places, 
because by the assignment of a new name, the conquest of that place is 
documented, so that it may actually serve as a title to its possession for all 
time. Therein lies the whole significance of the giving of names, and, 
therefore, it must have emanated from the conquering god himself, as we 
are actually told that it took place either at the direct command of Re, or 
at the instance of Thot, as scribe of the battles of Re and Horus. . 

How the phrase ' unto this day ' acquired this meaning cannot be estab
lished with certainty. It may be that in the hierarchic writings of the 
gods, of which in these myths we have only desultory fragments, ' This 
day ' had a quite specific meaning with which the conception of remote 
futurity was associated, as for instance with the Day of Judgement, and 

1 Cf. Erman, Gram. ( 1928) § 456 and Gardiner, Gram. § 1 80. Also in other connexions r mn 
means ' until ', e.g. r mn r< ' till the end of ' or ' till (r mn) the year . .  .' or ' till (r mn) my 
Majesty ' .  i.e. ' till I ascended the throne ' ,  Ag. WB., ii, 64. As the examples referred to 
in the Ag. WB. are not yet published, it cannot be determined in which cases r mn means 
' before ' or where r mn m . . .  r means ' from . . .  till after '. Ag. WB. loc. cit. All 
these and similar passages should be re-examined for their right meaning in the light of the 
facts set forth in this chapter. 

� In the Book of the Dead he is also called ' Scribe of the truth of the Ennead Corporation 
of the Gods ' (sf m1<.t pi(J..t ntr.w) whereby his character as author of the oldest records of 
the gods is denoted. With this position is connected, I believe, his role as Moon-god, 
namely, as companion of the Sun god Re. This question will be treated more fully 
elsewhere. 
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related to a day in the most distant future in the divine calendar of 
millions of years. It is possible also that originally it was taken literally 
in the sense of ' that it remains this day ', meaning that it may last and be 
rendered eternal on this day for all time. 1 This meaning seems to emerge 
from a passage in an old text of the I Ith dynasty (Brit. Mus. u64, 1of.), 
where our formula actually reads ' To-day' (myn) instead of ' this day' (hrw pn ). 
The text refers to a ' contract ' which a testator concluded with the priestly 
' Reader ' for the dead in order that ' all ceremonies in his tomb ' might be 
carried out on particular festival days, and in order, as the ' contract ' goes 
on to say, that ' my name may be beautiful and my memory endure r mn 
myn unto to-day '. Here the phrase can only be conceived as an injunction 
for the remote future, i.e. that my name may be rendered enduring to-day 
for always.2 

Whatever the original meaning of the phrase may have been, for us the 
fact is of importance first that ' unto this day ' indicates no limitation of 
time from the standpoint of the speaker, and secondly that all passages 
dealing with the conferment of names belong inseparably to the original 
narrative, because they form an essential, if not the most essential, element 
of the narrative. 

All that we have said with regard to r mn hrw pn applies in every respect 
also to ni;::i Ci'i} i�. Both in the Pentateuch and elsewhere there are 
passages where the phrase cannot possibly be interpreted otherwise than as 
a stipulation for the far future. Thus e.g. Deut. 10, 8 : ' At that time the 
Lord separated the Tribe of Levi, to bear the Ark of the Covenant of the 
Lord, to stand before the Lord to minister to him, and to bless in His 
name unto this day.' Similarly Deut. I I ,  4 where, referring to Pharaoh and 
his host, it is said how the Lord ' hath destroyed them unto this day '. Here 
it can only mean ' for ever and ever '.3 This applies in much stronger 
measure to Josh. 9, 27, where it says of the Gibeonites ' And Joshua made 

1 This is supported by the fuller formula r mn m hrw pn literally ' to remain on this day ', 
cf. above, p. 254, n. 2. 

• H. 0. Lange, Sitzungsb. der Berl. Ak., 1914, p. 1 010 also takes it to be a prognosis for 
the future and thinks that in the - use of ' till to-day ' the writer placed himself in the 
position of the reader for all times. But here it seems really to mean literally ' to remain 
to-day ', i.e. ' that it may become lasting to-day '. 

3 It should be noted that the annihilation exclusively relates to the Egyptian army, not, 
however, to the whole of Egypt as empire and land and, therefore, has only in mind the 
events at the Red Sea. It is only in connexion with the wonders (v. 3) that ' Pharaoh and 
all his land ' are !eferred to. This deserves emphasis especially with reference to Spieg. 
OLZ. 1923, 481 ,  who seriously suggested the phrase is to be taken as a date for the com
position of Deuteronomy after the conquest of Egypt by Cambyses about the year 525 B.c. 
Cf. Erwiderung, p. 33 f. 
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them that day hewers of wood and drawers of water for the congregation 
and for the altar of the Lord unto this day in the place which He should 
choose '. 

In this passage the case is clear: 'unto this day ' undoubtedly is an integral 
part of the text, and the decree of Joshua looks from his own time to 
a future day, when the choice of the holy place should have been effected. 
Equally clear is this meaning in passages which speak of an act or event 
completed in the past, as, inter alia, Josh. 7, 26 ' And they raised over him 
(the stoned 'Akhan) a great heap of stones unto this day ' ;  or Josh. 8, 28 
' And Joshua burnt the town of 'Ayy and made it an eternal heap of desola
tion unto this day. And the king of 'Ayy he hanged on a tree . . .  and they 
raised upon him a gre�t heap of stones unto this day '. The same applies 
also to many other passages, as e.g. Gen. 26, 33 ; Deut. 2, 22. 3 ,  14 ( = Judges 
1 0 ,  4.), 34, 6 ;  Judges 1 ,  21 , etc. But also in the sense of permanent validity 
it occurs, exactly as in Egyptian, in passages like Gen. 47, 26 ' And Joseph 
made it a law unto this day ' ,  i.e. for ever. In the prohibition of the sinew 
of the hollow of the thigh, Gen. 32, 33, it has even the significance of 
a command, and must therefore, read : ' Therefore the Children of Israel 
shall not eat of the sinew . . . unto this day ', i.e. for all time. Similarly 
1 Sam. 5 ,  s reads : ' Therefore neither the Priest of Dagon nor any visitors 
to Dagon's sanctuary shall cross the threshold of Dagon in Asdod unto this 
day.' I 

The use of n�tt ci,tt iy agrees further with the Egyptian inasmuch as it is 
an integral constituent of the original narrative, and must, therefore, have 
belonged ab origine to the text. For just as in Egyptian, so also in the 
Biblical narratives, the motivations of the names conferred are not mere 
plays upon words by later scribes, but were, from the first, conceiv.ed as per
petual memorials of notable episodes. And just as in Egyptian where it is 
the conquering gods or the heroes of the combat who comment upon and 
interpret the events to motivate the names of places, the institution of 
festivals and the like, so also in the Bible the same role is to be assigned to 
the persons chiefly concerned in the events and episodes. This especially 
in the narratives concerning the periods before and during the conquest 
and settlement of Canaan, as well as in the subsequent tribal chronicles, in 
order that the names of places and certain institutions might d�rive their 
sanction from the importance of the event and the authority of these who 
proclaimed them. Accordingly a phrase like 1!'(1� i� 'y is not to be taken 

• A parallel is provided by the execration of the Tanis Canal at its junction with the sea 
by the Egyptian priests, because at this point Seth had thrown Osiris in a box into the 
sea, Plutarch, De !side, chap. 13.  Moreover the threshold was not avoided as holy, as is 
maintained, but as a spot foul and horrible. 

L I 
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related to a day in the most distant future in the divine calendar of 
millions of years. It is possible also that originally it was taken literally 
in the sense of ' that it remains this day ', meaning that it may last and be 
rendered eternal on this day for all time. 1 This meaning seems to emerge 
from a passage in an old text of the 1 1th dynasty (Brit. Mus. 1 164, 1 of.), 
where our formula actually reads ' To-day ' (myn) instead of ' this day' (hrw pn). 
The text refers to a ' contract ' which a testator concluded with the priestly 
' Reader ' for the dead in order that ' all ceremonies in his tomb ' might be 
carried out on particular festival days, and in order, as the ' contract ' goes 
on to say, that ' my name may be beautiful and my memory endure r mn 
myn unto to-day '. Here the phrase can only be conceived as an injunction 
for the remote future, i.e. that my name may be rendered enduring to-day 
for always. 2 

Whatever the original meaning of the phrase may have been, for us the 
fact is of importance first that ' unto this day ' indicates no limitation of 
time from the standpoint of the speaker, and secondly that all passages 
dealing with the conferment of names belong inseparably to the original 
narrative, because they form an essential, if not the most essential, element 
of the narrative. 

All that we have said with regard to r mn hrw pn applies in every respect 
also to il!i'.:1 ci�;:i i�. Both in the Pentateuch and elsewhere there are 
passages where the phrase cannot possibly be interpreted otherwise than as 
a stipulation for the far future. Thus e.g. Deut. 10,  8 :  ' At that time the 
Lord separated the Tribe of Levi, to bear the Ark of the Covenant of the 
Lord, to stand before the Lord to minister to him, and to bless in His 
name unto this day.' Similarly Deut. I I ,  4 where, referring to Pharaoh and 
his host, it is said how the Lord ' hath destroyed them unto this day '. Here 
it can only mean ' for ever and ever '.3 This applies in much stronger 
measure to Josh. 9, 27, where it says of the Gibeonites ' And Joshua made 

• This is supported by the fuller formula r mn m hrw pn literally ' to remain on this day ', 
cf. above, p. 254, n. 2. 

• H. 0. Lange, Sitzungsb. der Berl. Ak., 1914, p. 1010 also takes it to be a prognosis for 
the future and thinks that in the use of ' till to-day ' the writer placed himself in the 
position of the reader for all times. But here it seems really to mean literally ' to remain 
to-day ', i.e. ' that it may become lasting to-day '.  

3 It should be noted that the annihilation exclusively relates to the Egyptian army, not, 
however, to the whole of Egypt as empire and land and, therefore, has only in mind the 
events at the Red Sea. It is only in connexion with the wonders (v. 3) that ' Pharaoh and 
all his land ' are referred to. This deserves emphasis especially with reference. to Spieg. 
OLZ. 1923, 481 ,  who seriously suggested the phrase is to be taken as a date for the com
position of Deuteronomy after the conquest of Egypt by Cambyses about the year 525 B.C. 
Cf. Erwiderung, p. 33 f. 
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them that day hewers of wood and drawers of water for the congregation 
and for the altar of the Lord unto this day in the place which He should 
choose '. 

In this passage the case is clear: 'unto this day ' undoubtedly is an integral 
part of the text, and the decree of Joshua looks from his own time to 
a future day, when the choice of the holy place should have been effected. 
Equally clear is this meaning in passages which speak of an act or event 
completed in the past, as, inter alia, Josh. 7, 26 ' And they raised over him 
(the stoned •A.khan) a great heap of stones unto this day ' ; or Josh. 8, 28 

' And Joshua burnt the town of 'Ayy and made it an eternal heap of desola
tion unto this day. And the king of 'Ayy he hanged on a tree . . .  and they 
raised upon him a gre�t heap of stones unto this day '. The same applies 
also to many other passages, as e.g. Gen. 26, 33 ; Deut. 2, 22. 3 ,  14 ( = Judges 
1 0 ,  4.), 341 6 ;  Judges 1 ,  211  etc. But also in the sense of permanent validity 
it occurs, exactly as in Egyptian, in passages like Gen. 47, 26 ' And Joseph 
made it a law unto this day ', i.e. for ever. In the prohibition of the sinew 
of the hollow of the thigh, Gen. 32, 33, it has even the significance of 
a command, and must therefore, read : ' Therefore the Children of Israel 
shal.l not eat of the sinew . . .  unto this day ', i.e. for all time. Similarly 
1 Sam. 5, s reads : ' Therefore neither the Priest of Dagon nor any visitors 
to Dagon's sanctuary shall cross the threshold of Dagon in Asdod unto this 
day.' I 

The use of i1�i] c;•i] i)? agrees further with the Egyptian inasmuch as it is 
an integral constituent of the original narrative, and must, therefore, have 
belonged ab origine to the text. For just as in Egyptian, so also in the 
Biblical narratives, the motivations of the names conferred are not mere 
plays upon words by later scribes, but were, from the first, concei".'ed as per
petual memorials of notable episodes. And just as in Egyptian where it is 
the conquering gods or the heroes of the combat who comment upon and 
interpret the events to motivate the names of places, the institution of 
festivals and the like, so also in the Bible the same role is to be assigned to 
the persons chiefly concerned in the events and episodes. This especially 
in the narratives concerning the periods before and during the conquest 
and settlement of Canaan, as well as in the subsequent tribal chronicles, in 
order that the names of places and certain institutions might dc:;rive their 
sanction from the importance of the event and the authority of these. who 
proclaimed them. Accordingly a phrase like �1� 1� �3? is not to be taken 

1 A parallel is provided by the execration of the Tanis Canal at its junction with the sea 
by the Egyptian priests, because at this point Seth had thrown Osiris in a box into the 
sea, Plutarch, De !side, chap. 13 .  Moreover the threshold was not avoided as holy, as is 
maintained, but as a spot foul and horrible. 

L 1 
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impersonally, but applied directly to the person or persons expressly 
mentioned by name or conceived in action. 

Finally we may deduce from the similarity of the narrative material 
in Egyptian and Hebrew that the use of il!i} Ci';:t ip belongs to the most 
ancient historical writing, just as r mn hrw pn is native to the ·myths of 
primeval times. It is only thus that we can understand why, in the pro
phetic and later writings, ' unto this day ' is no longer used as in the 
Pentateuch and historical texts, as a self-contained phrase without relation 
to other times, but mostly as a terminus ad quem following a terminus a 
quo. Thus e.g. ' since the going forth from Egypt until this day ', J er. 7, 25 ; 
' since the days of Josiah until this day ', 36, 2 ;  ' since the days of the 
fathers until this day ', Ezra 9, 7 ; ' since the days of Joshua ', or ' since the 
days of the kings of Assur until this day ',1 Neh. 8, 17 and 9,  32. 

8. The Name ii�. ,. 

(a) Meaning of the Name. 

That ii� is not a Hebrew name_, but is of Egyptian ongm, is now 
generally agreed. It has been identified with mi, and derived from the root 
m.Sy ' conceive, give birth ' (Jig. WB., ii, 1 37 f.), in the sense of ' child, son 
of so-and-so '.2 This explanation was originally furnished by Lauth, 
ZDMG. 25 ( 1 865) 1 39, and was adopted by later Egyptologists like 
Lepsius, Chronologie, 326, Ebers, Durch Gosen, 525, Brugsch and especially 
Spiegelberg, ZDMG. 53,  633 f. who sponsored this interpretation, support
ing it by several examples from the time of the New Kingdom to which 
the period of the Exodus is nearest. As a proper name this m1 is generally 
regarded as an abbreviation of a theophoric name consisting of two ele
ments, the first of which is the name of a god, like AQ.-mose (N;-m.S), 
' Son of the Moon ', Thut-mose frP.zwty-mS), ' Son of Thoth ', or Rameses 
(r<-ms), ' Son of Re '. In the case of ilt'O it is assumed that the heathen 
god-name was eliminated for monotheistic reasons, retaining only the second 

1 The fact that in passages like Ex. 10, 6 ;  Gen. 48, 15 ; Num. 22, 30 ; Judges 19, 30 ' unto 
this day ' is similarly limited in point of time merely strengthens the view as to the in
definiteness of this phrase everywhere where it is used alone without reference t� the past. 
• Josephus Ant. ii, 9 § 6 and Contra Ap. i. § 31 attempts to explain iltlr.l from µw ( = Egypt. 

mw) ' water ' and vuij� ( = Egypt, ?) ' saved ' but this cannot be supported from the Egyptian, -
and is, indeed, untenable on the ground that . such a name-formation, as already observed by 
Lauth ZDMG. 25, p. 141 , is unthinkable in Egyptian. For the same reason we must also 
reject the Coptic etymology .u.w-o-r-xe advanced by Jablonski, Opuscu!a. i, 152 ff. More
over it is not the Hebrew but the Greek form Mwvuij� adopted by the LXX on which 
J osephus's etymology is based. 
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element mi.1 According to others (Naville, Pithom, p. 7, and Gardiner, 
J.E.A. 5 ,  221 ) n�o is not an abbreviated theophoric name due to mono
theistic tendencies, but signifies merely ' boy, child ', whereby the anony
mity of the foundling was to be emphasized. But even on the first 
assumption it is not necessary to take for granted a tendentious abbreviation 
of the original theophoric name, as among the Egyptians themselves the 
abbreviated ' pet ' form miy, derived from similar theophoric names, was 
common.2 

The identification of Mt!IC with mi though very far-fetched has, neverthe
less, the appearance of being in order. But apart from objections advanced 
by some scholars and several difficulties that we do not deem necessary to 
specify 3 the whole explanation of n� from miy ' conceive, bear ', or from 
mi ' boy, child ' falls to the ground in view of the fact that the very name 
Rameses, in which mJ is held to be of the same root as �o in n�, is 
transliterated twice in the Exodus narrative 1 ,  I I ,  and 12, 37, not as we 
should expect by il�0¥1 , but by 099111. Now it is unthinkable that the 
same Egyptian word mJ could be reproduced at one time as n�o anti 
at another as O!;)t;l , not only in two different vocalizations but also in 
two sibilants � and o which etymologically and phonetically are quite 
different.4 

All these difficulties and complications are removed by identifying the 
name n�o with two Egyptian elements lying ready to hand, which exactly 
correspond in sound and yield a meaning in accordance with the whole 

1 It should be pointed out that this interpretation is incorrect. In names like Rameses, 
etc. ms does not mean ' Child, Son of So-and-so ', because in this case the name would be 
ms-r<, as emerges from the writing r< ms-sw : it means ' Ra  engendered him '  (.Ilg. WB, ii, 
p. 138), wherein the corporeal fatherhood of the god is expressed (cf. above, p. 43). As far 
as concerns the Greek transliteration of ms sometimes by mos as in 'Aµwu1s (i<b-ms), Tiliµou1s 
(!lbwty-ms), and sometimes by mes, as in 'Paµfouqs (r<-ms'), it may perhaps be explained by 
the fact that two different forms lurk in ms, although in Egyptian all these and similar 
names are, as far as I can see, written in the same manner. Cf. inter alz'a Hoffmann, Theoph. 
Namen, p. 38 f., Lieblein, Diet., no. 955, 608, also Pap. Anast., v, 206, and Rev. iii, 47. 
That the two s in Rameses are divided by a vowel was deduced by Ranke, AZ. 46 (1909), 
p. 1 1 1 ,  from the cuneiform spelling riamafiia in texts of the thirteenth century B.c., and 
this is supported by the Hebrew form 00011, . 

• Cf. Anast. , i, 18, 2, p. 20 and n. 3 with reference to Sall. 2, 18, where miy appears as 
pet-name of Rameses. Elsewhere also ms occurs as proper name and belongs to the 
category of the many abbreviated names. Cf. also T. G. Allen, AJSL, 35,  I IO ff. 

3 See Erwiderung, p. 25 f., where the new efforts made by Spiegelberg t� maintain this 
identification are rebutted, particularly from a phonetic point of view. 

4 Cf. also Gen. 47, I I ,  Num. 33, 3 and 5. Even if admitted that most possibly the 
reference to the building of the city of Rameses, Ex. 1 ,  II, did not emanate from the author 
of the Exodus story-a question into which we do not enter here-it would be difficult to 
explain the differences in the spelling. 
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spirit of the Moses story. The first element mw (m) means ' water ', but 
stands here metaphorically for ' seed ' in the sense of ' child, son ' ; 1  and the 
second element se (i1�) means ' pond, lake, expanse of water ' and is applied 
here to the Nile which was called by the Egyptians also fe.2 Thus il�O 
means simply ' Child of the Nile '. 

Reading the story, we get, indeed, the distinct impression that it was the 
intention of the narrator to convey that the choice of mw-se as the name of 
the boy was to preserve the memory of his being found in the River Nile. 
It is this feature which is emphasized in the name, and nothing appears 
more plausible and adequate than the interpretation of ne•o as ' Child of 
the Nile '. To the Hebrew narrator the Egyptian signification of nc•o was 
quite familiar. He knew that ;e meant the River Nile, and this he faith
fully reproduced in C'Oil ;o ' out of the water ', for, as a matter of fact, the 
Egyptians called their river also ' the water ', an expression, as we have 
seen above, p. 6 3 ,  n: 3 ,  repeatedly reproduced int he Exodus narrative by c;9 . 
In the rendering of ;e by C��;:i ' The Water ' in the sense of ' River Nile ' 
the narrator sought to retain in Hebrew the Egyptian idiom as he conceived 
it in the mouth of the Egyptian-speaking daughter of Pharaoh when ex
plaining the name. In the Hebrew motivation of the name by the words 
�ni:i·�9 c;�iJ ;� '-¥ there are two factors present : In the association of the 
Egyptian name mw-se with c;�;:i ' The Water ',  i.e. River Nile, is the 
primary meaning of the boy's name as explained by the Egyptian Princess ; 
and in the linking of n�o with the Hebrew word n�9 ' draw out ' or 

1 E.g. mw ntry ' divine water ' of So-and-so = '  divine son ' .  Cf. Ag. WB., ii, 52. Pre
cisely the metaphorical use of this word in connexion with divine beings makes it plausible 
that the daughter of Pharaoh should apply it to the foundling as being a gift of the 
Nile god. 
• By ;e the Egyptians denoted both lakes (as e.g. the Bitter Lakes) and also brooks, ponds, 

canals, as well as all waters generally ; likewise too especially broad expanses of the Nile, as 
e.g. at Fayyum (!6-wr ' the great lake '). The Hebrew pronunciation il;? for f is supported 

by the Coptic !!JHI (B) !!JH€I (S), Er.-Gr. 1 77 and KWB. 188. This form f is also pre

served in the name fenl;or (_;_,......,:...:. ) by which the Bitter Lakes are still called. This is, 

moreover, the same name as iin1� as in Josh. 13, 3 ,  Is.  23, 3, and Jer. 2 ,  18, i.e. ' Lake of 
Horns ' (f-11-lzr). The vocalization '� is,  however, not to be explained by the fact that the 
Hebrew punctuators saw in iln'� a Hebrew word akin to -,iny ' black ' and accordingly 
rendered it in Hebrew form, but rather regarded it as a faithful rendering of the name f-lzr• 
as the Hebrews in the time of the Prophets heard it from the l ips of Egyptians in a 
vernacular variation. As a matter of fact a later Egyptian spelling fy points to a pronunciation '� (cf. Gardiner, Sinuhe, p. 223 ,  n. 2). It is noteworthy that f• is today still living among 
the Bishari Bedouins in Egypt, south of Assuan, in the form of fyah (pl. !iha), denoting the 
large expanse and accumulation of waters at the edge of the Wadis (cf. Hess, Zeitschr. f. 
Kolonialspr. , ix, p. 216, also above, p. 50, n. 2 and p. 1 86,  n. 3).  As will be seen, this form 
reveals the palpable terminal i1 as in i1p0 , which, moreover, also still lurks in the Coptic 
form. 

· 
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' rescue ' lies the secondary interpretation added by the Hebrew narrato� 
himself. He knew quite well that originally between il�O and n;"? then
was no association of meaning any more than there was e.g. between the 
Babylonian name ��� (cf. above, p. 232) and the Hebrew word �� (Gen. 
r r ,  9). Nevertheless it suited him to be able to find a word like i1� which 
in meaning and sound was admirably appropriate for interpreting the alien 
name :i�o in the spirit and savour of the Hebrew language without 
obliterating the original Egyptian signification of the name. 1 That in 
assona nt motivation of names little regard is paid to etymological exactitude 
we have sufficiently seen from all the examples of such name-derivation 
cited above. 

In further illustration and support of our identification of i1� with the 
Egyptian fe we would add that fe figures as a component in a whole series 
of Egyptian theophoric names. Thus, e.g., imn-m-fe ' Amon-in-the-Lake ' 
or ' on-the-Lake ' ;  sbk-m-fe ' Sobek (the crocodile god) in the Lake ' or ' on 
the Lake ' ;  �r-fe ' Horus of the Lake ' or ' in, on the Lake ' ;  also in fem ale 
names : nb J:ir fe-s ' Nub (?)  on her Lake ' ;  and generally, ' God in, or on the 
Lake ' ntr m fe ; also in abbreviated form with the omission of the name of 
the deity, e.g. <yn-m-fe ' The Precious One on the Lake ' ;  p1-n-se ' He on 
the Lake ', and many others.2 All these examples furnish us with un
deniable support for the identification of ;i:fri with mw-fe ; and the frequency 

' We merely assume that the root :itt'O is of Hebrew origin, although it is exemplified in 
no other Semitic language in the me;ning ' draw out, rescue ' ,  and even in the Bible only 
occurs elsewhere in 2 Sam. 22, 17 = Ps. 1 8, 17, where the text is later than our passage and 
even seems to be dependent on it. On the other hand we should not omit to mention that 
the Egyptian ms, also ms1 (different from msy) means ' bring along ', said also of persons, 
Ag. WB.,  ii, 1 35, so that ultimately :i�o might likewise be an Egyptian loan-word with 
the above meaning. Be that as it mayT, for the real explanation of the name i1!?0 stress is 
laid on 0'0;"') and not on the verb i1�0 .  · 

2 Cf. AZ. 62 ( 1 926),  p. 26 ; Die thedph. Personennamen, p. 25 f. and 27 f. In the Berlin, 
Ag. Namen-Worterbuch, still under issue, will be found many other examples of such names. 
' In the water ,_ would better apply to the crocodile god Sobek than ' on the water ' .  The 
name nfr-f•, Hoffmann, Joe. cit., p.  16, would probably mean ' The beautiful (god) of the 
lake ' .  It should further be observed that mw ' water ' also occurs as component in several 
theophoric names, e.g. !J<-n-mw ' He that appears (or has appeared) on the water ' ,  in which 
!J< is a ceremonious expression for the appearance of gods and· kings on their throne. We 
also frequently encounter mw in abbreviated names, e.g. !Jr-mw ' He that is found under the 
water ' ,  or n-mwyy ' He on both waters ' or ' He that belongs to both waters ' .  With regard 
to the name n-mwyy, the dual form mwyy, is noteworthy because it reveals the same forma
tion as C'O . All these names allude to the appearance of the gods when, on particular 
festivals, they are carried on a bark in solemn procession on the Nile or on a canal or lake 
near a temple. Possibly the choice of such a name may be explained by the birth of the 
child on the festival of the god concerned, in the sense that the arrival of the child is 
regarded as the appearance of the god after which it  is named. 
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spirit of the Moses story. The first element mw (10) means ' water ' ,  but 
stands here metaphorically for ' seed ' in the sense of ' child, son ' ;1 and the 
second element se (n�) means ' pond, lake, expanse of water ' and is applied 
here to the Nile which was called by the Egyptians also fe.2 Thus n?.t:> 
means simply ' Child of the Nile '. 

Reading the story, we get, indeed, the distinct impression that it was the 
intention of the narrator to convey that the choice of mw-se as the name of 
the boy was to preserve the memory of his being found in the River Nile. 
It is this feature which is emphasized in the name, and nothing appears 
more plausible and adequate than the interpretation of ilC'O as ' Child of 
the Nile '. To the Hebrew narrator the Egyptian signification of n�·o was 
quite familiar. He knew that fe meant the River Nile, and this he faith
fully reproduced in C't:>il jO ' out of the water ',  for, as a matter of fact, the 
Egyptians called their river also ' the water ', an expression, as we have 
seen above, p. 6 3 ,  n: 3 ,  repeatedly reproduced int he Exodus narrative by C�t,? . 
In the rendering of ;e by c;r,pi} ' The Water ' in the sense of ' River Nile ' 
the narrator sought to retain in Hebrew the Egyptian idiom as he conceived 
it in the mouth of the Egyptian-speaking daughter of Pharaoh when ex
plaining the name. In the Hebrew motivation of the name by the words 
�ill;i'�9 c�r,piJ it? '� there are two factors present : In the association of the 
Egyptian name mw-Je with c;r,pi} ' The Water ' ,  i.e. River Nile, is the 
primary meaning of the boy's name as explained by the Egyptian Princess ; 
and in the linking of npo with the Hebrew word nip9 ' draw out ' or 

' E.g. mw ntry ' divine water ' of So-and-so = ' divine son '. Cf. Ag. WB., ii, 52 . Pre
cisely the metaphorical use of this word in connexion with divine beings makes it plausible 
that the daughter of Pharaoh should apply it to the foundling as being a gift of the 
Nile god. 

• By s6 the Egyptians denoted both lakes (as e.g. the Bitter Lakes) and also brooks, ponds, 
canals, as well as all waters generally ; likewise too especially broad expanses of the Nile, as 
e.g. at Fayyum (s6-wr ' the great lake ').  The Hebrew pronunciation ilr;i for s is supported 
by the Coptic !!JHI (B) !!JH€1 (S), Er.-Gr. 1 77 and KWB. 1 88. This form s is also pre
served in the name senl;Or \J�) by which the Bitter Lakes are still called. This is , 
moreover, the same name as "'l�n1� as in Josh. 13 ,  3, Is. 23,  3, and Jer. 2, 1 8, i.e. ' Lake of 
Horus ' (s-rz-f:zr) .  The vocalization 1 i::i is, however, not to be explained by the fact that the 
Hebrew punctuators saw in "'lln'r.!I a Hebrew word akin to -,in� ' black ' and accordingly 
rendered it in Hebrew form, but rather regarded it as a faithful rendering of the name s-f:zr, 
as the Hebrews in the time of the Prophets heard it from the lips of Egyptians in a 
vernacular variation. As a matter of fact a later Egyptian spelling sy points to a pronunciation 
'r.!I (cf. Gardiner, Sinuhe, p. 223 ,  n. 2) . It is noteworthy that s0 is today still living among 
the Bishari Bedouins in Egypt, south of Assuan, in the form of syah (pl. siha) , denoting the 
large expanse and accumulation of waters at the edge of the Wadis (cf. Hess, Zeitschr. f. 
Kolonialspr., ix, p. 216, also above, p. 50, n. 2 and p. 186, n. 3) .  As will be seen, this form 
reveals the palpable terminal il as in ilpt:>, which, moreover, also still lurks in the Coptic 
form. · 
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' rescue ' lies the secondary interpretation added by the Hebrew narrato� 
himself. He knew quite well that originally between ;ipo and il;"? then 
was no association of meaning any more than there was e.g. between the 
Babylonian name ��� (cf. above, p. 232) and the Hebrew word �� (Gen. 
r r, 9). Nevertheless it suited him to be able to find a word like il� which 
in meaning and sound was admirably appropriate for interpreting the alien 
name il�O in the spirit and savour of the Hebrew language without 
obliterating the original Egyptian signification of the name.1 That in 
assonant motivation of names little regard is paid to etymological exactitude 
we have sufficiently seen from all the examples of such name-derivation 
cited above. 

In further illustration and support of our identification of il� with the 
Egyptian se we would add that ;e figures as a component in a whole series 
of Egyptian theophoric names. Thus, e.g., imn-m-se ' Amon-in-the-Lake ' 
or ' on-the-Lake ' ;  sbk-m-se ' Sobek (the crocodile god) in the Lake ' or ' on 
the Lake ' ; br-se ' Horus of the Lake ' or ' in, on the Lake ' ;  also in female 
names : nb br se-s ' Nub (?) on her Lake ' ;  and generalJy, ' God in, or on the 
Lake ' ntr m se ; also in abbreviated form with the omission of the name of 
the deity, e.g. 'yn-m-se ' The Precious One on the Lake ' ;  p1-n-se ' He on 
the Lake ', and many others.2 All these examples furnish us with un
deniable support for the identification of il� with mw-se ; and the frequency 

1 We merely assume that the root il�;9 is of Hebrew origin, although it is exemplified in 
no other Semitic language in the meaning ' draw out, rescue ' ,  and even in the Bible only 
occurs elsewhere in 2 Sam. 22, 17 = Ps. 1 8 ,  17, where the text is later than our passage and 
even seems to be dependent on it. On the other hand we should not omit to mention that 
the Egyptian ms, also ms1 (different from msy) means ' bring along ', said also of persons, 
Ag. WB., ii, 1 35, so that ultimately il�9 might likewise be an Egyptian loan-word with 
the above meaning. Be that as it may, for the real explanation of the name i1�0 stress is 
laid on C:l'Oi1 and not on the verb i1i::JO .  

· 

' Cf. AZ. 62 ( 1 926), p. 26 ; Die theoph. Personennamen, p. 25 f. and 27 f. In the Berlin, 
Ag. Namen-Worterbuch, still under issue, will be found many other examples of such names. 
' In the water •· would better apply to the crocodile god Sobek than ' on the water ' .  The 
name nfr-se, Hoffmann, Joe. cit. , p. 16 ,  would probably mean ' The beautiful (god) of the 
lake '.  It should further be observed that mw ' water ' also occurs as component in several 
theophoric names, e.g. !J<-n-mw ' He that appears (or has appeared) on the water ',  in which 
!J< is a ceremonious expression for the appearance of gods and kings on their throne. We 
also frequently encounter mw in abbreviated names, e.g. br-mw ' He that is found under the 
water ' ,  or n-mwyy ' He on both waters ' or ' He that belongs to both waters ' .  With regard 
to the name n-mwyy, the dual form mwyy, is noteworthy because it reveals the same forma
tion as C:l'O . All these names allude to the appearance of the gods when, on particular 
festivals , they are carried on a bark in solemn procession on the Nile or on a canal or lake 
near a temple. Possibly the choice of such a name may be explained by the birth of the 
child on the festival of the god concerned, in the sense that the arrival of the child is 
regarded as the appearance of the god after which it is named. 
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with which fe appears as a name-component leaves no doubt that a name 
like iic'O could only have originated and been understood in an Egyptian 
environment. 1 

(b) Form and Meaning of the ' Ark ' in the Bulrushes. 
In conjunction with the interpretation of Moses' name we will attempt 

also to explain the story of the ark in the bulrushes by defining the nature 
of the ark and analysing the motives of Moses' mother in selecting an ark 
of this kind. 

We must ask : What sort of ' ark ' was denoted by i17F,1 , and how did the 
mother imagine the rescue of her child by using just this particular ark ? 

It has long been established that i1� is the Egyptian gb1.t or tb.t = -rat{3E, 

and the word has been already fully discussed above, p. 20 5 f. But whereas 
it is applied to ' ship ', in the flood-story, Gen. 6, 14 ff., gbJ.t is used here in 
its real meaning of coffer, chest, holy shrine, coffin. Such a chest generally 
had the form of a divine shrine (Naos), and served as housing for images 

. 
of gods which were dedicated to the temples. Of the numerous shrines which

·
::'; 

have been preserved several are in stone of different qualities, while others) 
are in plain wood, according to the prominence of the deity represented and '.\ 
the pecuniary means of the donors.z The simpler ones chiefly comprise ·�. 
the shrines given by humble people, in the form of a longish chest with a -�:·. 
small door in the upper portion of the front for statues of gods about the 
size of a child. Such chests or arks were to be found in all the Egyptian .-; 

temples from the earliest to the latest times, and they were duly noted by : :· . .. 
. if 

1 We should not omit to mention that one might be tempted to interpret the first corn-
·{� 

ponent 0 in i1t:'O as the Egyptian preposition m, i.e. ' in, from, out, of ' ,  so that ilt:'O ""'. <:r 
m-s• would mean ' out of the water

,
, and more closely correspond to the expression C10i1 ro. - ,. ;  

But in this case the phonetic explanation of io would b e  possible only b y  ass�g a ;; 
pronunciation m0 for the preposition m. This, however, lacks proof, and isolated cases � 
like .uo in :U.uoq , ii.uoc in Coptic and Demotic ( cf. Steindorff, Kopt. Gram . ,  § 350, l 
Spiegelberg, Demot. Gram. ,  § �96) do not suffice. Moreover, we have the fact that since_"':' 
the Amama period, towards the end of the 1 8th dynasty, the preposition m in front of; 
names must have been used terminally, as it interchanged with n, which is only possible fa--� 
a closed syllable (cf. Frida Behnk, Gram. d. Texte aus El-Amarna, Berl. Diss., 1 924, 9). In :� 
adhering therefore to our interpretation of i1t:'i.'.l = mw-s•, because it is in every respect�'· 
unobjectionable and completely intelligible, we nevertheless do not exclude the possibili 

. . . 

of a pronunciation m0 for the Egyptian preposition m, for the reason that the Coptic forms·� 
must have some ground, and possibly originate from vernacular Egyptian. 

' 
• Cf. G. Roeder's full description of divine shrines in Cat. Gen. d. Ant. Egypt ., 19 14. II{t 

many passages the form can be recognized from the determinative rf.b1.t, where it looks like · ,: 
a Naas, a square box, or like the above described chest, the same determinative being used:: 
as for chest, chapel of the gods (k;ry, k1r) . 

. 
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the Greek writers (cf. Wiedemann, Herodots Zweites Buch, p. 5 5). 1 On 
certain festivals as well as on the occasion of great victory fetes they were 
borne in solemn procession, or were carried on the Nile, from one temple
town to another, on a bier which was usually given the form of a bark, 
such as was conceived as vehicle for the sun god Re, Osiris, and other gods.2 

Just such a chest is to be understood by i1?f:! in the Moses narrative. 
The mother had devised a means of saving her child which was peculiarly 
conformable to Egyptian conditions. She placed the infant in a chest 
which was exactly in the form used for enshrining images of gods, and laid 
it among the bulrushes at the spot where Pharaoh's daughter was ac
customed to bathe at a certain hour. Her hope was that the princess 
would, at the first glance, suppose it to be a chest containing the image of 
a god, that had fallen into the river and drifted ashore, and that she would 
have it rescued forthwith. It was true the mother might have thought 
that the discovery of the strange find would arouse in the princess disap
pointment or even indignation ; in that case the child would meet with 
the inevitable fate of all Hebrew boys. But on the other hand the 
effect might be different, and the maternal heart trusted in the divine 
protection, in the beauty of her child, and, not least, in the royal pity and 
compassion.3 The boy's sister was to stand sentry ' to know what would 
be done to him ' (Ex. 2, 4). The princess appears with her maidens. On 
descending to the river she espies the ark in the rushes, has it brought to 

1 Cf. Erman, Religion, pp. 9, 1 1 ,  63. Ennan-Ranke, p. 323. Wiedemann, Das Alte Ag., p. 208 
and 220. For form and size the best example for us is Mus. Cairo, Room M, case, 12,  no. 1 3, a 
wooden chest in chapel form, about 70 x 40 cm.,  which would admirably serve as receptacle 
for a small child. Case 1 8, no. 1 4  shows a wooden chest in the form of a small temple, and 
case G, no. 450, a small ship with a chest in the centre. 

• For representations of processions, cf. AZ. 39, p. 124 f. the procession of the god Amon 
at the triumph of Thutmosis I II ; for others from Luxor, cf. Daressy, Mem. Miss. Fr. 
Cairo, viii, p. 380 ff., Campbell, The Miraculous Birth of Amenlzotep III, p. 96 ff., and 
Annales du Musee Guimet, vol. 30, pl. 14 ; further A. M. Blackman, Temples Immerges, 
9, pl. 3 1 ,  43, a procession instituted by Rameses I I. How deeply-rooted such processions 
have remained in Egypt is shown by the fact that even to-day in Luxor on the festival of 
the saint Abu/ If aggag, a decorated bark, which looks exactly like the barks of the gods of 
ancient Egypt, is carried or sailed about, cf. Legrain , Louqsor sans les Pharaons, p. 84 ff. 
with illustration. 

3 The word .Jl� , Ex. 2, 2 is in the sense of the Egyptian nfr, ' good ' ,  or also ' beautiful ' ,  
preferably employed in reference t o  the ' beauty ' of gods and kings ( cf. also Gen. 6 ,  2) . 
This feature is imported into the narrative in order to bring out the striking beauty of the 
boy at his very birth as something divine. This conception persisted also in later Jewish 
tradition, Acts 7, 20 ; Hebr. I I ,  23,  Philo, Vita Mosis, ii ; Talmud Bab. Sota 12 a and 
1V1idrash Rabba on Ex., Sec. i, 28. It is not to be regarded as a later Haggadic interpretation 
of .Jl� but assuredly is derived from an old tradition, as are many similar features. Else
where we shall deal at greater length with the analogous use of .JlD and nfr. 
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her, and discovers a weeping child therein. She divines at once the ruse 
of an unhappy mother ; her heart is touched and thrilled by the thought 
that the Hebrew woman had trusted in her tenderness, and she takes up 
the child.1 His sister, now convinced of the benevolent intention of 
Pharaoh's daughter, and confident that the boy will not be thrown into the 
river, runs up to the princess with the enquiry whether she may not sum
mon a Hebrew nurse such as was easy to procure among the Hebrews as 
there were so many mothers whose children had been thrown in the river. 
The scheme succeeds in al l details-the boy is saved, the royal protection 
is assured. The boy is given back to his own mother and later, after 
being weaned, he is taken to the palace where, as the adopted son of 
Pharaoh's daughter, he is reared with the other royal children. 

As will be seen, the narrative reflects ideas and conditions only con
ceivable in an Egyptian milieu, while the use of the Egyptian word il1� 
provides the key to the understanding of the whole episode. 2 

As it has become customary to invoke the legend of the birth and ex
posure of Sargon I., King of Akkad (2600 B.C., cf. KB., iii, i, p. 100, AOT., 
p. 234 ; Rogers, p. 1 35), with our story, it is necessary to emphasize that in 
essence and character, as well as in . content and form, it is completely 
different from the Moses narrative. In the case of Sargon, his mother, in 
contrast to the mother of Moses, exposed the child to drown it ! Moreover 
there is a notable difference in language and local colour. In the case of 
Sargon everything is Babylonian : the ' ark ' is the basket-shaped boat 
�uppu ; 3 the material is derived from the Babylonian reed suri, and was 
pitched with the asphalt iddi commonly used in Babylonia. In the case of 
Moses there is no trace of these things. Here everything is Egyptian : 
i1Jl"l �s in meaning and form Egyptian, and the material is of the Egyptian 
papyrus reed �t.:� = �mJ (Papyrus Nilotica). Thus it is not, as is frequently 

1 Characteristic for the retention of the Egyptian mode of speech is the added demon

strative pronoun ill in the words of Pharaoh' daughter : i1i C1iJ:lli1 11)10 lit. ' One of the 
Hebrews' children i� this ' ,  Ex. 2, 6, in the sense of the Egyptian pw, for the special emphasis 
of the subject, cf. Erman, Gram. 477, and Gardiner, Gram. 128. Generally the Hebrew in 
such cases uses N1i1 but here the narrator was concerned to reproduce this sentence as 
uttered by an Egyptian, in the Egyptian construction. Cf. above, p. 6. As we shall show· - . ·  

elsewhere this use of i1i is not exceptional. 
• It should be incidentally observed that in Post-Biblical Hebrew i1Jl"l was originally used 

for the holy Ark of the Torah scrolls, and later extended to mean a praying-desk, e.g. Ber<i
khoth, 34 a, Ro! Hass<in<i, 32 b, etc. ,  Levy, Neuhebr. WB. s.v. In Berefit Rabb<i, sec. 1 2  i1Jl"l 
i1�1iE:l means a boat (not a box, Levy ibid.) open on both sides, i .e. flat, as _ is proved 
by the variant l"l1i'li i1�'E::D ' rocking ship ' ,  Bammidbar Rabba. sec. 4. 

J This kind of boat is still retained for local ferry traffic on the Tigris in the original form 
and even the Akkadian des ignation �uffa (Uj) is still in use. 
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asserted, the similarity of the two stories which is striking, but actually the 
dissimilarity between them. 1 

In further illustration of the Egyptian influence on the Moses story we 
would point out that in the one verse (Ex. 2, 3) no less than four Egyptian 
Joan-words follow one another : il:;iT:I = <},bJ.t ; 9'.D = Jwfy ; �'?,� = l}.m1 ; and 
ii-:� = irw (itrw). These must have become so thoroughly current among 
the Hebrews in Egypt that they were no longer felt to be foreign words. 
This fact alone should suffice as conclusive proof of our contention 
that such a penetrating Egyptian influence could only have been possible 
in a time when the Hebrews lived in an Egyptian environment and in 
closest contact with the Egyptians.2 

9. The Name of the Town Y;i� ,�f · 
In the case of this name also the Egyptian provides us with an explana

tion of its motivation. There are two versions : according to one, in 
connexion with Abraham, Gen. 2 r ,  28 ff. the name y::iw i�:J lit. ' the well 
seven ' is derived from the number of the seven sheep which Abraham 
presented to Abimelekh ; according to the second, in connexion with Isaac, 
Gen. 26, 32 f., it is no longer brought into relation with the number of 
sheep, but interpreted as follows : ' And it came to pass on that day that 
Isaac's servants came and told him concerning the well which they had 
digged, and said unto him : We have found water. And he called it seven', 
whereupon the remark follows ' Therefore the name of the city is .v;� i�� 
unto this day '. Here, clearly, the connexion between ' seven ' and the 
discovery of water is suggested, whereby ' seven ' is conceived as the name 
of the well, which, however, is not interpreted symbolically as in Gen. 
2 1 ,  28 f. , but anecdotally, as in the case of the other wells (Gen. 26 ,  20-2). 

The choice of the number seven as the name for the well must accordingly 

' On �OJ and the use of papyrus reeds for light skiffs, cf. above, p. 206, n. r .  According 
to Plutarch, De !side, chap. 18 ,  the Egyptian boatmen were fond of using this reed because 
they believed that it afforded protection against crocodiles, since Isis had journeyed in a 
papyrus boat in the search for the remains of Osiris in the Nile. This popular conception 
might also have influenced the choice of �OJ for the ark, a feature which would admirably 
suit the Egyptian background. 

2 This example is the best illustration of the insight displayed by those Egypfologists who 
maintain that the Moses story, as indeed the whole of the Joseph and Exodus narratives, 
were composed in Palestine many centuries after the Exodus, suggesting that the Egyptian 
influence is due to mere literary intercourse, and could even be ascribed to commercial 
relations with Egypt. Some of them even suggest that the Hebrew narrator had picked up 
all these Egyptian elements from his acquaintance with some Egyptian mercenaries who 
served in a Hebrew army, or from a Hebrew who returned home from a long sojourn in 
Egypt ! Cf. Spiegelberg, Z. fiir Sem.,  vol. vii, p. 1 09 f. 

M m  
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have been determined by some feature of the well itself in relation to :: 

That this is actually the case we learn from the Egyptian. Fo 
Egyptian regarded water of ' seven ells ' (m� sfb(w), Anast., i, 3 , 7 f.) a$'" 
cularly beneficent, and ' seven ells ' water would indeed appear, as Gat 
remarks in Egyptian Hieratic Texts, p. 8 ,  note 6, with reference to . 1� 
iv, 1 b, 8, to have been a proverbial expression to denote abundan'

; 

water and irrigation. The matter is now clear : the servants repo · '�'.. 
Isaac the discovery of the well ; the patriarch calls it ' seven ',  m .'.•: 
a seven ells well, whereby its particularly abundant supply of water'.' 

strong flow are implied. The narrator simply proceeds to tell us thatf 
J,l:J� ' seven well ' the name which was originally given to the well · .. " 

the name of the t0'\-\'11. 1 
· 

In illustration of the whole story, it should be mentioned that
,. 

to-day Bir-es-Sab<, on the site of the ancient ll:J� i�:I , is famous for th'' 

number of its wells. The fact that especially in this district some 
,. 

wells of ancient date are found, casts a noteworthy sidelight on the pre{ 
of the Philistines, who, out of envy and hostility to Isaac (Gen. '.� 
'filled up with earth ' the wells dug by his servants.2 . <' 

10. The Names c�, en , and :J�n;i . 

In view of the numerous examples of Egyptian orientation in. 
interpretations, the question arises whether some of the names fro' 
pre-Egyptian epoch in the Pentateuch may not reflect the meaning o( 
larly sounding Egyptian words with which they were associated, in oP 
interpret the names retrospectively, following tendencies that arose

·� 
the Egyptian epoch. We have primarily in mind names like c� .�· 
In the saying of Noah, Gen. 9, 25 f., the cursing of Canaan, the son ot, 
and the blessing of Sem, the ancestor of Israel, wishes and ho .. 
anticipated that can only have been formed through the later h 
between Israel and Canaan. Seeing that Canaan is condemned to �; 
to his brethren and that the dwelling of the divine presence is to bi 

" ..... 
�· 

1 Whereas in the Abraham narrative, Gen. 2 1 ,  28 ff., the old interpretation of the . .  
the town has been preserved, here the .new explanation under Egyptian influen 
�- \ 

• On a visit to this town, some of these wells were shown to me. The present in·' . .  
tion of the name as ' Well of the Lion ' is derived merely from the Arabic sound of .... � �l � ,  which is only a corruption of the old y;.� i�:J , like many other · ,:. 

�ncient towns which have_ received an Arabic form, thus e.g. Nisbe (�) from.1� 
'Aqer y�) from �i�¥ ; Bes<in (i.:J�) from j�� 111� ; Mi[imas (V'\..$") from 
mention merely the best known. 
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tents of Sem, the question arises whether the emphasis of just these two 
features may not be reflected in an association of the names I;Iam and Sem 
with like-sounding Egyptian words, even though originally no connexion 
existed between the two names and Egyptian v._rords, and this association 
was only inherited for the purpose of interpretation.1 It is indeed a very 
surprising fact that �m-cn means in Egyptian ' serf, servant, slave ' (Er. Gr. 
p. 1 0 9), and $m-cb is the designation for a priest of high rank.2 In the 
first case, it is therefore very likely that the author of the narrative asso
ciated the name t:Jr;i with the Egyptian �m-cn serf, in order to indicate the 
pre-destination of Canaan as the serf of Israel in the very name of his 
father I;Iam ; and in the second case Egyptian Sm-!:lb priest served him as 
basis for the name c�, in order to anticipate in the name the inspiration 
that ' God might dwell in his tents ', which, of course, only relates to Israel, 
in whose midst a permanent abode for God was to be erected. Both names 
were thus interpreted in the sense of the Egyptian words �m and Sm as 
indicative of the situation of their descendants : Canaan the son of the 
despised I;Iam was to be the most wretched of serfs ; Israel, the most 
distinguished among the descendants of the extolled Sem, was to be the 
chosen of the eternal God as the custodian of his sanctuary, or, as later 
more comprehensively expressed, ' a kingdom of priests and holy people ' 
(Ex. 1 9, 6).3 

. 

That I;Iam, Gen. 9, 22, is described as 'father of Canaan ' is in accordance 
with an ancient Semitic custom which still survives throughout the whole 
of the East, whereby a man of some distinction or notoriety is called by 
the name of his eldest son ' father of so-and-so ',4 but sometimes, however, 
by that of a younger favourite child or rascally son, to signify honour or 
abuse. 5 When, in our case, I;Iam is not called father of Kus, after the 

1 This is not the place for raising the question of the origin of certain pre-patriarchal 
names : whether they came down to the Hebrews in their present form, or were invented 
by them at the beginning of their literary activity on the ground of events with which these 
individuals were associated. 

2 On the functions of the im as priest, cf. inter alia Erman, Relig., pp. 151  and 156. The 
so-called Herheb (bry-fzh), who occupied a high rank as precentor-priest and ' Scholar in the 
writings of God ' ,  as well as other high priests, were likewise designated as im. Cf. Er.-Gr. 
160 and 139· 

3 That Canaan is mentioned by name, though not Israel, is quite natural, because Canaan 
in the conception of the author of the narrative already existed when the episode occured, 
whereas Israel came on the scene much later, and, therefore, could only be alluded to in the 
blessing of.gem. 

4 As a rule it is the first-born son of the legitimate wife. Accordingly the patriarch 
Abraham was called not the ' father of Ishmael ' but the ' father of Isaac ' (cf. Gen. 21 ,  12). 
For this custom among the Arabs, cf. Goldziher, Muh. Studien i, 267. 

5 I remember an incident in which a sanguinary quarrel arose among Bedouins of a South 
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That this is actually the case we learn from the Egyptian. Fo 
Egyptian regarded water of ' seven ells ' (m� sf�(w), Anast., i, 3, 7 f.) a8:.: 
cularly beneficent, and ' seven ells ' water would indeed appear, as �' 
remarks in Egyptian Hieratic Texts, p. 8, note 6, with reference to . · 1� 
iv, 1 b, 8, to have been a proverbial expression to denote abundan 
water and irrigation. The matter is now clear : the servants report·. 
Isaac the discovery of the well ; the patriarch calls it ' seven ', m .  � 
a seven ells well, whereby its particularly abundant supply of water) 
strong flow are implied. The narrator simply proceeds to tell us that� 
y:::iw ' seven well ' the name which was originally given to the well · .··· 

the name of the town. 1 
In illustration of the whole story, it should be mentioned that 

to-day Bir-es-Sab<, on the site of the ancient :v:::iw i�:t , is famous for th: 
number of its wells. The fact that especially in this district some · 

wells of ancient date are found, casts a noteworthy sidelight on the prd' 
of the Philistines, who, out of envy and hostility to Isaac (Gen. : :. 
'filled up with earth ' the wells dug by his servants.2 

10. The Names cw, en ,  and :::i�u,, . 
In view of the numerous examples of Egyptian orientation in .. 

interpretations, the question arises whether some of the names fro 
pre-Egyptian epoch in the Pentateuch may not reflect the meaning of, 
larly sounding Egyptian words with which they were associated, in o,; 
interpret the names retrospectively, following tendencies that arose . .  
the Egyptian epoch. We have primarily in mind names like er .�. 
In the saying of Noah, Gen. 9, 25 f., the cursing of Canaan, the son of" 
and the blessing of Sem, the ancestor of Israel, wishes and ho .: 
anticipated that can only have been formed through the later h �· 
between Israel and Canaan. Seeing that Canaan is condemned to �; 
to his brethren and that the dwelling of the divine presence is to be • - .;. ,. 

1 Whereas in the Abraham narrative, Gen. 21 ,  28 ff., the old interpretation of the .. 
the town has been preserved, here the .new explanation under Egyptian infiuen 

\ .� down. f 
• On a visit to this town, some of these wells were shown to me. The present in:,., .. 

tion of the name as ' Well of the Lion ' is derived merely from the Arabic sound of . f. �1 � ,  which is only a corruption of the old Y:lW i�::J , like many other .
· 
_.; ,-;: 

mcient towns which have received an Arabic form, thus e.g. Nisbe (�) fron:f 
'Aqer ��\£.) from �1�¥ ; Besiin (1,;J�) from j�� n'� ; Mi!;miis (U'"'\..:S."') from • 

mention merely the best known. 
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tents of Sem, the question arises whether the emphasis of just these two 
features may not be reflected in an association of the names J:Iam and Sem 
with like-sounding Egyptian words, even though originally no connexion 
existed between the two names and Egyptian words, and this association 
was only inherited for the purpose of interpretation.1 It is indeed a very 
surprising fact that bm-cn means in Egyptian ' serf, servant, slave ' (Er. Gr. 
p. 109), and im-c� is the designation for a priest of high rank.2 In the 
first case, it is therefore very likely that the author of the narrative asso
ciated the name CCI with the Egyptian �m-cn serf, in order to indicate the 
pre-destination of Canaan as the serf of Israel in the very name of his 
father I:Iam ; and in the second case Egyptian im-c� priest served him as 
basis for the name cw, in order to anticipate in the name the inspiration 
that ' God might dwell in his tents ', which, of course, only relates to Israel, 
in whose midst a permanent abode for God was to be erected. Both names 
were thus interpreted in the sense of the Egyptian words fzm and im as 
indicative of the situation of their descendants : Canaan the son of the 
despised J:Iam was to be the most wretched of serfs ; Israel, the most 
distinguished among the descendants of the extolled Sem, was to be the 
chosen of the eternal God as the custodian of his sanctuary, or, as later 
more comprehensively expressed, ' a  kingdom of priests and holy people ' 
(Ex. 1 9, 6).3 

· 

That J:Iam, Gen. 9, 22, is described as 'father of Canaan ' is in accordance 
with an ancient Semitic custom which still survives throughout the whole 
of the East, whereby a man of some distinction or notoriety is called by 
the name of his eldest son ' father of so-and-so ',4 but sometimes, however, 
by that of a younger favourite child or rascally son, to signify honour or 
abuse. 5 When, in our case, J:Iam is not called father of Kus, after the 

' This is not the place for raising the question of the origin of certain pre-patriarchal 
names : whether they came down to the Hebrews in their present form, or were invented 
by them at the beginning of their literary activity on the ground of events with which these 
individuals were associated. 
' On the functions of the Jm as priest, cf. inter alia Erman, Relig., pp. 151  and 1 56. The 

so-called Herheb (bry-l:zh), who occupied a high rank as precentor-priest and ' Scholar in the 
writings of God ' ,  as well as other high priests, were likewise designated as Jm. Cf. Er.-Gr. 
160 and 139· 

3 That Canaan is mentioned by name, though not Israel, is quite natural, because Canaan 
in the conception of the author of the narrative already existed when the episode occured, 
whereas Israel came on the scene much later, and, therefore, could only be alluded to in the 
blessing of�em. 

4 As a rule it is the first-born son of the legitimate wife. Accordingly the patriarch 
Abraham was called not the ' father of Ishmael ' but the ' father of Isaac ' (cf. Gen. 2 1 ,  12) . 
For this custom among the Arabs, cf. Goldziher, Muh. Studien i, 267. 

s I remember an incident in which a sanguinary quarrel arose among Bedouins of a South 
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name of his eldest son, but father of Canaan, Gen. i o, 6, after the 
his youngest, this is done intentionally to denounce Canaan, in co 
with the event related, as the unworthy son of a dishonoured and delf 
father, and this explains why Canaan of all the sons of I;Iam was ma -
target for Noah's curse. 

The establishment of the fact that I;Iam is intentionally described · 
' father of Canaan ' enables us also to understand the much contested · 
i!fi?[I i�� ' his youngest son ' (9, 24), which cannot possibly refer to I;I
youngest son of Noah, as he was not his youngest, but his second 
These words in reality have been displaced and properly belong afte''iii 
nm1 ' cursed be Canaan ' (verse 25). Accordingly the original text . 
read : ' And Noah knew what his son had done to him and he· 
Cursed be Canaan his youngest son.' 1 That fOi'il 'J:::i really sf 
this place is most clearly indicated by '1r;i�? , which, like 1o? verse 27/ 
apply to Kus and the other brothers of Canaan, Gen. 10,  6, but ; 
Sem and Japheth, the brothers of I;Iam, and primarily to Sem, as th:. 
story is only told for the purpose of justifying the condemnation o( 
to serfdom long before Israel existed. But the reference of the pro�� 
suffix in ''"N� to I;Iam is only tenable if i!ffll[I i�� precedes. · Only'._ . .  
reinstatement of. i�i'il '�::i in its right place does the text become intei '•" 
and the whole pronouncement becomes perfectly clear, in the li 
ancient Oriental customs and thought. 2 ··,; 

On similar grounds one may perceive an association of the nam 
with Egyptian. There can be no doubt that the second componi_' 
means ' father ' ,  and that the whole name is to be understood ·as '  so " 
father '. But as in this event the first component, io, would ha · 

taken for ' son ', and this word in such a meaning does not exist' ; 
Semitic language, the possibility remains that in m we have a plaf 
Egyptian word mw ' seed ' =  ' child, son ' ( cf. above, p. 260, note 1 ), �
::JNm obtains its simple explanation as ' child of the father '. Herevf 
obviously intentional disparagement of the Moabites as the foes of . ·" 
very clearly brought out in the name of their progenitor.3 
Palestinian tribe because one of them mockingly apostrophized another, who 
' father of Ifamd<in ' ,  as ' father of Tal<il ' .  Tal<il happened to be the name of a yo 
who, on account of frequent thefts, had fallen into disrepute, and also had a bad 
coward. 

1 The misplacement was probably caused by the homoeoteleuton 'JJ . . . 
• How the pun of 1'1;?.� with f:l;:>� (Gen. 9, 27) is to be understood, I am unable to 

derivation of the latter. from ftfm ' to make wide ' is plausible, but not certain. 
3 The name Ammon, the second son of Lot, can be interpreted as reftectin� 

meaning, but as it would entail a discussion of matters which do not belong here, 
revert to it on another occasion. 



CHAPTER V I I .  

A. EGYPTIAN LOANWORDS AND EXPRESSIONS. 
As in the section on the Joseph and Exodus narratives, so in this section 

too, not all Egyptian elements have been exhausted. Apart from the word 
T'l�lj ' water-skin ' Gen. 2 1 ,  14 f. 19. already recognized by others as the 
Egyptian word '!J.n.t ' hide, skin ', Ember, .i1Z. 49 ( 19 1 1 ), 9 1 ,  Er.-Gr. 1 36,1 
there are still words, expressions, and phrases always regarded as typical of 
the Genesis stories and patriarchal narratives, which, on closer examination, 
are found to be Egyptian borrowings, or reveal peculiarities of construction 
or style modelled on Egyptian.2 From these we propose to select here 
a few particularly instructive instances and phrases of which many are 
contained in the patriarchal narratives, and which, besides the already 
discussed interpretation of names, provide a further illustration of Egyptian 
influence even in the narratives of the forefathers of Israel, emanating 
from the pre-Egyptian epoch. 

1 .  tin'� . 
nm:i Gen. 8, 21 and many other passages for want of a better etymology 

is generally derived from n1J ' rest ', _despite the impossible form mJ , and we 
are still left without a clear conception of what the word really means. In 
reality it is the Egyptian n'f;.'f;. ( = r.m), a quite common word for ' eternity ' 
used in profane and especially in sacred writings in connexion with 
sacrifices, libations, offerings, holy foundations, and in benedictory formulas 
for the eternal salvation of a god, a king, or a dead person.3 The customary 

r Cf. e.g. Merneptah 6 (Az. 34, 2), where it is said of the fleeing warriors that they emptied 
their water-skins (bn.wt) in order to get away more quickly. It should be noted that the 
word non only occurs in the narrative of the Egyptian woman Hagar. 
• The suggested identity of nin ' to be pregnant ' with· the Egyptian iwr, Er.-Gr. 9, put 

forward by Sethe, Verb. Glossar 101 and others, is doubtful ; it is rather a borrowing from 
the Akkadian eru, Del. WB. 130, even if it is not a common Semitic word. t::li1i ' water 
trough ' ,  Gen. 30, 38, 41,  Ex. 2, 16 can just as well be the Akkadian rtifu ' water gutter ' ,  
Del. WB. 603, as also the Egyptian rhd.t ' water trough ' ,  Ember, AZ. 49, 93 ; cf. Coptic 
ptu�Te , KWB., p. 107. It cannot be said with certainty whether it belongs to the Semitic 
borrowings in Egyptian, nevertheless it is noteworthy that it occurs in this meaning only 
in Genesis and Exodus. In the last re;ort it might belong to Canaanite words which were 
current in Hebrew and Egyptian in identical meaning. Cf. above, p. 100 and below, p.290 ff. 

3 Cf. e.g. Pap. d'Orb., vii, 1 : ' I  will not again be with thee till eternity (r nli!J) ' ; Pyr. 
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sacrificial formulae r.in�1 0�1 thus means ' savourforeternity ' or ' eternal sa� 
It was particularly because of the use in Egyptian of n(z'l;i in ritual irui. 
that nn�J was thought suitable to be used in kindred sacrificial texts,.

: 

this is the explanation of its appearance as a specific expression iiir 
tei:minology of the sacrificial cult in the Pentateuch. It should be e . ; 
sized that nn'.l is typical for the Pentateuch, where it occurs .no l�"

· 
forty times, and is not to be found in any other Biblical book, ·:<·�· 

-,l\· 
the exception of Ezekiel (four times) 6, 13 ,  i 6, 19, 20, 28, and 20, 41; 

' 
' 

Prophet being prone to employ archaic expressions and phrases from :· 
ritual texts. This word remained, like other Egyptian borrowings in .  
Pentateuch, peculiar to ancient use, and did not pass into the �� .  ' .· 

literary language. 1 

2. C''"W� n�!?.. 
In Gen. 26, 12 l:l''"J�P is linked up with i�w ' value, market pri ·: :.i 

arbitrarily extended to the idea of quantity, C'i:!le" ilNt:I being interp ' 

' hundred-fold ', a signification which iye" nowhere reveals, and whi 
also presents grammatical difficulties, as in this case it should ha:':·� 
expressed adverbially, quite apart from the fact that in Hebrew the.:.; •'I!, 
should be nNr;i '£l (Deut. 2 1 ,  17). Just as little is the meaning ' m ' 
for iYe" probable, and even if it were connected with the Post-Biblicaf 
i�y·�, it would furnish the idea of a vague measure, whereas C'iYe' rr · 
palpably meant to convey a quite clear conception of the quantity grown, .

·
,, 

the seed.2 As a matter of fact this word can only yield a satis� .. . 
meaning by taking it as a loan word from the Egyptian /1< (YNIV��· 
' granary ' or ' barn ', and the text simply states that the harvest . '� · 

. � .. 
412 a : ' The life of the (dead king) N. N. is eternity ( nlz!z) ' ; 412 c : ' He who is wi . '· .. 

horizon for ever till eternity (r nlz!z) ' ;  414 c :  ' The favourite seat of W. is among the'. 
on this earth for evermore in eternity (r nlz!z) ' ;  1 177 b of the offerings and libations·f�t; 
dead king : ' Give him of this thy bread (t1-k pw) of everlastingness (n g.t), of this th� " 
(lz!�.t-k) of eternity (n.t nlzlz) ' ;  similarly Vogelsang, Bauer B. 2, 126, p. 229 : ' V .' 
will eat thy bread (t1-k), drink of thy beer (lznk.t-k) till eternity (r nlzlz) ' ;  cf. furtherf . .  
Pap. Anj. , chap. 17, 1. 29 ( = Budge, Dead, i, 86) : Eternity (nlzlz) is the day, everlas • ·. 

(g.t) is the night ' ;  in the Hymn to Re ( = Budge, Dead, i, p. 1 1 ,  1 ) ,  Re is called ' 
Eternity (nb nlzlz), and Lord of Everlastingness ([zZ�1 g.t) ' ;  Litany to Osiris, 1. s = . 

chap. 15 ,  Osiris is ' Eternity (nlzfz) and Everlastingness (g.t) ' ;  ibid. i, p. 1 72, c 
. 

A. 7, the dead says : ' I have been given boundless eternity (n.�lz) ; I inherit etemitY ( 
everlastingness (g.t) is my portion ' .  · ;: 

1 When treating the sacrificial and ritual terms in the Pentateuch we shall revert : 
class of words, and explain also the relation between Ezekiel and Leviticus. nrr.l�, 

- article occurs only Gen. 8 ,  2 1  and with suffix only Levit. 26, 3 1 ; Num. 28, 2 ;  Ez. 30�1 
• That l:l1'1iY� ' barley ' of the LXX has here no meaning and is based on a pure :· 

reading of the "Hebrew is unquestionable. 
.. 
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patriarch in the very first year filled one hundred granaries or barns. 1 It 
should be pointed out that c•iveo is only used here in connexion with seed 
and harvest, and also beJongs to those Egyptian borrowings which disappeared 
early from literary usage.2 

3. ,,!J;I . 
In Gen. 27, 40 the word i•1r;i is an old crux interpretum, as it cannot be 

satisfactorily explained from kindred Hebrew roots. If, however, it is 
associated with the Egyptian rwrJ, rwd = ,,, , we obtain the meaning ' to be 
firm, strong, powerful '. 3 Our passage would, therefore, read : ' And by 
thy sword shalt thou live, and shalt serve thy brother ; but when thou 
becomest strong thou shalt break his yoke from off thy neck '.4 

4. JiN ' ,1iN-jf, • and l:l,1i� M'�N"} . 

In Gen. 35,  18 it is related of the dying Rachel that she called her new
born child ,1;N-if, , and that the father called it Benjamin i'!?�t� · It is the 
the general view that \mq.:i means ' Son of my sorrow '. This is an 
assumption built upon another assumption, as, for lack of a plausible etymo
logy, ;n� Deut. 26, 14 is called into service, being taken to mean ' mourning '. 
But quite apart from the fact that the interpretation of this passage is very 
questionable, it appears strange that the dying mother and not, as one 
would expect, the unhappy father should give the child a name in which 
grief at the tragic fate of its mother is expressed. This is all the more strange 

• Cf. Amenemope, viii, 6 (of the violent one) : ' His granaries (S,C.w pl. from f1<) shall be · 
destroyed, his possessions taken from the hand of his children ' ; further xi, 1 : ' Better is a 
bushel (ip.t) that the god gives them, than five thousand by violence ; these remain not a 
single day in barn (mbr) and granary (i,C) ' . That Hebrew i1El'� is a loan word from ip.t 
is generally recognized. Cf. 'ibove, p. 76, note I .  

• The expression for harvesting used here is �:ii"!;) ' find ' .  Significantly enough the same 
expression in the same sense as ��t:I here also occurs in the passage cited from Amenemope, 
in conjunction with seed and grain, namely viii, 17 f. : ' Plough up the fields, then shalt 
thou find thy need and receive the bread of thine own threshing floor ' .  Like many another 
saying therein, this too probably goes back to a much older source. The resemblance 
between many sayings in Amenemope and in older Egyptian Wisdom Books seems to 
justify the assumption of common older sources. 

3 Cf. rw<J also rwd, .ilg. WB. ii, 410 f., Coptic 01poT (S.), epojOT (B.), e.g. in Gardiner, 
Admon. on 9, 9 :  ' He banishes thirst from thee so that thou becomest strong (rwd) and art 
not weak (Jn) '. Another word that might come under consideration is rd ' to gi:;ow, bloom, 
flourish ', .ilg. WB.,  ii, 462, so that in our ,,, both words might lurk with equally suitable 
meaning, but rwd seems to us to be preferable. 

4 The same meaning is to be found in Jerem. 2, 31 : ' We are strong with God ' ;  likewise 
also Hosea 12, 1 : ' Strong with God and faithful to his holy ones ' .  As to ,,,�, Ps. 55, 3 
it is from another stem with different meaning. 
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as the name given to the child by the father-far from having any reference 
to the mother's death-suggests the idea of vigour and energy. We must, 
therefore, look for another meaning in •.:iil!(-p. 

Now the same word jil!( occurs in the Pentateuch also in Gen. 49, 3 and 
Deut. 2 1 ,  1 7. As in these passages the meaning of ' mourning ' is out of 
the question, it is interpreted according to the context as ' strength, man
liness ', especially as it is applied to the first-born. This expression is also 
to be found in Ps. 78, 51 and Ps. 1 05 ,  361 where, as should be observed, it 
has reference to Egypt. This point is of significance because it shows that 
;ii!( must somehow be connected with Egyptian conceptions. Taking· up 
this clue we find that in Egyptian wn (wnn) means ' to be, to exist ' ;  1 

nty wn ' he that exists ' used for ' man ' ; wnn.t as abstract ' the existing ' is 
used as an expression for ' all being ', often also wnn.t nb.t for ' everything that . 
is, all that are '. Of special importance for us is the use of the substantive 
plural wnny.w for ' beings ', which from the earliest times is applied to gods . · 
and divine beings, and from the 1 8th dynasty onwards also to men .JJ.g. · 

WB. i, p. 3 08 ff.2 •. 
From all this it appears that in wn we have the idea of being, of existing;' : 

and this is the meaning also of j'I!( in which the word wn is reproduced. I�,. · 
expresses ' being ' and in this sense ':JI!( p Gen. 35 ,  18 is to be understood;·': 
and to be rendered ' son of my being, of my existence ', whereby the dying · ·  
mother conveys the idea that in the child she is leaving is incorporated her 
whole personality, her own ' ego ', as would be said to-day, and that it will 
be to the father as substitute in her place. Now in this light the name 
given to the child by the father appears as a pendant to that given by the 
mother : he selects the name j'O'.l.J ' son of the right ', to symbolize the 
position occupied by his favourite wife as his right hand, his main 
support.3 The same is implied also in Gen. 49, 3 and Deut. 21 ,  17, 

where the first-born is described as fit( n•rfl!('). , i.e. the choicest of the father's 

1 The verb is written wn and also more fully wnn, so that the primary form may as well 
be med. infirm. as med. gem. In the first case wn may have been pronounced w0n for which 
the Hebrew would have put pt-e . A 'fuller discussion of this word will be found in 
Erwiderung, p. 31 f. 

• Of gods it is already employed in Pyr. and is found elsewhere in Books of the Dead ; of 
men, as a rule, it is regarded as a choice expression, cf. e.g. Berg., Buch d. Ew£gk., p. 374, 8 __ : 
' Thy name remains in the mouth of the beings (wnny-w) ' "for men. 

3 Of course, Benjamin must be regarded as the original name, as he is never called ' Ben
Oni ' ; •:iii!( J.J was only added with reference to the episode of Rachel's death. Neverthe- · 
less the narrator intentionally puts the name of Benjamin in the second place in order to 
convey the impression that this name should form a pendant to ':Jll!( p .  That j'O':J:l can 
only mean ' son of the right hand ' is hardly to be doubted. 
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being, the most appropriate expression for the first manifestation of his 
strength.1 

Similarly in Deut. 26, 14 ';JiM-7 is to be interpreted as ' in my being ', 
' during my existence ' meaning ' in my lifetime ', as the Egyptian wn is also 
used in such a case.2 Here the countryman solemnly proclaims that he 
has given the portion of his harvest due to the Levite and the poor, during 
the whole period of his existence, throughout his whole life, that he has 
never enjoyed it himself, but always surrendered it according to precept.3 

As to Ps. 78, 51  and 1 05,  36, ;iM is of great interest in that it is used 
succinctly like the Egyptian wnny.w (subst. plur.), when it is employed just as 
C,J,M here (also subst. plur.) in relation to a place or land, namely in the 
sense of ' inhabitants ' (Ag. WB. i, 3 10), Thus 78, 51  reads : ' And he 
smote all the first-born in Egypt, the choicest of the inhabitants in the 
tents of I:Him ' ;  and Ps. 105, 36 reads : ' And he smote all the first-born in 

r As we shall see later, the Egyptians have tpy, fem. tpy.t from tp ' head ' exactly like t'�i 
or n,��, formed from e·�i , and used in the meaning ' the best, finest, choicest ' ,  thus e.g. 
tpy.t nfr.wt ' the choicest of the virgins ' ,  Liebespoesie, 5, 8 ;  or tpy.w = ,t'�1 , Pyr. 1079 : 
' clad in the best garments ' (tpy.w lz/Js.w) exactly like C,Ot'J ,��, ' the choicest of spices ', 
Song of Songs 4, 14. In view of these examples, C,Jitot n'��i might have been taken over 
bodily from the Egyptian, as the Hebrew and Egyptian are literally identical, and identical 
also in construction. It should be mentioned further that tpy = jl�Mi means succinctly 
' first-born ',  cf. Pyr. 793 of Osiris : s1 gb tpy-f ' The son of Geb, his first-born ' ; 1012 : 
' Rise up, Osiris, son of Geb, his first[-bom] (tpy-f) ' .  

• Cf. e.g. Ptahhotep, 1 1  Pap. Prisse, ed. Devaud, p .  26 : ' Follow thy heart the time of thy 
being ' (tr n wnn-k), just as the Hebrew would say ';J;i\t-qi , i.e. ' as long as thou livest ' ;  Urk., 
iv, p. 133, 10 : ' The gods of your places shall praise and love you as long as ye be (wnn-tn) on 
earth.' The characteristic of wn is that, as a rule, it is applied specifically to existence on 
this earth, and is often used for earthly life in direct contrast to eternal life in the world of 
the dead , cf. e.g. Piehl, Inscriptions, iii, 73 (to the dead) : ' Thy heart is with thee as with 
thy being (wn-k) on earth ' (i.e. during thy lifetime on earth) ; Totb. Any, Budge, Dead, i, 
p. 15, of the dead who committed no sins ' during his being (wnn-f) on earth ' ,  thus exactly 
as in our passage, Deut. 26, 14, ,�,�J ' during my being ' ,  and also in the Egyptian it occurs 
in a confession as here. Similarly also Hosea 12, 4 ,  m�J has the same sense : ' In the 
womb he took his brother by the heel, and during his being he fought against God ', i.e. 
even before birth he was cantankerous, and during his whole life he was in revolt against 
God. 

3 In the much discussed passage �OOJ imo ,niyJ �Si the word MOOJ cannot possibly 
refer to the person of the one making the confession, as in this case it ought to read i1�1:0J 
or 'n�OOJ to correspond with 'Ji�J. It can only be understood in the sense that he had 
not removed the remains of his harvest in an impure vessel with the intention of making it 
unclean, so that it would be ineligible for distribution among Levites and the poor, as they 
would become unclean in touching it. By this ruse the remains would be available for 
himself, to be consumed at times of ritual impurity. It is such suspicion that the confession 
is intended to dissipate. The addition of the words that he also did not sacrifice thereof 
to the dead is probably connected with a custom of employing the remains of the harvest, 
or food that had become impure, as offering to the dead. 

N n  
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their land, the choicest of all the inhabitants '. 1 In both passages it is 
emphasized that even the most djstinguished among the Egyptians were 
smitten by the plague, as it is said, Ex. I I ,  5 : ' from the first-born of 
Pharaoh to the first-born of the maid servant behind the millstones ', cf. 
above, p. 83. 

This phrase was undoubtedly taken over by the Psalmists from old 
poetical descriptions of the Exodus. The old poets, like the author of . 
Gen. 49, 3, who used 01�,� knew perfectly well that the Egyptians applied 
the word wnny.w to people of high dignity and distinction. 2 This old 
meaning still lurks in o•Ji� of the Psalms, where it is employed ironically in 
reference to the most distinguished inhabitants of Egypt who could not 

. 
escape the divine judgement. 3 

5. niiSi.r:i for " Generations ". 

The peculiarity of .n�i.�.r:i , literally ' births ' , plural of n1.�ir-I, a feminin� ': 
noun built from i!?� ' to give birth ', is : (I) that it is typical of the lists o( 
the first generations and the patriarchal families ; 4 (2) that in Gen. 2, 4 it{ 
is applied to the creation of heaven and earth, and (3) that it is employee( 
as a heading to genealogical tables in Genesis, apparently being a specifi�'.ii .1, , 
expression for chronology. · :' 

Now in Egyptian there is an analogous feminine formation miw.t ' birth ; ·:: 
from msy ' to bear ', and : (I) it is used as a collective word for ' children, ••· 
descendants ', both in reference to men, and also to kings and gods (Ag. '.� 
WB. ii, p. I 40 ), e.g. msw.t-l;r ' children, descendants of Horus ' ; (2) it belongs L 
to archaic speech, is peculiar to the ancient stories of the gods and Books of ;' . 
the Dead, and is later replaced by ms.w masc. plural of m$ ' child ' (ibii :t 
1 39 f.), so that e.g. for ' children of Horus ' the fem. plur. miw.t l;r 

: 

no longer used, but the masc. plur. ms.w l;r. 
· . .  · ,  

I This is according to the reading o·��� of the LXX which appears to be correct, as the, :  
whole verse is literally identical with Ps. 78, 5 1 .  The vocalization C.Ji� in  the Massoretic.' 
text is due to the defective writing of 01�i� , which is not uncommon: ' ; : .. 
• This is because it was first said of gods and then applied to men. Cf. above, p. 272, n. 2. '."

" 

Also nty wn ' the existing one ' ,  i.e. the living one, the man, is sometimes used in the sense' ; 
of ' nobleman ' .  Cf. Gardiner on Admon. 3, 14, p. 35. 

. . .  

3 There is also the expression tpy n wnw.t which literally reflects with even greater exacti·::;, 
tude 01.Ji� 111C'�i , and relates to a particular category of priests or royal dignitaries (e.g.:(; 
Urk. iv, 97, 5), but this will be dealt with elsewhere. ;\« 

4 It occurs most frequently in Genesis, namely, in reference to Adam, Noah and his sons, { 
Terah, the father of Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, Esau ; then in Exodus and Numbers · , 
it is said of Moses, Aaron, and the twelve tribal chiefs ; in l Chronicles only of the first \ 
tribes and their descendants ; and finally, once in Ruth in the genealogy of David. 

., 
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We thus have in mi'in both in form and usage an exact parallel to 
miw.t, likewise used collectively for ' children ',  in the sense of ' generations '. 
We now understand why it appeared suitable to be set as a caption at the 
head of genealogical tables. But nr1,m also follows the Egyptian in that it 
is confined to writing, and was later replaced by -\�� ' children of ', exactly 
as in Egyptian ml.w was substituted for the archaic miw.t. 

Here too, we have an example o� the predilection shown by the author of 
the Genesis stories and patriarchal narratives for adopting expressions 
peculiar to the early history of the Egyptians and the myths of their gods, 
a tendency to which reference has already been made elsewhere. The very 
fact that mi'm is restricted to those parts of the Pentateuch is a further 
proof that they belong to the oldest chronological records in Israel. This 
is supported by the fact that, especially in reference to the patriarchal and 
tribal families, in chronicles likewise rni'in was only used in reference to 
the older tribal families, and this because the chronicler clung to -the 
expression which he found in the ancient records. 

From the Egyptian miw.t it may perhaps also be possible to explain the 
use of r.ii,in in Gen. 2, 4, as miw.t is used in the sense of ' creations ' 
notably of divine creatures. Thus here nii,in would simply mean creations, 
and the text would read : ' These are the creations of heaven and earth 
when they were created '. · That this sentence forms the conclusion of the 
first account of the creation, as is maintained by some Biblical critics, is by 
no means proven. Quite the contrary, this sentence stands, like the first 
verse of Genesis, as heading for the subsequent account, which begins here 
with J"lil)!!J1 l:li':l. It is only by taking this as a self-contained heading, and 
regarding ml)!!.!J l:li':l as the beginning of the new narration that the text 
becomes intelligible. It reads : ' These are the creations of heaven and 
earth when they were created. On the day when the Lord God had made 
earth and heaven no plant of the field was yet in the earth, and no grass of 
the field had yet grown, for the Lord God had not caused it to rain upon 
the earth and there was no man to till the ground.' 1 

6. ;�·.� for " Thought, Plan ". 

We have already observed above, p. 153  f. that i�� like Egyptian �d is 
the technical expression both for potter's work and also for ' forming and 

1 As indicated by the paseq after ':ii, some correction had to be made by the copyist, and 
this is actually the case, as the original text must have had '.::i . That the end of verse 4 
reverses the usual order of ' heaven and earth ' with ' earth and heaven ' is quite natural 

· here, because in this account only the earth is dealt with, in contrast to the first account 
which deals first with the creations of heaven, and then with those of the earth. 
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creating ' men and other beings. There is a further analogy also • 
fact that i�� formed from i1: is used in the same metaphorical se : 

' imagination ' ,  Gen. 6, s (also 1 Chron. 28, 9. 29, 1_8), ' imagination �' 

heart, plans ', Gen. 8, 21. Deut. 3 1 ,  2 1 , just as "!Jd is used as su ·
.
· 

' character, nature, quality, virtue ' (Er.-Gr. p. 1 92 ), thus e.g. U rk. iV: · I. 
�d.w ntr= ' qualities and virtues of God, the character of God ' ; ibicl' 
' He who knows the £maginings of the body ("!Jdwy.w !J..t) before they 

·;: 
the lips ', i.e. ' thoughts, plans ', It should be noted that [J..t ' body ' · · 
nates with lb ' heart ' ,  exactly like jt)J with :J' , so that "fJdwy.w [J..f 
::i.? i�� are identical in meaning and construction. ,/ 

Besides "!Jd, also km1 ("!Jim) may have served as model for i:ri , 

like "!Jd, it is a technical expression for ' create ', notably for the ' fo g 

works of art (in wood, metal, etc.), and like "!Jd, is used metapho :f 
in reference to the inner being of man, as well as to his thoughts and/ 
Thus e.g. Urk. iv, 255,  4 (of Thutmosis I) : ' The Majesty of her fathef�: 
beheld her (the Queen Hatshepsut) and saw how very divine was hei.� . 
("!Jm1-s) and how lofty her heart " cf. also 1082 and 1083. rn[' 
44, 4 : ' who made the heaven according to the plans of his heart ( .  · 
n ib-f) ', literally ' the imaginings of his heart ', we have in }pn.1.w' 
a closer parallel to :J.? i�� in that both coincide in every �espect eve . 
use of :J' = lb. 1 

7. n?��t.? for " Slau�hterin� Knife ". 

The noun n���p for slaughtering-knife formed from '.:J� ' eat ', 
6, lo, corresponds exactly to the Egyptian usage of wnm ' eat, devour: 
the ' knife ' of the slaughterer, which devours the beast with its ' ril  
Cf. Ag. WB. i, p. 321 .  For just as in Hebrew, so also in Egypf·-_ 
knife has a '  mouth ' wherewith it devours beast and man. We wo : '. 
that similarly the metaphorical use of the ' devouring sword ' Deut. '/ 
(2 Sam. 2, 26) and ' devouring fire ' Num. 1 6, 35. 26, 10. Lev. 6, 3 -� 
common in Egyptian. Thus the knife ' devours ' (wnm) in the 

.. 

the strong slaughterer (Erman, Zaubersprii.che, 3,  2) ; the lance ' s  
(<m) the flesh of the hippopotamus (Naville, Mythe d'Horus, iii ; G ,  
Bild/. p. 143 and 144), and the flame ' devours ' the Apophis drago .. 
consumes its carcass (Apophis, 26, 18. 3 1 ,  19). 

' Likewise in the meaning of ' creature ' i11 (Is. 29, 1 6 ;  Ps. 103, 14), lµI and ...... 
identical. 
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B. ANALOGOUS PHRASES IN HEBREW 

AND EGYPTIAN. 

We proceed now to discuss a few further phrases or expressions which 
have a pronounced Egyptian colouring. 

1. ' Bone of my Bones '. 

Gen. 2 ,  23 �Q¥� CJ�¥ ' bone of my bones ', i.e. limb of my limbs (cf. above, 
p. 70) has its analogous usage in the Egyptian m I;.< w< J;.n< ' as one limb 
with ' so-and-so ', i.e. ' from his very body ', e.g. Urk. iv, 385 : ' I am verily 
as one limb with him (m IJ< w< J;.n<-J) ', i.e. with my father Amon, or ibid. 
585 : ' Son of Amon whom Mut bare to him, as one limb with his creator 
(m IJ< w< J;.n< /pn1-f) ', i.e. with Amon who engendered him. A still closer 
parallel is Merikare, Recto 132 (Lit., p. 83) where it says of men that they 
are images of Re, ' gone forth from his limbs (pr m IJ<.w-f) ', i.e. as children 
of his own body. 1 The emphasis ' this time t:lll�iJ n�l is this bone of my 
bones and flesh of my flesh ' is to stress the contrast with the animals 
which were created from earth and animated by Adam (cf. above, p. 149 f.). 
It should further be noted that in Egyptian also ' flesh and bones ' (iwf fd) 
are conjointly used for ' body '. 

2. The Earth • Opens her Mouth '. 

Gen. 4, n says that the earth ' opened her mouth ' Q'l?i"I� ilQ1E} to swallow 
up Abel's blood. This may be compared with Amenemope, x, 20 with 
reference to the riches of the ungodly : ' They are not there, the ground has 
opened its mouth (wn p1 lwdn r1-f), received, and swallowed them ; they are 
drowned in the nether world '.2 A closer parallel is contained in Lacau, 
Textes Relig. Ree. 30, p. 68 (also in the Book of the Dead) of the nether 
world : ' The earth hath opened her mouth (wn t1 r1-f) ; Geb (the Earth 
god) hath flung open his jaws '. 

1 Cf. above, p. 143 f. and 144, n. 2 on the conception that a corporeal son is the image of 
his father. It is in this sense that Gen. 5, 3 is to be understood. 
' I regard <�1 as wrongly written for <� ' to go in, to enter ' ,  used here as causative in the 

sense of ' introduce ' (}Jg. WB. ,  i, 231 ) . At the beginning of x, l ,  mw dy-J, not mdyw-f 
should be read, taking mw as complementary of <m (cf. such mode of writing, )Jg. WB., i,  
183), dy1 belongs together with hrp and refers to iwdn. Thus the whole reads : ' He brought 
them in, swallowed them, and caused them to sink in the nether world '. It is a picture of 
the voracious one that opens his mouth, introduces the food greedily and hastily into his 
mouth in order to swallow it as quickly as possible. That in Amen-emope very old material 
is employed has already been noted above, p. 271 ,  n. 2. 
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The same expression also occurs in Num. 1 6, 30, though in 1 6, 32 · · · 
used. In this passage the agreement with Amenemope is still more lit " 
and is the more significant inasmuch as also here through the ' mou · 

the earth ' �orali and his followers were drawn into the abyss. It is 
· 1'lt 

remarkable that all the other passages, not merely those in the Pentateu 
Num. 26, 10. Deut. 1 1 , 6, but also Ps. 1 06 , 17 refer exclusively to the J.{.6" 
story.1 

, "' 

3. Euphemistic use of ll�. 
The euphemism ii�� Y1: , ' to know a woman ' (sexually) Gen. 4, �- rj'�· 

24, 16. 38, 26 and (of men) Gen. 19, 5 2 was also current in Egyptian, , 
verb used being r!J. = y,1 ' know, recognize ', e.g. Maximes d' Ani, 2,f 

" 
Guard thyself against a harlot ' to know her in body (r!J.-iw m lz�l 
Lacau, Textes Relig. Ree. 26, 68 B :  ' His wife whom he loves and wlj.:·· 
he knows (r!J..tn-f) ' ; similarly it is said of men, Pap. d'Orb. 3,  6 :  :''.� ' 
desired to know him (r!J.-f) as one knows a young man (m r!J. <gd).'. :'.;: 
of men among themselves, Pap. Kahun, Horus and Seth, 2, 4, where . 
says that Seth desired ' to know ' him (r!J. m<-y).3 The same euphem""'. 
contained in the name applied to the town (pr r!J. n s.t) ' Ho�e A .. 
knowing of Isis (by Osiris) ' Dendera Mar. Dend. iii, 79. i, 1 6  b. . �} 

Although the Egyptian and Hebrew completely coincide in thC'. : ,:" 
this euphemism in all cases, it might equally well be adopted fro .:., 
Akkadian, for also the Akkadian idu = y,, was customarily used for · '' . :··9 
knowledge, thus lf ammurabi § 1 30, of the woman ' who knows no . . · 
(la zikaram la iduuma), which completely coincides with i:Jf ny,1. Bµ" 
should, however, be noted that in Akkadian for this euphemism the . · 

lama.du= ,r.;', seems to have been more frequent and general than id�{F 
in Hebrew, cf. lfammurabi, § 1 54 which speaks of a man who ' kne'\!� 
daughter ' (miirat-zu iltamad) and §§ 155 ,  1 56  of the ' knowing (lamiilfii ' 
the woman '.4 . � ' f. 
' In Is. 5, 14 the reference is to the ' mouth ' of the nether world (Ps. 141 , 7), not the·!; 

in Is. 45, 8, the earth opens its furrows, not its mouth, which is merely the WS. 
annihilation. ,,·"· 
• In addition to the passages cited, it occurs in Num. 3 1 ,  17 f. ;  Judges I I ,  39· x"· 

21 , 1 1 f. ; 1 Sam. 1 , 19, and 1 Kings 1 , 4. .' ,. 
3 Probably with the intention of defaming him by the outrage, as occurs in the fight .' 

Babylonian gods in the violation of Mummu by Ea. Cf. Meissner, Babyl. u. 
' 

p. 105, and the differing view of Ebeling, AOT.', p. 110, 65. 
4 Cf. Bezold, Glossar, pp. 17 and 159 ; Muss-Amolt, WB., p. 486 a. For lamiidu, cf •. 

Ungnad, Baby!. Briefe, Vorderasiat. Gesell., vol. 6, letter no. 90, 9 ff. from I;I 
_ . ., 

time ; further Delitzsch, Sum. Glossar., p. 226. The last references I owe to Prof. A • .  

who, however, could find no later examples for the use of either, not even in 
collections for the great Assyro-Babylonian Dictionary in preparation. 
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Now it is very remarkable (1) that idu, so far as I can see, only occurs 
in the passage mentioned and only in conjunction with zikii.ru = ;::it ; and 
(2) that the use of idu zikaram is only to be exemplified from the time of 
I:Iammurabi. The conclusion would, therefore, seem to be justified that 
idii. was later replaced by lamii.du and fell out of use. As there are examples 
of the use of this euphemistic phrase also in Sumerian, it must belong to the 
more archaic linguistic stock, and therefore, either to the old Akkadian, or 
to the phrases and expressions, which, in I:Iammurabi and in old Babylonian, 
go back to the Sumerian. In any case the fact is of importance that the 
employment of idii. belongs to an older period of the Akkadian, and like
wise that similarly in Hebrew it is restricted to the Pentateuch and the 
older Biblical writings (Judges, 1 Sam., and 1 Kings). All these factors 
support the view that in Hebrew also i1W� Yi' and ;::ir Yi' belong to the 
oldest period, irrespective of whether the phrase ultimately goes back to 
Akkadian or to Egyptian.1 

C. EXPRESSIONS ORIGINATING IN EGYPTIAN 

MYTHS . 

In the Genesis stories there are a few passages in which expressions are 
remarkably reminiscent of Egyptian expressions from myths of analogous 
content. On closer examination they convey the impression that they are 
remnants of stories originally composed in Hebrew and inspired by Egyptian 
mythology ; stories of which the main elements have been either deliberately 
eliminated or accidentally lost. The most characteristic of these remains 
are the following examples : 

1 .  The • Children of the Gods ' !:l'ry'S�o '�7 and the l:l'!�t 
the Mi�hty men of primeval Times. 

Gen. 6, 1-14 reference is made to the union of the ' children of the gods ' 
!:l'ry'S�;T'�7 with the daughters of man, and in conjunction therewith the 
Cl',::l.'l , the mighty men of primeval times c�iYP. ,�� !:l'"J�iJ, are mentioned. 
Here the text is obviously not in order ; it seems to be a fragmentary 
story, mutilated, or purposely abbreviated. In any case it is difficult to 
follow the course of the narrative and still harder to establish a connexion 
between the ' children of the gods ' and the ' mighty men of primeval 
times '. There are, however, some expressions here so typically Egyptian 

r Elsewhere we shall have more to say on similar expressions and phrases which occur 
bc;ith in Egyptian and in Akkadian. 
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kings to succession to the throne of Horus, upon whom sovereignty 0· 
the whole earth was bestowed by the Earth-god Geb, and all the other 
(Erman, Relig. 41). For our purpose, however, it is of essential impo� 
that it is stated (Gen. 6, 4)of ' the children of the gods ' that they ' engend ·0' 
numerous children in this land (i.e. earth) ' , even after men liad already �; 
created. 1 Like man, ' the children of the gods ' also formed families ( 
or generations (mw.t = nii'm cf. above, p. 27 4), and it was these generatr 
of the gods which, in the long primeval period, exercised rule over the wh ,_ 

· 

earth and mankind. The characteristic feature of ' the children of 
gods ' is, therefore, that side by side with men, and simultaneously, 
lived, engendered, and fought for their hegemony on earth. To this cl 
of demi-gods belonged also the c�;:i��O-'?.f , who intermingled with :' 
daughters of men. 

As to c'i110 i�N c1ii:::i'-i1 ' the mighty men of primeval times ' it is 
bearing in mind the fierce struggles at the very beginning of the do · 

of ' the children of the gods ' on earth and their mighty feats, notably · 

of Horus against Seth, as told in several, though fragmentary, m 
" 

various versions, that one can understand the connexion in our story\ 
between c�;:i��v-'?.f ' the children of the gods ' and c?ill!;? i�� c�"'!:::i�tt , 
mighty men of primeval times '. In this allusion we have ·only re 
the original story in which such struggles were recounted in far g . _ 

detail. These mighty men also belonged to the circle of ' the childre ., 
the gods ' with the difference that they are called c•?:;it , it being exp� 'r 
stated that they were on earth at the time when the intercourse of . 
c,;:i'S�v-'?.:t with the daughters of men was going on and also beyond,· ,

,. 

time. The text, as we have it, leaves no doubt on this point, for it s , , ' 

literally : ' The c·?�;i were on earth in those days and also after that. 
o�;:i��Q-'?.f ' the child�en of the gods, came unto the daughters of men · ,  
they bare children unto them ' ;  and it proceeds : ' these (namely the Cl' _ 
are the mighty men that were of primeval time, the men of reno : 

" 
' In the Apophis Book, 27, 5 ( = Urk., Roed. 108 f.) it is said after the birth of the 

children of Geb and Nut : ' Their children are numerous in this land ' (ms.w-sn <f1-Jn
pn). In the same book, 29, 5 f. ( = Urk. II r ) , probably emanating from another so 
is said, in somewhat altered form : ' Their children created numerous creatures (!Jpr.'_� 
this land (m t1 pn), creatures of children (m bpr.w n.w ms.w) and creatures of these chit ·, 
(ms.w-sn), i.e. children and grandchildren, cf. also Apoph. 26, 24. In all these m� 
propagation of the ' children of the gods ' is represented as proceeding on the same na 
lines as among human beings. In Apoph. 27, 3 f. ( = Roed. 108) it is even expressly s '  · 
of the children of Nut, that they were born after man had been in existence. 

. 

• The passage as it stands is quite correct, and it is precisely by erasing p-1inN 
later gloss, as some critics do, that the text is brought out of its correct gr 
construction. 
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The author is concerned to emphasize the fact that the ti•>�? were already 
on earth at the time of these episodes, and that even after the propagation 
of the c•;:iS�Q-•;i.7 they still remained on earth nt9 , and this is stated in word
ing similar to that we have quoted from the Egyptian myth. 1 The c•?�t 
are thus neither identical with the c•;:iS�;;i-•t.:;i, nor can they, as has been 
suggested, have proceeded from the union with the daughters of men. 

2. The Meaning of c·>�t • 

The whole nature of the narrative and the characterization of the c·>�t 
as the ' mighty men of primeval times ' convey the impression that the 
c•,£lJ were conceived as a distinct class of daring warriors and mighty 
fighters who, by fabulous feats of arms, became the embodiment and model 
of heroism. The close relationship of our passage with the Egyptian in 
language and matter leads to the assumption that in c•;£lJ we may have an 
imitation of an Egyptian word, derived from a root with meaning ' to fall ' 
similar to that of '£l:J . As a matter of fact !J.rw or !J.rwy (Er.-Gr. 1 3 1) is 
a regular expression for conquered foes and rebels, especially of high rank. 
This is formed from !Jr ' to fall ', and !J.rw which means ' the fallen one ' is 
applied to the enemy faJlen in battle, and extended generally to foe and rebel. 
It thus becomes evident that c•>e;i1 , derived from '£lJ ' to fall ', means the 'fallen 
one ', and is a literal reproduction of !J.rw ' the fallen one '. The !J.rw are the 
enemies of the gods who, like Seth and his companions, filled the whole 
primeval world with fear and terror ; they are the rebels who waged mighty 
battles against the great gods until they were repelled and annihilated. 
While, however, the Egyptians attached a feeling of hatred and abhorrence 
to the ' fallen ' ,  and !Jrw became a term for the odious adversary, for the 
Hebrews, c•S£iJ lost its original meaning : it did not refer any longer to the 
hated rebels, accursed foes of the gods, but rather to the mythical figures 
of terror and heroism, to the mighty fighters that in primeval times battled 
for world dominion, and gained for themselves everlasting renown, becoming 
c�il ·�J� ' men of name ', everlasting. They were conceived as giants of 
monstrous strength and enormous size, of whom fabulous stories of terri
fying deeds were told. Thus C',£lJ became an expression for heroes and 
giants, and was subsequently applied to men of unusual stature and awesome 

' Note the expression nt9 ' in the land ' here, and in the above cited myth t1 pn ' this 
land ' .  It i s  indicative of the close relationship of Hebrew and Egyptian in linguistic usage 
that t1 ' land ' is employed just like ri� for the whole earth. Whereas, however, the 
Egyptian said t1 pn ' this land ' because he regarded his land as the whole earth, the Hebrew 
spoke in general terms )"i�J. or )"i�il . Cf. above, p. 84. 
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And not only from the point of view of such general considerations�
'
. 

even from the purely linguistic standpoint the question arises : in what o
' 

surroundings, and in what other time could Egyptian elements have 
trated into the Genesis stories and patriarchal narratives in such abun 
From what other environment and what other time is it possible to exp 
such an intimate and close familarity of the author, not merely with ·· 
Egyptian language, but also with the literary background of the Egyp. i-c· 
myths and tales which, as we have seen, exercised such a decisive infl.u .'. 

on the composition of the Genesis stories, and to a certain extent · als0;: 
the patriarchal narratives ? Finally when and where else could the au :. 
have obtained such a thorough insight also into the tendencies of .: 

' 

various Egyptian theological schools, that it was of determining, if not' 

fundamental importance, in his treatment of the mythical material · '' 

the Genesis stories ? Can all this have been an epoch when the Heh;· 
were not so thoroughly familiar with the Egyptian language and so -
pletely saturated by the Egyptian mode of thought ? Only here, in .  
could the long process of remoulding the Genesis stories and pat · �. ""'' 
narratives have taken place before they received the definite stamp·�ot 
Egyptian orientation ; only here were all the conditions present for a:" ,_
gressive development of the Canaanite dialect retained by the Hebre _.,/. 
Egypt, into separate independent Hebrew idiom, whereby the way�� · ,�. 
paved for the literary fixation of the Genesis stories and patriarchal narraf 

so that, once having attained their full maturity, they emerged . as a 
and splendid creation of the Hebrew genius in the Hebrew language. ·.f 

Moreover, from the character of the name-interpretations fully disc · 

above, it became perfectly clear that this literary fashion in Hebrew can 
have arisen in the Egyptian epoch of Israel, because it was only for that e · 

that appreciation of and understanding of this typ£cally Egyptian mod 
playing on words can be presumed. The circumstance further that s' 

interpretations are already applied to the names of the earliest ancesto 
mankind beginning with Adam and Eve, and then pervade the w .  
patriarchal history, reveals the further relationship with the Egyptian, 
so far as similar name-interpretations and puns are applied to the , .. 
gods, and are just as typical for the stories of the gods in primeval times·: 
in the narratives of the ancestors of Israel. It cannot be sufficie

·· 

emphasized that this fashion of punning name-interpretation belongs tQ._ 
earliest period of Egyptian sacred literature, and is of more frequent 
rence in the Pyramid texts than in those of any later period. In 
texts, even so late as of the Ptolemaic period, almost all such puns are" 
new creations, but hark back directly to the earliest mythological writ· 
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Even in fanciful tales and folk-lore, as e.g. in the story of the birth of the 
three kings (cf. above, p. 242), such name-interpretations relate to figures 
from the earliest period of Egyptian history, just as in the history of Israel 
they chiefly occur in the narratives of the earliest period. This parallel 
phenomenon may provide a further important element for determining the 
date of composition of the Genesis stories and patriarchal narratives. 

2. Significance of Sumero-Akkadian Reminiscences.1 

If, through the penetration of Egyptian influence, we are able to assign 
an approximate date to the literary fixation of the Genesis stories and 
patriarchal narratives at one end, other indications of a linguistic nature 
may be derived from the Babylonian reminiscences which render possible 
the delimitation of a date at the other end. For there are words and forms 
of names which carry us back to that early time when a portion of the 
Genesis stories in their original Babylonian framework became known to 
the ancestors of the Hebrews before they had left their Mesopotamian 
home, and which, despite all later developments in language and modifica
tion in the contents of these stories, yet survived from that early period 
and were preserved in their original signification and form. 

By a close study of Sumerian and of old Akkadian, which under 
I;Iammurabi superseded the use of the Sumerian language,2 it becomes 
clear that in the Genesis stories, and notably those of Abraham, some place 
and personal names are not only of genuine Akkadian, but even of earlier 
Sumerian origin, Thus e.g. in Gen. 1 1 , 2 1  ff. ��;r is the Akkadian name 
sarugi, and iin� is the Akkadian na!J.iri or na!J.£rau and n1� occurs as the 
first component in some Akkadian personal names such as tar!J.u-nazi and 
tar!J.u-undaraba, name of a king of the Hittite land Arzawa. Even the 
name of the first patriarch, in its original form CiJ� , is considered to be 
identical with the Akkadian name Abarama. On the other hand ':)�� 
Gen. 4, 18 ff. 5, 25 ff. is the Sumerian name z;_mga, cognomen of Ea the god 
of heaven, as patron of song and music. This is very signjficant as this 
agrees with the fact that ::�?, was father of s��· described as ' the father of all 
such as handle the harp and organ ' (cf. Langdon, Sum. Ep£c of Paradise, 
etc., p. 52). Of special importance is the Sumerian origin of 1�� , Gen, I I ,  

1 See introduction, p. xxiv, n. 1 ,  on the conventional use of Akkadian as a linguistic term. 
• Although Akkadian of a thoroughly Semitic character had already as;;erted itself in 

Assyria under the rule of Sargon I, about the twenty-sixth century B.c. , Sumerian still 
remained in use in Babylonia until it was abandoned under l;lammurabi about the twentieth 
century B.C. From then onward Sumerian was forced by Akkadian more and more into 
the background, until it became entirely forgotten. 
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28, 31 .  15 ,  7 = uru ' city ' ,  which became the name of the capital of Sou

'� 

Babylonia, [ and of the name ni:i ' Gen. I I '  32 , etc. = Akkad. !Jarranu . " 
the Sumerian garan ' path, street '.2 All these and other similar · ·;· 

can by no manner of means be explained as having arisen or been inv. ·':. 
later in Canaan, but must have originated in the Babylonian home o( 
patriarchs, just as this must have been the case with many wor ··· 
Akkadian origin as e.g. !:liilr;i , Gen. 1 ,  2 ; ;�p , 5, l ; i�h and i�� , 6,., 
;ip? , 1 1 ,  3 ; Sr;� , 4, 22 or 1�9 ( cf. above, pp. 1 1 3 f., I I  8 ,  and 226 ), som!'. 
which must ultimately be derived from the Sumerian.3 It is from · 
Akkadian that these words must have been incorporated by the 

; 
. 

patriarchs in the Chaldaeo-Aramaic dialect spoken by them in M ;:, 
tamia, and it is only thence that they can have passed to the new elf 
adopted in Canaan. We thus have in all these cases elements whi" 
back to the time when the patriarchs were still in their original hb; 
living contact with the peoples of Babylonia. · 

3. The Forms of the Names Sj:l':Jn and l:l'':Jb:ll • .  ... ... .  · :  -
Of very decisive significance and importance for our conclusions ar::· 

Gen. 2, 14, and l::l'1iz-'.::i , Gen. 1 1 , 28, 31 ,  because in Akkadian itself the
' 

only in use in these forms down to a definite period, and afterwards
· "<', 

a different form in consequence of sound mutations. .
: :" . . .  

As far as S8�l! is concerned, the first syllable 1! can only be exp� ·�: 
from the ancient, or at any rate early, Akkadian form idi'IJ,lat.4 It is . ·· 
much later that we meet with the shortened form di'IJ,lat (in Ass_ y· 

or dig/at (in Babylonian), a form which in Aramaic and post-If 
Hebrew is represented by dig/at (n�r!) and in Arabic by digla (�.)).5 . 5'.·: 

1 Cf. Delitzsch, Sum. Gloss. ,  p. 50, uru (also ur abbreviated like i��) ' locality;<: 
= Akkadian alu ; cf. also uru-gal ' the great town ' as designation for the nether wori. 
• It is certainly not without significance that Haran is mentioned as the place of m • ' 

of the first patriarchs from Ur, for after the destruction of Ur it became the general :·. 
of the moon cult, and probably on.that account was selected by Teral;z as his new . .  , 
The Moon god, Sin, there bore the title ' Lord of I;Iaran ' (bel-'!Jamin) ; in the mu�: 
inscription of Sendjirli, it recurs in the Aramaic form jin SJJJ . Cf. Jirku Joe. �(: 

Meissner, Baby/. and Assyr., ii, p. 19. '.� 
3 Cf. Jirku, Altar. Kom. z. AT., p. 53, and S. Landersdorfer, Sumer. Sprachgut nrs 

especially pp. 19,  27, 25, 30, 24. Both quote also other names and words of Akka 
Sumerian origin, into which, however, we cannot here enter. 

4 This form is clearly transmitted by the syllabic writing in the Sumero- . , 
Vocabulary. Cf. also Landersdorfer, Sum. Sprachgut, p. 30 f. and Sum. Parallelen":z,� 
Urgesch, p. 64, Vat. 9397, recto 14, where, in the Akkadian interlinear translation, i-di 
is written phonetically, just as also in the somewhat mutilated 1. 6. Although the · 

this piece is not dated, it must be very old, possibly emanating from the pre· 
period. , 

s Likewise the Assyrian form di�lat still survives in the Syriac �? , which do -
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From this it will be perceived that ?��1'.1 coincides not with the later, but 
the earlier Akkadian form, and it is, therefore, obvious that it can only go 
back to a time when the old form was still current in Akkadian itself. 
True, it is difficult to determine the exact point of time when the form 
idi�lat was abandoned and replaced by the shorter form di#at, because it 
is almost always written ideographically, not phonetically, and the only 
passages in which it appears phonetically occur in syllabaries which it is 
difficult to date. But one thing is certain and that is that idi�lat is the 
oldest form, and that it goes back to the Sumerian id. idigna, the first element 
of which, id, means ' river, stream '.1 This alone proves that id in idi�lat 
was original and essential, because this syllable means ' stream ', and it 
could only have been dropped later, at a time when in Akkadian the feeling 
for the meaning ' stream ' in id had become lost. Seeing that Sumerian, 
as we have observed, had already fallen out of use by the time of 
J:Iammurabi in the twentieth century B.C., and probably shortly after 
ceased altogether to exist as a living language, the abbreviation of idi�lat 
to di�lat must have already been carried out by the nineteenth or eighteenth 
century B.c., in any case more than 1 ooo years before the Babylonian exile 
(585 B.C.). In such circumstances the form s��r:i cannot possibly have been 
adopted by the Hebrews as late as at the time of the exile, because in 
Babylonia itself it had passed into desuetude many centuries before. As 
for such an adoption no other period in Israel's history than that of the 
first patriarchs can come under consideration, it may be taken for granted 
that Spin can only be a reminiscence from the time of the patriarchs, 

The case is still clear in the form C,1�� for the Chaldeans, Gen. I I  , 3 1 ,  

where i�::i occurs for the later iS::i which arose in consequence of the 
transmutation of sd into Id. As the transmutation of s into l before 

goes back to the time when the Aramaeans pronounced it with �. For the history of word 
borrowings it is of interest to observe that whereas the form dil;dat or diglat reached the 
Aramaeans, Syrians, Jews, and Arabs through living intercourse with the peoples of Meso
potamia, it came to the Greeks through the Persians in the corrupt form tigra, and was 
Hellenized as Ti')'pt� .  Small as they appear, such clues serve as real searchlights for the 
discovery of cultural migrations ah origine. 

' There can be litttle doubt that the Sumerians were conscious that in the first element 
id, the meaning ' river ' was present. They used it as component in the same way as in 
e.g. id-gal ' great river ' and other similar words, cf. Delitzsch, Sum. Gloss. , p . 2 1 .  Whether 
this is also the original meaning of idigna, or whether we have in igina the elem.ent of a 
pre-Sumerian name is a question which cannot be discussed. For us it is only of impor
tance that the Sumerians regarded id as river. Perhaps igina or igna was the real name of 
the river, before which id was placed, so as more clearly to denote it as a river, thus ' River 
Igna ' like ' River Perat ' for the Euphrates. The interpretation proposed by Delitzsch, 
loc. cit. idi-gin ' flowing river ' is highly improbable. 

P p  
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dentals in Assyro-Babylonian took place between the twentieth century 
when Sumerian yielded to Akkadian, and the fifteenth century B.c., d 
the reign of Assur-Uballit, it may be regarded as certain that the form 
passed out of use by the fifteenth century B.C. 1 We have thus in the � 
of Assur-Uballit the terminus ad quem, after which the adoption of'.':''· 
form c�':)�� in the narrative of the patriarchs is hardly thinkable, and ' 
leads us back directly to the time of the migration of Abraham fro�' 
Cl'':)�� ' City of the Chasdeans ' as the Chaldeans were called when ,� ; 
still in current usage.2 . 1  

The two forms ���r:i and i:l''=!�� bear a clear indication of the time ,;,,· · 
they were introduced into Hebrew. They furnish us with positive evid : 
that the patriarchal narratives follow an ancient tradition emanating ·

· 

the pre-Egyptian epoch in Israel, and can be regarded as distin'ctive . .  :.'"" 

that this was the time when the patriarchal narratives began to take::· 
until they were written down in the form in which they have com�:f 't \.;(.i 
to us.3 '··· 

4. Canaanite Reminiscences as Indications of 
a pre-Egyptian Tradition. 

Besides the evidence adduced from the Akkadian, we may draw·�(" •'1 �.·� 
to another class of words which equally come under consideration u' , ,. \. ·�·.X� 
determining signposts for a pre-Egyptian tradition of the patr·.

,
.
� . 

' 
1 Cf. J. Lewy, Das Verbum in den alt-assyrischen Gesetzen, Berlin, Diss. 1921, p 

According to him this transmutation had already been carried out wider .AMur'.'.' · 
and by the Amarna period, fifteenth century B.C., the s before dentals had rurea� 
disappeared, both in Babylonian and in Assyrian, as well as in the Mitanni l ,;,_ 
Besides the examples quoted by Lewy for the transmutation of s into l, cf. inter .

. 

from ifdu, altammu from altammu, eltiinu from eftanu, maltu from maltu, and malt(, 
ma!titu. Bezold, Glossar., pp. 73, 77, 79, and 288. ·. 

• uru or ur = il� must have been the name of the capital very early under Sumerian'.' 

Cl1':Jrp�1�� ' town of the Chaldeans ' is either to be explained from a period of tein 
rule by the Chaldeans in Ur, or it was assigned to the quarter of the Chaldeans wi 
Sumerian capital, which was simply called Ur. In any case this designation must be 
on reasons which were still known at the time of the patriarchs, and on which, 

' .,,., 

future excavations may throw some light, as on many other Ion� obscure Biblical da · 
3 The very fact that the Books of Ezekiel and Daniel were composed in Baby! • · 

time when the two forms ��:J1:1 and tl1':)�� had long since been forgotten in Bab°iJ 
itself, makes their appearance in these books incomprehensible ; it can only be , , . 
that they remained in use in Hebrew in their archaic forms transmitted from ancient., . 
They remained so deeply rooted in Hebrew that even in later ages down to the · · 
time, the same form �pin is used for the Tigris, despite the fact that the later fomi� 
was already current in Palestine in Josephus' time (Ant., i, 1 ,  3 A1-y"-a9) and elsewhere 
Hist. Nat. 6, 27, Diglito), and appears also in Talmudical literature. Cf. Levy, N , . 
WB., and Kohut, Aruch Comp/., s.v. 
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narratives. As in the Joseph and Exodus stories (cf. above, p. 99), so also 
in the patriarchal narratives words are to be found which appear in the 
Egyptian documents of the New Kingdom and earlier as foreign Canaanite 
words. On that account they are of great significance because they were · 
taken over by the Egyptians at a time when they stood in immediate 
contact with the inhabitants df Canaan, and consequently have in Egyptian 
the form and meaning which they had before and about the time of the 
Exodus. The striking feature in these words is that one of them occurs 
only here, and that two others which are to be found elsewhere only 
sporadically in the oldest historical texts of the Bible, are used in the 
meaning which they had in the Egyptian, but not in that which they bear 
in other later Biblical writings. The fact that here they are used with the 
very same meaning as in Egyptian can only be explained on the assumption 
that they have retained the old Canaanite meaning which they had when 
they reached the Egyptians before and at the time of the great" conquerors 
of the New Kingdom, i.e. the time before the Exodus. These words are 
(a) c•.:i•�n . (b) 0'1.V.l , and (c) n.:ii.:i . 

(a) c•.;i•�.q occurs only in Gen. 14, 14 for the men that accompanied 
Abraham on his campaign against the kings. There it has distinctly 
a specific meaning referring to a class of persons who were particularly 
suitable to participate in the campaign. Now in some Egyptian texts of 
the New Kingdom relating to campaigns in Palestine and Syria, the word 
l;.nk-;Jn ,  plur. l;.nk.w appears as a Canaanite loanword in the sense of 
' confederate, supporter, ally ', and remarkably enough it refers only to 
princes and chieftains. It is very frequently employed in a maledictory 
formula launched against the Canaanite and Syrian enemies of the Egyptians, 
in which invariably it follows the name of the leading princes. From the 
many examples cited by Sethe in Jf.chtung feindlicher Fiirsten, Abhh. d. Berl. 
Akad. Nr., 5, 1 926, we select the following : p. 45 ff. the curse is pro
nounced against the ' ruler <1m (? Cl"W,) of iy<n� (? i'JY') and all the allies 
(l;.nk.w-t:i�n) that are with him ' ; p. 46 against <k1m (? o�;il!), ' ruler of iy<n� 
and all the allies (l;.nk.w) that are with him ' and against ' iy<bm (Cl��� - or 
? crn�) and kwfr (? i�i.:l) the rulers of fwtw (? iJ"ll,�) and all the allies (/;mk.w) 
that are with them ' ; p. 4 7, against Jhmw (1��9 , t��9, or r,�9 ?), ' ruler of 
fwtw and all the allies (l;.nk.w) that are with him ', etc. 

It is this meaning of allies, followers, supporters, which is to be assigned 
to c•;i•m : It refers to Abraham's allies <Aner, Efkol, and Mamre, who, in 
v. l J  are expressly mentioned as being covenanted with him and in v. 24 as 
having gone with him on his campaign. 1 

1 That il"l'.J ,,,,� , v. 14 ' those born of his house ' is not identical with Cl'.:J'.lM has often 
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assuming different authors and various periods of composition bdf , . 
by the thematic character of the Pentateuchal sections concerned, ' · 
Egyptian background to which they are akin. Thus in narra . .. 

popular content, like the Joseph and Exodus stories, current s 
common conversational terms are reflected, so much so, that some E ;�. 
borrowings are not reproduced in the old classical form, but in the. 
Egyptian or vernacular form ; 1 in the Genesis stories, however, m.·.ir":' 
views and thoughts concerning higher problems like the creatio .. 

, 

destiny of mankind, the moral basis of a world-order are set fo ·. 
behold more the speculative and scholarly character in style,

· speech� 
composition, to such an extent that from certain expressions cast,:'.• 
Egyptian mould (cf. above, p. 1 5 3  f.) even the attitude taken by the· ''i! 
to divergent Egyptian theological schools is visible. . )f'':' 

If such conclusions in themselves are of significance for an ap�'f' 
of the language and the literary form of the two Pentateuc ·� 
dealt with in this volume, they will prove to be of still greater ;.

� 

and significance for the solution of problems affecting ' the corrii" 
the Pentateuch, as will be shown in the course of later invest" · 
much broader lines in the light of new illustrative material. 

. , · " '  .: .... '.'il t  
1 This will be illustrated elsewhere by many examples from other portions':ot 

teuch. Attention may here be drawn merely to i�, which does not rev�at 
classical form itrw, but the neo-Egyptian form irw, as survives in the doubtf"' 
pronunciation in Coptic e1oop (cf. above, p. 185 and p. 50, n. 1). Moreover, .� 
neo-Egyptian itn, iwtn, and is closest to the Coptic form e1Ten (above, p. 98) . , 

.-
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5 l4 27Sx 
7 l4 243x 
7 18 r S5 
8 3 243x 
9 5 243x 

1 8  l r12x 177� 
1 8  2 205x 20� 
1 9  5 f. r S 5 n:;:: 

.· 



Isa. Page. 
1 9  9 92x 
1 9  18 xxvi 
2 1 14 19 1 x  
23 3 26ox 
24 10 1 3 5x 
29 16 1 53  276x 
30 10 28x 
34 I I  1 3 5x 
37 7 1 1 5 
37 25 1 85 
41 25 1 53 
42 5 1 54x 
44 24 1 54x 
45 8 278x 
45 18 I I  I 
47 8 1 58 
51  3 1 58 1 60 
54 17 1 53x 
55 1 9ox 
59 4 1 3 5  

Jer. 
2 18 1 89x 26ox 
2 31  271 x  
4 23 1 3 5  
5 2 1  1 94x 
7 25 258 

18 2ff. I 53 
1 9 I I I 5 3  
2 5  20 60 
25 23 191x  
36  2 258 
44 30 49 
46 2 49 
50 37 6ox 
51 34 1 58 

Ezek. 
1 24 6ox 
1 28 2 1 6  
6 1 3  270 

1 0  5 9ox 
1 3  II 2 1 3  
1 6  19 270 
20 28 270 27ox 

INDEX OF BIBLICAL REFERENCES 

Ezek. Page. 
20 29 25 1 x  
2 0  41  270 
28 I I  I 6 I  
2 8  1 2  I I 6x 
2 8  13 1 60 
28 15 I I 6x 
30 5 60 
30 12 1 85 
3 1  2ff. 1 60 
3 1  8 1 60 
3 1  9 1 60 
3 1 16. 18 1 6 1  
34 1 4  1 59x 
36 35 160  
38 22 2 1 3  

Ps. Page. 
2 9 1 53 
7 1 3 2 1 6 '  
8 4 I I I  
8 9 io9x 

1 8  14 6ox 
18 17 261x  
1 9  2 12  
2 2  23  12  
26 7 1 2  
29 3ff. 6ox 
36 9 1 6ox 
55 3 27 1 x  
69 29 28ox 
77 15  8 I x 
7 7  18 6ox 

39 9 (Targum) 227x 77 19 6ox 
78 12 8 I x  

Hosea 
1 2  I 27Ix 
12 4 273x 
13 3 209x 

Joel 
1 16 9 1x  
2 3 1 60 
2 23 2 1 3  

Amos 
8 5 f. 9ox 

Jonah 
1 5 1 86x 

Mic. 
3 5 202x 

Nahum 
2 4  95x 

Hab. 
3 9 2 1 6  

Zech. 
3 10 1 97 

10  I 2 1 3  

7 8  44 1 85 
78 51  272 

274 
96 3 1 2  

1 02 22 1 2  
103 14 276x 
104 7 6ox 
1 05 36 272£. 

• ·106 I I  88x 
106 17 278 

273 

1 09 1 3 f. 28ox 
1 1 9 60 94 
1 1 9 90 I I I  
1 36 6 1 54x 
139  9 203x 
139 II 203x 
141 7 278x 

Prov. 
3 19 I I I  
7 7 1 94x 
9 4 1 94x 

1 1  26 90 
1 7  1 8  1 94x 
25 23 2 1 3  

2 7  1 8  1 97 

Job 
6 17 1 27 1 37x 

Job Page. 
9 17 203x 
9 26 206x 

1 2 7 1 37x 
1 5  7 I I 6x 
16  20 30 
26 7 1 3 5  
28 26 6ox 
29 2 85x 
30 8 28ox 
33 4 1 32x 
33 6 I I I  
3 1 10  83x 
33 23 30 
36 27 1 58x 
37 6 2 1 3  
3 8  8 187x 
38 25 6ox 
40 23 1 87x 
41 12 1 09 
42 23 1 87x 

Song of Songs. 
2 13 1 97 
4 14 273x 
7 2  
7 3 92x 

Ruth 
1 17 1 67 

Lament. 
2 I 95x 
4 20 148x 

Eccl. 
7 I 59x 

10 I 59x 
12 6 I I 5  

Esther 
1 I 1 72x 
4 6 ff. 48x 
7 8 48x 

Dan. Page. 
1 20 93x 
2 2 93x 

301 
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Ezra Page. 
4 I2. 5 3ff. 1 1 2 
9 7 259 

Neh. 
8 IO 1 59x 
8 17 87 258 
9 25 I 58 
9 32 258 

INDEX OF BIBLICAL REFERENCES 

Neh. Page. 
1 0  32 9ox 
1 3  3 6ox 

I. Chron. 
2 7 24ox 2 5 1 x  
4 9 233x  24ox 
4 40 1 59x 
7 23 233x  

l .  Chron. Page. 
28 9 276 
29 18 276 

2. Chron. 
3 5. 8 178x 

20 26 253 2 5 1 x  
2 4  6. Q 8x 
24 24 81x  

2 .  Chron. Page� .::: 
35 1 8  87 87�' 

' · '  

Ben Sira 
24 26 17ox , ,  

24 25. 27 1 8� 
Book of Jubilees :· 

5 27 2 1 9  
' 

6 17 220 

' -�· 

NoTE.-Readers who would consult the English Bible are reminded that in so ';°'  
parts the division of chapters and verses differs from the Hebrew. In so .· 
English Bibles the divergences are indicated on the margin. Special attentf 
should · be paid to references from Exod. 7 and 8 as in the English Bible cup 
begins with 7. 26 of the Hebrew. 



2. INDEX OF HEBREW WORDS. 

B. refers to the index of titles and functions ; C. to phrases ; D. to proper names ; E. to 
proper names with play of words ; • indicates the Egyptian origin of the word ; •A the 
Akkadian origin. For these loanwords, cf. the special indexes of Akkadian words, p. 309 f. 
and of Egyptian words in the hieroglyphic Appendix, p.  14 •. 

A. Single Words and Idiomatic Expressions. 

� c,;:iS�o ,�f 279 280 28ox J 
Jt$ cf. C. 10 23 23x 24x 282ff. -�� �f 162 2SOx 280 

232 c,ry°S� iE 16off. w�f cf. C. 
niJ� cf. C. i:l'ilS� c)y 120 n�1i:p*A 1 17 182 182xf. 
;�� 

Ts4x c,�s;, n��ip s9f. �n::i* 1 34f. cf. �,,;:, 
�n:i ,�-?� 13sx c,ryS� Cl�i 132ff. 132x ii::i , ii::io n,� 83 
c��;i� S3 ff. C:l1Q ,iJ�� �� Bo n�� , iol:l>o n·� 3o S7 
!J1-?�* 1 1  ft?�*A 1 18 1 18x n�� n� 99 
i�* 1s6f. 1s7x 1s8 1sBx i9t$ , ib�?. , ,� if:?t$� ,W� nl7l'E n,� 47 
liit$ cf. B.  14 99 ISI  2SSx l'l�f I IOf. 
01� 120 14sf. 149f. 211 1?•t?,t$� 23Sx C!'T:lf S6f. 

232 240 �f?,� ,  rj��n ii� 108 1 12 �f I I I  IS3 2 1 1  
n�1� 1 1 1  14sf. 1 s6f. 166 1'1!1� 20s 20sx 206x �n�u 118 288 

168 23 If. 240 912��� 6o i1�1f 2Six 29 1 ff. 
ri�* ,  c,1,toe n,��1 27 1 f. n1��* ss i'lf , C,P.11� ni�ii' 6o 

273 273xf. 9� 109 
,:ii�* 1� cf. D. C�!f� 147x 9�-n��� 148 
ii� 108 1 12 134 �,,,�� QM 148x cf. n�� 
nin,� 106 rjEl�*A ,eiEl� ,rj::i� ,� I I I ·: ... • : ·: J .. : -:: • 

!J� 44 l'lf�� , ni::i:i_� 209 209x 
ici�, itr� ip cf. c. nt:5 2s 27 78£. 106 107 
m�I? io�:r 199 283 283x 1 19 127 
�nt$* 4 161  
c: n•·m� 203x 0�111? n� ��.:r 78 
i1�,�* 27Ix, ,,�,�; ,,�,� 76x J1t$Q J1;1''9 79 
r&,� . 2Bf. 3sr. 23 1 280 nt$Q r·v. 62f. 

c·��� 292 nt$O ;r;i n?� 99 
��IJ-,Wt� 99 nttY llj21 I 54x 
ri:r�* 92f., b1:1,�? 91£. 294 i1t$0 � 1s2 
iJi�� cf. ci• i1t$f 283x 
C,iJ�� 16f. 23x 42ff. S7 1'1�� IS2x 23 1 278f. 

126 131  132 132xf. 1'1��1 t',� 28 

:I 
c,i:lt'o ��J� 26 79 
;in:i cf. E. T 
,,�;�o ,,� 243 ff. 
toe��* , ��h ,?:p 4 206x 264f. 

26Sx 
nv. ;� 1ssff. 162 
i��*A , i�h ,�P, 1 13 1 13x 

206f. 288 
CJ��* 1 14 209 213 213x 

1'1��1 196x 
iJ':J cf. C T T 

, 

J1 , C!O nd'=) 137x 
m":J I08 T T  



INDEX OF HEBREW WORDS 

mo1 142 
n�t! , M�11J rv. II 6 I 94 

r94x 
1:1''?� r94x 
,�*A o�il1 ni1� II5 f. t T 

toe:&':J*A ro6 
•.· ·.· 

i1 
��'i]*A I r4x 
iTVJ*A 269x 
i1�1iJ*A 78 
�P.��i:tiJ* 4 94f. 

il! 264x 
:lQ! 22 178 
::i�i 238£. 
J�! 238 £. 
,iOWI ,;:IT I I T : T 

M�J 206 
n:��� pii! 66 
111! 2 16 218 

n 
�in , O!D �in7 73 
9in 64 
'O r 5x r7x r38tf. 238£. 

241 
nlr!�rr.i r5  
il!IJ , f1t$0-n�o 55 109 ro9x 
il!IJ ti�� 138 f. 149 r52x 

155 !20 
n1�tt n�o 109 151  
1:1'�0 ' 0'�00 rv. I 5x I I 6 I 3 I 

194 r94x 
o'�o o�, 120 r3 r r48 
O'�O n�r� 120 147 
ni'O 53 
ni�r;i ni�IJ 96x 
Oh 2 I 6  2I7x 2!8  

,�11' ,�Cl 206 206x 229 
��h 97x 
0'�7?.rt 96 
n?O* 96 99 
n�r.i* 269 269x 
t')�O* 99 
1:1'.?'�q 29r f. 29rxf. 293 
0'��11J* 4 93 f. 
�'"JO 218  2 r8x 
91i°I 216£. 
nTm 9rx 
�"'.}h II8 

o?i11 nio� 87x 
,�� ' i.�: .

56 �74 
n��-,,?� 29rx 
o: 64x 77 130 18ox 20 
toe�: ro6, :ii� toe� 1 14 .:.,,\. 
,�: I I I  I I ;x ;53 I�i'; 

1 54 275 £. 
,¥� 120 275£. 276x 
!:l�j:l: 2 I I  
IJ:i� r24x 239 

.\L:.)?:'$ :i � ,,,: 

,?f 62 62i:c 69 . :- \�·, ill!* IOO .> ·  ;:,•·, 
. 

• • • .:. :-· :\·�·\! . 
;�::i 92, o��� r21::i. ·u1'.·' 
':::J * 7 4 76 96 ::,�j: 
i11'�*A 227x 

� 
n;� o:i� r r 35 
M��� 2Ix 99 
ihtt 178 
Jit') , :i�� , o��T? n� 

79 140 r4ox r6rx 
r94x 263x 

:J�t') '�# 153 205x 

n:ib 280 
Jit'> '� r4o f. 
l11l :Jit'> r94f. 
r1t$Q :JQ''?. 79 
niEirtb* 99 
toe��? 97f. 

178 j;ll* 92 
1£' , C::' �;p 52 62 

257 
9�f 203x 
9;;:J I I4 203 245 · · f� 
i�!J*A I I3 I IJx 2���:· 

207 
!:l"'.}# r62x 
tlt1# r78x 

,;toe:* 4 63 f. 98x 185 r88 
265 294 :i? 64 68 II5  276 

i: , i: �ll 64 f. :i.? i'!O 69 
iliil' i� 65 f. , ilP,!q i: 65 :i.? ,pq 194x 

- :i.? ,�f 69 
:i.? )�!1 99 
:i.? 1:1� 69 

illt1 i: 68 
i: 0''1iJ 68x 
il�t:e 111� , ,�! 111: 278£. 
!:Ii' cf. C. :i2 n� 69 
i1!iJ oi�� 53 59 ii��? , n�i:i? 177 

D�� '1?.'� 85x il��>*A 226f. 288 

il!D ci�tt i� 87 249 252 o�?" 9 9rx 95£. 

256ff. 1i:&? 64 



0 
1iic�*A I I8 288 
n���P 276 
��::ir;i u4 208 209ff. 217 
,IJ1Q 79 I6Ix 
��tQ 229 
'�0 IOO 
nott 210 
n!�Q 52ff. 
n�r;i* 99 
11?9 Il4 213 
n1��Q 56 
O�p 63x 214 26o 26Ix 
ni:l:p9Q 99 
,!f9Q' i�9Q 11� 76f. 
01��p 158 
n�* 95 f. 
n��1Q 99 
n��P Sf. 
M'j��Q* 97f. 
ii:;i� 35 90f. cf. ,�� 
n� 232 252x 26o 261 

t(r IOO 
i;;� 107f. 172 f. 172x I77x 

183x . 
1Jh'1* 269f. 27ox 
�m uo· 201 T T  

ni�O!*A 109 109x 
011¥t 291 ff. 292x 
n��; i1�tef n;i�1 146 147x 
01��t 279 288ff. 283xf. 
11�t 167 
ti�� , n!IJ ��� 109 109x 

u6 138ff. 120 155 
14ox 149f. 

i'1�i?.! 155x 
n��* C-tJ'jl�) 243 ff. 245x 
!J�� Bx 
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nit�! 120 132 132x 146f. n?1v 99 
147 138 

i'�� cf. C. 
,t?� 63x 
Jl}� IO 

0 
J�� 189 189x 190 
,Db* cf. ,i]�iJ M'� 3 5 ff. 
9�0* 4 
nbe 232 245 250 253 
11n '.�� 91r. 
n?b 96x 
O'�P I I  6 I I7x 
OIQ� l35x 
n¥1,� n�1�9 264x 
n1�i il�1�9 264x 
,�� , ,�� 12 f . .  76 
,ElO*A I I8 288 

... .. 

il��P, 99 
niitl;;l ni�¥ 96 
nr1P, 158 
11V. ' nv. ia 158ff. 159x 
nn¥ 158 
9iy I08f. I37x 138 I 5 I  
0� , rJt$� op 7 57f. 
1P� , 11Q�V I I 
imp 99 
i'�V 284x 
n�1tt rv. 194f. 
01�1J\:l fV. I 16 193 f. 
nv. I� IOO 
O¥¥ , nio oi�ti O¥¥f 70 f. 
'72¥},1? 0¥¥ 277 
Ji?.� 203 232 
JTJ'jV. 6o 
n�:v, 158 
Ji,y 88 

T 

R r 

nfv 53 57 8off. 140 153 
153 207 2I I  

i1°9 IOO 
il� cf. B. 42ff. 65x 65 
il� ii¥� 277 
ii� MlJ� 278 
ti�e 186 
01��El 182x 
t(?� , nit(?�t 88 ff. 
J�* IOO 
01�� 13 f. 44 137 250 162x 
n�� 99 232 245 
Y'J!f ' pi"]�i'.J 58 
nz;i��* 99 

::I 
,ti:t 206ff. 207 
o?¥ , n�o�� 1 12 1 12x 120 

142 
IJ�¥� n��¥* cf. B .  
,;a� 108f. 109 109x 137f. 

l7:!1�¥* 99 

i' 
01� 164 I66f. I7Ix 
1Pl�*A I IO 
01P.1:;i� ni�ip , 11� �ii' ,  ni�ip 
01ryS� , �'?¥ �;p 59r. 

cf. rn:i 
�nh ,� 135x 
r.i?. 216ff. 2I7x 
il!tiP 207x 
n9�i'J i1ftii' 26 Ix 
01�i?* 206f. 
i1¥� ' i1¥� ,� il�j?Q 79 
C�1¥Q ��::I� n��Q 79 
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i'�� 216 218  218x 
ip 216 2 18 
cw �1� 60x 150 257 
l.J1i?. 97x 
f1t� I II Il lx 
l7i?.li?*A 108 
n��, M�i?. 120 215 f. 215x 

, 
il�l 63x 99 23 1 
il�Q* 63 
ti�i , n1��1 , n1r�1;i 122f. 

123x 167 273x cf. ji� 
ti�; ��.3 6i f. T T  
���! 87 186x 228x 
il�liJ ' :i1 73 78 130 
,,:;1 22 
i111 37x 
:liJ1 130 
c1r;:io1 269 
,�,* , 11""!J;l 271 
l.J�i , C1�tJ tJ�1 120 13 I 132 ff. 

132x 140 148 148x 
t:l1;:i?� l.J�i 132££. 132x 
in�i C¥�T:ll 99 
�P.�i 99 
lil.J1 1 3 1 ££. 
I.JI'} 58 . 
J.Jh1rci11 270 

i13'1;;i? :lt$ 23 ff. 
in1� ��? 1,,t$ 24 
��� 28, 37 
c1r6� 43 
n��iJ �l! ,�� 30 204x 
n3'1;i n� 37 
ci�i?.1 37 
�w;o 23 

�� 109 109x 
C}!1 6ox 
l!1i?1 (J1t$� Vi?.;) 124x 12 5 

130 134 154 
ni� ,i?.i?l 96x 

� 
,;�r* 41x 99 
��*, ,,�� 4 71 90 f. 

35  
n;i� , n1��ry 58 
1°!� 132x 
CiJ�*A 1 17 
l=J�ti 202 ff. 203x 
111:1�* 99 
itJ� ,  itJ� ,@�� 203x 
nr:i� 162x 
Ct;;l� 99 
il:lit::l il:l1� I8x T r •• 

Cl� 69f. 10 
n1� 69f. 
�2�� 1 12 
cw, cw i�l;l 12 150 
CW 1W�� 280 28ox 283 
C¥;i ,�� 1t.� 28ox 
cti �J� ilbVJ 228 •• T ._. -:-
cw �1i? I 50 ff. 2 57 
C�7;l� 70 106 123 I23x 

124 125f. 209 228 273 

B. Titles and Functions. 

Pi?.in9 10 

r,�r:? 3of. 
C�1¥'? ":J?� 48f. 
mrdo 20 •: : . 
��l 37 
il� 42f. 
n3'1;i* 44ff. cf. n1.:i 
tJt.¥B Mt�¥* 3 I ff._ 

C���iJ !:}ilt 109 I 
I37x 151 

C17f� cf. C17fl;l I I7x / 
l772� 5 1  230 23 1 239 
n9�, c-9� 39X . · '·· 

il!� 4of. C� il� i '  
27ox 

n9�, c:1:1-n�r 63 f. 
C1�9� 8of. 

p� 99 
ilfiP.� 197 
n91� 226£. 226x · :;·:� 
ri� 137 137x . 

il�� - 196x 
il�� 99 

n 

il�* 1 14 l14x 205'.1_ 
262££. 264 

" 

�ili:l* 134£. cf. � ,  \-.3 ' · 

CiilT;l*A 106 Il3 1 19 l. · . .  0
13oxf. 134£. 288. �· 

ill�, -nii?ir-i 12027� 
n�v.ir-i* 4 75££. 95 .9''· 
C�1¥� n;i�r-i 75 i.�: 
il!n: n;iP,iJ:l 7 5 " !  -�, 
n1r-inr-i 161 161x ::,{· 

• : - ''?°.· ••. ,_ 

,��l3 227 
ilft�iT;J 8x 9 5x 

c11i, 37 
i�iti 37 
o;;iiti 36f. 
c1::i�� ,� 35 
iQi:liJ n1� ,� 35 38 l� 
CIP.�iJ j� 35ff. 
C1lptfiJ ,� 3 5 -
il�P,tfry ,� 37 
C11:1ftiliJ ,� 35 4° 



1�l! 'f PW� o;p� 'l!l 7 7x 
11��9 ,�� 112: 17f. 
�Jti1 n� rn;irte:;i;:i 58f. 
1��, n� illll@ N� 6x 
1�!;) �,:;if ���� ,�,V.l 62 
C1ils� l1::!YN 66f. . ·.·: - : ..... 

t:liJiJ i:Jlt;?!� 1ry:1 72f. 
C1�!iJ �::il�l 74 

1hil� 100 
,��*A 287 288x 
011��...,��* 290* 
n�9�* 4 
,�w� 184 
1��-n,� 266x 
1in1� 185 187 
M��':J*A 288 
n::i 191x 

INDEX OF HEBREW WORDS 

C. Phrases. 

011?!iJ �' �::i1� 74 
il��iJ LJ''1:;i1iJ ,IJte 1i!:1 74 
c::i1ni::itiio '::i::i 82 ••• H : T :  
,ti� nn:l�il ,;::i ::i ..... -: T : • - : 

t:l�IJ�� 11D,� 83 
i=l19�i! t:li�t?? 84x 
liJ? il��� t�Q 84 
�ilbf 1?. n:;:i �6 

D. Proper Names. 
�!I 177x 
1l!�f 39 268 
t:l1':J��u 288 289f. 29ox 
1iJ1? 16xx 
11� 100 
':J9?*A 287 
:JNiO 266 T 
tift?!? 266x 
t:l�l�Q 7x _ 14f. 25ff. 48f. 

1 62x 185 188f. See 

nn1m �' �nb::i ,ti� 86 T T : • T ._. -: 
'91l]'.:!� ni::i�1 11i;i:i� 87 
11J� 1l! 88x 
:ii� 1:P c1;:iS� ��l 14of. 
c1�1J IJ�, ,,��� n��l 146 
ciry��� �,�;;ii 199 
':J�D 1�in� �l! 204 
Cl�iyp ,�� t:l1"')i::l�iJ 279ff. 

,�,J:?m* 99 
,@1J:?ie* 4 
li1�1;')�9* 4 
0ot�* 99 
jiti1E? 185 
ch1�* 4 
illtl�* cf. B. 
n·wu i85 
MQP,* 100 

n�1Pti1ti 111x 
'�1�*A 185 288 289f. LJliJ��' r� , ,,J.l , .:m� , 0�9l!1* 4 259 259x 

cw 266 29ox 
i1�'1D, 191  191x 
co 266f. 
311�0* 49 
no*A 288 
no-,}!� 288x 
'1�, 287 

i1:Jl1'1M 
,;iJ�*A 287 
n:i;i* 49f. 
c19 162x 
11:;i� 264 
;qbP, 162x 
ji,�¥ 266x 

J�,o/ 287 
,�ti 191 191x 
,;n·�* 26ox 
P�'�* 49 
il�Qlf:l* 49 
n119u 287 

E. Proper Names with Play on Words. 
co-11� 232 248 
ci:;i� 248 287 
ci� 232 
01� 23 1 240 
l1�� ,�f 76 250 265 f. 
'�f *A 232 239 252x 261 

ilT;if 251x 1¥?� 232 
•;i;�-1� 243x 271 ff. 272 i���T 240 
rt?�t� 271 ff. 272x n11 241 
il¥1lf 233x il!IJ 152x 23 I f. 239 241 
1� 23 I CO 266ff. 
'�?� 2 5 I ilr�lO 2 50 
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�{;)i' 14 23 l 270 
r�P.� 233x 24ox 
=if:iP,� 232 248 
n�� 268x 
Pr;!�� 23 I f. 239 
��n�� 242 248 
����� 232 239 =i�io 266 268 T 
o�m9 232 
n-n�.!j� 2 5 l 
nw�rt 23 1 
nw� 232 

M�F? 266x 
1'119 232 
n��"Jf? 232 
M�* 8x 100 132 

252x 258ff, 
259xf. 

tJ� 23 l f. 239 
�i:!l��rSti� 250 
ni.:io cf. A. s.v. 

'· 

il�l.f-P�V. 251x 
ii:i�-�V. 2 5 l 
��� 23 1 

����� 250 
ni;i� cf. A. s.v. 
n� 241 243x 
i1!�f"J� 25 1 
i�:i 4lx 232 
l�� 232 239 
1���1 23 1 
c;? (?) 266ff. 
���o� 24ox 
�31??� 23 1 
n;? 23 1 

3. INDEX OF ARAMAIC WORDS. 
N�?t:e*A l l4 
1v:i� 227 
n�n , M��!*A 288 
Nli;i� 108 
Nfil� 7o 
N�rr:i l38x 

Nlj�tl 55x 
�l�t;l 25f. 
�i:i!i 108 
i':lvt l84x 
�1�� 137 
�,��r-1 ,��*A 227x 

4. INDEX OF ARABIC WORDS AND PROPER NAMES. ·. 

� l35x 

�Sb. 97x 

� 20lx 
_ ..,  8 � 13 x 

Ll)J l59x 

;:... l l7x 

r l28x 

$� 109 

)� 108 1 37 

WI �r 245 x 

;j.J*A I I4x 

./S I I5x 

Js*A 264x 

�' � J�)I 70x 

� �I 7ox 

Proper names · � 
�I U"1 l68x 

.fr-11 U"I; l68x 

l.S�l_,ll U"� l68x 

A.i; l59x 

.i1_,i: l59x 

y..J 8x 

�Ip 266x 

I;!� 266x 

�*A 288 

),,F* 26o 

' i  
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}� 266x 

U"t.s:o 266x 

� 266x 

Vernacular Arabic. 

'ibs, bsy 175x 

'ar4 l;zamra 

" sam'l!a 

,, samra 

ka!Jle 
145 

,, 

,, be4a 

,, fa fr a 

o-fre(h)* 5ox syiih* 26ox 

ba!Jr 186x 'ineh 179x 

bhiir 186x el-miil£!J 186x 

u nafir* bhiir na!Js 175x 

186x miqyiis 226x 

al-gibiil 182x wafii en-Nil 226x 

5. INDEX OF AKKADIAN WORDS AND PROPER NAMES. 

Only such Akkadian words are registered here, as are akin to Hebrew and Arabic or are 
· 

loanwords in either of them. 

agannu 1�tc 
iiru iiN 
itati nin� 
akiilu '::Jk ., 
ilu �� 
euppu N�?t:e 
ummiinu 1�t$, �� 
miisu eioN ... v 
anii, uniitu il!�� (?) 
epesu, ebesu r&ElN 
irfitu n� 
atunu 1�r-ite 
alru NirlN 
budulh; '��i.!l � : 
parzillu �n� 
ganii, ginii, gannatum ia 
diiru iii 
d"V- N�'!J isu , . .  , 
ekallu '::J'il 

T •• 

aliiku !J�Q 
#bii l7�f? 
titu, #ttu o�� 
idu, idii zikiiram i�! yi� 

also with lamiidu 
immu oi� 
asu Nl, 

• T T' 
ur'!!itu P"J: 

92x 
108 
106 
1 14 

44 
1 14 
1 18 
108 

205 205x 
I l l  228 
106 108 

227x 
108 
1 17 
1 18 

162x 
I I5 
106 

11 4x 
190 

I I4x 
I I I  I I 5  

278 
108 
106 
106 

kakkabi =i:ii.?i T 

kunnu < ;i:i 
kupru i�!l 
kiru n;�� 
labiinu libittu, pl. lihniiti 

o���> ji=i� 
liliitu n�:? 
lamtidu ir;i� , cf. idii 
miidu iko : 
nambii'u �111,? 
mati �It 
mep-u, mi/ru if?9 
mal£ku :i?� 
ma!salu, tamiilu 
niiru ;m T T  
nahiru tl,i�m .... . - . : 

< ��!.:) 

nammassu �i (?), il��Ot 
•V �El� napistu .,.., 

sipru, !iipiru i�P. 
!ammu Cl;) 
eperu ,�¥ 
feru $1_r. 
falmu tl'l 

. iffii.ru ;� 
'l!a'l!'l!adu i�l� 
'l!aruru � (?) 
'l!uppu J; 

106 
I I I  

206 229 
227x 

227 
108 
278 
I I8 
1 15 
108 
1 14 
35 

I I2 
107 

1 10 129x 
109x 109 

109x 
I I8 

1 16 1 17x 
I I I  
109 
I I2 

108 137 
I IO 

115x 
264x 
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lf.arafU r!� 
gurgurru Ji J 
lf.alf.lf.aru l1i2li2 
lf.a!tu J"l�i� , Tlfi? 
ri!u, riSi !a lamami 

no�oBiil ;��., 
T :- T -

ladii i1,.� •: T 
lamtu t:l\J� (?) 
u!aklil '-??� 
!umu, ipi! !uma = 

t:l� i1� •• T T 
zakaru !uma = t:l� ,;J! 
nabii !uma = t:l� �� 
!ami t:i·o� . - T 

�amalJ� t� (?) 
sarru ,!? 
tamtu } 
tamdu t:linz;i 
tiamat 

I I I  
II4x 
ro8 
2 r 5  

I IO 228 
109 r5r  

I I7 
I I2 

228 
r 5 r  
1 5 r  
r23 

I28x 
35 

I27x r27 r28 
r29 r29x r30 

r3 r 

Proper names. 

Abarama o;:;i� (?) 
Uru .,�� 2 
bab-ilu '�¥ 2 32 2 30 2� 
ljarranu (Sum. garan) 110 . .. 
bil-ljarran no '�� 
idilf.lat ( early-Akkad. from Sum. 

idigna), dilf.lat (Babyl.) 
Dig/at (Assyr.) '��'! 

lumga ':J�? 

naljiri, naljirau ,;n� 
pir-'u i\ll;§I 
riama!i!a OP.ft¥'! 
sarugi ��.,� 
tarhu n"'IJ:I l-nazi } 

- -undaraba 
-

.. 



HIEROGLYPHIC APPENDIX 
(A) A SELECTION OF EGYPTIAN REFERENCES. 

(B) EGYPTIAN LOANWORDS AND PROPER NAMES . 

(C) PROPER NAMES WITH PLAY ON WORDS. 

• 
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